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MEDICARE AND MEDICAID

TUESDAY, JULY 1, 1969

U.S. SENATE,
CoMMrrrEE ON FINANCE,

Wuhington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Anderson, Gore, Talmadge, Hartke, Harris,
Byrd, Jr., Williams, Bennett, Curtis, Dirksen, Jordan, and Fannin.

OPENING STATEMENT OF THE CHAIRMAN

The CHAIRMAN. This hearing will come to order.
This morning, the Committee on Finance begins the first of a series

of hearings on the costly problems confronting us in the medicare and
medicaid programs.

Both these programs were soundly conceived when they were en-
acted. They've done a lot of good for a lot of people and can continue
to serve the national interest in the future. We want the medicaid
program to provide help to people who need it and we want the
medicare program to look after the medical needs of our senior citi-
Yens. We want that care to be high quality. But, we think it should
be provided on a basis that is efficient and economical, not on a basis
which is wasteful and extravagant.

The Committee on Finance has from the beginning of those pro-
grams followed their progress closely. Unfortunately, in many in-
stances, data has not been available, until the last 6 months or so,
which could provide the basis for a comprehensive exercise of our
legislative oversight responsibility.

However, during the past year we have progressively stepped up
our scrutiny of the medicare and medicaid programs. Today, we are
quite capable of identifying and pinpointing major areas of concern-
including widespread abuse, and fraud, as well as lax administration.
It almost appears as if everyone involved in medicare wants to make
that extra buck at the expense of the taxpayer and the millions of
older people in medicare.

It seems to this Senator, and I know that other Senators on the
committee share this view, that it is past time for the committee to
determine whether these runaway programs can be brought under
control. Firm reins are needed to keep medicare and medical in check.

Our committee and its staff is making what I believe is the first real
in-depth study of payments to doctors under medicare and medicaid.
Let me illustrate the kind of things which have developed-and these
are only a few examples of the situations we know about:

(1) A general practitioner who billed medicare $58,000 in 1968 for
house calls made to 49 patients. Mind you, he only had 49 medicare
patients. This works out to a visit every third day for every one of his
49 patients for an entire year, or to put it another way, it means a



visit twice a week and every second Sunday at $9 a visit. Who says
you can't get a doctor to make a house call anymore?

(2) Another physician engaged in what we call gang visits to nurs-
ing home patients. In 1968, 54 patients received the benefit of 4,560
visits from that doctor-an average of over 80 visits each. The same
physician was paid by the program a total of $42,000 for 8,275 injec-
tions which he administered to 149 patients. This works out to be
about 60 injections per patient per year at about $5 per injection.

I am pleased that we will have an opportunity today and tomorrow,
to discuss all of these matters with representatives of the administra-
tion. As a matter of fact, it was just about 3 years ago'that administra-
tion officials, including Social Security Commissioner Ball, whom I
am happy to see here today, appeared before this committee to discuss
their proposed reimbursement formula for medicare. At that time,
the committee was quite critical of a number of very generous provi-
sions in the formula-including a 2-percent bonus to hospitals--
above their actual reimbursable costs, which some people argued was
not authorized by law-I mean the 2 percent being not authorized.
I know the committee is pleased to note that 3 years after that hearing
-as a matter of fact, effective today-the 2-percent bonus has been
taken out of medicare and medicaid the same way it was put in-by
administrative action. Federal, State, and local taxpayers will save
over $100 million in fiscal 1970 as a result of this action alone. I
anticipate that as these current hearings progress, we will find other
areas which may yield savings of even greater magnitude than the
2-percent bonus.

One feature of medicare and medicaid that particularly concerns
me-and I know it also concerns the ranking minority member of
the committee, Senator Williams-is the "Swiss bank account" sys-
tem of reporting the payments made to doctors and hospitals under
the program. As of today, not even the Federal tax collector has been
able to crack that code. With possibly as many as 10,000 doctors, den-
tists, and other health practitioners in this country reaping more
than $25,000 a year from these programs, it is a sad commentary that
the Internal Revenue Service has no record of any of these payments
and is unable to tell us whether these huge sums are being reported for
tax purposes.

Senator GORE. Mr. Chairman, why is it that the Internal Revenue
Service can't obtain this information?

The CHAIRMAN. We will get to that, Senator.
Senator GORE. I do not want to interrupt, but I think this is a

matter of importance. You will tell us why?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, we will find out from our staff and from

these witnesses Senator.
Another problem is that some physicians are fragmenting their bills

and making separate charges for things that once were included
within what they received in their regular fees. Lab fees and psychiat-
ric counseling are two items that come to mind.

Now, before I recognize the Under Secretary, I want to take just a
moment to commend the Senior Senator from Delaware, the rank-
ing minority member of this committee, Senator Williams for the
diligence with which he has pursued this medicare-medicaid matter.
In addition, let me recognize the important rolo the Senior Senator
from New Mexico has played. Senator Anderson has consistently im-
portuned the committee to more closely scrutinize these programs so



that they could be the model programs he envisioned, when he played
the role of "father-of-medicaxe." In fact it was at Senator Williams'
and Senator Anderson's initiative that the staff was directed to com-mence this inquiry.

Senator Ribicoff wanted very much to be here this morning. He has
repeatedly expressed his concern to the committee over the problems
in medicare and medicaid and has been briefed on what we are finding
in the programs. Unfortunately, a minor ailment prevents him from
being here, but I know that he will fully participate in the hearings
which will follow these 2 days.

At this point I think it would be well for our staff to describe briefly
the series of tables and charts which they have made, outlining their
preliminary findings. While they are doing that, may I suggest, Mr.
Secretary, that you look over your statement and plan to summarize
it, or at least Mr. Ball might summarize. We will read all this, but in
order that each Senator night have the opportunity to ask each ques-
tion that comes to mind this morning-and they have all been briefed
on the areas we plan to explore-we have asked them to limit them-
selves initially to 10 minutes each. They know about most of what you
are going to discuss here. They will read your statements while other
Senators are asking questions.

Senator BENNETT. Mr. Chairman, I would not want you to be ac-
cused of doing what you are accusing the doctors of doing. Your
written statement says that Senator Ribicoff has a minor ailment. You
said major. I hope you did not expand it.

The CHAIRMAN. I will let the printed speech speak for itself.
We will insert at this point in the record our staff's committee press

release announcing the start of these hearings, and data relating to the
medicaid-medicare study.

;[Pres release from the Committee on Finance, US. Senate, June 26, 19691
FINANCE COMMIrTEE HEARINGS ON MEDICARE AND MEDICAID

Senator Russell B. Long (D., La.), Chairman of the Committee on Finance,
announced today that as part of its comprehensive review of the operations and
status of the Medicare and Medicaid programs the Committee will hold initial
hearings on Tuesday and Wednesday, July I and 2. The hearings will be held
In Room 2221 New Senate Office Building and will be open to the public.

These firat hearings will involve an examination of the programs with Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare officials. He noted that among those
who would testify are: H.E.W. Under Secretary John Veneman. The Social
Security Administration will be represented by Commissioner Robert M. Ball,
Deputy Commissioner Arthur E. Hess. Thomas Tierney, Director, Bureau of
Health Insurance, and Chief Actuary. In addition, Dr. Francis M. Land, Com-
missioner of the Medical Services Administration will also testify.

Senator Long praised the initiative taken by the Committee's ranking Republi-
can member, John J. Williams (R.,-Del.). He said that Senator Willl ims "has
rendered invaluable service thus far in exposing fraud, abuse, and maladminis-
tration in two multibillion dollar programs. I expect that he will play an im-
portant part in our forthcoming hearings." The Chairman indicated that the
Committee would schedule additional hearings at a later date during which pro-
viders of health care, fiscal agents and other interested individuals and orga-
nizations will testify. Senator Long further advised that the report on Medicare
and Medicaid which it directed its staff to undertake earlier this year would be
submitted to the Committee within the next few weeks.

He said: "We want the medicaid program to provide help to people who need
it and we want the medicare program to look after the medical needs of our
senior citizens. We want that care to be high quality. But, we think it should
be provided on the basis that is efficient and economical, not on a basis which
is wasteful and extravagant."

The Chairman suggested that persons desiring to participate in future phases
of the Committee's hearings into the Medicare and Medicaid programs contact
Tom Vail, Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance, Room 2227 New Senate Office
Building, Washington, D.C.



EXPLANATION OF CHART 1

Medical Assistance: Vendor Payments for Medical Care

It was in 1950 that the Congress first authorized "vendor payments"
for medical care--payments fiom the welfare agency directly to
physicians, health care institutions, and other providers of medical
services. Federal sharing was liberalized in subsequent amendments
and by 1960 four-fifths of the States made provision for medical
vendor payments. In 1951, vendor payments for medical care totaled
slightly more than $100 million; by the end of the decade, they had
increased to about one-half billion dollars. More than half of the total
was spent under Old Age Assistance.

A new category of assistance recipient was established by the
Con ress in 1960 in the Kerr-Mills program: the "medically needy"
aged, whose incomes were high enough that they did not need cash
assistance payments, but who needed help in meeting the costs of
medical care. Between 1960 and 1965, total vendor payments more than
doubled, from about one-half billion dollars to $1.3 billion. Increases in
vendor payments under Old-Age Assistance and the new Medical
Assistance for the Aged program accounted for three-quarters of
the increase.

In 1965, a new medical assistance (Medicaid) program was enacted
as a part of the Social Security Amendments of 1965 (which also
included Medicare). The Medicaid program had these features: (1) it
substituted a single program of medical assistance for the vendor

payments under the categorical cash assistance and Medical Assistance
For the Aged programs, with a requirement that beginning in January
1970 Federal sharing in vendor payments would only be provided
under the Medicaid program; (2) it offered all States a higher rate
of Federal matching for vendor payments for medical care; (3) it
required each State to cover all persons receiving or eligible to receive
cash assistance; (4) it permitted States to include medically needy
blind, disabled, and dependent children and their families (as wel
as the medically needy aged) at the option of the State; and (5) it
required that States include inpatient and outpatient hospital services,
other laboratory and X-ray services, skilled nursing home services,
and physicians' services; it permitted the States to include other forms
of health care at their option.

Expenditures under the Medicaid program have increased much
more rapidly than anyone had anticipated. Between 1965 and 1970,
total Federal, State, and local costs will have risen from $1.3 to
$5.5 billion.
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EXPLANATION OF CHART 2

Revision in Estimates of Fiscal Year 1969 Medicaid Costs

The sharp rise in medical vendor payment costs and the difficulty
of estimating the amounts required is shown dramatically in the
revisions made in the estimates for fiscal year 1969. In December 1967,
the Congress was told that fiscal year 1969 estimates would total $1.58
billion in Federal funds. One month later this estimate was revised
upward by $450 million. In the budget submitted to the Congress
this January, the estimate was increased by another $200 million,
and in the revised budget submitted 3 months later another $40
million was added.

The current estimate of $2.5 billion is almost 50 percent greater than
the estimate made 19 months ago.
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EXPLANATION OF CHART 3

Increased Medicaid Costs Outstrip Increases in Numbers of
People Served

Though Medicaid costs are increasing rapidly, much of the increas,
is eaten up by the inflation in medical care costs. The 1970 budge
estimates that the total Federal, State, and local cost of medical
vendor payments will rise from $3.5 billion in 1968 to $5.5 billion ii
1970-a 57-percent cost increase. During the same period, however
the number of people served is estimated in the budget to increase(
from 8.6 to 10.2 million-a 19-percent increase, only one..third of thc
increase in cost.



CHART 3
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EXPLANATION OF CHART 4
Medical Vendor Payments as a Portion of Total Welfare Costs

Increasing Medicaid costs have had a particularly severe fiscal im-
pact on the States. Welfare costs typically constitute one of the largest
items in the State budget, and vendor payments for medical care have
represented an increasing share of welfare costs. In fiscal year 1965,
just before Medicaid's enactment, medical assistance represented 25
percent of total Federal, State, and local welfare costs (excluding ad-
ministrative costs). Over a 4-year period, this percentage has risen to
41 percent. Looking at State and local funds only, medical vendor pay-
ments have risen over the 4-year period from less than one-third to
almost one-half of welfare expenditures (excluding costs of adminis-
tration). In absolute dollar terms, the rise has been precipitous: from
$764 million in State and local funds for medical vendor payments in
fiscal year 1965 to $1,896 million in fiscal year 1968-a 150 percent
increase within 4 years.

A questionnaire was sent by the staff to each Governor asking
whether current Medicaid estimates were greater than earlier projected
costs for the same years. About half of the States whose Medicaid
programs were initiated in 1966 or 1967 responded that Medicaid
costs are exceeding earlier projections. In a few States the costs
are not exceeding earlier estimates only because the program has
been cut back to fit within appropriation ceilings.

The questionnaire also asked whether Medicaid cost increases had
forced the State to increase taxes, reduce other State programs, or
take other action. One-third of the States initiating a Medicaid pro-
gram in 1966 or 1967 have raised State taxes at least in part due to
Medicaid costs; a number of Governors state that the tax increases
in their States could be directly linked to greater-than-anticipated
Medicaid costs. Several Governors attributed either cutbacks in
other State programs or curtailment of growth in other programs
directly to increased Medicaid costs.
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EXPLANATION OF CHART 5

Actuarial Estimates of 1970 and 1990 Hospital Insurance Benefits

The Medicare law enacted in 1965 included benefits under two
parts: (1) Part A, Hospital Insurance, provided hospital benefits
and extended care and home health benefits after hospitalization;
and (2) Part B, Supplementary Medical Insurance, paid p art of the
cost of doctors' services, diagnostic services (such as X-ray and
laboratory tests), and home health services (even without prior
hospitalization). The Hospital Insurance program was to be financed
through an employer-employee tax like the social security cash
benefit programs. Almost all of the cost of the program was attributed
to hospital benefits. In 1965, when the Medicare program was enacted,
the actuarial cost estimates were based on current data on utilization
of hospital care and hospital costs. Based on these data, the )rogram
was estimated to cost $2.9 billion in 1970 and $8.8 billion in 1990.

Preliminary experience led to a thorough reevaluation of the earlier
actuarial estimates in 1967. At that time, cost estimates were increased
by about 25 percent; 1970 costs were increased to $4 billion, while
estimates of 1990 costs were increased to $10.8 billion.

Again in early 1969, the actuarial cost estimates were reevaluated,
and new estimates were incorporated in the 1969 report of the Hospital
Insurance Trust Fund trustees. For the first time, actuarial assump-
tions were more firmly based on actual program experience. The
increases in projected program costs were dramatic; 1970 benefit
payments are now estimated at $5 billion, and 1990 benefit pay-
ments are now projected at $16.8 billion-in both cases, almost twice
the original estimates made in 1965.
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EXPLANATION OF CHART 6

Hospital Insurance Trust Fund Due To Be Exhausted in 1976

It 1967 the Congress increased Hospital Insurance taxes by about
25 percent to shore up the program's financing. Without this increase,
the Social Security Chief Actuary had estimated that the Hospital
Insurance Trust Fund would have been exhausted in 1970. The
Hospital Insurance tax increase was meant to restore the actuarial
soundness of the Hospital Insurance program-that is, to insure that
tax income would more than equal benefit payments over the next
25 years. But the current projections of the progress of the Hospital
Insurance Trust Fund included in the 1969 Trustees' Report show
that unless taxes are increased or benefits reduced, the Trust Fund
will be exhausted in 1976.
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EXPLANATION OF CHART 7

Restoring Actuarial Soundness of Hospital Insurance Program

With the actuarial projection that the hospital insurance trust
fund will be exhausted in 1976, there are three ways of restoring the
actuarial soundness of the Hospital Insurance program:

(1) Hospital Insurance taxes can be increased by 20 percent;
(2) The hospital deductible of $44 (about equai to I day of

hospitalization) can be increased to $175 (about 4 days of
hospitalization); or

(3) Cost controls can be put into effect.
Of course, it would be possible to combine these alternatives.
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EXPLANATION OF CHART 8

Estimates of 1970 Hospital Costs Per Beneficiary

Under the 1965 actuarial estimates made when Medicare was en-
acted, it was assumed that average daily hospital costs would reach
$50 by 1970. It was also assumed on the average, hospital insurance
beneficiaries would spend 3.16 days in the hospital per year. The prod-
uct of these two numbers, $158, represented the estimate of the annual
hospital cost per beneficiary in 1970 (equivalent to the total hospital
benefits divided by the number of persons enrolled in the hospital in-
surance program). Both of these assumptions were based on a careful
analysis of experience with rising hospital costs and hospital utilization
by persons over 65 during the previous decade. In fact, the assump-
tions were deliberately given a conservative bias by choosing a some-
what higher utilization than was warranted by experience at that
time.

By 1967 it had become clear that hospital costs were increasing far
more rapidly than had been projected. The revised actuarial estimates
now assumed that 1970 average daily hospital costs would be more
than $59. The same utilization rate (3.16 days of hospitalization per
beneficiary per year) was assumed, and thus it was estimated that in
1970 the hospital cost per beneficiary would be $188.

By 1969, the first year's experience showed that hospital utilization
had exceeded the earlier assumption by 20 percent. In the new actu-
arial estimates, it was assumed that the actual 1967 utilization rate of
3.8 days of hospitalization per beneficiary per year would continue in
the future. The 1970 average daily hospital costs are now estimated at
$62 for an average cost per beneficiary in 1970 of $235-almost a 50-
percent increase above the estimate made in 1965.
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EXPLANATION OF CHART 9
Projected Daily Hospital Rates

Under the 1969 actuarial projections it is assumed that the 1967
average daily hospital cost of about $45 increased 13 percent in 1968
and will increase by 12 percent in 1969, 9 percent in 1970, and by
declining amounts after that until a stable annual increase of 3.5
percent is reached in 1975.

Under these estimates the average daily hospital rate will be about
$62 in 1970, $71 in 1972, $81 in 1975, $92 in 1979, and $102 by 1982.
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EXPLANATION OF CHART 10

Extended Care Benefits in 1967

The original actuarial estimates made in 1965 when Medicare was
enacted assumed that on the average, each person enrolled in the
hospital insurance program would spend one-sixth of a day in an
extended care facility in 1967. Based on then recent experience, it was
assumed that the average daily cost in an extended care facility would
be $11.26. The product of these two numbers, $1.80, represented the
estimate of the extended care benefit cost per beneficiary in 1967 (the
equivalent of total extended care benefits under the program divided
by the number of persons enrolled in the program).

Actual experience in 1967 showed that the cost per beneficiary per
year was $18-10 times the earlier estimate. The actual average
daily cost was $18.16, and the utilization rate was 1 day per beneficiary
per year.
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EXPLANATION OF CHART 11

Supplementary Medical Insurance Deficit on an Accrual Basis

The financing of the supplementary medical insurance program is
essentially different from that for the cash benefit and hospital insur-
ance programs in several fundamental respects. First, the premium
rate for any period is required by law to be set at such an amount that
income from premiums and Government matching contributions
accrued in the period is estimated to be sufficient to cover the benefit
payments and processing costs related to all services furnished during
that period. In this way, those enrolled in the program during any
period for which a particular premium rate is applicable will, as a
group, pay for half the cost of the services that they as a group receive
during that period. Thus costs are measured on an accrued (incurred)
basis when the services are provided, rather than on a cash basis,
when the services are paid for.

Second, the financing of the program is set only for short periods
into the future, so that there is no need for long-term projections of
the experience of the program. (The premium rate for each fiscal
year period is promulgated before the January 1 that precedes the
beginning of such fiscal year.) Further, there is no natural accumula-
tion of an excess of income over disbursements as the covered popula-
tion matures. The natural lag in the payment of benefits results in a
cash surplus which provides some margin to insure enough assets on
hand at any time to pay benefits should the premium prove inadequate
by a small margin.

Since there is a delay in the submission and payment of bills, the
supplementary medical insurance trust fund has shown a positive cash
balance since the beginning of the program. However, this cash balance
is expected to decline by more than $100 million during fiscal year
1970, when the $4 monthly premium is in effect.

The law, however, requires that monthly premiums be based on
the estimated accrued costs. On this basis, the supplementary medical
insurance program has shown a growing deficit from its inception, a
deficit which is expected to grow during the current fiscal year. The
deficit is expected to almost double between June 30, 1969 (-$181
million) and June 30, 1970 (-$351 million), because the $4 monthly
premium for fiscal year 1970 is expected to be about 10 percent too
oW.
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EXPLANATION OF CHART 12
Restoring Actuarial Soundness of Supplementary Medical

Insurance Program
With the actuarial projection that the accrued deficit in the Supple-

mentary Medical Insurance Trust Fund will almost double in the
current fiscal year, there are three ways of restoring the actuarial
soundness of the Supplementary Medical Insurance program:

(1) The monthly premium can be increased from $4 to $4.40;
(2) The deductible of $50 can be increased to $80; or
(3) Cost controls can be put into effect.

Of course, it would be possible to combine these alternatives.
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EXPLANATION OF CHART 13

Increases in Physician Fees

Between 1956 and 1965, physician fees had risen an average of
3 percent annually. The 1965 actuarial estimates assumed a contin-
uation of this rate of increase.

However, physician fees between June 1965 and June 1967
actually rose at an annual rate of 6.5 percent per year (compared to
the 3-percent average rate of the previous 10 years). In setting the
supplementary medical insurance premium which was to go into
effect in April 1968, it was assumed that physician fees would rise
at the rate of 5 percent per year between July 1967 and July 1969,
and by 3 percent per year thereafter.

Between June 1967 and June 1968, physician fees rose 5.5 percent
(compared with the 5-percent increase previously estimated). The
late 1968 actuarial estimate assumed that physician fees would
increase 5 percent in 1969, 4.5 percent in 1970, and 3.5 percent in
1971. Despite the actuarial estimates which indicated the need for a
10-percent increase in the monthly premiums, it was decided not to
increase the $4 monthly supplementary medical insurance premium
on the assumption that either (1) there would be no increase in
either physician fees or utilization of services between July 1969 and
June 1970, or (2) reimbursement would much more often than in
the past be based on less than the full charge. Between December
1968, the month of the promulgation of the $4 premium rate, and
April 1969 physician fees rose 2.8 percent.
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EXPLANATION OF CHART 14

Intermediary and Carrier Costs

Though only a small portion of the total cost of the Medicare
program, administrative costs have been subject to the same problem
of unanticipated increases as have the benefit payments.

The President's budget for fiscal year 1968, for example, anticipated
a need of $44 million for part A intermediaries (insurance companies
and Blue Cross plans that handle Hospital Insurance claims) and
$66.2 million for part B carriers (insurance companies and Blue
Shield plans that handle Supplementary Medical Insurance claims),
a total of $110.2 million. These funds soon proved insufficient; a
special $25 million contingency fund was also exhausted; and a
supplemental appropriation was sought. The actual fiscal year 1968
budget was $55.3 million for part A intermediaries (26 percent more
than the original estimate) and $88.2 million for part B carriers (48
percent more than the original estimate), a total of $153.5 million.

In fiscal year 1969, the story has been much the same. The original
President's budget included $60.8 million for part A intermediaries and
$89 million for part B carriers, a total of $149.8 million. As in fiscal
year 1968, use of a special $25 million contingency fund was necessary.
But this was not enough. A $16.5 million supplemental appropriation
was sought by the President; the Senate added another $4.7 million
to this amount because the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare determined that this additional amount was needed. The
current estimate of need is $76.5 million for part A intermediaries (26
percent more than the original estimate) and $116.7 million for part
B carriers (31 percent more than the original estimate), a total of
$193.3 million.

The current 1970 budget estimates a need for $208 million for
intermediary and carrier costs.
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EXPLANATION OF CHART 15

Preliminary Findings: Medicaid
The January budget estimated Federal Medicaid costs in fiscal 1970 at $3.07

billion.
A revised estimate issued in April by the new administration shows it downward

revision of $505 million. The reduction is estimated to occur as a result of elimi-
nation of the 2 percent bonus above costs paid to hospitals; it reduction of $120
million in Federal matching for care of the mentally ill; and limitation of pay-
ments to physicians to the lowest Blue Shield schedule in each geographic area.
(It Is our understanding that the administration has departed from its earlier
position on the last item-liiniting Medicaid payments to physicians.)

Sonic $238 million of the estimated reduction is attrilutable to downward
revisions in State estimates of fiscal 1970 Medicaid spending. But one-half of this
$238 million is nothing more than a bookkeeping change--a shift, of skilled nursing
home costs under Medicaid to intermediate care facility costs under Old-Age
Assistance. Additionally, $120 million of the estimated reduction assuies a change
in law with respect to the mentally-ill aged. Necessary implementing legislation
has not been requested and in view of the legislative history of Federal matching
for the mentally ill, congressional approval of such a proposal may be difficult to
secure.

Medicare has served to increase the cost of hospital, physicians' and nursing
home care of Medicaid. By HEW regulation, States nust pay hospitals on the
same formula as Medicare. The State of Connecticut has refused to follow that
regulation, maintaining that to do so would cost. it an additional $4 to $5 million
a year.

Payment for physicians' services on the basis of customaryy and prevailing
charges" under Medicare has led to pressure by physicians for similar treatment
under Medicaid. That pressure has been increased" by published statements of
the principal HEW Medicaid official that the Medicare method is the only
"logical" way to pay for doctors' care under Medicaid.

A number of States have yielded to demands that they reimburse skilled nursing
homes on the more generous basis under which extended care facilities are paid
under Medicare.

Overutilization of care and services under Medicaid results from widespread
abuse by recipients and providers of services coupled with a lack of effective
control mechanisms.

Medicaid is both victim and cause of the superinflation in the medical care
field through the increased demand on scarce resources which it has generated.

Federal officials have been lax in not seeing to it that States establish and em-
ploy effective controls on utilization and costs, and States have been 1imwilling
to assume the responsibility on their own. Thne Federal Medicaid administrators
have not provided States with the expert assistance necessary to establish and
implement proper controls. Also, they have not developed nleclhanislns for coor-
dination and communication among the States about methods of identifying and
solving Medicaid problems.
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EXPLANATION OF CHART 16

Preliminary Findings: Physician Reimbursement
The provisions of the statute and the clear congressional intent that Medicare

carriers should not pay physicians more than they would ordinarily pay for their
own subscribers has not been followed. Congress said that in paying physicians
"consideration" should be given -to customary and prevailing fees. Blue Shield
had testified in 1965 that they regularly surveyed prevailing and customary
physician fees, and that their fee schedules were very close and getting closer
to prevailing fees. In actual practice the Medicare regulations require that pay-
ment should be made solely on the basis of customary and prevailing fees and that
private insurance schedules should not have any influence on what Medicare paid.
As a consequence, Medicare generally makes payments for the aged which are
substantially higher than those paid under Blue Shield's most widely held contracts
for the working population, and thus physicians' incomes have been inflated.

The need to maintain detailed data with respect to customary charges for
each physician and for prevailing fees in each locality has led to weak adminis-
trative practices, unwarranted delays in payments to physicians and beneficiaries,
and high administrative costs. There is a good deal of evidence that Medicare's
pattern of inflated payments has also served to increase physicians' charges to
the general public because a doctor is not permitted to charge more under Medicare
(at least theoretically) than he does for his other patients.

Medicare is making payments for services by supervisory physicians in teaching
hospitals-payments which were not generally made before Medicare.

These services, in fact, are not provided by those physicians but by residents
and interns. Payment for these "services" may be costing as much as $100 million
a year to Medicare. There is a question whether Medicare beneficiaries have a
legal obligation to pay for such services. (Medicare payments are expressly pro-
hibited by law in the absence of a legal obligation to pay.) Moreover, since the
salaries of the interns and residents who actually provide the care are paid for
under the hospital insurance program, Medicare may be paying for the same
services twice.

There is substantial evidence that many physicians are engaging in the prac-
tice known as "gang visits" to nursing home and hospital patients. Under this
practice a physician may see as many as 30, 40, and 50 patients in a day in the
same facility-regardless of whether the visit is medically necessary or whether
any service is actually furnished. The physician in many cases charges his full
fee for each patient, billing Medicare for as much as $300 or $400 for one sweep
through a nursing home.

There is evidence that physicians are now billing separately for services which
were previously routinely included in a charge for an office visit or a surgical
fee. For example, routine laboratory tests which were part of the office visit
charge are now billed in addition to the fee for the visit. In some cases a sur-
geon now charges separately for preoperative and postoperative visits, services
which used to be part of his surgical fee. This kind of price increase does not show
up in the consumer price index figures set out in an earlier chart.

Conflict of interest situations occir with apparent widespread physician invest-
ment in nursing homes and proprietary hospitals. The physicians in these situa-
tions have an economic incentive to order as many services as possible and to
extend the duration of stay for those of his patients whom he places in a med-
ical facility in which he has an investment. It appears that many general practi-
tioners are providing services-such as psychiatric counseling, injections, and
laboratory work-to an extent unrelated to medical needs and solely for the
purpose of maximizing their Medicare billings.
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EXPLANATION OF CHART 17

Preliminary Findings: Carrier and Intermediary Performance,
Hospitals, Extended Care Facilities

With relatively few exceptions carriers and intermediaries have not been ad-
ministering Medicare with the tight control necessary to the "efficient and eco-
nomical" performance required by the law. Only a small proportion of the carriers
now have in effect an.adequate system for detecting and handling cases of abuse
and overutilization.

Situations have occurred wherein a provider of health services transferred its
insurance business to the government intermediary it had selected. Presumably,
the intermediary would be reluctant to take action as the government's agent
which would jeopardize its private business-a clear case of conflict of interest.
In another case, the principal Medicare administrator of an insurance company
served on the board of directors of a nursing home chain in New England (re-
portedly, the official recently resigned from that board).

Reports have been received of various intermediaries soliciting hospital and
nursing homes for which they wish to act as intermediary, through implicit
assurance that if selected they would treat the hospital or nursing home more
generously with Medicare's money than the present intermediary. This situation
leads to competition in spending Medicare money rather than conserving it.

In general, claims control procedures are ineffective. When asked for simple
basic data about the physicians' services which Medicare paid for, one carrier
advised that it would take 9 weeks and thousands of additional dollars to develop
this simple information-information which they should have been routinely
developing as a basic claims control. Another did not keep records on the total
Medicare payments it made to individual physicians nor did it know how many
different Medicare patients had been rendered service by the various doctors it
paid.

Utilization review in hospitals is largely ineffective. Evidence of this may be
seen in the tremendous jump in hospital utilization by Medicare beneficiaries. As
the president of one State medical society put it: "Hospital utilization review works
well in an area where there is a shortage of hospital beds. In other areas, however,
where there is no shortage, utilization review is no more than token." A study in
one State showed that only one-half of the hospitals had a utilization review plan
which met the statutory requirement for sample review of admissions.

The costs of hospital benefits during Medicare's first year of operation are not
fully known because only 22 percent of hospitals have completed settlement
with the Government. This lag of several years in settling accounts with hospitals
makes Medicare estimating and accounting very difficult.

Utilization review in extended care facilities is generally either nonexistent or
is a meaningless formality. In one State not one of the extended care facilities
met this statutory requirement.

Another cause for concern is the alarming growth in chain operations in the
nursing home field. Some of these chains actively solicit physician purchase of
stock to assure a high occupancy rate. Other chains purchase stock of hospital
supply and pharmaceutical supply houses. This leads to arrangements 'with respect
to intercompany sales at what may very well be higher prices than would otherwise
bepaid-a form of captive market used to milk the Medicare trust funds.

Only a small percentage of nursing homes have finally settled with the Govern-
ment for their first year under the program.

Unnecessary services are being provided on a widespread basis in nursing
homes. Twenty Medicare patients were lined up in a nursing home hallway in
their wheel chairs and given a single exercise by a physical therapy aide for a
period of 5 minutes. Medicare was charged $9 for each of those patients for that
service.

The majority of the extended care facilities participating in the program do
not fully meet the standards set in the law and regulations.
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EXPLANATION OF CHART 18

Preliminary Findings: Reimbursement of Institutions, Federal
Administration

Medicare has paid a 2 percent bonus to hospitals (13 percent for
proprietary facilities) above their actual costs. The committee has
strongly criticized this cost-plus method of reimbursement since May,
1966. This method of reimbursement can only serve as a further
incentive to inflate costs-the more costs can be increased, the greater
the bonus. (The new Administration has recognized the validity of
the Committee criticism and has announced that it would terminate
payments of the bonus effective today, July 1, 1969.)

The Medicare reimbursement formula has other deficiencies. In
most cases it pays a disproportionate share of unoccupied bed costs
in a facility: it permits inflated depreciation allowances on inflated
cost bases. Its reimbursement of covered costs without limitation is
a built-in incentive for inefficiency and inflation.

Evidence exists that "kick hack" arrangements between suppliers-
such as pharmacies and physical therapists-and nursing homes may
be widespread.

The administration of Medicare is inadequate and ineffective from
the standpoint of insistence upon proper cost controls and utilization
review. There is a high degree of tolerance for carriers and intermedi-
aries who cannot reasonably be considered as "efficient and economi-
cal" as required by law. There is a lack of current program information
with respect to costs and utilization which hampers both effective
administration and estimating.

In their eagerness to get as much health care as possible to the
greatest number of people, secondary concern seems to have been given
to the quality of the care and the control of costs. The resulting
severe actuarial deficiencies which have occurred in Medicare are then
glossed over with statements that Congress need merely increase the
social Security tax, or wage base and the costs can be paid.
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EXPLANATION OF CHART 19

Preliminary Findings: Lack of Coordination, Medicare-Medicaid,
Federal Tax Collector

There is a surprising lack of coordination between Medicare and
Medicaid despite the fact that both programs are concerned with pay-
ing for health care. In fact, in hundreds of thousands of cases the two
programs pay the same providers of services with respect to the same
patients. The result at the Federal level is duplication of effort and an
inability of one program to take advantage of whatever expertise and
skills the other may have developed. There is no uniform system of
coordinating information on possible fraud cases between the two
programs.

At the State level, for example, Medicare may have information
concerning abuses by a physician who also treats Medicaid patients.
Medicaid officials in that State, however, do not have access to the
details of the Medicare abuse.

Medicare carriers have been permitted to use a variety of so-called
identification systems with respect to the physicians to whom they
make payments. These systems use a wide variety of numbers-some-
times more than one number for the same physician. They have
been characterized as comparable to Swiss bank accounts, since the
effect is to make it very difficult to trace the Federal payment. Medi-
caid and Medicare paid some $2 billion to physicians in the past year.
Unlike other payments to individuals, these are not reported to the
Internal Revenue Service. The tax collector wants that information.
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The CHAmmbA. The staff might be somewhat new at the chart-mak-
ing business. Some of the charts are a little bit rough, but they do
indicate the problems and they pretty well indicate what our staff has
been doing in this area and I think they can serve as a basis for this
hearing, and perhaps a few suggestions.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL STERN, PROFESSIONAL STAFF MEMBER

Mr. STERN. Mr. Chairman, the first part of this presentation deals
with the fiscal dimensions of medicaid and medicare. The first chart
shows vendor payments for medical care.

Before 1950, the only kind of payments made under public assist-
ance were made directly to beneficiaries. In 1950, for the first time,
the law was changed to permit payments to be made directly to ven-
dors of medical care-that is doctors, dentists, hospitals, and other
providers of medical care. Beginning with 1951, these payments gradu-
ally rose from about $100 million to half a billion dollars. In 1960,
something new was added. Under the Kerr-Mills program, payment
could be made for the first time on behalf of aged persons who were
medically needy; that is, persons who were not eligible for old-age
assistance, but who needed help to meet the cost of medical care.

Vendor payments for medical care rose from a half billion dollars
in 1960 to about $1.3 billion in 1965, largely due to expansion of medi-
cal assistance for the aged under the Kerr-Mills program.

In 1965, the concept of "medically needy" was extended beyond the
aged to include other needy individuals under the medicaid program.
Since 1965, vendor payments for medical care rose from $1.3 billion
to a projected $5.5 billion in 1970. A large part of this growth is due
to the inclusion of "medically needy" persons under medical assist-
ance--persons not eligible to receive cash assistance.

With this tremendous growth in expenditures under the program,
we find that medicaid has contributed to the very inflation in medical
care costs of which it has been a victim.

Senator GORE. Can we ask the staff member a question now and
then?

The CHAIRMAN. I would prefer that we let them make their presen-
tation; then we will discuss this matter with Commissioner Ball and
if you want to, you can question the staff at that time, Senator Gore.

Mr. STERN. Chart 2 illustrates some of the difficulties that have
been experienced in trying to estimate medicaid costs. This chart
shows Federal costs only for fiscal year 1969. In December 1967, these
costs were estimated as being about $1.6 billion and in the budget that
came out about a month later, the revised estimate was over $2 billion.
That estimate in turn has been revised upward twice, and the current
estimate is $2.35 billion, which is about half again as much as the origi-
nal estimate.

One of the unfortunate things is that this additional money is not
buying as much as it used to. As chart 3 shows between 1968 and
1970, the budget estimates that the total Federal, State, and local cost
of medicaid will rise from $3.5 to $5.5 billion. However, the number
of people served will only go up from 8.6 million to 10.2 million. The
cost increase of 57 percent is about three times the increase in the num-
ber of people served during the 2-year period.



Medicaid has become an increasingly significant proportion of Wel-
fare costs at the State and local level as well as at the Federal level.
Chart 4 shows that in 1965, the year before the medicaid program
was enacted, medical vendor payments represented one-quarter of Fed-
eral welfare costs and 32 percent of State and local welfare costs. By
1968, those percentages had increased to 41 percent and 46 percent
respectively-in other words, medical vendor payments now represent
almost half of State and local welfare costs. Increases in State expendi-
tures for medical vendor payments have strained State financial re-
sources severely. The committee staff has sent a questionnaire to each
Governor. About a third of the States which initiated medicaid pro-
grams in 1966 or 1967 have either had to raise taxes, at least partly
because of the rises in medicaid costs, and in some cases, the Gov-
ernors say they have had to cut back other programs, such as educa-
tion programs, because of the increased medicaid costs.

Medicare has two parts. Part A, hospital insurance, pays part of
the cost of hospitalization or alternatives to hospitalization, and is
financed through a payroll tax. Part B, supplementary medical insur-
ance, pays mostly for phy3icians' services.

Chart 5 shows how the actuarial estimates of the cost of the hospi-
tal insurance program have increased. In 1965, When the program was
first enacted, it was estimated by the actuaries that the benefits would
total $2.9 billion in 1970 and $8.8 billion in 1990. But as program
data became available, the estimates of cost were revised upward to the
extent that in the most recent actuarial estimate, the 1970 costs are
projected at $5 billion and the 1990 costs at $16.8 billion. This is not
the fault of the actuaries; the original actuarial estimates in 1965
were based on a close study of the experience available at that time.

In 1967, when the Congress was considering social security amend-
ments, the actuary projected that the Hospital Insurance Trust Fund
would be exhausted by 1970 unless taxes were increased. They were
increased by the Congress, and the actuary projected that the Hospi-
tal Insurance Trust Fund would grow over a 25-year period. This
year, however, the actuary has revised the estimates, and as shown on
chart 6, he now projects that the trust fund will be exhausted in 1976
unless taxes are increased again or benefits cut back.

Chart 7 shows alternative ways of restoring the actuarial soundness
of the hospital insurance program. The hospital insurance taxes could
be increased by 20 percent; or the deductible, which is now $44-
roughly equivalent to 1 hospital day--could be increased to $175.
roughly equivalent to 4 hospital days; or the cost could be controlled.
Of course, these alternatives could be combined.

The average hospital costs per beneficiary are based on two fac-
tors: the extent to which facilities are utilized and the cost per hospital
day. Both of these have been substantially increased as new esti-
mates have -been made, -and the results are shown in chart 8. In 1965,
it was assumed that on the average, a medicare beneficiary would
spend 3.16 days in a hospital in 1970 and that in that year, the
average hospital daily cost would be about $50. Multiplying these two
factors results in an average hospital cost per beneficiary of $158 in
1970. Under the latest estimate, it is assumed that the ultization rate
will be 3.8 hospital days per year per beneficiary-20 percent higher



than the original estimate-based on actual experience in 1967. It
is also now assumed that the average hospital daily cost in 1970 will
be $62 a day. Thus it is now estimated that average hospital costs will
total $235 per beneficiary in 1970 instead of $158 per beneficiary, as
estimated in 1965 when medicare was enacted.

Chart 9 shows what the projected estimated daily hospital rates are
under the current projections. It is now estimated that in 1967, actual
costs were $45. They are expected to go to $62 in 1970, $71 by 1972, $81
by 1973, and up to $102 by 1982.

Another major benefit under the hospital insurance program is ex-
tended care. The word "extended" refers to an extension of the medi-
cal benefits after a patient has been discharged from a hospital to
a facility in which somewhat less intensive medical care is provided.
A very strict definition of "extended care facility" was assumed by
the actuary in his 1965 cost estimates, and because of what he judged to
be the limited number of facilities then in existence, he assumed that
on the average a medicare beneficiary would spend one-sixth of a day
in an extended care facility in 1967. The daily cost was assumed to be
about $11 on the basis of experience at that time. This made an average
cost of $1.80 per beneficiary in 1967 under the original 1965 cost
estimates, as is shown in chart 10.

Actually, however, the average cost was $18 per day, and the utiliza-
tion rate was about six times what had been expected. As a result,
medicare actually paid $18 per beneficiary on the average in 1967,
about 10 times the earlier actuarial estimates.

The supplementary medical insurance program is funded on a differ-
ent basis from hospital insurance. Persons over 65 who enroll in this
program pay a monthly premium, currently $4, which is matched by
the Government. The amount of the premium is to be set under the law
by estimating the costs which will be incurred under the program
during the 12-month period the premium will be in effect; this
estimate is divided by the number of beneficiaries, and the resultant
amount is paid half by the Government and half by the beneficiaries,
over the 12-month period.

While it is true that the program has had a cash surplus ever since
its beginning, and a cash balance which is projected to be $320 million
by the end of June 1970, there has actually been a growing deficit on
an accrual basis. The premium has been somewhat too low each year
of the program thus far, and the actuaries now estimate that on an
accrual basis, the deficit will be $351 million at the end of fiscal year
1970. Chart 11 illustrates the difference between the cash surplus and
the accrued deficit.

Chart 12 shows alternative ways of restoring the actuarial sound-
ness of the supplementary medical insurance program. The actuary
has recommended that the monthly payment be increased at least 10
percent, from $4 to $4.40, in order at least to meet the costs incurred
during fiscal year 1970. If that were not done, one way of restoring
the actuarial soundness of one program would be to increase the de-
ductible, which is now $50, to $80. In the alternative, costs could be
controlled.

Chart 13 shows physicians' fees according to the Consumer Price
Index. For about a decade between 1956 and 1965, physicians' fees had



increased at about a 3 percent a year rate, and the actuary assumed in
1965 that they would continue to increase by about 3 percent. However,
they actually increased by 61/2 percent each of the next 2 years. In 1967,
the actuary made new assumptions that fees would go up by about
5 percent a year. Again, he was a little bit too low. Between December
1968 and April 1969, physicians' fees rose 2.8 percent, which represents
an annual rate of more than 8 percent.

I might note that the Consumer Price Index for physicians' fees does
not necessarily tell the story about medicare. The Social Security Ad-
ministration has developed a separate index for five medical procedures
that are particularly common in treating the aged. This index has
shown in the last year a somewhat higher rise than physicians' fees
generally.

Turning to chart 14, intermediaries and carriers-that is, the insur-
ance companies, Blue Cross and Blue Shield, who handle the claims
under the two medicare programs-have generally exceeded their orig-
inal budgets. For example in 1968, the original budget sent to the
Congress projected a. need for $110 million for the intermediaries and
carriers. The actual budget wound up being about 50 percent higher,
$154 million. In 1969, the original budget was $150 million; the latest
estimate is $193 million.

STATEMENT OF SAY CONSTANTINE, PROFESSIONAL STAFF
MEMBER

Mr. CONSTANTINE. These charts outline the principal preliminary
findings, Mr. Chairman, in preparing the staff report. On medicaid,
we believe that the fiscal 1970 estimate, the revised estimate which the
administration made in April is too low. They assume a total reduc-
tion of a little over $500 million, but that includes $120 million in
reduced Federal matching for the mentally ill and aged, which will
require legislation. In view of the legislative history of that provision
it seems questionable whether they will get that legislation.

Another cutback assumed payment to doctors on the basis of the
lowest Blue Shield schedule. They have since substituted another pro-
cedure which we feel will not realize any savings and may very well
increase costs.

They also included in that $500 million reduction, a $238 million
decrease resulting from reductions in State estimates of their 1970
costs. Half of that reduction, about $120 million, is essentially a book-
keeping transaction. It represents a shift of nursing home costs from
medicaid to intermediate care facilities under old age assistance. It
is just a question of which Federal program pays.

Among the important reasons we have found for the high costs in
medicaid are the requirement by the Medical Services Administra-
tion that a hospital be paid on the same basis as under medicare and
the encouragement of States to pay doctors on a prevailing and cus-
tomary basis. Medicaid is both victim and a cause of inflation.

The administrative laxity in medicaid is omnipresent. There is very
little effective control of the program at either Federal, State, or local
levels with respect to costs and utilization.

On physician reimbursement under medicare we believe that the
congressional intent has not been followed by the Department with
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respect to limiting payment to physicians to not more than at carrier's
own generally used basic schedule s4uch as in Blue Shield. For example,
in many cases, mnedicums average payment is far higher than pay-
inonts ?or comparable services under Illue Shield's most. widely III
schedule in an area. Blue Shield told the committee in 196hS that
their fee schedules generally reflected the prevailing charges in the
community. At that time, Blue Shield plans wee'e required under their
charters to pay at, least an average of 75 percent of the prevailing
charges. The staff believes that at that time, they probably did pay 75
percent, but they do not pay that. much today as a consequence of mcdi-
Caro's itflationary pressure .

W'e have found over 5,000 )hysiciamis who were each paid $25,00() or
more in 1968 under medicare, anl t hou.mds more paid similar amounts
under medicaid. In many cases, wo believe inflated l)hysician incomes
are not a product of abuse or fraud, but rather of lax regulation. That
is, a physician who had been charging $200 for a procedure finds the
program permits him to go up to $300.

Administration of medicare is costly and complex. They have
developed am elaborate but ineffective structure for determining
customary and prevailing physician charges. Medicare has inflated
costs for the total population. There is evidence of that and we will
include it in our report to the committee.
The program at. its inception authorized virtually unprecedented

payments to SUpervisory physicians in teaching hospitals. I'lhe patient
is basically c4ired for by interns and reside1its who aire otherwise, paid
for under the hospital" insurance program. We have some gentlemen
here from the General Accounitng Offlmc who have completed an audit
of supervisory physicians in Cook Counity Hospital and will 1) it, ail-
able on that question.

Senator Goi. I)oes this mean that the supervisory doctor gets paid
for treatment that an intern will provide the l)atieit?

Mr. CONSTANTINE. Yes, sir.
We have evidence of widespread gang visiting. As part. of our study

we asked Social Security to get, us information on al ti physicianis who
were paid $25,000 or more and after some reluctance, that task was
undertaken. After we got that list, we found about 1,181 with what
apparently were unusual patterns of practice. We wanted to know
exactly how these doctors c marge for their services, how much was paid
to each for home and omce visits, how much was paid for injections,
and so oil. Some carriers were capable of providimg the information
but many cannot come up with that. kind of basic control data. The data
we have beei able to get. indicmtes widespread pang visits. That is
where many patients are soe by a doctor iii a nursing momne or hospital
during the.smo day.

We found many visits which appeared not medically necessary. As a
matter of fact we found one carrier, Pemiisylvania Blu Shiel, which
had detected these abuses and reported thein-that is, the gang visits-
to the Bureau of Health Insurance. They said that they had no response
froni the Bureau of Health Insurance so they deeided that in view of
the lack of interest there, they were just, going to process the claims.

There has been fragmentatiomn in billing which inflates costs but
which is not computed in medical cost-price indexes. Fragmentation



occurs where a physician previously charged $10 for an office call and
still does but now charges separately for lab tests which previously
were routinely included in the original office chargo-tsts such as
urinalyses and blood counts, et cetera. We have found doctors who each
have something like $20,000 in visit charges, and about $25,000 iore in
lab charges.

Conflict-of-interest situations exist with respect to physician owner-
ship of nursing homes, proprietary iosp)itals, and . on. One physician
lives in a penthouse in it nursing home ie owns and medicare lid him
$140,000 last year for medical services.

Carriers and intermediaries are, in general, not doing the job that
Congress intended they do. There are some exceptional situations
where they are doing that kind of job, but in the main, we characterize
their performance as rather loose with resl)ect. to cost control and
utilization.

There are conflict-of-interest situations here, too. We have carriers
who are involved in the sale of private insurance to institutions they
serve as intermediaries.

Two Blue Cross plans reported to us on intermediary solicitation of
business. That is w mere one insurer wants to take over another inter-
medliary's hospital or nursing home. hey go in and say, if you select
us as an intermediary, we w l be considerate of your interests.

Claims control procedures are quite poor.
Utilization review in hospitals is largely ineffective. As a matter of

fact, one State medical society told us in reply to the staff questionnaire
that utilization review in a hospital works well only where there is a
shortage of beds. Otherwise it is merely token.

On completed audits for h1os.itals, we still do not know how much
medicare's costs were for the hrst year. It may be greater than the
estimates we now have, because only about one-fifth of the hospitals
have been finally closed and an even smaller number of nursing homes
are finally closed with respect to their mnedire costs.

In extended care facilities, utilization review is virtually nonexistent.
Nursing home people frankly admit that it does not mean anything. As
it matter of fact, Social Security even issued a regulation ,hich said
utilization review in a facility could I)e conducted by a committee all
of whose members oexcelt one being pennitted to have an ownership
interest in the facility. We understand that they are considering ('hang-
ing that regulation.

In one State, there is no sample utilization review in any ECF as
required by statute.
Chain operations have moved strongly into the nursing home field.

We find a tremendous growth in chains based upon great expectations
of making quite a bit of money. They are encouraged by medicare's
reimbursement formula as well as the fact that they can also acquire
hospital supply houses, pharmaceutical sl)uply houses, to sorve a cap-
tive nursing honm and hospital market, C hin operators are making
i special effort to sell stock to physicians in order to assure themselves
of a good supply of patients.

Similarly, as we indicated, very few accounts have been finally set-
tled for ECF's. Many ECF's are apparently providing a large number
of services, which are not medically indicated in order to demonstrate



that their patients require that degree of care rendered by an extended
care facility-rather than custodial care for which medicare will not
pay.

The majority of the ECF's participating in medicare do not fully
meet-despite claims of quality care--do not fully meet the condi-
tions of participation for the program.

The 2 percent bonus above allowable costs which the committee has
previously criticized has further helped to inflate costs. Medicare, de-
spite the fact that it is supposed to pay only on a reasonable cost basis,
pays inordinate amounts for unoccupied or standby bed costs. A hun-
dred bed facility with only 10 medicare patients can be paid the full
costs of the unoccupied 90 beds by medicare.

We have quite a few allegations of supplier kickback arrangements.
Mr. Chairman, under your instructions, those situations are being re-
ported to the Internal Revenue Service.

We have found inflated depreciation allowances and many sales of
facilities at inflated prices in order to get maximum payments from
medicare.

The incentive in present reimbursement is toward inefficiency, inas-
much as there are no effective limitations. We will pay personnel costs,
for example, with no limit on the number of personnel paid for.

In both medicare and medicaid, there are inadequate and ineffective
controls. There has been some improvement observed since the com-
mittee started making its inquiry more than a year ago.

There has been obvious tolerance of inefficient and uneconomical
carriers and intermediaries, contrary to the legislative intent, which
indicated that after the program's first year, fewer carriers and inter-
mediaries would be used.

The cost of the program is apparently of secondary concern to the
program's administrators. Casual reference is made in the trustees'
report on the hospital trust fund to the fact that while there is a very
serious deficit in medicare's financing, that. can be taken care of by
increases in the taxable wage base and the tax rate, none of which were
accepted as financing alternatives by Congress in 1965. It was never
contemplated that medicare finances would automatically benefit from
wage base increases. As a matter of fact, it was contemplated that with
wage base increases, tax rates might be reduced.

There is a complete lack of coordination between medicare and
medicaid operations. We had one medicaid State health official tell us
that they knew of physicians who were abusing medicare and who were
also taking care of medicaid patients, but they were unable to get
information from medicare on the abuses. Medicaid and medicare both
pay hospitals, both pay physicians, yet there is a complete absence of
coordination between the two programs.

That lack of coordination is at both Federal and State levels.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, we are going to follow the procedure

under the Legislative Reorganization Act whtch is that you will place
the entire statement of Comissioner Ball and Dr. Land in the record
and if you have a prepared statement, we will also include that in the
record,1

"Mr. Veneman's prepared statement appears at p. 54; Mr. Ball's at p. 104; and Mr.
Lad's at p. 11.1.



We will ask you to summarize those statements not exceeding 15 min-
utes. The Senators will have read those statements by that time. Then
we will proceed to ask some questions which come to mind.

You may proceed within those guidelines.

STATEMENT OF JOHN G. VENEMAN, UNDER SECRETARY, DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE; ACCOMPANIED
BY ROBERT M. BALL, COMMISSIONER OF SOCIAL SECURITY; DR.
FRANCIS M. LAND, COMMISSIONER OF THE MEDICAL SERVICES
ADMINISTRATION; ARTHUR E. HESS, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER
OF SOCIAL SECURITY; THOMAS M. TIERNEY, IRETOR, BUREAU
OF HEALTH INSURANCE; AND JAMES F. KELLY, ASSISTANT
SECRETARY, COMPTROLLER

Mr. VENEMAN. Mr. Chairman, at the outset, I would like to join you
in commending your committee, and particularly those specific mem-
bers that you mentioned, for your diligence in trying to get at a prob-
lem that I think all of us are concerned with. I believe that it was
through this committee that titles XVIII and XIX were conceived
and nurtured and put into the statutes for the purpose of providing
medical care to the aged and needy of this nation. It certainly was
not the intention of this committee or any administrative agency to
see it abused in any manner.

I also commend your staff for what I think is a very fine presenta-
tion of the problems, many of which are quite familiar to me.

The ChAIRMAN. Permit me to say that so far as I know, your De-
partinent has not withheld any information from us. If it has not been
made available to us, it is just because they do not have it. We find no
indication that there -is any covering up of problems in your
administration.

Mr. VENEMAN. I hope that line of communication continues,
Senator.

I will attempt to summarize as briefly as I possibly can. As I men-
tioned, I served 2 years ago as the chairman of a joint committee look-
ing 'into these medicaid problems in the State of California and I find
that regardless of which side of this table you are sitting on, none of
us wants to condone or defend abuse. So we are not here to defend the
administration on the Federal level or on the State level, nor are we
here to defend providers or defend the ownership of facilities. We
are here to find out, just as you are, where the abuses are, where the
errors are, and where the corrections can be made.

I shall not elaborate on the growth of titles XVIII and XIX. I think
we are all well aware that we are now providing medical care to over
10 million people under one program, about 10 million under the
other, and we have a potential of almost 40 million people who can be
covered by these two programs.

I think the four points that Mr. Constantine made in regard to some
of the cost problems were accurate in that we do have the problems of
the rapid growth of the program itself--overutilization, lack of tight
enough administration and some of the other obvious things that have
occurred.



As a matter, of fact., I believe the fact that we have gone into so-
called mainstream medicine has caused this rapid rise in growth of
the program. I think this really leads to what the audit reports of
medicaid and some of the other information has really brought forth
as one of the glaring problems we have, and that is the lack of admin-
istrative capability in the Department of HEW itself lack of admin-
istrative capability in the State agencies, and lack of administrative
ability by the carriers and intermediaries, who have a responsibility
in this entire thing.

The 5 months that I have been in the Department at this level have
confirmed my previous opinion that administrative deficiencies do
exist on all of these levels. But I think under title XIX, the medicaid
program, we do have to recognize that we are dealing with not one
program, but 44 programs varying according to individual State plans.
While all the States had some experience under the MAA and the
PMC and some of the other programs, taking care of their medical
payments prior to 1966, they had not been subjected to the tremendous
rise that they have seen since the inception of medicaid, which was
more than triple the expenditures.

I would like to mention to you very briefly the results of an audit
report on medicaid that we have received from 10 States. I think that
they have been submitted to the committee.

We anticipate that we will have audit reports from six additional
States by the end of the month.

The audits demonstrate the existence of rather widespread adminis-
trative problems and the necessity to have some immediate action to
protect the program objectives. I have just outlined one of the prob-
ems that the audit reports reveal.

Another is the matter to which Mr. Constantine referred, of dupli-
cate payments, indications of excessive rates, excessive fees, other types
of erroneous charges that have been made to the program, and again,
the glaring thing -is lack of adequate management controls by the
States, or their agents over medicaid claims made by some nursing
homes, pharmacists, and others.

The second thing the audit reports revealed is that systematic re-
view of services is not being made. I think one of our requirements in
the title XIX program is that there be an accurate and specific pro-
cedure for utilization review as part of the State plans.

There were noted incidences of excessive drug refills and over-
utilization of services.

The audits also noted the need for assuring that the payments are
only being-made to those who are eligible. They revealed that in some
cases, the identification cards were being utilized by persons who had
not met or been deemed eligible for the program. A good deal of the
expenditure of public funds depends upon the reliability of the eligi-
bility standard. Mr. Kelly is withm us today and he can further elaborate
on the audit reports if you desire at a later time.

One of the problems that we have had on the Federal level, and we
certainly discovered it in California, is the lack of staff that we really
need for the title XIX program. In 1966 we had 32 people to super-
vise the entire medicaid program in the nation. Today, we have 100
and we have requested from the Bureau of the Budget an amendment



to the budget to provide 150 more positions for Medical Services Ad-
ministration. But when you analyze this, I think that a staff of 250
people is a totally inadequate staff for a program that is dealing with
this many dollars, with all the 44 States, and attempting to make sure
that the State plans are adhered to.

In California, for example, we found that the Health Care Services
Department had two investigators for the entire program in the State,
one in the northern part of the State, one in the southern. It is virtually
impossible to keel) tabs on it if you are going to attempt to economize
on personnel that are responsible for this great area.

With respect to medicare, HIBAC, the Wealth Insurance Benefits
Advisory Council, recently submitted their report. HIBAC recognized
that there is room for improvement in the administration of title
XVIII, the medicare portion of the program. Medicare, I think we
can say, has probably not been subject to the abuses and revelation of
abuses as has the title XIX program. Also, it has not been burdened
with the requirement for different State plans, a division of Federal-
State responsibility, and the extreme insufficiency of staff that exists in
title XIX. I think it is a little easier to control because you do not have
so many elements involved. But there were several weaknesses that
were identified and it is my understanding that, the administration is
going to recommend legislation to carry out some of the recommenda-
tions that the Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council made.

For one thing, under the present law there is no authority for the
program to deny reimbursenent to a licenSed practitioner who has
demonstrated a clear pattern of fraud, repeated overcharges of the
program or use of supplies which are even harmful to the patient. We
are recommending that authority be given under title XVIII to dis-
continue further reimbursement and to )ut all parties on notice to this
effect, where on the basis of clear evidence, a finding is made that such
action is justified by reason of such abuses. This is the first H1IBAC
recommendation on the list that has been sent to .the Congress. Similar
provisions under title V and title XIX we believe would strengthen
State authorities to deal with a similar problem.

We also 'believe that it would be desirable to limit cost reimburse-
ment under title V (the family-children's medical services) title
XVIII and XIX, to the charges of a facility made to the general pub-
lic for the same service. Ve have found situations where the application
of the cost formula pursuant to the law may now result in institutions
receiving payment from the program at a higher rate than it actually
charges the general public. I think that a proposal to limit payment
to charges is included in 'Senator Anderson's bill, S. 1195.

We also believe that there should be, serious consideration given to
withholding from Federal reimbursement the depreciation allowances
for capital construction and interest on loans for plant and equipment
where capital expenditures have been found not to conform with over-
all local or regional plans for health care facilities. This would support
the efforts that State and local 'health care planning agencies are r
ing out in attempting to insure that health care facilities are actually
needed and located in the appropriate place and are the kind of facility
that would provide the best care at the lowest cost.

Apparently, there was a provision along these lines adopted in the
Senate as a part of the 1967 amendments, but it was dropped from the



bill by the conference committee. I think, however, that there is a lot
to be said for it.

We also believe that some consideration should be given to provid-
ing additional flexibility in our authority to fund demonstration and
experimental programs in the incentive reimbursement area. We want
to learn how to provide incentives to lower costs, rather than raise costs.
I think the chart showing the rise in hospital costs makes a point of
which we are certainly aware. The approach taken by the administra-
tion in the Hill-Burton program is one where the grants would go to
facilities other than those which provide acute bed care, and I think
it is becoming more and more apparent that we are going to have to try
to find facilities other than acute bed hospital facilities to care for
many of the patients that are eligible for care under the two programs.

Under both the programs, we feel that more can be done with utili-
zation review. Peer review must become widespread, not only in hos-
pitals, but also for other providers of medical services. That alone is
not enough to control the costs, though. I think we need some new
machinery in addition to self control by the providers. I find that too
often, "peer review" becomes "peer justification" and I think that the
public and the patients deserve better than that.

Some of the other questions that we have raised concern methods
to stop fragmentation of medical services. We feel that a new approach
which places emphasis on prepayment plans and new methods of de-
livery of medical services could reduce the rising cost of health care.

Let me just summarize by pointing out some of the initiatives that
Secretary Finch and the Department 'have 'taken. First of all, we have
asked the Commissioner of Social Security to make available technical
assistance in the effective use of intermediaries to the Medical Services
Administration of the SRS. Social Security has had considerable ex-
perience from the medicare program being handled through the inter-
mediaries; 27 of the 44 States now use an intermediary in Medicaid
and we feel that the expertise now possessed by Social Security could
be a useful resource.

I also want to elaborate on one of the other changes we have made
as a result of attempting to control some of the costs. We have elim-
inated the 2 percent allowance over identifiable costs for hospitals.
We feel that there may have been justification for this allowance at the
outset. At that time, it was difficult to determine reasonable costs and
identify all the costs that should be noted, but after 3 years in the
program, we believe that facilities should be able to identify all re-
imbursable costs.

There will be published in the Federal Register yesterday or today,
the new regulations for controlling costs paid to other providers--
physicians, dentists, and individualpractioners who serve title XIX
medicaid patients. This regulation would hold the level of fees to the
January 1, 1969, level unless the payments represented a prevailing
level of less than the 75th percentile of customary charges. But even if
they did, should a State be below the 75th percentile, it would have to
have justification for increasing the fees to the 75th level at this
time. The justification would have to be concurred in by the State and
have the approval of the Secretary. For all intents and purposes, we
have frozen the fee -level at that of January 1, 1969.



For subsequent years, after July 1, 1970, we are including a pro-
vision which would generally require limitation of increases to the
level of the consumer price index for services exclusive of medical
services.

Thirdly, we have built in a requirement for utilization review of
the physicians' service paid with Federal participation.

I now there has been some suggestion, and we have even considered
very seriously the possibility of tying this to Blue Shield plans or other
carrier plans. I think there is legislation before you now which would
do this. We asked Dr. James Haughton from New York to come in and
assist us in developing these recommendations. Upon a little closer
analysis, it. was felt that the approach we adopted would probably
have more impact upon controlling escalating costs than any other
approach.

The CnAuWAN. Would you mind explaining that again? I am not
sure I understood that. That buzzer caught you right in the middle
of the statement.

Mr. VNEMAN. We were talking about the reason that we did not
link to the Blue Shield schedule for other public payments. I think
we had to consider two or three things there. First, most of the Blue
Shield plans are not as comprehensive as medicaid, so you would
not only have to consider what they are paying for a particular serv-
ice, but would also have to bring in dental and a wide variety of other
services that are not incorporated in Blue Shield plans. You would
have to develop some other standard.

Secondly, increasing numbers of the plans make some payments
based upon usual or customary and prevailing fees. If you link to
these plans for the future you could find yourself not controlling the
costs because the standard would rise in accordance with the usual
and customary charges as determined by the plans. These are among
the factors that Dr. Haughton's committee took into consideration
from the long range standpoint. We believe that we can control costs
more effectively by administrative action.

Another thing that we are in the process of doing right now is
forming a consultant group, headed by Walter McNerney, to investi-
gate some of the problems discussed today-such as rising costs, fraud,
inferior management, and other problems--in title XIX. This is not
going to be another one of those continuing task forces or committees.
We are asking them to look into the short range problems that exist
right now.

One of the problems that I have discovered, is that we have several
groups that are looking into medicare and medicaid. We -have the
Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council, we have the Medical
Assistance Advisory Council, we have the Social Security Advisory
Council, we have some rehabilitation advisory groups. Quite often,
we find that there is a lack of communication between them. The consul-
tant group we are now setting up would be made up of approximately
20 or 25 people, and would include some persons who are members of
these other councils and advisory committees. The continuing
advisory councils that are established by the statute would continue the
work that they have, in the light of the knowledge of new group's
recommendations.
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We think that the top priority is the need to meet the management
problems of medicaid and we feel that the assistance of this group
will go a long way toward it.

Mr. Chairman, again I thank you for this opportunity and will be
available to answer any questions.

(Mr. Veneman's prepared statement follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN G. VENEMAN, UNDER SECRETARY,
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Mr. Chairman and Committee Members, I am pleased to be the first witness
in these hearings which you are holding on the Medicaid and Medicare pro-
grams. I am quite aware that the focus of your investigation is on the methods
to improve the programs and to eliminate any possibility of or opportunity for
fraud and abuse. I am also aware that specific cases of fraud and abuse create
worry and frustration in professional circles and among beneficiaries.

A year ago I chaired a committee of the California Legislature which dealt
with many of the same issues which we are now facing. No one condones wrong-
doing. Persons guilty of fraud must be punished, but I think it is essential that
we place these things in their proper perspective. What we are really talking
about is the capacity of government both at the state and Federal level to detect
and resolve problems such as this quickly and effectively. More importantly,
if we place more emphasis upon strengthening our managerial capabilities,
abuses and fraud should be greatly reduced.

Our lack of data---especially in some of the Title XIX programs--on such
important matters as how much providers receive and how many patients are
being served clearly shows some of -the problems that exist. I think that we all
would agree that these hearings must strengthen program operation and develop
the kinds of controls which will make abuse infrequent and unprofitable.

Much of my discussion will be directed toward steps which we have already
taken and which we propose to take to provide strong administrative and man-
agerial control. The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare wants to
make clear that Its basic commitment is to the original objectives behind Medicare
and Medicaid. We are committed to providing quality medical care to the aged
and to other persons who could not otherwise afford it. This commitment carries
with it a heavy responsibility for assuring that the administration of funds allo-
cated for these purposes fully meets these objectives.

As you well know, both Medicare, Title XVIII, and Medicaid, Title XIX,
programs are massive In their scope. Virtually all persons over 65, of which there
are nearly 20 million, are eligible for services under the Medicare program and
during this past fiscal year, this program paid over 6 million claims for in-patient
hospital stays and over 25 million bills for physicians services. In addition, under
Medicaid, 9% million persons last year nlso received medical services. Thus, we
are talking about programs whicheT egan in 1966 and were designed to serve the
needs of at least 30 to 40 million people.

Since 1966 we have been faced with a rapid rise in the costs of medical care
and services. Perhaps the Title XVIII and XIX programs may not have been
primarily responsible for price increases, but we would not deny that they have
contributed to It.

The desire for so-called "mainstream medicine" united many forces, both pro-
fessional and beneficiary groups, behind the legislation in 1965. For the first time,
many persons were given access to medical services of their choice. As a conse-
quence, the demand for all services Increased, and since the supply of manpower
and facilities has not grown as the same rate rapid price increases resulted.
However, this has been in a period when most prices have been rising and the
cost factors affecting medical services are certainly more complex than these pro-
grams alone would account for.

This leads us directly to the administrative capabilities in the Department, in
the states, and among the intermediaries. It is this combination that must deal
with millions of people and billions of dollars in payment for medical care serv-
ices. Let me say frankly that the 5 months that I have been In the Department
has confirmed my previous opinion that administrative deficiencies do exist on all
levels in the Medicaid program. That program is not one program but really
44 varying according to each state plan. While the participating states all had



some experience with vendor medical payments before 1966, in Public Assistance
Medical Care and Medical Assistance to the Aged programs, the expenditures
have more than tripled since Medicaid started.

States have in many instances demonstrated the lack of administrative capacity
to manage programs of the scope and magnitude of Medicaid today. The number
of doctors and other providers who now participate has vastly increased-in
most places to a majority of all practitioners and facilities.

I would like to review briefly with the Committee the results of our audit of
the Medicaid program, which has been completed in 10 states, copies of which
have been submitted to this Committee. We anticipate audit reports covering 6
additional states will be completed by the end of this month. The audit demon-
strates the existence of widespread administrative problems requiring immediate
action to protect program objectives and to retain public confidence.

Although conditions varied among states, the following were problem areas of
most concern in terms of overall program administration of Title XIX:

1. The audit found many instances of duplicate payments, excessive rates and
fees, and other types of erroneous charges that would not have occurred if
adequate management controls had been established by the states, or their fiscal
agents, over Medicaid claims submitted by hospitals, nursing homes, physicians,
pharmacists, dentists, and others.

2. Systematic review of utilization of services were not being made. Instances
were noted of excessive prescription drug refills and other over-utilization of serv-
ices. Unless the required utilization reviews are effectively carried out, there
will not be adequate assurance that such instances are not in reality widespread.

3. The audit noted a need for improvement in the important function of assur-
ing that payments are made only for persons who have been determined eligible
for medical assistance. Considerable public expenditures rest on the reliability
of these determinations.

Mr. Kelly, Assistant Secretary, Comptroller, is here to give further elabora-
tion on -the audit findings If the Committee wishes.

Federal and state governments have been negligent in their failure to provide
the kinds and numbers of staff needed to give the necessary leadership, guidance
and supervision which is needed to assure the effectiveness of these public
expenditures.

In 1966, HEW had a division of 32 people to supervise the entire Medicaid
program. Today, we have 100. We have asked the Bureau of the Budget to
amend the Budget for 1970 to provide for 150 additional positions for the Medical
Services Administration. This would include 10 additional persons in each of
the regional offices to work directly with the states. This represents a major step
in moving forward to achieve better control and supervision of the state
programs.

States have also been deficient in providing adequate staff in terms of numbers
and skills. We are proceeding with a review of all state plans to determine their
capability of supervising the Title XIX program.

With respect to the Medicare program, the Health Insurance Benefits Advisory
Council, which was established ,by law -to advise on the administration of the
program and which is composed of !ndividuals drawn from the health field
and from the general public, recently reported to the Congress that 'the over.
all record, to date can be viewed with a great deal of satisfaction." We can all
be proud of what this program has accomplished, for it has substantially fulfilled
the mandate of Congress. However, we recognize, as did the HIBAC, that there
is also room for improvement in our administration of Medicare--Title XVIII.

The Medicare program has not been burdened with requirements for different
state plans, the division of Federal-state responsibility, and the extreme insuffi-
ciency of staff which characterize the Title XIX Medicaid program.

However, a number of areas o1 weakness have been identified. Some of these
would require legislative solutions. For example:

1. Under present Medicare law', there is no authority for the program to deny
reimbursement to a licensed practitioner, who has demonstrated a clear pattern
of fraud, repeated overcharging of the program or the use of supplies which are
inferior or harmful. We are recommending authority under Title XVIII to dis-
continue future reimbursement and to put all parties on notice to this effect,
where on the basis of clear evidence, a finding is made that this is justified by
reason of such abuses. We must continually remember that only a very small
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minority of the practitioners or suppliers of. the Nation would be affected by such
a change, but nevertheless it seems essential. It is the first in the list of HIBAC
recommendations recently sent to the Congress. Similar provisions under Title
V and XIX would strengthen present state authority to deal with this problem.

2. We believe it would 'be desirable to limit cost reimbursement under Titles
V, XVIII and XIX to a facility's charges to the general public for the same
services. There are some situations where the application of the cost formula
pursuant to law may now result in an institution rece ving more than charges
collected from the general public. You will recall that this proposal is included
in S. 1195, sponsored by Senator Anderson and others.

3. We believe serious consideration should 'be given to withholding from or
reducing Federal reimbursement under all three programs to health care. facili-
ties with respect to depreciation of capital expenditures and interest on loans
for plant and equipment where such expenditures have been found not to con-
form to an overall local or regional plan for health care facilities. This would
support the efforts that are being made by state and local planning agencies to
assure that expansion and modernization of health care facilities are made on
a basis which encourages their most efficient distribution. For example, we want
to prevent helping to pay for highly specialized equipment in adjacent facilities
if one set of equipment would suffice. A provision along these lines was adopted
by the Senate as part of the Social Security Amendments of 1967, but was dropped
in conference.

4. We believe that more flexibility is needed in the authority to engage in
incentive reimbursement experiments and demonstration projects. Broader legis-
lative authority than that provided under the Social Security Amendments of
1967 would permit a wider variety of projects aimed at increasing the efficiency
of health care delivery. It would also give greater assurance that we could
negotiate for participation in professionally acceptable projects aimed at foster-
ing more effective cost control methods. The Health Insurance Benefits Advisory
Council also recommended an expansion of the present authority for incentive
reimbursement experimentation.

These recommendations are certainly not all-inclusive but they illustrate the
kinds of issues and remedies we must consider along with a number of other
recommendations recently made available to you by the Health Insurance Bene-
fits Advisory Council.

In both Medicaid and Medicare, we feel that much more can be done with
utilization controls than has been accomplished to date. Peer group review must
become widespread not just in hospitals but also for other medical services. But
peer group review alone is obviously not enough to control abuses and escalating
costs. We have issued regulations for Medicaid which provide that, starting
July 1, 1970, no state may raise fees without demonstrating to the Secretary
that its utilization review is effective and that it has effective measures to control
fraud by practitioners and facilities. We need new machinery for this purpose-
"self-control" by the providers of service is 'being given a chance, but by itself is
inadequate. Too often "peer review" is simply "peer justification." The public
and the patients both deserve better.

The last questions which so deeply concern us in these programs are part of
a larger, longer-term issue of medical economics. There must be incentives to
stop further fragmentation of medical services. We must encourage increased
nse of prepayment plans and greatly expanded experimentation in new methods
of delivery of medical services.

The emphasis on incentives must be geared to keeping people well and prevent-
ing illness. We should devise provisions to penalize those participants in the
program who are responsible for keeping patients in hospitals and nursing homes
unnecessarily. Stronger emphasis must be given to shortening hospital stays
and treating people at an earlier time on a shorter-term out-patient basis.

Finally, let me report to you on four new initiatives that have recently been
taken by Secretary Finch.

1. The Secretary has directed the Commissioner of Social Security, on the
basis of experience with Medicare, to provide assistance to the Social and Rehabil-
itation Service in the monitoring of intermediary services and the provision of
technical assistance to the states in effective use of intermediaries under Med-
icaid. Twenty-seven states, out of 44, use fiscal intermediaries for at least some
part of their program. Thus, Social Security Administration expertise in this
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area is a resource which can make a contribution. Furthermore, more specific
efforts are being made to assure closer coordination between the administration
of Medicare and Medicaid, particularly in states where both use the same
intermediary.

2. Secretary Finch has directed changes in regulations to eliminate the allow-
ance to providers-2 percent to non-profit and 1 percent to profit institutions-
for unidentified costs. A fiat percenatge allowance that increases as all other
costs rise may, in effect, reward an institution for increasing its cost. This ad-
ministrative change will apply to the Medicaid program, as well as to the
Medicare program, since both programs pay hospitals on the basis of :-easonable
cost. We are working with the American Hospital Association and other repre-
sentatives of providers to re-examine our entire reimbursement process to be
sure that, with this change, and others we expect to make, reimbursement will
be fair to all concerned.

3. The Secretary has published a new regulation to control escalating costs of
payments made to physicians, dentists, and other medical practitioners who
serve Medicaid patients. This regulation holds a state to the level of fees allowed
under the payment structure it used on January 1, 1969, unless those payments
represented a prevailing level at less than the 75th percentile of customary
charges. States may increase the level with the approval of the Secretary but not
to exceed the 75 percentile. In seeking ways to reduce the cost of program
expenditures for physicians services under Medicaid, we considered limiting
payments to the amounts established under Blue Shield fee schedules in the
various states.

Upon analysis by a special Task Force we found that most Blue Shield plans
cover primarily surgery and in-hospital medical services. On the contrary, most
Medicaid plans cover physicians home and office visits, dental services, eye care,
etc. So even if a Blue Shield schedule were utilized, It would still be necessary
to develop another system of payment for a significant part of the total services
covered by Medicaid.

Many Blue Shield plans make payments to physicians on the basis of their
customary and prevailing charges. Most of the plans now offered to large
group contractors include a provision for reimbursement on the basis of usual
and customary charges. Where this is done, the payments tend to be higher than
those authorized under Medicaid. In view of the increasing trend among the
plans toward paying on the basis of customary and prevailing charges, tying
Medicaid payments to Blue Shield plans could well result in increased Medicaid
costs.

An important consideration of any Medicaid proposal to control rising costs
is the participation of a substantial proportion of practicing physicians. We
believe that our decision to limit physician reimbursement under Medicaid to a
level that will cover charges made at the 75th percentile in a locality for a given
service will generally serve to make medical services available to Medicaid
participants and at the same time assure an appropriate limitation on program
expenditures.

4. Secretary Finch has also announced the formation of a Medicaid task force,
chaired by Walter J. McNerney, to investigate rising costs, fraud, inferior
management, and other problems in the system. The task force members will
include authorities in the fields of medical care, public assistance, and manage-
ment, as well as representatives of existing advisory groups and top level
HEW officials. This task force will not be a passive study group. It will play a
dynamic outreach role in assessing these problems and developing management
capabilities for dealing with them. By giving top priority to the need for meeting
the management crisis in Medicaid, it is important not to overlook the basic
program goals of providing quality medical care quickly and efficiently to those
who need it.

Mr. Chairman, let me again thank you for the opportunity that this hearing
provides for allowing the Department to express its views, initiatives and plans. in
relation to these very worthwhile programs. With the cooperation of Congress,
I am confident we can correct the deficiencies that exist.

Dr. Land will discuss the Medicaid program, and Commissioner Ball will then
go into greater depth with you with respect to the Medicare program. Other staff
members are here to be of further assistance.

Thank you.
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MEDICAID REPORTS

The following is a tabulation of the States that have been audited under the
Medicaid Program, Title XIX of the Social Security Act. As indicated in the
schedule, 10 audit reports have been finished and released and 6 are still in
process. The estimated release dates are shown below.

Report Estimated
State released I release date I

Massachusetts --------------------------------------------------------------- June 25, 1969 .................
New Hampshire -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- July 18,1969
Rhode Island --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- July 31,1969
New York ----------------------------------------------------------- --------------------- July 17, 1969
Pennsylvania ---------_--------. . . . . ..------------------------------------------------------- July 13,1 969
Illinois ------------------------------ ------------------------- June 4 1969 ...........-- _- .
Michigan -------------------------------------------------------------------- May 26,1969 ..............
Wisconsin ------------------------------------------------------------------ May 28, 1 969 ...............
Minnesota ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ July 13,1969
Missouri ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- July 9,1969
Oklahoma ---------------------------------------------------------------- Mar. 26, 969 .................
Texas ----------------------------------------------------------------------- Mar. 28, 1969...........
New Mexico ----------------------------------------------------------------- Apr. 24,1969...........
California ------------------------------------------------------------------- June 25,1969...........
Oregon --------------------------------------------------------------------- Mar. 21,1 969 ....... -....
Washington ------------------------------------------------------------------ Apr. 2,1969 -----------------

I Total reports released, 10; total estimated release dates, 6.

The CHAIRIAN. Mr. Secretary, I am sure you realize that we are
all part of the same team, the same Government. We sit on this com-
mittee and try to raise taxes to finance the Government and we try to
provide some benefits along with it, so we can have a little pleasure
spending some of the money we help to raise to finance this Govern-
ment. We like to see that money spent efficiently because we know how
hard it is to raise it and how unpopular tax bills are.

IRS REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

We are aware of -the fact that if some doctors charge someone twice
as much, or if they make 10 times as many house calls as necessary
at a higher fee, or if they gang visit a nursing home--just walk
through calling on 50 patients at $10 a head, $500 for a single walk
through a nursing home in the morning, taking perhaps no more than
1 or 2 hours-at least we will get half of it back in taxes if we see that
our tax collector properly finds out about the money.

I made a speech about this matter on the Senate floor and Senator
Williams has also been very much concerned about it. It came to my
attention when it was reported that insurance companies were not
reporting their payments to doctors the same as others are required
to do under the law. For example, if a building and loan paid a $10
dividend to you and they are required to report that to the Internal
Revenue Service, the Internal Revenue Service comes to you if you do
not report it and charges you taxes on that. If a bank credits $10 to
your account because you earned $10 interest on your savings account,
you owe taxes on that and the bank is required .to report that to the
Internal Revenue Service.

I was under the impression a similar reporting requirement applied
to these insurance companies as well when they make payments to
doctors and others, but I discovered that an exemption had been



granted them for their private business. Subsequently they requested
your Department to aid in securing similar treatment under Medicare.
I do not blame you for that. You were not there at that time.

Mr. VENEMAN. That is one advantage we have. All these audit
reports were prior to 1969.

EXEMPTION FROM IRS REPORTING REQUIREMENT

The CHAIRMAN. They requested the Department of HEW to assist
them in getting an exemption from the Internal Revenue Service so
that they would not have to report by taxpayer identifiation nuin-
ber-usually the social security number-and identify LAic duk-tor to
whom they made those payments. As a matter of fact., we discovered
in some cases that they even had employees deleting from their records
whom they made the payments to and stamping black ink on the name
of the doctor. All medicare would get would be a code number. In
some cases that would be the doctor's telephone number, in some cases
someone else's telephone number. In other cases, involving the same
doctor it would be a telephone number in one office, another number
for another office, and sometimes still another number. The specific
names and addresses which we sought to get, your Department has
had great difficulty in obtaining-even for us. We are gradually
getting some of this information. Now I understand the insurance
companies are pretty well reconciled to the fact that you are going to
go to a use of the tax identification numbers. Is that correct?

Mr. VENEMAN. That is correct. I believe that is true, Mr. Chairman.
I think that the reason they were not used previously was that because
the program came into effect so rapidly it was decided that they would
use their old intermediary identification, I believe.

Is that right, Mr. Ball?
Mr. BALL. Yes; that is right. They wanted to use for medicare the

same numbers they had been using in their own business.
Mr. VENEMAN. Now I believe that they are willing to start using the

social security number as the identification system.
The CHAIRMAN. I think they are still harboring the hope that they

are not going to have to report what they are paying these doctors
under these private insurance plans. Now, it does make a difference
if a doctor does not pay taxes on what lie is getting from the private
plans. It might be that instead of paying in the 70-percent bracket,
lie would only be paying in the 30-percent bracket if lie is not reporting
the other income coming in to him.

Now, that is not directly your responsibility. However, it isrelevant
to your responsibility.

Mr. VENEMAN. It is relevant, but I think it is basically a Treasury
administrative problem.

The CHAIRMAN. If I detect the mood of this committee-
Mr. VENEMAN. Personally, I have no objections to it. I have no

hesitation at all about submitting names for tax purposes.
The CHAIRMAN. It is somewhat outside of your responsibility, but

it is close to it. These private plans are sometimes paying some of these
medical costs, are they not? In other words, both they and you may be
paying?



Mr. VENMAW. You mean the intermediaries?
The CHAIRMAN. I mean under private plans. Are there not cases

where insurance companies, Blue Shield, Blue Cross, make payments
for some of the same services you make at least partial payments on?

Mr. BALL. That is right, 'Mr. Chairman, yes.
Mr. VENEMAN. In fact, in some instances, a State will pick up the

part B coverage. In other words, the State pays the $4 premium for
coverage under medicare.

The CHAIRMAN. If I read the mood of this committee, my guess is
that we are going to, if necessary, require by law that insurers provide
this information on what they are paying under private plans as well
as what's being paid under social security. Does that give you any
problem?

Mr. VENEMAN. Not a bit. I think Mr. Ball sent a letter to Senator
Williams yesterday that in essence indicates that it does not give him
any problem, either with social security or the other.

Mr. BALIL. Mr. Chairman, we have already taken a step to, as fast as
we can, have the physician's social security number be the identification
number that is used in the internal processing of claims by the carriers
and in reporting to us. Now, that is within our own administrative
discretion.

The problem of information reporting to Revenue is under con-
sideration by them and I would say the only issue there that I am
familiar with, Mr. Chairman, is the matter of whether there is author-
ity to require reporting and-whether it is desirable to require it in con-
nection with the indemnity plans. That is where the patient is the one
that files the claim for the bills that a physician has given him. And
previously, it has been ruled that the law did not apply to that situa-
tion, although it might apply to direct payments to the physicians.
That is the question there.

The CHAIMAN. Well, if we want information, we will find ways
of getting it, one way or the other. Senator Williams over here is very
adept at that kind of thing. Off hand, my impression would be that if
we want to do it, we can say both to doctors as well as to the insurance
companies, if they want to claim a doctor-patient relationship as a de-
fense against reporting money that is being paid, fine, they can claim
that relationship, and they will not have to report the money they paid
those doctors. But they cannot deduct it: They will just have to go
ahead and pay taxes on it for claiming that they do not have to report
that money. If they want to get by without deducting against taxes
what they are paying to the doctors, that is all right with us. They
can go ahead and pay all they want to and pay the taxes on that money
in lieu of the doctors. So it would be the same thing, anyway, in terms
of taxes.

But this would ap ear to us to be a case where we are entitled to have
the information, if for no other purpose than to be sure the Govern-
ment is collecting the taxes it ought to be collecting.

THE CONSCINCE FUND

I am impressed by the growing conscience fund that is coming in.
One doctor heard about the investigation and he sent you a check for
$25,000, I believe, saying that after he had considered the matter,



he felt, his conscience required him to return $25,000, the amount he
thought he had collected excessively. Another doctor sent $10,000.

How big is the conscience fund right now?
Mr. BALL. Senator, I would not have an estimate on that total, but

it is very true, as we conduct investigations into wrong doing and
fraud, very frequently, the first response is to pay back what the indi-
vidual thinks might end the investigation. Of course, it does not do that
if there is actual fraud. But nevertheless, people do respond by paying
back.

The CHAIRMAN. Have you not found some very, very bad cases of
abuse?

ABUSE IN TIE PROGRAMS

Mr. BALL. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I would like to emphasize, though,
that although we have found many bad cases, this should not be taken
as a reflection on the 200,000 doctors in this country. The percentage is
obviously very small. But it is extremely important, nevertheless, that
we catch the ones that are trying to abuse the program, publicize it,
and thus it acts as a preventive. Senator Williams has put in the Con-
gressional Record fairly recently a description oi eight cases that we
have turned over for fraud prosecution. I released a story on six more
a few days later. There are about 700 under investigation at various
stages. We will probably have another seven or eight t for referral soon.

But I would also stress, Mr. Chairman, that the actual fraud part,
important as it is, is not as big a cost problem as abuse that does not
quite reach the level of fraud. We have greatly stepped up in the last
year or year and a half with the carriers' various ways to emphasize
controls over the utilization of services. I have for submittal to the
committee a several-page list of the things we have done in the area
of control over the utilization of services which otherwise might be a
matter of abuse. These actions are very substantially beginning to
pay off, Mr. Chairman.

(The information referred to follows:)

RECENT ACTIONS TO EXPAND MEDICARE COST AND UTILIZATION CONTROLS

REIMBURSEMENT AND HEALTH COSTS

1. Policy review during 1968, with the aid of expert consultants and HIBAC,
of reasonable charges determination methodology leading to new carrier stand-
ards of performance on reasonable charges (December 17, 1968).

a. Prevailing charges to be set at mean plus one standard deviation or the
equivalent, which may be the 83rd percentile (the 90th percentile previously
used by some is not acceptable).

b. Prevailing charge may not be changed earlier than 1 year after the prior
change.

c. Customary charge of a physician defined and significant time lag introduced
for recognition of a new charge. A change in customary charge should be made
only on the basis of adequate evidence.

d. Reasonable charge for laboratory services obtained from other laboratories
but billed by a physician are to be related to the laboratory charge.

2. Increases in allowed charges restricted from January 1, 1909.
a. Customary charge to be increased only in individually identified, highly

unusual situations where equity clearly requires such an adjustment.
b. Prevailing charge to be Increased only on the approval of the Social Se-

curity Administration.
3. Tho provision on cost reimbursement of providers for payment of a 2

percent allowance for unidentified costs, deleted as of July 1, 1969 (Federal
Register, June 27, 1969).

'12 -109--- 69 --- 15
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4. Ceiling on interim reimbursement rate for cost reimbursement set not
to exceed charges (May 1969).

5. Establishment of refined rules limiting costs accepted for compensation
of owners (August 1968).

6. Study of alternate reimbursement methods and development of experiments
with alternatives (continuing).

7. Nine regional conferences on health care costs to develop the cooperation
of persons outside the Government in seeking ways to keep down costs (con-
cluded January 1969).

8. Regulations being developed to prohibit physician owners from participa-
tion in utilization review in institutions where they have a proprietary interest.

COVERAGE AND UTILIZATION CONTROLS

1. Refinements in policy and processing of extended care facility claims to
secure improvement in rate of denial where continuous skilled services are un-
needed (instructions of June 1968 and April 1969).

2. Study of utilization review in hospitals and preparation of Improved tech-
nique for surveying with utilization review plan checklist, form SSA-1530
(1968-69 continuing).

3. Study of guidelines used by carriers in claims review (April 1968 and
continuing).

4. Instructions to all carriers on method of appraising and improving claims
review (national meetings held in January 1969).

5. Policy and procedures tightened for payment of supervising physicians In
a teaching setting (surveys and on-site visits; additional carrier instructions,
April 1969).

6. Tabulation and distribution to carriers of data on physicians with highest
amounts of reimbursement and analysis of results (1968 and 1919).

7. Preliminary developments in system for Identifying hospitals statistically
whose lengths of stay are unusually long, by diagnosis and other patient
characteristics.

S. Experiment with medical foundation review of Medicare claims in
California.

9. More exacting criteria governing when physical therapy services may be
paid for under the program (April 19'39).

10. Regulation being developed to reduce time intervals for physician certlifl-
cation of need for in-hopsital care.

FRAUD AND UNETIIICAL PRACTICES

1. Increased staffing and emphasis on program integrity and fraud detection
and prevention (1968 and continuing).

a. Special personnel designated by carriers.
b. Specialist designated in regional office.
c. Special staff organized In central office.
2. Clhnge in regulation to permit issues of questionable practice to be referred

to medical socities (December 1968).
3. Investigation of allegations of fraud against program and referral of

cases to the Justice Department for consideration of prosecution (continuing).

POSSIBLE CHANGES NOW BEING DEVELOPED

1. Regulation to further clarify payments allowable to supervising physicians
in a teaching setting.

2. Regulation change to prevent possible unintended profit in case of termina-
tion of Medicare participation by a hospital or extended care facility, or change
of ownership, after payment of accelerated depreciation.

3. Legislation proposed to-
(a) Give authority to bar from the programm physicians and other pro-

viders of service who abuse the program;
(b) Limit cost reimbursement so as not to exceed charges;
(C) Limit cost reimbursement where construction occurs contrary to

planning recommendations; and
(d) Widen authority for experimentation and demonstration.



The CHAIRMA-N. It is my understanding that another doctor just
recently offered a check for $45,000. So there are three doctors who
built the conscience fund ulp $80,000. I think that will pay our com-
mittee, costs for its investigation.

ABUSES REPORTED BY INDIVIDUALS, NOT INVESTIGATIVE UNITS OR CARRIERS

But, the thing that does concern me about this thing, and I think
it is perhaps in your field, Mr. Ball, or )r. Land's area, most of the
abuses that we are uncovering are coming from people writing in; they
are not coining from your investigative units and they are not coining
from the carriers. For example, you know the horrible hospital situa-
tion which occurred, where those i)eople are about to be prosecuted, get-
ting 80-year-old women in there and butchering them at Governmentexpense. I am not going to name the person responsible or the hospital,
because I Iuiiderstiii that uider the WVarren-1"oitas decisions, if you
identify the pvo le. and what they did, then you cannot pro!-secute thelm.
But thlis type of thing was reported to the 14PBI by a (isgruntled dc-
tor who had been a pairt, of that setuimp. Then some of the worst albuses
we are uncovering are reported by people who have been victiiilized.

Now, it STelms to i e that tle ciicriers ought. to ie repolrting tlis to
Voil and vIere they are not. rel)ortiing it, you ought to have 1Vt11tig
iive units findlinlg it.

Mr. BALL. We are doing 1both, Mr. Chairman, and we also get a
very large propolr io of ,im r leads fr(,,m the patient ,or from other
S(0111,(, i S 11 well :I f''vill v': ri ,: kin s of s'eren4 a md il\e;tig ati( 1s
where wvo take the hntibative--where total ptiymenits are high, for
example.

lit one l)roce.s tlait we hi'ie is w, ry helpful i lelitiig p'ttieilts to
tie possibility of a problem. That is, we always inform the patient
when we make a )ayimient to a provider or to a physicitaii conceriinjig
hiiii. It is from that process that frequeiitly-- do not mean frequently.
but every once in awhile-a patient will come back and say, he never
received'anv such service. ien we start an investigation on that.
But niuch more than that, Mr. ('hairinan, we have developed now

coniiputer screens in carrier reviews that will identify some of these
I)robleins that Mr. Constamtine pt on the chart there of gang visits,
or patterns of service that do not seem to fit the diagnosis that has
been given oin the bill, and initiate an investigation. I know you realizethat as a matter of routine now, all carriers are, asked to investigate

physicians who have an accumulation of a large payineint in the course
of a year.

PATIENTS DO NOT KNOW D1OW MINUCH WAS PAIl) ON THEIR BEHALF BY TiHE

GOVERNMENT

The CHAIRMAN. Under medicaid, as you know, patients are never
informed as to how much was paid by the Government on their behalf.
Frankly, sonie of us think that we ought to insist. on that "explanation
of benefits" procedure in tie future, so that when a persoii has been
treated under inedicaidl he receives t~le same type of notice of paymueit
that Social Security gives. Im effect, "Ilere is what was paid on \our
behalf by the Goveriiimmemit amd if you are not satisfied, let us know."

BEST AVAILABLE COPY



Well, I have iml)osed a 10-minute limitation on myself and my 10
minutes have exl)ired. 1 want other Senators to have a chance to ask
questions during this morning's session. Ihen we will collie hack on
a second round and there will be no limitation.

Senator Anderson?

1UI1i.Icxr'ON OF I3lPER PAYMENTS,

Senator ANDERSON. A gret-it many of these cases deal with improper
payments. Do you favor publicizing these payments ?

.,Mr. VENEMAN. Iln cases of overpayment, Senator?
Senator ANDERSON. Yes.
Mr. VENEMAN. Yes, there has been. I think that Mr. Ball can l)rl)-

ubly respond more acurately as far as the title XVIII, medicare pro-
gram, is concerned. But as far as the title XIX prograni is concerned,
Ili cases whmre overpaymnent or overutilization has been made and has
been revealed, these things have been made public. In f'Ict, that was
the whole purpose of the hearings that 1 held in Los Angeles.

Senator ANumlsoN. What should the first requirement of a sound
medicare program involve? Should it involve p~rop~er alaancing of
income and outgo?

Mr. VENEMAN. Of course? we have a unique situation in sonlme of
these programs. Title XIX iil particular. It is the rest of our plbli(
assistance program , where we liave an open-ended appropriation. I
think the first requirement of the program should be to comply with the
intent of Congress in the statutes by which the function was ant horized.

ACTUARIAL BALANCING IN TIIE HOSPITAL INSITRANCE PIIO(RIAM

Senator ANDERSON. But Congress would like to have medicare ili
balance. We had a great deal of argument about. it.

Mr. VENEiMAN. I think Mr. Ball has clarified it. lPerlmaps voil are
referring more to the title XVIII portion and insurance con'el't.

Mr. B.i.L, Senator Anderson, I would certailily agree witi you that
it is very important to bring the hosl)ital insiuralet, Plro&0ral I nck into
a long-range actuarial balance and w\e are giving very Serious oil-
sideration to a prol)osal that would accomplish this-I hopie we can get
it cleared out in the next week or two. If I could just. lake t inle to give
vou the factual background in this, at the present time, the1v hospital
insurance program shows a long-range actuarial balance of minus 0.09
1)erc(entage of payroll 1 under the long-raunge 25-yearil, esti int es. Wh1 iat
we would propose is a stepped Ul) contribution schedule. People now
pay six-tenths of one perent toward hospital insliran,ev. Blt, here is
in the law a graded schedule that ultimately would reach 0.1) ptrcelt
in 1987. The proposal that we are consilerilug woull he to put that
0.9 percent rate in sooner, but not have flie rate any higher than it
is now. But, if you pit the 0.9 percent rate in in 1975, 'ou would about
b)ring that hos ital insurance )rognrani into balance.

Now, I would like to take this oppolrtuity to point out that the
:wtuarial estimates for the hospital insurance program were clanged
between the last trustees report, and tile present, one. The last trustees
report showed a small pis )111alance in hospital insuranc.e. This one
shows the minus 0.29.



I have a meimoranldm here from Mr. Myers, our Chief Actuary,
t1hat within your permission 1 wouhll like to put into Ihe revci(d at this
pl:e. It explaiM why the actuarial lalanee change(.

('I'lle meml1ioraiulmiii refeirred to follows:)

N~1 L: MOUAN DU N\f

l,'rom : lRioleri .T. ,Myers. chieff Actuary, Social 'Security Administration.
Subject : lteasons WVhy New Trustees Report Shows Higher Cost for Hospital

Insiirll ic-e Progralin than Previous Report.
There ls been considerable inisumherstanding concerning the reasons why the

almost i'(v'ilt t rustees report shows a higher cost for hlie 11p iital Insurance part
of flh'. M,,licar progralli lli the hirevilos report showed. The principal reason,
is not related to any increase in the cost of the program, but rather it 1s the
result of the fact that experience on an accrual basis under the program, now
nvailllc for the first time, has shown that the assmiiiiption concerning admission
rates to hoipitals ill tihe estimates made prior to the inauguration of the program
was too low.

The statistics reflecting the experience for the first IS months of operation of
the program are now relatively complete; they were not available at the time
the previous trustees report was prepared, and therefore the assumption concern-
ilg hospital mlnlisions used in the previous trustees report was the same a's that
lnsed in the e'sfilmlates ma11de prior to the inauguration of the program. In other
words. the act uiil program cost with respect, to lhis factor did not change between
the two vahlmiltions, but we now have improved information on what the true
cost is.
There has been ]to significant change in hospital utilization under the Hlospital

Insurane program since it. was first inaugurated. Both admission rates and
IVIerage ilurat ion of stay have remained approximately tile same since the

liegillmintg of tlie program. In the case of average duration of stay, the experience
ik apllroxinimtely tlie salnle as the assumption ws'ed lit the estimates made prior
to the inauguration of the program, but the originally assumed admission rates
have provell to he t4)o low.

Tile ('han11ge ill this assullption constitutes the vast majority of the explanation
(if wihy the cmi'rent valuation shows a higher cost than the previous one.
Tie assumptions concerning the average per diem Cost of hospital care have

not heell changed significanltly between the two trustees reports. Actually, the
assunptions in tile previous trustees report proved to be slightly high for the
iost recent exlperience, but they have nevertheless been left substantially

unchanged, so as to provide some margin of safety.
There are other minor factors which are somewhat counterbalancing. For

instanice. the estimate of future administrative costs has been reduced as a
result of examination of current experience, and the assumption as to utilization
iii extended care facilities has been slightly increased.

ROnERT J. MIYERS.
Mr. BALL,. In summary form, the reason is hrgely the fact lhat the

est inmates were based on experienee before hospital insurance went into
elect and thus were based on too low assumptions concerning hospital
admission rates of older people. And as soon as we got some experience,
t he first. t ime we had experinee on an accrued basis under the hospital
insurance program-and l the first time we had it was for this trustees
reI)ort--it was necessary to ('hantye those estimates.

Now, the point I ammakinlg is, that it is nothing that happened in
the administration of tile program. As Mr. Myers' memorandm iundi-
cales, lie does not believe that. utilization of hospitals by, older 1)eople
hais changed since medicare went, into effect. There is n(; evidence that
utiliz:ltion is increasing. It is merely that his estimates were lNtsed ol
false assumuptions. ITe just really did not have the experience unt il we
actually had a prograiml. So that is the reason, almost entirely, for this
ijnIbalaflee in hospital insulrance, which we would like to give serious
consideration to correcting through moving up that ultimate rate.



POSSIBILITY OF NEED TO RAISE $4 MONTHLY PREMIUM1

Senator ANDERSON. You now have a monthly premium. billing of $4
under pt. B?

Mr. BALL. That is in the supplementary medical insurance, Senator,
yes.

Senator ANDERSON. How much does it actually cost now?
Mr. BALL. Well, you know, as Mr. Constantine pointed out, the only

correct way to measure this program is on an accrual basis and there is
quite a delay between the time of services rendered and perhaps the
individual files his claim and it is processed and paid. So we are not
really in a position to say exactly what the situation is today. By and
large, we feel that the $4 rate will turn out to be sufficient for the" fiscal
year that just ended and that it will probably be insufficient for the
fiscal year we are just moving into. Exactly what it should be for
this coming fiscal year on an accrual basis, no one will know, finally,
until the year is over. The Chief Actuary recommended a rate of $4.40.

The CTAIRMAN. Why don't you try to have part B in balance ?

COST CONTROLS AFFECTING ,ONTIlLY PREMIUM

Mr. BALL. Mr. Chairman, it is my personal judgment that with the
kind of cost controls that are now in effect in this program, and they
are now very strict in the medicare program as they relate to physi-
cians' fees, it is my personal position that $4.40 wil be too high for
this coming fiscal year.

Mr. VENE-MAN. it 1 think, Senator, it should be pointed out, that
some of those controls were put into effect after the rate was estab-
lished at $4 last year, in order to keep within this point.

Mr. BALL. Yes, some were already in the mill, Mr. Veneman, and
some were established as a result of that decision.

Just to show you some of the results there, the carriers have reduced
in this last period-in the last month or 2-they have been reducing
the physicians ' bills submitted to them before they reimbursed them,
reducing them down to what they consider a reasonable charge, to the
extent of 5.2 percent of the total dollar. Now, that compares with 3.2
percent in 1968 and 3 percent in 1967, and 2.4 percent in 1966. It is an
increasingly effective operation.

In May, they reduce at least one item in 23.6 percent of all the
physician bills that were submitted. Now, between that and increased
utilization coverage review and audit review, we are estimating
pretty close to $300 million savings this coming fiscal year, as a result
of administrative action. And although I agree that $4 will probably
not be enough, I cannot say exactly where it will come out, Senator.

Senator ANDERSON. Should we not try to balance it?
Mr. BALL. Yes, Senator, we certain'Iv should. As you understand,

of course, the cash situation, as Mr. Constantine's chart showed, is
sufficient without any question; the problem will be to decide exactly
where the rate should be when the next. rate is promulgated in
December.

Now, I want to be clear on this: When I say $4 will probably be
enough, I am talking about a rate for the current fiscal year. In De-
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cember, we will be promulgating a rate for the following fiscal year,
and unquestionably, that rate will have to be above $4.

Senator ANDERSON. It seems to me it might need to be raised a great
deal more than $4 if all these bills are to be paid.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Williams?

USE OF SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBERS IN IDENTIFYING ALL PAYMENTS

Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Veneman, I understand that, based on the
letter I received yesterday from Mr. Ball, you are going to initiate a
program in the future where you will use the social security number or
the tax number of the doctor on all payments. Is that correct?

Mr. VENEMAN. That is correct, if I interpret the letter properly,
which I read yesterday.

Senator WILIANIS. I would ask that that letter be put at this point
in the record, Mr. Chairman.

The CIIAIRMAN. It is so ordered.
(The letter referred to follows:)

JUNE 30, 1969.
Hon. JOHN WILLIAMS,
S&, atc Finance Committee, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR WILLIAMS: I would like to summarize the current status of
our activities in the Medicare program concerning several matters about which
you have recently expressed concern.

We are proceeding as you suggested to furnish hospitals, extended care facili-
ties, physicians, laboratories, and other suppliers of services under Medicare with
summaries of the statutory provisions that prescribe civil and criminal penalties
for efforts to obtain money through the filing of false claims.

We are considering also the question of adding penalty statements to the forms
used in claiming payments. The difficulty here is that when the patient seeks re-
imbursement directly on the bill he received from his doctor, the physician is not
in any way associated with any claims form and would not be exposed to any
penalty statement as part of the claims filing procedure. Nonetheless, at such time
as our forms are reordered for printing or are redesigned to take into account
additional desirable changes in format, we will Include a penalty statement where
It will most likely come to the attention of the physician or other provider seeking
direct reimbursement.

The question of informational reporting for income tax purposes Is, of course,
a matter within the Jurisdiction of the Treasury Department. Our concern has
been that the application of informational reporting apply equally to payments
made directly to physicians through the assignment process and payments made
to patients as indemnification for physician bills. We have felt that It might be
damaging to the widespread use of the assignment method-which is much more
efficient and economical to operate and which is now applied to nearly two-thirds
of the bills-its various special provisions are attached to the assignment method
alone. We have discussed with Internal Revenue and they have under considera-
tion our view that if informational reporting Is required it be made equally
applicable to both types of payments.

Whatever the final decision is on informational reporting we Intend that all
carrier reporting under Medicare be converted, as soon as feasible to the use of
social security numbers. During the early part of Medicare, carriers had great
technical programs with high volume bill processing and were permitted to use
their own numbering systems for their internal Medicare processing and for re-
)orting .iaims Information to social sccurity.

We agree that it will be a desirablee development now that so much progress Is
being madie with carriers' record mechanisms to have them maintain their sta-
tistical and claims record information under the doctor's social security number.
We do not require additional legislative authority for this action. The question Is
simply one of administrative measures, but It will take sonie further time because
these involve computer changes for carriers.

Sincerely yours,
ROBEIRT MA. BALL,

Commissioncr of ,S€ocial Security.



Senator WILLIAMS. When will this take effect? I know you said at
the earliest practical date. Does that mean July 1 ; or when ?

Mr. BALL. Senator Williams, the exact timing of that really has to
be worked out with the individual carriers, because I am sure you will
realize it changes their computer processing and hundreds of thousands
and millions of bills are in process and we wvill have to meet right away
with the carrier group and work out at scheduling date for that to go
into effect.

Senator WILLIAMS. In order to be reasonable and so we will all
understand each other, could we say that August 1, that will be in
effect, or would you need legislation requiring it?

Mr. VENEMAN. One of the problems, as Mr. Ball has pointed out, is
some of the computer changes necessary to carry that out.

Senator VI.LIAMS. I realize that, but we are giving them 30 days.
Mr. BALL. I am really not in a position to say whether that is a

practical time limit or not. I would like to consult with people who
nave to do this in the carrier group and report back to you.

Senator WILLIAMS. If you would, I would appreciate a report as
soon as possible, because to be frank with you, it may be necessary to
help you by legislation. I am a little impatient that this has not been
done before.

Now, Dr. Land, will medicaid continue to use the same obscure
formula, or are you going to help by requiring that when doctors get
paid, the administrators use the social security number?

Dr. LAND. Yes, sir.
Senator WILL IS. Do you think you can get yours in effect within,

say, 30 (ays ?
Dr. LAND. I think if we can do it by regulation, Senator, we can do

it within 30 days.
Senator WILLIAMS. Thank you.

RECEIPT OF SOCIAL SECIJRITY BENEFITS BY MEDICAID RECIPIENTS

There Is one other point, Mr. Veneman. Under the medicaid pro-
gram-as I understand it, in any of the States as administered-we will
assume for the moment that the welfare recipient is drawing social
security benefits, but is not required to pay his hospitalization and
medical costs. He has no other income, no other resources. Under
medicaid, you would pick up that difference between the social security
payment and the total cost of the bill; is that correct?

Mr. VENE M Aw. That is correct. What usually happens, Senator, is
that we can pick up the part B premium under the title XIX program
and pick up deductibles if that person is in fact eligible for the public
assistance program or eligible for group 2 participation.

Senator WILLAMS. That is correct; it can be partially picked up
under medicare and partially under medicaid. That is the difference.

Mr. VENEBIAN. That is right. The other thing we do, Senator, of
course is when title XVIII benefits expire, they they become title
XIX recipients.

Senator WILLJAis. That is correct. But in all cases, as I understand
it, to the extent that the individual is receiving a social security check,
that payment, that check goes toward the defrayment or payment of
that portionn of his cost, is that correct?



Mr. VENE-,MAN. I will have to let Mr. Land respond to that. Whether
or not they retain-you mean all the social security-

Senator WILLIAMNS. All or any portion of it. What portion do ycu
retain?

Mr. VENEMAN. I think it would vary.
Dr. LAND. I think that this would depend on the determination of

need of the recipient and whether or not this person over 65 drawing
a social security check was also on public assistance.

Senator Wim1 xArs. But we are assuming all those factors.
Dr. LAND. On public assistance, then no part of that would be taken

away.
Senator WILLIAMS. And under what circumstances would a part of

the social security benefit be used, social security check be used to de-
fray the cost?
Dr. LA D. I think that-Mr. Ball just said that if he were not

eligible for medicaid, a portion of his social security check would be
use( to pay certain costs.

Senator WILIAMrS. The reason that I asked that question, is that
in some areas, it is being required. I am advised by the staff that if the
individual is on public assistance, the social security payment is
counted as a resource.

Mr. VENEMAN. Counted as income; right. His grant would be de-
termined taking account of his resources.

Senator 'WILLIAmS. The reason that I ask this question is this: It has
been called to our attention that in one or two cases, a man would be in
a nursing home and they would be crediting x amount as being received
from social security. Theii the remainder would be billed either to
medicare or to medicaid, and would be picked up by the various agen-
cies. There is no way of determining, as I found, how much this John
Doe was receiving from social security, because again, he, too, is given
a "Swiss number"'as identification.

Now, the question I ask is why do you not identify each patient that
is in one of these nursing homes-under medicaid programs or wel-
fare--by his own social security number? Then it would be a very
simple inatter to check this out to see whether a portion of the social
security payments is being held erroneously. It takes a Philadelphia
lawyer to figure it out now.

PATIENT PROFILES

Mr. VENEMAN. Senator, I might point out that one of the big weak-
nesses we have now in the entire program is that in many of the States,
they do not even have a patient profile by name or even a doctor's
history profile. Unless we get those-I think the ultimate is to have
the name and social security number so you can have the cross check.
But we are having enough t trouble putting together patient profiles.

Senator WILLr.iAs. What's the difficulty in identifying this patient
b.y his own social security number? You would not fin"d any two alike.
Ini another case, you would not have to set up 50 people working over-
tinie trying to come up with a different series of numbers. We are
about to run out of numbers.

Mr. VENEMAN. This can be done administratively, I think.
Senator WILLIAMS. You think it can be done?



Dr. LAND. I certainly think it is feasible, yes, sir.
Mr. VENEMAN. I wonder if I can just get your question straight

again, Senator. I find something rather intriguing in it.
Did you indicate that there are facilities, nursing homes, where a

nursing home will receive the patient's social security check and pay-
ment from title XIX and payments from title XVIII?

Senator WILLIAms. That is the allegation, but when we go to run
it down, we find we have about 40 John Does and then it takes a com-
plete investigation to find out which one of them is in that nursing
home. It just seemed to me that identification of patients would be
very simple if we used every man's social security number.

Mr. VENEMAN. I will ask both Mr. Ball and Mr. Land, sitting here,
to advise me whether or not it is possible for the Social Security Ad-
ministration to make a social security payment check directly to a
facility.

Senator WILLIAMS. Oh, no. I do not think they do it. I am not sure
they could be paid directly to the facility.

Mr. BALL. We do that in some instances, but it is in the situation
where the individual has been determined not to be able to handle his
own funds, and in addition, we are unable to find any relative or other
person with a close personal interest in him. Then in a few cases, we
will make the head of the institution the representative payee for that
person. But that is a low priority approach. But we will do that.

Of course, Senator, a very large proportion of people on old-age
assistance and, I would think, Medicaid, too, already have social secu-
rity numbers. I think your idea is feasible.

Senator W\ILLIAMS. Oh, they have numbers, I am sure of that.
One other question. My time is running here, and we will go into

detail on some of these questions a little later.

LAXITY SEEN IN AUDITING OF 31EDICAID PROGRAMS

What disturbs me is why there seems to be no record of these pro-
grams being audited prior to the last few months. I have examined
with interest these 10 or a dozen audit reports which you sent up to
us about 3 or 4 weeks ago.
Mr. I-XENMAN. I will let Mr. Kelly respond. I think the audits have

been in progress for sometime.
Senator WILLIAMS. If I may pursue it, each one of these audit

reports which I have received 4re dated 1969. They refer to periods,
prior periods. Are there no audit reports completed in 1967 and 1968?
Is this the first time that this program has really been audited after
there was a little interest created up here on Capital Hill?

Mr. VENEMAN. These reports, Senator, apply to the title XIX pro-
gram. I think title XVIII has had a continuous audit going on since
its incel)tion.

TEXAS 31EDICAID AUDIT

Senator WILLIAMS. Then confine it to title XIX. Were there no
audit reports-I am referring to the one here on the State of Trexas,
for example. "This audit covers a period from the inception of the
title XIX program in Texas from September 1, 1967, through June 30,
1968. There had been no prior audit of the progTam."



Yet there were prior audits of the Texas program by the Colptrol-
ler General that were submitted to the Department in 1967, where he
called the same problems to the attention of the Department that is
now called to attention in this 1969 audit report, and nothing has been
done in either case. Now, is there no liaison between these different
auditors? Do you not read these Comptroller General's reports?

Why was it ihat the auditors who prepared this 1969 report did not
know about the Comptroller General's report, which found a similar
problem in 1967. He said he reported to you in 1966, overpayments of
$4 million, and recommended that something be done about it. There
is a letter from HE W assuring that they would do something about
it. Yet. here we find that this last report, prepared just a few weeks ago,.
said that this overcharge is about $11.5 million. What I want to know
is do you read these audit reports and what are you going to do about
it?

Mr. KELLY. Yes. Mr. Chairman, there is a close liaison between the
HEW audit agency and the Comptroller General's office. Each draft
report that. they receive is summarized for the Secretary. A response
is obtained and sent to the Comptroller General on it and we then
advise the Congress and the Bureau of the Budget of the action we
have taken as a result of the audit report.

Senator WILILIAMS. What action have you taken ?
Mr. KELLY. On that particular case, I do not know and I would

have to get it for you, SoD.ator Williams.
Senator VILLT VMS. Would you furnish it at this point in the record?
, "KI.:, >.. Yo. T would be glad to. sir.
(The information referred to follows:)

STATE OF TEXAS AUDIT REPORT CONCERNING INSURANCE CONTRACTS FOR MEDICAL

CAR

R]sUM, OF GAO AUDIT

United States General Accounting Office states that the procedures used, with
Department approval, to recover excess funds, accumulated under an insurance
contract for the medical care of old-age assistance recipient,., did not result in
the adjustment of Federal-State equities required under the approved State plan
and consistent with the applicable provisions of the Social Security Act.

The initial insurance contract between the State and the contractor provided
that, within 90 days after the period covered by contract, the contractor was to
render a final accounting and repay the State, upon demand, the excess of premi-
ums received over total claims paid by contractor plus his allowable adminis-
trative expenses. Accordingly, the contractor determined the total refund due
the State, including earnings on the excess premium payments. With approval
of the Department, he repaid the excess funds to the State by offset against premi-
ums payable by the State during the period of a second contract. With respect
to the second contract period, the State then claimed Federal participation only
in the net premium payments to the contractor. Under this arrangement, this
State was able to claim on a more favorable basis, under the Federal matching
formula, than if they had a cash recovery.

IIEW AUDIT OF TEXAS TITLE XIX PROGRAM

The Texas State Dep.rtment of Public Welfare were functioning under the
misconception that their agreements with Group Hospital Service Inc. (Blue
Cross-Blue Shield of Texas) were "health insuring," while In reality they were
"fiscal agent" in nature. The audit agency determined the agreements to be fiscal
agent agreements and were supported by the opinion of Assistant Regional At-
torney for HEW.
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Principal findings were:
1. The element of risk had been removed from the contracts through a

retroactive adjustment feature.
2. Large federal overpayments to GHS in premiums for actual adminis-

trative services at the assistance matching rate rather than the 50% ad-
ministrative rate.

3. Withdrawal of funds by GHS in excess of actual program disburse-
ments (assistance expenditures). This resulted in a loss of interest income
to the Federal Government of approximately $48,750 per month.

4. Premium rates are unrealistic; are not based on objective cost data.
5. Lack of internal central procedures to preclude program abuse.
6. Procedure for certifying and authorizing nursing home care is

inconclusive.
7. Procedure is lacking fof certifying that premium payments for Part B'

of title XVIII are correct.
8. TSDPW exercises little control over sub-contracting arrangements be-

tween f11IS and other parties.

ACTIONS CONTEMPLATED

In order to achieve a resolution to the above audit problems a team consisting
of two Medical Services Administration headquarters and regional staff and a
member of the Department of health, Education and Welfare audit agency from
Region VII will visit the Texas State Department of Public Health inI the very
near future.

IDEPAIMIENT OF HEALTHY, EI)UCATION, AND VILFARE,
Washlngton, D.C., Jitly 30, 1969.

lion. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Comnittee on Finance, U.S. Senate,
Washbigton, D.C.

)EAR Mu. CHAIRMAN: In accordance with the request of Senator Williams,
there is enclosed for the record a statement setting forth the status of actions
taken and platimtel, with respect to matters dli;closed in the General Accountig
Office report dated January 31, 11)07, on medical care provided under the fed-
erally-aided old-age assistance program in the State of Texas and in the subse-
quent lIIEW Audit Agency report dated March 28, 1969, on the Texas Medicaid
Program.

We will keel) your Committee informed regarding future developments in this
matter.

Sincerely yours,
JAMES 10

. KELLY,
Assistant Secretary, Comptroller.

Inclosure.

STATE OF TEXAS AUDIT REPORT CONCERNING INSURANCE CONTRACTS FOR MEDICAL
CARE

RVSUMIlf OF GAO AUDIT

United States General Accounting Office states that the procedures used, with
Department approval, to recover excess funds, accumulated under an Insurance
contract for the medical care (if old-age assistance recipients. did not result In
the adjustment of Federal-State equities required under the approval State plan
and consistent with the applicable provisions of the Social Security Act.

The initial insurance contract between the State and the contractor provided
that, within 90 days after the period covered by contract, the conractor was to
render a final accounting and repay the State, upon demand, the excess of pre-
miums received over total claims paid by contractor plus hIs allowable adminis-
trative expenses. Accordingly, the contractor determined the total refund due the
State, including earnings on the excess premium payment. With approval of the
Department he repaid the excess funds to the State by offset against premiums
payable by the State during the period of a second contract. With respect to tile
second contract period, the State then claimed Federal participation only in the
net premium payments to the contractor. Under this arrangement, this State



was able to clhim on a more favorable basis, under the Federal matching for-
mula, than if thuy blad a cash recovery.

The Department is aware that differing conclusions can be drawn in regard
to the propriety of the Federal payments to Texas which the Comptroller Gen-
eral considered unauthorized. The method adopted by the State in using and ac.
counting for excess funds accumulated under the medical care. insurance con.
tract was judged to be acceptable by the Department at the time it was im-
pleiented, and within the bounds of administrative discretion and authority.

The Comptroller General recommended tlt the Department obtain full re-
covery from the State for the amount he considered to have been Improperly
cblimeid by the Stale. While we did not disagrev that the nMliod adopted by the
State in making the adjustment could, in light of subsequent evaluation, be
subject to some criticism, we were unable fo concur in the view that it was im-
proper and that the State should be required to refund the amounts already
paid. The State acted with the express concurrence of the Federal agency, and
in good faith expended the funds for program purposes. Had the State not
received these funds, it might well have reduced program benefits. Thus, the
State acted in reliance upon Federal approval. In the continuing Federal-State
program, it Is essential that the States be able to operate securely on the basis
of Federal asWances. As a matter of law and equity, the Department could
not find a suffictlnt basis for requiring reimbursement by the State retroactively.

]1WauDIT OF TEXAS TITLE XMT.R2ORAM

On July 15, 19$ .,two key staff members of ihe Mede(fkl Services Administra-
lion, Social and/Rlehabilitation Servieq. went to Austin, 1k xas to obtain addi-
tional Inform ,Ion concerning the I IIjW*Audit Agency repo on tle Title XIX
program in Texas covering the Verlod\ September 1, 1907 throat h ,Tune 30, 1908.

On July /6, 1969. theycoinfered wi h Dallas teglonal Office taff and repre-
sentative of the Bratich Office (if the IEW AuiAit Agency in Au In. A meeting
was then,'lld with t1he Commissioner of~the ,t-ite Department of bilc Welfareand his taft.

The Audit Agency report f !e t oul) IIo)olptal Service, c., had ac-
cumul ted $14,096,153, repre e ng) remli n pq.mentO for media al services
which were in excess ot acI pro rnm d ibuysementk for medic 1 services.
The S ate agenceoi~urred/i Ithis Anding a ( stated that it was ts practice
to pe it premium phymynerts, a"dumplate li.this fashion as a hedge and
periodically to u.e the fuh4tA asboffset9 _gatn,st premiitinwdue. By Fe -unry 1909
the balance was $11,961,57p\02 whic ' I as' nd to pay the monthl. premiums
due Group Hospital Service,, Inc., fo bthe Sntha of February ($3, 49,182.20).
March '($4 001,6976) and April 19 (.$ 4O90 0). No addition al Federal
matchiAg was clatined since this m~ney )&sd(alread"been matche( Since then
disbursements by OliS for prokram-iiurp ses have exceeded r ceipts from
prenflum and as of June 30.i9 9. there i a mlnu!'/balance 'tli OTIS of
almost one-half million dollars. Therefore, th re is surplus o premium pay-
ments for iyogram beneofs over dIsb semen s for'servlces t/o e recovered at
this time. According to the State thi has eawfted from a education in the
premium rates effective February I969. increased utillzatto of services and an
increase in the level of payment for services.

A' crucial question which has not been resolved Is ether the contractual
arrangement betweett-be Texas agency and OHS ;e.resents health Insurance
or a fiscal agent relatloit~hi. The HEW Audjlt'.eney takes the position that
this is not insurance since the dement-of-isfrt or OIlS does not exist. The State
agency does not agree with this contention. After further consultation with Gen-
oral Counsel and the HEW Audit Agency, Medicul Services Administration
soon will make Its recommendation on thIs issue to tAc Administrator, Social
and Rehabilitation Service.

If a decision ts made that this is a fiscal agent contract rather [hait an in-
surance arrangement, then the Administrator will also decide whethcv to take
any action to recover any part of the $887,868 which the HEW Audit Agency
claims represents the difference In the Federal Financial Participation rate ap-
plicable to (HS administrative costs claimed as assistance expenditures.

Mr. rTry. In connection with the medicaid audits, we organized
in 1968 an approach to auditing medicaid. Our approach was designed
not to lust produce an audit report for each of the States that would



go to the State :ageiev and our regional people, but to do it in such a
w' that we could ) ovido to the Secretary, to the Administrator of
Social and Rehabilitation Services, and to the Medical Assistance
Commissioner, a composite of our findings so that they could get an
evaluation of their program and what their problems are. We set out
to do 16 States, which constitute about 85 percent of the money that
has been spent. We laid out a single audit program. And then we tested
that audit program and then sent, the instructions out to our regional
offices. We condensed the audits at the field establishment in 'June of
1968 and the last one of the 16 we started in June 1969.

We have now issued 10 of the reports. AWe have six more that; we will
issue by the end of this month. We have a draft composite report
available for the Secretary and we expect to polish that draft up and
have it in the Secretary's hands as the evaluation of the findings in all
16 States by the 1st of August.

Senator WILLIAMs- I will discuss it a little further later. I see my
time has run out.

'The ICHAIRMAN. Senator Gore?

ACIIIEVAIEN'S OF 'rillJ:DICAIE PROGRAM

Senator Gomi:. Mr. Secretary, as one who labored for years to bring
about the enactment of medicare 1 would like to inq Uire about some o
the positive achievements. To whiat extent have elderly people in our
country obtained first rate hospital care, as a result of medicare, which
they had not heretofore recei ved

Mr. VENEMAN. I think there has been a great deal of improvement
in the availability of health services for bothi the aged and the low in-
come. I think that prior to the enactment of the medicare program,
the only persons in the aged categories that were being taken care of
were under Govermnent programs were tlio.e that. would qualify under
the Kerr-Mills bill, the MAA program.

Senator GonEr. And this was regarded as a charity proposition?
Mr. VE.NEMAN. That was tied to the eligibility provision-tied to

low income, right.
Senator Gomn. Is it not true this program, which is now suffering

growing pains and inaugural pains, has saved lives or extended the
ille-span for millions of our people?

Mr. VNMA,. I think that is absolutely true, Senator, and I think
it, is a very unfotunate thing-I think Mr. B 1l and others mentioned
it-that those few people that have caused i.,oblems within the pro-
grai from the standpoint of abuses and fraud have really distorted
the fact that many of the objectives of the medicare and medicaid pro-
grams have been met. This is one of the problems that we are con-
fronted with. We still have a good education system in the United
States, but it, too, is being clouded by some of the'actions of just. few
people.C

Senator GoRIE. The principal opponent of the enactment of medicare
was the American Medical Association. We did not let it prevent the
enactment. I do not propose to let members of that group destroy the
program.

MNfr. VENEMAN. I would agree there that none of us would permit
any interest group, no matter who it might be, to destroy the program.



lut I think it is rather interesting because in California, when we
wvere working on the implementation of title XIX, to put it in effect
in our State, the greatest support we had was that of the California
Medical Association. I opposed the first bills, the ones that they were
actively endorsing. We finally got fairly good implementation legisla-
tion through, but they were the chief proponent of the title XIX
legislation.

DOCTORS SEE N SUI'POIr NG MEDICARE

Senator Gom,. Well, at the time we were considering the legislation,
my observation was that an overwhelming proportion of doctors op-
posel the program. They talked about socialization and how medicare
was destroying the medical profession and the doctor-patient relation-
shi). It is *my observation now that most doctors accept the program
and support it and are not trying to profiteer from it. Would you agree
with that?

Mr. VENEMrAN. I would agree with that statement.
Senator Goi,. To wlhat extent are you receiving cooperation from

the AMA in policing this program?

MEDICAL P1IOFESSION COOPERATING

Mr. VENEAN. [ think we have had good cooperation from the
inidicaI l)rofession, both (he American -Medical Association--perhaps
not, as t group, because in many of the programs, you work with the
local ,,.eticM. illut I e )rofessions th(.fmselves anl particularly the
ine(ical profession, I think, have assumed some rather significant
leadership in adopting some of the foundation programs, where the
doctors themselves help make the program. work. We have one in the
San Joaquiii program in California, somewhat of a pilot program.
We lean heavily upon the medical profession for utilization review. I
do not think anybody can be critical of the cooperation we hve re-
ceived from the professions in trying to make this program work.

Senator GoRn. That is good. 'It has been my impression that al-
though the medical profession as a whole fought enactment of the
program, once it became law an overwhelming proportion accepted
it and-

Mr. BRri,. If I may add one other point that backs what you are
saying, the local medical societies have by and large also proved very
helpful and receptive to disciplinary action when we bring cases to
their attention of a physician who makes too many calls for a given
diagnosis or who overcharges. They have been willin to take quite
a bit of responsibility. And in this San Joaquin foundation that the
Under Secretary referred to, there is actually an agreement between
the California Blue Shield Plan under medicare and this foundation
to review the medicare claims. Utilization and costs have been cut
down since that has been in effect.

SUCCESS OR FAILURE DEPENDS ON MEDICAL PROFESSION

Mr. VENEMAN. Senator, I think it should be pointed out emphati-
calltv that the success or failure of these programs depends upon the
medical profession. It is a doctor who determines whether or not you



go to a hospital or whether or not you arl ready for a nursing home
or some other extended care facility, whether or not you require a
prescription. Without their cooperation, we could not make it work
at all.

Senator Goi,. I would agree with that, Mr. Secretary, but it seems
to me th carriers are seriously at fault in this prograil and we may
hityve erred, in the ('actillieit of' lis lprograni, in providing for an
al most, tnl)iidled discret ion in tie carriers.

DETAILED REPOI'i'TNG NEEDEi) Fl([ CARRIIERS

Is it, not a fact, that the cierirs have not beeil able to provide either
voli o' tie i ivestigators of this comniitee the anoit of' fees pai(l
to individual doctors or for what, plur)osts they were paid?

Mr. ,\lNEM.AN. I tlink thire are some serious administrative prob-
l(,Ils in olnome of . lhe, )rograils that ii ie being adin i iistered by the lilt er-
mit'd al'ies, particularly when it Conies to developing such in formation
,as I meant ion. the patient. )rofliles and 1)ovider profiles. But, they ulti-
iiately dev'eloQ the information.

Mr. i,. S(.nator Gore, I think foi' tie record, I ought to make
il -iear hen, that I know of no problem, no significant, problem with
th majority of! carriers furnishing the amounts that they have pid
various physicians. The matter that has been diiicult is with the
degree of! detail that has been asked for that says, how many injections
did this individual get? How much was paid for this specific kind of
service ? It is trile that big iil)rovements can be made in the detailed
Iejl)ot ing of the carriers.

Senator (GiOnE. )id not one of the carriers tell you that they did not
know how much it had paid to a given physician, or for how many
(tilt'trent patients it hadl paid? I do not wish to name the carrier. I
havo it, hero before ine.

Mr. BALL. I am not aware of this, but-I am informed that there
is onesuch carrier.

Senator GoRE. It is a large carrier, too. It does not know how much
it paid to it particular doctor, any particular doctor, for any of thepatients.

I'. BALL. I believe what he said was that it would be a great diffi-
culty for them to dig that out.

Senator Gom.,. Well, they told our investigators they did not know.
Then there is another point. What is medical necessity? One car-

rier says it does not make any inquiry at all.
Mr.Ball and Mr. Secretary, the picture that is unraveling here is

that the carriers are, in a pro forina way, a routine way, paying every
bill that comes in without investigation as to whether it is for medical
necessity, for howv many cails, or how many times a call is being made
on a given patient. Now, something is seriously wrong, either with
tie administration or with the law.

Mr. BALL. Senator, I am sorry , but I do not really feel that is a fair
characterization of carrier performance across the board.

Senator GoRE. Well, I am glad to hear you say that.
Mr. BALL. You can pick out an incident here or there or a par-

ticular carrier in response to a particular question. But I would like
to put in the record, if you will allow me at this point, that as a result
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,)f a whole serie:i of actions we, have takeii with the carriers in the lat14
y(ar or year and a half, and 1 would like to list those actions if I could,
at this point inl the record--

Senator Gorem. Would you indicate to what ext ent yoa have a re-
S1)0ose in each case?

MIN. BA;LL. Yes; I Certainly will.
(The inforniation referred to follows:)

SUMMAtY LIST OF SrTiPS TAKEN TO IMPROVE IN'rEItMEIWIAItY PEI'IOICMANCE

DJUPLICATE CLAIMS CONToI.S

A liullllber of actions have betn taken to improve (oniols, utilized ly tho
c(lrrit, rs to detect submission1 of duli('Ii te (.lims Or pO,'4ible (llpidicli'e pliyCnt.
\Ve have lallced i(I'Clre ( s ('Jinllhaisis oil ap rllitisal of m ~livi 1 (' Cill scl'('{ilhl-,
l1r(wed(1ires (luring colitrlet perfornuince reviews iid rec(ilrrent site visits by
regional staff of tile Bureau of 11(ath Insurance. This lres been buttressed by
the initiation of carrier systenis validation testing proc(,dires and by the develop-
ment of a strong duplicate claim detection module in the Model Part It Carrier
System which even if not used in whole by the carrier clearly id(etillies the fae-
tors which must be Included In an eflhclent EI)I' screening process. We mire now
planning for the early implementa tion of 11 centinnhlg procedure to identify
the' effectiveness of the carriers' l)rO('esss for (duidllcate payments detection
through screening ,a 5 leorcent sai lple of pityninft records reflecting 1lyment
actions taken by the carriers.

REIMBIURlSEMENTr I'OR TlE s8\VICES OF TEACIIINO PHYSICIANS

We are now In the nidst of an extensive program designed to promote the
necessary level of understanding on the part of all parties involved ill the
reiimursement of l)hyslclan.s iin the leaehing setting. We have made a series
of on-site visits to interniedlarlos and the related carriers. These iilel)th reviews
take 2 weeks to complete and also include on-site visits to several of the hospitals
with teaching programs which are served by the intermediary under review.

CARRIER SYSTEMS TESTING

The Administration started conducting tests of carriers' operating systems
In August 1968. Each system's test is conducted at 79 specified carrier locations
throughout the country. As of June 30, 1909, 9 separate systems tests have been
conducted. Each test Is designed to determine the adequacy of certain specific
functions in a carrier's operation. Although the tests focus on data transmission
and processing their structure affords an accurate measure of the application
of statutory provisions such as the carry-over deductible. After the results of the
tests are analyzed by SSA, the carriers are informed of the results and, where
necessary, the corrective action to take.

PROVIDER AUDIT COST CONTROLS

We are completing development of the audit program and cost report forms
to be used in conducting combined audits of providers under titles XVIII, XIX,
and V. Pending implementation of the combined audit program, information
developed during title XVIII audits is being shared with State agencies with
a subsequent savings in Federal and State outlays for audit under titles XIX
and V.

Intermediaries have received standards under which limited scope audits may
be conducted under title XVIII. It Is estimated that limited scope audit may
result in a 80 percent reduction in audit work.

CONTRACT PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL

On-site reviews in depth of the contractors' operations are conducted on a
regular basis by central office teams. As of June 30, 1969, there have been a total
of 183 contract performance reviews completed. This comprises review of 84
Part B operations and 99 Part A operations. Thus, virtually all Part A and
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Part B contractor operations have been reviewed at least otnce anti certain toni-
tractor operations have been reviewed twice. The Adin1st raition has selected
certain key areas representing current primary con(erns il cont railor opeotl ions
for special emphasis by the review teams during these on-site reviews.

lix addition, in July 19118 BIll instituted a program of monthly carrier visits
by regional office ptrsoinel to assess those aspects of carrier operations vichl
are of timely concern .Among those areas which we have Identifled as items of
particular national interest are: currency Ii workloatl processing, effeetIveness
of duplicate claims controls, activities In establishing an(d naintaining utilization
sa feguards activity, the adequacy of Informal review anid fair hearihgs prvoo-
hiures, and the reasonable charge methodology employed to intplelent the estab-
lishe( criteria. Monthly reports which appraise these anid other areas are sent
Into SSA central ofilce. These reports Identify and highlight current. optniating
problems that might otherwise go undetected for a much longer period.

I-.VEI, OF (AR IIE\'V11W'

SSA lilts conducted 10 studies of the performance of Intermediaries and pro-
vilers to determine specific lproblels encountered Ili the ext,.nfled care facility
program. Three more such studies are planned for July. As a result of these
studies, certain lproblhnts have been identified concerning the types of patients
eligible for ECF benefits and specific ihalth services they receive. Instructiols
have been Issued to all intermediaries which provide detailed criteria for inter-
ndiarh,: to us ini ia:itkig dternlilm talolls concerning the coverage of lupatlelt
extthaled care and adjunctive services.

I)P SYSTliM FOR IAItP It CLAIMS IIOCIsSINO

The 'Saelal Swcurity Administration has develoledtl an electronic (ata irovessing
system for processing Part It Medicare claims. Ina the system's developinitt the
experience of the carriers has been taken into account and the best features of
Individual systems included. Tie design and composition of the EI)l' system is
such that the carriers can readily adolt all or parts of It for iit- ili Ili-ir ojel't-
tions. To date, ten carriers have natle conmitments to use part or all of tit(
system. Eight carriers will adopt the system Il Its entirety while two will adolit
parts of It.

ItEPItESENTArIV GROUPP AoTIVITY

In order to assure proper Ini)lenmentation of contractual aigroemonts with the
tontrattors, representat ive groups of intermediaries anti carriers were estab-
lishetd early In the program. The naln activities of these groups are to provih o
advice oil the content. of proposed regulations and general Instructions and to
meet regularly with SSA hi order to discuss Issues which are of current concern.
These meetings are scheduled on a quarterly basis and provide a valuable
opportunity for the mutual exchange of Ideas at a high administrative level. Tile
meetings result in a two-way flow of Information which enables SSA to be aware
of contractors' problems and views on developing policies and procedures and
permit the contractors to obtain a more complete rationale for SSA actions.

srAvTE AGENCY PROGRAM RiEWSv[Fw

Early tn 1967, SSA Instituted on-site appraisals of State agencies' Medicare
operations to determine whether program instructions and standards were being
Interpreted properly and aplilied by the State agencies. Program review teams
have visited all States at least once since the surveys were begun. Each review
is followed by a report setting forth national problems which have been Identillied
as well as the problems which relate to the Indivitual State agencies. Bureau of
Health Insurance Regional Omeces are asked to follow up with State agencies to
2a,-sist themt in correcting delelencles noted In the program reviews.

Beginning Il July 1008, SSA teams in cooperation with the Community Health
Service of the Public Health Service began on-site surveys of l)rovidors and
Independent laboratories obtaining first-hand Information fromt clinical and
other records to compare with the findings of State agencies in their certification
reviews. The purpose Is to Identify weaknesses In the State agency certification
process and assist in their correction. To date, direct provider surveys have been
conducted of 34 hospitals. 49 extended care facilities, and 39 Independent labora-
tories, which were located In 35 States.



CONTIA(TOn PEUVOIMANC( IN DICA'RS

In establishing a system for measuring the various facets of contractor activity,
we have developed a range of performance indicators to determine the extI.t to
which the intermediaries and (arriers are meeting their contractual obligations.
From the Inauguration of the program i chief colcerni has blemli currency hi
claims processing ami paiymnent. Tiqs Is dhntitled in terms of the number of
week's work on hand at the cad of the month computed by dividing the pending
claims load by current claims processing. It is Indicative, therefore, of a carrier's
recent ability to process it. workload. With this as a measure of the carrier's
Iprocessing flme. Is Joined data on the percentage of claims pending over 30
days. This indicator expresses the number of claims pending over 30 days lit
th, end of the month a1s a percentage of the total number of claims pending lit
the end of the ionth.

As ' ki filltlie1' indicator d It is compiled for eah ('0f111ra(.tor o1 p'Odulction per
1i iil day. relhtluig the contractor's total 1I11 power resources required to operate
tho Medleare program wili tile volhii, of chilN in rocesse,. This, with i 11igure
#)n the l laor test 'pr 'ill lip rovi'eissed, i.e., the (ost of the labor resources iii
relation to the contractor's outplif. gives a measure of the efficleney of the
4-111 lS~'4 1)o11,1

(Iit 21 regilllr rt, 'co'filig laisis Adol Is preseilted oi the proportion of paymellnt
records reelv(d ii SSA that coltain acounting errors. Slice these niay involve
:nn1 illroler payenint, erroneous iiyient records tire returned to the carrier
for (.orretiye act lon. 'I'lh(, extent of t these refturnis provihhs i measure of carrier
I lrflrnill Ili '. li ddition. (iti tIs dev'eioloed on tihe proportion of (lizeries for
eligibility 1111d iiiaz:1tion inftornmthi on l which complete action cannot lbe taken,

1ti.u111'y lie, r.slilt of clIrrie' proeeedurill prollemis.

OPEIRA1TI NO PARS

As a stiop heyoiad the lirformne indicators, we tire estaiblishilng operating
ipars as i of mlit lat iye st.mthd2lrd of the Administrat t ou's concept of a ecelittable
l.,'ll'twJ l it I.p. Tlhroug~h tht, co lil 1i11 nlaysi's of perforillilclte inlldentorls, hlese

ilas;ll'eS of llsolllblo pierformnace are beilig rellned, 'l'hie 'ontraetor's (lll iiii-
taytiv, lperformance wlu can lbe classified as creditable, acceptable, subhtandard,
o1' isat istfitetory algailist this standard.

I1I(MAIt.\'A V.1DAT ION v'ISl'lT

SA h1a0 performed 15 studies il sele('ted larea ll ioughout the collify liivolv-
lag a nlber of providers to deternline whether the quality of care rendered
lliihelts, as well Ils tle a'coliitiu 1111( utilization procedures an11d other factors,
ieet 11'o.gi':liil requirements. More such studies are being planned for the coming
months. Intermediaries tire Informed of the flndlings of these studies, which
identify mi)eeilth actions that must lie taken. These include, for example, improve-
ioeiints \which 111st be Inmde 1ii the Ilternedialies' claims examining and reill-
1 irsilaelt (,,t 'l operate ilns as well as in the perforimnniee of the providers with
regard 1to billing pracihts and provlisiol of only necessary ancillary services.

III.MI A'rION O' l.I\'ICi5

The SSA Office of Research and SNitistics 11s developed a program for plrovid-
Ing ut illluion (ta )it 2)11 lloslitails participating it ithe Medleare program. 'l'hese
statistics idenlify he lvei'etge number of days that beiiefeliarles are conillied to
holNIitlls wvhIen their 'ondilion falls within certain dil(ngostle categories. These
statistic(. will isriait (oul1parlsoiis of the patterns of care of lIndlividal facilities
with the av'erage experience of similar providers, thereby ellabling Interiiedi-
aries aid tile Administrat1 ion to Identify facilities following utilization practices
m1'). 1 1 ling within acceptable limits.

As part of ou continuing effort to li1it reimbursement mider Part It of
the program to those Ihysician and other medh'al services which lire reasonable
and iieesslly'', 2ll carriers were asked to describe in detail the safeguards against
o'erutltllizaio of such services which they employ. These were evaluated and
those systems which appeared to lie most effective ere brought to the attention
of all carriers. We have also compiled examples of situations Ii which overutill-
z'ation has been found to occur.



R,'contly, . series of regional ieteings vore held %'hiih were specii i'vlly
de'oled to exchiaiigintg Ileas ol ways to controll the overuitilization of physicians
1111(i oj h(.hi 1lti ti'c 1 servo'(s. A co miliittee opposedd of ar('lrier 'e reliii at 'ves uiid
phy,.i.ialls is presently heiig collilo;svd %%hh'h will littellpl to develop criteria
for ute by all carrivi's i identify ying clahn.10 involvitig an overittiliztilon of service.

It:EoirT ON mIniiit{. NOr MAINOI INQUIRY AS TO THltE MEIuCAI NE:CI.88LTY 01"
iE:tV I(I,'S PROV\IDE,:D .11) 1)ICARIE BENE'ICIAiIIE8 AND TiltE INAIILTY 01' 'TII ('AIEis

To FtURN 1811 |ATA (N PAYMENT: MAttE TO I NiIiI\'LUAI. I)oCTOIis

II the hearing tlhe point Nvts mide titt ca t'rri elihd reported itbility to
ftl 1118h (11111 oil Illit ltlt4 t im t, to h(divithitl doctors. Forly-(ight i rrlors were
requested to firiih Inl1ormation oil tit- aii titlllt reltnu'rvd under Mhediare
for le ser'vlevs of certain lphysiclan8 who had been reiinursed $'25,000 or itiore
from ledie4tild Iti the calendar yea r 9691. Twelve arriers indicated they cou l
not, tit the tite of eceilpt of the request, Suplly the rcjqIte(d Information. Tihe
genertil difflculy lay it the limitations of the carrier's syseis Calmiity and
eatbiitty to aeuicitiite And extraoe t data it sutch fashion 1s to produce tite
tni atl~l::ti rewilested til :I short fllne anld sit reolsollable cost.

Since the tirequest NN'18 tmad1(ie, however, three of the twelve carriers that coul
not itI('idlately supply tlte Information requesed have expanded Ili(ir systems
(apit .Ity to iroilice te reiuired litfoirntiton. One of tbis 1h11d bee1 Ili the process
of develophtg a 1new eh't i'onlc data p~rocessing systemii for it imiter of ii(OItisandl( this l11," not been completed.

Seven of the other carriers that could not immediately furnish the information
request(I(llua10( tte3'hey (ian furnish approximately the requested information
wilh the devhtlion front the request centering oil provlding data oil allowed.
t'uigts. riitlitr than iOtiltt ne1tuhally pa11i and in 5Ollle imitances IIt 41 time span
greater or less than tii calendar year 11RI8. As a result, the Information requested.
was obtlaned by drawing o1 tt(- Medicare central olice d1ta hatintk whih could
produce the Informaltio more eXleditlously.

'ihe remaining two carriers are Ii tile process of developing the necessary com-
luter programs to extract the data. One of these, although It had riot perfected
Ols phase of its process, has been In the forefront in developing comlputer,
1.apail y to Identify potenial problem situations In the utilization or delivery
of Iiedihlc services. III other words, the ability to identify problems cases is not
extl(,ially correlated with the ability to determine the aiioit, paid to a numed,
Iphysihint.

With regard to an intermediary or carrier not making Inquiry its to the medical
nIeessity for the services provided beneficiaries, our surveys have revealed in-
stance of deficiencies in clerical review processes resulting In failure to Adentify
and take action o questionable cases. Wherever such situations have been,
detected, they have been brought immediately to the attention of the contractor's
to p management for correction.

CARRIER PERFORMANCE

Nh'. BALL. T am saying that carrier performance did leave at lot to.
be desired in this program and can still be improved, but it has come
a very long way. In the next fiscal year, we estimate that by their re-
view of this question of medical necessity and the legal coverage of
services, a point that we are stressing with them, there will be a saving
of about $120 million in the program from that operation. We estimate
that program costs will be reduced another $90 million as a result of'
their reduction of fees that are billed to them, but that they refuse to.
reco(rnize as reasonable charges, and then another $100 million as a
resuiTi of audit.

I might just make this broad point if T could, Senator. That is, we.
have from the beginning taken the view that the F ederal interest was,
so strong that we had a large responsibility to monitor carrier per-



formanev and to I11511 them if) variols directions for review of utiliza-
tion. for strict Contr ol of fees and cost-. But, it, Ihas not. been possible to
put this all in at, once.

Senator Goun. I understand, Mr. Ball.
Mr. BLt,,. When thei' program started out, we let the carriers do it

l'ttyli much tile way tIhey would riun their own lusiss.
Senator (Gom. I canno. imagine they would run their own lsiness

this wav.
Mr. ALtt,. That, is about he size of it. They were doing about that

mllh review in their own blisilsVs.
Seiiator Gl,,o. They may have followed their own bookkeeping. it,

they l have not injected the pressures here.
Mir. Bil,. I would say that you would find that most of lhe carriers

h,.. 1t ll t tflie ] 1"1 0, e a nr.!ch striir r! Co control job for us,;
than thev have for themselves. We are increasingly requirinmg it
wletlie i hev hlve or n.. We are estalishing a great; r'iety of na-
tional that, tards that they have to neet and are insisting on their
Jie' fol laii e.

Selnlor G om,. The clerk has given me a note that. I lve, time for
only oue more question. T would like to return to tile positive contribi-
I tol'is to or11 way of life.

0(0) IIISj11'Ij'.,IZA('IN I'IIImOuTr Tile FTIlOMA OP CHARITY

Is it not, t rue, Mr. Ball, that millions of o( people, in minority
rIloips as well ,as the poor generally, and ii some c:ases the more
Iroolnar us, Im\a' mail good hmosdtalization without the stignm of eliar-

ity for the first, time in their lives?
Mr. , Yes, Senator.
Senator (Thm-,. To what, extent has this extended life?
Mr. Bl,t,. Senator, I cannot. make, of emrse, a. real estimate on that

point, but. tlhere is no question luut what, in many individual instnees,
it has extended 1i re and in nny, many more, it, has meant a real dif-
ference in tile. quality of life'because of cataracts being removed,
hernias being repaire'd, and the old person is aile to function in a
much better way. As you suggest, this has been (lone in a way entirely
Consistent with' the self respect and dianitv of the individual. They
come, to the hospital with their own plivsician, not as a charity case.
The e'oncept of ela'ily has just, about di'sal)peaied for older people as
far as hospital care is ('onerned.
For minority people il many parts of lie country, it has meant

access to the best care in hospitals for tile first time.
Senator Gonn. Thanl you, Mr. Chairman.
The Cm[.Am. Senator Bennett,?

IPOssiiI: in)1UCTI(oN IN NIT.1"iI, II OF CAIiIIII,'I{S

Senator11t, B rN-'mr. Mr. Chairmian. I hanve been interested in follow-
ing tile quest ions of my colleague. It, would be interesting if we could
lame the carriers for the failure of administral ion that really belongs

to the Department of Social Security. Be'icse you are tle ultimate
somee of responsibility. TI is your supervision 1hat should have caught
the doctors. the ealiiem,4. an 1(1omle of tit, imlieiit s. So I hIave no brief



for any mistakes the carriers have niaade any more hIarn I have a brief
for the doctors who have abused I he proginm. But I would remind you
that under the law, it is your respollsibility. Ald if the farriers hav'e
misbehaved, you have the authority to replace them. It was the under-
standing of the law that though you cho,e 40 or 50 carriers to start
with, this was going to be done as d matter of gaining experience and
by this time, we probably could have expected a reduction in the mm-
ber of carriers. Is that not so?

Mr. BALr. I do not know what the figure would be, Senator, but
we have taken the general view that to start, over again with i a new
carrier in a territory with a new investment and a newv training job is
a very serious matter. We haveo gone along with carriers when they
have not seemed to be ideal performers as long as there was good
evidence that they could be greatly improved and could take the proper
measures in a little longer time.

Now, I am not at all adverse to saying that the next time we re-
examine the matter of extending these contracts, it might well )e
desirable to reduce the number soumewliat, and where we lave a very.
good performer who can takeover amiot hwr State and a relatively )()r
performer there who has continle(l to be a poor perforier, we oughlt to
move.

Senator BE',NNETT. This argument that it costs more to correct them
than it does to keep them going is the basic argument that, has been
used for the perl)etuation of bureaucracy since the beginning of time.
I hope you will not depend on it too much.

COST CONTROL

I have listened to the discussion todav and I was interested in viur
comment about the fact that the fund is not being kept u ) to its level.
when you said, we can solve' that, all we have to (10 is step 1lp the inile
when we go to I lie high rate. Of course, we (can solve problems by
increasing the taxes all the time. And I wonder if this is iot oi of
the built-in problems that, we face with this progral. Evervbodv
connected with it has an incentive to inerea.se his personid benefits
from it: the hospital, the physician, the carrier, anl the pmt ient. The
patient should be the ultimate source of benefit. But these oiher l)eople
also are involved. You have just taken the 2 percent away from thme
hospitals and we are all beinr flooded with telegrmls vhi'.h say I his
is a deplrivation. Maybe you should do it. to some other hospital but
you should not do it to us,'the wires say.

I v-onder if that is not the nature of the program ? It is a benefit in
the end for which the Government pays at least the residual. It is
natural for people in (lovermnent to say, well, we can solve that proh-
lem just by increasing our revenue. Does not everybody in this program
have an incentive to keep the cost of the program high rather than to
control it ? And how are you going to overcome that?

Mr. VENEMIAN. Senator, I cannot-I certainly do not want to leave
the impression that the dec -,ions that v- mnad,, in t 'tying to bring sole
cost control features in during the first couple of months of the
Secretary's assuming the position, such as cutting off the 2 percent,
such as developing in some time cost control mechanisms for pro-



riders, has been the most popular thing in the world. I could not agree
with you more, that there have to be sonie limitations. I think the
program itself lends itself to being taken advantage of and creating
rising costs. That is why some decisions have be made, not simply by
11EW but jointly, between us. We are going to take sone heat. No
question about that.

Senator BENN'irr. Are we to assume that there will be rising costs
automatically because of these incentives? Are we going to continue
to be told a year from now, 2 years from now, well, that was an
improper actuarial assumption? We have since discovered that we did
not assume enough; therefore, we must expect these costs to continue
to rise? Or are we going to be able to get though enough so that they
can be fitted into the fund that has been provided for them T '1his is
what worries inc.

Mr. V'NEXEAN. Well, Dr.--I mean Senator, I think we have a lot
of problems.

) ou cai see who 1 have been talking to the, last few weeks.
Sector BjI,,NNi',rr. Maybe I am giving you some psychiatric

treatment here.
Mr. VENEMAN. One of the problems we are confronted with, really,

when we start talking about controlling costs-was it in New York
recently that some of the pharmacists are boycotting the program? At
a certain point-what we have attempted to do is to generate and de-
velop these regulations which would cause as many of the providers to
remaI a in the program as possible, Now, sure, we can take some
rather dramatic and drastic stel)s which could have the ellect Oi .:111-
ing a lot of providers of service just to say, I do not want to part,Mate
in the title XIX program.

Now, where do we go from there? I think we lost sight of the objec-
tives anid the l)rinciples that Senator Gore made reference to; that
is, to attempt to provide headth care for the aged and the low-income
people in an atmosphere that is as much away from the context of
welfare and maintains as much dignity as possible. If doctors refuse
to participate or if dentists refuse to participate, or if drug Stores
refuse to provide drugs for what we have done, our alternative is for
government to do it. Then have we reversed the cycle . We have to look
at these decisions that we are making in an overall context and
not just from the standpoint of saying that we can arbitrarily make
this decision and such will occur, because we may go back to-you
know, we tried to get away from the public hospital concept, the
county hospital care. Let us not get ourselves into a position where we
return to it.

Senator BE.NNr. You are in a dilemma, there is no question about
it. If you are going to resolve that always by the process of providing
the greater service and raising the taxes, then I think the time might
come if you cannot within the Department provide a method of con-
trolling costs, we in Congress will try to provide a method. This means
we will be writing Federal legislation regulating doctors' fees and
prices for prescriptions and hospital day care costs and looking down
the road and then looking across the water at what happened in great t
Britain. I wonder if there is any way of avoiding that kind of a solu-
tioli to time problem?



A[r. V A.Well, let's hope, ire is, Senator. 1 link that, some
of the things we have to gi'e seriouIS (on1si(eIation to, is perhalls tile
Conctl)t of prelaid cure, which, on a somiewliat imloref general basis,
would apply to the poor, such as the kind of progralls we have ill
San Joaquini Foundation prograins and some1 of the others. I think
Secretary Finch has emphasized on many Occasions, that *-e have to
start giving consideration to lower cost facility care. I think, you
know, this has to be the movement. We have to move into preventive
medicine instead of placing the emphasis, which is unfortunately the
case in many of these programs, taking care of people a after they are
sick. It may take more of an activity on the part of the Goveril nent,
but it may have a long-term dividend in terms of reducing the situa-
tions in which we will pay well over $100 a day for average hospital
clle.

Senator INNE"TT. 'r( l)oinlt, I lnlik I lhve gotten out of thIese
revelatiolls an1 Ile ill li'iior tiol t1:11 Ii u s c,)ill to I2s, is I liat tle s Sv,-
tern is oi1 trial. You have operated ow for 2 0'1 3 'ears and it-, has been
deiiioistrated thlat, here is soiieling basically wrong with the sys-
tei. A ]))all (an ieitit himself Improp1erly 11er tihe present, rules,
Now, can you imlke rules that will eliminate tiat," If you camot,
sooner or later, we ill Congress will be asked to make flhose rules.

Mr. VCN.MAN. "I' his is tle direction ot 0' eflol'ets, Senator, to mllake
those rules.

Seiat or lh. N NE'i'. I will close by telling you a story. I like to (10
that.

1"11 *years ago, ill the little comal)nv with whih I was come,(ted,
the 1111g111 ent (le(.i hdI illt they would set ui, a. little 1*'21ndl to w04ich
they wVOlid coiitiihlte hal ' aind lie employees -would otit ril)l l half.
'llis is lfalny years algo--50--so flat wlen a 211111n got, sik, and in those

(lays, there avs 110 sick leivoe, there was no insuraiice-- liere wohl ibe
a, little money coming to him1. Certain employees began to til11 imp si('k
quite freque;llv. So, oil one unhappy o(.casion, a. coinmittee 'rol the
association called oil him and they fund hi in lbed with his clotlies
on. Of coli'se, he wis )roperly cliide(l, aind his answer is I classic, a1d(J
it, applied to your problem. 1 Ic said "I means to 'ave me share."

Now, you can control this situation, so that it 112a1 who means to
,a,'e his'share, will not take advantage of you and eventuallv force
the eliiminatio of the present freedom that exists in the organizat ion
and lorce us to take it over and write speci tic rules?

I lIave done 1miost of the talking, Mr. Chairman, but I have used uI)
my 10 Iimites.

INCREASE TAXES OR REI)UCE IIEXEFI TS?

The (, ,0 M.\,. Senator Talinadge(?Senator ' n, AI.IX MI'. Secretary, ill the staff study flhat 1 h1hl
i1 11W hand here, cliart 6 indicates that the proiect)iis in 1966 were
that hospital inlsil'lice tlrust fiunids will be something more Ihn $3 bil-
lion in 1975 anid Ilhat at the ci11rel11 rate of exl)em(liture, it will be cor-
h)letelY exllilisted aid aikIrul). wit lin 6 years. That meas that' tile
taxes iiiiist be ilclr('ase( for the iiisuince trist fund Or he benefits
reduced. Wiich are you prepared to recoinmneid?



l'. VENrm v,,N. Yoi ask the tough ole .
I think we have to have a coinil)Jnalion. I tlink it is r'a:owile

to ass:Ille, l1 i tas there is rising cost, it, deliads oil wlt ,lIappeuls to
til economy , but I assmnile the ecoiomly will conti,ue t o go up1), there
will he Some i lereaeS, of course, il t lile cost o lealt care. 'No\, I :in1
not. o Slre that it, wts the initenit of ("oun'ess to realiv red ce the l'iie-
fits. that, we have in title XVI If. I think what we have to do, is do t lie
tiilulris that this (onllitee is directiuig itself toward, to m1ake slre,
that t he ayuiients Ihat are being made 1uuider tile program. are In gin
ninl ort )l)10propriate types of car(" mid beiln made Iproperly. I do
not tIink tIit any of us-'- a1 not. sure that I nl going to be prepared
to iulke a, recolnitwi a 0io1 to reduce l)e)efits. Bu1t, 1 do not (Ilnk that
:111N, of its. if' 'a'e((l wvithI tle issue, would be rel etant. to increase tile
a x rate it' it, were necessary, to (arry out thlie kind of program i hat the

lerislhtion requires.

STAFF STIDY SE:N INSTITUTI NG CoRIIIl,CTIVE ACV'(NS BY IIEW

Senat~or T.\LM uu(.:. Why was it, ncesary for thea si afft fhe Finan,,(
Committee to institute an investigation before corrective action has
take place within the )epartment on many of these things?

Mr. \TENEM ,N. I think our timing was almost the same. I think one
of (lie first, persons I talked to after the Seretary took his position,
was one of the legislative stair people front this couititee.

Senator T, rx,\D~i.. I would like to have Mr. Ball comment on that.
Alr. li,. Semator, my comnnment, would be, that many of the mat-

ters that I have been speaking about, andl many of the'things in the
lists that, I have asked, )e submitted to the committee preceded the
consi(e( ration b)y te staff. I wouIl not want to say at, all that their
work has not, been helpful to us in bringing to liglt additional l1ro]) -

lems to which we have reacted. But, in many, many instances, they were
things that we were aware of and were alheaoy working on.

is',enator 'l'T,.rAi~M ,. Are you aware that carriers have indicated to
the committee and the stafi that they first became aware of possible
abuse by particular physicians only after they 1)rel)ar(d the elementary
paymentss data that we requested?

Nfr. BAtt,. No, I am not aware of that, Senator but my staff worked
with the committee stafT on the data that, was to be requested.

Senator TALArm)Oi.E. That was reported by many of the carriers to
tie stair of the committee. I was wondering why'they have not. been
doing that all along.

PUBLICATION OF NAMES O C )OTORS IlE(1VING MtIRE 'T IAN -025-.000) A YI.,II

Now, again, Commissioner Ball, plea.se, 'o are providing us with
the names of the doctors who have rc('eived $25,000t a year or more
under medicare. What limitation does the law )lace on th'e publication
of this information?

Mr. BAm,. Senator, the law and the regulations under social security
limit the publication of all information that is collected in connection
with tile operation of the social security program as far as individuals
are concerned except as specifically stated in the statute and in the



tegumtionsa, where there are a few excepted situations. One is with
rte nation laws. Another is related to protection of the President,
and a few Specific instances like that, except that there is a blanket au-
thority in thelaw and regulations where, as Commisioner of Social
Seciiriy, I could make an ad hoc exception in a particular instance to
release 'information. It has been our interpretation that it was not
intended to use this authority as a continuing thing and that if we were

Ing to release information for a whole group of cases on into the
ture that it ought to be put specifically in the regulations.
Senator TALIADGE. Why can't we make this information available

to the medical societies, where they can help police it and also take cor-
rective and remedial action against doctors who have violated the law
and are violating their medical ethics?

Mr. BALL. We do that, Senator. There have been special modifica-
tions of regulation No: 1, governing confidentiality, I think pub-
lished in December, which does authorize us to do that, to turn in-
formation on individual doctors over to medical societies for discipli-
nary purposes, and we are currently operating in that way.

Senator TALMADGE. I would think that would be a very effective
organization in helping to police the actions of its members. It is very
effective.

In some of the intermediaries and carriers, there are indications
that some of them are not doing a good job, but there are also occa-
sions that some are not being told in what respect they are deficient
and that they are not being told how they might improve their services.
Wint are you doing to help them do a better job?

N. BALL. Well, Senator, we arw doing a great deal more than most
of them want, I would say. The general view that we are takin is an
increasingly strong one in requiring them to do a large number of
specific things in the area of utilization review of services, in the kind
of screening that they must have, and telling them how they operate
in much greater detai than we used to. As you can expect, there is some
tendency on their part to want to operate independently and an in-
creasing concern on ours that they be brought up to what we think is a
deesirable level of performance.

Now, very specifically, the way we have operated with them is our
regional staff out in the field is in very constant communication with
them and they make onsite visits frequently. Then we have a central
office group which makes longer visi ts to evaluate their whole operation
and wve are now moving-we have made a decision recently-to put
actually a monitor oi the site of each of the large carriers so we live
riot. with them the whole tie to see that the standards and types
performance that we require are carried out and so we can be helpful
to them in solving any problems.

GEORGIA VILLA NURSING ROTHE

Senator FIALMiAiDuE. I am concerned about the role of the interinedi-
aries because of a case of which I have personal knowledge. A friend
of mine, Mr. Glenmiore Carter, operates a very fine nonprofit nursing
home called Georgia Villa. Hi-s institution is one of the finest in the
Nation. In fact, it wsthe first in the Nation to qualify for participation



in the medicare program. For over 2 years, Mr. Carter has operated on
good faith and provided a very high level of care for his patients.
According to the computations of his accountants, the intermediary
owes him about $132,000. After the intermediary audited the books,
it claimed that Mr. Carter owed $132,000. Repeated inquiries from our
office have been completely nonproductive. Mr. Carter thinks the law
says one thing; the intermediary says that the law says something
else. My contact with your office on the part of my staff convinces
me that nobody in the Social Security Administration knows what the
law is.

Now, you would think that any program which involves the expendi-
ture of millioDs of dollars in taxpayers' money would have tight,
clearly defined guidelines. When you consider the confusion in this
program, it is small wonder that the costs have gotten out of control.
I am not an expert on accounting procedures, but I believe that the
intermediary takes the position that Mr. Carter's nonmedicare patients
must bear part of the cost of his high intensive-care medicare patients.
I think this is contrary to the intent of the law. Whatever the nuances
of regulations may be, I believe that nursing homes participating in
your program should be given a clear understanding of what the pro-
cedures are that they must follow. I would hate to find institutions
like Georgia Villa bankrupted because of ambiguities and contra-
dictions in the medicare and medicaid programs.

Would you like to comment on that?

COSTS IFOR MEDICARE PATUWNTS CAN'T BE CHARGED AT A HIOIER RATE

Mr. BALL. Yes, Senator; we have called that case in from the inter-
mediary to give it central office review and that is now going on. I can
tell you what the basic issue is here. I do not believe it is lack of clarity.
I think it is difference of opinion. I think he understands what our
position has been, but does not like it.

The issue here is that we have taken the view that an extended care
facility that is qualified to perform under the medicare program-
where the whole facility is qualified-the costs for the medicare
patients can't be charged at a higher rate than the charges for other
patients.

Now, the contention of some of these proprietors is that they have
to spend more money for the medicare patient than they do for the
others. The way we have operated to allow that to happen is to ask
them-if they really are giving a higher level of service to Medicare
patients-to set up a distinct part of their operation and if that is
really a higher level operation, then we can figure our costs in relation to
that. But when they has a medicare patient here, a private paying
patient right next to him, another medicare patient, another private
patient, and they want us to pay higher amounts for the medicare
patients than they charge for the others, we feel that it is dangerous
and would be a real hole in the tight administration from the standpoint
of cost control. That is what the argument basically is with this home.

Senator TALMADGE. I am informed that my time has expired.
Thank you very much.
The ChAIRMtAN. Senator Curtis.



thant wot lt'o tfi-'et N\i Hit iil hittt' ill I Ie cost of :'Ill Ilet Itietlic.-l-
utimti tndl' tlit vlritus fii lt'e1) o cint ciri .I it voortt ?

1111. VEANIAN. I t hik 11l:nt is ait'evtsoll'a sitip ot setintot'.
AS-iiltig f lnt I ie proin-t'til, emtit ititie at I lie exist itt'o lt'vt'1.

St' ti ta' iiis.Ni ow, it\-( wt' i we I o t'l iIli 11 ti o vev( caISe 0 C ttiiia Ilat

tho lasis of iiitot'itiat ioli 11li1t we' liiv t'ecevivvd thrioutgh autdits also'
c11o f't'nt withI t lit iii t'ii'iiiation we 1had ill th liivest igat iou ill Ca~li-

aiist' titd iivelt'iliiit ion :1tiiolils toI. I do) not thIintk thlit is goituzv to4
linitho I idn of Irisi I ig costAs. I tink it Ilos to b e (110tto, bitt it is Itici

Senaltti, ('ut its. I atil gladto i lietti 1li1t, bvealse 1 agio t hat Nvv
Shlilt not, tolerate anit N.ailtst'r n ( It C t' ifC it v'it nhe stopped, bitI t li Ik
it would Ill lbetoit.d i~sa. 'tisto 1 inivi I lie wotrd1 io oaf. to tile'etao t itr 11111

W0't'10 VOcii t) hav tvirsi' i sis btiaiisi of eot'rilltioti or ft'ntttl
0Or lblist's. 'at i, itemlo at iso; is t ht ilot t rue?

Nt'. \' iN ttA N. 1 t hinik )or oilit. is very Significanit. and thait youl
p~mt le lt't'tn u -tsis inl ft' rIg h- a i, Sen a tot'.

Set'tfor Cur'rrs. Yes. Ill other words, we Iiivt' a prn'I"Ii here t hat
i-s qa ito fitr rec itsx Ieiva~tit 1 wetilt fart I evold wuf I 1I-bd ta t vlt viat
this conan iftt ever t reti tied of. I did tiot v'of flt' ift, bilt it went Veu'V
far t. Antdt if yolt ciitit i ti ll thle f'iild tatd iblises, weA :1t10 going to
haivo sitllmvr V' u'tttt c0411 ost pr'obletms thait. were tnot, before u." its te'n
as laitte as IlaSt vellt'. Is tittlit tint. tuue ?

Mrl. V ENl',%AN. Th'it is tritle, anud, Setiat or, I tiink thle Ofther t hinig we
have to t'evogttizt', ill t'i'sp01OtTst 1tt to St'tuat tt Tat I ii itidge" qsueist toll as
to Nwther or' tnot taxes are going to ble t'ttist'd 01' h'ttetfis t'edited, 1 t1tti
si're that. yoiu, ats we, are, a1 itot, gf titig toot li('l 1 ressi ri' to u't'titce
hettef it's iii ttle XVIII1. 'I'lie pr'essure is comntg froilt those who wvant Io
itichiude duigs, froml those w~hoi wanlt. to itwildo cli iopriait ie Services,
fu'otu those w~hto wvitl titIo include opt ottll'~t' seu'v'ices. ''lit' p'esst ri's
we .'t fori cliii tigres itl the iletiilia t'eril 11. ore C x pitntded sou'v ices
anid tnot Cot' redutio tt nt il tiittlit. of be Iet.

Se'tlltto t I ('wirts. I know how~~ y'ou cliii1 hesseti I I lnt. pti'issittre, tOO. AlIoicI.
with thec other ittformttntt jo 'i~tt i11t, oitf yOould tiot1( 11i fCv Oj't't'volte)
wltInt. t he ha lltve pai i ni soet'ia 'I city t.~ it x.'s ovet' it Ii Ct't iv, iI hey would
fittd it (s Iill Ia 11th Itt. I Iey N'ott Id not. Ile varriet i t way by 1101 itI ical Inrgu-
ttentstilit tatditiotnal hettletitssiloitld beadded.

W1hi'i d id ttt(dit'llt'Qgo iitoef'iN't?
Ali'. XTENUMhAN. Iilly 19043. It was etitied ira 196t1), effl'tive T1illy 1966.
Senator CURTISr. '1he ilid iVidill Whio 'et-it'ed lie Core Tlly 1, 1916shas

Mrt. 1I.L~r. Tht. is cotrrvt , sit'. 'F'lttis ill fll hospitals itisit I'll lie. lit
pa t't. It, its yvou knlow, of Courtse, lie paiys the $4 a, mont h int pitltl. 1.

Settt tor (1111t-. Yes. Thlis list itietloll lttwei't ('laitit titid W~el faite
aitiil ttetli'a re, to at grelit extet ,is a tl itieiatis tiythj. This priogramlt is



bei Itg ca ried ' il I y t lI, I v dh, e 'I o are work I Ig tItow, on ly' it is a ditlfer-
elt type of' I ax. ( )f all t lie illions of' people NN'lto were loeyond (), and
bad retired .1 itly I, 19t5, they lid nolhim . Now, tlttso i1h11t. were
nei r retirevi et t a Year or iwo or fon r or live, wtat is tile itedicare tax
bill.

M r. l - .,. II s O.; lere ui to $7,800.S enator (. I n s. kild \\'ir! is tltl i n ximill if lit) paid oil tlhe

maxinmill i'.
A I r.p I) $,,St10.Sena to' ('i' tls. .And 0.A percent wiottld be whnat
NI t. IlAI ,i,. 'l'Iiat woulti bte $1tb.0, I bel ieve'.
Senatolo I. rt'vs. Yes.
Senator .\ NI)ErtSON (pJresiding). Wht. is t he answer, to be sit\?
NI r. Wmi,. $06.80.
Senator (Currs. So somieoill who has paid $6.80 for 5 years would

hmv paid ill less t lm $5t), and that is not, very much of a prepayment,
ol mothr Itospital bills.

I wohli like to ask, how many cases of fralid have you had in the
State of N ebraskaN wit i respect. to doctor's fees?

,Mr. V'n M.A AN. Is Nebraska in the audit, report, Mr. Kelly?
)r. I,.\ N1). We do know I hat under medicaid, there have not been any.

Senator ('ir'ms. I low aliit niedietiro?
NI-r. BAL.. They are checking on ihat,. There wereI none.
Senator (,, rt's. Atid how t1any Cases of frand have you had in

respect (o liospitaIs in lhe State oif Nebraska ?
Mr. lt.t,. I o not. believe there would be any in the Case of

hospitals, SveIa tor, bitt tiey will cheek that to be sirt.
Senator ( 'trtrs. Anid how many eastes of frittil have you had in

connect ion wi I h exet vItled ctre facilities in the St ate of N ebrasktx ?
Air. I.\1.1. 1 Itve not clietked it for tile State.
Air. VFENEMAN. Senattr, I tlink we ought. to clarify here that, fraud

is a criminal violal ion. I do not think you will ild very mnny eases of
fraitd lbat tave nctuntlly been iken to tile court in an, plaet in these
United Stats, unforu n1tely. There are many cases of abuse. Bit.
act1I fraitd eases, I think even ilt the larger States, you will tind Very
few t l1: ll Inve nIctllv gont' to volu't.

Seil tlr (l't 'ls. I ut derstald that.
NIl'. V\EN EM A;N. It is very tillictlt toget lie t\,ide'ie.
Selator CutrTs. I will clinge my question to abuses of any

cotnsetleliev.
Mr. l:i,. Senate', T would really have to antilyze those some 700

etses lhat we have investigated for possible fraut and other eases wo
ha lue elektd and st v:.,at proportion of them were il Nebr'askt.

Senator (urris. Well, my point is I have nothing but contempt for
tin\oite who chisels, whet her you call it abuse, or fraud or whait. Bit
I believe thla wlhen grteat attention and publicity are focused on the
Cases of fraud and titlse wte have, there is grave ia'ngrer that the general
pnIblic will feel that if we eliminate all of that, we would face no tinan-

ialI prolletmis in medicare and medicaid. That is not tile vottention of
,lie )ev arl nit ait till, is it ?

Mr. \t'n t' M N. That is nlot the 'ontlent ion alt ill, Senator.



[EDI1CAiE INCOME ANI) OUIIO

Senator Cui'ris. how muiich did wve collect ini iiidlictare taxes iii
calendar 1968?

Mr. B,%i,,. You mean for the country as a. whole?
Senator ('uiris. Yes.
Mr. Bmi.. I will have that for you in just, a minute, Senator.
Senator ('tT'rris. And what was the acc'rued amount of claims against

medicaree ? What is the est imate of that for 1968?
Mr. BA,,,. In the trustee's report, Senator, we are talking nowv

about fiscal 1968.
Senator C(T'ris. It is carried there by fiscal years ?Mr'. BL\r,. I can ieit o you either ~ray.
Senator CItr'is. Make it (*aendars.
Mr. ]LLtj.. Calendar 1968, the contribution income for the hosl)ital

insurnaice program was $1,1,57 million. There was added to that piay-
imients from the general fied of a little over a billion dollars. That's
the group, you remenlmer, that were mor or les blanketed into tie
pa'ograi who were not, ins'ed under Social Security. And benefit
Jaymnelis--iiow, these are actual pIay'metS, not on the ac'ruod basis,
biat actual J)aynelnt's for hos)ital il,,allce. That was $. , ,000,1s1.
As fll as hosiital insurance, is combined, there is not t great dal of
dilil'er'evace b , t ween lie actaml Imviemnts iaid the. 'ecrmd basis. Now,
Chat, is hospital insurance. Are 3'ola also interested in the suplliemai-
tarv iedical...--

Semato r Cunrts. Not at th is t ime. it other words, it cine out about
(Vt'II?

Mr. IuAL. Well, thel'e Was anlt excess of income over outgo of almost
$900 million, Senator. [he reason it, looks as if they were about the
sa1e1 is you vere not, takimag inato) aeoiamat. the, billion dollars froam liet
general fund that was for the paymentt of people who were 1muinsured.

Senator CUnTs. 'o l)er)etuate the myth, because most of the
recipients have not paid anything for Medicire, is that not true?

Mr. BALL. It is true of lio l)reseit group of retirees.
Senator Cuai'is. Yes.
Mr. BAILL,,. Sp)ecOifia1lly fr Imspital inslirance, Senator. Yoa and I

havo discussed this general issue many times.
Senator CtrIS. Oh, yes.
Mr. BALL. ''ho long-range program I think is correctly described

as a pre )aymnent plaii. The people wvhuo are now young tre paying
toward this protection and they will. As a going, long-range institu-
tion, I think it is incorrectly described the way you are desribing it,
but. you are factually correct about the present group.

Senator CURTIS. I'think it is in the long range as you have describedit.
Mr. BALL. Yes.
Senator Curis. But up to now, it is not quite that.
As a matter of fact, your receipts would bo less than your expendi-

tures if you eliminated the $1 billion from the general fund, would it
notI



mI[E)I(CItE rAX RATE

M'. BALL,. By it few thousand dollars, yes.
Senator Cini'is. Now, ANill the tax rate for Me(dicare. When does

that go uI) aultoniatfically, if at all ?
ll'. BALL. It goes uip I a Selies Of steps.

Senator Cirris. I mean just the next one.
Mir. BLWL,. It goes from 0.6 to 0.65, beginning in 1973 under the

present schedule, then rises gradually, as you kinow, until it is 0.9 in
1987. The employer matches that rate, with a like amount.

Senator Cilri'is. But there is no increase until 1973?
Mr. BAi.i,. That is correct.
Senator Cuit'l'is. )o you think there needs to be one?
Mr. BALL. Yes, 1 l)ersollltly do. 'he I)el artment and other )arts

of the administration are now" considering a recommendation that we
have made. We believe that in the hospital insurance prograil, it is
imlportant to move Ull) that. ultimate contribution rate and have a slight
increase in the alloation in the early years. The ol age and survivor
insur'ance lar--the (ash l)a't of the Social Securityfat present is

Iinifai(,tly,, ov'erfinaneed and it would he iml)ortAtnt., wo think, to put
this hospitill insurance fund hack into al)iro. nate balmce.

Senator Cunras. Would it l)e. possible, and I realize iay time is up,
would it. b posii)l to have this Medicare tax rate fixed so that you
lust kept ti fund in balance as nearly as possible year after year?
,list :I(/of !Ilklpir about im'reas 5 yeallS from tony 1111 10oyears'' rin

nlowI)', ev'eryv)eal ilh1'ense lvA( at('ver is necessary biased upon tie Ihvst,
available estimate on the last year's experience;?

M'. BAL. For just that; year?
Senator Cu'Is. Yes.
Mr. BALL. I think that is )OssiI)le, Senator. We have thought, and

I think both the committees, both here and in the House have thought,
that it was important in a program like this, where the commitments
increase in the future as the population gets older, that we know, at
least for 25 years ahead, where according to our best judgment, later
costs are going to be so that we d ) not, increase costs now, thinking
that is all there is to it.. So we thought it was an important principle
to put right into the law t gradually increasing contribution schedule
that, as test, we could estimate, would fully meet the costs of the
future, t )o.

Senator Cuwras. I agree, certainly long-range costs merit attention.
But since we have no situation such as in the title II benefits, where
we are starting out about on an even balance, it might be well to
inaugurate a tax system that would just maintain a balance auto-
matically.

Mr. BAUz. Of course, in hospital insurance, there will be these in-
creasing costs if for no other reason than the growth of the older
population. But the procedure you are suggesting is followed in the
voluntary medical insurance part of the program whore the rates are
set only Tor one fiscal year ahead and estimates are only furnished for
a couple of years.

Senator (un'rs. In other words, raise the tax just as you raise the
assessment?

Mr. BAL,. Yes.



Senator (umns. That is III! I have.
Tito (IIAilu.N. SeIi:nator 1'rid.
Senalor llym). 'Thanl you, M1r. Chairman.

COST OVE311U NS

1 am it uii)er of the Seniate Committee oil Aried Services and as
suc h, I ha ve be exposed i good bit to cost overruns. But I do not
believe I have run into a cost overrun equal to the overrn on the
extended (,are benefits. The extended care benefits in 1967 cost ten
times the oriiual estimate of 2 years before. So when I go back to the
Armed Services ( committee, I am going to carry with me that infor-
imation which I think the committee members will tlnd of interest.

Mr. lI.\ii. Senator, would you allow mie to comment on that?
Senator Blym). I would be very glad for you to comment.
Mr. BLm,T. I think it is important for the committee to understand

what caused that situation. The actuary, in making estimates on ex-
relded (care, assumed that in ti beginning of tie )rol-an, there
would be relatively few extended care facilities. He estimated that
later on, there woufld be as many as we have today. So there was no
sinificant underestimate of the long-hange situation on the number
o p'art.icipating facilities. lilt there were more extended care facili-
t ies in operate ion sooner thaii lie expected. And that was just a matter
of not realizing how imany extended care facilities would qualify for
the programm as soon a fter enactment Is was the case.

Ih, later stopped making separate est imates for extended care facili-
ties, lIealise hiosli)ital beiiefis and extemed carre benefits are inter-
related. It is the cost of the two together that is most important. This
whole extended ('are beiilit, as you uidoubtedly know, is only about
a percent of the total cost of the hospital insurance program. In other
words, it was an error of a short-term nature in a small part of tile
cost of the program.

Senator Blym). I thank you, Mr. Ball, for the explanation. It is a
better explanation than 1 have gotten as to cost overrun on the F-Ill
or the C-5A.

IN'I'ENAIL R'EVENiUE SEiVi'E ItIA,1 N(U ON HtEI't lTTI N(l M EI)ICAIE PAYAN'I'S

TO I'yesIIANS

I would like to explore fori a moment a (luest ion raised earlier ilq Semi-
ator long. That is t1hat, $2 billion in medical fees paid by the insurance
companies to doctors under the medicare and medicaid program or
programs were not reported to the Internal Revenue Service. My
understanding is that IIEW requested the IRS to issue a special regu-
lation whereby the iisuirance coml)anies would not need to report
those fees. I want. to say that I think the overwhelming majority of
the doctors of our Natiln ar' completely honest in their handling of
tax ma.tters. But 1 am intrigued by the fact, if it, is a fact, and I have

been1 given that in formation, that. HEAW emicouraged and requested
tile IRS to issue .a Special regulation wtich wold not re(luiro the
insurance companies to report those fees. Could one of you comment
oil that ?

Mr. BL,. Senator, to the best. of my Imowledge, that is really not
(leife a correct statemllieit of' what 1h'llpent'll. As i mderstan t liea



sit i nation, wie asked the internal Revenue Servic for a riiling on this
matter. ,1( indicated tlhat. if it, applied only to t he siti nations whe0
1)avl'eints weue niade to the do tor directly-tht is, the assignment
sit nat ion ..... lind did not iilitl tile gril ) llt ev the latient..was, the
ml hug party, that fact. Ilg.hIha\e t eenev to favor plivle, iic s not
taking iissigninltits, which is the veconon ic nl elliient wa to do this.

lut. to iIv k iiowhlge,t ihere was no quest, tllt they issie it special
r,1iu thit. wnlld exellit. this a a ais a whole,.

.enator IIvun). l)id tle IRS issue 1i special killing?
Tor. . To nv knowedoe, I hey had not, issued any ruling on this

as recently as, a few: montIths ago, and as far as I know ai. this time, they
have not. issued a ruling.

For t lie v0IhI let eness of tlhe record, T .should indicutc flint, man I111u
Shield la nI, as, I inderst1t1d it, particularly in ti sit station tlat, I
Ibelieve either Senator Andervsmt or SenaI or 'Will ials were speak i igf
o I' where t li, is evmlnl den ,ntla tY covervlge with niedicare by tile Blue
Shield phn. an, i'ctallv rl ll~t i ted i ,,,are )iiynels. TI tler hias not.
Seeti req i, II b a ni1 ii'g, bl tthe. l i e just 'one ah lea a nd dme it..

Senator ]41m. D id IIl"1 ]EW request, lIx1 to gri slow onl itltitting a
r'linr in this ,1i .t rt?

.r1. .ml .. W'el1, I'm. tie exa , wording of what wasN done here, T
hink 1 hiad bet ter turln to Mr. I Ie-S or Mr. T'iernely, whoI are nioreo

faitiliar wi tlthe thetnil m 01tat.
Was t here : r ei ist t htat t 1hy go slowly ?
Mr. ITs.. I onot. think thee was a request iii this seise. There

weNe stall' disvi(iisionts Itt'l au1 fo'tli in wih l we t ransuuit ted to In-
terial Revlienit our voncerns tlint. nany of the phli said they would
not. he aide to 1iwet. such it requiretetit at tl t i tue through their c.i4 m-
puhit op erat io1. We pointed out lhal. requiring reporting for assigne(l
case but tnot, o her'; could have a 1ery' inhibiting ell'eet, on physieianus
takinti an assigtlliiit, \whie was it delicate u hitter at t li moment.
Ani we oi itiie~wh inl tist'ttssion wvith 1RS. he (Julestioti htas iteenl
raIsed slseveral t ilites in the last, couple of vears amd they have volimH, d
to tell iw they have it, under advisement. t

This is till'on top oft preceding rilina. As \-ou know, we are dealing
with a code provision and a preedinig r,1'uling in which tltey had riled
that. the codle i'(eqiretlient for re))oi'tlig al)Iplievs to payments ninde di-
retlv io tihe physician and that. when the payment, isImade by way of
indeinnity to tie patin--.wh ieh is a ilrge number, iillhotis 'and
millions of our bills-thlen tlere is no ruling to report that kitnd of a
sit Nat ion. And the Nlh.iyian wlo chooses under our )rograin, as sonic
dto, not, to take an assignment, would be scott free under the present
situation as we understand it.. We have asked Trelusury to look into
thai. aga n.

Senator Bvim. )o vol not. p1lanI to itipleittent, this--T believe August.
I wits the agreed upo date.

Mri. 1ss. 'We are talking ablit, implemetitingi a requirement tliat.
carriers use the social security tu'lber for all of their internal record-
keeping opera t ions 11 I( 1 lf their reporting to) 114 for clailis pty.-
ineit l)urp1oies. T can'tt sleak for the TreasImlv Deparu'tment as to
whether thev will need to r,(eqest or wit nt to req nest. anv additional
tehelmical clarii'ation or authority o' whet lhei tI hey will be ablo on
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their side-with respect to the jurisdiction they have--place a require-
ment for informational reporting by that date.

Senator WIlLAms. Will the Senator yield foL tbe moment?
Senator BYm. I yield.
Senator WmiAMS. It was also the understanding that you would

file a W-2 form with the Treasury Department stating, as other orga-
nizations do, the amounts paid by the carrier. What is the use of mak-
ing these assignments and getting the information if you do not file
it F

Mr. BALL. Senator, I really think it is important to make this dis-
tinction just in terms of our authority here. What I agreed immedi-
ately to do in that letter to you of yesterday and repeated here today
was to require all processing by a social security account number.AI
have the authority to do that. Now the requirement that the carriers
send informational reports to the Treasury in connection with income
tax is a matter within the jurisdiction of the Treasury and we have had
discussions with them and they have it under consideration, but I
really can't commit them to a position on that. As the Secretary said,
we have no objection.

Is that distinction clear, Senator?
Senator BYIRD. Yes, thank you, sir.

CARRIER REVIEW OF UTILIZATION AND MEDICAL NECESSITY OF SERVICE

On page 14, Mr. Ball, of your statement to the committee, you say
that across the country, the'intermediary and carrier review of utili-
zation and the medical necessity of service has become increasingly
effective. Then you say it is estimated the cost of the program will be
reduced by $120 million this year as a result of this. Then you proceed
further to say that as a rule of the reduction in fees charged by
physicians, it is estimated that the program costs will be reduced
another $90 million, while audit activity of providers will reduce
costs another $100 million.

As I add those figures, and I presume they should be added
together-

k.1r. BALL. Yes.

Senator BYRD. It means there will be a cost revision of $310 million.
Mr. BALL. Correct, sir.
Senator BYm. That is for fiscal 1970.
Mr. BALL. Yes, sir. That is as a result of these actions taken by

carriers and auditors.
Senator BYRD. Amounting to $310 million.
Mr. BALL. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. Would that be another way of saying that for the

past year, the cost of this program was $310 million more than it
shou IQd have been?

Mr. BALL. I do not believe one can draw that judgment, Senator.
The.o are increasingly effective procedures. Actually, these figures
are a projection of the May situation. Now, that does not mean that it
was :1ero before then. There had been reductions at the rate of about
3 percent. in the total money represented by physicans' bills in 1967.
Now, it is going to 5 percent. So the figure previously was not as high
as $90 million on the reduction of physicians' fees, but it was a



significant figure before. I do not mean these reductions to be $310
million over irist year, but to be $310 million as a result of these actions
that carriers take in reviewing bills.

Senator BYRD. Put it this way, then: If these actions had not been
taken, I judge from your statement that the costs will be $310 million
more than you anticipate they will be?

Mr. BALL. No; I think maybe I need to back up and define this a little
better, Senator. I think we are in a little-

Senator BYRD. I am just reading from your own statement.
Mr. BALL. Yes. I think mayl)e the statement is not completely clear.
The point of these estimates is that carrier review has resulted in

actually reducing the physicians' bills tlat are submitted to the ex-
tent of about 5 percent, and projecting that, that is a saving of $90
million.

Now, also, their recent reviews in the area of medical necessity and
coverage have r,:,ulted in reductions that, when projected, make about
$120 million a year more. My point is that in the previous year, they
also did some of this. It is not.$310 million move over the previous year.
It may be closer to $100 million more over the previous year.

Senator BYRD. Let us take your next sentence. These figures are the
amounts actually attributed to the review in specific situations and
do not take into account the )rol)ably much larger effect-much
larger effect-of preventing other situations from developing.

Mr. BALL. Correct.
Senator BYRD. So as I visualize it, you foresee that the cost of the

program will be, to use your words here, the estimated cost of the
program, and I am adding the three together, will be $310 million less
as a result of these activities.

Mr. BA-LL. Yes; or if I could turn it around the other way, Senator,
if the carriers did not perform these strict reviews of claims as they
ire now increasingly required to do, then we would he paying out

$310 million more.
Senator BYRD. And if you relate that $310 million to the chart

which is on page 23 of tle committee document, page 23, chart 11,
you envision a deficit in the sup-lementary medical insurance, a
growing deficit which I take to iean $351 million. Now, of course,
that $310 million would not be applied against, that deficit, all of
it would not be applied against that deficit, would it?

Mr. BALL. No. The way the estimates used in the committee docu-
ment were made was through the projection of the experience that
we were having in the previous year. Thus, the estimate that the
staff has chosen to use here is the one that assumes that increases in
physician fees will be recognized to the extent of about 5 percent
and additional utilization to the extent of about 2 percent. That is
what produces this estimated deficit and the theory that there should
have been a $4.40 rate.

Now, what I said earlier, Senator, was that in my own judgment,
some of the steps that we are taking toward very strict cost control
now-and I am not sure I have made it clear to the committee that
the carriers have been directed to not recognize increases in
physicians' customary fees, except in very unusual circumstances,
where they especially justify it, and that they cannot raise the pre-



vail ing level of fees without Social SCe('iiity aplproval. This is the
kind of thing that is causing these rellictionis that. l ail re'errill,z"
to here. It is my judglnlent that with these redle, fis this accruled
deficit will not be as large as shown in the chart liere. Tie actuaries
have not agreed that. necessarily, this vill ihe the restilt. We will lind
out when the year is over.

Senator lh-m). Mr. Chairman, iy tiine has expired. Could I ask
one brief quesstion?

The CHAR tAN. Yes.
Senator BYRm. On page IS of your statenmit, Mr. Rall, you say th lat

as of late June, 14 medicare cases weire pending witlh t lie' Just ice I)e.
partinent. Is that the total niuniber of cases thai, have beenl bioiught to
prosecution?
M1"r. I l.,,. That is t he total numl)er, yes.
Senator BYiR. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
The CiuTi cnkx. ,eiiator Jordan.
Senator JoiuN. Tlhan you, Mr. Chiairinan.
Perhaps I should ask a couple of questions of Mi'. Ball, in order to

help ine answer my ma il.

REASONS I'Fil 2-PiEIaE'I',NT I ,I,\.\V N !: '11 I!osl''\,s

First, Mr. Pall, hle 2-pe'elit. boils talit, went, to liospitals. has
now been renloved aind T uliderstand it was set up adiiiiiistrativel'.
Why waas it set, up1) in the first place?

Mr. BA.LL. Senator Jordan, I thim'k I should indicate that. in niv
judgieimt, the 2 percent was not a bonus. That is a word that colors
ie the d issio, of course. T1lhie 2 percent was an allowalnce for charges

that had not been specifically recognized in the basic forinuli--that
is, c i it cin rgo,- .i in tlie basic florliilha. The Sellate Fil ialice Coin-
mittee conducted I lues it, wias a !io1ini. --lonl7 session oil the whole
reimbursement, forniula, in which we went, ilto this issue at coisider-
able length. In brief, let ie say, that, at. the begnniiin of the p rograii
there were, about foear or five cost elenients that the hos1 )itils airlied
were not, being taken into account, specifically in our rehnhursement
fornlah . ve ag'revel that. witholit finding il every case that all of
these four or five things were present, an overall allowance of 2 per-
ceit-an approach which had beei followed liy many Blue Cross
plans--would be a reasonalile way of meeting tie problem and keep-
ing the general formula simpler.
But, I would not at, all agree, that. the 2 percent was over and beyonld

cost. It was over and beyond defied and accounted for cost.
Senator JoRDA,\. Over "and beyond the identifiable item in the first

place?
M\r. BALL. Yes.
Senator JORDAN. How much money was involved here?
Mr. BALL. It is about $85 million 'in the current, year.

LAG IN PAYMENTS FOiR HOSPITAL SERVICES RIENDEIIED

Senator JORDAN. Tile second type of letter I get is why can't, we get
swifter payments, faster settlement for hospital services rendered
to medicare and medicaid patients. Our staff had this to say: "Tile



costs of hospital benefits during medicare's first year of operation
11.e not. flvy nowi, lwrause only 22 percent of hOspitals have coln-
pleted settlement, with the Governlmnent. This hla of several "'ears in
settlingY accounts wii hospitals, makes medicare estmmatingr and ac-
counting ver difli(.iult." 1 will Say it niaikes hospital ol)eratti very
dil'iull, too, 1 Mr. Ball. 11h1:t do yoU have to say

Mr. BAT.. I might, say that these are two different matters that
might he con fusing in the'record.

fet me say this, that payment to hospitals are very current and
have bee-, almost from the very early days of the program. The way
it, is handled, is, that they are paid on an interim rate, which is an
estimate of what, they are goin)g to get under the program. Then, at
the end of the year, there is a tot aling up amd they either owe us inoey
or we owe them sone money. Now, the audit. program has been coli-
leted in the first year for over 5,000 eases and what is holding up final

settlement is siniply that some hospitals do not want, to agree with some
particular item in'the audit. When the staff says there has been final
settlement in only 20 percent, that does not. mean that the Government
has not decided what the final anmoint should be, it just means that
the hospital still wants to argue about something.

Senator ,qIi(,.xN. Tie hospital is not willing to accept-
.1. BALL' That is right, 1but they have been getting the money on

an interim payment basis.
Senator JORDAN. Iolow much is involved here, Mr. Ball?
Mr. BAIt'. 01h, we womml(l estimate fhat I-he final audit will probably

increase, the initial payments that have heen mnde--if you take the
,rograin as a, whole, across the country-1by a few percentage points.

Something less than five. But the argument is on the amount of the
iincase 0(d probably a total of a. fraction of a. pereeittige point, is at
issue.

NURSING 1OME CHAINS

Senator JO1DAN. In our staff report, they call attention to another
matter of concern. That is the alarming growth in chain operations
in the nursing home field. Some of these chains, it is said by our staff,
actively solicit, physician purchase of stock to assume high'occupancy
rates. Other chains ,)mmrchase stock of hospital supply and pharniaceuti-
cal supply houses. This leads to arrangement with respect to inter-
company sales at what might veiy well be higher prices than would
otherwise be paid-a form of captive market Used to milk the medi-
care trust fund.
How do you respond to that kind of a statement?
Mr. BALL. I really at this point, Senator, do not have enough factual

information to back it, or completely contradict it. Let me say, we
are concerned about particularly one aspect of present reimbursement
principles as far as the sale of these, extended care facilities is con-
cerned. That is how the matter of accelerated depreciation actually
works out in )ractice. I think our rules may well be all right, but I am
not sure that, in all cases, they are followed well enough, but even on
the rules, I want, to reexamine them. So with a grout) of outside con-
sultants, we are going into that aspect of this matter.

Now, we, too, have been obviously struck by and concerned about
this stock market phenomenon-



Senator JORDAN. The great interest in nursing home chain stock on
the market?

Mr. BALL. Whether there is a reasonable connection with reimburse-
ment policy, is something really to study and find out. I do not know.

Senator JORDAN. This has been recommended as the place to put
your money now.

Mr. BALL. One group that we looked into just the other day, for
example-without naming it-we found that the price had moved
very rapidly in the market. But the great majority of the homes in
the chain were not participating in the medicare program. They were
providing it for other patients.

LAXITY OF FEDERAL OFFICIALS WITH RESPECT TO MEDICAID

Senator JORDAN. Now with respect to medicaid. Our staff review
made this statement, and I would ask you to comment on it.

Federal officials have been lax in not seeing to it that States establish and
employ effective controls on utilization and costs, and States have been unwilling
to assume the responsibility on their own. The Federal medicaid administrators
have not provided States with the expert assistance necessary to establish and
implement proper control. Also, they have not developed mechanisms for co-
ordination and communication among the States about methods of identifying
and solving medicaid problems.

Now, I think the Secretary said in his opening statement that medic-
aid, probably had to deal with 44 different States and all the different
or regional differences among some of them. But what is your answer
to this charge?

Mr. VENEMAN. I would agree with the charge, Senator.
Senator JORDAN. You agree with it?
Mr. VEN AN. Yes.
Senator JORDAN. What can we do about it?
Mr. VENEMAN. One thing we have to do immediately is make sure

we have compliance with State plans, that the State plans do carry
out the intent of the legislation. I think anything of this nature is
somewhat inexcusable, but I think that it is understandable. When sev-
eral States have initiated and adopted programs bf the magnitude
of title XIX medicaid, there are bound tolhe some problems in the first
couple of years.

States do it in various ways. For example, we went through legisla-
tive sessions to get implementation legislation in California. In some
States, the legislatures simply said to the administrative branch, the
executive branch, implement title XTX. So it was all done on the
administrative level.

Many of these States submitted plans which I think all of us, both
on the Federal and the State level, were grasping to determine whether
or not some of the provisions could be carried out or would be effective.
I think that we are again-just like the 2 percent for the hospitals-
the honeymoon is over. Now is the time to make sure.the plans are
enforced.

INCIDENCE OF FRAUD IN THE MEDICAL PROGRAMS

Senator JORDAN. I think you said in your statement, too, Mr. Secre-
tary, that the incidence of fraud was not so great as the borderline
abuses just short of fraud. I think we all recognize that the great



majority of the people engaged in health services are good, honest
people,'but there are those who are not and abuses on the borderline
short of fraud and fraud itself have captured our attention here this
morning. In the Secretary's statement, or in Mr. Ball's statement--I
think Mr. Ball is the author of this statement--"Each potential fraud
or violation is reported to us by the carriers upon discovery." Ile went
on to say that in cases of suspected fraud, the Social Security Admin-
istration becomes directly involved and Senator Byrd pressed on it.
Some 1,200 cases of suspected fraud have been identified and investi-
gated and most of them were found to be innocent mistakes in book-
keeping or one thing or another.

Then over on the next page, it says as of late June, 14 medicare cases
were pending with the Justice Department.

To your knowledge, Mr. Secretary, or Mr. Ball, or any of you people,
has there ever been a conviction for fraud under medicare or medicaid?

Mr. BALL. I believe that in the only medicare case disposed of by a
court so far, they entered a plea of no contest.

Mr. VENEA.NiA. There have been convictions under title XIX. I
know of some. specifically in California where there have been con-
victions. But we had an attorney general investigate out there and it is
extremely difficult to get enough evidence for a good criminal case on
fraud. That is the tough thing.

Mr. BALL. But I would say, Senator Jordan, that out of those 1,200
cases, there are still 700 that are in various stages of process. On these,
14 cases now pending with the Department of Justice five or six will
be added to them within next few weeks. Those 700 are not all going
to turn out to be cases that can go to court, but we have not dismissed
the 700. I think there were 500 in which there did not seem to be a
basis for prosecution.

Senator JORDAN. One final question, Mr. Secretary. Do you think
that the hearings and the deliberations of this committee are likely to
have a salutary effect as a deterrent on the abuses that might lead to
fraud?

Mr. VENE MAN. Yes, I do, Senator. I think that is in the very nature
of any group 'uch as this prestigious committee which brings to the
public's attention that these do exist. Again, I think we should emipha-
size, as Senator Curtis has emphasized, that it is a relatively small
number of the providers that we allege have been involved in either
abusing the program or fraudulently taking advantage of it. But I
think the mere fact that the public is made aware that it is happening
will have a deterrent effect on many providers of the services under
both title XVIII and title XIX.

Senator JORDAN. I hope so.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BALL. Mr. Chairman, could I make one point? I know that this

staff report is of a very preliminary character. But it occurred to me
that it might be of use to the committee and helpful in completing the
record if you would allow us to comment on some of these points and
tentative conclusions that are in this report. Although we agree with
many of the points, in other instances I think there are places that you
might like to have our views specified.

Senator CURTIS. I think that would be very desirable.
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The CInAIn MAN. Fine. I would suggest by all means you do that. We
will incorporate that in the record.

(The material referred to al)pear as Appendix A, page 287.)
'J'he Cimm\:n%,N. Let. me just lay it right on the line with you and

tell you what. really concerns this Senator and I think is going to
concern the Congress al)out this matter.

MEDICAL PROGRA31S CONSTANTLY EXCEED COST ESTIMATES

Since we enacted the medicare program in 1965, we have been comi-
pelled to increase taxes by $35 billion over a 25-year period, an aver-
age of over a billion dollars a year. We did that 'n 1967 at the request
of the departmentt of Health, Ed',iation, ap(l Welfare. Now we are
told here today that it will be necessary to increase taxes by another
0.29 percent of )ayroll, if I understand it, correctly, to cover additional
increased costs under part. A of medicare. Our stair tells me that this
.will cost another $44 billion over the next 25 years. Taken together, this
represents a cost. increase of $79 billion over a 25-year )eriod, or an
increase averaging $3 billion a year more in taxes over the 1965
est imates.

Now, part B of medicare will also exceed cost. estimates by a large
amount, how much I do not know, but perhaps as much as a billion
dollars. Medicaid also appears to be exceeding cost estimates by about
$800 million a year. Taken together, that amounts to a potential
increase in costs of as much as $5 billion a year. And mind you, that is
just the current increase in cost estimates over the last increase in cost
estimates since 1965. That is just about a 4-year period.

How much of this cost increase could have been avoided and are
we in for more increases in estimates in the near future?

Mr. BALL. Mr. Chairman, I would like to comment on the statement
that it is likely that the voluntary supplementary medical care will be
a billion dollars over estimate. I want to say in defense of the actuaries
that 1 do not believe Chat is I mie. I think it was contemplated from the
beginning that this dollar premium would have to rise, just on a year-
by-year basis, and it was expected that as wages and other costs rise,
that premium would have to go up. The actuary actually recom-
mended that there be a, rate of $4.40. So if that had been in effect, then I
am sure, as far as the estimates are concerned, it would be sufficient. As
a matter of fact, I have indicated that I think that is somewhat high.

Now, in the hospital insurance area, as I indicated earlier, almost the
entire reason for the change between the previous trustees' report and
this trustees' report-in other words, that minute 0.29, that additional
amount, is a change in the underlying data that relates to hospital
admissions. It is not anything that happens in the program. It is
merely that before the program started, we did not have good informa-
tion on utilization of services in hospitals by older people. That is just a
correction of that estimate. I do not see any reason to think it will ever
happen again.

Now, the estimate in hospital insurance allows for rather substantial
increases already in the daily hospital rate. Now, whether they have
allowed enough, whether those estimates of rising hospital costs are
adequate; but they do allow for a quite substantial increase.
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Senator WIHLLAMS. IowN do vou explain that?
The Cmkm-Nr.\ N. Let me get this straight with you. According to my

figures here, it roughs out to an increase over estimates averaging
about $4.8 billion. Now, according to your calculations, how much does
this aimilnt to an increase over estimates? I mean looking at the esti-
mates you gave us previously.

For examl)le, in 1965, you gave us the original medicaid and medi-
care estimates. In 1967, you gave us the new medicare and medicaid
estimates. I am looking'at a 1967 conference medicaid estimate for
fiscal 1969 that is at least $800 million out of line. I am looking at a
1965 estimate which would appear to be $79 billion under, over a 25-
year period. In a 1-year period that would appear to average $3 bil-
lion over in costs. Iow much do you think these three programs are
over and above estimates? I

Mr. BALL. Mr. Chairman, I would be glad to review these figures
with the actuaries and insert that exact answer in the record. But I
am not disputing the overall amount of increase as against the esti-
mates that were previously made. I was saying only that in the supple-
mentary medical insurance plan, the actuaries felt that the estimate
should have been higher. We should have a higher income and a higher
outgo in that. part of the program. I am not disputing your figure on
hospital insurance; I am only explaining the reason for it. For the
first time, we have good information on admissions to hospitals which
we did not have before.

The CHAIR-MAN. Maybo so, but the figures I am citing on part A,
that $79 billion, that is your actua ries' figure ?

Mr. BALL. Unquestionably they have revised estimates based on
actual experience under medicare.

STEADILY INCRIEASING HOSPITAL AND NURSING HOME COSTS

The CHAIRIMAN. We have been doing a lot of talking to you, Mr.
Ball, about the fact that there have been some cases of downright
fraud where some doctors may even have to go to jail. There have
also been much more numerous cases of overbilling, overcharging,
where we should be able to recover something. Let us face it, what we
have been talking about here in this doctor area is not the big part of
the excess costs. The big part. comes in hospitals and nursing homes
costing more than you estimated. Is that not right?

Mr. BALL. The major reason for the increase over the previous cost
estimates is in greater hospital utilization; admission to hospitals.
That is by far the biggest part of the explanation of the increases
in the long range cost estimates.

The ChIAIRMWAN. We have had situations where hospital help has
been underpaid historically and where hospitals lave not been able
to acquire the builhings and the equipment thy w anted. Would it not
be correct to say that to a large extent, they have seized upon this as
an opportunity" to load off on these Federal programs-primarily
medicare--the expense of raising the salaries of a lot of hospital per-
sonnel, and also of acquiring a lot of new equipment and perhaps
some new buildings?

Mr. BALL. Senator, I do not believe I would make such a sweeping
statement. Although, there is a point on which I agree with you. Medi-
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t'nre is 'eiiiliiI'siig iiistit utiois oil it vost. bais. Wliien you join t lint
fact~ with the fact tlat other third parties, like' Blue1 Cross and others,
are, 11t'(1i1?it.ly 01oi it cost reviliibiirsiiig basis, tlo liosj,)itl iii kows it is
goiig to be reutulbursed for' cost., evenly though Cos't is ristig s ignificantly.

Ii.(los ess'i thir esstaceto )uinig Mlore expeniIve equipililt anld
iucrvasing Nvagres. But thlis is niot 'llt (fue to Iuiedwa yle. It is pa rt of t
grenera I pattern of I-i'tiiiiir'eeit that (does niot have inleilitives inl it
Tor keepingt costs lo~v. 1 11n111ojliig diat. oil( of somie of tle~. exL)eriiuieiiis
w111 bi~eleeli 11ut liorizetI to begil all11( liii e st iil -ted oii--o 011 inlvolvi hg
Ohe hospitals iii Conniectieut, Senaitor Rilbicoll~s stiiteiiieiit, look's qulite
hlopefil-that ill tile iiext. yearLI 01r tWo cal oi e ll? U w~ith somle
chamiiges inl this r(' niburseli lint, foi'iiiula.1 which will ha1ve Incentives to
elneoiiiige veoloililie and O111 licieiit opera'tioni. I agree with you t hat thle
Present. systeml does not have an1y suchl incentives.

,nie CuillMv.Lt, mep list give youl a siutuple. eXa 1 dpe. I-oul refe
i youir stiatvilieiit. to situioll 101 'ieoro the lios1 )itill tililitionially too0k

Cnttle of ninnly old p)eoplo without, e'Iinrge, I)1''iilist t hose peolel0 did uiot
have- ilonlev AviIl w'iiehl to pay'. or if ft hey (litl pay'. it was at token jpiiv'
client. That.i is sort of fll 011- fiisluioiii'd pariit of unethical ethics thlit. ninyt
1)0 longei'exist. Sonul people once t bought. thlt. if soiiweoiie ct11110 ili that
Coiiditioli, *voi should hiottiii'iit aiwaiy withiotit Soulie help.

Now inl fact, ili iiost. ist i (es, Will ii'01 pl,-'ilig f01r t hoso pe 1)11midler
these Goverinent pr()graiis, iiied i('alre and1( iied ivaiid. Well, whl we
nlow pay' for those beds, if tile~ liosIpitnl or' t lit- niirsiiig homet were niot
seeking to 1111ke uioi'e 11101vy, they ('0111( hiave, reduced thle charges to
till the otMier payi ng, patijen ts. So tI,, I 5 ow I h t1iere nro no114) iiat nine
where tliat. hias hiltppenled. What they, didi was1" ta he tlhat addlitioiiil u'eve-
11i11 11and put, it ilt) either a1 pay raise to hosp1ital helphj or to buy new

tilil)mleiit. Or thley mnay hav1-e invested ill something else. D~o you knaow

du c'asle ots hiero thley took the increased revenuei anld 1iSeA it. to re-

Mr. BALL. I think tAt would be hard to decide. because, ats voi
have said, there are, various of hot' factors I lInIt inucreased h ospital ots
find thie oly~ way thlat, this Hln of relnsoiir would hatve, shownl lip is
that mlylbe ('lulrges dlidn't. go 111) ini s0111 iitilvies its nillch ats ti ley
otherwise would hiave.

I t think y'ol would agree with me1, too, fliat hospital salaries )ldt
beenl lalggin~g behind thle rest. of thev wange pattern iii this (omintry 1111(
it. was1i to b)e expected flint. unlless thlereIi. ""vas i so ent it)u inl the *Wage
structure of hospitals they would ho ait a. najor coinpet it ive disadva'n-
tiure inl oettintr people to Nvr for ... l. So Soi1i0 of this iii('rease. I
think, was quite iie('essary anid desirable.I

1,he CHAiIRMAN. It. scDinS to in10 that 11e1-, evenl by the calcl ationI
thlat Youi Comle 111) with, I suibmlit. N-01 Itr goiligy to 8liONNv 11p with anl
iU('V1?ise over1 origiiil estiiiutes of at. leis 1lliol at year'. TIhat is
from 1965 to 1909, and I ver-y much fear thiat if we do ni. ride hierd onl
this program, in the next 0 years, we may see another increase of $4
billIion a year.

Mr. VENETWAN. Senator, if I may interrupt, I tlhik there is another
factor in this whole facility cost increiise that we might as well face
up to. I think when XVIII and XIX went into effect, everybody-in-
cluding local and State governments-tried to figure out how they
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Could stretch their State or local dollars as much as possible. States
found eligibles in mental institutions who woulh qualify under XVIII
and XIX, and we are matching the dollars which had traditionally
bean State expenditures. One of the things I think we will recommend
to the Congress is Ia limitation of the Federal payment, uider title XIX
to those persons in mental institutiios to a 1206-day maximum. They
were t reawd previously as State responsibilities responsibilities of the

State governments. We have spent a great deal of Federa motey in
matclng the payments for patients in these facilities.

MAINMENANCE OF EFFORT PROVISION

The CulimA',N. Well, we have another prol)lem here, too. That is,
we included it maintenance of effort provision in the law. I think I was
the ' ,,aihldiddy of that. proposition. I took it to conference on several
oeviisiois, trying to guarantee that, wh we passel a welfare increase,
old people got. it, instead of the States using that. saving somewhere
else.

As the author of that, thing, I met myself coming back, a head-on
collision, just, made full circle ad Il met myself coming back. Louisiana
had some programs whicl we thought were actuallv excessive. Then we
saIid, "Why cant we save some of tli." We are now' told we camot do

it, it is agitust the law. That is the samo thing 1 initiated for a coin-
pheteI different purpose. It. is now pmventing us from saving some
1110mii, which we could use for other appropriate purposes.

)r. Laul, ill a sit, uatdion where a. Slate had a very elaborate pro-
gin i -'ar i1mave thali (Ihe nt tonal average, if iiiereased Federal match-
miug meant it. would be providing far more care than you think c would be

jui itified, far more than the average for ti Nation, o you think there
is aui pi)lroiriate consideration which could be made where they could
tiake some savings in their budget ?

)r. LAND. Yes, I would agree to that, and I think the maintenance
of effort provision should be revi-ed.

The CHInRMAN. I used to call it the pass-along provision. If we
put some money on the Federal end, we did not want tle State cutting
back. 1, inysel ', never tried to put that thing into effect more than
about. a yer at a timn. with tei idea that after about a year, it had
srvee(l its purpose and'we might be actually forcing a State to waste
a lot, of money.

Would )ou agree that where a State is providing excellent care,
betterr thani the average for the country, if that. State thinks the addi-

tional Federal matclng would just force it to waste money or to raise
salaries in ways which could not )e justified, or pay for something they
need iiot. otherwise pay for, the State should be ;ble to economize oil
the program, which w)uld also mean a resultant Federal savings?

)r. LAND. I agree with you completely, Senator.
'le CHAIRMAN. Thank ou very much, gentlemen. I would sug-

gest that we recess now until 2:30. I cannot be back at that particular
time, but I will be here by about 3:00, I hope. Senator Anderson will
presile and I thinly Senator Williams will keep you busy until I get
Iere.

(Whereupon, at 1:20 p,m. the committee recessed to reconvene at
2:30 p.m. of the same day.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION, 2:30 P.M.

Senator ANDEIRSON. We start off with Mr. Ball.
Mr. Ball, if there are any points you (lid not cover this morning,

take them up now. If there are any additional Points you wish to
make at this time, please go ahead.

STATEMENT OF JOHN G. VENEMAN, UNDER SECRETARY, DEPART-
MENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE; ACCOMPANIED
BY ROBERT M. BALL, COMMISSIONER OF SOCIAL SECURITY; DR.
FRANCIS X. LAND, COMMISSIONER OF THE MEDICAL SERVICES
ADMINISTRATION; ARTHUR E. HESS, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER
OF SOCIAL SECURITY; THOMAS M. TIERNEY, DIRECTOR, BUREAU
OF HEALTH INSURANCE; AND JAMES F. KELLY, ASSISTANT
SECRETARY, COMPTROLLER

Mr. BALL. Mi. Chairimn, I believe to save the time of tie corn-
mittee, if -it would be afcceptat)le,, I wolhl just likce to have my )realred
statement submitted in the re or(1. A very, large member of' the points
in that statement hav, been coveed by the discussion and i. would not
propose to read it unless you wish.

Senator ANDEMSON. Is there any objectioii to recei'iig the state-
ment of Mr. Ball or Dr. Land?

The statements are accepted in ftill.
(Mr. Ball's and Dr. Land's lrepared statemelits with att achmeiits

follow:)

;STA'n.iMENr oF lIoN. )OIIfEIT 'I. BAIL, COMMISSIONERIR OF SOCIAL SECUITrY

Mr. Chairman andi Members of the Committee: I would like to take this oppor-
tunity to report to you on the ac'oml)lishnents of the Medicare program and to
indicate some of the problems that we have encountered in administering the
program and to tell you what we have done and are doing about these problems.
In some Instances, as the Under Secretary has indicated, we believe that legisia-
tive clnges tire needed to improve program operation.

Today marks the third anniversary of Medicare. Although the program was
very controversial il the Ileginning, I believe it is now fair to say that like other
parts of the social security program this national system of health insurance for
older lpeol)le is an accepted part of American life and is generally recognized as
contributing greatly to the health antd security of our 20 million older citizens.
From every indication that we can get, Medicare is a popular program which
has won the acceptance of the overwhelming majority of older people, their sons
and (augiters and the professionals in the health care field.

rIn not going to spend very much tiue in this brief report in detailing for you
the acomplishments of Medicare because I believe these accoIl1pish ments are
well known. I intend to spend most of my time discussing the operation of the
program rnd how it can he improved.

First, liowever, let me remind you of the general setting im whiel the Medicare
program operates. Medicare came into being in response to the basic dilemma that
faced oldr people and private insurers in attempting to provide lprotectlon
against tile: cost of medical care in later life. The fundamental dilemma was
thflt older people have a need for much more medical care than the average
younger pea'sn .-..'d yet on the average, because most older people are retired,
their incomes are much lower. Consequently, they could not afford in old age to
pay a premium high enough to cover the cost of care. The solution as far as the
most expenive part of medical care is concerned has been to set up a hospital
Insurance program on a prepayment bnqi lPart A of Medicare, so that people
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pay toward this protection while at work without having to pay additional
amount.a after retirement. Then we hav(. a supplenittary 'oluntary plan pri-
warily to cover physicians' fees, Part B of Medicare,, toward which the indi-
vidual currently pays $4 a month and the government matches his contribution
with a like amount.

''ie two parts of the program provide for coverage of a wide variety of
services, making it possible for the physician to choose the appropriate level
of care for his )atient. That is, Part A covers not only inpatient hospital care
but extended care for people who canii leave the hospital but still need full-
time nursing care, home health care for those who can be taken care of in their
own homes but are homebound and need the part-time services of visiting
nurses or physical or speech therapy and other types (of skilled care. Out-
patient lospiltal care is covered under Part B as are physicians' services
wherever performed-at hoine, in the doctor's otilce, a hospital, nursing home
and so on. This coverage of a variety of services was designed to correct the situ-
ation that has existed in mnny other insurance plans that have put major emipha-
sis on eXpensive Inpatient hospital (,are. At the same time, the lprograin omitted
certaill fyp% of mellical (are which are particularly difficult to administer and
control such ats out-of-hosjtltal prescription (lrugq, long-tern nursing carte, and
th provision of t.111il cane.

Special provisions were also included in the program to emphasize the impor-
tance of quality cart' by requiring Institutional providers of services to meet
various stianlar(ls. Special provisions for helping to control nlnie(essary hospital
'and extended (art'e utilizllti were also included. All institutions are1' required to
have utilizatiton review .o'iiiit1i'es i1n1d physicians must certify to the nidileal
necessity of certain types of care and the continued need for hospital and
extended ('are.

'lhe )asic( design of the administration of the program has been to lodge the
Federal responsibility in the Social Security Administration but to rely for the
deterin nation of reasonlble costs and charges and for hill-paying and reinlhurse-
metnt ( intermediaries anitl carri(,rs. These organizations are primarily Blue
Cross and Blue Slitld plans and private commercial Insurane companies s that
previously had experience in the health insuran ce area.

I believe that by and large this whole approach ha', worked well. Although
we have eltborated or revised various regulations and1( administrative decisions
as we have gained exlwrlemve under the program, and although we now believe
that certain legislative changes are desirahle, by and large, the structure pro-
vitled Iy the Congress in the hasl(, law, the fundamental al)I)roach, Is, in our
opinion, sound.

The a(compllshments of Medicare are well recognized. First of all, older people
in this country are getting about 20 percent more hospital (-lire than they received
before Medlicare. This has not only extended lives but added quality to the lives
of older l'Ople.

qhese people moreover receive medical tare under conditions consistent with
their self-respeet and dignity. They go to hospitals as patients of their own per-
Sonal physircans. The concept of charity care in a hospital hardly ex-ists now
for older people.

For many people. Medicare has meant ae(ess for the first time to the best
hoRpitals. Members of minority groups have ne(.(,t'.5 to quality care on the same
basis as everyone els,. All the hospitals an( extended ('are facilities and inde-
pendent laboratories and other lnstitutitns that participate i Medicare must
meet standards of quality. Tils benefits everybody in the community, not just
older people.

Older l4'ople now have a sense of secuiity whether they have large medical
lIlls or not in knowing that the possibility of a very expensive illness wiping
tut one's lifelong savings has been largely removed.

The Medicare program depends for its success upon the understanding and
cooperation of large numbers of people and a variety of Institutions. Twenty
million older people, Just about all those over age 65, are covered automatically
under the hospital care portion of the program. Of these people, 96 percent
have also signed up for the voluntary part of Medicare and play $4 a month to
get, additional coverage for physicians' hills. Over 16 million hospital stays
have been paid for during the first 3 years. Over 62 million medical bills have
been paid under the supplementary plan.

There are about 7,000 hospitals Involved. 200,000 physicians and 5,000 extended
care facilities lit addition to 2,300 home health agencies, 2,050 private labora-
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tortes and many other health service providers. Sonic 130 Blue Cro.ss and Blue
Shield and private insurance contractors help in the administration of the pro-
gram and 52 state agencies are Involved in the certillcation of eligibility of
providers in terms of quality standards. About 5 million people a year enter
hospitals under Medicare and 8 or 9 million are reimbursed for physicians' bills.

Developing the informational program, the policies, forms and procedures, the
organization and interrelationships, the communications network, and the data
processing capability for handling this massive operation were aniong the first
problems that faced the program.

But to turn now to the problems that confront us still and will face us in the
future in the operation of the program.

INClEASINO COSTS

I would put first of all the problem of increasing costs. This is a problem which
Medicare shares with all other insurers in the medical care area and In fact
with all purchasers of medical care. This is a problem which sterns, of course,
from long-range trends predating the Medicare program. In some ways the
Medicare program has itself helped to aggravate the trend and in other ways It
has been a moderating influence.

In the area of physicians' fees, in all likelihood, Medicare contributed to the
sharp rise in the rate of Increase In physicians' fees thit coincided with the
advent of the program. For many years physicians' fees had been increasing at
a rate slightly less than Ihe increases in the general level of wages but shortly
before the beginning of Medicare fees started to increase at a rate signifihantly
above the increase in the general wage level. Since the principles of the program
call for reimbursement based primariIy upon the customary charge of the phy-
sician, In all probability the advent of Medicare led many )hysicians to review
and revise their charges. Also, more fundamentally, Mledicare further increased
the pressure of demand for the limited Supply of physician's services by inaLking
it possible for more older people to compete for these services.

On the other hand, it is very likely that several actions taken recently In
the Medicare program have had the effect of helping to restrain the levwl of
physician fee increases. For example, carriers are Increasingly reducing physi-
cian fee billings before reinburseinent and, unless the physician agrees with the
reduction, they inform the beneficiary that the billing is beyond the reasonable
charge allowed by the program. In May, reduction occurred in at least one item
in 23.41 percent of all billings. Translated into dollars saved, for the past few
months, for example, the total amount of physician charges were beinz reduced
at a rate of 5.2 percent before reimbursement was made. This compares with an
average of 3.2 percent iln money reductions in tie first half of llNS, 3 percent
In 1967, and 2.4 percent in 1966. Moreover, I would expect that the decision not
to increase the premium rate under Medicare for this coming year in itself has
had a restraining effect.

In the hospital area, in daily hospital charges year after year, large increases
considerably predated Medicare. In this area, increased prices are not primarily
the result of increased demand but rather the result of higher costs. Wages and
salaries constitute about two-thirds of all hospital costs and while formerly
lagging behind compensation in other areas have risen rapidly in recent years,
and in the hosjltal area there have not been significant offsetting increases in the
productivity of labor so that Increasing wage costs lve to be passed on in price.
Then too, improved medical techniques have resulted in more expensive pro-
cedures and equipment. Medicare's effect on hospital prices is unclear. In many
hospitals where there were relatively low occupancy rates before Medicare,
the effect of the program has been to increase occupancy and thus to reduce
per diem costs, because overhead in such a situation remains relatively stable.

It is also true that in paying for the full cost of the care of the aged under
Medicare, many hospitals have been relieved of a part of what was once a
charity load, and such costs no longer have to be passed on to other insuring
agencies or the patient who pays for himself. On the other hand, Medicare Is a
part of the general trend of reimbursing hospitals on the basis of costs so that the
resistance of the institution to taking on additional costs has been further
reduced.

In any event, regardless of the causes of increasing costs, we have been very
conscious of the need to design Medicare policies so as to make the greatest
possible contribution to restraining cost increases.
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Over the long run, perhaps tile most important thia, that call he done to
relieve the pressure on medical prices is to reduce the demand for the most ex-
pensive type of treatment, both by preventive measures and by making -Su1I
that alternatives to expensive care are available and are insured as fully as
inpatient hospital care Is insured. This is Just what the Medicare program Is
designed to do. Although Medlicare provides coverage of these alternatives to
inpatient hospital care not all communities have adequate extended care facill-
ties or home health agencies, and there may well be. In some instances, unneces-
sary hospital utilization because of a lack of these less expensive alternatives In
some areas.

On the supply side, also, it is clear that we need more physicians and, equally
important, we need to make sure that the physician's skill Is reserved for the
level of care that only he can perform. It is necessary, therefore, to further de-
velop the paramedical specialities and to promote arrangements that facilitate
the most efficient use of the physician's time.

In a series of nine regional conferences around the country we have brought
together private insurers. representatives of labor and other consumer groups,
the medical profession, hospital administrators, employers, and till those with
a stake in the health care system to discuss and promote the long-term measures
ne(-essary for cost reduction. In several states now these meetings are continuing
under local and state ausipces.

In Medicare administration, we have been putting Increased emphasis uln
tin review of the necessity for medical services and their proper utilization. This
direction, as much as fee control, in our Judgment is the way in whhih the cost
of this program and of medical care as a whole can hopefully be kept within
bomnid,. I am presenting for the Commnittee's information a sumnmary of the most
important actions that we have taken in recent times directed at the matter of
cost control and proper utilization of services.

This list Includes such Items as lhe computer identiflcation of physleian-patlent
contacts which appear abnormally frequent for a particular diagnosis or pro-
cedhire: the prior approval of revisions In the prevailing charge screen as well
as th moratnriumn on all but specially justified Increi eos in entOnuary charges:
the collmpter hWent lilcat lo of length of hospital stays that appear to be out of
line: the possible reduction in the recertification period by physicians; and many
other matters.

One of the more promising projects In the area of utilization review is now
underway in California with three of the States's foundations for medical care
under subcontract with California Blue Shield. Under this project the founda-
tions review Medicare claims in San Joaquin, Kern and Fresno counties. These
fnudations are arms of the county medical society and operate on the basic
premises that one of the most effective e( ntrolk. on charges Is the elimination
(f payments for unnecessary utilization of services and that the detection of
this unnecessary utilization of services can be performed best with the help of
peer group review.

In the counties where these foundations are reviewing Medicare claims, both
chargess and utilization have been reduced.

Aero.ss the country Intermediary and carrier review of utilization and the
medical necessity of services is becoming increasingly effective. It is estimated
that the cost of the program will be reduced by $120 million this year as a result
of carrier review of the medical necessity of services and other aspects of the
legal coverage of services. As a result of the reduction in the fees charged by
physicians before reimbursement, it Is estimated that program costs will be re-
duced by another $90 million, while audit activity of providers will reduce costs
another $100 million. These figures are the amounts actually attributed to the
review in specific situations and do not take into account the probably much larger
effect of preventing other situations from developing.

As you know, we have been engaged in a reconsideration of the approach to
reimbursement for Institutional care. This effort has a number of different as-
pects. It includes a review we are making, together with the American Hospital
Association, of the efforts made by hospitals that have taken special steel to
control costs. It includes, further, the work on which the Blue Cross Association
has taken the leadership in assessing the various experiences Blue Cross plans
have had with a variety of reimbursement approaches. It includes a number of
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new experiments now underway which we are nionitoring-two slpmsored by
Medicaid, one in San Joaquin County, California, and one in Claekamas County,
Oregon ; one supported by Medicare in Maryland ; anl one inl Pitt.brgh vupuorted
by the Public Health Service. We have also worked out new reinliursenient. ll-
proac.hes-ia rather difficult task of design and negotiation- shortly to le applied
in Connecticut and New York City and likely to go into effect soon III California.
We have been working with the American Hospital Association on a number
of additional experiments some of which appear to be likely prospects and we
have been talking, too, with the American Nursing Hlome Assoeiation about other
possibilities for experiments.

PROGRAM INrEGRITY AND FRAUD PREVENTION

Program integrity anti the detection of program abuse and fraud is, of Course,
a matter closely connected with cost controll . Fron t he early (llys of tIhe program,
we have been alert to the potential for abuse. It has been possible, however, to
put increasing emplihasis upon measures to prevent and detect aluse as the
carriers an(d intermediaries have grlthtally overcome the iilinost overwhielhitig
workloads that they were confronted with it thie beginling of Ilthe prograinl.

That Is. as their ca patity to pro(e''s (':111s i1 growli itl elationn io IHie (h'llnd
on them, it has been possible to lish for more anild more relnted cliiiiis review
and illore alid ilore eillhasis upon the detection of irregularities.

Malty carl'iers have developed large e datae which emale their to readily idei-tify inldividhual 1physic.ilns mild o1h14'-- whoso billIs ill it give(ll lieriod .siglilhfi.1lit ly

txceed what would normally be expected in ordinary prctit'es and our central
office statistical oiiration lrodluces a list of physichimis with litt highest payments.
This list is distributed to carries for their use in llrogr:m review. Other claims
screenii procedures permit carriers to identify physit'ian-l)atient contacts which
appllr lilnoirni lly frequent for a given diagnosis anlit theral,eutic procedure,
lunislially high use of spilhe procedures, IIItl signilh'mit dImages In Charging
patterns.

Through suli mechanisms carriers are able to identify questionable cases andcondu.t preliminary inivestigations to delermtino whether tile Sitmitioll 1Illq~vrs

to be such as to warrant referral to tI' stite or local medical societies for dis-
ciplinary action or one Iin which a f'aiut investigation sees to be merited. FEch
potentiilI frald violation is reported to us by the carriers 0pon discovery.

In ('list's of suspected fraud, the So.ial Secii'ity Administration becomes di-
rectly involved. Since t it' beghinnig of the program over 700 cases of suspected
fraud have Ien identiied and Iivestigated. This figure refe'rs only to those
eases in whi(h there was ai allegation or other indication of an intent to defraud.
It dotes not include tile many ovtrlayment recovery actions taken by inter-
medliaries nd carriers in situations of unethical l)ractices or overutilization
which are handled directly with providers, physicians and State anidi local medi-
cal societies.

li about. ,00 of the 700 eases, further investigation disclosed that there was
isuflt''ient evidence of intent to defraud to justify a full investigation leading
to a recommendation of prosecution. Often simple clerical error or misunder-
standiling 'was all that was involved. Such eases were closed and actions taken
to recover overpayments. The remaining cases are under continued active
investigation.

('ases in which tile evidence seems clearly to indicate an intent to defraud
are referred to the Department of Jutice where final responsibility rests for
determning whether criminal action should be taken. As of late June, 1.4 Medi-
care cases were pending with the Justice department.

'rogram alause an(1 fraudulent activities involves only a very small propor-
tion, of course, of the physicians and other providers of services Involved in the
program but we consider It a matter of first rate iniportqnce to prevent and
detect whatever activity of this kind there Is. Every carrier is required to assign
slseial staff to the matter of program integrity and fraud detection and investi-
gation. Centrally. we also have a program Integrity staff who examine policy and
procedure front this standpoint, as well as several investigators engaged in
ferreting out wrongdoing. As the committee knows, most of the cases that have
been cited in recent weeks In the area of fraud an1 questionale practices under
Medicare have come from the act ivity by the Social Security Administration.
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MONITORING CARRIER PERFORMANCE

Another area of ccincern in the administration of tile prOgr'll has been tile
monitoring of carrier and interniedi'ry performance. From the beginning we have
takes tite view that the responsilities of the Federal govermnent in tile Mdi-
care program rtluire very considerable direction on our pairt. ()n tle other hmnd,
by assigning major roles to the states, Blue Cross plans, commercial carriers
and group practice prepayment llans tie statute Indicated an Intent to have tie
system oicrpeate on a (hecentlralized anml pluralistic basis. Iii deternalling our
liolicies allowance had to be made for diffTerences in approaches so that local
special liroblems can be lcconilio(daited and so that there would be room for
exjierimenitatioi. It has been natural that many of the carriers and intermne-
diaries lave emllphasized their own independence where we have increasingly
taken responsibiliy for reducing the degree of variations in approach and for
establishing more uniform appi ial)iilt y of desirable stninda rds of 1rforna tu'e.

1 a1 subililtting for the (omaittee's consideration a suman 11ry listing of steps
that wve have taken to htiprove intermediary anad carrier performnine.' These
stops include special vists by Social Admninistrat ion to:tinS to provlivrs su.h as
hosl)ititis mlid extended care facilities to vallatte the program performance of
lhe cn rriers lind to dl(.l tiny lived for ('hilliges in policies il Iilst ruit ion. The.vy

ilillido the fact that Social Seca'trty Adlinist ration wvill soon provide every
ialerniedin ry ind o.artier olata that will help to identify practies ad 141 ost
t lha t, i re out. of itormis.

Regional olhie st aiff visit en rnirs frequently to inoltitor thi i jerforn il.e, a lld
ill (hltlt reviews ilre itioe by ('entral oteie st aIl' less frequently. We liiye iiow
dletided to harvo fitll-lline on-sit e .4tfIf loilted with tlin I'irgo-st carriers oil a
prlltliemit Iln sis. ()tler steps In'lide the dl(velopnlioat of a model (comilnut er sy.s-
teat for ill teritedill ris which will tn1nke it possible for 01 ('arriers to hav, a
so elitl systelts a l]i'o;lh to clihas review ititol lndrocessilg. SSA ]llts tested tie
offecti\veness of o'nrrier syvsteims b1y submlittig test claims for hYlioth'tl:l
Imftients aIad thell reviewi'ing l htmdling of tiii claims. Te list of ti steps w ''e
hNive taking to st reigtbel citrier idth intermtieoilary lerforltance intltles mlianty
other matters.

I'('ri('li' of Pol iiit Proc'(diur(s
Our ownt poli('y mid pr'edtlres :ire n(erl (Onistanitt review al10 we inie. nltle

mIny llaliges oil the basis of exlierience with the a-tuail ope, rationt of lMe pro-
grant. We liv e, for example, rce('ntly Isseld instruetions tlghtetning tip oil Ihe
a(lmtilistration of piaymients to suitrvlsng physicians i teaching hoijitatls 
we are now engaged ili a re-evaluation of the entire reiinihiirsemeit formulaih
following the lec('isilon to drop the 2 percent factor for unidentified c(isi s e
lre reviewiltg with it group of outside consultants the operation of the provision
for acelerated deprec.iatlon, lpritih'larly it connection with extended care
failit(s which terminate their participation in the program, anti we are pres-
et'ly giving Sieeill I attention to some excessive use of physical therapy services
it certain n extended care facilities.

In out' desiree to control program costs, however, we have also been midful
of the filet that the statute requires that we pay the full costs of cre for
Medhvitre NItnelhoiiries in til Institutions that serve them so that none, of the
(osts of their care are' shifted to other patients. We' have also been nlndful of
the fNt lit our concern forn cost controls that the statute clearly underwrltes
the objec'tlve of providindg quality care for oloer IlOclpe on the sante basis as for
all payiltg patients.

And we have been mindful ii our convteri for cost control that certain polio'h.
vould reduce prog nm Itiiibilitles without reducing the costs of care and result
illerely Ill shifting costs from tin program to the beneficlary. We wonhl be greatly
(concerned, for example, if it, any substantial portion of cases carriers over a 11y
consihlerille perlod of lite were setting reasonable chargess for reilmbursement
purposes at a rate significantly below what physicians were actually collecting
front Medl(are patients. We will be watching this situation very closely i re a-
tion to our present policies on customary and prevailing charges. It is for this
reason, too, that we have thought It unwise to push in the direction of having
Medicare charges equate to Blue Shield charges in those states where the Blue

IS'e p. 77.
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Shield charges are significantly below what physicians are customarily charging
their other patients. For example, in some 14 states-Alabama, for example-
the Blue Shield schedule in the most widely-held plan does not bear any reason-
able relationship to current physiclon charges and it i4 expected that the
individual will pay the difference between the indemnity amount paid by the
Blue Shield carrier and the amount that the physician actually bills. In nine
other states, the Blue Shield rate is lower than the customary charge because
it is set up on a full-payment basis only for people of quite low income, few of
whom subscribe to Blue Shield, and others are expected to pay above the fee
schedule. In still other states, of course, Blue Shield plans are following the
customary and prevailing approach and particularly in the definition of prevail-
ing charges may be less restrictive than preset Medicare guidelines.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I would like to join the Under Secretary in
saying that we welcome this inquiry by the Committee and that we look forward
to the various program and operational improvements that we would expect
to arise from the Committee's work. We would stress, particularly, the need
for some additional legislatLve a'i.thority as outlined in the Under Secretary's
statement.

RECENT ACTIONS To EXPAND MEDICARE COST AND UTILIZATION CONTROLS

REIMBURSEMENT AND HEALTH COSTS

1. Policy review during 1968, with the aid of expert consultants and HIBAC,
of reasonable charges determination methodology leading to new carrier stand-
ards of performance on reasonable charges (December 17, 1968).

(a) Prevailing charges to be set at mean plus one standard deviation or
the equivalent, which may be the 93rd percentile (the 90th percentile pre-
viously used by some is not acceptable).

(b) Prevailing charge may not be changed earlier than 1 year after the
prior change.

ic) Customary charge of a physician defined and significant time lag
introduced for recognition of a new charge. A change In customary charge

should be made only on the basis of adequate evidence.
(d) Reasonable charge for laboratory services obtained from other lab-

oratories but billed by a physician are to be related to the laboratory charge.
2. Increases In allowed charges restricted from January 1, 1969.

(a) Customary charge to be increased only in Individually identified,
highly unusual situations where equity clearly requires such an adjustment.

(b) Prevailing charge to be increased only on the approval of the Social
Security Administration.

3. The provision on cost reimLursement of providers for payment of a 2 per-
cent allowance for unidentified costs, deleted as of July 1, 1969 (Federal Reg-
ister, June 27, 1969).

4. Ceiling on interim reimbursement rate for cost reimbursement set not to
exceed charges (May 1969).

5. Establishment of refined rules limiting costs accepted for compensation of
owners (August 1968).

6. Study of alternate reimbursement methods and development of experiments
with alternatives (continuing).

7. Nine regional conferences on health care costs to develop the cooperation
of persons outside the Government in seeking ways to keep down costs (concluded
January 1969).

8. Regulations being developed to prohibit physician owners from participation
In utilization review in institutions where they have a proprietary interest.

COVERAGE AND UTILIZATION CONTROLS

1. Refinements In policy and processing of extended care facility claims to
secure Improvement In rate of denial where continuous skilled services are un-
needed (instructions of June 1968 and April 1969).

2. Study of utilization review in hospitals and preparation of Improved tech-
nique for surveying with utilization review plan checklist, form SSA-1530 (1968-
69 continuing).

3. Study of guidelines used by carriers in claims review (April 1968 and con-
tinuing).
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4. Instructions to all carriers on method of appraising and improving claims
review (national meetings held in January 1969).

5. Policy and procedures tightened for payment of supervising physicians In a
teaching setting (surveys and on-site visits; additional carrier instructions, April
1969).

6. Tabulation and distribution to carriers of data on physicians with highest
amounts of reimbursement and analysis of results (1968 and 1969).

7. Preliminary developments in system for identifying hospitals statistically
whose lengths of stay are unusually long, by diagnosis and other patient char-
acteristics.

8. Experiment with medical foundation review of Medcare claims in Califor-
nia.

9. More exacting criteria governing when physical therapy services may be paid
for under the program (April 1909).

10. Regulation being developed to reduce time intervals for physician certi-
fication of need for In-hospital care.

FRAUD AND UNETHICAL PRACTICES

1. Increased staffing and emphasis on program integrity and fraud detection
and prevention (1968 and continuing).

(a) Special personnel designated by carriers.
(b) Specialist designated in regional ofike.
(c) Special staff organized in central office.

2. Change in regulation to permit Issues of questionable practice to be referred
to medical societies (December 1968).

3. Investigation of allegations of fraud against program and referral of cases
to the Justice Department for consideration of prosecution (continuing).

POSSIBLE CHANGES NOW BEING DEVELOPED

1. Regulation to further clarify payments allowable to supervising physicians
in a teaching setting.

2. Regulation change to prevent possible unintended profit in case of termina-
tion of Medicare participation by a hospital or extended care facility, or change
of ownership, after payment of accelerated depreciation.

3. Legislation proposed to:
(a) Give authority to bar from the program physicians and other pro-

viders of service who abuse the program.
(b) Limit cost reimbursement so as not to exceed charges.
(e) Limit cost reimbursement where construction occurs contrary to plan-

ning recommendations.
(d) Widen authority for experimentation and demonstration.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF FRANCIS L. LAND, M.D.. COMMISSIONER, MEDICAL SERV-
ICES ADMINISTRATION, SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION SERVICE

I welcome this chance to appear before you to discuss the Medicaid program.
It comes at an opportune time. As Undersecretary Veneman has indicated, the
Department is taking steps to improve the program and I look forward to several
helpful changes.

MAy close association with it over this period of time prevents me from being
startled or shocked by the problems this committee is looking into much as I
deplore them. Certainly neither fraud, nor poor administration, nor low standards
of care, nor overutilization on the part of patients can be condoned or stripped
of importance. But given the manner in which the program originated, and the
conditions that surrounded Its administration in Washington and the States,
they are not too surprising.

Medicald-title XIX of the Social Security Act-was passed on June 30, 1965,
and offered Federal matching funds to States to encourage them to offer medical
assistance programs to low income people. I have heard Medicaid called a
"sleeper" since all attention was focused on the conflicts attending the birth of
Medicare. Medicaid. on the other hand, was born largely unnoticed-its full
implications unappreciated-the need for large scale federal planning
unrecognized.

I U
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The Welfare Administration saw it as an extension of medical assistance pro-
granis already offered to welfare recipients.

No one seemed to realize the iieed for new kinds of professional personnel in
both State and federal administrative agencies. Little attention was given to the
nee(d to estimate costs, to determine the demand that could be expected for certain
kinds of services, to ascertain the availability of medical practitioners and facil-
ities to provide thmn, or to design and encourage innovative methods for delivery
or paying for them.

And so the program began to operate almost limmediatel-, with a minimum of
planning. I should not. have used the word program. Medicaid, as Undersecretary
Veneman has said, is not one program. It is as many programs as there are States
that particil)ate. In January 1966, as soon as federal watching funds were avail-
able, 8 Medicaid programs began to operate, and by July 1966, there were Vs
more. Fven Medicare which is the same program everywhere in the United States
did not begin to operate until July 1966 after a year's tooling u).

In 1965 and 1966. responsibility for the program rested with the Modical Serv-
ices Division of the Bureau of Family Services, it divisionn that employed 23
people on July 1, 19615. Only 35 more positions were authorized after the law was
pissed. It was not until August 1967, when the Social and Rehabilitation Service
was created and the Medical Services Adininstration became a separate Bureau.
that any recognition was given to the extent of its resl)(aIsility. Even now
because of the limitations of personnel freezes, it has grovii to an organization
of only 76 positions in Washington and 2-i in the 9 Social and Rehabilitation
Service Regional Offices.

In the meantime, the number of State programs has increased to '14.
I do not want to take the time here to describe the Impossibility of supervising

a huge and complex program with a handful of people.
We are not unaware of the shortcomings of the Medicaid programs in the

States. Our evaluation teams have told us that State units are incompletely
staffed, that skilled personnel is In short supply, and that control procedures are
incomplete or nonexistent.

In the early days, be(.ause States ha not anticipated the numbers of patients
and providers and bills that would be involve(l, they were swamped with paper
work. Some States have Just caught up with the backlog and are beginning to pay
Idlls fairly promptly. They tire just beginning to have time to think about prob-
lenis like utilization review and quality control.

IItidersecretary Venemnan has told you that he has asked the Bureau of the
Budget to approve 150 additional positions for Medical Services Administration.
Let mie tell you very briefly the urgent Jobs these people would do.

One hundred of them wouhl work In the 10 Regional Offices where they can
give technical assistance to help the States correct errors and fills gaps found by
our own evaluation reports and the HEW Audit Reports.

The 50 people added to the central ofilce would work in these arms:
Program Planning and I)evelopment-to guide State programs toward the

overall goals described in title XIX.
'rogram Evaluation-to increase the frequency with which we review and

evaluate State programs. (We now evaluate only 12-15 States a year.) The ad(li-
tional staff would also survey and hell) States to strengthen their programs of
utilization review-a function strongly emphasized in the law and of direct
interest to this committee.

Nursing Home Care-to implement the wholly new program created by the
1967 Anmendments that requires us to provide policies and guides concerning
quality of care given in these facilities as well as safety and sanitation, licensing
of institutions and administrators, and relationships between hospitals and nurs-
ing homes.

Drug Costs and Utilization-to formulate policies about the utilization of drugs
in medical care and to provide guides and standards for payments for them.

Mental Health-to develop policy to assure high quality of care and to improve
methods of financing care for the aged mentally ill who are cared for by title XIX
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fmds. and to provide guidelines to coordinate activities under tile several Social
Security Act titles that deal with the care of the aged in mental institutions.

Program Management-to develop regulations to hell) States effect economies
in reimbursing providers of medical care and developing standards and tech-
niques for medical cost auditing.

Cost Estimating-to improve methods of analyzing and estimating costs of
services to be provided under Medicaid.

Advisory Council-to study areas of interest to the Medical Assistance Advisory
Council and the National Advisory Council on Nursing Home Administration In
the course of their mandated work.

In conclusion, let me thank you for this opportunity to talk with you and say
again that I am looking forward to new and better ways to improve the
Medicaid program on which so many low income people depend for health care.

COMPUTING ALLOWABLE REIMBURSEMENT OF HOSPITAL OR NURSING
HOME COSTS

Senator ANDERSO-N. Senator Will ians.
Senator ILLIA.S. Mr. Ball, one of the questionss that comes to mind

is the manner in which you compute the per diem rates whiih you
allow on the bed costs "of medicare patients in nursing homes or
hospitals. What costs do you figure in your computations such as the
salaries of doctors, the salary of the managers, other charges--how% do
you figure them?

Mr. BALL. Senator, rather than go into the very detailed principles,
let n me just cover some of the highlights.

Would it be valuable, Senator, do you think, to put the entire
reimbursement principles in the record?

Senator WTLLAMS. No. I have seen them. I cannot understand ti.
Mr. BAL. Just take the hospital situation. All the ordinary costs

attributable to patient care are included but covered cost (lops not
include certain items extraneous to patient care, such as the operation
of a flower shop or the store that might be in the hospital. By and large,
all of the health service expenses of the hospital are included.

Then, you have the problem of allocating costs 1)etween the medicare
patients and other patients in the hospital and there are alternative
methods by which that is allocated.

But perhaps I ought to indicate first, Senator I lliams, that inaddition to ordinary operating expenses, as you will remember, there
are other allowances-for instance, you are allowed to include as l)art
of the reimbursable cost for service depreciation on the capital value
of the hospital.

Senator WTILLTAM9S. Right there, that is the point I want to get at.
Now, say nursing home A's construction cost is $400,000. You would
allow in your computation depreciation on that $400,000. We will say
that valuation is without the land. Then you have the normal deprecia-
tion that is permitted under the law which would )e figured as a cost.
Is that correct?

Mr. Ball. That is correct. Of course, it is the medicare share of that.
Senator WImmMArS. I understand that. Then in addition to that, we
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will assume if doctors or others are on the payroll as managers, the
managerial services, that, too, would be allowed as a cost in computing
the allowable reimbursement, is that correct?

Mr. BALL. Yes, Senator. Not the services of the physician in patient
care but, as you said, in the management of the hospital.

Senator WILLIAMS. I am thinking of salaries.
Mr. BALL. Yes, for the management of the hospital.
Senator IVILLIAmS. The management.

DUPLICATION OF PAYMENTS TO DOCTORS

Now, we have had instances where a hospital and nursing home would
be set up and maybe four or five doctors would be drawing good sal-
aries, maybe reasonable salaries, full-time salaries. But in addition to
that, they attend patients-you know, they submit a patient charge.
You allow them to make that charge on patients also, do you not
and in effect a duplication of payments, which is what I am speaking
about.

Mr. BALL. I believe it is not really quite that situation. What is
allowed in part A as a salary is not for patient care. Patient care comes
under parts. Under part B, a claim is filed for service for an individ-
ual patient.

Senator WLIAMS. But the point is that if the doctors are on a
salary, they would be reimbursed under part A, is that cerrect?

Mr. BALL. No, not all of them by any means.
Let us take an example, Senator. I am not resisting your point: I

ju-t want to clarify this.
In Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit, for example, practically all

the physicians who practice there are salaried physicians. Those
salaries physicians are not included in part A unless they are en-
gaged in the management and operation of the hospital. When it comes
to giving patienI care, their salaries are not included.

senatorr WIILmI.vrs. Let us assume they are engaged in the manage-
ment services of a hospital. Then it would be included, isn't that so?

Mr. BALL. Part of it.
Senator WILIAMiS. If that same doctor had patients, some of the

same patients in the hospital, would he also be paid under the other
section of the law, part B, for those services?

Mr. BALL. Yes, for that part, Senator.
Senator WILLIAMS. Even though he is on a salary? That arrange-

ment is considered proper and approved by you?
Mr. BALL. Yes, so long as we keep separate the payment that is made

for his management services and the part that is for his patient serv-
ices to prevent duplication. We do not allow them to be duplicated.

Senator WILLAMS. If they do duplicate, what happens? It is a
violation of the law? If situations are discovered where there is dupli-
cation, is there a violation of the law?
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Mr. BALL. Senator, on that point, I would like to ask Mr. Hess to
reply on those cases where we have found some duplication.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, you are the Administrator. I have a lot of
confidence in you. What is your opinion? Is it a violation of the law?

Mr. BALL. I believe, Senator, if we knew there was a duplication, it
would be certainly against the principles that are established and it
would be an audit exception; it would be a violation.

Senator WILLIAMS. It would be a violation.

SUDDEN INCREASES IN FAIR MARKET VALUE OF NURSING HOMES

Now, on another point, we will go back for a moment to depreciation
charges. We have this nursing home, we will use that as an example,
that cost $400,000. Now, I understand, and you explained how you
would, in computing payments for this home--say a 100-bed home--
you would take into account the depreciation on'this $400,000. Sup-
pose this nursing home, the same one, changes hands and is sold to
a parent organization or other group for a million dollars and it is
a cash transaction. Upon what basis do you compute your allowances
for depreciation in that instance?

Mr. BALL. I believe, Senator, that it would be based on the fair
market value of the institution at the time it was sold; not necessarily
the million dollars. If the $400,000 home has risen in value, then in the
new situation it would be the fair market value, not necessarily the
$400,000.

Butt let me just cheek with Mr. Tierney.
Senator WILLIAMS. I discussed this with you several times about a

month ago, Mr. Ball, and I told you then if you did not have any
answer then, I wanted it.

I will just repeat the example. The case is of a nursing home which
we will say cost $400,000. Then there is an individual or group that
goes public and they raise the money and then they buy this same
nursing home for $1 million in cash. That is a cash transaction. Does
that establish the fair market value?

Mr. BALL. Not necessarily. That is my point, Senator. That million
dollars may include not just the fair market value of depreciable
assets, but frequently quite a large claim is made for good will on a
going operation. We would allow as the new depreciation base only
that part of the price that was the fair market value of depreciable
assets, eliminating any part that--

Senator WILLIAMS. There are no maybes in this, and I am assuming
that there is nothing included for good will or other assets, but they
paid a million dollars for the building itself and it was a cash
transaction.

Mr. BALL. Then you are generally correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. Then you would allow, you figure that a million

dollars is fair market value?
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Mr. BALL. Of course, fair market value would be appraised. It is
the fair market value if that is what it is appraised for.

Senator WILLIAM s. Now, under your medicare proposals, you allow
a return on capital of what, approximately?

Mr. BALL. Only in profitmaking institutions, Senator. There is a
special provision passed by the Congress which related return on capi-
tal to one and a half times what the Social Security Trust Fund would
dirw and I believe now it would be 8 to 9 percent.

Senator WILLIAMTS. The point I am making is with that particular
example. Here was a, home, first valued $400,000 for depreciation; now
it is recognized as a million dollar establishment after a cash trans-
action. If you allow 8 to 9 percent, you get 8 to 9 percent return on a
million instead of $400,000. Is that not part of the cause of this auto-
matic escalation we are getting in the rise of costs? Is that not one
of the major factors?

Mr. BALL. I would think it is not a major factor. Senator, but-
Senator WILLIAMS. A very important factor.
Mr. BALL. I would think not, because this relates only to profit-

making institutions, where you have this 7.5 percent, and they are a
relatively small part of the total institutional care. Take all ECFs, it
is only about 5 percent of the cost of part A and in the hospital area,
which is the expensive part, there are mostly nonprofit institutions
and they do not get that 7.5 percent. But it is an important point.

Senator WILLIAMS. Let us not dismiss it on the basis that it is only
5 percent or 51 percent. After all, Uncle Sam could do without my
income taxes and it would be an insignificant part of the total but he
still wants me to pay it and wants you to pay yours. Let us just keep
it on that, if does amount, to an extent, of automatic escation of
costs, does it not?

Mr. BALL. Yes, Senator. I have said yes in going along with your
example as you define it. But it seems to me unlikely, that that $400,000
building would have been appraised just a short time later with that
large an increase in fair market value. If there were such an increase,
you are right.

Senator VILLIATrS. The particular case I have in mind was a $600,000
home which was sold for a million and a quarter. There are other
cases, and I will cite you some before we get through here, plenty of
them. As you know, they have been escalating these prices. You and
I discussed this several times.

Now, in establishing the rate of payment for this home--let us keep
on this same nursing home-you would send out your auditors, either
send them out or get material in, and then audit and establish the per
diem rate which you would allow this home. Is that correct? You
establish the depreciation base, whatever it may be, at the fair market
value. You do that through what division of your department?

MNfr. BALL. Through the intermediaries, Senator.
Senator WILLIAMS. And do they report to you?
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Mr. BALL. Not necessarily on an individual home-by-home basis,
until the final audit for the year is made and costs are settled. 'Then
a copy of the audit is sent in.

LACK OF LIAISON BETWEEN MEDICARE AND MEI)ICAID AGENCIES

Senator WILLIAMS. How does this formula which you just described
compare with the manner in which the medicare People do it, and
when it goes to medicaid homes?

For example, this same nursing home applies to your department
and Mr. Tierney's department indicating that they want to qualify for
medicare and establish payment rates. Then they go to Dr. Land and
want to find out what rates medicaid will pay and see which one gives
them the best payment. What kind of liaison do you have between
medicare and medicaid .? Do you exchange information between the
agencies automatically? Do you do it on request? Iave there been any
requests for it?

Mr. BALL. I do not believe it would take place automatically, Senator,
at the time the home is l)urchased, except in the situations where the
same intermediary was handling both medicare and medicaid; or
where we share cost reports because medicaid is on a cost basis. An
intermediary-for instance in California-the California Blue Shield
handles both the medicare and the medicaid operation.

Senator WiLLIris. Tle reason that I asked that question is because
I tried to find out the formula under which you establish rates on
these nursing homes which had had their value practically doubled
through this type of sale. I was unable to find any liaison between
Mr. Tierney's office and Dr. Land's. I notice they are both here today
and I think it would be a good idea, at least if they have not been
previously introduced, they be introduced and get acquainted with
each other. I was told there was no liaison whatever between the
agencies. They are both here and I wish they would straighten out
whether they do use and whether they compare the formulas that you
use to establish these payment rates between medicaid and medicare
when you are setting up, and what depreciation schedules one program
would allow and the other would allow. Do they differ ? What do you
do?

Mr. BAL,. Senator, could I make a point on that and turn to them
to complete the response from your earlier question ?

For the clarity of the record, I want to say that in the hospital
area-

Senator WILIAmS. Let us keep it on nursing homes right now.
Then we will go back to hospitals in a moment.

Mr. BALL. I just wanted to emphasize that in the ECF area, the
basis of payment between the two programs is usually quite different.
For hospitals it is the same.

In the ECF area, medicare pays on a cost reimbursement basis. The
usual situation in title XIX, where the State decides what reimburse-
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ment bases it will use, I believe, is based on negotiated fee basis. This
might be their charge or a negotiated rate less than their charge. It is
not really a cost reimbursement at all, so they approach it entirely dif-
ferentl y.

Would that be right, Dr. Land?
Dr. LAND. That is correct.
Senator WILLW s. And come up with an entirely different answer?
Dr. LAND. Yes, sir. The ECF or nursing home in the Sta,, negoti-

ates with a single State agency for their rates. As a rule, these rates
are less than amounts paid under social security extended care facili-
ties. This is a negotiated rate that is not required by statute to be a
cost rate.

Senator Wrrmmrs. The reason I ask this question is because it has
been called to my attention that in certain areas, nursing homes can get
a better deal under medicaid. They almost exclude medicare patients .
In another, they get a better deal under medicare. They will exclude
medicaid patients. It looks a little ridiculous to me that there is not
more liaison between the two agencies. I cannot understand how,
when you figure with somewhat the same formula, how you could
come uip witi the different answers. Mr. Veneman, I would like your
comment.

I wonder if we should not have a reestablishment of liaison between
the agencies at least, on the same nursing home so each agency would
know exactly what the other agencies allow.

Mr. VENEMAN. I think it would be desirable to have the liaison, but
again, it gets back to the point, Senator, where we do have 44 different
programs under title XIX. I think in the State of California, the rate
paid to the nursing home is something like $13.20 per day maximum
charge, which is established by the Department of Finance. It is not
even established legislatively. That is opposed to a title XVIII patient
who is in the same facility. If my understanding is correct, the facility
would be reimbursed for that service on a reasonable cost reimburse-
ment basis, which is a national formula. We have two different ap-
proaches to it.

I think some States pay considerably less on the maximum daily
charge for nursing home care than medicare pays some extended care
facilities.

Senator WIrLL s. I understand that Micigan may pay more
under medicaid than they do under medicare. That is the problem we
run into.

Mr. VENEMANv. There is also, I think, a fee schedule or a maximum
schedule established by the State, if I am correct.

NURSINsG HOMES T ANSPERI {II) AT 1'. .\r E(1 VALUES

Senator W LLIAMS. Mr. Ball was talking earlier about a specific
etse I had in mind where these nursing homes were transferred at
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higher values, I believe, in the name of a company we are interested in.
I understand that you have checked that out. Do you understand
that they are not engaged in medicare, or what was the information
that you had on that I

Maybe Mr. Tierney would like to speak to that.
Mr. BALL. I think Mr. Tierney has the full facts on this.
Mr. TiERNEY. Senator, as we told you in a subsequent letter, that

particular chain and institution have only purchased three homes,
which are participating in the medicare program, within the last 2
weeks. I think they have six others, off the top of my head, which they
are now operating, but which are not participating in the program.
So we have not had as yet a submittal of any kind of a balance sheet
or an asset valuation upon which to make a determination of whether
or not there has been any change in valuations. But up to 2 weeks ago
they were not participating in the medicare program.

Senator WILLIArs. Really on that basis, there would be no reason
why you should proceed to study wha' they should have done beyond
what they have done; is that right?

Mr. TrERNEY. Yes, sir. The ones that are participating institutions
have been purchased within the last week or 2 weeks, so that no new
appraisal sheets, no new balance sheets have been submitted. But we
will certainly be following up on that, Senator.

You see, we have to close out, Senator, the past period with the
prior owners and have a final settlement with them and then set up
a new approach.

Senator WILAMS. That would cover Dr. Land's part as far as
you know, too? I am speaking of the Government as a whole, now,
their interest in this.

Mr. TERNEY. To the extent that these particular institutions may
have been participating in medicare, the same thing will be true, Sen-
ator. We do have andhave had now for some time-we have been
working through Mr. Kelly's agency on the development of a common
cost audit for title XVIII, title XIX and title V programs-a common
cost form and a single audit.

We have also made available to the States at title XVIII expense
all the cost information we have on participating institutions since
February of last year. So those that are operating on a cost basis
under medicaid have that information available to them.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, that points up the problem we are having
Mr. Veneman. I wonder if this does not point up lack of liaison be-
tween the agencies involved, because I was talking to Mr. Tierney and
he has given me an accurate report.

But on the other hand, I would like to show you just what informa-
tion we have here. This is from the company's records. I am quoting
here:

"The company has not. sought nor will it seek to qualify its present
facilities under medicare."
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That is correct. lIe just, mentioned that.
"Except that medicare patients were admitted to the company's--

and I -n't, mention the two homes here-"but the two new facilities
under which they do expect to participate."

So the assumption is we are not. too much interested here, they
-tre pratt ically out,.

But continuing further on another page, we find that it is con-
templated that. 27 of 107 beds in on facility it nientions here and 4' to
72 beds another facility, both under construction, will be set aIsile
for medicare patients .

The continiinr further, this is tile signific ant point:
"For the fiscaF year ended September 30, 1968, apiroxiniatelY 1-5

percent of, tih comnl'tyns availal)le beds"--thit is, all te nursing
homes it has now--"ava liable beds have been utilized by patients who
have been financially independent, private patients and the remainder
have been utilized by patients under medicare or a program for which
payment . is made by the State."

In other words, 85 percent of their operations is medicaid, yet we
are brushed off that this is an insignificant point. That is what I ani
talking about, the liaison. I was asking about this as a whole.

N'UISITN( 1103M~,' VA.\I"I',I'I ON AND 3[.I(.IF C ID CO STiS,

Now, I would like to review just, a little bit, of what bothers me
about this particular transaction. These five nursing homes were put
together in a newly created package, and reading aoain from tihe
Securities and Exclange record, the book value of tie property trans-
ferred by this doctor to the company was $305,673. That is his net
book value equity in these homes as of September 30, 1968. As a result
of his sale of 90,000 shares of stock pursuant to the offer, he will have
recovered the book value of his assets transferred to tie company,
realized a profitt of approximately $458,000, and will still retain 630,000
shares, or 70 percent of the stock which, under this new setul), has
a valuation of $1,322,000. Now, that is not bad for a $350,000 invest-
ment. What I have been trying to find out is how do you set up the
new cost factors on that? Throughout this whole problem 85 percent
of this was medicaid, and still planned to be medicaid.

Mr. VF,.ENMAN. Senator, I think the key-
Senator WrLmA-s. That is the case which I asked them to follow

through.
Now, I did not talk to Dr. Land on this matter, but I did talk to

Mr. Ball in his office, and I thought we would get a report from
both of them.

Mr. VENEMAN. Senator, I think we have to draw a distinction be-
tween the medicaid and the medicare programs. I would assume that
at this stage, again the title XIX would be on a negotiated rate where
a maximum could be paid, so it would not make any difference if
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'oU were to m'each ihat maximum whether lie had a $100,000 nursing
lome or a million dollar nursing home. It, does make a difference under

title XVII, where you reimburse the depreciation and reiml)urse
the cost. But, if 85 percent of the patients were title XIX patients,
he would not gain much by having a high-priced home under title
XIX.

Let. me say again I do agree that there has to be closer liaison. As
vo0 Will recall fi'ot my ttstiliioiiy this morning, we are suggesting
that. soimw of tilo social security )eol)le coolterale with hle medical
serv ices l)eople in trying to establish this.

$7.51000 ANNUAL SALARY F(OR A NING 11,11OME A).MINISTRAT(ii

Seni:ito' A\Ili,l.\ls..\ tie .:iiiie time, this i):ient organizations was
ttl', ted ,I takin- over t his $8O5.Ol) equity 'or this one individiju:!, at
I ihe sa:lli I illie, t ley elltervl intoa ('(lit Pact with the leld doctor of this
opev:i tion (i Seliiemlr 26. I (8, where he I s a 5-\-ear employment
c.,lltract witli the tiNw ('(colaty, taking (over these fi"e unrsi ug 1 i oines,
at ,())0() a year for t lir Iist 2 yeN rs and $85,(00 a year tol the next

e vears. To what extent will that be included ill the c(st factor '? Ile is
o', i,"o be the a(lmiist ator of these homes.
T'w1 :1 .extel will tatie allowed, Ilvawu.e tl at is very close to

S1(00) iii 5 ye i'. salary on a $:l05,000 in\vestinent. lie a treadv has
S1"P,(( pIilrlit, He al ul-va'iI 7(1 'To rve't of the slo(.k left. NoW he
i: a -*vea' ('01ll act. All( by the way, his wife also signed a 5-year
,'ot t:t fro $15.00() a ve:i'r ill llis ame out fit.

N,,w, I ii \V('ul ,4'iui. wltT'e assumptinl is that this is !oi)u to be
l(1stlv 11edia("id and lile(li'are (p'lieratiotis. 'resuial)ly, they are tii(r -

iIcr ,il Ieo')vctiiig etll.igl itl paylnveits to Itiake t his a *l)irtttalbhv invest-
liltli. Olltvnwise, .soniel0ody is stick that is thw liew investors.
Now, are we 'pit"g to absorb all of that ill Iatietnt cl sts? I (o not say

1 1i; cu'iIicalIlv. I want, to eipliasize that yoli have Ibeen most coopwa.-
tive ill hell)ilig develop this. I (to not think I would have developed
1a1ta11v of tlle.e matters wh iclh I ant asking a!)oni. today with ut youcool) 'e a I ionl.

But tile point is, to what extent are we as a Goverinent, in operating
ilevdica id and 1 (iiedicare-- Ini 1 am looking on this as a governental
whole-- to what extent nre we as the Government or the tlaxlayers of
A1uier'ic(a, paying ai wage tax, health insurance tax or incolme taxes,
]win,., asked o uderw'ite lie iyi'raiiding of valuation suel as I
la'e just. outlined? I have ally l1iuhe+' of cases here like that.

Mr . VE-NEAN E . I would like to look into this Specitic case. to deter-
minte just what portion of that $75,000 administration fee would I)e
reiillll-ed uider Illedicare. The medicare statute calls for reimburse-
ment of reasonable costs. I would consider that a little bit itiireasoniable.

Mr. B,1,,,. Nothing nearly that high in the salary of an ECF ad-
miniistrat or would he recognized, Senator, as a legitiniate pait of the
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cost. Under our rules a salary for a manager actually operating an
ECF would be established at the going rate le would pay if lie had
to go out and hire such a person. That is all that would be included for
the manager of an ECF as the medicare portion. As the Senator said,
for the medicaid portion, it is a matter of negotiating of the rate for
the care, and this type of thing is not too relevant.

Senator WILLTAMS. Iow much of that salary would you allow in
this particular case?

Mr. BALL. I just do not know.
Mr. VENEMIAN. I think we would have to check that one out.
Senator WILLIAIUS. I think this has been checked out.
Mr. BALL. Since there are not any homes that were participating

until 2 weeks ago, the issue had not arisen.
Mr. TIEmNEY. We do not have it yet, Senator, but what will be al-

lowed will be the going rate for the administrator of that size organi-
zation, either on an arms-length negotiation with the proprietor or the
nonprofit institution in the area.

Senator WVILTIAMS. Eighty percent of the home is medicaid now. To
what extent is any of that even in the back of their minds when they
negotiate?

Mr. VENE3 fA W. Senator, what State is it in ?
Senator VILLIA3S. It covers about four States.
Mr. VENMAN. Well, give me one of the States, and I think we can

clear this up, any one.
S-nator VILLIAMS. Massachusett., New York, Wisconsin, Missouri.

Florida.
RATES FOR HOSPITALS AND NURSING 10IE CARE

Mr. XENEMAN. Massachusetts, under title 19, for rates paid for
nursing home care by the State medicare program, would range from
$9 to $15 a day.

I would assume from that that $15 is the maximum ?
Dr. LAND. Maximum.
Mr. TENEMAN. So in no case could they be. reimbursed under the

title 19 program for more than $15 a day. If they are going to pay
$75,000 for an administrator and pay $1 million for a facility, they
had better have some other source of income.

Senator WrLLIAMS. I was wrong. Most of these are in Massachu-
setts.

Mr. VENEMAN. The maximum there would be $15 a day tinder title
19, according to figures that are available here from Dr. Land.

Senator WILLIAmS. Do you automatically allow the maximum?
M r. VENEMAN. No; it is not allowed automatically.
Senator WILLIAMS. In establishing the maximum, the point is that

the expenses would be taken as a part of the factor, determining
whether they would be $12 or $15, would they not?

Mr. VENEMAN. Yes; they would be. The'level of care that is pro-
vided, the amount of staffing that is available, the type of facility that
it is, whether it is a convalescent hospital type, nursing home type or
an extended care facility, all of these would be considered in deter-
mining whether or not they were going to get somewhere between the
$9 and the $15.
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Senator WiLmums. And to a large extent, the carrier that is han-
dling that is the one that would have a lot to do with establishing the
rates-

Mr. VENEMAN. I do not think the carrier does that. I am not sure
about Massachusetts, but in California in the title 19 program this
rate for a facility is established by the health care services adminis-
trator.

Senator WiLLIAms. That is on medicare and medicaid?
Mr. KELLY. The State of Massachusetts has a board that is respon-

sible for establishing all of the rates for both hospitals and nursing
homes.

Senator WILLAis. That is on medicare and medicaid?
Mr. KELLY. Actually, it-goes beyond that. They establish the rate

for all hospital use in the State.
Senator WILLIAM. To what extent, and what authority would a

carrier have if they wished to be liberal or a little tight? Do they not
have something to say about this at all?

Mr. VENETIAN. No; I do not think the carrier has that authority,
Senator. I think under certain contracts-

Senator WLnLIAMS. I meant allowing the doctors' fees and the
various charges that could be made?

Mr. VENEtiAN. The contract that the intermediary usually signs
with either the Federal Government and/or the State, whatever the
case may be includes the responsibility for assuring that the claim that
has been submitted and for which he is making payment is reasonable.

Senator WLLIA-IS. Mr. Ball, you are familiar with the case I am
talking about, are you not?

Mr. BALL. Yes.
Senator WILLIAM~S. And Mr. Tierney is, too.
If I recall correctly, there is a little problem of possible conflict of

interest here, where one of the representatives of the carrier was also
a stockholder in this company or a director.

Was that correct, and if so, was it proper?
Mr. TIERNEY. Senator Williams, when this company first put out

its prospectus and its bulletin with the statement that they did not
intend to get into the medicare field, it did carry the name as one of
the directors of the company, a man who works for an intermediary of
the title 18 program. We immediately called to his attention the'im-
propriety of any such role, and he immediately resigned from the
position. But you are right, he was named as one of the directors.

Senator WILLIAMS. Slight correction in that. The prospectus spe-
cifically stated that they did intend to get into medicare on their new
facilities.

Mr. TIERNEY. As they are constructed in the future; yes, you are
right..

Senator WILLIAMS. You did consider that that was a conflict of
interest. What, was done about it?

Mr. TIERNEY. He resigned.
Mr. BALL. We called it to his attention and he resigned.
Senator WILLIAMs. That is all that happens? That takes care of

that case, does it? If you are caught with a conflict of interest and
he resigns, that clears it?
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.Mr. TIEINxEY. Well, there had not been any actual conflict to date,
but it certainly would have been an improper role for future opera-
tion, Senator.'Ale did not take any further action. here had been
no money transactions.

I quite agree with you that it would be totally inapl)ropriate for a
representative of an' intermediary to be sitting on the board of a
provider wholm he is representing. I just cold not see letting that
happen.

NURSINO HOME SALES

Senator 1tiI.vL\rs. That is the point. I wish, Mr. Ball, that you
would take this particular report and case just a little further and
also check it out with Dr. Land's office as to possible rates and so
fi)r( i, I)ecalse this is just one examhl)le. There are any hInhl)er of I tell,
and I am not, exaggerating on that. As you know, we discussed a
whole series of these sales under similar circumstances when) we were
in Baltimore sometime lack, where these prices have be,n inflated
siiLst antiallv. It is a matter of public record in tile stock markett:.

Tile quest ion is, I want to kow and I want to establish very clearly
wht ler or not this return oi the capital, which is approximately S
to 9 I percent DOw, is going to be 8 to 9 1)eIrcent on the inflated value,
the new value that is being established as they transfer this property.
or vhetler on t he old construction cost? lias it been depreiated
down ? Because it makes a big dillerence in the rates of paymienit we
are goingg to allow, either under medicaid or medicare.

Yr. BALL. Senator, we would be very gla( to take tlIat pa t iula r
ca.t: and supply the rates insofar as wve can by working with title
19-as well as title 18-advise you of what is 'happening there and
give you a complete story.
.Ns a general answer to what medicare would (1o in that kind of a

situations, Senator-it would ask for an apprasal of the fair market
value of the de)reciable assets, not what it had sold for, and then it
would pay this roughly 8- to 9-p)ercent reimbursement on the net
equity that the individual al had. If he borrowed money, of course, to
pay the purchase price, he would not get a return on that. It is the
equity in it, and a lot of this buildup, as you know, is in borrowed
money rather than actual equity money.

Senator W uLImis. I understand the formula. I understand it
exactly. But the question that is in mly mind and the question I want
answered at some point is what was recognized as the net equity
upon which you are going to compute the 8- to 9-percent return. Now,
at some peoit-and I understand your general formula-I want for
a specific case exactly what in dollars, if it stayed around $300,000-
5. 7, or 8-I want to know the rate in dollars, exactly. Because I am
one Of those thick-headed individuals that can understand figures better
than I can theorize.

Mr. B.mLi. I will be happy to do that, Senator. As Mr. Tierney says,
this operation has not vet had medicare patients.

Senator WrLLTAimS. The operation did have some medicaid patients
at th(, time, as I recall. They were 85 percent medicaid, and so 85 per-
.ent of their income is directly or indirectly from the Federal Govern-
ment., including whatever may be the portion paid by the State. It is
public money.
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Mr. BALL. Let us furnish that to you.
Mr. VENEMAN. Senator, we will also have Dr. Land submit to you

and to the committee the amount of payment that has been made to this
facility through the title 19 program.

Senator WILLIAMS. I would appreciate that.
(The information referred to was supplied to Senator Williams.)
One other thing. I agree fully that with what was mentioned this

morning, that the overwhelming percentage, whether it be doctors,
nurses, nursing homes, or whatever, are trying to do a good job. I am
not trying to make a blanket indictment out of this. We understand
that. but nonetheless, we are trying to point up specific examples
where they went. wrong because it is the only way we are going to keep
the programs operating soundly.

POSSIBLE OVER-UTILIZATION OF PHYSICAL TII1APY

Another thing occurred to me with respect to payment allowances of
these intermediaries. This case happens to be the same intermediary
involved in the other case--I am referring to another one now-but the
same intermediary, which seems to be very lenient in allowing costs.

I am particularly concerned about the allowances for physical ther-
apy and occupational therapy. Would you comment on that in general
terms? Has that been a problem to you at any time?

Mr. BLL. Yes, it has, Senator; we have made several studies just
recently of several extended care facilities where we feel that over-
utilization of physical therapy has taken place to a very considerable
degree, and we are very much concerned in that area. ']his has been
called to the attention of the carriers involved very strongly, and I
believe everyone is now alert to this particular problem. But you are
absolutely eight. It is an area of potential abuse in that the medical
necessities of physical therapy may be problematical in many cases.
The older person may feel somewhat relieved by having it, regardless
of the medical necessity, and it is a very hard decision to make. But we
have found quite a few instances, we believe, where services provided
by nursing homes really vent beyond the bounds.

Senator VILLIAMS. Well, I am referring to one of your own reports
dated March 24, 1969. It involves nursing homes in the New England
4'ea.

Mr. BALL. Those are the reports I was thinking of, Senator.
Senator W AlJA'.S. Yes. I just cite some of the examples here of

what we have.
In this particular nursing home, they had 81 patients. According to

this report, they examined the homes operations over a 20-day period.
Tie billings covered 81 patients, who received 2,309 billable treat-
ments at $9 each for a total of $20;781. That was physical therapy.
Now, that meant that a daily average of 136 units of therapy were ren-
dered every day, except Sunday. That is a pretty high average, is it
not.?

Was that not overcharging a little bit? They were charging $9 for
each service.

Mr. B.%1L. I completely agree with you and this whole matter of
physical therapy with that particular'carrier was a matter of very

32-108-69---D
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extended discussion. I am confident that the carrier agrees with us that
they did not do a good job in that area.

Senator WILLIAMS. Here is another example where 68 patients were
evaluated in one day and a separate charge was made for each them ist
involved in the evaluation with a total of 218 visits for this one (lay.
In addition, there were 142 units of therapy given that same day for a
grand total of 3,216 billings, or 3,260 billings for one day. That is an
average of a little over $60 a day per medicare patient for physical
therapy.

Mr. BALL. Yes, sir; Senator, and in those reports that we furnished
you on that, we came to exactly the same conclusions and related to
that first home that you mentioned, not only has all this been discussed
with the carrier, but payments have been stopped to that home.

Senator WILIAAis. All payments have been stopped to the home?
[r. BALL. Yes, all payments have been stopped to that home.

Senator WILLAAs. How about to the othf~r homes with which this
group were affiliated? How much did you collect back? I noticed some
of these l)atients got therapy on the day they entered the nursing home.
They got physical therapy then and those who died during the inter"l
got it. on the day that they (died.

Now, I wonder if they got it before or after? Seriously, though, did
you collect any money back on this or-

Mr. BALL. Yes; collections have started on that particular home that
you have In mind. There is $150.000 that we will be recouping.

Senator WrLIA\s. $150,000? How much had you paid them in 1
year?

Mr. BALI. Total ?
Senator IVILsMS. Total.
Mr. BALL. I would have to look that up, Senator.
Senator WLmAMS. Maybe I can help yu.
Mr. BALL. That particular figure is not in this report. I would have

to-
Senator WILLIAMS. Yes, I am reading from the same report. You

sent me a copy of it. In 1968, one year alone, in this one nursing home
there were 41,387 visits by therapists of all types at $9 a visit, and
they received a grand total of $372,483. That is broken down as
follows:

Physical therapy, 12,026 visits for $108,234.
Occupational therapy, 15,432 visits for $138,188.
Speech therapy, 415 visits for $30,735.
Social services, 6,129 visits for $55,161, and then there were 385 visits

for $49,465 for a total of $372,483, and this is just one year.
Now, how much do you say you are going to collect back or have

collected?
Mr. BALL. It is over $150,000 that we are going to recoup.
Senator WMLIAMS. And how much has been paid of that and what

are your terms of pL yment? I mean, is it a promissory note for some
future time, or how is it paid back?

Mr. BALL. We are holding up Medicare payments to them, Sena-
tor, payments that they have coming to them until this amount is
recouped.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, they still have Medicare patients and you
are just going to deduct that from their next payments?
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Mr. BALL. No, not solely that. I believe also we will be seeking
recovery at the same time.

Senator WILLIAMS. I understand that you are still handling
patients under the medicare programs in these nursing homes?

Mr. BALL. Yes, sir. It has been-
Senator WILLIAMS. They are still qualified?
Mr. BALL. It has not been decertified.
Senator WILLIAMrS. It has not been decertified?
Mr. BAL.. They are not receiving any payments.

Senator WILLIAMS. They are still qualified and it has not been
decertified.

Mr. BALL. Yes, but they are not getting any payments.
Senator 'WILLIAMS. Until they pay part of this back?
Mr. BALL. Yes, sir; that is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. And then you will go on as usual
Mr. BALL. Well, not as usual, Senator. If you mean by "usual"

what they did in the past, I can assure you that that particular car-
rier is now very alert to this problem in this home and they will not
continue in that way at all. These surveys that we made of these
areas I think are extremely valuable and we get results from them.

Senator WILLIAMS. When did you start collection proceedings
against this nursing home?

Mr. BALL. Immediately after the visit I spoke of, and that was the
latter part of March.

Senator WILLIAMS. Just this year?
Mr. BALL. Yes, March the 24th I think was the visit date.
Senator WILLIAMS. There was an example here. Your man was in

there and here is the note he made, "We saw about 20 people lined in
the corridor receiving physical therapy. There was only one therapist
p resent and people were moving their arms from one side of their
bodies to another. All of the individuals were in wheel chairs and were
billed $9 apiece for that service."

Now, would that-how would you classify that?
Mr. BALL. As outrageous.
Senator WILLIAMS. Outrageous. So outrageous that we are going

to smack them on the hand but we are still going to continue to let
them stay in the program?

LEGISLATION NEEDED TO EXCLUDE BAD PERFORMERS UNDER
THE PROGRAM

Mr. BALL. Well, Senator, one of our proposals is for more authority
to exclude from the program physicians and providers of service who
have developed a record of bad performance under the program. At
the present time if that home meets the standards that are in the
law and provides the covered services and keeps proper records there
is not as firm a basis for termination of future payments as we would
like.

Senator WILLIAMS. You do not have any authority? Do you want
additional authority, and if so, will you send us the legislation you
need, so that you can cut off service from a home that has a record
such as this?

Mr. VENEMAN. Yes, sir.
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Mr. BALL. Yes, sir, we will certainly do that, and we want it to
apply generally to providers and include those physicians that have
proven consistently to have acted under the program in a way that
constitutes an abuse.

Senator WILLIAmS. Do I understand that there is not a single rec-
ord where you have ever stopped a single home from participating in
the program as a result of abuses?

Mr. BALL. We have stopped many homes, Senator, but not on the
basis of the sort of thing that you and I are talking about. This is a
different matter. We have clear authority to remove homes when it
is a question of the health and safety of the patients or other condi-
tions of participation and the chairman was referring to a case that
we had told him about earlier of a Florida hospital where after a
long hearing we terminated that hospital from participation under
the progTam because of the way they were operating the hospital.

We have authority for that. But on the question that if a home were
meeting the standards of quality and the other provisions in the law,
I do not beb 3ve we presently have clear authority to bar them from
future participation solely on the grounds of previous abuse of the
program. But, we would like that authority.

PHYSICAL THERAPY

Senator WiLLIAMS. Now, take the case of one of these elderly pa-
tients receiving physical therapy the same day he died? Do you think
that is reasonable service for them? I mean, if they did reoeive it. Do
you not think it was injurious to the patient?

Mr. BALL. Well, I do not know whether I can make that generaliza-
tion or not. Dr. Land here is the doctor, but I suppose someone could
die of a heart attack on a particular day, and yet it ,,as reasonable to
have had physical therapy. I (d0 not think

Senator WILLIA-mS. That is correct, but every one of those who
died got physical therapy the day he died.

Mfr. BALL. Senator, you know, T am in complete agreement with you.
Senator WILLIA3S. ! am just quoting from your report.
Mr. BALL. I know, it is our report, and let me agree with you, it

is a terrible situation, and it is not to be condoned at all.
Senator WILLIA-xrS. But it is being condoned. They are still

operating.
Mr. BALL. They are not providing the therapies they did, and they

are not receiving any money. They are not doing those things.
Senator WILLIAms. There is no physical therapy or occupational

therapy being allowed in this nursing home now?
Mr. BALL. Oh, I am sure there is some, but we have issued very

strict instituctions in the whole physical therapy area. Now, Senator,
and particularly we discussed this area.

Senator WILLAMS. Well, I appreciate the fact that you are well
informed in this particular case because you know what we are talking
about. Now, how many instances of physical therapy did they provide
in the last 30 davs?

Mr. BALL. Mr. Wolkstein informs me that there were very, very
few in the last 30 days.

Senator 1V1umLits. Well, what is very, very few ?
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Mr. WOLKSTEIN. The situation that you are describing, Senator,
was a situation in which an organization was providing physical ther-
apy to two nursing homes in this area. This organization that provided
that physical therapy is now out of business. The arrangement of iat
organization with the nursing home ended.
Tie organization took on its own physical therapy service subse-

quently, provided what seemed to be a questionable amount, the pay-
ment was stopped to that home-it wa losing money on it, so it fired
essentially all of the physical therapists that were on tl;e staff. It has
a very, very small staff now providing the service. It cannot provide
much service with the staff available; therefore, the ar iount of money
that must be flowing at the moment must be vry small for this kind of
service.

Senator WILlAMS. What would you say, about a tenth of it or
just-

Mr. WOLKSEIN. With one physical therapist on duty, which might
be in the order, the order of the situation there, you might be payin!.-
in the course of a year about $10,000 for physical therapy in the whoie
institution.

Senator WIL.LIAx3S. For the whole year?
Well, now, where we are still allowing those to continue in the

Medicare area, do you think the patients are now getting proper and
adequate treatment? I mean I am not questioning you, but do you
think they are properly taking care of the patients now or do you think
patients are suffering under this new arrangement?

Mr. 1VOLKSTEIN. Senator, the arrangements for determining what
service , patient requires is that the doctor is asked to make out a form
saying what services his patient requires. A form covering this infor-
mation has been developed for review by the carrier. The carrier now
has a very careful screening operation. It hired a physiatrist to develop
rules, ana apparently the service they have available is adequate, and
as far as we can determine, no overpayment is being made.

Senator WXILLIA-is. That is the point. I wasn't questioning it. I
understand the rule, but you think that this $10,000 or $15,000 what-
ever it may be now on an annual basis is properly and adequately
taking care of patients?

Mr. -OLKSTEIN. Apparently.

Senator WILLIAMS. Yes. Well, that means, we will say $15,000, make
it $20,000 even. That allowance means we will overpay them $350,000
for the year before, because you paid them $372,482 12 months earlier.
Your $10,000 or $15,000 or $20,000 would take care of them adequately
now, and I accept your word for it, then that means that we paid at
least $350,000 too much the year before.

If they were paid $350,000 too much the year before-and in many
of those cases, as you know from your own report, it could not even
be documented that patients had ever received physical therapy, there
is no record of that-I am wondering why you settle a $350,000 claim
for $150,000, smacked them on the hand and said "Go sit in the corner
and keep right on calling."

Mr. WOLKSTEIN. Senator, perhaps I should-
Senator WILLIAMS. I would like Mr. Ball to answer that, because

I think this is his.
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Do you not think that was a very lenient settlement under the
circumstances?

Mr. B,%m,. Senator, I do not think we are in at position really to say
here that everything above $15,000 for physical therapy in Ihat piar-
ticular home is unwarranted and wasteful. What we directedd be (1o1e
was a review of each one of these bills for cases in the past, and it was
arrived at that $150,000 worth was certainly not documented as o1e
that should have been paid. Now, 1 would not wait to say that a
stair of one physical therapist can give cornplotely adequate service.
I do not think we tire in a position to assess that.

Senator WILIAMs. Vell, 1 at not assessing it.. I am just acep1.tilng
your tilnofficial statement that they ale being properly taken care of
now, find I assume that they are. iii'ely you would not. continue theimi
if they were not, and if you can take care of theil lropelrly today with
$15,000 or $20,00( 11 an1 ,st winding it tlp.

Mr. BIJ. Senator, t here is room ill the requirements to allow di 'er-
eot levels of physical therapy services here. We (t not say ihat we
would not have it nursing home il the program if it did iot. have the
optilmliim lvel of physical t.herap~y services. We could not do that.

CON NEC-ICLrr SURVEY

Senator Wi,.mi:vms. Mr. Chairman, I (1o not want, to take up the
whole time on this now, but I would like to discuss this physical ther-
aPy a little bit more and I will go over to another of the reports,
a survey made in Connectiut between March 24 and March 28. You
are familiar with that, Mr. Ball? I noticed that ill siiiiiiulary you
referred to the inltermediary in this language: "The tich( ollice process
is totally inef'ect ive, and the teais impression is that this is the result
of failuro of the home office to furnish the field office vith the proper
personnel an(d equipment to do the job."

But, continuing on, in tie same report Traveler's was--I mean the
same intermediary was handling the-I will not liimake ally correct ions,
but the Same Compily was hndliig. was supervising the same cases,
paying them right alo1g, find I will go over to another iursing hone.
lere is one patient, patient No. 0tl--0:309-l91. Now, I (to not know

where you get tite nm)er; lie was charged for 20 speech therapy, ses-
sions fit $15 apiece, but the medical record revealed only six sessions.
That was one 1nursing 1me and you continue oil down a1d here is an-
olher nursing lh)um with it womei pat ient who at the tinie of admission
was listed as "ildel)endelt with respect to locontot io ald was walking
in the hallway 2 (ays after admission. However, the program paid for
100 days of service am fees iclmlig pliysical therapy for each day,
whether or not she received it."

Now, what happened to those two nursing homes?
I notice that the auditors talked with tNe representative from the

intermediary and said they had the impression that he was not overly
concerned about the finding of your auditors.

Mr. BALL. Senator, as we have done in the area of physicians and
hospitals, I think I should make quito clear for the record that the
particular carrier that we are talking about here does have a very
bad record in relation to this particuthlr operation, find that is what
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our re)orts show, and there is no question about it, but I would not
want t ie record to cast a reflection on carriers generally.

Senator WuIL,\:us. No, no, I do not want to either. 1 am not either,
and it may be just as well that we (to not.

Mr. BALL. I believe this particular company has now hired a physia-
trist, a physician who specializes in this area and they now have cor-
rected, I believe, this problem of guidelines from the central to the
field office and are operating this now in a tight manner.

Now, I would have to get for the record what actually happened
in each one of these homes. I just do not have that in iuly hand.

Senator WILLIAMS. By the way, this is the same conipany that Ias
notified you, under date of June 20 that it would take 9 weeks for
then to get a list of the payments to doctors and so forth. Have you
had muchi cooperation from them?

Mr. BALL. Mr. Tiernev has been in direct contact with them on tie
matter of cooperation aiid I think, Senator, it would l)e most useful
if he could answer that.

Mr. TIEAINE. Senator, I met with the president and top manage-
inent of this company. It is a very large company, and after these

visits they admitted quito freely tiat thmey had not done a good job,
that they had regarded medicare as a kind of a sideline operation.
They gave us a full l)iedge of total devotion of their best mnanagemient
technique to the operation of the prograin from now on and they
have done some very significant and I think very meaningful things
since Nye laid all of these facts out to them. I think there is still a very
basic problem as to whether or not they can quickly enough develop
the capacity to really do as large a job as they htve undertaken in
the country, both as a carrier and as an interniediary. We are watching
it very clo sely. We have not prepared a recommendation as yet, but I
can tell you that the whole scene has changed very dramatically.

Senator WILIaMis. I should think it was about time it changed.
Now, Mr. Tierney, when did you first approach the carrier and tell

them that their work was not satisfactory?
Mr. TIi- Ni.E. We have had more or less continuing dialog with them

in some areas, claims processing, getting bills through the process on
time. It was not mtil we started these plrogramn validation visits and
got into the provider establishments, Senator, that we found out that
the record was as bad as it is.

Senator WILLIAMS. That. was around March of this year?
Mr. Tn,,rNEY. On physical therapy and in the ECF, and this sort of

thing, yes.

LIV rLE CONCERN OVER THE MANNER IN WHICH CARRIERS OPERATE

Senator WLLAMts. Is it not a fact, and I am not trying to take
any credit for the committee and its work, but is it not a filet that there

very little if any concern or examination made about the manner
in which these carriers were operating until the last few months, and
if I ail in error on that, I will renew the request I presented to you
earlier. to show the record of where you have done something before?
I ain disappointed in the fact that if we hadn't gotten into this I do
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not believe that yot, would have done anything, Mr. Tierney. I just
wondered, would you have found this, would your auditors ha've been
in there? I asked at a staff meeting with your group for a record of
all audits that may have been made-a blanket request.--. lid every
audit report is dated in 1969, and I an just wondering.

What I referred to, these payments of three hundred and some
thousands for physicall therapy, four and live visits to an individual a
day, occurred all throughout 1968, and it was not discovered until
after we put at broad questionnaire o, ut. on t hese. programs., . I am .uit.
wondering, surely there ought to have been something (lone somewhere
earlier.

Do you not have any records from 1967, part of 196" where N'oi
exaliled this programin? Was there not altlinff called to v-our
attention 'which gave you concern prior to the initiation of tilts
committee's act ivities?

Mr. TWFRNEY. Yes. WO have I)ean carrying on this activity for
somnetiliie, Senmtor, and f am sire w wnldo 1l:ive uncovered this par-
ticular situation without the impetus of your interest. T think it is
only fair to say this, Senator, that there lhas been an evolution of the
program in I suppose you could say three stages.

During the very original operation of the p)rogIram, tie whole thrust
was in establishing forms, establishing mechanisms, and getting the
whole thing operating.

Thero was a. second stage of perfecting that mechanism. T am sure
you will recall and many members of the committee may recall that 2
years ago a major problem was backlogs of bills pleadingo for payment.
IVe have perfected and streanilined those things and in the last year
we have intensified our efforts a great (leal, and 1 think Mr. Ball in
his attachments to the testimony has listed tie very significant steps
we have now taken to assure the quality of the operation of the pro-
grain. This we intend to continue to do.

Now, the audit situation, Senator, has been, as Mr. Kelly said this
morning, slow, but we have a great number of audited cost reports on
hand.

We now have the equipment to go out, and make assessments as to
what. is going on, to determine what is behind these costs, and we are
doing it.

Senator WrLLTArs. To your knowledge, have you or anyone con-
nected with the department ever recommended that any carrier be
dropped from the program?

Mf r. TIERN.y. We have, in effect, on a number of occasions not fully
renewed carriers. We have some carriers now whose contracts are not
fully renewed. They have been renewed conditionally, subject to termi-
nation upon a 90-day notice or contract limited to 6 months. We are
going to continue that evaluation.

Senator WILLtAMS. Will you furnish this committee a record of the
ones that have been dropped"?

Mr. TIxmE rY. Of the ones dropped I
Senator WILMAMS. Yes.
Mr. TiERNmY. Yes, sir.
(Information supplied follows:)
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MEDICARE CARitIEi CON'RACTs TERlINATET) Ofl OI) iFiEIi

The only Part B carrier contract that was terminated was the one with the
State of Nebraska )emartnet of Public Welfare. This action was taken through
mutual agreement although lion was inliated by SSA Ie'.au e of imadeqiuate
juerforinatice. In dditlo. t, we have slice the start of Ihe program renewed con-
tracts with carriers for ignited Periods or with short termination provisions to
tvst whet her needed imwovements would 1e iiuade. Cot rac s wit N likssitchusttts

Medical Service (1/S), New lhamlpshire-Vermont Physh'ia Service (11/),
Illinois Medical Scrvice (11/S), Medical Service of ID.C. 11/S). aid Blue Shield
(if Flonida, Inc., were renewed for a six rt lii period with further renewal con-
tingent uipon marked Impj rovent iln their Medic*are claiiis processing perfora-
tmace and the effc(tuation of sluecille changes Identified by SSA which were con-
sidered essential to their achieving a level of acceptable pirforimance, li addition,
the contract with Illinois Medical Service (B/S), was modified to provide that
tile contract could be terminated unilaterally by the Secretary at any time upon
IN) days written notice of his Intention to do so. The agreement with ('alifornia
Physicians' Service (1B/S) was continue with the, condition that the territorial
Jurisdiction of the carrier's operation could be modified if a satisfactory level of
performance was not achieved by January 1, 1970.

Agreements with other carriers have, from time to time, been renewed with
the warning in writing that no further renewal would be made unless siw'citfc
areas of their performance, ilentlled by SSA as being unsatisfactory. were
brought up to acceptable levels. Such letters have been sent to the following
carriers: Blue Cross-Blue Shield of Alabama, Iowa Medical Service (B/S),
Michigan Medical Service (B/S), Blue Shield of Western New York, Tie., Blue
Shield of South Carolina, Group Medical and Surgical Service (Texas I/S),
John Hancock Mutual life Insurance Company, Pan-American Life Insurance
Company, Rhode Island Medical Society Physicians Service (B/S), Colorado
Medical service, Inc. (B/S), and Maryland Medical Service, Inc. (1/8).

Senator WILLAMs. Has there been any recomnmhendation with re-
gard to the partivular carrier involved heie ? llas that been discussed?

Mr. Til-1NEY. Recoiniending termination?
Senator WILIAMS. Yes.
Mr. 'l'IERn-,EY. There has been no recommendation of termination,

Senator.
Senator WnVa,\ s. This ias not, been advised?
Mr. TIFI m.. No, sir, it. has not.

IDENTIFICATION OF DO(rOIts

The CHlA1hI.N. Might I just ask a question at this point? I have
been wanting to ask about this since it came up this morning, and
Senlator Byrd was asking so1e questions on it, and it had to do with
reporting payments under assignment and whether that might cause
fewer assignments.

My question is, Why do you not simply call for reporting of pay-
inents made directly to the )atients, as well? You require him to sub-
mit itemized bills, and we agree on that. That was one of the items in
contest when we passed this particular legislation, that you require him
to submit itemized bills to you before you pay, so you can certainly
have identification of the doctor in both cases, and that way there
would be no discrimination one way or the other.

Why can you not do it that way?
Mr. BALL. That would be very acceptable to us, Mr. Chairman. I

believe you would have to inquire from the Treasury Department to
be sure but I believe that they think they need legislation to go that
far on the indemnity part.
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The CTAIRAMAN. Well, if the man wants to be indemnified, he wants
you to pay his doctor bills, it seems to me that you have every right to
ask him, and I thought you did require him, to submit the bills so you
can pay him.

Mr. BALL. Right.
The CHAIR ,N. All right, then you ought to know who the doctor

was. If he submits the bill, it ouglht to have the doctor's name on it.
If he is going to assign it, why not require the same information where
he does not assign the bill. ftere I have the man's assignment and I
want to pay it, and here is his receipted bill and he was treated by
Dr. Jones.

Mr. BALL. That is really what we originally thought would be 1)est,
if they were going to reqmre. it in one place. tfhey ought to do it in both,
and I believe Treasury had that under consideration, but whether they
could require it without legislation I would have to leave up to them.
As far as we are concerned, fine.

The CIIAIRMrAN. Why not do it in those cases, and if he wants to
pay the doctor directly, fine. We can get it in either event, whether he
assigns it or whether we are paying him directly.

Mr. BALL. We have no objection. n

The CHAIRMAi. Now, if it requires any legislation, Mr. Ball, I
would suggest that you recommend whatever legislation might be
required. You have a legal staff and we have too, and if you think you
need legislation to get thiat information, we will pass it for you.

Mr. IlALL. Mr. Chairman, on that I am sure you recognize that it
is a Treasury issue of whether or not they are going to require an
information return for income tax reporting, and I have to defer to
them on both the need for legislation and what it would be.

I am just saying that from the standpoint of the operation of this
program I certainly would have no objection.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, now, they are going to be here tomorrow,
and if they need that information and they want it, and if you cannot
get it any other way, I know how to get it. You can apply a tax retro-
actively. If we have to do it, we can just tax all of these carriers back
to the day they started medicare and deny them any deduction for any
of these payments unless they tell us who they paid the money to. I
think they will report the information or go'broke, one way or the
other.

There is also a question of securing the names of doctors who re-
ceived large payments which involves several carriers. They seem to
be Blue Siield plans. Some of them have refused to give the names
to you. Is that correct?

Mr. BALL. I really do not know. Is that correct?
Mr. TriN y. You mean the names that you requested, Mr. Chair-

man?
The CHA1rMAN. Well, now, here is a good example. We ask you to

request information of your carriers. Then you send this form out in-
dicating the information we want. Here is question No. 8; "enter
below the physician or supplier's name and address." "If more than
one physician billed medicare under this number, show the name of
all physicians using the number. If the number represents a clinic or a
group practice enter the name and address."
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All right, here is the number 002-50-2521. Now, that is just not a
social security number. That does not identify anything. Here is a
letter, but I will not name the carrier. You may have it and I will
be glad to give it to you. Just to make the point, here is a carrier
response to Mr. Tierney's letter of June 16, 1969, requesting infor-
mation we are seeking.

"We did not respond to question 8 of section A because," and I
underline this, "no authorization exists from those designated persons
to reveal names and addresses. The remainder of the questions are
answered com letely."

Now, no authorization exists? Who is paying?
Mr. TiERNEY. I am not familiar with this reply, Mr. Chairman.

We will certainly get to it. I do not know of any carrier that said they
would not give you-

The CnAIRMAN. Well, here is the letter.
Mr. BALu. I think what we would say, Mr. Chairman, was that we

disagree. with them. We think they should, that we would have
authorizat ion.

The CHAIRMAN. Right.
Senator BF-NN.Er. Do you follow them up and insist?
Mr. BALL. I have not seen it.
The CHAIRMAN. This illustrates the degree of control that you have

over your own carriers, if you cannot find out who they are paying the
money to. They will not even tell you.

Mr. TERNEY. Mr. Chairman, the only time it has ever come to our
attention, one carrier told us that they would not. tell us and we called
them up and we got that straightened out real fast, and we will get
thi., straightened out real fast.

Senator WILLIAMS. This is dated June 26, this last one which said
they were not going to furnish names.

AMr. Ti.R--Y. I beg your pardon?
Mr. BALL. June 26.
The CHAIRMAN. One carrier responding on June 26. That identifies

Rochester, N.Y. "We have not been authorized to release this infor-
mation on question 8."

Mr. TIERNEY. I do not know. Authorized by whom, Mr. Chairman?
But we will get the information.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, if you are paying, I suggest that either you
do not pay them or we tax them, one way or the other. If you are the
one paying, I suggest that you find out who you are paying or else
we just deny the deduction for what they claim they paid that fellow
where they do not want to identify him. It just seems to me that work-
ing together, and mind you, you are the ones paying the money out,
if you cannot get the information we think necessary, we think we can
get it through the tax laws. We believe that if they are working for
you, that you ought to be able to get it. They are your agents, you
hired them.

Mr. BALL. We will get it.
The CHAIRMAN. I am happy to know that because we think that

information would be very useful in improving the program. If I do
say it, Mr. Ball, I think in some respects we will help you with this
program because it is kind of tough for you to have to be the mean
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guy all of the time and try to m'lake these people tell you what thefacts are, and straighten ll) and fly right, id p)it presstire o tl(lim.
Mr. BALL. 1 think you are being very helpful, Mr. Chairman.
senator ANwRSON. Well, I have an article from the Scripps-

Howard papers indicating you wouldn't give me a list of payments
to (lotors.

Mr. BAL,. Senator, we have taken the position that to release
publicly, on a wlholesalo basis, the names of physicianls who i,,st re-
ceived a ce tain anmouit ot nioney ulder th( lp)ozgaii lmlilit (asilv le
niisulderstood as if there were a i asstml imptii that, all that the i udi-
vidual doctors were guilty of some wmongdoi 11g. It, las b)een l1rolit
out. Iere many tinies that a gross l)aylliei, of' a given amolilt itiny or
may not be indicative oi a prol)1lcm' 'ie plhysiciai n ay ]mve mially
em ployees and his act 1a 1 net iw'onie may be relat i vely Iov. Or, l e Itiay
have tihe kinid of a practice that is almost entirely a ldicare practice.
'[he position that we have taken is that whell we have stahillisied tle
fact and moved to prosecute for fraud, obviously, as soonl as tile in-
formation can be released without. damaging i e case, it should get
the widest possible publicity in order to prevent that, kind of action.
We have furnished. the committee information on oil people who have
grossed $25,000 a year or more. bit we have taken the positionl tlat
we would not on our own initiative release that for the newspapers.

Senator AND.DsoN. I have a letter here which reads:
On August 17, 1966. 1 entered iaus Criees Memorial Hospital for a irostite

operation. My doctor was D. L. Dugan. Dr. T. B. Williams had warmed me this
doctor was in the habit of overharging-and hll be'aie angry wit Iin e wihen
I questioned him liabout charges.

lie promised to give tie a local anesthetic when T explained( I was . bje(et
to a number of allergies. Instead lie knocked mnel completely out, which ruined
mny vision and I still stagger from the allergies lie triggered.

I received this letter on Thursday.
Mr. BALL. Could I take a look at'that letter, Senator?
Senator ANDERSON. Sure. I will even let you answer it. We get, all

kinds of letters from these people, and you 'aet tired of writing these
fellows and saying it is being corrected. i-o paid for two prostate
operations and lie never had an operation.

Mr. BALL. I think his request to please investigate the case is a
very valid one and we would like to do it.

Senator ANDEiiSON. Well, that- is all you are trying to do. Many
people have died due to things like this.

,Mr. I3ALL. Senator, we will be very h,,appy to put our investigators
on it.

Senator ANDERSON. Thank you.
The CITATIRMAN. Senator Bennett?

INCREASED COSTS OF MEDICAID

Senator BENNETT. Well gentlemen, I have been looking at this blue
book, and you have one before you, each of you, and the chart on
page 3 intriques me and I think that it represents the heart of the
problem we are talking about.

In the last 2 years the cost for medicaid has increased 57 percent
in 2 years. The number of people served have increased 19 percent,
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which is exact ly one-third as fast, and the population increased 3 per-
cent. So, the cost of medicaid applied against the population increased
1 times in 2 years.

Now, where are ve going to stop? What do you look forward to for
the next 5 years? If you look on page 1, clart No. 1 you will see that
the rate of iniwreae projected to 197() is at an ever-climbing scale.
From 1968 to 1969 the rate was $(0.6 billion and thie rate, projected
fronm 19;9 to 197(0 was $1.2 billion an increase of twice as nuch money
ill this sevonld year.

Do, you have any hop)c that you can level it off or are we going to
illireaso at tiat rat froili Itow ol?

Mr. V.NE:.N. Well, .'-elai-r, I (1o not anticipate that ral)id rate
of increase from now on. I am nt going to be optimistic and say that is
goi ii to level off tot al]v. I ti1k there is going to be a rising cost of
medlical care, but not to that degrc,.

I t hink there ale I Wo or I I lre fatols tlat lhave to be considered here
as we look at this tli11g ovei'all. No. 1, wlteit we initiate title XIX,
fo" one llig we (lid ext end a great many benefit's that were not pre-
viously coWre d to a larger Pegllelt, 01' tile populatiol.

Svevohlllv, I lhillk that a lot of medical lo.it, that previously were
not. seen in any Fe(leral bltdgetary figures are now beginning to appear
in Federal budget ary fi,,,ures. For example, a good many of otr low-
ieome persons, particularly those that were not, on pul)ic assistance,
have hind tleir medikivl ieekl taken care of in facilities that were fi-
nanced by local govermnent. At tile present time these samne persons
("ill go to th:t saute coluity llsl)ital anii( we pay, we match the cost.
They are eligible tinder either group 1 or- group .

As I nlientioned this morning, a great many people in mental
institutions were being conipensated for and cared for as State
patients and these figures were not reflected. So, I think that Ittuch
of this is reflected in tie high increase in cost as it relates to a rela-
tively lower nuttiber of people coining into the program. We are )ay-
ing il Federal dollars a good share of the medical costs now that were
being paid for by State -and local governments previously.

Ihey are all going to get into thie prograni.
Sen'tor lux-m-r. When did the medicaid program start?
Mr. VExlNM AN. The first one began in .January of 1966.
Senator BENNE'l-r. So we have ha-
Mr. VENE-MAN. Eight States, I believe, went in in Janmiary of N(6.
Senator IENNE'rr. We have had 1966, 1967, 1968, and we are half-

way through 1969.
Mr. VE.,NEMAN. Well, I think we have to recognize also, Senator,

that. during these 3 yearC, three an t a half years, additional States have
been coining into the prograti, so tlat is beiun refleeed also as time
goes oil. We have now 44 of the 50 StateI Id sill about a lal f a dozen
of them aro out. Biut, you know, I think tils gia is going to close is
really what, I am saying. You knov, we are )arriciptit lg, and that is
what we--that was the intetit of ti legislation, really, dhat is what
title XIX says, that you maintain your effort, those of you in the State
and local governments, you maintain your effort-, we will match you
and we will lhve a more coml)rehensive health care program for the
low-income and public assistance recipients. Had we not had this
program', we would have still seen rising costs in health care.
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I think that under our public assistance medical care covering some
of our public assistance recipients and under the medical aid to the
aged program also we have seen rising costs, but the proportion of the
Federal dollars has not been as great.

Senator BENNETr. Well, assume that the costs have been rising
in part because it was a new program. How soon will we reach the
point where we can assume that proportion of the population, we can
expect will be served by this particular program will have leveled off?

Mr. VENEXAN. Well, I would say that when all States come in we
will see some leveling off. We will not see a total leveling off until, well,
even 1975 or 1978, it de ends upon whether or not your bill relevant
to section 1903 (e) goes through which extends it for 2 years. We may
see some leveling off if this bill goes through, for the next 2 years, too.

Senator BENNET-. Would you care to hazard a guess as to how
much more increase we will have before we should approach a leveling
off?

Mr. VENEMAN. I would be afraid to hazard a guess, but perhaps
Mr. Kelly would not, or Dr. Land.

Mr. KELLY. Well, I think that what we have already seen, Senator
Bennett, is that States are now exercising a more constrained series of
decisions than they did at the beginning of the program.

The program has been expensive to them, as well as to the Federal
Government and, therefore, they are tending to be more conservative
in the people that they make eligible and the level of services that they
provide. Bit, I think it is very clear that when you reach the objective
of the legislation, and that is that you will provide comprehensive care
by 1975 to people who are medically indigent, that if the States adopt
definitions of medical indigency similar to the definitions that have
been adopted in the two most populous States, New York and Califor-
nia, then the total cost of the program will be substantially greater
than it now is.

Senator BENNFTT. Well, we discovered, of course, when we were
considering recently section 1903(e) that many of those States are
already crying that they cannot maintain their present program and
they are having to cut them back.

Mr. VENEMAN. I think that is true, Senator, but I think I can cite
an example that points out there are two sides to this coin. You know,
we expressed concern, and I think rightfully so, over the estimating
problems that have been made in both title XVIII and title XIX
programs from the time that you were deliberating over the bill until
today.

But, we have a reverse situation actually in California where in
1967 we budgeted about $307 million of State dollars for the program,
which means about a $650 million program. In August of that year the
administration said that the program was running away with itself
and it was going to cost $75 million more. That means that they antic-
ipated in August of 1967 that we would expend about $380 million for
the State's share. We closed out that fiscal year spending $230 million,
so they were $150 million off the other way. So, I simply point out that
estimates can go both ways.

Senator BENNiETrT. Well, I am looking at a report from my own State
of Utah that says that they missed their 1969 costs by $2,400,000. They
were greater by that amount than they had anticipated.
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Mr. VENEMAN. Out of a total program of how much ?
Senator BENNETr. $10 million, 25 percent off. And there is another

interesting comment in the reply, particularly in view of what we have
been talking about. Medicare patients for payment for hospital, nurs-
ing home and doctor bills had affected our programs by the providers
encouraging us to reimburse at the same level.

By the same token, they all accuse medicare of increasing their
costs unnecessarily and, therefore, they have to pass some of this on
to us.

The part A of medicare has relieved the State from covering in-
patient cost to those individuals more than age 65 and our contribu-
tion is $44 deductible.

Under part B the medicare program has set the stage for reim-
bursement on a usual, customary and reasonable basis yet the program
only pays 80 percent of the usual customary and reasonable charge.

This concept has skyrocketed physicians' fees out of proportion, and
doctors are failing to take into consideration the word "reasonable".
It is doubtful that we will ever be able to meet the usual and customary
fee schedule set forth by the medicare program.

Somewhere between medicare and our program there is a level of
reasonableness.

Now, reasonableness then has been used in my State to hike up the
burden on the State, and they do not like it. Well, I am concerned.
It was assumed that the estimates that were presented to us when the
bill was passed have all been greatly exceeded and they are now being
exceeded at an increasingly rapid rate.

I am not sure whether we can continue to fund a program that
increases at the rate of 57 percent every 2 years.

Mr. VENEMAN. We cannot, Senator. Some of the persons in the
Secretary's office held a meeting with our primary health people trying
to look at priorities in the health field, and probably the one greatest
restriction that we have is that we attempt to meet the needs of the
many other programs, that we have to service in the health, edu-
cation, and welfare, and particularly in the health field, is the question
of where is title XIX taking us, because if it continues at the rate that
it has, as has been expressed by the staff, and at the rate that has been
expressed in your own concern, the dollars that are available are not
going to be available for increasing our manpower, for increasing our
neighborhood health centers, for increasing our child health programs,
or for NIH and some of the other programs that also maintain a high
priority.

So, f am Just simply saying that unless collectively we do some-
thing about it, if this rate continues at this projected rate, the present
rate, it is going to supersede any other programs that we have because
we just will not have the resources available to fund the others.

Therefore, I do not think it is going to continue to grow, at the rate
of a 57 percent increase in 2 years. I do not think that will continue,
but I think every kind of control possible has to be placed on it be-
cause we are dealing with only x number of resources and they have
to be distributed properly.

Senator BNNEwrT. I hope you can suggest to the committee maybe
some changes in the law that will hel) bring this under control.
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Mr. VENEMAN. Yes, Senator. We suggested some in my testimony
this morning and I think one of them goes right to the point that
Senator Williams mentioned when he referred to certain practices in
a nursing home, where under title XVIII there is no clear authority to
refuse to permit licensed persons to participate under the statute, I
mean under the program as it presently exists.

You cannot exclude them. That is one of them.
We also suggested that we limit the States and the amount of pay-

ment that we will participate in in institutional care. There are three
or four primary things legislatively that we have recommended, and
we have made several administrative changes and we are open to any
suggestions you can come up with to go forward.

Senator BEN.NE'Pr. I think the committee will probably have some
for you as a result of this investigation.

Tf iank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Byrd?

ESTIMATED COSTS OF MEDICAID AND MEDICARE FOR FISCAL YEAR 197)

Senator 13i'-. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. First I would like to
ask a couple of elemientary questions:

Mr. Secretary, what is the estimated cost of medicare for fiscal
year 1970; and, secondly, the estimated cost of medicaid for 1970?

Mr. VE.NEMAN. I will yield to Mr. Ball for the medicare and Dr.
Land for the medicaid.

Dr. lND. $2.7 billion is the Feedral share for medicaid for 1970.
The CHAmR1.MN. How much?
Dr. LANTD. $2.7 billion.
Senator BYRD. $2.7 billion for medicaid?
Dr. LAND. Yes, sir.
Mr. BALL. For the Hospital Insurance Fund for fiscal 1970, the

estimate is $5,044 million. That is for part A.
Senator BYnD. Dr. Land, that $2.7 billion, is that not-is that an in-

crease over the April estimate?
Dr. LAND. Senator, I apologize. I gave you incorrect figures. $2.55

billion is the correct figure if the Congress approves the program
limitations that are being proposed.

ESTIMATED AND ACTUAL COSTS FOR MEDICARE AND MEDICAID FOR FISCAL
YEAR 1969

Senator BYii). Well, that is what confused me. I thank you.
Now, I would like two additional figures. What did HEW estimate

the cost of fiscal year 1969 to be when it submitted the budget a year
ago, and what was the actual cost, first for medicare and then for
medicaid'?

Mr. KELLY. Let me give you the medicaid figure, if I may, Senator
Byrd. The President's Budget was submitted at $2,118 million and
there was subsequently, a supplemental appropriation of $278 million.
The final expenditure figure is $2,384 million, so that the original
budget was only 89.4 percent of what we actually experienced.

Senator BYRD. Well, now, let me see if I understand this. The actual
cost of fiscal year 1969 was $2,384 million-you might say $2,40C
million?
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Mr. KELLY. Close, yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. Now, you estimate that the fiscal year 1970 would be

2 billion and 5, $2,500 million, virtually the same?
Mr. KELLY. That is correct, but there is a major change that occurs.

There is $238 million worth of costs that have heretofore been borne
under medicaid which the States now estimate that they will cover
under public assistance for the aged, and this relates to the intermedi-
ate care facilities rather than nursing g home care.

Senator BYRD. Well, that is a paper transaction?
M1"r. KELLY. It is a different appropriation it is charged to, but the

cost is still being borne by the public assistance and medical assistance
program, that is correct.

Senator BYRD. 'Wel, then, what about the medicare part of it?
Mr. l3ALL. On thos.pital Insurance Fmid. Senator, for fiscal 1969

benefit and administrative cost is around $4 billion.
Senator BYD. That was the estimate a year ago?
Mr. BALI,. This was the estimate at the time of the Trustees Report

that is, the 1968, Annual Trustees Report, March 27, 1968, so apl)roxi-
mately a year ago.

Senator BYitD. And that was $4 billion 2
Mr. BALL. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRfD. And what was the actual cost of 1969?
Mr. BALL. It. is very close for fiscal 1968, Senator, because of course

that was in March of 1968 and we had most of the information. This
seems to I)e total disbursement 4.4.

Senator Byim. 4.4?
Mr. BALL. 4A--it may need a slight correction, but that is

approximate.'
Senator Byn). That is on the cash basis you are speaking of ?
Mr. BALL. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. Well, now, do you have an estimate of the-well, do

you have the actual cost, of 1969 on an accrual basis?
Mr. BALL. I do not believe we do, Senator. We have one of the ac-

tuaries-we have someone in the audience, but I (to not believe we have
done that on an accrual basis.

In the hospital insurance program it is not substantially different
because the payments flow pretty rapidly.

Senator BYlyn. Well, then, the estimated cost for fiscal year 1970 of
$5 billion, is that on a cash basis? You are still speaking of the cash
basis, I assume?

Mr. BALL. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. So your estimated cost, you estimate the. cost will

go up?
Mr. BALL. The actuary is confirming the fact that in the hospital

insurance the accrued and the actual cash basis is very close together.
Senator Byn). Well, then, you could estimate the cost for fiscal year

1970 at $5 billion and it would be only $600 million more than the
actual cost of fiscal year 1969?

Mr. BALL. That is correct, Senator.
Senator BYRD. Were there any bookkeeping transactions involved

in that?

'See p. 155 for a correction of this figure.

22-108-69-10
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Mr. BALL. I do not know of any, Senator.
Senator BRmD. Now, I wanted to ask the Secretary a couple of ques-

tions, but I guess I will have to wait until be gets back.
Mr. BALL. I might just point out that was about the same increase

between 1968 and 1969, and about the same $600 million.
Senator BYRD. Mr. Chairman, I might have to filibuster a few mo-

ments until the Secretary gets back.
Mr. BALL. The Secretary had to take an urgent phone call, Mr.

Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. If you want, I will call on Senator Curtis and then

come back to you.
Senator BYRD. Why do you not just do that.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Curtis?

NEW YORK STATE MEDICAID BENEFITS

Senator CuuTIS. I would like to know what medicaid benefits are
paid in the Stat. of New York. What do you do for the people up
there?

Dr. LAND. Do I know what the scope of the program is, Senator?
Senator CtRTis. Yes. Not necessarily dollars, I want it in the types

of services.
Dr. LAND. Yes, sir.
Senator CURTIS. Well, you provide hospital care?
Dr. LAND. Yes, sir. I do not have the list. I was trying to provide the

complete list.
Senator CuRTis. Is there a limit on the number of days of hospital

benefits?
Dr. LAND. The State legislature in New York recently placed a limit

on the number of days in a nursing home.
Senator CURTIS. Do you know what the limit was?
Dr. LAND. No, sir. I would have to submit that for the record. (See

p. 145.)
Senator CtTIS. No Federal limitation?
Dr. LAND. No, sir.
Senator CURTIS. Does New York provide the outpatient hospital

service; do they provide that?
Dr. LAND. Outpatient hospital services, laboratory-
Senator CuRTIS. Do you know what the extent of those are?
Dr. LANn. They are generally supplied all over the State, yes, sir.
Senator CURTIS. Is there any limit on the amount of out-patient

services that an individual or family can receive in year?
Dr. LAND. I do not believe so. No, sir.
Senator CUTIS. And just recently there is a limit as to how much

nursing home care?
Dr. LAND. Yes, sir.
Senator CURTIS. Do they provide laboratory and X-ray services?
I)r. LAND. Laboratory and X-ray, physician services wherever

performed.Senator CURTIS. Is there any limit on the amount of laboratory

and X-ray services?
Dr. LAND. No, sir.
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Senator CURTIs. They also have in their medicaid program skilled
nursing home services?

Dr. JAND. Yes, sir. They recently placed a limit on the skilled nurs-
in a home services.

%enator CunTs. And you would have to supply that?
I)r. LAND. Yes, sir, I will. (See p. 145.)
Senator CURTIs. They provide physicians services?
Dr. LAND. Yes, sir.
Senator CURTis. In an office?
Dr. LAND. Wherever supplied, office, hopsital, clinic, outpatient.
Senator CURTIS. Home calls or in a nursing home?
Dr. LAND. Home calls.
Senator CuRTis. And it covers the services of an optometrist?
Dr. LAND. I am sure it does.
Senator CURTIS. Is there any limit on lr:w many times a year?
Dr. LAND. I do not know of any limit.
Senator CuwRis. How about a podiatrist?
Dr. LAND. I am sure podiatrists are covered.
Senator CtnITis. There is no limit on any of these?
Dr. LAND. Pardon?
Senator CrmTis. There is no limit on any of these?
Dr. LAND. Not as far as I know.
Senator CURTIS. And the Federal Government is paying what por-

tion of medicaid costs?
Dr. LAND. Fifty percent.
Senator CURTIS. And there is absolutely no limit on how many phy-

sician calls or anything else?
Dr. LAND. No, sir.
Senator Cumis. And on top of that the State determines who is

elio-ible?
r. LAND. Correct, sir. They did make one change--another change

in the program. They had a very broad, comprehensive coverage den-
tal program, and they have now eliminated as of today, this compre-
hensive coverage dental program, and only allow emergency dental
service.

Senator CURTIs. They have cut that one down?
Dr. LAND. Yes.
Senator CURTIs. But they had no limit on that before?
Dr. LAND. No, sir. It was very comprehensive.
Senator CuRTis. You take out complete dental service. Was there

any limit as to what kind of materials were used for bridges or what
else?

Dr. LAND. There were some limits, but not many.
Senator CuRTIs. They also provide drugs and related items?
Dr. LAND. Yes, sir.
Senator CURTIs. Is that limited to prescription drugs?
Dr. LAND. No, it is not limited to prescription drugs. For example,

insulin would not be a prescription drug and it could be purchased
across the counter. They also allow other across-the-counter purchases.

Senator BENN='r. Like Alka-SeltzerI
Dr. LAND. Like Alka-Seltzer, aspirin.
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Senator CURTIS. Now, insulin is a category by itself?
Dr. LAND. Yes, sir.
Senator CURTIS. It is about the one medicine that may be necessary

to continue or to sustain life. But, there is no limit on the amomt
of drugs to be provided to an individual or a family under medicaid
in New York, is there?

Dr. LAND. Not as far as we are aware of.
Senator CUTIS. [ow about home health care services, do they pro-

vidq that tinder medicaid in New York?
Dr. LAND. I am practically certain they do, yes, sir.
Senator CURTIS. 1)o you know of any limit on it
Dr. LAND. No, I do not.
Senator CURTIS. Do they provide under medicaid in New York

private dity nurse services!
Dr. LAND. Yes, sir.
Senator CURTIS. is there any limit on how many days you can

have a private nurse?
Dr. L.ND. Not as far as I know.
Senator CtRTIS. Could it be 365 days?
Dr. L.NI). I think so.
Senator Cuirris. Do they provide clinical services?
Dr. LAND. Yes,sir.
Senator C-IrTIS. Is there any limit on that?
Dr. LA xn. Not as far as I know.
Senator CURTIS. They provide eyeglasses and other eye aids, do

they not?
Dr. LAND. Yes, sir.
Senator CURTIS. Any limit on that?
1)r. LAND. I think there are ini some of these a requirement of some

prior approval, but; I do not have my list of the state chl-acteristi.s
here. For example, I think there may be some prior approval for
purchase of glasses.

Senator G'URTIS. Do they provide rehabilitation therapists under the
medicaid program in New York?

I)r. LAND. I am certain they do, calling it physical therapy.
Senator CURTIS. And it includes occupational and speech and the

various kinds?
Dr. LAND. Yes.
Senator CURTIS. Any limit?
Dr. LAND. Not as far as I know.
Senator CURTIS. Do they provide psychological testing under

medicaid in New York?
Dr. LAND. I am not certain of that, Senator.
Senator CURTIS. I think they do. Do they provide psychiatric day

care and night care services?
I)r. LAND. I am sure they provide psychiatric care.
Senator Cuirris. Is there any limit on the number of calls that an

individual or family can have from a psychiatrist, being borne by
the medicaid program in New York?

Dr. LAND. I will have to furnish that for the record, Senator.
(The following information was sul)se(luently supplied for the

record:)
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NIV YORK STATE NLIEDICAID PiROUAM

The New York State Medicaid Program, as of July 1, 1969, is still a very
broad one. Limitations have been placed on three services while other changes
in the program affect the number of eligibles and reimbursement to providers.

Lihnitations on services:
,I)illcd Nursing Hfoime Carc Is limited to one hundred days but extension

beyond this period is Ipossible with prior ut horization.
l)nlitat Services are limited to preventive prophylactic n(d other routine

care, Prosthetic and orthodontic supplies may be furnished with prior
approval.

'Iraisportltion is limited to emergency only except with prior approval.
The number of eligibles should be reduced as a result of reductions in the

Income levels for financial eligibility.
The number of participating providers may be adversely affected by a reduction

in fee schedules for non-institutional items of medical care and the freezing,
until I)ecember 1, 1919 Hospital and Nursing Home rates.

More detailed characteristics of the State's Medicaid program are attached
herewith.

NEw YoRK TITLE XIX PaOURAM-JULY 1, 1969

1. FINANCIAL FIJ.IBIUTY

1. All individuals receiving assistance under the State's plan under titles IV
and X IV of the Social Security Act

2. Medically needy individuals whose income and resources equal or exceed
those established for the programs under 1, above. but are insufficient to meet
their costs of medical care and who meet the other eligibility requirements of
these programs.

The following are the Eligibility Standards for Group 2.
Persons: One; Two; Three; Four; Five; Six ; Seven.
Yearly Net Income: $2,200; $3,100; $4,000; $5.000; $5,700; $6,400; $7,200.
Allowable Resources: Savings equal to one half of annual net income.

$500.00 burial per person to a maximum of $2,000.00 per family.

II. SCOPE OF CAUE
(Categorically Needy Persons and Medically Needy Persons), (No limitations

except, effective 7-1-69, on Nursing Home and Dental care and Transportation).
1. Inpatient hospital services, including care for patients 65 years of age

and over in institutions for mental diseases and tuberculosis.
2. Outpatient hospital services.
3. Other laboratory and X-ray services.
4. Skilled nursing home services (other than services in an institution

for tuberculosis or mental diseases). Limlued to 100 days with prior
authorization required for any extension.

5. Physicians' services, in office, patient's home, a skilled nursing home
or elsewhere.

6. Practitioners' services (podiatrist and optometrist).
7. Dental services, limited to preventive prophylactic and other routine

care. Prosthetic and orthodontic supplies may be furnished with prior
approval.

8. Drugs, biologicals, blood, blood products and sickroom supplies.
9. Services provided by a home health agency.
10. Private duty nursing services.
11. Clinic services.
12. Prosthetic devices.
13. Other:

A. eyeglasses and other eye aids;
B. all rehabilitation therapies Including physical, occupational and

speech therapy or orthoptlc training;
0. psychological testing;
D. psychiatric day care and night care services;
U. care in a public home infirmary and infirmary section of a private

home for the aged;
F. any other diagnostic, screening, preventive and rehabilitative

services when property prescribed and recommended;
G. transportation: Emergency only except with prior approval;
H. home aide services.
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IfL PAYMENT
Uffective June 1, 1969, state maximum reimbursable fee schedules for all

outpatient medical services and supplies, other than orthodontic services were
reduced 209.

On July 1, 1969, a further 80% limitation was imposed on the above care and
services furnished the medically needy. This limitation becomes Inapplicable
if obligations for medical care have reduced the individual's income and re-
sources to an amount equal to the most liberal money payment standard.

Hospital and Nursing Home rates are frozen through 12-31-69.

Senator CURTIs. Now, does it also include care in a public home, in-
firmary or an infirmary in a private home for the aged?

Dr. LAND. I am certain that it does.
Senator CURTIs. Does it include diagnostic screening, if any, and

rehabilitative services when prescribed?
Dr. LAND. I would imagine so, yes, Senator.
Senator CuirIs. Does it include supplying of blood to medicaid

persons?
Dr. LAxD. Yes, three pints per admission in the case of an aged

person covered by Medicare.
Senator CURTIS. Three pints?
Dr. LAND. Yes, sir.
Senator CUiTIS. For what period of time?
Dr. LAtND. Per admission.
Senator Cunrris. Per admission? How does that compare vith

medicare?
Dr. LAND. It is a complementary regulation.
MIr. BALL. Senator, under medicare there is a blood deductible, but

then beyond that what is necessary, medically necessary, would be
paid for under medicare. There is no maxinum.

Senator Cuwris. What are blood products?
Dr. LAND. Those are where the elements of the blood have been

separated into the separate elements and used to treat specific disease
conditions.

Senator Curs. Now, in the medicaid program in New York do
they provide transportation for medical care and food services and
attendants required?

Dr. LiND. 1hey just recently, beginning July 1, changed their
transportation law so that only when essential and upon prior ap-
proval, except in an emergency.

Senator Gums. And they also provide home aid services. Can you
think of anything diat the medicaid program does not provide in New
York?

Dr. LAND. No. I have always considered that it probably provides
more than any other program in the country as far as the scope of
services.

Senator CURTIS. Well, when medicaid was presented to this com-
mittee there was no such scope of program presented to this committee.
It was presented in a very sketchy manner, and without any indication
that a State could have a free rein for the most part without limit, and
in fact it is without limit so far as the Federal Government is
concerned.

Now, did you recently have a Federal regulation with regard to
transportation issued?

Dr. LAND. Yes, sir.
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Senator CuRIris. For all States?
)r. LAND. Yes, sir.

Senator CURTIS. You did?
Dr. LAND. Yes, sir.
Senator CUrTIs. What would that provide?
Dr. LAND. It provided that effective July 1, 1970, a State would be

required to furnish transportation.
Senator CURTIS. Would be required to furnish it?
Dr. LAND. Yes.
Senator CURTIS. Did you have authority in the law to do that?
Dr. LAND. We were so advised; yes, sir.
Senator Cuirrxs. Now, it is said that this is for people of low income,

but medical care is not the only Federal program that they are given.
They goet subsidies in housing.

They are inaugurating a gigantic food stamp program, they are
being relieved of taxation in many instances by the Federal Govern-
ment, and while I would condemn a-, vigorously as anyone here that
fraud and the abuses in the program thie point is, if you got all of
that out, got rid of all of that, everybody was honest, everyone was
careful, we still have a program that is going to cost a tremendous
amount of money. And, it seems to me that before the program gets
any oler, before all of the States broaden it to the point where that
one, or two or three have, that it would be just good housekeeping and
honesty with the people if some priorities were established and we
zero in on a few of the services most necessary and eliminate some of
the rest of them, because un'12s that is done th ese programs will con-
tinue to grow and grow.

FISCAL A;EN'T'S UNDER MEDICAID

I would like to ask when an entity is appointed as an intermediary,
what power do they have? You used a carrier, or in medicaid what
did you use?

Dr. LAND. In medicaid they are fiscal agents.
Senator CuRTIS. Fiscal agents.
Dr. LAND. They do not and they are not allowed to assume the

responsibilities that the carriers under title XVIII assume. By statutte,
the responsibility for the program unler title XIX, belongs to the
State agency, they might have someone else do the work for tIiem, but
they cannot get rid of the res)onsibility, so tht responsibility is back
to the State agency even if they do ,ise a fiscal agent.

Senator Cums: Now, can a fiscal agent bind the Federal Govern-
mentI

Dr. LAND. No, sir.
Senator CuRTis. The fact that a fiscal agent approves an unneces-

sary, wasteful and extravagant claim say for physical therapy, which
has been discussed here, that brings no obligation on1 th.V-Federal
Government to pay it, does it?

Dr. LAND. I would not think so, Senator, under the title XIX
because the responsibility is the State agency.

Senator Curis. Do you have a written contract?
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Dr. JANI). The State agency has a written contract wilh their fiscal
agent. Not Federal.

Senator Cuirs. Does that conform to any particularr requirements
of the Federal Government?

)r. LAN). Yes. There are handbook regulations concerning these
cmtracts with ti fiscal agent.

Senator (rwrlIS. 'he are just handbook guidelines?
)r. LANID. Well, they are regulations, as a matter of fact. It so

hal))ens t hat, the regulations are in a handbook fornil.
Senator Cui'ms. The [,'ederal Govermnent (loes not alpprove of the

cont'iractt o the delegation 01 lower that is execit ed ?
Dr. L.ANn. The contract is approved in the regional ollice.
Sentor Cum'irs. Which otlice ?
Dr. LkN,. In the regional offices.
Senator (7UrTrw. Well, now, I would like to ask sonetlimimi a)out.

meldi'are. ])oes a carrier have a written contract with the ( 'overn-
ment ?

MINr. BALL,. Yes, Senator.
Senator CUrTrs. Are. tiley all alike; is it a standard form?
Mr. BLI,. Essent mllv.
Senator Cunris. Could you supply one here for our record, one im

blank? So that we might know what'authority is vested in the carrier.
Mr. BALL. Certainly, Seltor.
Senator Cuinr'is. N )w, (n intermediary is designated by the hos-

pital-and that is how they come into being?
Mr. BAi,. Not quite, Senator. They are nominated by the hospital

or ain association of hospitals or exteided care facilities, but we have
to accept the nomination as being consistent with efficient and economli-
cal administration. In other words, they nominate, but do not actu-
ally select.

Senator CURTIS. Yes. Now, do you have a written contract with in-
termed ill ries ?

Mr. B.mr,. Ycs.
Senator Cumris. Is it more or less a standard form?
Mr. BAr,. Yes, Senator.
Senator CUnTIS. Could you supply one of those?
Mr. BALL. Yes, Senator.
(lExtensivo information Sul)lied for the record at this point was

made a part of the official files of the committee.)

REIMtBURSEMENT OF CARRIERS

Senator CUTrms. What is the basis on which you make payment for
the services of a carrier?

Mr. BALL. On the ba sis of cost, Senator. They are reimbursed solely
for their cost of the work they do under that contract. There is no
element of )rofit in it.

Senator Cuir'ms. So the more claims they approve the more costs
they have and the more they draw, is that right?

Sir. B,,L. I would not say so, Senator.1 think it is probably Just
as expensive to disapprove claims as to approve them. Actually, it
might be more related to the work that they need to go through, the
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number of claims they handle, I think, bit not necessarily the number
they 1l)l-)rove.

Senator Cuiri'ms. Well, with this physical therapy case that Senator
Williams was discussing, was that in medicare?

Mr. B.\ui,. That was in medicare, Senator, and I think there the
)roblem was that they were not, putting enough money and effort into

tfle review of that tyl)e of operation. It was not that they just were
letting them go through and thus had higher administrative costs-
they were not actually working at it hard enough.

Senator C(itmris. W ell, but certainly a carrier would be pif'd more
for servicing six physical therapy treatments for the same patientt in
one day, would he not, than one?Mr. "B.XL. 1 do not believee so, necessarily, Senator. I think he might
,a0tually be doing inore work to do at goodl jol) for us and to reduce the
number of physical therapy claims by expan(ling his professional rela-
tions with thltt home and explaining what was allowable and by work-
ing at getting the thing set u ) in the right way.

I (1o not really believe there is too nmch correlation between more
expensive administration of this program and just letting a large
volume of claims be handled. It may be good to keep down the volume
by spending more administrative money.Senator Cur ris. Of course, it. may be well if there was. I cannot
see that a carrier would have anv financial incentive for doing a good
job. If he is paid just for the cost of shuffling papers.

Senator WVLLANMS. If the Senator will yield, is it not a financial in-
centive o (10 t bad job hecallse the amount that the carrier receives,
to a certain extent, is based on t he amount of payment-

Mr. Wi,L. No, it. is the cost of doing the work, Senator.
Senator WILIxMtS. I mean, it relates to his total business if he pays

on ai jer patient basis or if lie paid on a dollar basis as it relates to hiis
total operation. Would you assume-

Mr. BALL. No, there'is a cost finding process to determine what lie
actually has spent to rim a medicare program. and that payment is
made to him. ihe )oint. I was making with Senator Curt Is is that
you may have a fairly high rate of expense to clainis and have quite
a lot of money going into a very careful claims operation, and
it may save a lot of program money ; that was the point. I was making.
On the other hand, you might have a relatively low-cost ratio to the
amount of claims that you pay and the )roblemi there is although the
cost of administration is low, ia great many claims might be paid that
)erhal)s should not be. That wias the only point I was making.

Am I being responsive to your quest ion ?

RENEWING BENEFIT 'AYMENTS BY CARRIERS

Senator Cuirris. I think so. Now, the way you run this, do you turn
some money over to a carrier and they go ahead and make iisburse-
ments to individuals or do they make disbursements first and then are
reimbursed?

Mr. BALL. No, they are able to draw on an allowance, on an advance.
Senator CRTIS. Now, if they paid under medicare eitherpart A or

part B an unreasonable or unjust indefensible payment, in due course
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when would a representative of the Goverunent have a chance to
catch it, if ever?

Mr. BALL. Senator, there are a variety of checks that we have been
discussing and they really come at different times. One type of thing
that we were referring to earlier is that we are sometimes alerted and
sometimes the carrier is alerted to incorrect payments by reason of a
I)atient himself saving that the service was never given him. We have
sent him a notice that the carrier or intermediary has iiade a I)ayment.

Another sort of situation that the chairman referred to earlier
today concerned one of the hospitals that we removed from the
program. There the matter was first brought to our attention by a
former employee of the hospital.

Now, we are developing various kinds of alerts in the computer
system that are much more comprehensive, things such as tying
together the length of stay in a hospital an(d the diagnosis and hiigh-
lighting, therefore, differences among hospitals in terms of how long
people stay in for certain procedures and see if we can find difficult
and bad situations that way.

Many carriers are set up--and we are pressing for it to be more
universal-to be alerted automatically to unusual numbers of physi-
cians visits with a given diagnosis. And, as I indicated earlier, too,
Senator, our regional officers visit the carriers and are in touch with
them frequently, and we have central office people that go out and
examine the carriers, and now recently, as Senator Williams has
brought out we are going behind that and looking at the way providers
operate who are within the jurisdiction of that carrier, and in that
way tlushing out problems.

One other method that you might be interested in is that we send
through dummy claims to the carrier and follow them through and
see what happens, and in that way we are alerted to some of their
problems and we then can work with them on correcting them. There
are quite a long list of other actions that I was going to submit for
the record.

Senator CURTIS. Well, in reference to intermediaries I have a report
here coming from a place in Pennsylvania. It says, "Our review of
travel costs disclosed that intermediary claimed reimbursement for
meals and alcoholic beverages at a medicare conference held on
April 12, 1966, invoice No. 182515 supporting this charge shows that
the cost of alcoholic beverages served at this conference was $212."

Mr. BALL. Is this an audit report or what is it?
Senator Cuwris. Yes, and then it has this rather interesting-
Mr. BALL. We disallowed that.
Senaitor Cuiiis. Yes, but the language used is quite interesting. It

says, "No provisions made for reimbursement of cost for alcoholic
beverages. Further, the Social Security Administration, Bureau of
Health Insurance, has taken the position that since alocholic beverages
are not considered stimulants of prodliction and do not help dis-
seminate technical information, it cannot be considered allowable cost
of the medicare program."

Mr. BALL. It just proves, Senator, that even auditors have a sense
of humor.

Senator CURTIS. Well, the point I am getting at, and I will be glad
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to look at those, is that this is a very broad delegation of authority
to carriers and fiscal agents and intermediaries, is it not?

Mr. IlLI,. Well, Senator, one of the provisions in the contracts, as
you will see when you look into these, is an agreement to abide by the
rules, regulations and instructions and so on that are issued by the
Bureau of Health Insurance, of the Social Security Administration.
Although there is some friction from time to time on whether we are
excessive in the amount of direction that we give them, by and large,
most carriers have been very willing to take directions, what you might
want to have as an addition to those agreements, Senator Curtis, is at
least a few examples of what we call the intermediary and carrier
letters that in great detail, in many instances, direct the administration
of the program.

It is not just a broad grant of authority and then they are left alone.
There is case after case after case in area after area of a great deal of
instructional material asking them to )erform in this way and that
way and so on.

Senator CurrTs. About how many claims under part A did you
handle last year?

Mr. BALL. Last year under part A---
Senator Cun'is. Just roughl y about how many million?
Mr. BALL. Well, there were inpatient hospital claims last year

amounting to six and a half million.
Senator Cu'rIs. And about how many claims did they handle under

part B?
Mr . .. lLT, 27.8 million, Senator. This is really, as you brought out,

a very, very large program, involving the services of a great variety
of pei)ple aind needing the understanding of a great variety of people.
Thero is a tremendous volume, and some of tie illustratins of diffi-
culty that we have had during the day I think are understandable,
given the tremendous volume of this program and the newness of it. I
would like to say again that I think. on the whole the carriers and the
intermediaries have performed creditably and are continuing to
iUrove.

Senator CuRTMs. I am sure that is correct.

FREEZE ON CERTAIN CHARGES

On a different subject, Mr. Secretary, I thought I understood you
this morning, in referring to some of the steps you have taken to reduce
costs, I thought you had used an expression that indicated a freeze
on certain charges?

Mr. VENFMNfA. Yes. Well, what was published in the Federal Reg-
ister today, Senator, was a provision which would limit the payment
to individual providers, which could be doctors, dentists, and other
providers, to the amount that they received on January 1, 1969.

This amount cannot exceed the 75th percentile-in other words, what
75 percent of the doctors receive as usual and customary, doing busi-
ness in that particular region.

Senator CuRTis. So, in a given area as soon as this program went in
they hiked up the prices and got them raised before January 1, they
are in; those who just suffered along and had not raised their prices
are still frozen at. the lower level?
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Mr. VNiEmN. I do not think they would have anticipated this
action prior to January 1,1969.

Senator CURTIS. I beg your pardon?
Mr. VENETAN. I do not think they would have anticipated this

action for that purpose prior to January 1, 1969, and they cannot go
to the 75th percentile without an approval by the medicaid State
agency and/or without the approval of the Secretary.

Senator CUITIS. Well, I still think that it rewards those who have
not only raised but maybe raised several times and raised in a sub-
stantial amount prior to January 1 of 1969, fand it might severely
penalize providers that have faced their own increased costs of doing
business, but had not raised their prices until January 10, or maybe
not at all.

Mr. VENEMIAN. Well, if this were the case, Senator, there are those
providers who are-well, in an area that is down below the 75th
percentile then there is an opportunity for them to increase.

We have essentially -aid that you cannot go above the 75th percen-
tile of usual and custor.1 ary in a particular area, but if you are below
that you can get up to it with approval, I think it requires State
approval and the Secretary's approval. California, for example, is now
paying at the 60th percentile. Now, by this regulation this does not
mean that they can automatically jump to the 75th. It means that
there is a 15th percentile tolerance there, but they are going to have to
get approval of the State agency as well as the approval of the Secre-
tary before they can go up.

Senator CuRaxs. In the case I am about to cite I am unclear jnst
what programs were involved because my informant was not too clear.

There is no doubt it was in the medicaid program. In a country
county seat in Nebraska that is a fairly good size and has good medical
facilities and a good many doctors, itthe welfare office referred a
patient to a general practitioner the general practitioner was allowed
$3.75 for the call. If the general practitioner felt that the patient ought
to return for another call, he had to go through a cumbersome job of
filling out papers and showing the necessity.

Mr. VENEMAN. Prior authorization.
Senator CURriS. Yes; but, if the welfare worker sent the san)e

patient to a specialist, the doctor could charge his usual and customary
charge and the doctor was the judge of whether or not the patient
returned for an additional call.

Mr. VENEMAN. Senator, that decision was made either by the legis-
lature or the administration of the State of Nebraska. We had nothing
to do with that decision.

Senator CURTis. Well, I am glad to hear that, and I told you I was
unclear as to the details.

Mr. VENEMAN. You see, under title XIX there are some States
that have put doctors on a fee schedule; others pay on the basis of
the usual and customary, and others pay on the basis of usual and
customary on a percentile basis. Some States have doctors on usual
and customary and everybody else on a fee schedule, but these are
decisions that are made within the State agency that administers
the plan. If the plan is one that meets the criteria that has been estab-
lished by Medical Services Alministration, Dr. Land's office, which
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-eriteria attempts to fulfill the intent of Congress when they passed
the legislation, and then we will accept the State's plan.

Senator CuRTIs. Well, I doubt if you can successfully run a pro-
grain on a nationwide basis of 200 million people and reimburse
hospitals, particularly on the basis of their costs. It seems to me that
ini the rural areas we have some excellent hospitals that probably
charge maybe $37 a day; they are run by dedicated people and some-
how the patients get well. Yet, those people that charge medicare $37
a day are faced with all of the trials and tribulations and the forms
and harassments and urging to lower as the provider of hospial beds,
a hospital bed in the State where maybe their average is $80 a day.

Mr. VENEMAN. There are two or three things
Senator CUwrIs. And it is all paid out through tbe same common

fund of all taxpayers.
Mr. VENEMAN. Well, there are several things that affect, of course,

the daily rate of the hospital. I think one thing is we talk about the
direction that we are attempting to take in providing services and
facilities, but I do not think any of us should be left with the impres-
sion that the daily rate will go down, because if we are successful in
utilizing extended care facilities and neighborhood health centers and
others, then the hospital beds will umdoubtedly be filled with short-
term patients, or shorter-term patients. If you cut down on the patient
days you then increase the daily cost.

SPresumably you are getting more for your money, but you know,
if vou get a patient in there ?or 5 days instead of 10 days at $40 or
$ a day, you can put them in the extended care facility, for example,
in Massachusetts for $15, at a much less cost than leaving them there.
But, I am simply saying that if we start utilizing other kinds of facil-
ities the per day cost per hospital for the acute bed care cost I am
inclined to believe would go up.

Senator CURTIS. I have taken more time than I should, Senator.
Senator BYRD. I will yield to the Senator from Arizona, Senator

Fannin.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

VOLUNTARY IhEALTh INSURANCE AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO MEDICAID

Mr. Secretary, Mr. Commissioner, you and your associates have
been very patient, I just want to cover one subject on page 2 of your
statement. You give the reasons for medicare which, of course. we
all understand, but, then you say that senior citizens cannot aford
to pay a premium high enough to cover the cost of care.

Now, I recognize this certainly is a problem. But, then on page 6
you say 20 million older people--just about all those over age 65-are
covered automatically under the hospital care program.

Of these people 96 percent have also signed up for the voluntary
part of medicare and pay $4 a month to get additional coverage for
physicians' bills, and you bring out how many people have been
involved, and what has happened. I am just wondering whether or

not you feel that a voluntary health insurance program, not affecting
the medicare program, could be an alternative to the present method

Of handling the medicaid program?
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Mr. VENEX.AN. Senator, the testimony that you allude to is the
testimony of Mr. Ball.

Senator FANNIN. Yes.
Mr. VENEXAN. I think I will let him respond.
Senator FANNIN. Fine. Thank you, Mr. Ball: Do you understand-

I know you have seen the programs that have been recommended,
the tax deductions for individuals and handling the ones that could
not pay the premium by some other method.

Mr. BALL. Senator, just speaking for myself, there is no admin-
istration position on the question that you raise, my own belief is
that down through the years ahead it would be highly desirable for
a combination voluntary insurance and Government programs on
a prepayment basis to cut down on the need for medicaid .

I think that such an approach with people who are at work, making
this premium payment is highly desirable. I was limiting my testi-
mony to the unusual situation of the aged, where most of the group
is retired, has a very low income, consequently and where the need for
care is so great that the premium rate is very high.

Now, that same set of circumstances does not apply across the board
to the average person below 65, and I think that voluntary programs
have a much better chance of full success there.

Senator FANNIN. Yes; well, I understood what you were referring
to, but in your statement I was trying to discover what might be done
to overcome the turmoil that we seem to be in now with many of the
States and also the problem we are having with the alternatives being
offered now as far as we were concerned.

Mr. VENEA-MAN. Well, Senator, I am one who believes that we are
going to have to start moving in the direction of prepaid care for those
persons who are now eligible for title XIX.

Now, yon know, granted it does not make very much sense to sug-
gest that we have prepaid insurance in the aid to disabled category, but
it. does make serse to me to try to make it work in the aid to families
with children category.

Now, I have done a little bit of dividing and by taking case load
against total cost for family groups in some of the areas-and find that
we are making average expenditures of some $400 and $500 per person.

Well, now, for a family of five that would be $2,000 a year. Now, we
can buy an awful lot of insurance., for that. So, I am saying that the
case load is not too much different from many average families. The
only difference is their low income and you assume they are going to
have perhaps a little higher risk of the need for medical attention
because of their environment, and perhaps because they have not been
exposed to good health care and good preventive medicine, but it
should not be that much higher and I would like to really seriously
see some good demonstration programs going on in certain areas to see
whether or not we cannot let out a bid for prepaid insurance for certain
segments of the case load.

Senator FANNiN. Do you not have a program now in one of the
States where you are experimenting?

Mr. VENEMAN. We do. We have two of them, actually. We have one
California foundation program which is on a prepaid principle and
the other one is in Oregon.
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Dr. LAND. We have been following along and studying this and we
have in Texas what can become a prepayment program. The greatest
difficulty inl development of prepayment for this particular group is a
lack of statistics, of knowing what the needs of the population are.

In other words, you would have to have 2 or 3 years of experience
before any insurance company would be willing to accept a risk by
accepting premiums, for example, from the State agency, and we are
developing in one of those States, particularly Texas, some statistical
data that can be used in this respect, and other States are showing a
great deal of interest in attempting to work out this, and tie Slate of
Pennsylvania is quite interested in developing premium payment for
a portion of the caseload.

As the Under Secretary said, I do not think a prepayment for the
entire four categories would be feasible and the best way to start would
be to have one category, and that would be AFDC because, we have
more data on that group than we have on others.

Senator FANNIN. Well, there is a tremendous amount of informa-
tion being developed through the social security activity. Won't that
be available?

Mr. VENErMAN. It should be, it should be before long, Senator. This
is always the excuse you get when you start discussing out the possi-
bility of starting this and they say, well, you know, how do we actu-
arily base a premium payment. But, I think, y ou know, we have been
with it long enough, and we are never going to find out unless we do
a few pilot programs and we might as well see if it is going to work.

Senator FANNIN. Well, thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Byrd, do you want to ask some questions?
Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BALL. Senator Byrd, I wonder if before you question the Under

Secretary I could correct a figure that I ga-ve earlier in thle discussion
that we had? We were giving you figures from the trustees report
here and I find that there has been the updating. A current revision
on hospital insurance would make about $100 million more for 1969
and about $200 million more for 1970 than the figures that I gave you
earlier.

Senator BYRD. Well, now, let's see if I have those clear now. That
would make 1970 $5,200 million?

Mr. BALL. $5.3 billion in round figures.
Senator BYRD. Right, $5,300 million?
Mr. BALL. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. All right, and then it will make 1969 what?
Mr. BALL. $4.6.
,Senator BYRD. That is actual cost, $4.6?
Mr. BALL. Yes.
Senator BYRD. Thank you.

NEW YORK STATE MEDICAID PROGRAM

Dr. Land, you have a very detailed knowledge of New York State
laws and requirements and you answered very forthrightly a great
multitude of questions put to you by Senator Curtis. My question is
this: You say that is the most comprehensive and the most liberal law
in the country in this regard. Do you favor the New York law?
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Dr. LAND. Well, I have to say, Senator, that the New York law is
certainly within, completely within the realm of this statute. It is
perfectly permissible within the statute.

Senator BYRD. Well, I am aware of that.
Dr. LAND. If you are asking me for my personal feelings-
Senator BYRD. Yes.
Dr. LAND. It has been my attitude as Commissioner of Medical Serv-

ices that a State should start with a minimum, as minimum a program
as possible, and then proceed to develop a program in an orderly
fashion and gear up for the program, develop the administrative
structure to run the program, and then go into the program, but start
with what is the minimum requirement, rather than the maximum
requirement.

In effect, we might say that New York now has a 1975 program. Our
advice to the States has been to start with a program which they can
handle and have enough planning to be ready to develop a program
similar to the one that was started today in Virginia which they have
been about 21 , years getting ready for it and it just went into effect
as of today.

Senator BiYRD. Then you would not recommend that other States
adopt the New York law?

Dr. LAND. No, sir.
Mr1'. VENEMAN. Senator, I think there is one factor that when a

State implements title XIX, and Dr. Land can correct me because
this goes back a few years in memory, I think one of the requirements
was that a State could not reduce the scope of services below what they
had at the time that they implemented the title XIX amendments.

So, if a State was providing psychiatric care or was providing
many of these other medical services, they have to continue.

Am I correct?
Dr. LAND. That is correct.
Senator BYRD. But you agree with Dr. Land, Mr. Veneman. that

New York has proceeded too rapidly and you would not recom-
mend-

Mr. VENjE ,N. I would absolutely not recommend it. New York got
in over their head right from the beginning. I think they set their
income eligibility standard at about $6,000 which, you know, is just
almost unrealistc.

Senator BYRD. I assume that is one reason why Governor Rocke-
feller wants the Federal Govern ment to take over the welfare program,
and I will not ask you to answer that.

POSSIBLEE CIIANGES IN MEDICAID REIMBURSEMENT

But, Mr. Kelly mentioning that the States have taken a more con-
servative attitude, and in that respect, Mr. Secretary, are you con-
sidering any changes in the present regulation which requires, which
regulation now requires the hospitals under the medicaid program l)e
reinibursed iii(ler tie same formula as apl)iles to medicare ?

Mr. V\ N:.rA. I believe that-well, I think maybe Dr. L.and will
live to answer this. I think our reimnburserment schedule is essentially
flie same as time niedi(are reinmi)ursemeit schedule at the present, time.
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Senator BYRD. It is the same now, but do you plan to recommend
ally changes in that'?

Mfr. VNE-m.kx. Wvell, we recommended the one change that elimi-
nated the 2 percent. I know of no other that is being contemplated at
the present time, Seaitor. Mr. Ball may wish to add something.

Mr. BmiL. I might mention at this point that the statute requires
tlat hospitals be reimbursed on the basis of cost in the medicaid
program, an(l it also says "cost" i the medicare program.

Senator B1h1). Now, you mention in the statute-would you indicate
where in the statute or legislative history that you find that?

Mr. BALL. Where it says "cost" in both instances
Senator 11-ii). Where in the medicaid statute or legislation history

you find references to payments to hospitals required to be the same as
m(ler medicare.

Mr. B.mL. No, Senator: I did not mean to say that. What I was ,av-
ing was that the statute requires reiml)ursenment of hospitals in medic-
a, on the basis of costs and it also requires in the medicare statute
reimbursement. of hospitals ol the basis of cost. It seemed logical if
w, Wds are IImed more tlmii onc(e in the same stafute to interpiet them
the same, hut the statute itself does not say they have-

Fenator BYi~m. Well, tlat is what I wanted to get clear, the statute
foes not say it?

Mr. B... It does not say it has to be the same, it says they both
have to be on the basis of cost.

senator Bym). Now, the Governors have recommended that the
Federal Govermuent, fle Governors of the individual States have
recommended that the Federal Government hell) hold down rising hos-

aital costs by alandoning the mandated cost-plus formula nowv uzed in
the .nedicaidl and medicare payments and any provisions relating to
nursing homes.

Is there any-does the Department plan to make any changes in
that?

Mr. BALL. Senator Byrd, when they speak of a cost-plus formula, I
believe they must be referring to that 2 percent which has been elimi-
nated. I do not personally accept that description of it. but I am sure
that is what they are referring to. In other words, that 2 percent is
what some people refer to as the plus.

Mr. KELLY. There is some work that we are doing that really relates
to makng, many more of the Jrograms more comparable. *Senator
Byrd. We are Norking in the State of Massachusetts on an experi-
mental plan to see if we can develop with the State hospital association
and with the State insurance carriers, both Blue Cross and Blue Shield
and several of the insurance companies with the State of Massachusetts
one cost report that would satisfy the requirements of all users and one
audit of that cost report that would validate the accuracy of it so that
the hospitals and the providers were not faced with tle )rol)lem of
)reparing different kinds of cost analyses for different third-party

payers and having different auditors coning in to validate whether or
not they were accurate statements.

Senator Bvmm. Well, speaking of different auditors, I want to men-
tion a hospital in Virginia that I happen to know about. It is audited
and the hospital pays for the audit, and then the medicare 1)rogram

:"_' 10" -W. .. .1
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requires another audit anod it is alu(lited by he saute accountant and
the mediCare people paiy the sane accountant to reaudit what he hasalready audited. I do not say you ought not (to it, but I just bring that

out since you have mentioned 'I auditing.
Mr. K] LLY. Our purpose is to avoid that..
Senator ByiD. Your purpose is to a void that ?
Mr. KFrjy. Yes, sir.
Senator Byni). I see.
Mr. '\ENEM.N. Senator, I think I can clarify one of your questions.

The statute does require that the State. plan 1;rovide, and if I am in-
correct, Dr. Land can correct me, for payment of the reasonable costs,
as determined in accordance with stanza. approved by the. Secretary,
of in-patient hospital services provided under the plan .

Now, that does not, apply to nursing homes and, therefore. I said in
my earlier response to Senator Curtis, I believe it was, when lie raised
the question about nursing-home rates under medicaid, these rates are
variable depending upon the maximum range established by the States.

But, in-patient hospital care must he reimbursed on reasonable costs.
Senator Byrn). I see. Thank you, sir.
Now, Dr. Land. in an interview with Medical Economics magazine

you were reported as saying that tie only logical way to pay doctors
under inedicaid is on tie basis of "usual and customary chargess" a
basis that is more generous than the medical-e formula.

Now, is that the policy of tle Del)artment?
Dr. L.\rD. No. sir: and T do not think that is an exact quote.
What I was trying to say in that article was that because of the law

under title 18 requiring that a payment of usual and customary
charges to physicians, that it had caused a great deal of pressure on
title 19 and nany of the State agencies had complained that because
of the requirement under title 18, therefore, they were under great
pressure to do the same thing under title 19, and in order to urge that
we have the proper number of physicians participating in the program
so that, the recipients could receive care, then it was an urging on my
part that we try to approach as closely as possible those fees that were
being paid under the title 18 provision, but not above it.

wiIFoR'riN. MI1c.xIi., 1 \Y. JN'I'S TO TIl E INThIlNRAT, REVENUE SERIvTCE

Senator Bvim). Now. this next question, Mr. Secretary, is a matter
of trying to ascertain the philosophy of the Department.

Now, every company and every bank in the United States when it
pays a dividend in ex(:ess of 1 '0 i required to report that fact. to the
Internal Revenue Service, and IRS will be here tomorrow. and I
thought it would he well if we could have an exl)resion from the Do-
partment. and my question is this: in voir judginemit, it is local or
all1)rol)riat. that 1'insur-n,'e carriers should he exempt from reporting
hundreds of dollars and in some cases thousands of dollars paid in fees
to various individuals?

Mr. \ENE..\N. We have indicated earlier today in testimony, Sena-
tor Byrd. that there would )e no objection as far as TTEW is concerned
to a. provision which would require submission of )ayments by earicus
or by providers to IRS.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Senator BYm. In other VoIds, your views that if iRS requiTed the
carriers to do as the companies and banks are now required to (10 in
regard to diideilds that would be satisfactory with HEW?

Mr. VEN.MAN. We would have no objection.
Senator BYRD. You would have no objection.
Now, one final question, Mr. Secretary, and this is a very brief ques-

tion, and you will not have to answer now, but if one of your associates
wouldn't mind taking the stand-

Mr. VENEIAN. Why do we not all take it down and see how many
answers we come up with?

Senator BYRD. Now, this is a little bit beside the exact matter we
are speaking" of today, hut. I have had some difficulty in getting facts
from your Department so 1 thought maybe this might b6 a good op-
portunity to ask you if you wouldbe so kind as to look into it for me.

CLOSING 0F OFII.\IlIOTTi VIi.: OFFICE OP HEAL' , EDUCATION, AND
1\V I' IF. IE

Now, on March 27 I communicated with ihe Secretary in regard to
this matter. and he very kindly and nicely replied on Siay 19 saying
that the iniormation was not available but it was bein compiled, and
this is July, so I assumea it is probably available, al)d the question is
this: in regard to time closing of the. Charlottesville office of 1Health,
Education. and Welfare and moving that office to Philadelpia-now,
I do not in any, wvay cndemn that, being doie, I ask a question All I
want is some tfcts e a G e n my question is this: will the proposed move
result in a. saving to the Govnment, question No. 1.

Question No. 2: If so, how much, and in what areas will the savings
Now, I ahae been trying to get aru answer to tht question since

March 27. and I would be very gratified if the gentleman from Cali-
fornia could get that, answer.

Mr. VE.N, AN. I am sure Mr. Kelly would be most happy to
respond.

Senator BYRD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

STAI' S'TUDY OP MEI)('AIIE AND 3EDICAID

The CHIIIMAX. Thank you.
The sttti' will ive( vo a copy of Ihe questions 1 hat they have

been sending out so that you can'see what, we are talking about an(d
what. the staff approach has been. 1 vould suggest. Mr. Secretary, that
you and ('omnmi'sioner Ball take a look at that. This is how our stair
ha,s been proceeding. We asked you to provide us with the names of
(loetors wNio were 1paid more thaun $,5.000 in 1968. You provided us
with information f'om those carriers who could provide it. but many
of them could not an( they provided us only with identification num{-
bers. I'ese are not social security numbers in most instances, but vari-
"lls physician ident ifieanion nmbers for 5,000 doctors. We also aiked
I'mo cetain baic, certain very simple information about those doctor,%
whiiel then gave us a bIsis upon which to ask for additional inforimi-
l ion on 1,181 of the 5,000. We came across the sort, of thing that womil
n a ke i- ask further quest ions.
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For example, look at page 2 of the report on this plarticular doctor
I showed you which we asked the carrier to provide.

On page 2 is the profile of medicare reiilrinement. It, slows, total
allowed charges $95,942.49: number of patients. 201.

Now, right ofl that set us to wonderin'u how this fellow coulld justi f%
charging$ 95,000 for 201 medicare patients.

v'hen we asked for a further breakdown anl von go on down to
nursing-home visits. $22,605 in payments; miml;er of patients, 5-1
number of visits, 4,560.

That volume of visits immediatelv nilakes on suspicious that either
the doctor owns that nursing home or lie has a sweetheart to dela with.
Then vou come down to item No. 8, injectable dii-ts. andl under' A,
injection only, you look at that. $42,293.05 for injection, to 149
patients.

Now, that is a lot of injections.
Tllt. is 149 people. Number of services, T assume the miiher of

times he gave injections, 8.275. 'Well, now, right otr. that. nakets us
supicils of that particiila r situation.

.r. \ENEM'..XN-. Senator, T lave One, quest ion. T aml not familiar
withii the name of the town. but what is the population in that c;i -
munity?

The C.Nurir.\-x. That, is a small ,omniunitv. I am very familiar
with it. I am not going to identify that. doctor for fhe \'er" sillPle
reason that. T think somebody ouglt to look into it. alnl go by lm!
I m v him a call and see what this deal is all about.

May I say, homight, get an injection whilhe lie i. hiuev
Mrfi',. .1 ,. Senator, als vou know, tlie saflf of tle Social Seeirity AdI-

ministration, worked with the stall' of the Sellite Finance Collnimittee
in desi-ining this quiestionaire to flush up this kind of in formation.
aind it looks to me like they arel doing a good job.
Tho CIAIRMAN. 'ell, mind Vonl, we have ilncovered i lot with jl-t

three people. Yoll have A00) of tlieni over there. I would not want
voui to show the diliogence with volil' 50,00() that we show with oulr three.
beaiqse. we would have anI awful lot, of complaints from the do;,,tr+
.ind the nursing homes and everybody else. But. these ceir nds, ciind
\,oil now, Mr. Seeretarv, everv one of these eari'iels ought to 1w :ible
lo provide voll with that information, and most of thei zianli(ot (it) it.
We have g ot it fron some, an(l others ('aimnot provide it.

Now, here is another form filled out on the same basis.
Nirsing-home visits reill riised $25,666.55. lie wanted to nake sure

hllit this was not anl evel figu i'. Tile nllinil er of patitiits, 1-1 minid 'e'
of visits.4.844.

That would immediately make Vol wonder wN-hiv all of those in
ionie visits. particularly in view of tho fact that we pald hin a ttal

of .032,449.49.
'[hen you go back to the back part of the form, in remarks, and here

the carrier says, "Because no definitive response was recei ived from the
Bureau of H-ealth Insurance with regard to this inquiiry, )r. K '
claims were returned to be processed for payment June 6. 196'."

That ought to put you on notice. 'rhis does not look right to the
c'irrier. Somebody in'Soeial Security ouqht to ho movin omi tlii.
Yoll onihit to find omit wihat. th l iing is ll about.

lHere is another dotor.
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Now, this fellow, I SllppO.z(', is doing business witll Ir. 1C. l)ecauls
]ie had a similar situation. Iln this ease he had $14675 paid for nll's-
iiig-liolie visits to 102 patients. A lot of money there for 102 people.
It is 4-0 per patient for nursing-hlome visits. Oil the form it says, "no
reply was received from the Bureau of Health Insuranme relative to
i(jiiiry regarding 1)r. K{'s Claim. )r. I's claims were also returned
for proces.il,'." Tliey ie'fei'ed these to your people, auial)l:mreit.ly
Ihev rot no response 'l)out that.

1Posiblv t these t wo doctors are working together. It looks lke gang
v'isits to us. where t hev have a nursing lxlie alnd they just, kild of
walk tliro,,li and sav 'hello" to all of the patients and ask them how
they a1 f'eelilq aild 'hill each olle for' as the case may be. It
,lks to us like a sit luat ion wlih should be exaimined.
( )llr st a1' t lien i roceeded t lien to ask you, I)r. LIand, and your people '.

1,, pir'videI us with the niaes and aitioumits paid to people who were
"etg ill" Imar.e plvm"n;t under medicaid. I am not going to put those
lis(. firom 1 A in isia na i!n tlie record because these are very prom eWn
pel)!,e in , oui:inlm. I knmv sone of Illei. Some of thelm have been
verv !.rood( (4mqlte . l Ilit,.

Biu I auut pleased to ay lthat there are only ten of them from
Louiiaua. 1 nt(tice that ()"ml of' t(he ten, four come from two small
C' .i on ilit II'S. Ore is ill the largest CoIImtlAUity . eiha!,s the cointv
seat of hat I itula r nurish, but there are four of them in one county,
four inl two small cit ies. Let its see. About the bi ,est, vou could find
here is one fel Iow. and i f 1 (10 say so, he provides service, no doubt about
tlat. I not i(.(, . (;.0(0 i under little 19 alnd t!hen S:1.0(00 muder title I S and
that works out to that me t',ellow collct ing . S..00() from medicare alld
medicaid. TItat is just a lot of money to he ('ollecting off' of these old
al( poo' I eole.

M. ' ENEMAN. Is that a Singl pr'act it ioner. Senator?
The Cl.M.x.,I unlesss lie is in par ners with this other fellow from

tile same city. I am in formed that they are both single practitioners in
the same town, ])uit apparently one of them found out, how the other
one was doing" business because I note that they ' both come in with
high payments. This other doctor received $46.000 and $12,000 So he
gZ(t s.i58.000 out of the two programs.

You might think that some of -us folks in Louisiana have really
found a way to charge high against. medicaid and medicare, but if you
think we are, high you ought to take a look at Oklahoma.

'I'he same type of in(quirv directed toward Oklahoma comes in with
6;9 doctors in" these cross 'ompartsols, and look at some of their (9.
About, the hIi'lest we could It in Louisiana was $84,s-000. Some of these
fellows in Oklahoma are (olle(tiii& over $100.000 each. Some of these
p-eople are. coming in with almost $1is 00,000 apiece in small town,, tha.i
I never heard of out in Oklahoma. and I have been around in Oklahoma
an(1 I know sonllun,,g about that State.

Now, these would all justify somebody taking, a look at, the situation
and seeing just, what justification there was for these payments.

May I say. Oklahoma eomes in with more d,0etors, apparently, that
meet ihe hig-h-fee test than does, the State of Texas, and Texas has a
wa v of froinlr first ('lass on things, as Voll klow.

But if I do say it, while it is true that Oldahoma manages to show up
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with more doctors charging high fees, Texas, (lualitywise has them
beat.

Turning to some of the high pa luments in Texas.
How about this fellow in a little town.
Well, this doctor got $52,000 under title 19 and $97,000 under title

18-medicare. Apparently, qualitywise, he has got them all Ibeat. Some
of these are clinics, so some of them would include more than one doc-
tor. It would seem to me that the two agencies, Mr. Veneman, and after
all, both of them work under your direction, it seems to me that the
two agencies ought to get together and compare notes on these pay-
ments. And that, identification number at the top should ibe the social
securif v number.

Mr. VENEAW. Senator, let me just reemphasize what I pointed
out this morning, that. the responsibility for the administration and in-
vestigation under title 19 is up to the'Stfe. I think I mentioned the
total staff. We have 100 people now working in the Medieal Services
Administration in this field, and we are asking for 150 more. We would
catch this guy. The State and the intermediary has to get to these
people. That is where we have to have the controls.

And I mentioned also that in California we had two investigators for
the State of California.

The CTATAN. Well, I used to be with the State government and wedid a lot. of0th1 ns-ome good and SOflie batd-ieeause we were tld

by Washington that we had to do that. It seenus to me that you have
the power to say, "al right, now, this must be done: you must take a
look at this situation". Then I would hope, Mr. Secretary, that by the
time we get through with all of this investigating your shop would
have all of this information so you could look and run right on down
through and see who was getting a great deal of money.

Senator WLLT.ArS. Would the Senator yield at that point?
The C rATMANI. Yes.
Senator WILIAS. While you are looking these over you may be

interested in payments in another area, in another State, jade County
in Florida.

The first doctor drew $277,378.66; the second one $178,258.27: the
third one $154,890.31 : the fourth one $137,864.64: the next one $112.-
349.37: and the last one $102,771.16. It is a healthy area in which to
live. and people there must begetting a lot of medica ,attention.

Mr. VE3E AN N. Senator, I am not sure that is even the total figure. Is
that just title 18 you are tal king about?

Senators Wmi..s. That is correct. We have not been able to get
the other figures. We have asked for that, which might bring the total
up to a reasonable living allowance.

Mr. VINEMAN. Even in Florida.
Senator WIL A- s. Yes. I have the names of the doctors here if you

are interested in them.
The CTAir,-AN. Now, I am satisfied that a lot of this can he

worked out and I am sure that you are feeling growing pains that
will subside in considerable degree as you have more experience
with the programs, just as Commissioner Ball has stated. Some of this
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can be worked out, best while the top pressure is on you, where you don't
have to be the mean fellow who insists on everybody's cost and every-
body's expenses being right and disallowing things. A good time to do
it is when Congress is raising the very devil with you about the mat-
ter and what must be done. In my home State, for example, in New
Orleans where I lived for a while, is the Ochsner Foundation Hospital,
one of the finest hospitals in the country, would you not agree with
that?

Mr. BALL. Oh, yes; yes, indeed, Senator. That is a point we can
certainly wholeheartedly agree with.

The CHAIRM1AN. John Williams said you had better agree with
that.

What is this HIBAC committee?
Mr. BALL. Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council.

OCIISNER FOUNDATION HOSPITAL

The CHAII ,AN. The Health Insurance Benefits Advisory Council;
all right, now.

One of the best doctors at Ochsner Hospital, one of those who runs
it, is on that committee: is he not? Do you recall his name?

Mr. BALL. Die. Merrill Hines.
The ChAIM.-.,:N. Yes.
Dr. Ochsner, who founded that hospital, used to be one of the chief

physicians at. New Orleans Charity Hospital.
N, ow. the per patient stay at Charity greatly exceeds the average

number of days at Och.sner. Mind you, at Charity you are at Govern-
ment expense, and at. Okhsner you pay for it whether under medicaid,
medicare, or whatever. Notwithstanding all of that, they will not let
you stay at Och sner nearly as long as you stay at Charity:It seems to
ine that somebody like Dr. Ochsner, who served for a long time at
Charity before lie founded his own hospital, as well as Dr. lines, who
has helped to do much of the wvork, ought to be able to show you how
vou could find some way of getting the same kind of proper utiliza-
tion you find at Ochsner.

At Ochsner, their board is very strict about who can be admitted.
yfv understanding, for example, is that you cannot get a bed at

()chsner for a checkup. You can rent a hotel room somewhere nearby
and you can go to the clinic, and they will run tests on you, but then
you go back where you came from; you just cannot have a bed at
(chsner for that purpose.

The patient-days might not show up accurately for comlparison,
because they )erf'orm so many serious operations. For example, they
will remove more cancerous larynxes than thev do tonsiiectomies in
that hospital. It might look like ihey have long patient stays until you
analyze by diagnosis. If you look at what they are doing for people
there, their utilization committee is enormously efficient and they are
very tough about putting you out of there the moment that, you are
able to take care of yourself.
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They are also very tough about who they will take. Most people
would prefer to go to Oclisner rather tiai Charity--the Govern-
ment is igoini to pay for it ill either event-so they have adopted a
policy that within a 50-mile area of New Orleans you cannot go into
Ochsner unless you meet one of two criteria. Either you have to have
an unusual cas, or else you would have to have been one of their
patients previously to go in there uder niedicare or medicaid becairze
they cannot. t.1ke all of the Inedicaid and lne(lic(are people who would
like to go in there.

UNIFOR' FEE, SHIEDUIJ

They use a, uniform fee schedule. T think it is the hospital where
Clint Murchison passed awav-and don't blame the hospital--he lived
a very long and useful life. rhey charged him the same standard fees,
charged Clint Murchison the same thing they charge medicare or
medicaid patients. I understand that more and' more better hospitals
are coming to that, uniform fee schedule practice. is that corr,i ?

Mr. B,L. I believe so, Senator. Yes. I think that is the public
charge that applies to everyone for accommodations they have.

The CIIAIUIMAN. The better hospitals a r'e moving toward a practice
so that, whether you are a workingman who can ill afford to pay, or
whether vou are a millionaire, they will still charge the same fee for
an operation, and by doing that, then l r)<ceed to charge lie medicar,
and medicaid on exactly the same basis.
Ochsner does it that way.
Mr. BAu't. Yes. The only thing I am hesitating about is the distinc-

tion between paying for an operation, which is a part B provision,
where you may get quite a lot of variation from one fee to another as
against hospit al charges. I was not quarrelingr with you on the hospi-
tal charges. The usual practice is to pay the same whatever the charge
is at the hospital for a private room or semiprivate and so on, without
regard to your income, but I believe, too, that even in the area of fee
services tlere is much less varying of charge by income than there
used to be.
The Cx1ARmr.xN. And actually it would seem to me that it would

ease your burden as the hospitals moved toward that procedure,
whereby the charge to everybody was the same.
It was one thing back in the davs when you did not charge the poor

man who could not pay, and tried to makce it back on the rich man
who could. But if vou want to protect the fee system, it seems best that
we get it down to'a similar basis for the same'operation, where every-
body pays the same., That way, if somebody needs some help, we would
either pr-ovide it at the State'level or the P ederal level without worry-,
Ing about whether the State was paying for it or the man was paying
for it himself, and whether he is rich or poor. That being the case, w'e
can then talk about realistic fees and stop all this flimflam about i]v-
ing some services away and instead just talk a)out what a fair fee
would be.
Mr. BALL. Yes.
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The, Clr.,rr. I think if you check those hospitals, I think you
will find that thev have the finest doctors in America, and by the tnie
they get through, the doctors earn about $9,000 a year. They keep
their operating rooms fully busy and try to see thatthey keel every
room they have got filled. But'they do' not put people'in and keep
peol)le longer jiust because they have empty beds. If they have empty
beds, they still discharge patients because thev see no point in keeping
people ini a hospital an- longer than necessary.

I have read where the American Meldical Association has come out
aza inst doctorss overcharging for la-boratory work which they do not
dIo themselves. For eximnple, laboratory tests may cost him 50 cents
apiece and the doctor may ask a $5 fee and tack it on in addition to
the regular fete.

Now, with the support of the American Mfedical Association, would
you find any difficulty in writing a regulation or something to say
that you cannot charge more than 50 cents under medicaid and medi-
care if that is all it will cost you to have that laboratory work done?

Mr. BAr ,. Well, Mr. Chairman, we have already done that in the
medicare program.

In one of the recent changes that we have made-and this is either
in the December or the February series of actions-we undertook to
direct the carriers to hold down generally recognition of fee increases.
and certain other things. One o' them was to say that the reasonable
charge for a laboratory service, that. was not performed by the doctor
but by someone else for him should be based upon that laboratory
charge to him, and that the doctors markup on that ought to be very
sligit indeed.

The CHIAT1rMAw. All right.
I want to make it clear again to all of you in lhe enartment that

while it, may sound as though we have spent our time throwing darts
at the doctors, this just happens to be one area that strikes the eye.
It does appear to me thaft over-all savings in the program will be

greater in other areas if we can do a goodI job in a ministering this
pr'o,ram with respect to hospitals and nursing homes.

As much as I would want to honor and respect the medical frater-
nity, there have l)een some abuses that are just striking and they
should be corrected. But I really do think that the biggest savings
in this programn is going to come in better utilization 'and in fair
killing and fair charging for what, hospitals and nursing homes
provide.

Mr. BALL. I agree with you completely, sir.
Senator WLLTAXMS. Mir. 'Chairman, I kcnow the hour is late, and I

have just. one question. But first in connection with Senator Long's
inquiry to you concerning the ILIBAC committee; if I understand
correctly, oine of the members of that committee was found to be
engaging in questionable practices himself, and I understand is under
indictment now.

Has he been removed and replaced?
Mr. BAiL. ie was removed and his services on the committee were

terminated. I have forgotten the exact date, but it was 2 or 3 years
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ago, Senator. lie was on the original group. That case is with the U.S.
attorney.

Senator WLLIAMS. Yes. I notice that he showed up on this list that
we had. I was just wondering, and wanted to be sure.

Now, I want to ask this one question, and I vill not ask it as a
question now, but I would like to have this information, and perhaps
you would supply it to us tomorrow.

The CHAIRMNAN. If I could just interrupt, I thought Mr. Ball was
going to add something to his answer.

Mr. ]xrLL. I merely wanted to take the oI)portlnitv, Senator, to say
that the Health Insiurance Benefit Advisory (ouncil, as a whole, has
been an extremely capable and very helpful] organization in the pro-
grain, and it has -ery high-quality membership. I would not want that
one incident 1o cast a reflection on the group as a, whole, and I am sure
you did not want to.

Senator WILLAI S. No, not at all: not. at all. I agree with you coni-
pletely about the high caliber of the men, and an incident such as that
can happen, but I just wanted to make sure that it was taken care of,
because it would be embarrassing.

Mr. BALL. Yes, sir.
Senator W mmLT., rs. Now, I would like for you to bring with you in

the morning a list showing all of the funds that have been paid to each
of the carriers or intermediaries and to the subcontractors for admin-
istration expenses for each of the last 3 years, and that is to cover from
the time of the beginning of the program. I think there was some pay-
ment or' arrangement made in the initial stages before the effective date
of the program.

Could you get all of those lists for us and have them for us tomorrow?
Mr. Ti NREY. Senator, could that be late tomorrow?
Senator VLLIAMs. Well, if that would be better, yes.
Mr. TIEnINEy. I am sure that we can, Senator.
(The material referred to follows:)

ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS OF PART A INTERMEDIARIES, FISCAL YEARS 1967 AND 1968, AND FIRST 9 MONTHS OF
FISCAL YEAR 1969

1st 9 months,
Fiscalyear Fiscalyea r fiscal 6a;Intermediary 1967 16

BLUE CROSS
Birmingham, Ala .................................................. $279,162 $750,145 $578, 053
Phoenix, Ariz ----------------------------........................ 211,779 438,959 340,434
Little Rock, Ark -------------------------------------------------- 277,208 465,171 359, 579
Los Angeles Calif ----------------------------- 1....... 1,424,626 2,233,600 2,695,392
Oakland, Calif --------------------------..........----------------- 630,047 1,350,000 1,593, 801
Denver, Colo ---------------------------------------------------- 469, F72 841, 666 783,440
New Haven, Conn ................................................. 227, 435 328 726 279, 215
Wilmington, Del -------------------------------------------------- 160, 300 258, 921 141,779
Washington, D.C ------------------------------------------- ----- 238,153 400 730 362,976
Jacksonville, Fla .. . . . . . ..----------------------------------------- 941,838 1,553 109 1,379,708
Atlanta, Ga ------------------------------------------------------ 162, 095 263, 347 230. 020
Columbus, Ga ---------------------------------------------------- 262, 596 579.873 504,244
Rockford, III --------------------------------------------- -----. *- 34, 854 53,974 46, 282
Boise, Idaho ----------------------------------------------- ----- 122,941 241,717 296, 533
Chicago, III ....................................................... 1,6 5, 131 2,916.900 3,347,282
Indianapolis, Ind -------------.................................... 727,305 1,195,773 1.038,602
Des Moines, Iowa ................................................ 406,417 533,770 481, 607
Sioux City, Iowa .................................................. 160,258 226.615 362,712
Topeka.Kans ..................................................... 313,190 501,693 401,930
Louisville, Ky ---------------------------------------------------- 490,320 958,770 868,406
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ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS OF PART A INTERMEDIARIES, FISCAL YEARS 1967 AND 1968, AND FIRST 9 MONTHS OF
FISCAL YEAR 1969-Continued

1st 9 months,FiscaIy6a; Fiscalyea fiscal year
Intermediary 9 N68 1969

BLUE CROSS-Continued
Baton Rougo, La ---------------------------------------- . ....... $274.696 $500,092 $528,759
New Orplans, La .................................................. 154,805 312,535 325,754
Portland, Maine ................................................... 139, 374 254,821 195. 341
Baltimore, Md ................................................ .---- 527,300 811,700 743,600
Boston, Mass ...................................................... 1,460,284 2,312,254 2,350,000
Detroit, Mich ..................................................... 976, 203 1,354, 571 1,746,882
St. Paul, Minn .................................................... 744, 306 1,243, 452 1.172,080
Jackson, Miss .................................................... 164,181 296,668 355, 206
Kansas City, Mo .................................................. 302, 260 515,418 447, 725
St. Louis Mo ------------------------------------------ 478, 182 882, 474 1,007,467
Great Fafls, Mont ..................................... 115,858 245,967 200,839
Omaha, Nebr ..................................................... 1 82,694 328,043 271,363
Concord, N.H ..................................................... 233,143 412,397 366,830
Newark, N.J ----------------------------------------------------- 767, 145 1,595,100 1,254,600
Albuquerque, N. Mex ...................................... 107,375 214,095 222,192
Albany, N.Y ...................................................... 171,070 318,992 288,837
Buffalo, N.Y ..................................................... 311,697 532,136 497,395
Jamestown NY .......................................... 33, 728 40,920 45, 737
New York City, N.Y .. ................................. 1,551,304 2,657,909 2,796, 544
Rochester, N.Y .................................................... 168, 750 265, C44 282 842
Syracuse, N.Y ........................................... 152,308 270,596 238:289
Utic N V ............................... 121.675 180,001 156,937
Watertown. .N. ...... ... ... ................................ , 053 23,204 0. u
Chapel Hill, N.C .......................................... 571,472 1,096,478 1,106,015
Fargo, N. Dak .................................................. 109,575 223,163 202,945
Canton, Ohio .................................................... 73.793 135,000 102,173
Cincinnati, Ohio .................................................. 435.117 727,847 530,966
Cleveland, Ohio .................................................. 346,093 699,918 591,735
Columbus, Ohio ......................................... 239,097 333,777 317,131
Lima. Ohio ....................................................... 42,8R7 66,107 50,763
Toledo, Ohio ...................................................... 132,020 204,732 163, 220
Youngstown, Ohio ................................................ 114,478 166,150 168,308
Tulsa, Okla ..................................................... 376.379 608.683 784,779
Portland, Oreg ................................................... 340,855 594, 635 565,471
Allentown, Pa .................................................... 73,108 109,195 86.954
Harrisburg, Pa .................................................... 210,500 384,040 369,882
Philadelphia, Pa ................................................. 320,162 601,268 528.799
Pittsburgh, Pa .................................................... 684,620 1,118.083 996.578
Wilkes-Barre, Pa .................................................. 157,448 225,586 198,898
Providence R. .......................................... 209,756 360,417 324,511
Columbia, S.C....329,828 493,184 534.962
Chattanooga, Tenn ............................................... 443, 703 958,370 900,745
Memphis, lenn ............................. .................... 156.548 288,690 292,487
Dallas, Tex ......................... ........ .................... 1,696.516 2,460,203 1,848,920
Salt Lake City, Utah -------........................................ 104,202 193,636 188,589
Richmond, Va -------------------------------- ................. . 461,809 611.021 P1,. 500
Roanoke, Va ...................................................... 61,415 111.091 124.671
Seattle, Wash .................................................. 384,510 528,708 517,486
Charleston, W. Va ...................................... 149,167 274,036 192,601
Parkersburg, W. Va ............................................... 48.661 71,227 61,997
Wheeling, W. Va .................................................. 264.286 269,464 203,102
Milwaukee, Wis . ................................. 786,796 1,063,399 950,000
Cheyenne, W- - - - - -.. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. 57.944 119.146 70.756
San Juan, P.R ................................................... 69.182 97,628 98,545
Blue Cross Association ............................................. 1,314.016 1,875,557 2,186,350

Total Blue Cross ............................................ 29.099,661 48,732.887 47,510,062

COMMERCIALS
Aetna Life ....................................................... 744, 412 1.459,480 1.319.717
Community Health ............................................... 11,432 15.898 14,324
Cooperativa, Puerto Rico ........................................... 37. 492 39, 297 47,064
Hamilton Life ..................................................... 93.093 127.409 .............
Hawaii Medical ................................................... 67.113 127, 484 P4, 280
Inter-County ..................................................... 375,626 580,316 505,587
Kaiser ....................................................... 93,637 134.260 82,173
Mutual of Omaha............................................. 627,890 1,227,400 1.768,700
Nationwide ...................................................... 236 442 301,570 265,906
New York Department of Health .................................. 92,707 134,095 136,964
Prudential ........................................................ 488,429 673, 390 714.230
The Travelers ......................................... 1,133. 803 1,894,477 2.037,390

Total commercials ........................................... 4,002,076 6,715, 076 6.976,335

Total part A ................................................ 33,101,737 55,447,963 54,486,397
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ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS OF PART B CARRIERS, FISCAL YEARS 1967 AND 1968 AND FIRST 9 MONTHS OF
FISCAL YEAR 1969

1st 9 months,
Fiscal year Fiscal year fiscal year

Carrier 1967 1968 1969

BLUE SHIELD
Birmingham, Ala .................................................. $490,012 $855,643 $744,994
Little Rock, Ark ................................................... 451,064 576,105 492, 628
San Francisco, Calif ---------------------------------------------- 4,968,429 8,431,615 8,715,991
Denver, Cola ..................................................... 827,907 1,443,173 1,249,892
Wilmington, Del .................................................... 167,900 391,761 288,762
Washington, D.C .................................................. 574,389 919,381 811,518
Jacksonville, Fla --------.---------------------------------------- 1,943,555 4,491,934 3,927,375
Chicago, III ---------------------------------------------------- 1,587,077 2,859,000 2, 810,543
Indianapolis, Ind ------------------------------------------------- 1,012,955 1,725,525 1,456,255
Des Moines, Iowa ------------------------------------------------ 813,529 1,495,721 1,234,791
Topeka, Kans --------------------------.------------------------- 513,544 845,491 1,079, 545
Baltimore, Md --------------------------------------------------- 550, 200 1,124,000 982,300
Boston, Mass --------------------------------------------------- , 922,959 3.69q,730 3,152,200
Detroit, Mich ---------------------------------------------------- 2, 366,194 3,782,419 3,282,654
Minneapolis, Minn ----------------------------------------------- 530, 582 814,342 551,551
Kansas City, Mo ------------------------------------------------- 524,555 1,079, 205 934,834
Helena, Mont ---------------------------------------------------- 229,539 340,100 285,000
Concord, N.H ---------------------------------------------------- 324, 542 727,112 831,796
Buffalo, N.Y ----------------------------------------------------- 491,628 1,002,989 775,130
New York, N.Y .................................................... 4,359,737 7,568,909 6,641,609
Rochoster, N.Y --------------------------------------------------- 333,215 495,604 454, 157
Fargo, N. Oak -------------------------.------------------------- 217,044 323,404 245,827
Cleveland, Ohio -------------------------------------------------- 530,222 974,345 762,986
Camp Hill, Pa --------------------------------------------------- k,381. 192 4,058,600 3,999,900
Hato Rey, P.R ---------------------------------------------------- 161, ?30 240, 522 248, 507
Providence, R.I ------------------------------------------------- 341,482 523,543 454,702
Columbia, S.C --------------------------------------------------- 368,019 493,669 477,748
Sioux Falls, S. Dak ----------------------------------------------- 173,253 277,148 263,974
Dallas, Tex ------------------------------------------------------ 2,685,433 5,361,041 4,109,001
Salt Lake City, Utah ---------------------------------------------- 185,464 310, 597 309, 598
Seattle, Wash ---------------------------------------------------- 1,559,516 2,154,240 1,742,261
Madison, Wis --------------------------------------------------- 34.971 1.527.431 1, 193.153
Mi~waukee, Wis ------------------------------------------------- 393,600 702.531 525, 119

Total Blue Shield ........................................... 34,806.888 61.716,830 55,036,301

COMMERCIALS
Aetna Life -------------------------------------------- 2,196,504 3,126,026 2,240,789
Connecticut General ---------------------------------------------- 763,520 1,145,444 901,494
Continental Casualty ....................................-- ......... 1,269.494 1,517,232 1,279,047
Equitable Life ---------------------------------------------- 1,528, 748 1,953, 700 1,683,500
General American ------------------------------------------------ 808, 563 1 458,683 1, 415.687
Group Health Insurance ------------------------------------------- 912,315 1 427,246 1,198,619
John Hancock ------------------------------------------ 1,147,591 1,964,980 1,342 929
Metropolitan Life. . . . . . . . ...--------------------------------------- 2,117,369 3,119,727 2, 547, 164
Mutual of Omaha ------------------------------------------------ 477,173 657,900 583.200
Nationwide Mutual ----------------------------------------------- 2.473,501 3,525,089 2,980,323
Occidental Life --------------------------------------------------- 3,174,019 4,480,405 4,140,943
Pan American Life ------------------------------------------------ 805,449 1,364,332 1,272,534
Pilot Life -------------------------------------------------------- 819,025 1,279,368 1,419,078
Prudential ------------------------------------------------------- 1,983,094 2,964,780 2, 576,370
The Travelers ---------------------------------------------------- 2,045.995 2,416,272 1,815.260
Union Mutual ---------------------------------------------------- 402,348 527,941 390,787
Oklahoma Department of Public Welfare ------------------------------------------ 620, 894 485, 790
Nebraska State -------------------------------------------------- 43,628 ---------------------------

Total commercials ------------------------------------------ 22,968,336 33,550,019 28.273,514
Travelers (RRB) ------------------------------------------------- 2,836,069 4,179, 310 3,339,585
Total Blue Shield ------------------------------------------------ 34,806,886 61,716,830 55.036.301

Total part B ----------------------------------------------- 60,611,293 99,446,159 86,649,400

T1I11F, ]ITIBAC ('05[5[ITTIrE',

The CIIA1rP aNy. Would you let. 1l-e isk One lore 110 t1i! aI)out the
II BAC committee? Is that at utilization committee, or is it broader
than that?(

Mr. Bh\Lr,. It is very broad, Senator. Oriinally, the statute provided
for two committees. In the 1967 anendnlenIt you combined them. Orig-
inally you had a separate provision, a separate committee for utiliza-
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tion. Now, that function is a HIBAC function, hmt they have a broader
function of examining all of the policies in the program. They pass on
policy and regulations. 1 do not. mean that the Secretary is directed by
them, but they advise him on all proposed regulations. It is a group
that has looked into all parts of the medicare program. I commend to
you the annual report that they have submitted to the Congress. They
have made several very constructive suggestions in administration
and in legislation, and it, is a very comprehensive report on the oler-
at ion of the program.

NEED FOR CAIIFUL REVIEW OF UTILIZATION BY STATES

The ChAIIIMA-N. It, seems to me that you ought to have a committee
just on utilization and put. somebody as the chairman of that committee
who know s how to run a tight ship and then see if you cannot put sone
peol)le on that committee who have similar reputations, with the
understanding that the man who runs the most efficient hospital will be
the one who calls the signals on that committee. When you do that I
think you might get the same kind of performance out of some of these
other hospitals that you are getting out of the best hospitals in the
country.

Mr. \ENEMA,. This is exactly what we anticipate in this short-terin
committee that I referred to this 1mrning. They would look into the
utilization procedures in title XIX. We have already said that the
State plan has to incorporate a utilization procedure, as well as review
of charges and other features of the progrmun, but I do not think we can
ha ve an ellectiye ut iliz- tion review v.oumit tee in Washington. We are
goin-g to have to have it broken down so that the States hav e good util-
ization review procedures. and even down to the localities because itwould be virtually impossible to handle the -'0 or 40 million claims
that originate nationally. But you can do it on a regional, State, and
local basis.

The CIL\u.I.r.N. Yes: but it, seems to me, though, that you after all
come here from the State of California where von have' had a lot of
contact with the California welfare program but now you are doing
business with 50 States. It seems to me that. you ought to have com-
petence, and after all, some of the best l)eol)le in HEW were trained
in State government, or at. least have had State government experience
and do business with State Government, and you oulit to have a little
task force in your shop somewhere that can go into any State where
they have fouled up :wd take them. by the hand and get matters
stnraightened out. Ti,ey could sit. down with them, and take each one
of them by the hand and say, here is how you should do this, and here
is how yon should run that.

Mr. Vr:EMAN. Yes: this is exactly what we anticipate doing.
The ChAIRMNAN-. For example, we started out in the unemployment

insurance program with our program modeled after the *Wisconsin
statute. It looked like Wisconsin was doing the best job, and we
brought someone from Wisconsin who could suggest how to run the
unmployment insurance program, and they l)atterned the program
after that. It. seems to me that you ought to get. yourself a group so
that when a State program seems not to be going right, you could
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send somebody down to sit with them, and suggest how they might
improve.
. Mr. VENEMAN. That is exactly what the States need; and you see
what happened with this program that was adopted in late 1965 to
become effective in January 1966, and to have all of the States in
the program by 1970, and we had 35 people working on the whole
program. You know, the States got themselves into programs with-
out any counsel from us except a lot of correspondence going back
and forth, and if you would read through some of that you would
need a staff in itself to interpret it, but nobody was available for
technical assistance.

We would hope that we would have that available plus the guide-
lines n the basic criteria for establishment and utilization and review
and development by this group.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, Secretary Veneman, frankly, I have had
some thoughts about putting something in the law. We are saying
that here is something that the States ought to do, and if this is the
right way to do this thing, it seems to us that you could insist they
do something properly, and if the State thinks that is wrong, you
could reduce the matching formula and that State would be digging
itself into a deeper and deeper hole, paying more and more for less
and less. But when we do that I think that you ought to have people
available who could go to that State and say, "look, old friend, if
you do not start straightening thing up and han dling your program
better it is going to cost you a lot o money, and here is how we think
it could be done," otherwise-

Mr. VENEXAN. We found ourselves in this position two or three
times. We sent a task force or small group of people in where a
system-

The CHArMAN. Well, oftentimes after Governors are elected
they appoint some fellow who was a prime campaign supporter to be
the welfare man. While he might be the best campaign orator, that
fellow has no experience in what he is supposed to do at all. Then the
Governor appoints some people to the welfare board-he wants to
honor this prominent man here or that prominent man there-and
the ignorance on the board exceeds the competence. Then that fellow
goes and picks a few other people that he kind of likes in the depart-
ment, and the next thing you know some other fellow who has great
competence gets disgusted and quits, and then they are short on
know-how.

If States are ever going to get straightened out, especially with
a new program, someone is going to have to show them how. It is

fine for a State to sit there and issue press releases blaming Wash-
incrton, saying nobody can run a program with Washington dictating
alrof it, but as a practical matter I -just think that we ought to have
available in Washington, and that means you, a team of experts to
go down there and show them how to straighten the program out and
low to make it work.

Now, I have been on the other end. We have come from down there
lip here, and said, "Look, it appears to us you might not want to give
us matching funds and you might not want to go along with this, and
here is what we want to do, but we regret that sometimes it does not
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work out very well because by the time we get back hiome we have
forgotten everything you told us or he has forgotten everything you
told him, or he has got it all fouled up."

I think you ought to go to him and say "Here is how this thing
could be run and straightened out, and if you do not straighten it
out it is going to cost you something."

ADVISORY GROUPS IN 'TM ie DEPARTMENTT OF' IEALTIT, EDUCATION, AND
WELFARE

Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, on this point-I think that we
may need this task force. Before we get to expending too much for
it, I want to call attention to the fact that the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare testified before the Appropriations Committee
that we already have 407 advisory groups in Health, Education, and
Welfaie advising us at a cost of $7.23 million a year. Maybe you need
just one tasimforce to find out what these advisory committees are
doing. Maybe we have done here at the national leyel what the Sena-
tor from ]ouisianaJiat efi gri'T!.was so often done and is so
often done at S tfltevels, and maybe we n to do some houseclean-ing here. /",

ir. Cha an, I would like 8insertat this int in the record
a table ing the budpe for 2h2e - 34visory gru3 8 57,

• ~ ~ ~ ", //.: kr ross / Number ross
// - 'ofme .e- / -. of mq dbor-

pmcy~ ~ ~~ ~~6' sumry:.:, rus ssp '... Costly groups s3,lp' Cost
"Oc umar--,- 24 2 32 6

,Consu aor Protection d Envlron n7 35 ,1 ,25 7979

Soia Sercos Adni ea nstraton- ------- 98 178 7 9,8

a 1 50 4 68 $662,00

Tot l' "'k apartment 1ot 3En38,937 202 252 6, 059Saln total health okencles ........... .... 3* 13 ,/3A22 -'PZ1,373 334/ 830 5, 706,235
,Office o0 duestlon ....... . 23. .............

So a in Rehabilt.teon m than 1 .g.ro u
an-ik- 27 51 /1225 479,792

The CIIAnMAN. Maybe you could get b h~lout Some of those com-
mittees. I think that l5,out 5 /plel that we
have. ot on the State patrol s-I should think that we could get
by with alot ess--and Maybe you could do the same thing.

Mr. VEN EM,1AN. *That is the thing that I emphasized this morning,
the point this morning we mentioned in connection with this particu-
lar group, that it was a short-term group looking at short-term prob-
lems with a termination date and it is not goifig to be another continu-
ing one.

Senator WimiLAts. I was not questioning that point. I realize that,
but the mathematics of your advisory groups could put 500 individuals
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at $15,000 a year in full-time salaries as advisers. That is what we
have now, and 1 wonder if we call afford that much advice.

So, I just pass that along.
The (HAIvMAN. No; the kind of thing that I had in mind should not

require an increase in budget. I am surprised to know that you have
407 advisory groups. I cannot figure out the 407 groups. I cannot fig-
ure it out.

Mr. VENEMAN. I have not been able to figure it out either, Senator.
The CIIAuMAAN. It would seem to me that you might be able to

find about five people who understand the various programs that
y ou conduct at the State level, who can go and spend a week with a
State and can straighten the situation out and show them how to oper-
ate effectively.

Frankly, seeing how some of these things get fouled up I would
just like to have somebody to call on rather than take the only man we
have got and send him down there and straighten them up. I would
like for you to have somebody to go down there. But, if you have 4o7
advisory groups, it seems to me that you ought to consider seeing
whether you can cut down on that; I might note that it took 108 pages
in hearings to list the names of those groups.

Mr. VTENEMAN. I think you have thie only compiled list. I would like
to see it.

The C 1AIRAN. Well, that is news to me; I did not know that there
were 407 advisory groups.

We will meet again at 10 o'clock tomorrow.
Thank you very much, gentlemen.
(Whereupon, at 4:55 p.m., the hearing was recessed to reconvene at

10:00 a.m., Wednesday, July 2, 1969.)



MEDICARE AND MEDICAID

WEDNESDAY, JULY 2, 1969

U.S. SEXArE,
COIMIrIEE ON FINANCE.

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:10 a.m., in room 2nan21,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman)
presiding.

Present Senators Long, Anderson, Gore, Talmadge, Iarris, Byrd,
Jr., of Virginia, Williams, Bennett, Curtis, Miller, Jordan, and
Fannin.

The CHAIRMAN. We will open the hearing this morning with Coni-
missioner Thrower of the Internal Revenue Service to discuss some
of the tax problems related to medicare and medicaid.

Mr. Thrower, I think you are familiar with our discussions here
yesterday. Is the tax collector able to collect taxes on all the money that
is being paid out under medicare and medicaid particularly insofar
as these payments are made to doctors? What is your reaction to that
situation?

STATEMENT OF RANDOLPH W. THROWER, COMMISSIONER, IN-
TERNAL REVENUE SERVICE; ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM H.
SMITH, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER AND JOHN S. NOLAN, DEPUTY
ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR TAX POLICY

Mr. THROWER. Well, Mr. Chairman, let me say we appreciate very
much having word yesterday of the opportunity to appear here before
you. We are very much interested in having this information in usable
form. WV have been in communication with the other interested agen-
cies, and we believe that accords are being worked out where we can
goet it in the fashion and in the form that will be immediately sable
in our automatic data processing system. The Deputy Commissioner,
William Smith, has been in communication with others in this respect,
and I would like to ask him to review the details for you of the accords
being reached at this present time.

REPORTING OF MEDICAiIE N) MEDICAID) PAY3MENTS TO PIIYSTCIANS

Mr. SMnImr Mr. Chairman, we have been looking into this matter for
a period of the past 2 years, and we are convinced that we now have
an understanding with the officials of the Social Security Administra-
tion. We see no systemic problems, no problems of any kind that

(173)
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Would interfere with informatioii-reporting by Social Security, by
intermediaries, by others who make payments to doctors and people
similarly circumstanced.

Indeed I suspect given the state of automation today that there
should be no reason why most of this information cannot be supplied
to us in magnetic tape mode which would simplify life for everyone
concerned, and would make it possible to match the payments with
other information being reported to us. If not that, it would at least
be usable in the audit process when we select tax returns for
examination.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, if we can get that information, we might get
the rest of what we would like to know. For example we have the
right to ask to see someone's tax returns up here, and do not think
we will abuse that right. I have tried to protect the rights of citizens
not to have their tax returns published unless we find something that
looks wrong where we think perhaps it deserves the glare of public
exposure. But if there is nothing vrong with the taxpayer's return,
we (1o not care to expose it or make it known. But I do think we are
entitled to know what is going on.

With regard to some of these documents I think it is fair to know
how much doctors are making to begin with; how much they get from
Medicare and Medicaid. It would help us in pursuing an intelligent
courIISe.

No V, does this action assure you that insurance companies are going
to gille you the information as to what they are paying doctors under
their private insurance policies?

Mr. SrrmI. The change that I understand has been proposed by
Senator Williams would certainly provide the basis for that kind of
information reporting, too. And certainly that gap would have to be
closed in my opinion.

The CHAIRMAN. Some of the insurance carriers indicated to me that
they were hopeful that they could get by with settling for reporting
of their government payments.

It seems to me that while we are on this issue we might as well go
ahead and settle as to whether we are entitled to know the rest of that
information. I am sure, Commissioner Thrower, you were a lawyer
before you came here, were you not, and you know that the doctor-
patient'relationship is parallel and similar to the attorney-client re-
ationship. That protects you against telling what you advised your

patient or what your client said to you if you were his lawyer, and
the same thing aplies to t doctorr if you are his doctor. I do not think
it was ever intended to protect you from telling the tax collector how
much money you made out of that relationship. If those people would
like to contends that it does, then it seems to me that we could find a
way to get at that. But do you see any problem involved ais far as con-
fidekntial relationships betweenn doctor and patient are concerned?

Mr. liniiownn. I see none whatsoever. And I think with this Com-
mittee's continuing interest we will have no difficulty in getting this
information. I thiik it should be made available to us in usable form.
And as I say, I feel with your continuing interest we will soon have it.

The CHAIRIVAN. It seems to me that we have a job to do in more
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respects than one. We have a job to do in the one instance to see that
the ol people are not cheated and that people who are paying for
health services for those fine old people are not cheated. Then we have
aI second duty to see to it that people who may have been improperly
finding ways through these insurance programs to avoid taxes they
owe this Goverment are presented from doing so. If we can do both,
I think we wouhl be just a little bit more successful than if we only
did one.

Mr. Tiitowij:n. Well, I would probably want to add that I do not
know that wve have any basis for making any prejudgment on any
broad scale as to whether these earnings have been reported or not. But
we do feel strongly that it is ap ropriate for the information to be
available to us in sable form aN to be taken into account in our in-
vestigations, and we are looking forward to that.

The (ITAIMAMNA. I am not going to name anybody, even though I
might, le entitled to ant informer's fee if I did, but I know a fellow who
gra(luated the same year I did from law school. He used to keep a cash
box in his office. When someone would come in and ask him to notarize
a piece of paper and pay him a $5 fee he would just take that fee and
put it in his cash box, tap it and say, "That's $5 Uncle Sam won't take
away frol m1e."1

Doctors may be doing some of that, too. There is not much we can
do about that type of thing as far as I know, but I would assume inso-
far as they are receiving payments from insurance companies we are

int itled to that information.
Mr. TinowEit. 'We agree with you certainly.
The CHAIn ,N. Senator Anderson.
Senator ANmasoN. I just want to make sure they do got that infor-

mation. You say you are finally becoming interested in the matter.
Mr. TnIOWER. You can rest assured we are interested in having this

information in usable form and would expect to use it in the perform-
ance of our responsibilities under the Internal Revenue Code.

Senator ANDERSON. Well; I am not a lawyer. What do you mean
"in usable form"? Do you have the information or do you not have the
information

Mr. THROWim. Well; to have the information related to social secu-
rity numbers is much more meaningful than having it without the-

The CHAIIM~rAX. Previously you had it only by Swiss code number,
did you not, about the same thing as that? I mean that previously you
had it identified by code numbers which did not identify the man
t hat got the money. In fact I am informed by our staff that you were
not getting it even by way of the Swiss code.

M.11 S311TII. 'We have not been receiving information returns on this
kind of payment, but we have in land right now information with
res)ect, to payments made under Medicare and Medicaid in 1966-67
at least Medicare where the aggregate amount has been in excess oi
$50,000. We intend to audit the returns of these doctors who have
received this money. We have also received information returns that
we have in our Detroit data center and we are in the process of aggre-
Lating this information now, and we expect to examine these returns
which appear to need audit as soon as we )ossibly can.
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C'NSt'iUNVE PAYMENT'5 BY i'iiYSICiANS

T~~(im~ iI~.N You Iiiiglit atlso) get somiie ('I)iteieitce l):viiielits Jii,4
liko HI IVw has beenl getting Somte payiiits. kAsIoryv t heyv tellI oilit
Commit tee is that, some fellow wrote ill aI11( senit I lie collectors of I II-
et"'lal I ievenuei it cheek for $2,5i0O. lHe said, "I )ear Mr. Collect or:

After having thought about my incomei taix ret6 u-n, 1 just, cannot Sleep
at. iiight, so T 41ut1 senidi tig you a chlevc for $-),5) witieli I failed to p-ly.

IIIsl lj iniotSleep -,t ii iglit, I will Isenld yuacekfo h eto
it. (Lal agh er.) orte et

'Fij ('i AIIMN o ahead senator.

I~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~lS, 0TINTtiAEIi ~~'~ 1,5.(' PAYMiENT' IN OITMiIN

S e itor N01151 N.I it terelY w~:t i11, to k 110Wi I' y-ou t I( g( iiig to1 vmake
the' (111 ii.~e. on caI dlecide aiII voul iiot?

Mr. 'I'i iowlii. I poln rth 'i~iis in Commlitonl our iititial tpas
Mr. silth1 in(1 ivatedl. would he to pli11 the rtuisof those 1. et or-
onl whom wve have in forma11tionl tat I hev r-eveiVed Iliorev 01:ha1 25.001)
a., Vei rail et~ dvettIii n wh ichi require exit iinI tit it.

Seuatoi' ANDERSON. D~Oyo ~la o)II1 relea-Se tita:t it) formal~t ion ?
MNI-. 'I'lilizowEl. We (d0 tiot lint lYei pi s to releiviso in lforitiationl

with resjieet. to the aitllit.
A. Fr. S'l. We (old -1( e teasv ii o-illtitajolt to thlis eoit 1itt itti-e, of

(101l11.44,14 b it. ilil( d it ion to ti l t we.( cotild also ('1 l~i ~le stat isti:1 4 h:t.
whiich ll ight he of solit vatltme oil a broider ba.sis.

S01101 ato k NDtERiS( '. I t. wVoni bv1 1 ie 'restiig I to km tow w\-I(- tet v :iI, dc -
tor Jhts beenl paid $',90,000. (10111( youl Ilot ceek that '?

Mr. siri'I'i m. Knlow whheervi (lo('tors hav e I men rl ill $90,00)O?
Sena t or ANjinq. We hitd a (ldorl inl hten. tile ot Iter (11N w~hto 1mi

$92,00() in fees. WOuld that excite volt at all?
Mr. Y~r'r es; it interests uis.
Senator AN11ON hat would vol (10?
M r. S-Nr'Ir. Beg yoiur pardl ?
Semiot~or ANDI5)ri.R. Wh at would voi (10?
Mr. S-.Nrrti. WIell, we would do withi that as, we would with any in-

formlat ionl covering payments of this kid. Tt w~otild be--intmttcli it. withi
tho in formation, Sim ilati inlforntntlifol reported Onl the (loctoi-s tax r-e-
turn-i to determine whether or not it had all beeni reported1 for' tax pulr-
p oses. Now, Social Security, of course, medicare, and miedicaid might
Itave it dlifferent. interest in payments of that kind. Our- interests would
bent-for tax purposes.

Snt ANiwizsoN. D)o yoti have an interest i each individual case?
Mr. Svrit'm. InI each in(fividttal casec.

S(OC.IL SECURI~ITY ADM INtISTRATION RELUCTTANCE TO 1"tUiNISIT I NFORMA-
TIION T'O INT1ERNAL~ REVENUE SERVICES

S0i1a0or WILLrIAMS. Mr. Thrower, prior to this time bas the Social
Security Administration been making the information readily avail-
ab~le to*yourl D~eartment that they are accumulating about payments
to theseo('tor-SI
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ii nrc- sit P at.Aiv the fl5iif tim hu' 'lt for' the future wve NN-il I have fte
i ornitioii.

~eititorWi ~iiAMs.I iiiitleu-f ad thalt theN. have griven 1 that. itssuri-
:tiice for Olet, ilt ili' hilt it. wits iny idterstiiiig t hat. heretofore Ithey
hav 21 v' t hse'tI to Ithil iit' in 14It'lltioll ~)over to vill 54)1W 1 t me titi'it, :11tid
wh'ifle fhey wter't i't'Iviitg. it to t his (Comittete Itey questIit'ld the

w olot Orfu )'Ireyo 1hi ullgi N'( V;l. Is fhIaf ('(lireef
M'.r. TIi IltoivuI1.. 'We hi: Vt' sought. it, a1nd( tot got te'n if.
,mi. SM i'i . noiitwo C ilgeiwies 1121 ye debafed the mtitl e for thle p1st.

few years. We knew lu.-tt. it w'ottld in vol vt stibst ifll 1 syitem iv chiange(s
(OW 1r Si.-Ia St'tairi I v, ill aI di livih ii tn get iiiy periiod a1 cotiiderit ly ou mt -
lay o ti l iioty; it*. otII(I re~liP( 11djiist;ttit'll l ,1 4)w11 prtovt'tlltt't'.
Ai114 wl l.Iii we liv vi li 4loi ug ill thle inlt 4'iil is, s('citr-i ig iiiform ittioti
with] 1 VII ('O(. t'r ll of)1 I)ISi(i :t Secti pity hlat 11218 led, for e~xample ~, 14)

2te lt'PiI.-Itlt1 of I t's'15,000 in formal.-til ton ( mltni'ts thalt we l2ve
ill 1 etni ifIt, 1:tw p~rop1ose' to Ilise Its a basis for seleet-itig tor ot'sax
ret urn i for 11lud1it.
Set'for W,1it~s. I'MI if ill d1i uuev'~tlttllf5WPP'titl't

i1-e thle Soii l S'i-t ti yIx 11 ImilbI' of thet i ni iv idutllIdoy~ott t hi uk we.
w I i ; )vv fitislro)l; n 11a fit tge extent ?

M1r. Til liwi tU. To :I la-re extent if we Cotuld seilt' it, 4)i1 tilpt) it,
W01111 ifcilift-.to our litil izal 2011 of it that utulel mlore.

Stl'lI tor WIiti s. Sitre ; Ito\\, thle 411itsfi4)t was iua1de 1)5, I 1141 ieve,
((1iittti'siolle'r Ball, tIlilt. 1ie \vIs ]lot, sure that hv would halve thel( mi-
tliltv (Ii'thathe would want to filoe.'sewith W-2 formswicih I sup-
pose fleansIlSiakeo this inforina1t ion av'aillahle. 1Have you worked olt
:111iv a1r111gt'teit lis whvlu this will he fuitiished to yotu in hit. form or'
will youi n11eed legislation, or will they nleed lt'gisltiiiti directing them
to tua1ke this ivaiillile fi) voli eii htrotn tape or' the W-2 formn thie same.

:111any tl'eniplov'1t '? 2111(1rt'l thev lift' lpr('1a ed to nuakt'c it available,

to us. As to the resolution of t heir legal problems, Mr. Sth wi~~ill dis-

M r. Smrr'iil. Senaitor Williams, T believe it would he well to clarify
thle staitte. We have believed for some time that section 60411 pro-
vides tho. legall aliltorityt 14 rqir e, information i'ettrns from thle pri-
vate. carrier's and from Soeia 1Seeurity. However,9 there, have been
la-wyers who have dlebate'd thle, other sde of this question and who
have taken thle other point of view. T think it wouldi be well to clarify
the statute. I think also that in the process of cl arifying the statute,
whether it is (lone 215 an amendment to 6041 or we ad( It 1ew se,-
tion, provision ought, t) be, ma1de for aggregaltion of these Ipayle1ts,
and here outghit to1 be thle basis for reporting lby thl e.so NCS~lwit was
not. lt'e4''55i i'ile beneficiary bit thle recipient of tile uionley inl the
finl] analy1,)sis. Inl short, a, foriln 10,87 pro'edhr. inl thle same.1 wvay that
we. Ilse at tortn 101,71 for dividend reporting today Where nomlinees tire
the ones who supply it.

Senator WILTLAMS. Yes; w~ell, I agree and felt that the statutte was
Iadequalte, bit rather thili debate. that, point p~erhlaps we. call clarify it
and makeo it more specific. And, will you sublmit to this Cotlunutitee
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your recommendation for whatever legislation may be necessary to
completely clear this point up so that they will not only be using
the Social Security tax numbers in all these payments for both Medi-
care and Medicaid but also that the information will be made readily
available to your Department-

Mr. Tiiitow.R. We will undertake to provide that promptly.
Senator WILLIAMS (continuing). In the proper form that you need

it?
Mr. S1%rITr. Including a statement to the payee?
Senator WILLIAMS. That is correct. Include whatever authority and

directions that you think may be necessary. And we will be glad to
pursue it further and I think we can get it cleared.

The ChAIRMAN. Senator Gore.

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE IN'IE-REST IN MEDICARE INFORMATION

Senator GOnr,. Mr. Commissioner, I would not like to see the Inter-
nal Revenue Commissioner have any responsibility to the Medicare
program. I am not sure that I agree with some implications that show
we are going to use the tax return as a means of policing the Medicare
program. I understand your legal responsibility, it is confined to the
collection of taxes.

Mr. T wrlmoWvR. That is the way I understand it also, Senator.
Senator GoRE. Is that the extent of your interest in obtaining report-

ing of fees paid to doctors?
fr. TwiowjIn. That is the extent. of our interest which I think we

undertook to make clear, that the limit of our concern is the proper
reporting of this information under the Internal Revenue Code.

Senator GORE. And the purpose of reporting is to facilitate the
proper and adequate levying of taxes and collection of revenue.

Mr. TmRowE. So that we may secure the maximum compliance with
the law, the income tax law.

Senator GonE. The failure in reporting thus far would in no way so
far as I know-I do not ask you to affirm this since this is again not a
revenue question-justify any defalcation in either the carriers of-
the Government administrators in supervising these programs. As I
say, I do not ask you to affirm that. That is my opinion.

I would like to ask how this moratorium began and when-that is.
the moratorium on reporting on payments to doctors. Are you aware
of that?

Mr. Ti[ROWER. T would li:e to adk De)uty Commissioner Smith to
develop the history of that in response to your question.

Mr. SMi'I'T. Senator Gore, the ru ling that, brought about the mora-
torium that you refer to was issued in 1963. At that time, if you recall,
this committee had just, previously enacted into law the requirements
with respect to dividend and interest reporting.

At that particular time we were receivingsometh ing in the neigh-
borhood of about 100 million information documents a year, all of
which were largely dividend-information returns, only about 500,000
of which were interest-information returns. At that time the require-
ment on interest reporting was set at $600. This committee in making
the change in the statute reduced that level to $10. This changed the
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mix of information returns and brought a whole host of new types of
information reporting to the surface, with a consequent substantial ad-
justment in our procedures and our system for dealing with inforina-
tion of this kind. In fact, today we received and did, shortly after
the enactment of the statute, begin to receive something in the" neigh-
borhood of about 200 million information returns. While we were in
the process of digesting all of these new volumes and all that it im-
pliel wit It respect to that change in the statute, this question of infor-
mation reporting on payments made by insurance Companies to doc-
tors came up. And in part we felt that, we needed time to digest what
it was we were getting. And I think the events indicate that we did
need it period to adjust to that clangeover.

In addition to that, there were some questions as to whether or not
the legal right existed to insist upon these payments.

Senator GORE. Well, I have just reread the section, and I do not wish
to express a legal opinion on it. I must say it would appear to lie a
close question.

Mr. SMrIrH. Yes, sir, 1 guess it is a close question. But the Chief
Counsel's Office in the Internal Revenue Service finally decided that
the information returns could be required. 'We decided not to require
them at that time for all of the reasons that I indicated. And we were
also at that time, as you may recall, in the process of installing a series
of service centers throughout the United States. And that installation
has only been completed as of a few years ago and these are the sites
at which all these papers would have been received, a substantial vol-
rune of paper.

Very simply, we just decided that we had more to chew on than we
could handle and that some postponement might be in our interest and
in the interest of the Government so that we could do a more effective
job with the other responsibilities.

Senator GORE. But, Commissioner, you have now reversed that.
order and you are now to require information returns; is that correct?

Mr. Timmowa. That is correct, with such assistance as may be neces-
sary from this committee.

Senator GORE. Well, thank you. Now, what assistance do you need
from this committee? Do you need any amendment in the law. ?

Mr. TiROWER. Well, we are now studying that, and we would like
to make a presentation to the committee very shortly when our sug-
gestions have been developed.

Senator GORE. But at this point you have no request for additional
assistance?

Mr. Tmu)OWER. At this point we do not.
Mr. SMITH. I just might make one point, though. There are some

1,800 carriers as I understand it and some. 200,000 doctors and a sub-
stantial number of payments being made every day, and 1 have indi-
cated we received 200 million information docunlents-nlost of them
covering dividends and interest. The Forms W-2 raise this total to
about 350 million. And the reason that I alluded to the need for ag-
gregation earlier is that somehow this volume has got to be cut down
if it is to be kept within manageable proportion for us.

Senator GORE. Well, the statistics you have just given illustrate,
however, that statistically the information return with respect to pay-
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ment to doctors is a small item as compared to the total volume of in-
formation returns. And now with the ruling that the Commissioner
has given, there is no longer any excuse for not requiring these in-
formation returns.

Mr. SMr'. No, sir.
Senator Gour, So this l)roblem should be cured. If you need addi-

tional assistance, Mr. Commissioner, I will be syil)athetic to it.
Mr. TnaowER. Thank you.
Senator ("ONE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRIMAN. Senator Bennett.
Senator BEn.N'rr. Thank you, ir. Chairman.

OT'1IE lIEDE IIAL PAYMiENTS IrE(UII I .TEI'ORILNG

Are there any other areas in which the l)ayment of F ederal money
is involved which you cannot now reach for any particular reason'?

In other words, if we are going to consider legislation to make it pos-
sible for us to get information about the (loetor'ns under this program,
should the legislation be broadened to include any other similar
problems?

Mr. TiTnowER. Senator, I think we would be happy to reflect upon
that and incorporate our responses to that suggestion within our
presentation.

(Additional information supplied at this point follows:)
The Service has undertaken a comprehensive and systematic review of the

varimis Federal programs in order to (1) identify any under which payments
constituting taxable income are being made which are not now reported on
Information returns; and (2) establish which, if any, cannot be required under
provisions of existing law. The Service will also explore with any agencies
making such payments the changes necessary in their systems to accommodate
Information reporting. The Service will furnish the Committee on Finance the
results of this review.

(CLERK'S NOTE: At the time of printing the results of the review referred to
had not been received by the committee.)

Senator ]3ENNEiTFT. You do not know of any offhand?
Mr. THIROWER. I certainly could not cover it fully offhand. I do not

know whether Mr. Smith is in a position to undertake it.
Mr. Smrrm The other large area would be payments that are made

by the Department of Agriculture. And currently, so far as I can recall,
most of the payments made by the Department are now being received
by us, in magnetic tape mode.

The Department of AgoTiculture, at our request, some 3 or 4 years
ago secured social security numbers from all farmers who are the
recipients of payments under any of the progTams administered by
the Department of Agriculture.

Mr. Ti m, owrm. I thiilk-mirsuing your suggestion, I believe we would
like to undertake a comprehensive analysis aid see if there are other
areas where we are not Letting this kind of information.

Senator BENNETT. If we are going to cure the problem, we might
as well cure the whole problem while we are at it.

I have no other questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Talmadge.
Senator TAILMADOE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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IEPORTING I{EQUIRJEMFNTS UNI)ER PRESENT LAW

I tlouglit the law. C(mvlissioner, required that all payinents that
might be considered income payments had to be reported as a lltat-
ter of law to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. Is that not triie?Wiat is the law on report ing income, as it now exist.

Mr. SMITi. Section 6041 requires that an iiil'ornmation return be
SUltllied to the Collnmfissioer of internal Rlevenme for payments that
-ire mtde in the ordinary course of business where those payments
exceed $600 per year.

Senator BENNE'r. Does that include matters of payments to doc-
tors whether it be by the Government or whether it be from a private
carrier under a private contract.

Mr. SMITI. We believe that the statute as it is presently drawn
does require that; yes, sir.

Senator BEN.NEr. It does require it.
Mr. Sr'i'rT. That is our-
Senator BiE.NxEirr. Why did the Department not institute report-

inorior to this time?
Sr. SrxrmIr. As I indicated to Senator Gore, the dramatic changesthat were made in the information return system in the early portion

of this dev- (de av'e, a ti'illelltou.s amtount )T a(lninistrative problems
to us in adjusting to change and nmakin' -provision for how we would
handle all of the inforinationi that hias been supplied to us o dividends
and interests. And this was one area that. we deci(led to p)ostpone a(vtion
on until such time as we were ready to go ahead.

Senator TALMADGE. Did you think the cause was doubtful or that
there was not any necessity for postponing action?

Mr. SMITH. n our opinion, the law is not doubtful, but there were
many, lawyers outside the organization that believed otherwise and
that's why I, in response to Senator Williams, indicated that I think
that some clarification of the statute would be welcome.

Senator TALMADGE. Do you have the computer system set up nation-
wide now?

Mr. SmIrii. Yes, sir. Our computer system is installed nationwide.
Senator TALM1ADGE. All over the country. That is on magnetic tapes.

and when information is obtained on these" forms, is that automatically
fed into the computer system?

Mr. SMITI. Yes, sir. As a matter of fact, we still get a great deal
of information in paper form, but my recollection is that, ill the case
of dividends, interest, and wages, currently we are receiving the equiv-
alent of about 50 million information documents on magnetic tape.

Senator TALMADGE. And that is geared to each individual social
security number, I assume?

Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir; that is correct.
Senator TALM3ADGF. And unless the information that vou received

is based on the social security number of the payee, it is of little or no
value, I would assume.

Mr. S31ITih. There is absolutely no way that we can access the mag-
netic tape file that we maintain except with the social security number.

Senator TALMADGE. So these information returns must be'filed with
the social security number of the payee?

Mr. SMIT!i. Yes, sir.
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Senator TALJMADGE. Let me ask you something further now. You
have already issued a regulation changing, insisting on informationreturns on these payments on medicare anAmedicaid; have you not?

Mr. SmiTi. A regulation has not been issued as yet. With respect
to medicare and medicaid we are in consultation with the Social Secu-
rity Administration, and it is the joint opinion of both agencies, that
within a very short period of time we can make the necessary
adjustments.

Senator TALMADGP. When do you anticipate that regulation to be
issued?

Mr. SMITh. I see no reason why something cannot be drafted and
issued within a month.

Senator TALMADGE. I presume it will be retroactive for the calendar
year 1969?

Mr. S TITH. I suppose that would turn upon whether or not the
records of the intermediaries and Social Security Administration
would be in such a condition that the information for the early part
of calendar 1969 could be picked up. I an just not certain alot it.
That is something to which they could better testify.

REP'ORTINO PAYMENTS TO PI[YSICIANS UNDER PRIVATE INSURANCE

Senator T.L JAD(GE. Now, will that also include information on pri-
vate hospitalization insurance policies?

Mr. SMITT. No; it will not.
Scnator TAIMADGE. Just those where the Government makes

paynxient.
M r. SMrI. We have, as the Commissioner has indicated, plans

underway to deal with those payments the same way we would deal
with medicare and medicaid.

Senator TALNADGE. Don't you think it would be advisable to do so
in order that your system niight be more accurate and brought up
to date fully?

Mr. SMITH. In my opinion, if you do not do that, you only have a
partial system.

Senator TALMADGE. That is my thinking. I think that you must
have it not only for payments that are made by Government but also
payments that are maie by private insurance companies, otherwise
yon have a loophole in your reporting system that would make it im-
possible for you to tell with accuracy wrhat the total payments were.

Mr. SM.NITh. Yes, sir; that is correct. The only way we could ascer-
tain it then would be in the way which we do it now and that would
mean auditing their books and records, and this can be a very compli-
cated process.

Senator TALMAxDGE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no further
questions.

The CiI.mtAx. Senator Curtis?
Senator CURTIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

REPORTING PAYMENTS MADE BY PRIVATE INDIVIDUAL

Following the line of Senator Talmadge's questions, I would like
to know what the law is in reference to a private individual, if he
makes payments to the family doctor, to a lawyer, to the yardman, or
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to anyone else. What responsibility or what duty is required in regard
to filing the form 1099.

MNr. 1'11ROWFAL Excuse me. I was going to note that section 6041-
the basic section-is applicable to all persons engaged in a trade or
business and making payments in the course of such trade or business
to another person of rents, salaries, wages, premiums, annuities, and
so forth. So that--

Senator CURTIS. It relates to payments--
Mr. TnaoVIL It does not relate to a payment by an individual for

medical services, not in the course of trade or business.
Senator CURTIS. In other words, if a businessman in the course of his

business employed an attorney and paid him more than the amount
specified in the statute, it would be incumbent upon many to file a
form 1099, but if an indivi(lual employed an. attorney for his personal
and family matters, it would not; is that correct?

Mr. "i i Tow;I. 'flhe laf ter woiuld not be covered by the statute; I am
sure that would be correct, yes, sir.

Senator Cuirris. Now, I find that as a matter of practice tax-exempt
organizations file forms 1099 for payments they Make. I receive once
in a while a form 1099 for a tax-exempt farm organization that they
have made payments to me. I had occasion once to receive a 1099from a religious organization. My question is this. Are labor organi-
zations required to file a 1099 form for payments of money they
make to individuals?

Mr. THROWER, They would be covered, yes.
.Senator Cumis. Now, the payment of money does not have to be

compensation; is that correct? *Mr. TnRo wmi. Well, rent, salaries, wages, premiums, annuities, con-
pensation, remuneration, emoluments or other fixed or determinable
gains, profits and income, which is, of course, very broad.

Senator CURTIS. So that if the Congress decided that tax-exempt
organizations should file-should be required to file-1099 forms
with respect to gifts or political contributions, the statute would have
to be amended.

Mr. Tlrnowmi. This is with respect to gifts or )olitical contribu-
tions-

Senator CURIS. Yes, that is right.
Mr. TnROWER. (Continuing).- ade by the exempt organization?
Senator CURTIs. Yes, or by anybody else.
Mfr. TirowER. Yes, that would seem so.
Senator CURTIS. Now, with respect to the filing of these forms in

behalf of, or concerning physicians and surgeons, my information is
that the American Medical Society has no objection to this, that they
welcome it as an orderly procedure. I want to ask you, have you met
with any objection on the part of organized medicine to extendiing the
requirements on the filing of informational returns?

Mr. THROWER. We are not aware of any, no.
Senator CURTIS. Well, I am sure you have not.
Thank you very much, Air. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Miller?
Senator MILrL. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMIAN. Senator Harris?
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Senator HARIS. I have no additional questions.
The ChAIRmAN. Senator Jordan?
Senator JORDAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

INCREASED INTERNAL IREVENITE SERVICE WORKLOAD) RELEASED TO REPORTING

OF MEDICARE PAYMENTS TO PHYSICIANS

I am interested inl developing a little more the volume of extra work
that would be required if these 1,800 carriers having to do with some
200,000 doctors were required to file information returns. Have you
made an estimate of the volume that would be thus developed by this
additional work?

Mr. TIROWER. If it came to us in usable form as indicated, I do
not think that absorbing it, into the system and utilizing it would
present any significant problem, workload or otherwise.

Senator'JoRDAN. You have already testified you are already pro-
cessing from 200 million to 350 million information returns now. The
addition of the extra information returns occasioned by this new re-
quirement would not be excessive?

Mr. SmITir. Well, there is a third multiplier, Senator. You have riot
only the 1,800 and the 200,000 doctors, but you also have to consider
the number of payments that may .be made by each one of those car-
riers to each one of those doctors, and that multiplier could run the
total up substantially. And that to the extent that an intermediary
or the Social Security Administration or a carrier, can aggregate [all]
payments made to any individual doctor during the course of the year,
it would be advisable in our opinion to require aggregation in order
to lessen the burden on us, which is already substantial.

Senator Curnis. Would the Senator yield just very very briefly?
Senator JORDAN. I yield.
Senator CuRTIs. Does not one comply with the statute if they file

it once a year? You do not have to file an estimate every time you write
a check.

TMr. SMITh. Oh, no. Once a year. That is correct.
Senator CURTIS. Thank you, Senator Jordan.
Mr. SMITH. Something else I might add. The principle of aggrega-

tion is already embedded in the statute for dividend and interest
payments.

senator JORDAN. Of course it is, and that is why I wondered why
you bring up the point that a great number of payments will be
made; because it is not a factor, is it?

Mr. SMITH. Well, section 6041 as distinguished from sections 6042
and 6049 does not provide for aggregation.

Senator JORDAN. I see.
Mr. S.IITIr We would like to be sure that in this clarification that

aggregation be provided for in order to reduce the volume of paper.
Senator JORDAN. This is one point then that we want to clear up

in the new legislation-
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir; in my opinion you should.
Senator JORDAN (continuing). That you are talking about?
Mr. SmITh. Yes, sir.
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Senator JhoDAN. And you are prepared to include it in the correc-
tive legislation you will stibmit to us?

Mr. SMrrII. Yes, sir.
The ChA1CMAN. Senator Byrd?
Senator BYiD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

PREVIOUS I N'I'EINAL REVENUE SERVICE MORATORIUMN0i ON REPORTING

I want to explore further the so-called moratorium-I think that
is the word that Senator Gorv. used in his discussion with Mr. Smith-
a moratorium on the requirement of the fees being reported by the
carriers. And that goes back, as I recall, Mrt. Smith, to 1963, did you
say ?

Mr. SArTrI. Yes, Senator.
Senator BYRD. Do you need niore time to digest the matter?
Mr. S.Nfi'rr. Sir?
Senator BYR). Now, this is 1969. Has the department initiated any-

thing between 1963 and 1969 to clarify this?
Mr. StrrH. We have not rescinded that ruling that resulted in the

so-called moratorium as you have referred to it.
Senator BYRD. And there was a ruling?
Mr. S3tITH. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. I asked that, because yesterday I explored this matter

with the officials--of.HEW, and the answers indicate that there prob-
al dv was not, but there was a ruling.

Sr. SMITrr'. Well, the rulings that required such information re-
porting under section 6041 were placed in suspension in 1963. This had
the net effect of not requiring information reporting from insurance
companies for whatever temporary period of time might be necessary.
And temporary in this case is now-41years.

Senator BYRD. Temporary has been 6 years?
Mr. S~trryr. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. Well, now, let me ask vou this. Did the IRS initiate

that ruling or was it requested by the department of HEW?
Mr. S.%IH'r. So far as HEW is concerned, the existing__arrage ._

ment-the absence of reporting on the part of intermediaries and the
Social Security Administration-is of much more recent date. The
period from 1963 is the period for which we granted relief with respect
to the private insurance companies.

Senator BYRD. Now, I put this question yesteday to Mr. Ball: Did
HEWN request IRS to go slow on initiatingia ruling, that is, to change
the moratorium? Mr. Ball replied that, "Well, I think for the exact
wording of that I will ask Mr. Hess to reply."

Now, Mr. I-less says, his deputy, "I do not think there was a request
in this sense. There were staff discussions back and forth in which
we translated to Internal Revenue our concerns that many of the plans
said they were not going to be able to meet the requirement at that
time through their computer operations." Yet all companies have to
meet that requirement in regard to dividends, dividend payments. I am
correct in that, am I not?

Mr. SMITHr. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. Then Mr. Hess goes on: "1'e pointed out that this

could have a very inhibiting effect oii physicians taking an assign-
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meant, which was a delicate matter at the moment, and we continued
in discussion with them." That is IRS. "The question has been raised
several times in the last couple of years and they have continued to
tell us they have it under advisement."

And that is the status now I assume-it is still under advisement.
Mr. SMITH. As of today the ruling is being reexamined with the

intention of republication of a rule Which would require information
reporting on the part of the private insurance companies.

Senator BYRD. And that is the ruling which was a temporary ruling
in 1963?

Mr. SiTrnI. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. As I understood your answer, you said that for the

future, looking from this point forward, that payments of more than
$600 by insurance companies to doctors will be reported on informa-
tion returns; is that correct?

Mr. SRMITH. That will be our requirement. Now, you realize, of course.
that most insurance companies are going to have to completely regear
their systems. How long it will take for this to be accomplished and for
the information to be reportable to us after the systems have been
regeared, I have not the slightest idea. Obviously, also, they will have
to secure social security numbers from all the doctors.

The CITAIRMAN. Right. I understand that. So as to give it to you
on magnetic tape form which is the most usable and practical way.
That is how you would get it.

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE USE OF INFORMATION OBTAINED BY
COMMITTEE STAFF

Now, we have here the names and the amounts paid to doctors who
each received more than $25,000 from medicare or medicaid. Do you
have that information?

Mr. THROWER. I have asked for it.
The ChIATRAN. We are going to provide you with that. You will

have the information as to doctors who last year received $25,000 or
more from medicaid and medicare. You will have available the same
list I was looking over yesterday, for example, of some of the very
high payment cases.

Now, what do you propose to do with that information when we give
it to you?

Mr. THROWER. We plan to pull the tax returns for the doctors in-
volved and determine whether or not there is a basis for audit.

The C1TRViAN. In the event that you find a large number of cases
where taxes were not paid on this money, what do you propose to do
about it ?

Mr. THROWER. Well, of course, the tax mechanism will take over to
some extent. If taxes have not been paid on tbe income, obviously the
machinery that is provided under the Internal Revenue Code would be
automat ically set in motion to the flest extent.

The CHAIRMAN. Would that result in prosecul ions- could that re-
sult in prosecutions for fraud?

Mr. THROWER. It could.
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The ChAIRMTAN. If you find a sizable number or a considerable per-
centage of cases among those doctors who did not pay taxes on the
money, would you then seek to obtain information about doctors who
received less than $25,000 in income?

Mr. TiIRowER. I am sure it would be of interest, to us, yes. Certainly
for the future we will be receiving information on all payments over
$600.

The CHAIRMAN. Vell, now
Mr. THROWER. If you are referring to the past, in audits that we

make we would certainly be interested in all cases of practitioners
receiving payments under the system. We would want to take into
account the total relation, whether above or below $25,000.

IRS AUDIT OF CONGRESSIONAL TAX RE''URNS

The CHAInAN. Let us just take an example. As I understand it, your
general procedure with regard to those of us in Congress is that-'and
this is something that we agreed upon with you-you just draw out of
the hat about 20 percent of our names every year and check our tax
returns. Is that about the way you do it?

Mr. THROwER. We are now undertaking to make those selections on
a scientific basis in order that we do stress the returns which more
probably have error. And we have systems of determining these prob-
abilities. And progressively we are increasing the utilization of this-
what we refer to as a discriminate function-in the selection of returns
for audit. A return is graded, for example, as to its probability for
error based upon information we received.

The CHAIRMAN. I thought that you were still going under the old
system where you would just pull 20 percent of the returns and run a
sample and see what you found. And if there was some discrepancy in
the taxes, you would settle up with those. You tell me that now in test-
ing and sampling the returns from Congressmen and Senators, you try
to pick out the returns that you think are most likely to be from some-
one who might owe you some money and you check those rather than
simply a 20-percent sample.

Mr. THROWER. It is a more scientific selection of that sample, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. So you try to pick the ones where you stand the

best chance of winning.
Mr. THROWER. Right. We try to pick those that we think are more

in need of investigation. We try to relieve from investigation those
taxpayers that more probably are filing accurate returns and where
investigations are not needed. Our manpower as you gentlemen well
know is severely limited and we are undertaking to apply it in a way
that will be productive both with respect to the correction of error in
specific returns and in securing acceptable levels of compliance
throughout the total populace.

Mr. Simni. We also know, Mr. Chairman, that the adoption of an
information return system and our enforcement of that system ordi-
narily brings a significant improvement in voluntary compliance.

The CHAIR.MAN. In other words, if people know that if they do not
pay their taxes they are liable to be checked on and investigated and
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made to pay with penalty, the probabilities are they will pay rather
than try to get. by with not paying.

Now-and I see you are nodding at that.

RATIO OF TAX COLLECTIONS TO COST OF COLLECTION

I am curious to know where you have to actually go out and find
somebody and collect the money from him, how does the amount that
you bring in compare with the cost of your Enforcement Division?

Mr. Smirri. The revenue receipts that'are the result of enforcement
action by Internal Revenue Service multiply by several times the cost
of collection of that money. It will range, dei)ending upon categories
of income or various characteristics of the taxpayers, from several
times to one, to 10 to 1, or more in some instances.

The CHA1II r.N. In other words, you would say at least 6 to I on
what you receive, after you pick out someone that you think did not
pay his taxes and seek to collect it.

Mr. SMITH. At the very least that, Senator, because as a matter of
fact we do not request funds of the Congress for additional manpower
unless at the margin we believe we can secure $6 for each additional
dollar of cost.

Mr. THROWER. This is in the application of manpower. Of course
there is no prejudgment with respect to individual returns or any
group of returns. But in the decisions as to the application of man-
power, this return is contemplated in order to apply the manpower in
the most efficient way.

The CHMMAN. Well, now, if you are getting 6 to 1 for every dollar
requested for additional enforcement activities, that would undoubt-
edly mean that you are making a lot more than that, maybe 12 or 20 to
1 by virtue of the fact that people know if they do not pay their taxes
the Enforcement Division is likely to be on them and they might even
be prosecuted criminally if they do not pay up.

Mr. SNUITH. Well, my recollection is that the rough figures would
be something like this. The compliance appropriation, which is the
appropriation you are discussing, runs about $400 million-and the
revenue resulting from enforcement action amounts to about $31/2 bil-
lion annually.

The CI.AIIiMAN. Yes. That is a lot of money.
Mr. T[RowEm. We would add to that the thought that even more

significant and of greater impact is the effect upon voluntary compli-
ance through giving assurance to the people that those who do not
comply are having their returns checked, and where they are in wilful
violation they are being properly penalized.

The CHAIRMAN. Well now, if you should find a large percentage
of violations-and I would hope that it is not the case-would vou
then be interested in obtaining further information, going back another
year to see what happened the year before?

Mr. TiulOWER. Well, certainly in our planning for the application
of manpower we undertake to determine areas of noncompliance and
give them priority attention.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you would propose to treat a doc-
tor the same way you would treat a Senator. -If lie is a real furtive
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prospect, you would go after him and go back a few years, and on the
other hand if he seems to have paid his taxes, why you would lose
interest in that matter.

Mr. THROWER. That certainly would be so.
The CHAIRMAN. Incidentally, I think it might be well to have some

understanding that the Department might ask these carriers not to
destroy any records until we find out just exactly where we stand on
this. I see Mr. Ball nodding.

TAX TREATMENT OF KICKBACKS

Now, we have evidence of kickbacks between nursing homes and
doctors and nursing homes and pharmaceutical suppliers. What do
you propose to do about that?

Mr. THRowER. That would be taxable income and we would propose
to cover that within our audits. We would be very much interested in
having the maximum amount of information that may be available
on the subject.

The CHAIRMAN. I am not telling you how to administer the
medicare program, but if somebody is giving or getting systematic
kickbacks from a nursing home or a doctor or a medical supplier, he
owes us some taxes on it and it is your duty to collect it, is it not4

Mr. THROWER. That is true.
Senator MIWEu Would the Senator yield at that point for a brief

question-
The CIIAIRMA-N.. Yes.
Senator MILLER (continuing). About the other side of the coin on

that?
What about the deductions for the kickback?
Mr. THROER. That would be a matter of interest to us, also, as to

whether by reason of the aspects of public policy involved or perhaps
even violation of the laws, whether that would be deductible. Without
any prejudgment, of course, we would be interested.

Senator MILLER. You do have some law on that subject which per-
mits you to disallow a kickback deduction, do you not?

Mr. THROWER. Yes; under the circumstances, yes.
The CHAIRM3AN. A kickback falls into somewhat the same category

as a bribe, does it not? So if it takes on the aspect of a bribe, it would
not he deductible, would it?

Mr. THROwER. If it was in violation of evident public policy or was
in violation of law, it would not be deductible. I would not want to
undertake to give a broad prejudgment of what may be involved. I
have not examined them. But I would say we would certainly be very
much interested

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you are a lawyer, but I really do not think
that you have explored that subject in the same depth as Senator
Williams over here who is not a lawyer. He has belabored that point
for hours on end, and I think that he has achieved an expertise which
probably would come to that of a good lawyer. [Laughter.]

Mr. THROWER. I think the Senator has made a great contribution
and I certainly would accept what you say.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Anderson?
32-108---69-13
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SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION REFUSAL TO FURN1S1i INFORMATION
TO SENATOR ANDERSON

Senator ANDERSON. I tried to find this piece earlier from a Scripps-
Howard newspaper entitled: "Won't Give Anderson Doctors' List."

I am interested in why Social Security is providing all these lists
but they refused it to ine. And down here it says: "Ball granted admiiin-
istrative exception to section 11-06 which allows public information
disclosure of doctors' names."

Has there been any change in that at all? Are you still refusing to
give the doctors' names?

The CITAIrMAN. I suggest that that article be printed in the record
in connection with the Senator's inquiry. I believe you are familiar
with this. Mr. Ball?

Mr. BALL. Yes; I am.
(The article referred to follows :)

(From the Albuquerque Tribune, June 25, 19069J

WON'T GIvE ANDERSON DOCTORS LIST

(Seth Kantor, Tribune Washington Correspondent)

WASHINGTON-Social Security Administration (SSA) Commissioner Robert
M. Ball has rejected a request by Sen. Clinton P. Anderson, D-N.M., that the
names of doctors involved in the Medicare program in New Mexico, and the fees
they received in 1068, be made public.

But the senator is likely to have the names anyway because the Finance
Committee on which he is the ranking Democrat Is securing names In prepara-
tion for hearings on possible Medicare-Medicaid abuse.

Anderson, father of the Medicare program, asked Ball on May 20 to make an
exemption to the SSA's 33-year-old "secrecy regulation," which keeps the public
from finding out how public money is being spent on physicians' fees.

Anderson made public today the answer written June 19 by Ball. The com-
missioner told him that Information on some 4,700 medical doctors in the nation
who made at least $25,000 apiece through Medicare In 1968 was being made
available for study by the Senate Finance Committee.

NOT TO INDIVIDUALS

"I might say that we have not made available to any individual senator or
congressman," said Ball, "the names of physicians and amounts of payments."

But the situation regarding what Ball and Health, Education and Welfare
Secretary Robert H. Finch have been willing to furnish the Finance Committee
has undergone vital change in the past month.

In May, the SSA was submitting information on doctors by computerized,
coded numbers-not by names-to the Finance Committee.

Now, actual names are being made available. A committee source said today
the last of thousands of the names are expected next week, and Senate hearings
on the nation's soaring Medicare costs, with examples of program abuses by
doctors, will get under way next month.

Anderson is ranking majority member of the committee and will have the
names of the bighest-paid New Mexico doctors, osteopaths and dentists available
to him through the committee.

SECREoY EMULATION

Meanwhile, Ball is standing firm on a decision to employ the "secrecy regula-
tion," otherwise known as See. 1106 of the Social Security act.

Ball can grant an administrative exception to See. 1106, which would allow
public disclosure of doctors' names. He told the Tribune Washington Bureau
that public disclosure of fees would not reveal the extent of overhead costs to
the doctor, and would be "unfair to the overwhelming majority" of them who
"have done nothing wrong."
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LUJAN AOMM

Rep. Manuel Lujan, Jr., R-N.M., said today he agreed with Anderson that
"there should be public disclosure of the names of doctors being paid from public
funds.

"I have no objection to public disclosure on anything that belongs to the public,
including the full activities and incomes of congressmen.

"In the case of the medical profession, public disclosure would lead to more
efficient self-policing by the profession."

Mr. BALL. Senator, as far as furnishing physicians' names and
amounts paid to them to the Internal Revenue Service is concerned,
there is no bar tit all in the regulations and of course not to the-

Senator Ax,lso.-. You are the bar. You have raised that.
Mr. BALL. No, imot with regard t,, what has been under discussion

here-the furnishiug of information to I uternal revenue. We have
taken the position, SenaIor, that as far as t)ublication is concerned for
internal use--makinmg the information pbllic--that we believe that
it might be un fair to some of thbe doctors on the list, because it ]ight
be interpreted that, merely receiving, say, more than $25,000 from
medicare was evidence of wrongdoing. Am I would not want there
to be? a iy s1chi im l)i(atiom.

First of all, these are gross payments and typlically the expenses of
operating a lractice might take 30 or -10 pervenit of tlai. There is great
differences anmtng practices. Some are ver concentrated among older
people and a very high portion of their income might be from medi-
care. And on the other hand some of the phvsicians on the list will be
currently under investigation wler,, we (''rtainly do think there is
Nn. g d;)g . .. The posit i01 t hat we thought. was th, better pul)lic lohicy
positron, Senator, would be to have )ulilieitv on the wrongdoers but

not associate them with the others as woul(hl occur on a blanket list
merely based on the amount of gross income received from medicare.

I have discussed this with the chairman as well. It is true that I do
have under the regulations the authority to make an ad hoc release
on this. We feel that, if we were going to 'to this on a regular basis for
the public, that I probably ought not to use that ad hoc authority but
rather actually amend the regulations and put them out for 30 days
and get, comments.

The CHmAURMAN. Well, could we have this understanding? Could
we have this understanding, Mr. Bally that as far as Senator Anderson
is concerned ie can see any information you have on that, subject and
ho can use his own discretion if he wants to publish something with
regard to any individual case which he might feel was improper? Is
that all right with you ?

Mr. BALL. Yes, Mr. Chairman. Yes.
The CIuAIRCMAN. In other words, as I understand it you do not, want

to make a blanket release because you do not want 'it inferred that
because you paid somebody a large amount of money, that that was
necessarily wrong. You do not want that inference drawn. But as far
,s getting the infor at ion, ie can have it?

Mf r. BALL. Yes, Mr. Chairman. Did I make it clear-
Senator Axmw,:soN. Pretty clear.
Mr. BALL. Did I make it clear that as far as the Internal Revenue

Service is concerned all of this information is available at any time?
There is no barrier in the regulations to that.. .
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REFUSAL BY MtICARE CARRIERS 'TO PROVIE INFOIC)IOM r 10RIQ1Tr:s'rr1)
BY COMMITTEE

The CI[.\N. Well, let, us just get one other i)oint st raiglit.
Yesterday we brought out the fact that several carriers have refused

to provide the miames of the doctors. Mind you, 1 make the point that,
they refused to give the nanes, but so far as T know you have withheld
nothing from this committee. As a matter of fact, we have information
that, you do not, have because we have taken soie of the information
you made available to us and put the pieces together before you had a
chance to do the same thing with it, which I think represents the
utmost, in cooperation with us. You gave us raw information from
which we drew our own conclusions without prior screening by you,
which I think is al)olt as much cooperation as one (old expect,.

lBut. there are carriers who have refused to give y'ou the ill formation
with the result that we cannot get it, the name- and :ddres4es (if )hysi-
cians about whonm we made inquiry. T would like to know whether von
have been in touleh with those carriers and are they still telling yIou
that tley will not provide this information.

MJr. B.ALL. Mr. Chairman, when I learned yesterday that. there were
three such earriers--T had not known that'before---we itmnlediatelv
got in touch with them. We told you that, we were. sure that. we would
get. the information, and they have agreed to give it.

The CHA1 U.IRAN. I want to thank you, Mr. Ball, and may I say as
far as you are concerned you have provided complete coo) '.ation. Ve
have nlo complaint about tiat whatsoever.

Mr. BALL. Mr. Chairman, we have considered this right along as a
joint inquiry into the subject and one in which the administrators of
the program of course have a vital inteist, and out of which we
expect, improvement to arise. And as you know the discussions of many
of the individual cases, the development of questionnaire forms and
so on have been done very largely jointly by the two staffs.

The CHAIMAN. That is how it ought to" work and thank you very
much.

Senator AwnE.RsoN. T merely want to be sure that we are getting this
information. I am told they found a law on that thing, section 1106, so
they had to turn my request down. Is there a new law that you can count
on now for stopping this for sure? I think you ought to give the infor-
mation out, and if we find violation we ought to be criticizing it. I
certainly have not had any information on that at all.

Mr. BALL. Senator, we have agreed to furnish you with what ever
lists you would like.

Senator ANDERSON. Precisely. But nothing comes, nothing happens.
Have you furnished one piece of paper at all for the last 3 years, 2
yearsI

Mr. BALL. Oh, I believe we have furnished quite a few, Senator.
Regarding the matter of doctors' names and amounts of money paid to
them we furnished the committee a list. with respect to the $25,b00 level,
and I replied to your inquiry by asking whether it would be sufficient
for your purposes to secure from the committee the information which
we had furnished at the $25,000 level. I understand you are now asking
again that we do it at the $10,000 level for your 8tate, and I would
be glad to comply with that.
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Senator ANDMISON. I appreciate that.
I have high regard for Mr. Ball.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I am going to instinct the staff to get for

Senator Anderson what he wants and turn it over to him and lie can
use it however he wants to use it.

Senator ANDERSON. If I use it improperly, I expect I am to answer
for it. But I would not use it improperly.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Williams.
Senator WILIAMS. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bennett.

EFFEGTIV10 DATE OF NEW REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

Senator BENNEr. With respect to this program on- which you are
about to embark hopefully to get information about these doctors and
the whole program we have been talking about today, are you going
to seek the information on the basis that you. will have it for the
calendar year 1969, or are you going to ask the carriers to give it to
you prospectively so that you will only be able to check for portions
of the year 1969?

Mr. Tntow n. We will undertake to get it for the full calendar
year 1969.

Senator BENNE r. Thank you.
Mr. 'T1RONN-Eit. I think, as Mr. Smith indicated, we siniply do not

know the availability of it for prior periods but we would certainly
like to have it for the full year 1969, and I think with the expression
beiig indicated by this connitte, we. all make every effort to see that
it is available for that period if that is at all feasible.

Senator BENN'r. Thank you.
The ChIAIRMAN. Senator Curtis.
Senator CURTIs. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Fannin.
Senator FANNIN. Yes, Mr. Chairman.

ALTERNATIVES TO MEDICAID THROUGH TAX CREDITS

Mr. Commissioner, gentlemen we have been, as you know. looking
for alternatives to thie medicaid program because of the great, con-
troversy that presently exists especial y in some of the States that just
do not feel that they can afford the present system. And I certainly
supported Senator Anderson's amendment which would afford them
relief, but proposals have been considered whereby cash credits would
be provided to individuals for the purchase of hospitalization and
medical care. This would provide for the adoption of a voluntary
approach to utilize insurance carriers rather than the present medicaid
system. Those with low incomes who would not qualify under a form
of volunary participation would be provided a payment basis for
medical care and hospitalization insurance. I am wondering what your
position on that typ,)e of proposal would be.

Mr. THROWER. Senator, we have not ourselves undertaken to direct
thought to this proposal. I think it would be more appropriate with
respect to the utilization of a tax approach to se k first consideration
by the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for iax policy. Mr. Nolan
here may have some further comment on that.
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Senator FANNIN. Thank you, Mr. Commissioner. I would
appreciate any information that you would like to present.

Mr. NOLAN. Senator, we would be glad to give attention to the
possibility of a tax credit in this area. There is presently allowed a
deduction for hospitalization insurance payments to persons who
itemize their deductions as opposed to taking the standard deduction.
I think we would want to give attention to the impact of this on
low-income people, how much of a help it would really be to those
people, what th 3 revenue considerations involved were, but it certainly
is a subject to which we can give attention.

Senator FANNIN. What has been proposed would be a formula basis
where if the income was not over a certain amount, there would be
a hundred percent allowance, and then graduating down to where
there wouldbe small participation, with income not over a certain
amount, and no participation beyond that. Do you think that this
would be a proposal that would be considered?

Mr. NorAX. We would certainly be interested in studying that pro-
posal and its impact on persons of various income levels and the rev-
enue considerations involved. And we do have in our present
legislative program certain relief for low income taxpayers. We would
want to see about integrating any proposal of that nature with the
relief we are already providing. i do think this is an area to which
we can give further attention.

Senator FANNIN. Very good. And I will send some information
to you and ask for your comments. I realize of course that those that
have very limited income or actually no income would need to be
taken care of. In fact, that would be the greatest need. But I an
looking, and I know the committee is also looking, for some approach
whereby we can get out from under this controversy that now exists
with many of the States objecting to the amount of participation at
which they would be involved and some of them simply stating that
it would almost bankrupt them to carry through on the present pro-
gram.

Thank you very much.

TAX TREATMENT OF KICKBACKS

Senator MILLER. Mr. Chairman, on this subject of kickbacks, I
wonder if the Chairman would permit a brief statement to be in-
troduced for the record by the Commissioner regarding the general
tax law on this subject. Also, whether or not there are any areas of
this tax law on which Congress should take some action.

As I understand it, the law is pretty well settled, but I think it
might be helpful as long as we have gone into the subject to have
such a statement. I am not talking about a long brief, but a general
statement of policy which would put this kickback subject into proper
focus.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you rather make it now or provide it for
the record?

Mr. THRow . I would like to provide it for the record, if I may.
The CHAIRMAN. That will be done. We will insert it at this point

in the record. Thank you very much.
(The information referred to follows:)
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U.S. TBEAsunY DEPARTMENT,
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE,
Washington D.C., July 25,1969.

Hon. RUssELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Fitnce Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEA MB. CHAMMAN: You will recall that on July 3, 1969, I testified before
the Senate Finance Committee with respect to certain matters pertaining to the
Medicare program. During the course of the hearing there was some discussion
of the current state of the tax law on the subject of the deductibility of kick-
back payments to doctors. At the conclusion of that discussion, Senator Miller
specifically requested that I provide a statement on this subject for the record.

The subject of "kickbacks" is one with which the Service and the courts
have been concerned for many years. Kickbacks are ofen involved in tie-in arrange-
ments, for example, between doctors and pharmaceutical suppliers; doctors
and nursing homes; and doctors and drugstores. The common kickback situation
is where a person in business gives money or property to an individual as pay-
ment for causing his patient, customer, employer, client, etc. to purchase from,
utilize the services of, or otherwise deal with the payer of the kickback. In
most cases, the patient, etc. is unaware of the payment.

In general, section 162 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 provides for
the deduction of all the ordinary and necessary expenses paid or incurred dur-
ing the taxable year in carrying on any trade or business. However, ingrained
within this general provision of deductability is the judicially created "public
policy" doctrine. Briefly stated, the doctrine disallows otherwise ordinary and
necessary business expense deductions where the allowance of such deductions
would severely and immediately frustrate sharply defined national or state
governmental prohibitions of various kinds of conduct. Over the years, this
public policy doctrine has at times been utilized to deny deductions of kick-
back payments which otherwise might have been allowable as deductiblee business
expenses.

Although the puhlie policy doctrine waj Judicially created, the Supreme Court
has been quite cautious in utilizing it. Thus, in the Lilly case (343 U.S. 90
(1952)) the Supreme Court upheld deductions claimed by opticians for kick-
backs paid to doctors who prescribed the eyeglasses that the opticians sold,
although the Court was careful to disavow "approval of the business ethics or
public policy involved in the payments * * *." The payments in question were
not illegal. In limiting the application of the public policy doctrine in the Lilly
case, the Court stated that it could be applied only when the policies frustrated
were "evidenced by some governmental declaration of them."

The recent Coed Records case (47 T.C. 422 (1967)) dealt with the deducti-
bility of "payola" payments. "Payola" may be defined as the payment of money,
or other valuable consideration, to disc jockeys of musical programs on radio
and television stations to induce, stimulate or motivate the disc jockey to broad-
cast and promote phonograph records in which the payer has a financial interest.
Such transactions usually involve an understanding that the disc Jockey will
conceal the receipt of the "payola" payments from the public. In the Coed
Records case the "payola" payments in question were held to be nondeductible.
Although the taxpayer had never been tried or convicted of violating any law,
the Tax Court found that the "payola" payments in issue were paid in viola-
tion of the New York Commercial Bribery Statute, and therefore, the public
policy doctrine should be applied to deny the deduction. The result reached was
in accord with the published position of the Service set forth in Revenue Ruling
62-133, C.B. 1962-2, 45.

Administratively, the Service has published numerous rulings dealing with the
application of one public policy doctrine as a basis for disallowing deductions for
kickback payments. For example, in 1952, following the Lilly decision, the Serv-
ice published the general rule 1 that payments made by surgeons to other physi-
cians under referral fee-splitting arrangements were deductible provided such
payments were normal, usual, and customary in the profession and in the com-
munity; were appropriate and helpful in obtaining business; and did not frus-
trate sharply defined National or State policies evidenced by a governmental

14'. 4096, C.B. 1952-2, 91.

'0;
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declaration proscribing particular types of conduct. However, In 1954 the Service
publishe(i a ruling' holding that kickback payments were nondeductible when
made in violation of the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as
amended, or the Packers and Stockyards Act, 1921, as amended. Similarly, in
1962 the Service published a ruling' that kickback payments were nondeductible
if they were made in violation of a Federal or state law or regulation.

As you lznow, over the years the Congress has considered the use of the public
policy doctrine, in at least one instance with respect to kickback-type payments,
and specific legislation has resulted. In 1958 section 162 was amended to provide
for the disallowance of a business expense deduction for Iml)roper payments to
officials or employees of a foreign country. Also, the Staff Study of Income Tax
Treatment ol Treble Damage Payments Under the Anti-trust Laws, prepared
for the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, November 1. 1965, dis-
cusses the disallowance of business expense deductions on public policy grounds
and recommends spectfi legislation to deny deductions for certain kickback-
type payments. To our knowledge the only pending bill dealing with the deduc-
tion of kickback-type payments is S. 2631, introduced by you on July 15. 1969.

In light of the Lilly and Coed Records decisions and the Service's long-stand-
ing published position previously referred to. the Service would be justified in
disallowing deductions for kickbacks paid to doctors as being contrary to public
policy, provided such policy is evidenced by "governmental declaration". A pos-
sible solution would be for the Social Security Administration, in cooperation
with representatives of the medical profession, to develop regulations which
might be promulgated by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfart, to
prohibit the payment of any kickback to a doctor by a person or firm in connec-
tion with the qal( of goods or services paid for under the Medicare and Medicaid
programs. Of course, the firmest legal support for disallowing the deduction of
the subject kickbacks would be in the form of a specific statutory prohibition
against their deduction.

If there are any further points you would wish that I develop, I would be most
happy to do so.

Sincerely,
RANDOLPH W. TiROWERt, Corn i issio) 1r.

The CITAIRM AN. Senator Byrd, you had something else?
Senator BYRD. Just one comment, Mr. Chairman.

PUBLICATION OF NAMES OF PHYSICIANS RECEIVING FEDERAL PAY3E NTS

With reference to Senator Anderson's thoughts in regard to the
publication of names of the doctors, I have not thought this throiiah
and I would not want to urge that it be done without consultation with
Mr. Ball and some opportunity to think about it, but I think it is
worth pointing out that the funds involved have been taken from
the pockets of every wage earner and every company in our Nation.
They are public funds.

And I think it is worth pointing out, too, that the payments which
the Government makes to all the farmers--and there is nothing illegal
about it-all of those names are published. Senator Williams sees that
they are put in the Congressional Record-

Senator WILLIAMS. They are made a committee document.
Senator BYRD. -every year, and they are a part of the committee

document. Some of the payments are large. It does not mean that
those farmers have done anything wrong or illegal, but they have
received substantial sums of money from the taxpayers. Now, whether
the doctors should be in the same category as the farmers, I am

2 Revenue Ruling 54-27, C.B. 1954-1. 44.A Revenue Ruling 62-194, C.B. 1962-2, 57.
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not prepared today to say, but I did think it was worth making
this observation.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that is something we will consider. Thank
you very much, and you gentlemen from Internal Revenue are
excused.

GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE INVESTIGATION OF COOK COUNTY
HOSPITAL

We would now like to hear from the General Accounting Office.
These gentlemen were directed by the committee to investigate mil-
lions o? dollars of Medicare claims made by so-called supervisory
physicians at the Cook County Hospital in Chicago. I understand
the General Accounting Office has worked long and hard on this
investigation, and we will certainly be interested to learn what they
found.

.r. Iffert and Mr. Rother please come up and take a seat here.
Would you please tell us what your findings were when you investi-

gated the supervisory physicians' problem at the Cook County Hos-
pital in Chicago?

Mr. ROTHER. Yes, Mr. Chairman. As you are aware we under-
took this review at the Cook County Hospital in Chicago at your spe-
cific request. You requested that we undertake a factual examination
specifically excluding any questions as to the legal or policy matters
involvedd*

What we found basically was, that payments had been made of $1.6
mnillioll for services provided for supervisory and teaching physicians.

The CHAIRMAN. How much?
.1r. IFFEIT. $1.6 million.
Senator CunTs. By whom?
.Mfr. ROTir-I. By supervisory and teaching physicians.
Senator CURTIS. Now what is a supervisory and teaching physician?
Mfr. ROTHER. These are doctors that provide direction to residents

and interns who for the most part provide the patient care in the
hospital.

Senator CTRTIS. Who get the fee?
Mr. ROTiEPn. The fee is given to an association of physicians out

there who bill on behalf of these supervisory and teaching physicians.
The doctors did not get it themselves. Now, the association gets it;
that is correct, Senator.

The CITAIR-MAN. And what does the association do with it?
Mr. ROTuER. The association does a number of things with it.
Do you have a breakdown here on that Mr. Iffert?
Mr. IFFERT. Vell, of the $1.6 million that they received from the car-

riers in medicare, they spent about half a million dollars.
Senator ANDERSON. For what?
The CHAIJIM.rAN. Would you mind repeating that answer?
Mr. IFFET. I say of the $1.6 million that has been received, they

have spent about a half a million dollars.
The CHAIR.NAN. And what did they spend it for?
.\r. IFFERT. About $383,000 was spent for the operating expenses of

the association.
The complete report entitled "Medicare Payments for Services of Supervisory and

Teaching Physicians at Cook County Hospital, Chicago, Illinois," was received by the
Committee, and Is printed in this hearing as Appendix A, p. 287.
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The ChAIRMAN. Well, what did they do with the rest of it?
Mr. IFFimr. About $95,000 has been spent forcertain appropriations

which were supposed to improve the health care at the hospital.
Senator BvNNF.TT. Why do you not read the details of that I?
Senator WiLLIAMS. Yes, read the details of both the $95,000 and

$383,000 expenditures.
Mr. IFFERT. Cash totaling $95,591 was expended for various pur-

poses authorized by five separate appropriations. And I will get to
those appropriations later. Three hundred eighty-three thousand was
used for operating expenses: $9,291 was spent for fixed assets.

Now, getting to the nature of the appropriations, they have appro-
priated over a million dollars but only $95,591 has been spent. One of
of the appropriations is for scholarship and education. The total of this
appropriation is $128,997, of which $30,416 has been spent.

The CAIRMAN. Well, maybe we should just let you start from the
beginning. As I understand it, one of the expenses involved paying
someone to show them how to get this money, is that correct? How
much did they pay this fellow to show them how to collect this money?

Senator WILLIAMS. In other words, do you have a breakdown of the
$383,000?

Mr. IFFERT. Not a breakdown, no. I can give you a general idea of
what it was for.

Senator WILLAmS. That is what we need.
Mr. IFFERT. The salary of the administrator of the association is

now, I think, about $30,000.
Senator ANDERSON. A year?
Mr. IFF'R. Yes, sir; a year.
Senator AD.DEnSoN. He does pretty well, does he not I
Mr. IFFERT. Additional operating expenses involved payments to

dental students and medical students who would go through the hospi-
tal's medical records for the purposes of identifying billable services.
In other words, the doctors in whose name they billed did not make the
billing. This information was derived from thie medical records of the
hospital. And the association has a staff who does this.

Senator WILLIAMS. And then they send bills out on this information
that was developed?

Mr. IFFERT. Yem, sir; to the carriers.
The CHAMIAN. So that they first hire someone to find where an

intern has provided a service and then they hired someone to find where
he has provided the service and then they proceed to bill the person
who received the intern's service for supervision of the intern, is that
about the size of it?

Mr. ROTHER. That is roughly it, Senator. What they did was look
for services provided to beneficiaries and then they billed for those
services on behalf of supervisory teaching physicians, even though in
many instances and perhaps in most instances the actual patient care
was furnished by interns or residents at the hospital.

The CHAMMAN. How did this scheme start and how was it pursued?
Maybe we would understand it better if you did it that way.

Mr. ROTHER. The way it started as we understand it is back in-
what was it, 1967?
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Mr. IFFERT. Well, the association was incorporated I think in Decem-
ber 1967.

Mr. RoTHER. In 1967 the association was incorporated and it was
specifically set up, as we understand it, for the purpose of billing the
medicare program for these types of services.

Did you have a question, Senator Anderson?
Senator ANDERSON. To squeeze the money out of the medicare

program.
The CHAIRMAN. Had they been billing anybody for such services in

the past?
Mr. IFFERT. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that correct?
Mr. IFFERT. Not this particular association but there was a fund at

the hospital that had been in existence since May of 1959 that was
billing private insurance companies for essentially the same type
of-

The CHAIRMAN. So they had been billing private insurance com-
panies for the same types of service.

Mr. ROTIIER. We would like to make it clear, though, Senator, that
that was a different organization. It was not this association.

The CHARMAN. What organization was doing that?
Mr. ROTRER. It was called the Physicians and Surgeons Fund

which was administered by the Hektoen Institute.
The CHAIRMAN. Hektoen? Who is that ? How do you spell it?
Mr. ROTHER. H-e-k-t-o-e-n, I believe.
Senator WirrTAMS. What distribution did they make of the earlier

fund?
Mr. RoHER. We did not go into that very extensively, Senator. We

were asked specifically to go into the Associated Physicians' services.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me Just read from this article here. It says that

"March expenses will include, in addition, the tab for the association's
annual meeting at the Drake Hotel at a cost of $6,170.54, with the
organization footing the bill for refreshments, dinner, and car park-
ing. Monthly charges include legal services supplied by Attorney
Lewis Baron and a generous increase in Sale's"-that is the man who
is the association's director-"Sale's salary from $12,000 a year to
$30,000.

"On the recommendation of Dr. Baker, the group also contracted to
raise this to $33,000 next year and $36,000 in 1971."

"In making the recommendation, Baker said he thought Sale 'had
p roved that he can deliver what he promised to deliver' and Dr.
Vincent Collins, chief of anesthesiology and treasurer for the Associ-
ated Physicians remarked that 'Mr.S5ale understood the subtleties
of the medicare law better than anyone' he ever met."

Apparently they hired this fellow at $12,000 and he did such a
good job of extracting money out of medicare for services that they
were not charging for before, that they raised him from $12,000 up to
$36,000 because he seems to understand the subtleties of how to get
money out of this program better than anybody they ever met.

Mr. ROTHER. That is what they say.
Senator ANDERSON. Who is this man?
Mr. ROTHIER. His name is Sales, or Sale I should say.
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TAX TREATMENT OF FEES

Senator WILLIAMS. Was this association established and approved
as a tax-exempt organizationI

Mr. ROTIER. Itis my understanding that it was, Senator.
Senator WILLIAMS. It was. Therefore, these fees would be tax

exempt; the fees that were levied in the names of the doctors. Do we
understand now that they would be tax exept?

Mr. RoTHER. We understand that the association has guaranteed
to hold the doctors financially whole in case taxes are levied against
these fees.

Senator ANDERSON. How can they guarantee that?
Mr. ROTH.R Well presumably they would pay the taxes that the

doctors would owe ii it would be determined that they did owe any
taxes.

Senator ANDERSON. Well, if the doctor were determined to have
owed some taxes they would pay it from the fund.

Mr. ROTHER. That is right.
Mr. IFFERT. The assignments of fees for professional services from

the individual doctors to the association contained a clause providing
indemnity in case any tax liability is involved.

Senator ANDERSON. I did not hear that. Would you repeat it again,
please?

Mr. IFr E'r. I said the assignment of fees for professional services
from each physician to the Association provides that the assignment
is conditioned upon the agreement of the Association to indemnify and
save the undersigned harmless from any claim against the undersigned
-that is the doctor-by or on behalf of the Internal Revenue Service
for any taxes in respect to professional fees covered by the assignment.

REACTION OF ONE COOK COUNTY HOSPITAL PHYSICIAN

The CHAIRMAN. Let me just read you what one of the doctors at
Cook County Hospital said about this. This is by Dr. Samuel J. Hoff-
man, director of the division of laboratories. He says, "We are out-
raged just as a majority of our medical profession by the uncon-
scionable looting of the public by some unscrupulous doctors and
administrators of medical programs who have taken charge of medi-
care and medicaid. We would like to emphasize that we speak only
of some physicians because we are certain that the vast majority of the
medical profession feel as we do with respect to widespread abuses of
taxpayer's money. These abuses have now reached epidemic propor-
tions." He goes on to say, "Despite enormous costs the patients are still
being treated at charity hospitals by interns and residents who no
longer have the supervision or instruction of the experienced attending
physician that they previously had." He continues : "Gang visits where-
upon a doctor within an hour examines 50 or 60 patients are not the
answer." And I would agree, not at $10 a patient or $9 a patient. Five
hundred dollars an hour is pretty high pay, I would think, for gang
visits. And that would mean that he only has about 1 minute to visit
each patient on that basis at $9 a minute.

Dr. Hoffman says: "Inflated collection and administrative over-
head of the Associated Physicans is not, the answer. Extravagant ex-
penditures is not the answer. The gravity of the problem continues
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to be overwhelming. This present course must be changed as soon as
possible. The Medicare and Medicaid Act as presently administered
must be revised immediately. We are on a collision course which.
threatens to wreck the medicare and medicaid programs and in fact
destroy our Nation's economy."

Ile states further: "We have described some problems associated'
with medicare and medicaid and we would like to make some recom-
mendations for your consideration. We wish to address ourselves to
primarily that part of medicare and medicaid laws that pertain to
hospitalizing of patients at city, county, and other public institutions.
We believe that parts (a) and (b) should be consolidated into a single
act, that a single e formula should be evolved which would result in
major savings in bookkeeping and administration. These savings
could be best used for hospital improvement as well as improved
patient care. This formula would establish a fee for every medicare
patient admitted to such institution. If you should include hospital
X-ray, laboratory physicians', and surgeons' fees and the like." There
are some doctors, who say they speak for a majority of their profes-
sion, who say this kind of a thing is an outrage. bid you discover
that this Cook County arrangement is a general practice among
hospitals?

Ill just include the complete statement in the record.
(The statement follows )

STATEMENT BY SAMUEL J. HOFFMAN, M.D., AND LEO WEINER, M.D.

Gentlemen, I am Dr. Samuel J. Hoffman, Director of Division of Laboratories,
Cook County Hospital, and Director of Hektoen Institute for Medical Research
of Cook County Hospital, and Professor of Pediatrics, University of Illinois. I
might add that I started as an interne at Cook County Hospital In 1926. I have
been associated with the hospital continuously since then except for the 3 years
that I spent in military service. I speak not only for myself but also for Dr. Leo
Weiner, who is present here today. Dr. Weiner is Director of Hematology, Cook
County Hospital and Hektoen Institute for Medical Research. He Is also Pro-
fessor of Medicine and Professor of Clinical Pathology, Chicago Medical School.

We wish to thank you for inviting us to appear here and giving us the op-
portunity to contribute to these deliberations in the hope that they may lead
to Improved medical care for all segments to our population and particularly
for the aged and indigent.

We are outraged (just as is the majority of our medical profession) by the
conscionable looting of the public till by some unscrupulous doctors and admin-
istrators of medical programs who have taken advantage of medicare and
inedicaid. We would like to emphasize that we speak only of some physicians,
because we are certain that the vast majority of the medical profession feels
as we do with respect to widespread abuses of the use of taxpayers' money.
These abuses have now reached epidemic proportions.

There have been expenditures of millions, yes, billions of dollars. without any
improvement but rather with deterioration in the quality and availability of
medical care. In many cases some of the worst features of an overbusy outpatient
clinic at a large public hospital have been transferred to a socalled "private
doctor's office."

The patient has been duped into believing that his medical service would Im-
prove now that he has a private doctor and that he has achieved a certain amount
of status by no longer finding it necessary to attend a "charity clinic at a charity
hospital."

Instead the patient often finds himself a bench with a hundred or more others
in some store front that passes for a "doctor's office." In many cases these doctors
devote even less time to such patients than formerly may have been possible at
the hospital clinic.
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Frequently, these doctors have not even been able to get oi the clinic service of
a hospital because of inadequate qualifications. In most instances these offices
do not have the expensive and highly sophisticated laboratory equipment to be
found in even the most modestly equipped hospital. Thus, we end up with a
system where patients are treated with less dignity, in worse surroundings,
with inferior medical and laboratory services even though the care required is
being paid for adequately by the government, and the patient has a right to
expect good quality medical treatment.

There are articles appearing in many newspapers throughout the country re-
garding the plundering of the public treasury by some unscrupulous doctors in
the practice of medicine in their offices. But in truth these situations represent
only unethical practices or at their worst petty theft on a retail scale. They fire
unethical because of the patient is seen all to briefly and a perfunctory exami-
nation is performed-but the patient is seen and is examined, however poorly
the examination is performed. It is petty theft because a fair fee has been paid,
and regardless of who pays the fee, government or individual, the patient has a
right to expect proper examination and adequate treatment.

The procedures in some doctor's offices as described above represent, as stated
before, unethical practices and petty theft.

The wholesale plundering, however, at some large city and county hospitals,
represents grand larceny.

Cook County is one such hospital. Regardless, of the many disguises or devices
used to obscure the facts-including the obfuscation practiced by the public rela-
tions man hired at a salary of $1,700 monthly regardless of the eleemosynary
facade employed by the creation of fellowships--what is being practiced is
fraudulent.

An Association of Physicians has been formed at Cook County Hospital. This
Association has obtained a state charter as a not-for-proflt organization. This or-
ganization has been formed upon the suggestion and advice of a $30,000 a year
administrator. His responsibility is to devise ways and means of taking Medicare
and Medicaid "for a ride" to quote an expression with which you may be familiar.

This Assoviatlon includes in its nmmbership ip)proxiinotely 100 full-timo sal-
aried attending physicians. These doctors are paid by Cook County. In addition,
to this full-time attending staff, the Association, also includes the "voluntary
physicians" who are not paid for their services.

The fraud that exists begins with the fact that the full-time physicians are
paid by the County to perform certain services including the care of patients,
teaching, and administration.

These full-time physicians unilaterally and arbitrarily declared that they were
employed by the County and paid for administration only and thus justified in
billing the Federal Government for their care of patients. This device of desig-
nating themselves as administrators is untrue and contrary to the by-laws of
the hospital. Gentlemen, let me quote directly from the by-laws:

"ARTICLE IV

"CATEGORIES OF THE MEDICAL STAFF

'Section, 4. Attending Medical Staff
"Subsection 1: The Attending Medical Staff will consist of voluntary physi-

cians resident in the community and the permanent staff who have been ap-
pointed by the governing body to attend patients in the hospital."

These by-laws were approved by the Medical Staff and the Executive Com-
mittee of the hospital and by the Commissioners of the County of Cook. These
are the rules by which the medical staff of the hospital is governed.

We might note that if all of these doctors were administering only, as they
state. we would have the most extensively administered and certainly the most
expensively administered hospital in the world.

It is therefore obvious that these physicians are guilty of double billing for
one and the same service; the County, which pays their salaries, and the Federal
Government through Medicare and Medicaid.

The fraud continues and is even further compounded with respect to the "vol-
untary physicians". It must be stated at this time and repeated again and again
that these voluntary physicians do not receive one penny of profit from the fraud
that is employed in their name by the administration of the Associated Physi-
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clans. The president of the Associated Physicians has admitted before Dr. Morris
Fishbein Committee appointed by the President of the Cook County Board of
Commissioners to investigate the Associated Physicians. Whereas a few volun-
tary doctors may spend a number of hours at the hospital daily other voluntary
physicians come but one in 8 weeks. Despite their infrequent appearance at the
hospital, the Federal Government is billed for services that are not rendered to
the patient.

When a patient is assigned to the service of Dr. Jol-i Doe the Federal Govern-
ment is billed for daily visits by Dr. John Doe, up until the patient's discharge
from the hospital. In some cases the government is billed for as many as 30 visits
or more, even though I)r. John Doe saw the patient but once or twice or fre-
quently not at all. In like fashion, the government is charged for surgery per-
formed by residents and internes.

A third method by which fraud is perpetrated: one of the physicians at the
hospital was a NIH Career Investigator. A Career Investigator is paid by the
Federal Government to carry on research and for no other purposes. His con-
tract is specific in that he is prohibited from practicing for a fee. Despite this
prohibition, the Associated Physicians wilfully and deliberately made extensve
billlhgs in his name for considerable amounts.

The final aspect of the fraud that is being practiced at Cook County Hospital
and we suspect in many other city institutions where similar associations exist
is as follows:

The Associated Physicians Is a private organization that has gone into busi-
ness on the premises of Cook County Hospital, a publicly owned institution.
They use its medical facilities. They bill and collect fees for services rendered
in the hospital; they disburse such funds-all without the approval of the gov-
erning body of the institution; namely, the County Board of Commissioners.
We question the legality of such procedure.

Alleged charitable aims do not justify fraud. If there is a need for funds at
a hospital (and there are desperate needs at city, county, and public institutions
because of shortage of staff and antiquated and outdated buildings and equip-
mlit) the city, county, state and Federal government should make provisions
for the improvement and updating of these institutions.

Perpetrating fraud on the Federal government with the future intention of
correcting these inadequacies of our hospitals is immoral and ill conceived.
Fraud is fraud and is never justified, regardless of intended "charitable" use of
the money. It becomes an expensive way of doing things, particularly, when the
expense of collecting these fraudulent monies from government by a private
organization may ran as high as 25 to 30 percent or even higher. For example,
the combined expense budget of the Associated Physicians of Cook County Hos-
pital for January and February 1969 was $87,000.

Now as to persons seeking medical service, patients do not come to the hospi-
tal to see Dr. John Doe. They come to the County Hospital. Those who are
responsible for the institution and its operation must be responsible for the
collection and disurbsement of these fees.

The Medicare law was enacted to improve medical fare for the aged and
indigent; to eliminate the concept of the charity patient in hospitals; to provide
these people with private care by a private physician in a proper environment;
to Insure that no individual will be denied proper care with dignity.

Unfortunately, we believe that the law has not succeeded in attaining any of
these goals despite the expenditure of 3.5 billions of dollars presently and the
anticipated expenditure of $18 billion per year in the near future. According to
available and reliable information: At Cook County Hospital alone the Asso-
ciated Physicians billed for about $3 million and collected in excess of $1.2
million. Furthermore, the administrator of the Associated Physicians and his
staff projected an annual income of $15 to $20 million per year in a combined
program of Medicare and Medicaid. Despite enormous cost the patients are still
being treated at charity hospitals by internes and residents who no longer have
the supervision or the instruction of the experienced attending physicians that
they previously had.

"Gang visits" where one doctor within an hour examines 50 to 60 patients are
not the answer.

An Inflated collection and administrative overhead of the Associated Physicians
Is not the answer, extravagant entertainment expenditure is not the answer. The
gravity of the problem continues to overwhelm us. This present course must be
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changed as soon as possible. The Medicare and Medicaid Act as presently ad-
ministered must be revised immediately. We are on a collision course which
threatens to wreck the Medicare and Medicaid program and in fact destroy our
nation's economy.

Now, gentlemen, we have described the problems, some associated with Medi-
care and Medicaid and we would like to make some recommendations for your
consideration. We wish to address ourselves primarily to that part of Medicare
and Medicaid laws that pertain to the hospitalization of patients at city, county
and other public institutions. We believe that Part A and Part B should be con-
solidated into a single pact; that a single formula should be evolved which would
result in major savings in bookkeeping and administration. These savings could
be best used for hospital improvement as well as improved patient care. This for-
mula should establish a daily fee for every Medicare patient admitted to such
an institution. This fee would include hospital, X-ray, laboratory, physicians' and
surgeons' fees and the like.

The hospital staff would include full-time salaried physicians and part-time
salaried physicians. The so-called voluntary physician would cease to exist along
with the charity patient.

These salaried physicians both full-time and part-time would assign their fees
that are due to them under Medicare to the hospital administration to be used
by the hospital for the hospital. The salaries of the full-time physicians wouldl
be made competitive with the prevailing regional standards.

The part-time physician should be paid on the basis of sessions spent at the
hospital, a session to consist of at leat two hours. If this were accomplished, It
would be possible to have more attending physicians available for the care of
patients and for the instruction of internes and residents.

Although we favor the plan outlined above we are not committed to it. We
are certain that other procedures can be developed which would serve the pur-
pose, and we urge you to give study to any proposal that may effect the ends in
which all of us are so vitally interested.

Mr. ROTHER. We have not, looked at it as a general practice. Our
examination into this type of thing was confined exclusively to Cook
County Hospital.

The CHAIRMAN. Those people want to testify and they will cer-
tainly have the privilege.

Senator WILLIAMS. Have yOU presented your statement yet? How
about just proceeding with that?

MEDICARE BILLED FOR SERVICES NOT RENDERED) BY SUPERVISORY
PHYSICIANS

Mr. ROTHER. All right, sir. We selected a sample of the claims that
were filed by the association on behalf of its members. Actually we
took about 117 claims pertaining to about 75 different medicare bene-
ficiaries who have received medical care in Cook County Hospital.
In connection with these 77 claims, the association billed for 923'
different services, and these included such things as initial visits, daily
care. consultations, and surgery. The billings were made on behalf of
57 different supervisory and teaching physicians who were members of
the association. The amounts that were billed in the case of-

Senator BENNETT. Excuse me. Would you pull that microphone a
little closer to you?

Mr. RoTHER. Yes. The amounts that were billed in the claims that
were sampled totaled about $16,000. The carrier in these cases allowed
$15,000 of the charges but the actual payments that were made in the
cases in our sample were $11,000 because the carrier had to take into
account the deductible of coinsurance for which the patients were re-
sponsible. Our examination of hospital records indicated that, in most
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of the cases that we looked at, the services for which the billings were
made were actually performed by interns and residents. And these rec-
ords also showed that there was very little personal involvement in
patient care by the supervisory or teaching physicians.

I would like to briefly summarize our findings with respect to the
cases included in our sample. There were 72 initial visits for which
billings were made. These initial visits include such things as determin-
ing or preparing a patient history, giving them a physical examina-
tion and that sort of thing. For 60 of those we found that the medical
records disclosed no involvement or identification of any supervisory
or teaching physician. The records disclosed that the services were pro-
vided by interns or residents. For 129 out of the total of 747 followup
visits which were included in our review, there were no notations made
by any physician, not even by an intern or resident, to indicate that
any physician had seen the patient. We therefore could not tell whether
there was any service provided by a physician. Most of the remainder
of those cases, about 580 of the 47, indicated the services were pro-
vided by interns and residents.

Senator ANDERSON (presiding). You mean the doctors were paid for
services done by interns?

Mr. R oTHER. Interns and residents, yes sir. There were 38 consulta-
tions included in the sample, and the medical records did not disclose
any involvement by the attending physician in whose names the serv-
ices were billed.

Senator ANDERSON. You mean the doctor did not supply any help
on it?

Mr. ROTIER. 'Well, the billing was made in the name of one of the
supervisory or teaching physicians.

Senator ANDERSON. But he had not been there?
Mr. ROTHER. Well, the record did not show any evidence of it, that

is correct, Senator. With respect to 9 out of 18 cases involving charges
for operating room surgery, the hospital records indicated that there
was no attending physician, by that I mean no supervisory or teach-
ing physician, present. In 31 out of 39 cases involving minor surgery,
the records indicated no attending physician was specifically involved.

Senator ANDERSON. Just one second.
Mr. Ball, are you listening to this?
Mr. BALL. I certainly am, Senator.
Our investigation of this same situation, which preceded the Gen-

eral Accounting Office's, found essentially the same thing and pay-
ments of this type were stopped in early April. We directedthe carrier
to do that. This whole procedure is contrary to our regulations and
we have instituted recovery procedure.

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION HANDLING OF COOK COUNTY
HOSPITAL CLAIMS

Senator CURTIS. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question right there?
It is contrary to the law, is it not? There is no provision that you

can pay a medical fee for an unlicensed doctor and an intern is not
licensed, is that not right?

Mr. BALL. Well certainly it is contrary to the law, Senator, to do
what this group did. Our requirement for payment under part B is that

32-108-69-14
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the supervising physician, who does have a license, needs to actually
p erform individual services and our regulations require that that be
documented. Both we and the GAO found that they had not docu-
mented these cases, and we have told the carrier-

Senator CuRTs. Who was the carrier?
Mr. TERNEY. This is Illinois Blue Shield.
Senator ANDERSON. Blue Shield?
Mr. TIERNEY. In Illinois, yes.
Senator CUlRTIs. And who was in charge of the medicare office to

which Blue Shield submitted these claims?
Mr. TrERNEY. The name of the person at Illinois Blue Shield?
Senator CuRTIs. No, no, the name of the Social Security official in

charge of medicare in that area?
Mr. TIERNEY. Well, they do not submit claims to the Federal Gov-

ernment. The carrier has the responsibility for review claims and
seeing that they are in accord with regulations and making the pay-
ments. This came to our attention at a later point.

Senator CuRTrS. What office had that responsibility?
Mr. BALL. This came to our attention in an audit situation-
Senator CtmTIs. No, no, my question is what office, would it be Balti-

more or would it be Chicago, or what office was responsible for the
administration of medicare in the area where the Cook County Hos-
pital is located?

Mr. BALL. Well, that is within the Bureau of Health Insurance. Mr.
Tierney is the Director of the Bureau of Health Insurance.

Senator CURTIS. No, no. Who is responsible for the administration
of the medicare in the area where the Cook County Hospital is located?
Now, you certainly have somebody that is in charge.

Mr. TIERNEY. Senator, if I might reply, the government person
who is the regional representative of the Bureau of Health Insurance
in Chicago is a Mr. Fred Wolfe. But no bills are submitted to him.

Senator CuRTis. Well, whether the bills are submitted or not, who is
in charge of seeing that the medicare program is administered and
carried out in the area where this hospital is located?

Mr. TIERNEY. Well, I am not trying to evade the question. From the
standpoint of who is responsible for the Government administration
of medicare in Illinois, I am responsible, Senator. For who is respon-
sible for the processing andipayment of bills to this organization and
to the physicians of Cook County Hospital, the Illinois Blue Shield
Plan was responsible, and the man's name-

Senator C u-RTis. But there is no one in between Blue Shield and
Baltimore?

Mr. TIERNEY. There is; my regional representative in Chicago.
Senator CuxRTs. How big a region does he have?

Mr. TMRNEY. He has a region that encompasses Michigan, Illinois,
Indiana, Ohio, and Wisconsin-

Senator CURTis. Now, are there districts within that region or State
offices?

Mr. TzNEY. No, sir, not in the Bureau of Health Insurance. There
are Social Security Administration District Offices, but they have
nothing to do with this.

Senator CuRTIS. Well, now,. is it his responsibility to run the medi-
care program in that area?
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Mr. TIERNEY. He does not really run it, but he is the top responsible
Government official for the operation of medicare, yes.

Senator CURTIS. Well, I will put my question the other way.
Is he under your-is anybody responsible for seeing that this

gigantic program operates accordmg to law and accepted principles of
business practice in a given area.

Mr. TINEY. Yes,enator.
Senator CURTIS. Who is?
Mr. TIE RNEY. I think in response to your question that the man

who is in charge of the medicare regional office in 0hicago is Mr.
Wolfe. He has responsibility to oversee providers, to oversee carriers
and intermediaries, to see to it that beneficiaries get the benefits they
are entitled to-the overall administration of the program.

Senator CURTIS. Now, when you asked him whether or not he knew
about the arrangement at the tir e it was made, what did he say?

Mr. TIE RNEY. At the time the arrangement was made he did not
know about it.

Senator CrTIS. Did lie know about it as soon as it started to
operate?

Mr. TIERNEY. Senator-
Senator AN-DERSON. When did he first know it?
Mr. TIERNEY. Not as soon as it started operating, no.
Senator CURTIS. But soon after?
Mr. TIERNEY. He knew about it officially, or really he knew about

some of the operating facts of the situation on February 10 of 1969,
Senator, when for tie first time a determination was made by the
intermediary and the carriers that the contract of these physicians
with the Cook County Hospital was solely for teaching and supervis-
ing. The only thing they said they got paid for by the Cook County
Hospital in the way of a salary was for teaching and for supervising
the training of residents and interns. Now, under the law, no payment
can be made for the services of residents and interns. But under Part
A you can pay for, and it is an appropriate hospital expense to cover
the cost of education, including the training of residents and interns.
But the law is specific that no payment maybe made under Part A for
professional services of a doctor to patients, no payment whatsoever.

So the original determination in this case first of all was-is there
any money being paid in the way of a salary to these teaching physi-
cia'ns for professional services? The intermediary the Illinois Blue
Cross Plan referred this to the Blue Cross Association for a judgment.
The Association is the prime intermediary and they ruled that all of
the payments being made by the hospital as salary to these physicians
was for supervising.

It then came to our attention that these physicians in addition to
being paid for that were also billing for professional services under
part B. We immediately upon determination of that sent our own
investigatory team in there. And as Mr. Ball said, they arrived at very
much the same determination which the GAO has made in greater
detail and they reported back that, quite contrary to our regulations
these physicians were not rendering professional services to individual
patients but rather that mass billings were being made through an
association without any identification or documentation that the pro-
fessional services personally were being rendered.
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As soon as we completed that investigation we notified the carrier to
suspend all payments, and there have been no payments since. And we
are undertaking now a review of the cases that have been billed to de-
termine whether or not any payments should have been made and, if
so, how much.

Senator CuRTIS. When did this plan start, and that will be my last
question?

Mr. TIERNEY. You mean when did they start doing this billing?
Senator CuRTS. Yes.
Mr. TIERNEY. I would have to look that up.
Mr. IFFERT. April of 1968.
Mr. TIERNEY. April of 1968, 1 am told. I do not have that date.
Senator A DiRSON. Well, obviously there is some fraud here, is there

not? What have you done about that?
Mr. TIERNEY. I beg your pardon?
Senator ANDERSON. There must have been some fraud here. What

have you done about that?
Mr. TIERNEY. We will investigate obviously to see if there is fraud.

I think it should be said that, as the Chairman pointed out, the doctors
involved here as far as we know to date, have not personally received
this money; it has gone into this so-called educational fund, theoreti-
cally to be used for medical education and other improvement purposes
in Cook County hospital.

Now, it is a total violation of our regulations, Senator, an absolute
travesty on our regulations, but whether or not there is evidence of
criminal fraud I do not know.

Senator MILLER. Would the Senator yield?
Senator ANDERSON. The point was ihey used $6,000 for entertain-

ment. It was not a professional service at all. What do you do about
it ? If I go out here and pick somebody's pocket, you worry about that,
but this fellow who has picked many times that amount of pockets,
what about him?

Mr. TIERNEY. Well Senator, what we have done to date is to stop
payment, to demand review of the bill submitted and make a deter-
mination of how much money has been overpaid and undertake action
to recoup it.

Senator ANDERSON. I think that is fine.
Mr. TIERNEY. Now, in addition to that, if there has been fraud,.

Senator, we will certainly look into that.
Senator MILLER. Would the Senator yield at that point?
Senator ANDERSON. Go ahead.

CARRIER'S FAILURE TO FOLLOW SSA REGULATIONS

Senator MILLER. I think this is fine that you have gotten this inves-
tigation going, but I do not think it is fine that you ever had to have.
one going. Now, is the reason why you had to have this investigation
due to the failure of the intermediary to put a stop to it, or to disallow
it?

Mr. TIERNEY. Yes, I think the basic reason is that the carrier did
not take the steps that it was directed to take under our regulations to,
document and have evidence of personal professional services before
making any payments.
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Senator MILLER. Well, now, because of that failure you have had
to investigate and the Government has been put to a lot of expense
to undergo this investigation. What is being done with respect to that
carrier?

Mr. TIERNEY. We have not undertaken any action with regard to
that carrier as yet, Senator. We have had that carrier under sur-
veillance for some time because of other problems. It is not-we do not
want to make it seem all black and white-as though they were just
dishing out money without any justification at all, although that is
almost the way it looks in this case. The determination of whether
or not a physician is rendering a personal professional service or
whether or not he is supervising or directing an intern or resident is
sometimes a judgmental thing which require professional review and
judgment. Hinder the regulations if he as a practicing physician is
rendering personal services to his patient, that patient is entitled under
our regulations to be indemnified and reimbursed for the appropriate
reasonable charges he makes.

Senator MiuR. Well, I understand all that, but from what I
understand your investigation found and the GAO found there was
just no evidence of that.

Mr. TRNiEY. That is right.
Senator MILLER. Therefore, what is the idea of the intermediary

or the carrier paying without any evidence of such service?
Mr. TIERNEY. He received the bills. He processed the bills, but he

did not go behind the bills to find out what they represented, and
there is no justification for payment of many of them.

Senator 'ANDERSON. Shouldn't he have gone behind the bills?
Mr. BALL. Certainly.
Mr. TERNEY. Of course he should, Senator.
Senator BENNETT. Mr. Chairman, may I?
Senator ANDERSON. Yes.

REASONS SSA INITIATED THEIR OWN INVESTIGATION

Senator BENNETT. Mr. Ball, you said that the GAO investigation
came as a result of a prior investigation that you began. What
prompted your investigation?

Mr. BALL. Senator, I did not mean to say that it came as a result
of that. I said that we had made a prior investigation. The GAO
investigation came specifically at the request of this committee.

Senator Br.;NPTT. What prompted your investigation?
Mr. BALL. What prompted our investigation was that the National

Blue Cross Association advised us on February 10, 1969-I'might say
the prime agreement that we have is not with the individual Blue
Cross plans, but with the National Blue Cross Association-of the
decision that they had made which found the salaries of full-time and
part-time physicians as fully reimbursable under part A.

Senator BENNETT. Is this a general decision applying to all physi-
cians or just a specific decision applying to the Cook County Hospital?

Mr. BALL. Just Cook County.
Mr. TiERNEY. Cook County.
Mr. BALL. Now, I think I will have to turn to Mr. Tierney to ask
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what specifically after that precipitated our investigation into the
situation?

Mr. TIERNEY. Well, two things precipitated our investigation. One
was that report itself that there were no pre "kssional services to indi-
viduals at all being rendered for the salo i-i, being paid and that all
of this was for teaching and supervising.

Now, we had to establish that that was true before they could be
reimbursed under part A for the total salaries. So this triggered
our initial inquiry into the situation, Senator. At the same time, 1
must tell you that this organization-and I suppose this is some indi-
cation of their feeling that they were doing the right thing-published
an annual report in which they pointed out with some pride that they
had billed for these services and that this was a major contribution to
medical education in Cook Comity. This triggered further inquiry
on our part and led to our investigation of the whole situation.

Senator ANDERSON. With all the triggering did anybody shoot?
Mr. TiENRi y. I beg your pardon?
Senator ANDERSON. With all the triggering did anybody shoot?
Mr. TIERNEY. Well, we shot on April 9, Senator.

CHICAGO AMERICAN STORY ON COOK COUNTY HOSPITAL

Senator B.NNETT. Mr. Chairman, I have copies of article- that
appeared in the Chicago's American, the first one on Thursday, March
20, the second one Friday, March 21, another Saturday, March 22,
and the next one Monday, March 24, which lay this whole thing out.

(The articles referred to follow:)

,[From the Chicago's American, Mar. 20, 19091

COUNTY HOSPITAL'S DOCTORS PAID TWICE FOR HEmPINo AGED

(By Effie Alley)

Taxpayers are paying double for elderly, indigent patients in Cook county
hospital. Once from tax funds from the county and once from federal taxes sup-
porting medicare.

Under an unusual agreement with medicare officials, a large chunk of this
money-eventually expected to total about 15 million dollars a year-is going to
the Associated Physicians of Cook County Hospital, an Independent corporation
over which the county board has no control.

The arrangement permits 105 full-time salaried physicians-whose pay from
the county ranges from $20.000 to $30,000 a year-to collect extra patient fees
from medicare on the allegation that they are paid by the county only for super-
visory and administrative work, not for the care of patients.

County Board President George Dunne replies, "Of course, we employ them
to take care of patients."

Noting that the agreement between medicare and the hospital was made with-
out knowledge of the county board, Dunne expressed the view that it penalizes
the taxpayer.

"The taxpayer pays for the operation of the hospital," he said. "The use of
funds generated there in a manner that ignores taxpayers is highly improper."

Moreover, he said, there are ethical and moral implications in the situation,
now of growing concern to many person.

With the board perennially short of money to meet the rising hospital costs,
Dunne is chagrined at the thought of funds which might have been used for the
hospital going for other purposes.

The Associated Physicians group consists of 380 members of the hospital's
voluntary staff, doctors who donate their services for the care of the needy sick,
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and 105 full-time doctors who are paid by the county board. Members collect no
fees directly, but assign them to the A. P. C. C. H.

To date, this organization, headed by Dr. Robert Baker, a full-time county
employe who serves as director of surgery has back-billed medicare for about 3
million dollars for attention to medicare patients from July 1, 1066.

This represents only partial billing for the period, the doctors say. About half
again this amount is in the process of billing. Of the amount billed, they have
collected about 1.5 million dollars, according to a report by the administrator,
William B. Sale.

Sale also said thac current billings can be expected to generate continuing medi-
care Income of about one million dollars a year.

These amounts do not Include medicare payments for services rendered by the
department of radiology and anesthesiology, which have not yet been approved
for reimbursement. Once they are, these services can be expected to add 20 to
25 per cent to the income of the Associated Physicians, Sale estimates.

A move also is being made to collect fees for out-patient services dating back
to 1966 at the rate of $8 a visit. Visits to the hospital's Fantus clinic-one of the
largest In the world--total about 300,000 a year with well over 10 per cent of the
patients In the 65-and-over age group.

The Associated Physicians is also hoping to bill for the million dollars, accord-
ing to a report by the administrator, Wiliam B. Sale.

Sale also said that current billings can be expected to generate continuing
medicare Income of about one million dollars a year.

These amounts do not include medicare payments for services rendered by the
department of radiology and anesthesiology, which have not yet been approved
for reimbursement. Once they are, these services can be expected to add 20 to 25
per cent to the income of the Associated Physicians, Sale estimates.

A move also is being made to collect fees for out-patient services dating back
to 1966 at the rate of $8 a visit. Visits to the hospital's Fantus clinic-one of
the largest in the world-total about 300,000 a year with well over 10 per cent
of the patients in the 65-and-over age group.

The Associated Physicians is also hoping to bill for the care of county hos-
pital's 12,480 privately insured patients and, according to Sale, anticipates an
income of between $1,248,000 and $1,872,000 from this source during 1969.

Currently, the association is negotiating with Blue Shield-which in the past
has never paid for its insured at county hospital-for reimbursement. Again,
according to Sale, this is being given favorable consideration and, once in effect,
should yield an income of about 1.17 millions.

Medicaid is on the agenda, too. No estimate of what could be expected from
this is available, but the take would be enormous because all welfare clients
coming to the hospital would be Included.

However, Sale told a recent board meeting of the Associated Physicians, this
may have to wait until 1972 because there currently is no provision for payment
of such fees in the state or county budgets.

But, even without this, the physicians' group is counting on collecting more
than 5.5 million dollars during 1969 in addition to the 1.5 millions already col-
lected from medicare.

This may be why Dunne speaks wistfully of New York's Bellevue hospital and
the other institutions in that city's hospital system.

At Bellevue, he said, the city has a contract with New York University to run
certain departments. For all departments covered by contract, the city-not the
doctors or the university-collects the medicare fees.

Doctors there who are not covered by contract or paid by the city, have formed
an organization similar to the Associated Physicians to collect medicare fees,
but the money is not being spent until the situation is clarified.

At New York's 17 other charity hospitals, where all doctors serve on salary,
medicare fees go directly to the city.

Administrative costs of the Associated Physicians' operation run high even
tho it enjoys free quarters in the old West Side hospital, including light, heat,
and Janitorial service. Despite this, operating expenses for the last 2 months-
January and February--came to $87,000.

March expenses will include, in addition, the tab for the association's annual
meeting at the Drake hotel at a cost of $6,170.54, with the organization footing
the bill for refreshments, dinner, and car parking.

Monthly charges include legal services supplied by Atty. Lewis Baron and a
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generous increase of Sale's salary from $12,000 a year to $30,000. On the recom-
mendation of Dr. Baker, the group also contracted to raise this to $33,000 next
year and $36,000 in 1971.

In making the recommendation, Baker said he thought Sale "had proved that
he can deliver what he promised to deliver" and Dr. Vincent Collins, chief of
anesthesiology and treasurer for the Associated Physicians, remarked that "Mr.
Sale understood the subtleties of the medicare law better than anyone" he had
ever met.

At one time, expenses also included the services of a well-known public rela-
tions man at a reported $1,700 a month to sing the praises of the group. Appar-
ently he didn't sing loud enough. He was fired.

How the Associated Physicians, a group which was formed only a little more
than a year ago, now finds itself in the enviable position of entrepreneur and
benefactor of Cook county hospital will be told later in this series.

[From the Chicago's American, Mar. 21, 1969]

MEDICARE MILLIONs TAPPED-
HOW COUNTY HOSPITAL DoCTORS BECAME SUPERVISORS

(By Effle Alley)

The Associated Physicians of Cook County hospital was incorporated as a not-
for-profit organization on Dec. 8, 1967, but county commissioners were not in-
formed of its existence until well along in 1968.

Formal county board approval of its activities was sought only on Dec. 17, 1968,
after $900,000 in medicare fees had already been collected.

In retrospect, a number of commissioners said, they were "surprised" at being
faced with an accomplished fact, but on being told of the charitable intentions of
A. P. C. C. H. toward the hospital were inclined to regard it "a grand gesture."

The surprise was to grow, Commissioner Harry H. Semrow recently told THE
AMvERICAN, when it was learned later that "about a year ago doctors at the
hospital originally hired for patient care had changed their Job descriptions and
duties to allow them to participate in this fund."

The fund totals about 1.5 million dollars and doctors hope to increase it by 5.5
million dollars during 1969.

Under medicare provisions, members of the voluntary medical staff who donate
their services to the hospital are entitled to reimbursement for their care of
patients and can assign such fees as they wish. But permanent staff doctors-
physicians paid full time salaries by the county board-are not entitled to medi-
,are payments unless it can be shown that no part of their salaries is paid them
for patient care.

Thus it was, Commissioner Semrow said, "that all at once everybody became a
supervisor," with job listings being changed overnight on the hospital Univac.

Full time salaries range from $20.000 to $30,000 a year.
Commenting on the situation, one doctor said:
"If these 105 physicians are receiving these salaries only for administration,

then surely, this would be the most expensive and best administered hospital in
the United States."

But. of course, full time physicians do not say that they spend full time in
administrative work. They only allege that their pay covers no other activity.
But they also point out that they spend a great deal of time in the treatment of
patients.

Especially medicare patients, records of the A. P. C. C. H. indicate.
Interested doctors say the way patient care Is organized in a large teaching hos-

pital such as Cook County makes for great flexibility in billing.
E.acb patient, they explain, on admission to the hospital is automatically as-

signed to one or other member of the attending staff. However, since routine care
is given by residents and interns, the attending physician may see the patient
once. twice, or not at all. In a busy and overtaxed hospital like county daily visits
to a particular patient by an attending doctor are out of the question, the doctors
say.

Senior residents may even operate without a member of the supervisory staff
being present-especially on an emergency basis.
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Yet because of the formal assignment to an attending doctor, the operation and
daily visits for the full length of stay can be billed to medicare in the doctor's
name, even tho he has never seen the patient.

Citing what they called a typical case, brought to light recently by the investi-
gation, the doctors told of a fracture patient who remained in the hospital for 2
months with no more attention from the attending physician than a couple of
token visits.

The medicare bill for this patient, the doctors say, not only included setting of
the fracture but daily visits at $7 each over the entire 2-month period.

Interns and residents rate as house staff and their services to patients cannot
be billed for directly under medicare rules. Their salaries are included in hos-
pital costs and are reimbursable under Part A of the medicare plan which
provides hospitalization for elderly patients.

William B. Sale, A.P.C.C.H. administrator, says the organization has back-
billed medicare for some 17,000 cases and is currently billing for about 425
patients a month.

When the physicians group was formed in 1967, it became apparent that maxi-
mum returns from medicare depended on being able to collect for patient care
services rendered by the permanent staff of salaried physicians.

At first this seemed to offer some advantage to the hospital since it would
enable the hospital to include the entire cost of their salaries in reimbursable
hospital costs.

At any rate, the then administrator, William M. McCoy, opened negotiations
on this basis.

When Blue Cross-Blue Shield, which acts as intermediary for medicare, asked
that the claim be supported, all heads of divisions at the hospital were sent a
ready-prepared, carefully phrased letter to sign.

The letter certified that salaries received by each doctor in the division were
"exclusively" for administrative services. Division heads showing reluctance
were cautioned that they might lose out on some of the envisioned perquisites,
such as free trips to medical meetings. In the end, all except one signed.

Blue Cross-Blue Shield was also furnished with a statement, purportedly from
the hospital bylaws, that "all attending physicians will care for patients without
compensation by Cook County" and a citation to the Illinois Revised Statutes
which was said to "stipulate that physicians providing care at Cook County
hospital shall receive no compensation from the county for patient care."

According to Dr. Samuel J. Hoffman, director of the division of laboratories
who has been at the hospital since 1926, the bylaws contain no such provision,
but rather set forth the contrary:

"The attending medical staff will consist of voluntary physicians resident in
the community and the permanent staff who have been appointed by the govern-
ing body [the Cook County board] to attend patients in the hospital."

The State law cited by the doctors merely provides that appointment, employ-
ment, and removal of physicians be made in conformity with civil service rules
and that the county board may fix the term for which "all such physicians and
surgeons who serve without compensation" shall be appointed.

Edward P. Brennan, county personnel director and chief examiner for civil
service, told THE AMERICAN that the statute in question was enacted to allow
the county board to change the term of voluntary physicians from six years to
four.

Nevertheless, Blue Cross-Blue Shield accepted the presentation, ruling that
the total cost of the salaried doctors could be included as hospital cost. For the
year ending Nov. 30, 1968, the hospital collected $3,130,801.93 for hospitalization
of medicare patients.

The same ruling cleared the way for A.P.C.C.H. to bill medicare for services
rendered patients by salaried as well as nonsalaried staff.

In a letter to members of Oct. 25, 1968, A.P.C.C.H. President Dr. Robert Baker
hailed the ruling as of far reaching effect, saying it not only "unequivocably"
established the association's right to medicare payments but also paved the way
for future collections from Blue Shield, medicaid, and other third party in-
surance.

Semrow calls the changing of Job descriptions and the presentation to medi-
care "subterfuge." Leonard J. Allegretti, vice president of Blue Shield or medi-
care, termed it a "rationalization." Some of the hospital's outraged and disillu-
sioned doctors have other names for it.
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They say they went along with the plan of the Associated Physicians at first
not realizing all that would be involved, and thinking it would benefit the hos-
pital.

The offer of the organization to relieve them of elaborate and troublesome
medicare billings was another attraction. So was the proposal to pay voluntary
physicians for their work at the hospital.

Recently, however, the association was questioned as to when this part of the
plan would bo into effect. The answer at first was that to implement it now
would cost the association its tax-exempt status.

Later doctors were told that payment of the voluntary staff has been given a
priority at the foot of the list and must wait until more pressing objectives are
gained.

(From the Chicago's American, Mar. 22, 1960],

MEI)CARE MONEY CONTROL UNDERLIES COUNTY )ISPUTE

(By FEffie Alley)

Who Is to control the money collected in niedicare, payments and other phy-
sician's fees Iy the Associated l'hysicians of Cook County hospital and how is
it to be spent?

These questions are at the root of the controversy over Cook olinty hospital.
The struggle going on-largely under cover-between the county hoard and

the new physicians' association has far reaching implications. These not only
involve disposition of the 1.5 million dollars already collected 'and the addliioal
millions to he collected in the future but, very likely, the ultimate fate of the
hospital Itself.

In seeking recognition front the ('ounty board, Dr. Tiohert Baker. 12.
A.P.C.C.T. president and chief of sulrgory, spoke of a number of good deeds for
the hospital the group had in niind. B1ut at the siaie tiie he insisted that the
county hoard would have nothing to say as to how the ioney wis spent.

lie d"1so told newsinen that lils orgaliization ilued to give 20 per cent of its
loney to tlie (olity board toward a building fund to be held by tile colulty

(ontroler.
A filler explination of he intentions of the A.P.C.C.H. in thils regard Is colt-

tailneld i the ilinute. of the Jaln. t) iieetihi of its board of directors.
Telling of negotiations vith County Board President George DUllne. lker

.ah( th (omity board wanted 20 per cent of tlhe gross tevenltes of the physicians
al.,;Siclatiuo qet aside as i I uiflllg fund to he held by the coility (coitroller.

Not in- that 20 per cent of the gross voiilld be 24 per cent of the net, Baker said:
"'llis nay be $200.000 or In 2 or 5 years It inay lie 5 or 10 million."
Tlie quest on of paramount illportance. lie said, "is who holds the ionev?"
Ditnite had refused any of the counter proposals o the huilding fund offered

by A.P.C.C... and 110 meeting of the miids seeined possible. Dr. Baker reported
lewi~ Baroit, general couinqel for the groip, explained tlhe illl portance of a1

building fund resolution on which the directors were asked to take action.
"The re.oltion hoes not put any blldtling fund money anywhere now. It states,

of course, that tite associutolln Is In favor of a new county hospital. However,
[it] simply says we will have a reserve for a building fund." Baroi said.

"There are present advantages In tlhe flexibility" offered by the proposed
resolution.

The directors voted unaniutnomly not to give any building fund nioney to the
county board. The decision was later ratifed by the membership.

Today. rultors are spreading among hospital personnel that ultilate use of
the building fund reserve may be the construction of a private pavilion In con-
nection with County hospital.

This could syphon off County hospital Income from insured patients, leaving
only the destitute to be cared for there. Doctors serving in the private section
would stand to get a larger Increase in Ineome. Top speclalists-and the hos-
pistal's peritanent staff is so rated-in private practice are said to earn In ex-
cess of $100,000 a year.

Observers, closely associated with the hospital over the years, express the
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belief that considerations of this kind are behind the recurrent cries of crisis
at the hospital and the charges of political interference.
"Is this a power play," an observer asked, "where crises are unduly created

and publicized so that the medical hierarchy at the hospital can take over com-
plete control without any responsibility to the governing body and the con-
stituency of Cook county?"

Current projects of the A.P.C.C.H. also were finalized at the Jan. 6 directors'
meeting.

First on the list Is a $100,000 appropriation for scholarships. These are to
be used to interest ghetto teen-agers in medical careers. According to Baron,
23 such scholarships have been approved.

Also included Is a $200,000 item labeled "house staff development." Of this,
Baron said, $146.000 has been obligated to buy term life, disability, and health
Insurance for residents, interns, and their families. Salaries for staff in these
categories at County hospital are already among the highest in the city, ranging
from starting pay of $9,000 annually for interns up to $12,000 or more for senior
residents.

Other appropriations include $200,000 for research, $300,000 for improvement
of hospital departments, and a $200,000 emergency fund to be spent on recon-
inendation of Dr. Robert Freeark, hospital director, to meet special needs.

Despite this worthy list of objectives, the county board has not yet been suffi-
ciently impressed to give the association a vote of total trust.

At the outset, Dunne said he wanted more definite specifications on what
the group planned to do with its money.

"Then we won't be surprised or embarrassed," Dunne said.
In taking this position he was. perhaps. f'ewarnMe by a "go-slow" opinion

,iven oil Aug. 15. 11)68, by then State's Atty. John J. Stamos at the request of
Gov. (Igilvie. then pIosident of the county board.

Sta nmo sidestepped comment on the legality of medicare payments to doctors,~-hyin- this was a question solely for the social security administration "am
their action in continuing sutch payments !- not subject to review by this

At the sanie time, he was definite that exclusion of the county board fr'in
control of the funds collected by A.P.C.C.H. "would be neither legally valid or
desirable."

The opinion was grounded on certain basic considerations which Statuos noted
aqs follows:

Payments of any kind to the doctors for patient care were possible only be-
eause of their employment at a hospital maintained by the county board from
tax revenues and at the mandate of the electorate.

Thew county board alone is responsible for how the hospital is run. Under
law. the hospital has one primary and overriding commitment-the care of
Indigent patients.

The A.P.C.C.H. seems not to understand this, Statos said, but in its state-
mnent of principles said that care of patients was secondary and only a means
to an end-the teaching of young doctors.

This view, Stamos said. "cannot in any way be embraced or find approval by
the persons authorized by law to administer and control Cook county hospital."

Tho noting that obJcctiveq set forth by the A.P.C.C.H. were laudable and likely
to benefit the hospital, Statuos cautioned that purposes of the organization might
,hange in the future.

He suggested that an agreement be sought to legalize the situaiton by giving
the comty board control of the funds, the right to approve programs of the
A.P.C.C.H., and the creation by the associated physicians of more programs to
improve patient care at the hospital.

This is exactly what dissident doctors at the hospital would like to see, too.
Expressing the view that voluntary physicians, who have served the hospital

so well for many years without pay, would be willing to assign their fees directly
to the hospital's use. they said salaried physicians should also be ready to do so.

"If this money were put under proper control and properly allocated, the
county board could get this hospital off the backs of taxpayers while at the same
time making it whnt it used to be--one of the greatest in the world," one
observer said.
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[From the Chicago's American, Mar. 24, 1969]

COUNTY HOSPITAL CLASHI

In a series of articles last week, Chicago's American science writer Effie Alley
described in detail how the Associated Physicians of Cook County Hospital, an
independent group of doctors formed late in 1967, has mushroomed into a million-
dollar organization with a growing bankroll and an important voice-even a
decisive voice-over the hospital's future.

The articles brought into focus some awkward questions about the
A. P. C. C. H.-awkward because the group unquestionably is doing important
and generous services for the hosptial. Among them are these: How far can a
private, autonomous group, responsible to no outside authority, be allowed to set
policy for a public institution? How autonomous can it be, since its funds do come
from taxes? And is the A. P. C. C. H., in effect, benefiting from a kind of double
charge on Cook county taxpayers-one from the county taxes that support the
hospital and one from federal medical care programs?

The questions, of course, are not all one-sided. The doctors' group was an
answer to a clear need. It is an emergency treatment for a seriously ailing institu-
tion, and questions about it should not disguise the fact that such treatment
was-and is needed. What must be decided is how two sets of needs--those
represented by the A. P. C. C. H. and the county board-can best be adjusted.

The A. P. C. C. H. consists of 380 members of the hospital's voluntary staff-
doctors who donate their services to treat the county's indigent-and 105 full-
time doctors who get their salaries from the county board. Members collect
patient fees from the medicare program and turn them over to the association.
So far, the corporation has collected about 1.5 million dollars in fees; eventually,
money from medicare and other sources may bring the organization some 15
million dollars a year.

The A. P. C. C. H. proposes to use this money to provide the hospital with what
It thinks the hospital needs, regardless of the county boards' views.

The doctors clearly have a claim to a voice in the disposition of these funds.
.k certain amount of autonomy is built in: after all. they don't have to turn over
the fees or even collect them, and without their cooperation the money wouldn't
be there at all.

But taxpayers, too. have a claim. They support the hospital that makes these
collections possible; the medicare fees are ultimately paid by them. And they have
an essential stake in the way the hospital is run. Their interest is to provide good
medical care for the poor, not primarily to provide training and experience for
new doctors, and no private group may change that scale of priorities to suit
Itself.

A promising answer to these difficulties was given by the Illinois House last
week, when It passed a bill creating a commission to take over supervision of
Cook county medical institutions from the county board. The new commission
should provide the nonpolitical common ground on which all these Interests can
meet and be adjusted.

Rep. Arthur Teleser [R., Chicago], sponsor of this bill, may have answered
more problems with it than even he expected. We congratulate him and all those
who helped pass it-particularly the four independent Democrats who crossed
party lines to do so.

Senator BENNmEr. 'When did your investigation actually start, before
or after these newspaper articles appeared ,

Mr. TERNEY. I think our actual onsite visit was either in the last
week of March or the first week of April, Senator.

Senator BENNETT. So it came after the newspapers had blown the
lid off. There was one statement in the opening newspaper story which
intriguies me. It is in the first paragraph of the first story, and I
quote it:

Taxpayers are paying double for elderly indigent patients in Cook County.
Once from tax funds from the county and once from Federal taxes supporting
medicare. Under an unusual agreement with medicare officials, a large chunk of
this money, eventually expected to total about $15 million a year, Is going to the
Associated Physicians of Cook County Hospital, an independent corporation over
which the County Board has no control.
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Now, is there any such agreement in existence?
Mr. TIERNEY. No such agreement is in existence.
Senator WILLIAMS. Did you know about it?
Mr. TinIxEy. Any such agreement?
Senator WMLIAAS. No, di you know that this arrangement was

being set up?
Mr. TIEIRNE Y. No, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. You never had any idea that any such

arrangement was set up?
Mr. TE I'XEY. That the Association of Physicians arrangement had

been set tip and were billing and all the rest?
No, sir, I lkew of none of this, Senator, until as I have told you we

were notified of the fact that all of the salaries of physicians were being
paid for teaching and supervising-that is until it came to our atten-
tion through the press and through this annual report that the organi-
zation submitted and otherwise. We had no prior knowledge of it, and
I have no knowledge of any kind of agreement.

Senator BE.-NETT. Let me ask that same question to the GAO
representatives.

Do you know of any agreement, or any arrangement that involved
social security officials with respect to this group of doctors and the
arrangements you later went out to audit?

Senator ANERSOx Well, obviously you ought to know about it and
your office did not firvd out about it until quite late?

Mr. BA\LL. No, as Mr. Tierney says, it was February 10 of 1969 when
it. first came to our attention.

Senator ANDERV'ON. But you did not take any action on it until after
that time. Senator Bennett quoted news stories. Did you have to read
it in the newspaper out there . Could your own people not have told
you about this?

Mr. BALL. No. The newspapers were in late March, I believe-
Senator BENNETT. Twentieth of March.
Mr. BALL. And it was on February 10 when this first came to our

attention by the decision of the Blue Cross Association.
Senator 1 ENNTEr. May I get an answer to my question of the GAOI
Senator ANDERSON. Surety.

FEE SCHEDULE FOR SUPERVISORY PHYSICIANS

Mr. ROTHER. The only indications that we have Senator, are these.
Our review indicated that the fee schedule resulted from extensive
negotiations in March, April, and May 1968 and that this negotiation
process involved officials of the Associated Physicians of Cook County
Hospital, Blue Shield of Chicago, and also the regional office of tle
Bureau of Health Insurance.

Senator BENETT. So the regional office in early 1968 knew at least a
fee schedule was being developed, and did they know why it was being
developed?

Mr. ROTHER. I am not certain of the answer to that, Senator.
Senator BENNETT. For what other reason would there be a fee

schedule developed?
Mr. ROTHER. Presumably to collect money from medicare for these

services.
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Senator BENNETT. It could not be any other reason?
Mr. TIERNEY. May I interrupt, Senator, please? This is quite appro-

priate and is part of our operation any place where there is a question
about the determination of what is the reasonable fee for the personal
services of a physician in the teaching setting. Now, when an. organi-
zation of this kind, Cook Comity or anybody else, is negotiating with
the carrier about re-,sonable fees to be charged for covered services,
they oten seek advice from the people in our regional offices and our
regional office may participate in this negotiation. But it was totally
for covered services, no negotiations of whether or not they were going
to proceed in the future to just bill for everybody that came into that
hospital, whether they received any physician services or not.

Senator BENNETT. Blit did your local office try to find out who made
up the associated physicians ? In other words if they had checked to
sce who made up the membership of that organization they would have
found that it is made up entirely of supervisory hospital personnel,
persons who under the law could not have collected any fees.

Mr. TIERNEY. Well, they could collect fees under the law for the
personal physician servicess they rendered separate and apart from
their teaching and supervising, if there were such services, Senator.

Now, suppose a man who is on the teaching staff at the Cook County
Hospital and also belongs to this association, brings in a private
patient, and there is no teaching or supervising involved, and this
person is a medicare beneficiary, the physician under these circum-
stances can charge for his personal professional service.

Senator BENNE=r. Do you negotiate a different scale for a group
of supervising physicians in Cook Count Hospital which is different
than other physicians charge in Cook County hospitals that are not
members of the supervisory staff?

Mr. TIERNEY. It is possible that this would be a different customary
charge for that kind of a physician from the type of physician who is
operating out of his office who has no connection with any kind of a
teaching program whatsoever. We would assume a lower fee because
of the lack of overhead and a lot of other thin-as that might be
different for a teaching physician, particularly a lull-time teaching
physician.

Senator BENNETT. In this case, it turns out to be a much higher
fee than allowed for the outside doctor who brings his patient to the
hospital.

Mr. TIERNEY. I am not sure of the comparability of the fee schedule.
Senator BEXNM. I see the GAO is shaking its collective head.
Mr. IFFERT. One of the points that the chairman asked us to look

into was the basis for developing this schedule, and as we indicated
before it was a negotiated thing between officials of the association and
the carrier and the SSA regional office. And we found that the car-
rier did satisfy itself that the fee schedule would not be any higher
than the prevailing rate in that area for those services.

Senator ANDERSON. You mean the same charge for doing nothing?
Mr. IFFERT. Prevailing rate for when services are provided, nor

would the rate be in the aggregate higher than what the customary
charges were for those-
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BLUE SHIELD PAYMENTS UNDER THEIR OWN PLAN FOR SIMILAR SERVICES

Senator BENNETT. When Blue Shield had patients of its own who
were not on Medicare in that hospital, did they pay the same rate of
scale that they agreed was reasonable for these doctors?

Mr. IFFERT. They do not pay anything.
Senator BENNETT. They do not pay anything?
Mr. IFFERT. That is correct. They are one of the insurance com-

panies that will not honor the billings of those other physicians.
Senator BENNETT. When they service patients in other hospitals, do

they still take a position they do not pay anything?
Mr. IFERT. I think that Blue Shield better answer that. We are just

talking about what they allow at Cook County Hospital.
Senator BENNETT. What I am trying to get at, and maybe you feel

you cannot answer it, is the scale that Blue Shield has set for that
area for similar services, higher or lower than the scale they nego-
tiated with this association of physicians for services which the mem-
bers of the association rendered? Do you klow or do you not know?

Mr. ROTnFR. I do not.
Senator ANDERSON. The associated physicians, are they still author-

ized to do work?
Mr. ROTHER. Well, they are-
Senator ANDERSON. Still operating?
Mr. ROTHER (continuing). Within, the State of Illinois. As Mr.

Tierney indicated, they are not getting any more money from
medicare.

Senator ANDERSON. Associated physicians is a corporation, is it not?
Mr. ROmrii. A nonprofit corporation.
Senator ANDERSON. I think we hav( some problems there. Do you

know anything about it, Mr. Ball? Here is a bad organization qiite
obviously. What have you done about it?

Mr. BALL. Well, Senator, as Mr. Tierney indicated, as soon as our
investigation was completed, all payments were stopped in that hos-
pital to these physicians-

Senator ANDERSON. Since when to when?
Mr. BALL (continuing). And this was in early April, I believe-

April 9, I am informed, and the carrier has been told to review all of
the payments that have been made. Where they are not in accord with
the regulations and there is not documentation of actual personal
services, recovery will be instituted.

Senator BENNETT. May I ask a question, Mr. Chairman?
Senator ANDERSON. Go ahead.

DOUBLE PAYMENT FOR SERVICES UNDER MEDICARE

Senator BENNETT. Suppose there was an instance of personal serv-
ice adequately documented? Do your regulations permit the double
payment which is involved because these people are supervisory per-
sonnel whose salaries are charged to you under part A? Should you
not automatically allow every payment to these people so long as their
salaries are covered under part A?

Mr. BALL. Well, Senator, that depends on whether the salary is ex-
clusively for teaching and supervision which was the determination of
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the 'National Blue Cross Association here. But if it is exclusively
for supervisory and te aching purposes, then, under the regulations, it
is not considered double billing when they take on ail individual per-
sonal patient and perform personal services for him and there is
documentation to prove that has happened. Payment is allowed under
the regulations on that basis.

Senator BENNETT. Have you investigated the members of this asso-
ciation to find out how many of them are, in fact, supposed to devote
their full time to supervisory service at the hospital?

Ifr. TIERNEY. Ne have Investigated, getting back, Senator, to the
first determinations and the subject investigations-their contracts
with the Cook County Hospital are very clear, that their total com-
1ensation is for teaching and supervising, nothing for their profes-
sional services to individual patients.

SALARIES OF SUPERVISORY PIIYSICIANS
Senator Wir,r.krs. How much alary are they drawing in that hos-

pital, and list the individuals and what. salaries they are getting.
Mr. TIEnEY. I do not. know, Senator.

Senator WILmI:\irs. I-low do you know if it is reasonable if you do
not know how much they are getting?

Mr. TIERNEy. Pardon?
Senator WmrLrANs. How do you know if it is reasonal)le if vou do

not know how much the salary is that is allowed and how much of it
is boing paid nider part A? How do you make the deterinuiition that
it is reasonable?

Mr. TtrNEY. We did not make that determination, Senator. That
would become a factor for determination under part A when settle-
ment was being made with the hospital, not with the doctors at all,
whether or not the amount they paid was reasonable or unreasonable,
just as any other expense.

Senator WIL LT A IS. Do you not have any other information at all
as to the amount of salary that they are drawing in the supervisory
cap acity?

IfMr. TirsNEY. I am sure that the Blue Cross has that. Senator. That
is not totally germane to this question. That is a question of whether
or not what they are being paid for teaching and supervising is reason-
able and, therefore, we should reimburse the hospital for that amount.
But we have not had that information because it was not needed in
the decision to stop the payments under part B. But we can get it,
Senator.

Senator WxrrIIAMts. You can get it.
Mr. BALL. We will furnish it.
(The information requested had not been furnished at the time of

printing.)
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Strnator Wiia,\is. Does the GAO have that?
Mr. RoTIl rm". No, Senator; we do not have that information with us.

By way of (cia ri fication though, there are perhaps 512 members of this
asocia't ion-

Sena[1tol- AkNDEISON. Iave youl got the names of them l?
Mr. ROTlEI (continuing). And less than a hundred of those are

actually receiving full- or part-time salary from the hospital.
Senator WXi\I'Ikins. 'Well, according to the newspaper article the ar-

r11aiielmtnit eleritiits 1o5 lll-ti ie llIN'si(eialis at tle hospital pay from
the county ranging from $20,000 to $30,000 a year.

I)o you know tihe amount they are beinm paid in addition to the
amomt they collected from salaried services

MI. TIIIrNiY. Tliat is the amount they are being paid for teaching
aiid sup)ervisiig by the hospital. We will find out the specific amounts,

helltOI'.
(The information requested had not )een furnished at the time ofprinitin.)

Senator WILLAMTS. I wish you would because I do not see how you
(':111 arrive at a conclusion otherwise. Now, are you going to permit his
to continue, if they bill only for services that. they render?

Mr. TIERNEY. Senator, we are not going to permit this to continue,
because, as the GAO people have indicated to you, paynients have
been ma(leI here for sUl)l)oSedlv. . services rendered which were never
rendered by these physicians and also for services that were rendered
as a )arl of their teaching an(d sulpervising for which they are alrea(ly
beiiig pai(l, so we would niot. pay thein again.

PAYMENT FOR SERVICES NOT RIIENDII)

Senator WVmLTIAMS. And w'hen did you find out that these payments
had been ma(le for services that had not been rendered, after the GAO
told you about, it ?

Mr. I N * ,. No, sir. 'We found out from our visit to the institution
in late March or early April, and on April 9, Senator, we wrote to
Illinois Bhue Shield and told them to suspend all payments. Now, that
was 20 days 1)efore the chairman asked the GAO' to look into this

Senator 'W1L..rs. And there is going to be an effort made to re-
cover these payments?

Mm'. TuIxum',. I beg your pardon?
Senator IWIuum.\.s. 'Will an effort be made to collect the money

back?
Mr. TimiIY. Yes, sir.
Senator W .LTA38s. I will ask the GAO people whether any pay-

inents have beeii made under medicaid to this group.
Mr. IFFERT. No, sir.

32-108-69-15
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Mr. RoTmR. It is our understanding that medicaid would not re-
imburse the association for these services.

Senator WILLIAMS. They have refused?
Mr. ROTIHER. That is correct.

DIFFERENT MEDICARE AND MEDICAID POLICIES ON PAYMENT FOR
SUPERVISORY PHYSICIANS

Senator WILLIAMS. Do you have a dual standard in HEW?
Mr. TIERNEY. No, sir; we do not have a dual standard. I think, Seii-

ator, what you are talking about is whether or not the basic provision
in the law which allows physicans to be reimbursed under part A for
administrative or teaching and supervising precludes all physicians
who may be engaged in those activities from also rendering bills for
their professional services under part B to their own patients where
they are the physician.

Now our regulations now allow that type of situation. They do not
allow the type of situation in Cook County.

Senator ANDERSON. How many other physician groups are there in
this same trouble?

Mr. TIERNEY. I beg your pardon?
Senator ANDERSON. Are there any other physician groups in this

same trouble?
Mr. TIERNEY. I am not aware of any other physician groups in this

to the extent of this across-the-board billing for services, whether or
not personal services are involved. We have advised all the carriers in
the country that until they can satisfy themselves in any teaching situ-
ation-and there is a wide range from a university affiliated hospital
all the way down to a community hospital that has a resident intern
training program-that they have full documentation that personal
services are being rendered, no payments are to be made.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, you say there are not dual standards. On
September 16, 1968, the AMA News reported, and I will quote, "New
York City is refusing to pay medicaid title 19 fees to supervisory
physicians at teaching hospitals as required under a new statewide
regulation that went into effect September 1. Now, New York City
is refusing it. Medicaid refused it in Illinois. Are you paying super-
visory fees in New York, too?

Mr. TIERNEY. We are not paying any fees under part (B) for
super son.

Senator WILLIAMS. Under part (A)?
Mr. TIERNEY. To the extent that these same doctors who may be

teachers are, in addition to their teaching, rendering personal services
to patients, payments can be made under the regulations.

Senator WILLiAMs. Have you established how much was paid in
the name of each of these individual doctors?

Mr. TIERNEY. The billings were made in behalf of individual doctors
so that would be a part of the record, Senator.

Senator WILLIAMS. Have you furnished that to the committee yet?
Mr. TIERNEY. Have we?
Senator WILLIAMS. Yes.
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Mr. TIERNEY. I do not know whether they are in the GAO report
or not.

Mr. ROTHER. I do not think that can be done, really, without going
over every bill.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, Mr. Tierney will furnish that to the com-
inittee, the amount that was allowed for each of the individual doctors
under were their billing by name and the amounts paid to this
association.

Mr. TIERNEY. Yes, Senator; we will ask the carrier to go through all
of the bills and get the individual identity of each physician. I think
it should be said-and this in no way excuses the pattern of the situa-
tion in Cook County, but these doctors did not receive the money, the
individual doctors. All of this money went into this association for the
purposes for which it was established.

(The information requested had not been furnished at the time of
printing.)

Senator WILLAMS. But the taxpayers were stuck with the bill.
Mr. TIERNEY. To the extent that there were any payments which

were inappropriate, we will recover them, Senator Anderson.
Senator ANDERSON. They had a party, did they not, spent $6,000 on

one dinner.
Mr. TIERNwEY. Whether they spent it for parties or whatever they

spent it for, if it should not have been paid in the first place, we will
recover it, Senator.

Senator MnLE. Would the Senator yield?

TAX TREATMENT OF SUPERVSORY PHYSICIAN FEES

You say these doctors did not receive that money. The billing, how-
ever, on the basis of which the payments were made to the association
was premised upon their own rendering of services, however, was it
not?

Mr. TIERNEY. That is right.
Senator MLLER. Well, now, let us not be naive about this. If I

perform some legal services for you, and I have my son over here who
needs a little help who wants to buy a house, and I say do not send the
check to me, send it to my son, are you going to tell me that I did not
receive it? Are we going to play around like that?

In tax law there is a fundamental principle of constructive receipt,
not only did I render the service but I constructively received it. And
you can horse around all you want to, but I am going to have to pay
that on my tax return. That is one thing about this association out there
that troubles me a little bit: How naive anyone can be to think that
after they render services, just through the vehicle or subterfuge of
having money sent to an association, they are not going to have to re-
port it on their income tax returns stretches my imagination.

Mr. TIERNEY. Senator, I think of course that it is obviously an In-
ternal Revenue Service ultimate determination, but there are situa-
tions in which the medical faculty of teaching institution charge
personal fees which go into a faculty fund. They get paid salaries.
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Now, whether or not the Internal Revenue Service allows that or
whether they regard it as constructive income and a charitable contri-
bution, I think depends on the facts of each case.

Senator MILLER. They do, and there is a tax ruling on that particu-
lar point, I might say. Revenue Ruling 69-275 covers that one. And it
shows very clearly that that is their income.

Now, they may be allowed to take a tax deduction for any charitable
contributions, but in the initial state it is their income and no horsing
around with some third party or some subterfuge such as that indi-
cated in Chicago. But I wouldlike to ask Mr. Ball this question.

We have had testimony here, if I understood it correctly, that Blue
Shield would not accept billings from associations, but as I under-
stand it we now have a situation where Blue Shield did accept billings
from associations with respect to medicare, is that correct?

Mr. BALL. You are speaking of the Illinois Blue Shield?
Senator MILLER. I am speaking of the Illinois Blue Shield.
Mr. BALL. That is the GAO testimony. I have no reason to think it

is not correct.
Senator MILLER. Well why should the Federal Government under

medicare operate any differently than Blue Shield does on this point?
In other words, it seems to me that if Blue Shield says to the average
person who is not covered by medicare, if you want to get payment
under your insurance policy, don't have the bill sent in by an associa-
tion; have it sent in by a physician. Why should we operate any dif-
ferently than that.

Mr. BALL. I am really not sure, Senator Miller, whether this is a
general situation as far as Blue Shield across the country. I was an-
swering in Illinois.

Senator MILLER. Well, let's just talk about Illinois. Why should we
have operated any differently in Illinois?

Mr. BALL. As the General Accounting Office officials brought out,
this pattern of paying for the personal services to patients of teaching
physicians who are on salary is the pattern in Illinois for many private
insurance companies, and these third party payments were being
made from 1959 on to another group organized by the physicians.

In other words, the precedents aren't only Blue Shield but private
insurance contracts generally there. And I would be glad to supply
for the record, Mr. Chairman, a listing of the various companies that
have followed, before medicare, a policy similar to what we are speak-
ina of.*

The issue that troubles us so deeply here is that the regulations were
not followed, the services were not rendered, the payments that were
made were not documented as being for personal services. Had they
actually been for personal services, then payments to a faculty fund
which is used for the purposes of increasing the educational facilities
of that hospital are allowable under medicare and by many third
parties prior to medicare.

Senator MILLER. Did it occur to you, though, that the Internal Reve-
nue Service might be interested in knowing about this arrangement,
because apparently some naive individual set this thing up so that the

*See p. 231.
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doctors who were members of that association would not have to report
these fees on their income tax returns.

Senator ANDERSON. And didn't have to.
Senator MILLER. And they certainly did have to report such fees,

Mr. Chairman. In a situation of constructive receipt they certainly
would have to.

Senator WILLTAMrs. If the Senator will yields, we have a situation
where the agency of tite Government is in conspiracy with them to set
up this arrangement where they would presumably not be taxed on
these fees. Now, under the Revenue Code only a fixed percentage of a
man's income can be deducted for charitable contributions and you
had no way of knowing whether that amount will exceed that income.
Maybe it Is 50 percent they are donating into this, or whatever per-
centage it might be. And I consider it highly irregular that an agency
of the Government entered into any such arrangement. I am con-
cerned that we get an impression here that you are semidefending this
arrangement.

Mr. BALL. Senator, I am not defending what happened in Cook
County at all. It was completely 100 percent contrary to our rules and
regulations, and we are in the process of recovering the payments
made. Mr. Blumenthal, associate general counsel, informs me on the
point that you and Senator Miller were inquiring about, that there
were discussions with Internal Revenue on this specific point and per-
haps you would like to have him at this point in the record indicate
what those discussions were and what they amounted to.

Would you like to have Mr. Blumenthal report?
Senator WILLIAMS. Yes, but I don't want to interfere with Senator

Miller.
Senator MILLER. I have a couple more points that I wanted to make

with Mr. Ball.
Mr. BALL. Perhaps it would be all right for Mr. Blumenthal then

at this point in the record to indicate what the discussions were.
Senator WILLIAMS. No, I want to hear his answer when we get

around to it.

BENEFICIARY'S LEGAL OBLIGATION TO PAY SUPERVISORY PHYSICIAN

Senator MILLER. *Well, Mr. Ball, you indicated, I believe, at the be-
inning of your testimony that not only have you stopped payments

but that you intended to go after the payments that have been made.
Mr. BALL. Yes.
Senator MILLER. Now, I can understand how you could go after the

payments that have been made with respect to those billings in which
there is no evidence to support the billings.

Mr. BALL. Correct.
Senator MILLEM What about part A payments? Now, I understand

that if under part A they and some of these supervising doctors did
work with some interns, then they could be paid under part A as an
education matter. But is there any legal obligation that would extend
from the patient to that supervising doctor?

Suppose you are a patient. The Intern comes in and I am the super-
vising doctor and I come in and I look things over and I give the intern
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a little advice. Is there any legal obligation on your part to pay me
for any service?

Mr. BALL. Since you are asking a question of a legal obligation,
Senator, I would like to ask Mr. Blumenthal to respond to that.

Senator MILLER. What is your position Mr Blumenthal?
Mr. BLUI ENTAL. I am the Assistant &eneral Counsel of the De-

partment of Health, Education, and Welfare.
Senator MILLER. Yes, sir.
Mr. BLUMIENTHAL. I head up the Division of Health Insurance in

that Office.
In most instances the courts which have ruled on this issue have

found an implied obligation to pay in situations where emergency
services have been furnished by physicians to emergency patients in
hospitals. In the State of New York there is a decision which has held
that the supervisory service performed by teaching physicians do not
result in an obligation to pay on the part of the patient.

Senator MILEn. Now, you say that is a New York case?
Mr. BLUMENTHAL. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLER. Court of appeals?
Mr. BLUM EN TIAL. This is not a court of appeals decision. The case

itself is very difficult to reconcile with the substantive provisions of
title XVIII. On the facts of the case with regard to the supervisory
services performed by the teaching physicians, the result reached by
the court would be in full accord with the result which would be
reached under our regulations and under our program procedures.

Senator MLLER. I do not know what that means.
Mr. BLUMENTHAL. I mean that, Senator Miller, in a situation where

the services are performed by interns or residents and mere supervisory
services being performed by the teaching physician in a teaching
capacity, we would not honor a billing for such services under our
regulations.

Senator MILLER. All right. Now, that is just my point, Mr. Ball. I
had understood-there has been quite a bit of conversation here on the
part of the witnesses-that there is payment that can be made under
part A to these supervisory physicians, but now I understand from
Mr. Blumenthal that your regul ations would prohibit such payment,
and, further, that this would oe in line with a court decision.

I might say that the staff has provided me, Mr. Blumenthal, with a
statement referring to this as a New York Court of Appeals case. And
I have here a reference to the fact that the New York Court of Appeals,
which is their highest court in New York, has held that a patient does
not incur any obligation to pay the attending physician in a teaching
hospital a fee when the care involved is rendered by interns or
residents. So that is right in line with your statement, but it is a New
York Court of Appeals case.

A i". BLUMENTIAL. I am not familiar with that decision. I am
familiar with the decision of the Supreme Court of New York.

Senator .MILLER. Well, the supreme court was upheld by the court
of appeals. So now you have the New York Court. of Appeals standing
for that very principle which you now have enunicated. But what
troubles me now is that it appears as if the new regulations which
would be promulgated pursuant to section 1862 of the Social Security
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Act would allow payment under medicare for services rendered in
that type of a situation where no liability was incurred by the person
furnished the services.

Mr. BLUIENTHAL. Where the services are performed by interns or
residents?

Senator MILLER. That is right.
Mr. BLUMENTHAL. But I would point out, however, that where the

physician-this is the teaching physician-himself undertakes re-
sponsibility for the case with a personal involvement in the care of
the patient we would then honor a charge attributable to that service.

Senator MILLER. Under part B?
Mr. BLUMENTHAL. Under part B.
Senator MILER. Oh, yes. I am not worried about that at all. I am

concerned about part A, and I understood the witnesses to testify this
morning that you were ready, willing, and able to pay under part
A for the supervisory physicians.

Mr. BLUMENTHAL. The part A payment to the hospital would cover
supervision of interns by a teaching physician, and that would mean
that the salary of the teaching physicians attributable to teaching
services would be recognized as a factor of hospital cost. The payment
would not be made to the physician directly.

Senator MILLER. All right. So in that case the payment would go to
the hospital?

Mr. BLUMENTHAL. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLER. But what we have been talking about here this

morning have been those payments that went to this association. And
as I understand it both part A and part B services were covered by
that--

Mr. BALL. The payments to the association were made only under
part B.

Senator MILLER. All right.
Mr. BALL. And this was supposed to be for personal services. And

we have no documentation that any such services were rendered.
Senator MILLER. All right. Well, I am glad we had this point clari-

fied with respect to this legal obligation.
I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.

RECOVERY OF $1.6 MILLION AND LIABILITY OF INDIVIDUAL PHYSICIAN

Senator FANNIN. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I am just wondering about
the legal entity of these associations. Here you have, I understand 512
members with about a hundred full- or part-time employees. Do they
have an executive committee? Are they incorporated? -What type of
entity is involved?

Mr. TIERNEY. I am not sure that I can tell you about the whole
structure of the organization, Senator. I think the GAO can because
they have gone into that in greater detail than we have. What we
have primarily concerned ourselves with whether or not they were
rendering services to the beneficiary. When we found out they were
not, we stopped it. But part of the continuing investigation would be
into the structure of the organization itself, but I think maybe the
General Accounting Office can reply to that.
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carrierIis ti ha 1l right.

Mr. 1 It.t. Well, I helieve ihe recoveNr. would actually he against
lie ildivila Ia h\ysieiall, but, wNe wollld eerainly say that. tile carrier

was at f.1tilt. il lli follovi ., those ilst rod ions.

iVt',I'ONStiII,'T'Y OF SO('IAL Sl.' W IITY AiIM INI'I'TO.

I would like to add, thlouglih, Sellator, that we eolnsider that the
Federal (,overnnent. and the Soeial Secur,\ity Administration have a
,;t-rong responsilility for Iioniitoritig carrie' pler'uiformaneo. And ats I
diselissed v'esterdav, we do this in a variety of ways. he regional
oth, es oIi the spot 'are ill touch withi carriers. We hanve it much more
iitdepth review of carrier performancev from cent ral olee personnel
1 eriodi(illv.

And nowv in these larger carriers we are going to have a person on
site with the carrier' all the i ilme so that. we aro fully aware of any
problems and (ith('iulties and perhaps failure to foll-ow instriuctiois
in some instances. We are stepping ui that. whole carrier monitoring
fituct.ion.

Senator FANNIN. Well, now, Will that, mean that, we will need to
have ad(dit i oal employees to assist. in that, a rea ? In other words, can't
we hold that, (artie.r respolnsih i so that. they will follow through? I
ttent they t ertail thhe ol ligation it' they are neeeping thisassi Tlnvei't.

Ar I~'t,. There i tt no Iestion, Senlator, hut, that they have the
oluigat ion, but I lveie'e that. I I, only way to get, uniformly good per-
foriuanee ig not. just to describe what a person should do in this area
and theti not, Ip:ty any altention to it, hiilt rather to (etseribe whvit
should be doile and Ilien for us to h' closely eonneeted with that per-
fortnance and in aldition to spot, check what is aetiually happening.
W are moving in to look at providers and Senator Williams read
vesterdav, from several revort.s of Whviat we found by looking at the
.1tl,1a1 providers, the itos )ttll, the extended care facilities and that
way get. all idea of what the carrier performance is like.

Senator Vt.Ms. You fire only just now doing that, but that is
i ee.

Mr. ALT.. I think we need a strong monitoring system. We do it. in
a- variety of vays, Senator. You know we also send through blind
claims to see how they work out..

Senator W t.Mmis.' Mo, of t hem have been blind up to the last few
months.

Senator ei]. Wel, Mr. Ball, T heard your testimony yesterday
:1l 1 certaitihy real ize that, von are st.artil / i1rOVeure thfat perhaps
will dismiss solme of the problems we havelIad or at least partly take
('are of them. ]tlt I am still concerned that we are not. setting out the
rtles and regilatiotns and stipulations as to just, what the proCedure is
so that we don't, have to, that. is the Federal Govermuent does not. have
to pay for somebody practically on an on-the-job basis for the carriers.

1 fiel that we ('OuId have i tremendous tiumber of employees in-
v 0l ved.

Mr. B.im. 'lhe inst rietions to the carrier in area aftor area, are
extremely detailed, Senator Fannin, and I beliove that there is docu-
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mentation of policy and procedure in one area after another, and I am
making only the point that we want to see that they are followed.

CARRIER PERFOIRMANCE

Senator FANNIN. Yes: well, I understand but what I am concerned
about is the reports that we have had of negligence, just utter dis-
regard of any of the rules and regulations, in many instances, by some
of-the carriers, as I think has been brought to our attention very force-
fully for the last several weeks. Until there is a change of their whole
attitude toward their responsibility we will continue to have these
troubles.

Mr. BALL. Well, Senator, I would want to say for the record, again,
as I said yesterday, that there are isolated examples of poor carrier
performance and in some instances a relatively low level of perform-
ance on the part of an entire carrier operation'. But I would not want
to have this be a blanket indictment of the carrier performance gen-
erally. I believe that, by and large, most carriers have taken hold of a
very difficult large problem here and helped the Government develop
this operation in a way that brings credit to most of them.

Senator FANNIN. Mr. Ball, I agree with you, and I have talked to
some of the carriers and I know the extent of what they have done
and how extensive their operations have been and how cooperative
the have been.

Some of them we highly respect and feel that they are carrying
through in their other activities very diligently, but in many cases
that we have had disclosed to us there has been great negligence and
that is why I am concerned. I feel that even the best of them, and
certainly we have some wonderful people and outstanding companies
involved, and we have confidence in them, but at the same time we lose
some of that confidence when we see the records that have been dis-
closed to us.

Thank you.

CARRIER POLICY ON BILLINGS BY ASSOCIATIONS

Senator MILLER. Mr. Ball, when I made the point to you that Blue
Cross, or Blue Shield, in Illinois had not been accepting billings from
associations and why should we do it, I believe you said that there
were carriers in Illinois that have been accepting killings from associ-
ations.

Mr. BALL. Private insurance comi)anie .
Senator MILLER. Yes; but that was not Blue Shield.
Mr. BALL. No; you are correct.
Senator MILLER. And then you indicated you would give us a list

of those which had been accepting association biHings. Would you
mind including with that list those carriers AN i,-iA did not accept asso-
ciation billing at that time.

Mr. BALL. I would be very happy to, Senator.
Senator WILJA3IS. Could you incorporate those in the record at this

point ?
Mr. BALL. Yes, sir.
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(The material referred to follows:)

COMPANIES AND ORGANIZATIONS WHICii RFIMBURSED THE HEKTOEN INSTITUTE FOR
MEDICAL RESEARCH FOR SERVICES RENDERED BY SUPERVISING PHYSICIANS IN A
TEACHING SETTING PRIOR TO MEDICARE

The Hektoen Institute for Medical Research, Cook County Hospital, 627-637
South Wood Street, Chicago, Illinois 60612, is a nonprofit research corporation.
The Institute has submitted the following list of organizations which make pay-
ments to its Physicians and Surgeons Fund. The fund was established to receive
payment by third-party payers for services rendered by attending physicians on
the staff of the Cook County Hospital.

INSURANCE COMPANIES

Aetna Life Ins.
A & 11 Alberts Association
All American Life
Allstate Insurance Company (Sears)
Bankers Life and Casualty
l3utnkers Life of Des Moines
lenelicial Standard
Benefit Trust Life
Businessmens Assurance
California Life
Catholic Knights of St. Gorge
Conferedation Life
Concordia Welfare
Connecticut General
Continental Assurance, All Continental

groups pay
Continental Casualty
Crown Life
Employees Mutual of Wausau
Equitable Life
Firemens Fund
Gateway Life
Globe Insurance
Golden State Lift-
Government Wide Indemnity
Great West Life
Guardian Life
Hartford Lite
IHome Life
Insurance Co. of North America
John Hancock
Kemper Ins. Co.
Lincoln National
Lumbermens Mutual
• Maqssachusetts Mutual
Metropolitan
Municipal Life Ins.
Mutual of New York
National Association of Letter Carriers
New England Mutual
New York Life

Northwestern Nat i
Occidental Life
Patriot Life
Paul Revere
Provident Life
Prudent ia l
Remublie National I
Sentry Life Ins.
Standard Life Ins.
State Mutual Life I
Teachers Annuity
Tenessee Life
Travelers Ins.
Union Labor Life
Union Mutual
United Benefit
United Federation
U.S. Fidelity
Washington Nation,
Western and South(
Zenith
Zurich American

of Postal Workers

UNIONS

American and Bakery and Confection-
ery Workers

Bakery and Confectionery Workers
Casket Workers
Furniture and Bedding Workers
I. B. T. Local No. 705, self Insured.

SELF INSURED COMPANIES

A. E. Staley Mfg. Co.
Chicago Wireeraft
Edison Bros. Stores
Marriott-in-Flight
Phoenix Closures
Skil Corporation
Wilson and Compiny
Wilson Pharmaceutical

I)ocumentation supplied by: The IHektoen Institute for Medical Research of
the Cook County Hospital.

LIST OF COMPANIES AND ORGANIZATIONS WHICH DID NOT REIMBURSE FOR SERVICES
RENDERED BY SUPERVISING PHYSICIANS IN A TEACHING SETTING PRIOR TO
MEDICARE

INSURANCE COMPANIES

Allstate Life Insurance (private pol.), Amalgamated Labor life, Blue Shield,
Commonwealth Life Ins., General Accident, Liberty Mutual, Mutual of Omaha
(Armed Forces), Security Mutual, United Insurance Co.
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UNIONS

Antalgainated Clothing Workers, Liquor and Allied Workers Union, lmeal
No. 705, 220 S. Ashland.

SEI.F-INSUIElD COMPANY

Cracker Jack Co. (3orden, Inc.)

GAO INVI,;STIGATIOIN OF KILLING BY HIOSP'II'AIS

Senator MumiEi. May I ask both AMr. B1all and a!so olr (.GA() team,
in your investigation (1(d vou look into billing by the hospital ?

The reason I ask that is because of what apl)pears to be very, very
unsatisfactory records witi respect to the physicians' service;. Anid
there was n(;' indication I tlui uk as \'ou testified of any supervisory
aetivitv iI; litany of tleso cases. I all] voidering whetllhl we shouldn't
take a'lool at. ilc hospital I i11ing l'om' lhoslial iei ursenien t wiicli
would include the supervisory activities, or tIh education activities on
the part of these sulervisory'doctors.

Have vowiu gone into that?
Mr. 1h . Tie generall Avciountim lhgice has not. included that

phase of it in our review, Senat r.
Mr. Tlt'lluy.1 We have not since the 11ilcoveri g of this situation

made any l)articular aulit of ili, cost reports of t lie hosp ilal. They
have to Iile alutial cost reports anid thlv r o c.orse are all amited and1
we will certainly give them a very closed look, Senator Miller.

Senator 11n. Well, I won(ler how niuich of the hospital l)illing
for, say, one of these rel)resente(l this so-called educational activity.
The tlling" that trou|bles ate is that vidlt regard to tiese Su|l)ervisory
doctors who are supposed to be in on the billing under part B at least,
the records show nho imli(al ion tihat t hev were arollid onutuaiiv of' tlese
Cases. So I woller whether or ltot tllre was sowic e lu'atioia'l activity
that. the hospital was bill g lie Federal (overu1nue 'o, for vIich
wNoul(nt have any evidence to Sull)port it.

Mr. T,:ltNE1Y. 'I think I can assure you we will pay very special
special attention to that.

Senator MILLER. Well, I would suggest that where you find a little
fire over here you might find a little fire over there, and as long as this
hospital is the one that has these doctors and the association in it,
I think you ought to check that point.

Mr. TIERNEY. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLER. I am not making any blanket indictment here, but

I just think we found one area of abuse and as long as you are going
into it on one side you might as well go into it on the other side, thank
you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator WILLI S (presiding). Well, Mr. Tierney, I understood you
to tell the Senator from Iowa that the hospital has been audited. Now,
what did you find?

Mr. 'I ERNEY. No; I said they are to file annual cost reports. I don't
know, Senator-

Senator WILLIAMS. Oh.
.Mr. TIERNEY (Continuing The present situation of the audits in

Illinois or in Cook Couny I -was only telling the Senator that we will
certainly take a long look at their cost reports.
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Senator WIiiAAMS. That was my understanding, that you never
looked and I wanted to iiake it .lear because I thouo ht the record
showed that they had been sending their bills in periodically.

Mr. TIERNFY. They are called upon to do it once a year, Senator. I
aveii't looked at the Cook (,(unty record.
Senator 1HiLLiAmS. They are just put off for safety purposes.
Senator M2izEiR. Mr. Chairman, could I suggest that they provide

for the record the amount of the hospital reimbursement for 1968
attributable to this education activity on the part of supervising
doctors? I think that figure would be of interest to the committee.

Mr. BALL. I would be glad to do it.
Mr. 'n,l,'iiNY. We wol1d be glad to do it, Senator.
(Tie information requested had not l)een furnished at theI lime of

prilnting.)

SOCIL SECIT'Y ADMINI ISTR,'ATION M IrNs

Senator WIIAMHxrs. Mr. Ball, I understood you to tell the Senator
from Arizona that you sent out these regulations to the hospitals and
so forth. When did you send then out? What is the date of them?

Mr. BALL. They are getting the dates.
Senator WILLIAMS. h'e last was-
Mr. BALL. There are two sets, Senator. This general position and

procedure on the original regulations went out some time ago.
Senator W ,ILLIAMs. I know. I am speaking of the ones that you are

just referring to.
Mr. BALL. Now, in addition to that when this type of situation came

to our attention we issued a fuller, more detailed calling of attention
to all the carriers to the situation.

Senator WirA31s. And that was in April of this year?
Mr. BALL. And that was in April. But that was not the first, Sena-

tor. The first was on February 7, 1967, where the carriers were
informed of what was needed in the way of documentation.

Senator WiLIAMtS. Well, we can put both the records in, but I
thought we should get the dates.

FROM GAEIR NEW YII(S BLUE SIIIE'LI) OPPOSING SUI'Elt\'ISORY
PHYSICIAN IUP3I111MISE.NT

As an indication of what some other groups think of this type of
billing, I notice a letter that was written to 1)r. Thomas G. Bell, the
Assistant Bureau of health Insurance Director under date of
March 6, 1967. It is signed by Dr. Harold J. Safian, vice )resident of
Medical Affairs of flue Shield in tile city of New York, and he
condemns this particular principle. I will put the letter in the record,
but first I will just read a couple of sentences:

I believe tMat the Social Security Administration should be aware of the essen-
tial dangers in the regulations it has established and proposes to establish for
reimbursing supervising physicians for services performed by interns or resi-
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dents. The Social Security Administration should establish a program of reim-
bursement which primarily benefits the patient, which seems to be something
that is forgotten so often. The payment for services a beneficiary is not obligated
to pay for, and which is excluded under the Medicare Law, does not benefit
the beneficiary directly and will lead to abuse and increased costs under
Medicare.

The proposed regulations are of serious concern to us since they provide for
reimbursement for services for which, under the law of New York State at
least, the beneficiary has no legal obligation to pay.

And they go on and cite the court case and all.
Continuing here-
Physicians in a teaching setting do not regard patients cared for in out-patient

facilities or admitted from out-patient clinics or emergency rooms as their
private patients.

I ask that the whole letter be put in the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, the letter to which you refer will appear in

the record at this point.
(The letter referred to follows:)

GREATER NEW YORK'S BLUE SHIELD,
New York, N.Y., March 6, 1967.

THOMAS G. Bn,
D.P.A., Assistant Bureau Director, Intermediate Operation8, Bureau of Health

Insurance, Social Security Administration, Baltimore, Maryland
DEAR DR. BELL: Mr. Molloy has asked me to reply to you on the draft of a

proposed Intermediary Letter concerning payment for the services of attending
physicians supervising interns and residents. Since this proposed Intermediary
Letter is intended as an amplification of Section 405.521(c) of the Criteria for
Determination of Reasonable Charges as published In the Federal Register on
February 8, 1967 and is also a proposed supplement to Intermediary Letter 196,
I feel it advisable to comment on the overall matter of reimbursement for
services of supervising physicians in the teaching setting.

To begin with, It is our opinion that the administrative implementation of
Medicare should not disrupt the medical and economic situation in a community.
I believe that the Social Security Administration should be aware of the essen-
tial dangers in the regulations it has established and proposes to establish for
reimbursing supervising physicians for services performed by interns or residents.
The Social Security Administration should establish a program of reimbursement
which primarily benefits the patient. The payment for .services a beneficiary is
not obligated to pay for, and which is excluded under the Medicare Law, does
not benefit the beneficiary directly and will lead to abuse and increased cost
under Mcdicare.

The proposed regulations are of serious concern to us since they provide for
reimbursement for services for which, under the law of New York State at
least, the beneficiary has no legal obligation to pay. The Court of Appeals of the
State of New York has held that a patient does not incur any obligation to pay
the attending physician in a teaching hospital a fee when the care involved 18
rendered by interns or residents.

As you are well aware, Section 1862 of Title XVIII provides that no payment
shall be made under Part A or Part B for any expenses incurred for Items or
services:

"(2) for which the individual furnished such items or services has no legal
obligation to pay, and which no other person (by reason of such individual's
membership in a prepayment plan or otherwise) has a legal obligation to provide
or pay for."

In my opinion, when beneficiaries are treated by residents or Interns under
the supervision of attending physicians in teaching hopsitals, there is no contrac-
tual obligation between these physicians and these beneficiaries, they have no
choice of physician, and they, in fact, look to the hospital for their medical care.
There is language in Section 405.521(b) and in the proposed regulations which
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gives bases for denying reimbursement under Medicare for the services of super-
vising physicians in a teaching setting and I would appreciate clarification from
you if the Carriers would be correctly interpreting the regulations in denying
reimbursement. It is stated (the Italic is mine) that

"Many will receive care in these hopsitals as patients of phyliCians who, in
turn, will involve interns and residents in the care of their patients."

It is also stated that:
"Paynent on the basis of reasonable charges In applicable to the professional

services rendered to a beneficiary by his attending physician where the attending
physician provides personal and identifiable direction to interns or residents
who are participating in the care of his patients".

Physicians in a teaching setting do not regard patients cared for in out-
patient facilities or admitted from out-patient clinics or emergency rooms as
their private patients. In these situations the beneficiary cannot claim the at-
tending physician as his physician. Thus, if the beneficiary in these circum-
stances asked to see a physician he would not be able to see the attending phy-
sician but rather a resident or intern assigned to him. The only time he sees
the attending physician is when the attending physician makes his rounds. The
attending physician is not that patient's physician and the responsibility of the
attending physician is to supervise and teach the residents and interns rather
than to provide personal care to the patient. It would be my interpretation of the
above stated regulations that, in these situations, the attending physician in the
teaching setting is not entitled to reimbursement.

Another statement in the regulations could also be relied upon as a ground for
denying payment under Medicare In these situations. It Is stated in the regula-
tions that a charge should be recognized under Part B:

"Only if his (the physician's) services to the patient are of the same character,
in terms of the responsibilities to the patient that are assumed and fulfilled, as
the services he renders to his other paying patients."

Some attending physicians in a teaching setting do have an independent private
practice in which they recognize that their responsibility to the patient is direct
Mnd personal and quite different from their responsibilities in the teaching situ-
ation. Accordingly, the foregoing statement could be a basis to deny reimburse-
ment in the situation in question.

Since some physicians in a teaching setting do have an independent private
practice, it is conceivable that they would have a relationship with beneficiaries
that would entitle them to charge a fee. If the physician in the teaching setting
was permitted private practice, and if beneficiaries consulted him in his private
physician capacity, if he personally admitted beneficiaries to the hospital as his
private patients, and if he assumed personal responsibility for the care and
treatment of the beneficiaries as his patients, then the bases would seem to be
there for the charging of a fee.

United Medical Service is most concerned about this matter. There is the
question of the legal obligation of the beneficiary to pay for the physician's serv-
ices in the teaching setting when the services are actually being rendered by
interns and residents. There is the question of reimbursing these physicians in a
teaching setting out of Part B funds when, in fact, there Is already some payment
being made out of Part A funds for teaching which might duplicate, in part,
payment for these teaching services. Further, it seems that serious consideration
should be given by the Social Security Administration to the question of whether
it is not creating a liability where one has not previously existed. If such are the
circumstances, the Social Security Administration would certainly be increasing
the costs of medical care to its beneficiaries and this is the fundamental prob-
lem which we have with the regulations and the proposed amplifications of these
regulations.

You will recall that the proposed regulations state that the amount payable
under the Program for supervising may be determined in accordance with the
same criteria for the determination of reasonable charges as are applicable to
the services a physician customarily charges outside the teaching setting. While
this procedure would also be a factor in Increasing the costs of medical care,
it raises an additional question. It is my understanding that the Carrier has
prime responsibility for the determination of reasonable charges. The proposed
regulations modify this to the extent that the Carrier is now told that the charge
for supervising in a teaching setting may be equal to the charge for a personally
performed service made outside the teaching setting. It does not seem logical
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to use the fees charged in private practice to determine reasonable charges for
the supervisory services perforined in the teaching setting. It the teaching
setting the intern or resident performs the services as in the case of surgery,
the operation, and at most, the attending phsician will be present. It seems
to me that there must be a difference, even if the Social Security Administration
continues to insist on reimbursement in these situations, between the value
of the attending physician's services when he personally performs a medical serv-
ice or operation and their value when he is merely present or supervising.

I would urgently request that thMe proposed regulations he seriously re(on-
sidered. In the event they are not reconsidered by the Social Security Administra-
tion, I would also appreciate further clarification that would permit Carrier.s
to implement the reimbursement provisions of the proposed Intermediary Letter
and Intermediary Letter 196, in view of the comments I have expressed in regard
to eligibility for reimbursement and the extent of reimbursement.

Sincerely 3 -iurs,
IIARoLID J. SAFAN, M.).

Vice Presidcnt, Medical Affairs.

Senator WILLIAXS. There is an argument that these types of pay-
ments are not in the best interest of the profession and certainly not in
the best interest of the medicare program. I an concerned a little bit
because I get the impression you think this is all right and you are
going to continue it as long as they do not bill for the interns, but this
setup is going to be continued. Am I correct or not?

Mr. BALL. Senator, it is our present intention-I will be very happy
to take a thorough look at this whole fundamental policy again-bht
it is our present intention to continue the )ayments when this Physician
does actually render his own personal services to a personal patient.
That is the basis under which the payments are made under part B,
with detailed documentation.

Now, you are raising the fundamental question of whether any such
payments should be made-

Senator WILLIAMS. I am not raising it. It has been raised several
times and it has been decided in the courts in some cases. But I am
just raising it again with you.

Mr. BALL. Senator, as Mr. Blumenthal suggests, it was his opinion
that the decision in New York was reconcilable with our basic posi-
tion-that that decision is not in conflict in his opinion with our posi-
tion was what lie testified to a few minutes ago.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, I hope you reevaluate that.

POSSIBILITY OF FRAUD IN SUPERVISORY PHYSICIAN CLAIMS

Has there been any reference or suii,-estion that any of these in-
stances discovered in this Cook County investigation may be referred
to the Department of Justice for erroneous billing and so forth?

Mr. BALT,. I do not believe we are at that point in any of them,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. TIERNEY. No, Senator, we have not made any such recommenda-
tions yet. We have not discovered on the part of ii dividual physicians
a fraud. Now, whether or not the whole emerging pattern of the entire
operation will indicate fraudulent intent is something that we will
be investigating. And if it does we will proceed accordingly.

Senator WILLIATS. Well, let me just ask GAO a question in that
connection. Was there any evidence of erroneous bills and, if so, what
type billing was it? Was there billing for services not rendered?
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Mr. ROTIIER. We found several cases which I included in my open-
ing remarks, Senator. In 129 out of 747 follow-up visits which we in-
cluded in our review we could not find any record of any service by
anyone, any physician I should say. By that I mean that we could
not find any record of even a resident or intern providing the service.
Those are about the only cases where that issue came up in our review.

Senator WILIAMS. Well, now, Mr. Tierney, just assuming for the
moment that there has been billings for services for which there is no
evidence of having been rendered, how would you describe it?

Mr. TIERNEY. If there had been deliberate billing for services for
which no services were rendered-I am not making a legal conclu-
sion-that sounds fraudulent to me, sir.

Senator 'WILLIAMIS. You say it would be fraudulent?
Mr. TIERNEY. I say it sounds that way to me.
Senator WILLIArS. Yes. And appropriate steps would be taken if

you find such to be the case?
Mr. TIERNFY. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. The committee will recess until 2 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m. the committee recessed, to reconvene at

2 p.m. on the same day.) AMERNOON SESSION

The CHAIRMAN. I think it might be well, for the benefit of the press,
to note that we intend to start hearings on Tuesday, July 9 with regard
to the tax bill that the House passed the day before yesterday. The
Secretary of the Treasury will be here on Tuesday as our first witness.

We will start at 9 o'clock on Tuesday.
Now, Senator Bennett, I believe that you had a few questions.

JUSTIFICATION FOR SSA INITIATION OF NEW POLICY OF PAYING
SUPERVISORY PHYSICIANS

Senator BENNETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to pro-
ceed with this question of the payment to supervisory 1)hysicians, and
my questions will be addressed to Mr. Hess, but I will take my answers
from anybody.

What motivated you to set up an elaborate system of payments to
supervisory physicians in teaching hospitals? Is this not the kind
of thing for wiich payments were generally rejected by Blue Shield
and private health insurers before inedicare?

Mr. Hi-ss. What motivated us was that this was a very far-reaching
and fundamental question of basic importance to the medical educa-
tion system of the country, and that is that physicians, private prac-
titioners involve their 1)rivate patients in wlhat are called teaching
programs or residency programs. Depending upon the extent of ex-
perience of the resident or intern, whether he is new or whether lie
is a fifth year or sixth year resident, supervision is necessary, both to
give good medical care and to make it possible to run these residency
programs. In hospitals all over the country, community nonprofit hos-
pitals, great big medical school hospitals, all kinds of hospitals that
have residency programs, it is necessary for the private physician
to involve his patients in teaching programs. And if we said, if the
law were to say, that because a resident or intern may at some point

32-1os-69-1
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in the procedure have a significant responsibility for an episode or
part of an episode of care to this patient, then the private physician
loses not only his doctor-patient relationship but his right to a fee-
this would be a very grave problem for the teaching programs.

Now, we sought precedents. We had consultations and we found
that there were a number of our large carriers who recognized these
fees, unlike the New York carrier, in its contract with its subscribers,
(lid not.

We found a number of large carriers, including several large Blue
Shield carriers and some private insurance carriers, who recognized
the fee of an attending physician when he is the attending physician
but is assisted to some degree by an intern or resident.

Now, it is easy to tell who is the attending physician when the patient
comes into the doctor's office first and then is admitted to the hospital
and the doctor keeps a continuing relationship even if the intern and
resident may get heavily involved. But, what happens when you are
dealing with an admission to the hospital where the patient no longer
comes to the hospital as a service patient, as used to be the case, and then
becomes a ward patient? Now under medicare, he comes to the hospital
with a little red, white, and blue card in his hand, and by law he has the
right not only to a semiprivate accommodation, but to a privatephysician.

p hie hospital may assign a senior man-whether lie is on salary or
Whether he is a community physician-to be that man's attending
1,hysician. That senior man very frequently will see him within a num-
ber of hours after admission and will confirm the diagnosis, or check
with the resident or intern, and so on. He takes responsibility for the
care and has a legal responsibility for the care, and under the law
could be recognized as the attending physician.

This situation ranges all the way from the famous private patient
clinics like Mayo Clinic orI Henry Ford Hospital, to the municipal
hospitals like Cooke County. So we tried to draw a line that said we
will pay where a physician gives personal and identifiable service, even
if that service includes siu stantial supervisory or teaching respon-
sibility with an intern, if this is his patient but only if he renders the
kind 6f services to this patient that lie would to other private patients.
The original regulation set forth such requirements for payment as be-
ing present at major surgery, examining the individual, confirming the
diagnosis, checking the course of the treatment and so on.

If these factors occurred and a charge was made, it would be rec-
ognized that the patient had an attending physician.

Now, many of the physicians in these programs are not on salary
in the hospital. They have traditionally volunteered their services as
teachers as a. part of their obligation to the medical staff of the con-
munity hospital. But again, the circumstances range all the way from
the local doctor who is on the staff of a teaching hospital-onae with
interns and residents-and assumes responsibility for a teaching pro-
gram for some period of time, to the medical school faculty who are full
time and may not be on the payrolls of hospitals at all. They may be on
the payroll of the medical school, and if they get fees that come from
a doctor-patient relationship p and personal service to patients they
turn them over very frequently to a medical education fund from which
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salaries and other things that have to be paid in the niedical school are
paid.

I think what happened in Cook County was that somebody had a
very crude idea of applying to a municipal hospital situation a con-
cept that the regulation recognized could occur because it is something
that does occur in teaching and residency programs around the coun-
try; namely, billing for an identifiable service by a practicing physi-
cian to a patient.

The CIIAIRMAN. Have you seen this statement by Dr. Sam Hoffman
about that situation in Cook County?

Mr. HEss. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you read it?
Mr. HESS. I would have to refresh my recollection.
The CHA AN. Well, lie said lie interned there and is now the direc-

tor of the division of laboratories, and also director of the Hektoen In-
stitute for Medical Research in Cook County as well as professor of
pediatrics at the Universitv of Illinois. He refers to the situation that
is going on there as "looting", he refers to it as "burgling of the
treasury by unscrupulous doctors", he refers to it as "unethical prac-
tices and petty theft", and he refers to it elsewhere as "grand larceny"
and lie says that the majority of physicians agree with him.

Mr. HEss. I agree, too, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You think that is right?
Mr. HESS. There is no comparison between what they set up in Cook

County and what was permitted under the regulations.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you never had anything like that

in mind at all?
Mr. HEss. No, indeed.

RECOVERY OF FUNDS

The CHAIRMAN. Well, those people want to testify and we will
see them. Now, are those claims that those people pursued, are those
payments beyond recall?

Mr. HESS. We have stopped payment and we have recovery proceed-
ings underway.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, they got a million and a half dollars so far.
Are you going to see if you can get your million and a half back?

Mr. HESS. Yes, sir. Not all of it, necessarily. You know, we will have
to look at the claims. Now, there are out of these 500 physicians who
are members of the foundation-only a hundred and some who are on
salary. There may be some who can show that they performed a direct
personal service with respect to a patient. Not every single case is un-
documented, although the GAO indicated, as our examination indi-
cated, that the vast majority are undocumented.

So, we have to see whether there is any part of this amount that
may be legitimate that they may have collected.

The CHAMMAN. It would seem to me when they get paid for all
sorts of things that they were not paid for before, that at the minimum
they ought to be willing to do a little something now for mankind or
for humanity, that they were not getting paid for. In this particular
case it would seem to me that the $20,000 to $30,000 salaries these dec-
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tors were getting were supposed to pay for that supervision. Is that
your understanding?

Mr. llrss. Yes, sir. The salaries they are getting, of course, have
been treated as being entirely on the l)art At side and as though the
salaries are strictly for teaching and administration, and the point we
brought up this morning was that we need to also check and make sure
that services were fully rendered for that.

The CIlAI riM.N. Go ahead.

NUMBER OF IIOSPITALS INVOLVED

Senator BENNE'I-r. The inference I get from your testimony is that
this is a program which extends over many hospitals, which in the case
of Cook County was subverted and exploited. Do you have a record
of how many hospitals are operating under this supervisory physician
system?

Mr. hIEss. The question of defining the supervisory physician sys-
tem is one of whether you mean all of the residency programs in the
country, which involve practically all of the largest hospitals in all
communities. I do not know how many thousands of residencies we
have in the program.

Senator BENNETT. What you are saying, then, is the situation of a
relationship between the supervisory physician and a resident or in-
tern and the patient exists in every hospital in which there are
residencies?

Mr. HESS. Yes, potentially in every residency situation, and that is
why we tried to draw a line between where we would pay and where
we would not.

NATURE OF PATIENT'S RELATIONSHIP WITII SUPERVISORY PHYSICIAN

Senator BENNEr. Then, to go back and make my interpretation
of one of the things you have said earlier clear, that a patient comes
in under medicaid-

Mr. HESS. Medicare.
Senator BENNETr. Medicare. lie has no ]ersonal physician so one

is assigned to him or lie is assigned to one of thir supervisory physicians
by the hospital staff, and that physician takes the place of his per-
sonal physician during the time he is in the hospital?

Mr. HESS. This is generally the situation. If the person comes in
without a physician, ie cannot get services in the hospital until he
has a personal physician assigned.

Senator ]3ENNETir. Well, now, let me go back on that. A man pre-
sents himself to a hospital with a little card, as you said, and can he
come there without a physician as indication that he needs it? Can
he just present himself in the front door with his card and say I would
like an appendectomy, please?

Mr. HESS. This can happen in an emergency, it can happen if he is
a stranger in town or-as is the case for many people in large cities-
if lie has not had a personal physician.

Senator BENNErr. So without a personal physician he, in effect,
comes to the hospital and says, "Please assign me a personal physician
to find out whether I need one"?
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Mr. HEss. What he says is, he is ill. The hospital has to make a
decision-they cannot turn him away from the doorstep, they have to
put him through at least an admission procedure to determine whether
or not he needs a physician and hospital services.

Senator BENNETT. And then having determined that he can use
hospital services they then assign somebody, either from their super-
visory staff or from a list of physicians who are willing to serve?

Mr. HEss. Right, and in hospitals like Cook County and in many
hospitals traditionally in the past, I suspect that very often it was the
resident or intern who was assigned. As for the supervising physician,
his relationship can be direct or casual, as the evidence shows that it
was in this case.

Senator BENNETT. Is his relation to the resident or intern perma-
nently determined before the resident or the intern is assigned?

Mr. HEss. You mean-
Senator BENNETT. In other words, if I am assigned to resident A do

I automatically pick up the services of supervisory physician B?
Mr. HESS. That depends on the arrangement in the hospital. That

could be. That could occur, but more frequently you are assigned to a
practicing physician who is either on duty at that time or who is a
staff member in the department, and lie may or may not be present in
the hospital at the time. But as soon as you are assigned to him, the
first medical person who gets connected with your case will check in
with him, will let him know; or when he checks into the hospital
he will know that there is a patient that he has to see.

Senator BENNETT. A resident or an intern cannot collect fees for
service to that man, so he passes behind him, one man behind, who then
becomes in a position to collect the fee for service of that individual?

Mr. HESS. Only if lie accepts the responsibility as the attending
physician who, as the regulation states, performs for this patient the
kind of services that he performs for his own patients.

Senator BEN Er. Then what you are saying about the charges in
Cook County is in effect that these people accepted the fee without
having accepted the obligation to perform?

Mr. HESS. Yes, sir, and I would like to add what we have said over
and over again to physicians who pointed out the import of our regula-
tion, that there would sometimes be Medicare patients for whom a
part B fee would not be payable because they did, in fact, get most or
all of their care through a resident or an intern. We said, "Well, that
is the way the law is written, and that is the game. If you admit a
patient and, in fact, you do not find it necessary to assign an attending
physician-or if the attending physician does not find occasion to per-
form any significant personal, identifiable service-then there will not
be any Medicare payment except for picking up the cost of that
resident's or intern's salary. That is the way that it was intended to
be."

Senator BENNETT. Do you have any record of the amount of money
that you have paid out under this system to the supervisory physicians?

Mr. HESS. We have in a few places some identification of this, but
basically, because the claim comes through as the attending physician's
claim we do not have separate records. The carrier would have to have
the records of the teaching organizaitons he is dealing with and he
would have the proper documentation.
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I'ATIENTS LEGAI Ola(;.rtoN 'l') PAY

Senator BENNirr. Is there not another element of this situation?
Do y-ol not only have to discover or verify that there was ai ideniti-
liable service personally rendered; do you not have to discover that
there was a legal obligation to pay ?

Mr. hEss. W ii, there has to be a legal oblgation ulder our law, yes,
sir, and under State law. I know of no State law where an attending
physiciann serves a patient in a doctor-patient relationship ail per-

forms services for ]lin where there is not, a legal basis for a fee and a
doctor-patient relationship.

Selator BENNETT. Is there any particular or precise way by cans
of which that legal obligation is specifically created, any record, any
contract., any indication fliat the patient has created a legal obligation '.

Mr. HEss. Well, I would like to just generalize on this and then ask
if Mr. Blumential would like to conmmient, on it. I think if you were
to look ut the law' with resl)ect to malpractice or with respect to a
contract there is a legal obligation the minute a licensed physician
begins to perform personal services for the patient. There does not
lavo to be any contractual obligation in writing between the individual
and his physician.

Senator'BENNE'Tr. I am quoting from the Cleveland lPlain Dealer,
an article that appeared on February 28 of this year regarding the
problem of a Mrs. Fay Miller. She'was a patient at t the Higlhland
View Hospital in November and she questioned the bill because she
got a bill from the doctor which site questioned because the doctor was
on tbo county payroll. Mrs. Miller permitted reporters to copy state-
ments that show that medicare paid the internist $356 for treat in heI
husband. Ile had billed medicare for $445, so he sent her husband the
bill for $89 for the difference between what they paid him and wlat
hiedicare paid him and what lie thought he was entitled to.

Now, he is a county employee, and presumably this service was in the
county hospital. Wfh iiam G. Snodgrass, acting hospital director said
that if a private patient-doctor relationship had not been agreed upon,
this same doctor would have treated Miller and there would have been
no charge, and the Millers denied that they made any l)rivate-doctor-
patient relationship.

Now, is not that the situation when a person walks into a hospital
without a request for a )arlicular doctor or without algreeing in
writing that, this doctor is satisfactory to then, just has the doctor
assigned who may never see them, except casually? Is this a legal
obiation, in your opinion ?
%. HEsS. 'Well, if lie sees them only casually-I do not know

whether there is a legal obligation or niot. We are not obliged to pay
under the regulation in that situation.

Senator BENNETT. Well, are you-on the contrary-
Senator WILLIAM31S. But, you dlid pay it.
Senator BENNETr. You did pay it.. Now, I wonder, on the contrary,

if you are not under an obligation to test the legal obligation before
you do pay it,? Are you in a position to iuist accept these bills that came
to you from the Co)k County hospital and just automatically assume
that there is a legal obligation, and pay them without checking?

Mr. HESS. Well--
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Senator B3EXNETT. The carriers tell us (hat th1eyil eannot linld Out
whether a legal obligation exists or not in these cases, that they were
told to pay them.

Mr. I LUMENTAL. Senator Bennett, the law gre nerally recognizes
the legal obligation to pay when a plat lent pltees hit.el f In a position
where lie expects the rendition of medical service. More spe -ifically,
sit', under the provisions and the legislative history of title XVIII,
this issue that you are raisiiw goes beyond the teaching j)llysieian
problem. You may recall, sir, tiat in 1965 when the tith XVII I legis-
lation was under 'eview both by the Ways and Means Committee and
subsequentlI by this commit ee, the issue of the hospital-based physi-

clan was commented on and reviewed at great. length.
These are the physicians who practice pathology, radiologyV, ies-

thesiology, and include also the physiatrist, l)hysical medice.
At. tha. time the question was raised whether these phvsiciavs, many

of whom were salaried l)hysicians, shou1( have their ser 'iees recog-
nizedl as hospital services payable under part A, or as lihsCan'S
services paya Ie under part B.

There had been a difference of view between the two committees.
The issue was resolved through the adoption of the views of the I louse
of Representatives that in these instances the professional services
performed by the physicians for hospital patients would be recog-
nized and payable under pait B as physicians' services performed for
beneficiaries.

Now, in these inst ances, sir, the arrangement for services is not ituade
by the patient with the physician. The parallel, I think, is quite ,lear,
ad I think also it influenced us in large measure in reaching the col-
clusion we (lid on the issue that we are discussing now.

Senator Bi.:NxETlT-. That history was on the typically hospital-based
service doctor, the radiologist., tle patholgist, the anesthesiologist.

I am sure that, neither committee ever exl)ected that this wou(lM bc
spread out to appl)y to the surgeon and the internist, and all of the
rest. of these pecp e who are now collecting these fees. Are you suggest-
ing to us that we actually intended that surgeons and other ilracti-
tioners, other specialists should be considered as hospital based ?

Air. BIXU31ENTuAL. I believe that the legislative history so reveals,
sir, although the committees made reference to these specilic s)ecial-
ties the discussion centered oil those physicians who are iospital-hased
because their renimuneration was received by or through the hslital,
not with regard part icularly to the type of practice tlat they engaged
in.,

Senator BENNETTr. OK.
[r. Bmr~[EN'iI,\,. Now, let me say beyond that, an(l I refer again

to lily original statement, as a matter of law generally, 0ele beyond
the specihic provisions of title XVIII of the Social" Seeurity'Act,
where an individual places himself in a position where lie is seekuig
medical service there is recognized the physician-patient relationship
even without the presence of a choice ofa particular physician by the
patients, and this is true in law in the hospital patient setup.

Senator ,3NNE'T'. This is the interpretation you put ou the law
as we passed it?

Mr. BLME : TAL. Yes, sir.
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Senator IEN.','rT. Yes, sir, an(dlou puil the most lilhie'l interpreta-
tion you c011d which, in effect, say that if a hospital ,mploys a doctor
)f any discipline there they are then free to give hifii an opportunity
to serve his patients thatcoire into the hospital, and regardless of
the amount of the hospital pay for his services., he is free to aveept pay-
ment from the patient assiglied to him, according to the schedule?

Mfr. IrLv~r.:,',"iLrr. Senator Bennett, may I address myself to the
second part of your statement, and this is with regard to tfie allowable
Ice.

Now, I have discussed the establishment. of a relationship which
would give recognition to a payment.

Senator BEj,,NN-ETT. Yes. May; I stop you there?
Ar. B1T TEN'rlAL. I did not suggest, sir, that there would l)e a fee

allowable tht. ould not be related to the arrangement between the
physicians and the hospitals.

Senator BvNNt'.rr. All right, but. you have allowed in this case, and
I am not sure how many others, the hospital to go on paying these
people and allow them also at a. second level of relationship to take the
normal fee for the service of the patients which are assigned to him.

Mr. BLUXTMENTTiAL. Now, we do not recognize dual payments for
the same service.

Senator BiNrETT. No, I do not say that. You recognize that the
hospital can pay this man under title A, and then he can charge under
title B and vou" can get, in effect, twice as much money for these serv-
ices of that (loctor.

Mr. Br,UME NTrF.xL. Well, first of all, we both recognize, sir, that
there are two different services for which payment is being made, one
the hospital service and the other the professional service to the
patient.

Now, with regard to the establishment of the customary clmrge insuch a situation, fthe enstonarv charge would be geared to'the portion

of his salary attributable to professional service, if his arrangement
with the hospital provided for such compensation.

Senator B:NNi'r'r. Have you ever checked, or do you mainiain a
file showing the proportion of salary that is attributable or attributed
by these various hospitals to their various in-house physicians and how
much of the time these people have to serve private patients?

Mr. BLUMIENTHAL. Well, you understand, of course, that in my
office we do not review the individual cases except insofar as
arrangements are submitted to us.

Senator BENETT. What is your office?
Mr. BrUMi'ENTIHAL. This is the Office of the General Counsel of

the Department, sir.
Senator BENETT. You would not be concerned with that, and I

will ask Mr. Ball.
Mr. BLUENETrTHL. But I do want to make mention of at least one

instance where such an arran-ement was submitted to our office in
which this very issue of customary charge was raised, beeause under
the contract between the teaching institution involved and the hospital
the teaching physicians were, by contract arrangement, compensated
not only for their teaching services, but also for the patient care
services in that institution, and in that instance we advised the Social
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Security Administration that based on. the contract under review the
customary charge would be that extracted from that portion of the
contract arrangement to take care of patients in the institution, and
this means specifically that the payment would be a portion of the
salary and only that amount which'is attributable, based on salary, to
patient care would be allowable under part B, and this, of course, is
embodied also in our regulations which relate to the hospital-based
1)hysicians, all hospital-based physicians, not only those in the teaching
section, where the compensation is received from the institution.

Senator BENNFtr. Well, now, what you have told me is not quite
clear. Here is a man who has a dual salary and let us say it is $1,000
a month for his services to the hosl)ital and $1,000 a month for his
service to l)atients of the hospital, and lie serves the patients.

Would that hospital allow him to make any charges to the )atients
directly?

Mr. BLU31EN-rATL,. This would be a matter of contract arrangement,
but assuming that it did not-

Senator BENNEmT. Well, assuming that it (lid not, we have no
problem.

Mr. BLUMENTIIAL. [his still would be recognized where the billing
by the hospital is on behalf of the physician services.

Senator BENNEW. Suppose the hospitalFs billing for that physi-
cian's services instead of being $1,000 was $2,000, who got the extra
thousand?

Mr. BLUmEN'rIAr,. There would not be allowed the extra thousand
under those circumstances.

Senator BENNE. Well, now, wait a minute. Here is this man
serving 20 patients with procedures which would average $100. If you
are going to bill at the average rate you bill $2,000. You say you will
not allow it. At what point would you'stop it.?

Mr. BLUMENTIAL. At the point of billing, sir. I am assuming
again, and I believe you are also, that in this instance the physician
is compensated on a salary basis.

Senator BE.,NN'rr. That is right.
Mr. BLITMEN'rII,. So the-
Senator BENNErT. But the hospital is going to bill the patient, it

is not going to bill it directly, it is going to bill it through" an inter-
mediary and the intermediary bills the patient at the regular price
for the l)rocelure, and in 1 month that service generates $2,000. What
do you do?

fr. BLUMENTHAL. I am sugge-sting to you, sir, that the point of
reference with the establishmeit of the allowable, customary charges
would be the salary arrangement that the physician has with the hos-
pital, and not the charge which is made by t he hospital to the program.

Senator BENNETT-r. Who gets the extra'$1,000?
Mr. B3,TIMIEN'rnT,. There would be no extra $1,000.
Senator BExNnE. You bill Medicare for 20 procedures at $100

apiece-
Mr. BiLUM.TENTH1AL. Then the amount would be reduced to reflect

the portion-
Senator BENNmrr. At what, point?
Mr. BLUMENTIIAL. At the point of payment.
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Senator BENN ET. In other words, medicare would catch it and
refuse to pay the intermediary?

Mr. BALL. When the physician is paid for all his services on a
salaried basis, the intennediary, Senator Bennett, would have esti-
mated a rate which would not go over the maximum when they are
adding together or reaching that $1,000 that was the contract
arrangement between the hospital and the physician.

Senator BENNETT. In other words, the intermediary would have a
little ticket which says as far as Dr. Jones in concerned, do not pay
him more thani $1,000, regardless of how many operations lie performs
at the regular rate?

Mr. HESS. Well, Senator, he will have a little ticket that says as far
as ])r. Jones is concerned-let's assume lie is a pathologist-the rate
that. the intermediary has established, after consultation with the hos-
pital and with the physician to put these two pieces together is a rate
per service that is related to his compensation.

I think we are now using the term "intermediary" perhaps in a
way that may cause some confusion, sir. The intermediary in this
situation, is either the part A intermediary or it is the "carrier," as
the term is used in part B. The instructions to our carriers and inter-
mediaries at the beginning of the program and directions that we have
issued and reviewed with them involve their getting together where
there are hospital-based physicians with the hospital on the one hand
and the physician groups on the other-some of these are groups that
are under arrangement with the hospital-and determining what is
the reasonable charge, always understanding that these payments can
be made only for services "which are personal services to a patient.

Senator WnLLSAM. Does not the carrier or an intermediary at
times allow payments that are in excess of the fees allowed and agreed
upon ?

Mr. Hlrss. They are not sul)posed to.
Senator WILLIAMtS. They are not supposed to, but I am saying do

theN, not often do it?
ir. lfEss. This occurs. I do not know whether I would characterize

it as ofttinies.
Senator WILLUA-ms. The reason I mention this is that in a different

case the Comptroller General sent down a report to us today on an-
other hospital and lie said that one physician submitted 14 separate
bills for operations performed in 1967, eight of which exceeded the pre-
vailing fee level and they were all allowed. Now, nothing was done
about it and the Comptroller General is referring it to you. Let us just
face it and do not be too emphatic.

I am just wondering how the Social Security Administration knows
what is going on, as to whether these figures are exceeded or not, be-
cause in this instance they were exceeded and it was not picked up
until the (omptroller General found it.

Mr. IIESs. 1 do not know that case. I would have to see it, sir.

TREATMENT OF SUPERVISORY SURGEON

Senator BENNmT. Now, let me change my examining a little bit.
As I understand what you just told me, the carrier has a list furnished
by the hospital of hospital-based physicians and surgeons and they
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are instructed to handle each one in a different way. Now, would they
put a supervisory surgeon on such a list?

. 1r. HESS. A supervisory surgeon, in the sense that lie is a )ractic-
ing surgeon who performs surgery on patients-having a customary
fee which results from the fact that he has privileges at the hospital
and charges his patients the customary fee, or that he is a salaried mem-
ber of a clinic such as the Mayo or lenry Ford Hospital-surely he
would l)e on the list.

Senator BENNr:-ETT. All right, but lie is a supervisory surgeon of a
teaching hospital and he does not perform the operation, a resident
performs the operation. Is lie on the list for a fee to be paid because the
resident I)erformed the operation?

Mr. HEss. No. Ie is on the list so that if a charge comes in which
is billed because lie performed an operation for a patient or served
as an attending physician for a patient, and this is a documented serv-
ice, the carrier can recognize it.

Senator BENNErr. Is the carrier in a position to get proof that lie
actually performed the operation or served in any other capacity, or
is he just on the list and he sends the report down, and because his--

Mr. HESS. Carriers and intermediaries have access to the operating
reports including the patient's record in the hospital, and 'there has
been a good dear of this kind of spotchecking and auditing, and the
question of whether or not lie saw the patient, and this can be checked
by reviewing the records, has got to be documented. Under proper
medical practices which they have to be operating under, the physician
has to "sign off" on a procedure lie performns and the record has to
show on each day which physician i; doing what for that patient.

Senator BENNETT. If Ile just is shown as an observer or as an at-
tendant with no part of the procedure, does the carrier accept that as
full responsibility and pay oil' to him? They cannot pay off to any-
body else. Do you allow that?

111r. HESS. 'tihe instructions are specific with respect to major surg-
ery. IHe has to be in attendance.

Senator BENNETT. Well, in attendance? That means lie stands in the
corner of the room?

Mr. IEsS. No, sir. Generally lie is scrubbed and by the table, but he
ina, be present, and responsible even though at the particular moment,
either in the whole operation or a part of the operation somebody else
may be carrying on a part of the procedure.

In an instruction that we put out in April, which is being commni-
cated to all of the teaching physicians in hospitals by the carriers and
tie interinediaries, we recent.; issued some further clarifying infor-
mation. This was intended to call their attention to the strict import of
tle regulate ion and of the procedural materials that we sent out, aild we
Sai(l that the amount paid for direct medical services rendered by the
teaching- physicians should he related only to that discrete portion of
the patient care for which the physician exercises the )ertinent
res osibility.

Senator BE'N NETT. Now, those are good words, but by interpreta-
tion they can be made to mean that if the physician shows up, looks
at the chait, lie gets paid. Is an appendectomy considered to be major
surgery ?
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Mr. IIERs. "Yes, I think it is.
I)r. LAND. Yes, sir.
Senator BENNErT,. Well, let me put it this way: My staff told me

that they thought you considered that minor surgery. A tonsillectomy,
is that minor?

Mr. BALL. The physician at the table is Dr. Land here.
Senator B1'NNirr. Well, this is not a physician's problem, this is a

problem of the regulations. )o you regard
Mr. HEss. Probably a tonsillectomy would be minor surgery. We

have not spelled out inl the regulations the procedures that canl be per-
formed and whether the surgery is major. Carriers and intermediaries
lmve inedical stall's, they have their own physician consultants and
they are responsible for'looking at the billings and the circumstances
under which they are made. It is perfectly conceivable that for an
aged )erson, if there is need of a tonsillectomy, that might be consid-
ered t major l)ro(edurl'e because if lie goes under aiaesthesi't the situa-
tion depends on his physical condition.

Senator BENNETT. A*ll right. Are there any kinds of minor surgery
for that l)art of the service in which lie acted as an attending l)hysiciali.
cian or surgeon?

Mr. lhfiss. Yes.
Senator BNxm. And can he still claim money for the perform-

ance of that )rocedure i f lie did not or cannot demonstrate his presence?
Mr. hiss. Not for the surgery, not for that part of the procedure,

but lie may very well have admitted the patient, or seen hilm along the
way, or been 1ost-opleratively in the situation, and if that is the. case,
the only thing he has a legitimate charge for is the reasonable charge,
for that part of the service in which he acted as an attending physician.

Senator BENNVrT. But, does the carrier go to the point of breaking
it down ? )o they not in fact accept a statement from the surgeon
that this is his case: aud they pay him what lie asks for?

Mr. Ih:ss. I think that may occur, yes.
Senator BENN-'. The carriers responding to the committee staff

said they had no way of knowing, had no way of going behind the state-
ineait of the surgeon that this is ls case.

Mr. Ihss. Weil, the medical records are available. It is a carrier
practice and a perfectly feasible situation to cheek the medical records.
Now, if the surgeon says it is his case and they check the medical record
and it shows that he was present at surgery, they would not try to go
behind that, except when a fraud problem is indicated.

PAINN' S LEAL OBIFIATION TO PAY

Senator BENNE'TT. CGing hack to this gentlemmiei who joined you--
and his nanie I did not get-

Mr. Il:ss. Mr. Blumenthal.
Senator BENNETr. Mr. Blumenthal. Earlier we had a discussion of

this question of legal obligation to pay. May I just restate again mIy
interpretation of what you said : The minute any patient allows hill-
sel f to be t related or accepted for treatment by a doctor an obligation
to pay is ilmiilediately created ?

Mr. i1,UMENTIHAL. In it general sense I believe that is so, yes, sir.
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Senator BINNE'rT. So there is no formal activity required and they
are not required to create any document or evidence that can later be
llecked ?
Mr. BIAUMtENT '11A. Well, in tie hospital setting the admission rec-

ord anid the admission form which is executed by the patient generally
contains a statement authorizing the hosl)ital and the staff to perform
the required treatment, short of surgery. I make mention of that be-
cause there has to be a special authorization for surgery.

Senator IE.NNET'r. I know. If they will not sign the statement they
are not admitted?

Mr. BInMEN'ENmAI. This is generally so, yes, sir, except, of course,
in the eiuergenc'y admission.

Seltor BEN NE'r. Thllougli they have a right to the service. Mr. -less,
do you know of any beneficiaries who maintain that they did not en-
gage the supervisors physicians amid, therefore, have refused to author-
iz( the payment of bills to these supervisors?

Mr. Ihss. Sir, we have millions and millions of bills and have such
situations. As Mr. Ball indicated yesterday we send the beneficiary a
notice of every bill for which we have recognized an allowable charge
and made a payment. whether it is taken on an assignment by the
physician or whether it is a payment by way of reimbursement or in-
(lemmlificat ion to the patient. Ile gets a statement.

Now, we have situations where a l)atient may get in touch with the
carrier or with our district office, or lie may write a letter to us and
say: "I do not recognize the name of this l)hsician. I do not think
that he performed a service for me. WV ho is he?"

And then the answer to that will be: "Ile was the radiologist who
performed the X-ray studies or read your plates; or he was the patholo-
gist who charged a fee for your laboratory tests, or he was the attend-
,'-g physician in your case, surgery or otherwise."

In some instances, am(l we ('heck into these, I am sure there is a con-
frontation or a question as to whether or not there is an obligation.
Sometimes in these instances the co-insurance billing, quite aside from
wur notice, is sometihi r that will trigger the patient's questions as to
wh~at service it was that hie received

Senator BE.N~rr. No, do you know whether you received any such
complaints? Have you recei ed any such complaints from the Cook
County Hospital ? i

Mlr. Ih.:ss. I do not know, personally.
Senator BENNETT. From the carrier?
Mr. Hr-ss. I do not know personally.
Mr. TirEnNy. I do not know, Senator. I do not know whether ths

carrier has or not.
Senator BENNIa'r. That is the end of my questioning, Mr. Chairman.

MEDICARE'S OBLIGATION To PAY FOR SERVICES OF stPERIuisORy PiIYSICIANS

Senator Mwufmm. I am still not clear on this. We received testimony
now that if the physician, who is a supervisor or teacher does render
some services, that ie is reimbursed for those?
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Mr. HIss. If he does render personal, identifiable service.
Senator MILLER. Yes, but I assume that you are talking about serv-

ices for which there is a legal liability to pay?
Mr. HEss. Yes.
Senator MILLER. That is understood, is it not, in your answer?
Mr. HESs. Yes.
Senator MILLER. In light of what the counsel said this morning,

and in light of the court of appeals decision, I understand your regu-
lations, according to Mr. Ball, follow that.

Mr. HEss. They are consistent with it.
Senator MLLER. So that your testimony implied that you do not

pay them unless there is a legal liability to pay. Am I correct?
Mr. BLUMENTHAL. Yes, sir.
Senator MLLEr. I am asking him.
Mr. HESS. Yes, sir. I also said, sir, that I do not know of any State

law where a licensed physician serving as an attending physician
and performing the kinds of personal services that are called for
in our regulations would not have--or rather, where a patient who
received those services would not have a legal obligation to pay.

Senator MILLEIR. Well, then, what was tie court of appeals de-
cision all about?

Mr. HEss. The court of appeals decision, as I understand it, was
with respect to a contract the patient had with Blue Shield in New
York, and it was held that there was no liability under that Blue
Shield contract for Blue Shield to indemnify on behalf of the patient.

Senator MILL.R. Well, what is the difference between that contract
and your regulations?

Mr. HEss. Well, I think that contract took off on the general ques-
tion of whether the insurer had a liability to recogize any payment
where there had been an intern or resident service in the episode of
medical care.

Now, in New York State there are many private insurers who will
recognize such charges by virtue of their contracts-who will not raise
a defense to the terms of the contract in reimbursement of the patient
who receives such a bill-and the hospitals characteristically will look
for such third-party liability in New York State.

Senator MILLER. Well, why should the Medicare do other, in New
York, than what Blue Shield does?

Mr. HEss. Because the policy for the Medicare program is estab-
lished by law and does not follow the terms of the Blue Shield contract.

Senator MILLER. Well, I understand the policy, I mean the program
of medicare is established by law, and when read this law which
says:

Not withstanding any other provision of this Title, no payment may be under
Part A or Part B for any expenses incurred for items or services . . . for which
the individual furnished such items or services has no legal obligation to pay,
and I am wondering whether this was an exercise in futility on the
part of the Congress.

Mr. HEss. I would like to have Mr. Blumenthal reply to that.
Mr. BLUMENTHAL. I would like to refer back, sir, to the New York

decision that seems to be the basis for a conclusion that there is no
legal liability to pay, and I want to make two observations on that
decision.
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In the first place, it was a decision interpreting the responsibility
of Blue Shield under its contract terms. The legal liability to pay
in that case in New York was established and recognized by the
court as having been established by the ordinance of the city of New
York.

The question on which this case turned was the fact that there had
been no arrangement between the patient and the physician calling
for an obligation by arrangement between the physician and the
patient, so that the physician would have or could have billed the
patient direct and because this was an arrangement for indemnifica-
tion with no expectancy for indemnification under the facts of the
case, the court reached the conclusion it did.

I so interpret the decision, and as I say, I have read it with some
care.

I pointed out earlier to Senator Bennett that I find distinguishing
features between the requirements of the medicare law and the C(on-
clusions of the court that extend beyond the circumstances where the
services in question were performed by interns or residents.

If you will recall when I testified this morning I attempted to make
clear that there was no conflict between the Department's regulations
and the decisions of the court insofar as it pertained to the billing
by physicians for services performed by interns or residents.

Senator MILLm. Well-
Mr. BLUMENTHAL. There is another feature to the case, sir, with

which the court had a little struggle, also, in the decision with which
I am familiar, and I must concede that I have not read the decision
of the court of appeals. One of the services for which a billing had
been made included the srgery performed by a surgeon for a patient
covered under the Blue Shield policy.

The court denied recovery in that instance also. I do not believe
that I could reach the same conclusion on that fact situation under the
Federal program.

Senator Mnmi. Well, what troubles me, and I did not write this,
I just read it, but what is the purpose of having the law say this:

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Title, no payment may be made
under Part A or Part B for any expenses incurred for Items or services . . for
which the individual furnished such items or services has no legal obligation to
pay?

What is the purpose of that if in the interpretation of it in the regu-
lations promulgated under it, it looks like payment will be made where
there is no legal obligation to pay?

Mr. BLUMENTHAL. Again, referring to the New York situation,
Senator Miller, the legal obligation to pay had been established by the
ordinance of the city of New York, which entitled specifically the
physicians under the circumstances outlined in the decision to make a
charge for personal services, so that the question of legal obligation
to pay is not the question which was decided by the court in that case.

The question was the responsibility of the carrier, Blue Shield, to
pay under the total circumstances of the total facts of the situation
they are presenting. But, I would submit, sir, that if the physician had
billed the patient and the patient had claimed indemnification under
the policy with Blue Shield on the rationale of the decision, it would
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appear that, and of course this is speculative because this was not de-
cided, it would appear that th court would have found a right of
recovery.

Senator MILLER. Because of the New York City ordinance?
Mr. BLUMtENTHAL. Because also of the fact of payment by the bene-

ficiary to the physician.
Senator MILLER. Because of the payment by the beneficiary?
Mr. BLUMENTHAL. Yes. I am talldng about a situation on the same

medical facts where the patient had been billed directly by the physi-
cian and paid the physician and claimed indeminfication under the
policy. It seems clear to me, sir, that the court, on its own theory of
decision, would have found the carrier liable to the beneficiary of the
policy direct.

Senator MILLER. Well, as you say, that is speculative.
Mr. BLUMENTHAL. It is, yes.
Senator MILLER. But for practical purposes, it looks to me as if the

interpretation of section 1862 of the Social Security Act is meaning-
less as far as the taxpayers are concerned.

Mr. BLUMENTIAL. 1 do not think I could concur in that. There are
many instances-

Senator MILLER. Well, may I ask you this, or Mr. Ball, do you have
any situations in which there has been a refusal by the Social Security
Administration or a refusal by the carrier, supported by the Social
Security Administration, to pay under either part A or part B for
services rendered by one of these physician-teachers?

Mr. HEss. Well, there are many types of situations involving non-
covered service, and the issue generally is determined on whether the
service is covered or not. We will supply for the record whether or not
there are situations specifically on the point of no legal obligation to
pay. I am not aware now of a particular case.

Senator MILLER. Well, I would guess that you would be engaging in
an exercise in futility in trying to find situations where the Social
Security Administration has turned down on the basis of no legal
liability' to pay.

What I am interested in is whether or not there have been any cases
where payment was turned down at all. Now, let us go beyond that,
for any case, I mean, apart from the fact that maybe support the claim
by a shmwing of services. I am talking about a situation where there
has been a showing of service rendered , where that physician-teacher
was turned down on his payment.

Mr. HEss. You are talking now specifically of the physician-teacher?
Senator MILLER. Yes.
Mr. Hfss. There are many situations-I cannot say the extent to

which bills are presented-but there are many situations in which the
carriers have met with hospital staffs and teaching staffs in which they
have drawn the line as to what they will pay and what they will not
pay, and if cases of that kind come in it is a question of the bona fides
of the claim. The validity of the documentation is the carrier's respon-
sibility in the first instance, and this is audited and spot checked.

Senator MmLER. But, have those lines been drawn to which you
refer?

Mr. HEss. Oh, yes.
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Senator MILLER. Let me finish my question. Have those lines been
drawn on the basis of legal liability to pay?

Mr. HESS. They have been drawn on the basis of whether or not
there is a personal identifiable service to the patient in a doctor-patient
relationship for which, as I say, I know of no general situation where
a legal liability would not arise in an instance of that kind.

Senator MILLER. Well, then what you are really telling me is when
the Congress wrote into the law, "Notwithstanding any other pro-
vision of this title, no payment may be made * * * for which the indi-
vidual furnished such items or services has no legal obligation to pay,"
they were engaging in an exercise in futility. It is just an empty ges-
ture, it is just a bunch of words because we do not have that situation.

Mr. HEss. The history of this particular section, I think, is that it
was lifted by the draftsman almost word for word from the typical
kind of contracts that you have in some private insurance where, for
example, you have a situation where the individual is a veteran and
receives services from the Government or otherwise, and they would
not pay in that type of a contract.

In our drafting, or in the drafting that the Congress directed of
the part B provisions, there were some other specific exclusions such
as the one for veteran services, so I do not know of any class of cases
that would fall under this provision.

Senator MiLLER. Well, I understand. I am not going to take any
great offense at this, but it just seems to me that if section 1862 had
not contained the language that I have been reading it would not have
changed the operations of medicare one bit, as I see it.

Mr. HESS. That could be, but I think at the time that the draftsmen
could not anticipate what all the situations might be that we would
he faced with, and as I say, this was taken by and large from standard
terminology that is found in some insurance contracts.

Senator MILLER. Well, in other words, if the Congress saw fit to
delete this language you would have no objection, would you?

Mr. BLUMENTHAL. I think I would be concerned, sir, if the section
were deleted, and I think that perhaps part of the difficulty I am hav-
ing in communicating my thought to you is that I reach a conclusion
in particular situations that you presented to me that there may be a
legal obligation to pay. You asked for reference to a situation where
there had been a finding of no legal obligation to pay and I have in
mind one situation that came to the attention of my office very early
in the history of this program where an employer nade inquiry about
the obligation of the program to subsidize the cost of medical care to
employees who enjoyed the privileges of the health care plan.

We concluded that no payment under the medicare program could
be made because the beneficiaries, the employees, had no legal liability
to pay for this service that was received under the employed health
plan.

Now, I give you that as one concrete illustration of a ruling that
was issued by my office on that subject.

Senator MILLER. Now that, however, I presume, related to a regular
physician rather than a teacher-physician?

Mr. BLMvENrHAL. Oh, yes.
Senator MILLER. I see. I think one thing that is troubling people

32-108-69-17
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like me is that the physician-teacher seems to have gotten into this
picture considerably more than formerly.

Mr. BLUMENTHAL. Senator Miller, I think I would agree with you
fully, that this has occurred beyond the contemplation of the regula-
tions, and very frequently there may be a failure to accomplish con-.
ceptual ob)jectlves, and this may be an instance of that type.

Senator MimLvr. Well, it happens all the time over here on Capitol
hIill, and I might say that I think it would be welcomed by the com-
mittee if you could l)resent us a draft or a little modification of this
which might, in your judgment and your experience, clear this thing
up so that the concept would be effectuated, if you would not mind
doing it. I know I would welcome it.

Would that be all right, Mr. Chairman, and have them submit it for
the record?

Senator WILA-.3s. It will be all right.
Senator MILLER. Thank you.

EN'ESS PHYSICAL 'Th1ER, APY IN ILOLLIS PARK GARDENS NURSING HOME

Senator VTLLTA7NS. Mr. Ball, yesterday we were discussing the ex-
ces!ive amount of physical therapy, and'so forth, that had been ap-
proved in a certain nursing home, and in that colloquy we pointed
out, that they have been paid about $372,000 in one short period, I
think it was'about a year, and as I understand it, that case has been
settled with prospective rel)ayment of $150,000, I believe, to be de-
duete(l from future payments: is that correct?

fr. BALL. I remember, Senator, that $150,000 was the figure that
we were going to recover. I do not understand that it necessarily was
going to be all charged against future payments. I am just not clear
on that, but it is $150,000 that they owe us.

Senator WILLIAMS. Yes, but the agreement has been settled; there
is a settlement agreement that has been effected and agreed upon?

Mr. BALL. Mr. Hess informs me that that is an approximation, that
actually it is going to turn out to be over that.

Senator WILAIA-MS. Well, the reason I mention that is that we have
been withholding the name of the institution and all of that, and I
talked with the chairman, but since that case has been settled we
thought we would just include the complete report in the record, so
that it could be along with the settlement announcement at the same
time. We will incorporate that report in the record along with the at-
tached exhibit No. 14, in particular, and we will let the staff fix the
record on that.

(The material referred to follows:)

PROGRAM VALIDATION VISIT MARCH 24-28, 1909

TRAVELERS, HARTFORD, CONN., GARDEN CITY, N.Y.; PROVIDERS, HOLLIS PARK GARDENS

(ECF), ORTHOPEDIC AND REHABILITATION INSTITUTE

Report of Extended Care Facility survey of the Travelers Insurance Company
(Iartford Home Office and Garden City Field Office), Hollis Park Gardens
Nursing Home and the Orthopedic and Rehabilitation Institute, Hollis Park,
New York-March 24 through March 28, 1969.

The SSA team consisted of George Gordon, team leader, DIO; Gertrude Arm.
strong, Registered Nurse, DRB; James Riley, Jr., Certified Public Accountant,
DR; Richard Dresner, Program Integrity Officer, New York Regional Office; and
Ben Sandberg, ARR, New York Regional Office-Garden City Field Office only.
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Hollis Park Gardens Nursing 1tomO
The purpose of visiting this 80-bed ECF was to review the arrangement of

purchased ancillary service provided by the Orthopedic and Rehabilitation Insti-
tute (OR1) ; trace the services billed to the patient medical records; and review
the supporting records of the billings by ORI; and review the other financial
records of the ECF.

The arrangement between Iollis Park and ORI was formalized in a written
document which in essence provided for a live point rehabilitation program-
physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech therapy, psychological therapy,
and medical social services-with a charge of line dollars ($1)) per treatment.
The agreement was for one year, to be canceled by either party upon 30 days
notice (no written provision for renewal or extension), and a provision for an
escrow account based upon 20 percent of the billings to be ield by the provider
in the event any billings were ultimately determined not to be acceptable by
Medicare (see attachment 9). In 1967, ORI billed the ECF for approximately
$312,000. The escrow account was approximately $53,000 in December 1967.
IIowever,. as of March 1969, the ECF had gradually returned the 1967 escrow
money to ORI. The 1968 escrow account contains about $50.000.

One billing cycle (two each month) for December (1-20) 1967, was chosen
for verification. The billing from ORI, which detailed each patient (81) and each
therapy, was trace(, satisfactorily into the financial records of the ECF. Three
patients were selected for verification to the medical records for each therapy.

The medical notes indicate the progrc ss a patient is making but often does
that the various therapists make entrees as to progress usually on a weekly
basis and, therefore, did not record daily treatment.

The medical notes indicate the progress a patient is making but often does
not go into specifics as to type of therapy, etc. All therapy treatments appear
to run on and on until such time when the patient is discharged regardless of
the fact that he had reached maximum improvement early during his rehabilita-
tion program.

The ECF did not have the records that ORI used to make the billings. We
later found that these records were maintained by ORT. ORI completed the
medicare billing form by having their personnel write in the amount of ancillary

service. The only attendance record maintained by Hollis was a daily sign In
sheet by all the therapists who provided service. We reviewed these records and
found a daily average of 20 to 24 therapists signing in each day.

Although each floor had a large room with bathtub and toilet facilities where
daily living needs could be taught to the patients as occupational therapy, there
were only two other rooms available for treatments-a treatment room about
10' by 10' and a physical therapy room 10'9" by 12'. It would appear that from
a pure physical standpoint that it is extremely questionable whether any mean-
ingful therapy could have been provided in view of (1) the overwhelming num-
ber of billed treatments, (2) the physical attributes to the facility, and (3) the
observation of some physical therapy being given in the ECF-approximately
nine wheelchair patients were assembled in a line In the hall and range of motion
exercises were performed at the direction of one therapist aide.

Generally, the medical records showed that the doctor left an order for ftll
rehabilitation program and the Orthopedic and Rehabilitation Institute group
caine in and each department (physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech
therapy, psychological and social service), did an evaluation. Then they had tealux
conferences on the patient and prescribed plans of treatment were set up. These
orders were reviewed by the attending physician and he signed them and then
the plan of treatment was begun. It seemed that once a plan of treatment was
started the orders generaly continued to run until the patient was discharged.

A review of the billing form Itself from ORI (see attachment 10) indicated
that a tremendous number of services were presumably rendered during this
20-day period. The billing covered 81 patients who received 2,309 billable treat-
ments for a total of $20,781. This means that a daily average of 136 units of
service were rendered--excluding Sundays. As stated earlier, the ECF main-
tained only a daily sign in book for the employees of ORT. A review of this book
disclosed that 20-24 ORI employees signed in daily except Sunday.

An Interview with Mr. Lewis (owner-administrator), Mr. Schummel (account-
ant) concerning the arrangement by ORI and the frequency of treatments
revealed: (1) that the attending physician gave his permission for a rehabili-
tation evaluation, (2) that ORI made the evaluation nnd initiated treatments
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for the .e"vices deemed necessary, (3) that the progress of each patient was
evaIuated periodically (apparently by ORI personnel), (4) that the ECF did
not get into the frequency of treatments, (5) that the EOF only spot checked
the services billed to the medical records, (6) that the ORI furnished personnel
to complete the Medicare billing form so they (ECF) did not incur any additional
expense. (7) that allegedly there was no involvement between the Director of
ORI (Dr. D. Goldberg) and the ECF, (8) that allegedly the ECF did not receive
any compensation in any form from ORI, (9) only spot checks were made on
therapists-the rehabilitation was completely under ORI supervision.

When asked why practically every patient was receiving at least four of the
five point program, irrespective of the patient's medical diagnosis, the adminis-
trator stated the doctor ordered them. (This certification appears to be question-
able.) The administrator appeared to be completely unaware that from a
coverage standpoint (by Medicare), the services rendered had to be rented to the
medical diagnosis for which the patient was admitted to the hospital and ECF.
Orthopedic and Rehabilitation Institute (ORI)

The purpose of visiting'the ORI was to ascertain further information on how
the billings were made to Hollis Park; how the $9 charge for a unit of therapy
was dett:mined; generally how ORI operates; and to review the financial
records.

It was determined that the $9 charge was derived through a survey by Dr.
Goldberg of the going rate in New York which presumably was $10-$12. It was
also determined that the ORI therapists rendering services in Iollis Park
prepay red a daily "Activity Sheet" showing the name of the patients. These
activity sheets were given to the ORI office who transcribed the data to summary
sheets which showed by patient the services rendered, for example:

Therapy PT OT SS SS PSY Total week
Patient (days) 124567 124567 124567 124567 124567 POSSY

A ................................. xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxxx x xxx x x 66642
B ................................. xxxxxx xxxxxx x x x x x xx 66232
C ................................. xxxxxx xxxxxx xxx xxx xxx 66333

We reviewed the activity sheets and the summary sheets of the visits reflecting
the services that were rendered to the patients at Hollis Park and the related
billings. In reviewing the activity sheets prepared by the registered therapists,
it was not unusual to find that they provided services daily to about 30 patients
and sometimes more. (See attachment 11.)

The Orthopedic and Rehabilitation Institute billed Hollis $9 for an ancillary
service regardless of whether It was provided by a registered therapist or by
an aide. The $9 rate was charged for an Individual treatment as well as for a
treatment given in group therapy. Generally, on Wednesdays the therapists com-
pleted their work fairly early in the afternoon and they would assemble for a
-team visit" to evaluate the progress of various patients. The patients were not
present during these conferences. The Intermediary and other representatives
of SSA were aware of these team visits; but it was the understanding that $9
was charged for each therapist for whatever time it took to perform these evalua-
tions similar to a utilization review committee. However, In actuality ORI
made a $9 charge for each patient that was evaluated by each type of therapist.

A review of some of these team visits showed that 58 patients were evaluated in
one day, and a charge was made for each therapist or a total of 218 team visits
for this one (lay. In addition, there were 142 units of therapy given for a grand
total or 360 billing items at $9 a unit or $3,240 for one (lay's activities. It was
observed from the summary sheets that many patients received excess therapies
until the day of discharge or death. These benefits were usually provided for
the full number of benefit days even when not medically necessary. Attachment
12 shows a study of three beneficiaries in a 20-day period. It reveals excessive
services provided even though the team conference notes show the patients to
be vastly improved and apparently in no further need of treatment-but treat-
ment was continued.

When we tried to relate the billings with the records on the number of social
services and psychotherapy treatments given to a patient, we found that ORI
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appeared to bill for more treatments than actually given. Further exaniinution
showed that individual treatments were broken down into units. Dr. Uoldberg
explained that these services involved different modalities, each one charged
at $9. Therefore, on this basis one social worker could conceivably perform
seven modalities for one patient In one day resulting in a charge of $63. (See
attachment 13)

We were not able to examine any of the financial records of ORI be,.ause we
were told that the accountant had all the records at his office and he was out of
town. Tentative arrangements have been made to review the records on April
10 and 17.
Validation of bills subrtitted by Dr. Goldberg to Group Health Insturance for

visits to beneficiaries in Hollis Park Gardens Nursing Home.
GIII has been closely reviewing Dr. Goldberg's claim for medical necessity for

quite some tinie. This has always resulted In substantial reduction of the number
of visits for which Dr. Goldberg has received payment. The regional office rep-
resentative obtained a random selection of 14 cases showing Dr. Goldberg's
Medicare claims processed by GIII. Although sonic slight discrepancies existed
between the number of visits billed and the number of services rendered, the Part
B carrier has been consistently disallowing a large number of Dr. Goldberg's
visits and, therefore, even where there is a discrepancy, there is no overpayment
Involved. The only problem uncovered in relation to Dr. Goldberg was that in-
volving his partner, Dr. Moskowitz, who was the attending physician. IHowever,
the bill was prepared and submitted under Dr. Goldberg's name. GUI allowed
$20 for an ECF visit, whereas Dr. Moskowitz' allowance would have been only
$15. As Dr. Moskowitz and Dr. Goldberg are both orthopedic surgeons, we
cannot be sure that Dr. Goldberg wias aware of this. When they informed Dr.
Goldberg that he could not bill for another physician in the future and they
have also reduced Dr. Goldberg's allowance from $20 to $15 per visit. In October
of 1968, I)r. Goldberg apparently changed his billing procedure in acknowledg-
ment of expected d action on the part of GUI. (See attachment 14)

The same 14 random eases used to review Gill Part B payments were also
use(l by the s lvey teani in reviewing medical record' at Illlis to determine
whNether the care provi(led was covered. A summary of our findings disclosed that
in the team's opinion nine cases were covered care, two were not covered, and
three should have been partially denied.
Travelers Ins8urace Company-Garden City Field Office

Our survey disclosed that the Intermediary has upgraded their level of care
claims process since our January 1969 visit. The following steps have been taken:

1. All admission notices and some subsequent bills are screened by two re-
viewers-Richard Klafky (Dartmouth graduate) and Art Macey (Syracuse
graduate). Although these men do not have any medical background they will
work under the supervision of a registered nurse who was to report on duty
March 25. After reviewing the admission notice they take one of the following
actions:

a. Approve the admission of subsequent bill for payment. If indicated,
tickle the case for all early follow-up.

b. Require a completed skilled care form or other Information to deter-
mine coverage. (,See attachments 1 and 2)

c. Refer the admission or subsequent bill to medical or paramedical per-
sonnel for a judgment on covered care.

2. Mr. Leon Kane, a registered nurse-specialist In physical therapy and psy-
chiatry, was hired to report for work on Tuesday, March 25. He will also review
admission notices as well as make visits to providers, train claims reviewers,
and refer questionable cases to medical personnel.

3. Dr. Daniel Sheehan, Internist, 80 John Street office, started the week of
March 10 and spends every Friday at Garden City reviewing every questionable
case. Ie will be available more time if necessary, and will render assistance to
the two reviewers. 1)r. Sheehan either clears the case for payment or denies it
and the case is (Ioculented accordingly. If he denies the case, a medical denial
letter is sent to the ECF which states that if more medical evidence to support
covered care is not received within 30 days the case will be denied. (See atteh-
ment 3)

The case Is tickled for 30 days. The intermediary has found that when the
30-day denial letter was sent, the ECF's utilization review committee denied the
ease and submitted a termination bill.
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4. Dr. Marlyn Wertzel, Physiatrist, has been employed initially as a consultant .
She has taken steps to upgrade the quality of review and to establish meaningful
profiles on ECF's. (See attachments 4 and 5. sent to all ECF's). Sie will review
cases referred to her with a view toward ironing out problems, related to over-
iisage of therapy. At the present time ,she is examining all outpatient bills 1or tihe
month of March In order to determine if any coverage problems exist. She will
consider the medical necessity of the physiotherapy ordered and the reason-
ableness of the charge structure.

5. The Intermediary has issued two notices to all ECF's encouraging them to
submit skilled care forms on any claims in which they feel that the diagnosis
may not describe the condition. The notices also remind them to complete the
billing form to show the primary diagnosis for the ECF stay. (See attachments
6 and 7)

6. Records kept by the intermediary since March 3, 1969, reveal that about
40 percent of admisssions are now being questioned. (See attachment 8)

The following actions were taken regarding Hollis and Woodcrest Nursing
Homes:

1. The intermediary stopped paying Hollis Park any money pending the further
results of our visit.

2. Hollis severed Its relationship with the Orthopedic and Rehabilitation
Institute and has hired their own therapist, consisting of five occupational
therapists, five physical therapists, one speech therapist, three social workers,
and one coordinator, presume bly. all of wNin moved over fr im O1. Tbis calri ty
appears excessive to the normal needs of an 80 bed ECF. They siu1nitte(1 a request
to Travelers to increase the interim rate to cover the additional cost of the
therapists. (See attachment 16) Subsequently, Dr. Golberg gave us the impression
that Hollis was releasing all of the therapists.

3. Travelers has continued to pay Woodcrest bills but they have deleted all
ancillary charges. Wooderest has now also hired therapists and requested
Travelers to increase their per dtem rate. The situation remains strange, how-
ever, in that the newly hired therapists for Hollis Park and Woodcrest trans-
ferred en masse from 0111. (See attachment 16)

Travelers--Hartford office

The purpose of the homne office visit wNas to review the intermediary's overall
procedures relative to reimbursenment activities. This included snch items as
establishing Interim rates and subsequent adjustments: recoupment of over-
payments, desk review audit of cost reports, etc., for ECF's. The procedures
employed by the intermediary were discussed with appropriate representatives,
and several provider folders were reviewed to ascertain the implementation
of these procedures. However, our review disclosed that tie intermediary in
general is not executing its reimbursement activities aS fully as anticipated.

Interim ratc.9 and revisions.-Although the Interim rates were generally well
documented, it was found that there was little or no follow-up program to review
and determine the accuracy of the rate on a continuing basis. In other instances,
particularly with new facilities, the Initial Interim rate was established without
any anticipation of increased occupancy. As a result, liberal rates were estab-
lished: and, when subsequent reviews were ultimately made reducing the rates,
there w'as no (ommnensimrte action taken to offset atnv overpayment that may
have occurred during the intervening time between revisions.

In addition, based upon the provider files reviewed, there were no interim
rate revisions made after the desk review of the cost report. It would appear
that revisions would be appropriate prior to the final audit where there was a
substantial under or overpayment.

Ocvrpalments.-In general, the intermediary has not taken any positive
or affirmative action In achieving recoul)ment of overpayments until about Jan-
uary 1969. Currently, the intermediary is withholding amounts from interim
payments.

Basically. the intermediary has taken a very soft approach in this area. A
review of provider files shows that the intermediary In several Instances deter-
mined substantial overpayments generally due to Interim rate reductions but
did not take effective or timely recoupment measures. In some cases, the over-
payment was revealed in mid-1967 but recoupment was not actually initiated
until 1969.

The extent of overpayments to providers serviced by Travelers Is not known.
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However, an observation of a large file of overpayments maintained by the
intermediary wouhl give the appearance that it is extensive and a review of
just a few providers Indicates that the amounts are generally substantial.

Current Financing.-Generally speaking, the intermediary is following the
directives and procedures for making current financing payments (CF'1).

Intermediary Letter No. 22 states that In recomputing a CFP--use the average
of four months killings or a designated "key" month whichever is higher. Tie
intent of the phrase was to use whichever period was more representative. A
review of recomaputations showed that some providers appeared to be "loading-
tip" the "key" month (by delayed billings) to make it the higher base. Accord-
ingly, larger CFP's were made by the intermediary. This matter was discussed
with representatives of the intermediary who confirmed that this practice was
being used by ninny ECF's.

Desk Rcviezv.-The Intermediary has an established desk review program that
covers many aspects which has resulted in adjustments in several areas, such as
low occupancy and owner's compensation, and items have been Identified for the
audit, capability to investigate. Our review of some cost reports Indicate, how-
ever, that many areas are being overlooked. For example, where providers have
elected to use the estima ted percentage method of cost apportionment, very
arbitrary percentages have been approved. In one case, the trial balance showed
almost no identifiable ancillary costs, yet ten percent was approved by the inter-
mediary. Another area involves services purchased under arrangements. In such
cases ancillary services are purchased directly from an outside source with
virtually no cost incurred by the provider. Cost reports reviewed showed pro-
viders allocating as much as 200 percent overhead to such services. When signifi-
cant dollar items of this nature are overlooked, and tentative settlements are
made after the desk review, the possibility of overpaynments are greatly enhanced.

Audits.-The intermediary has contracted for its auditing services primarily
with Ernst and Ernst (E&E). With respect to ECF's, only 11 audited providers
have been completed out of a tot. of over !00. It was observed from the provider
audit files that extensive requests have been made and approved to extend the
audit completion (late. Tie most prevalent reason offered by E&E is "staffing not
available." These frequent requests raise the question as to E&E's physical ca-
lpability of assuming its contractual relationship). The delays not only hinder the
final settinent but it effectively precludes any analysis of audit adjustments so
that we can identify and pinpoint problem areas and develop appropriate solu-
tions; and, in addition, it precludes the cost analysis program from using reliable
data.

Observations in other aras.-It Is quite apparent that a wide variety of prob-
lem areas exist that we have suspected and attempted to cope with in tie prin-
ciples of reimbursement. For example, locking and/or related corporations and
owners, owner's compensation, change of ownership which may not be at arms
length, etc. Common-owned ECF's which raise questions concerning com)ensa-
tion were revealed, such as:

Provider No. Name Related organization(s)

22-5018 Wentworth Manor ................ 60 Associates, N.H. Development Co.
22--5105 Ann Vinal ....................... Clivedon Corp. and Ann Vinal Development Co.
22-5097 M Idred Alford, N.H--- . ......... Dunholme Trust andDunholme Corp.
22-5107 Linda Richards, N.H ------------ Clivedon Corp. and DAAN Realty.

An analysis determined that time owners are claiming owner's compensation in
each facility with no designation of the amount of time devoted. A total of ten
individuals are involved (three-five in each EFC) who have claimed about $190,-
200. While visiting the Hartford office of Travelers, there was apparently no in-
lication either in the tiles or on the part of time individuals that these multiple
ownerships existed. Consequently, no effort was made or is contemplated to
evaluate an individual's total owner's compensation in the various facilities.

It was also noted that related organizations are involved with each of the
facilities. A review of the reports revealed that management fees and/or con-
sultant fees, interest expense, andi rental expense were shown as expenses. The
desk review of these cost reports should have screened out these items for ad-
ditional development before a tentative settlement was made. However, there is
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no indication from the desk review summary sheets that any of the aforesaid
mentioned items were either considered or questioned. In the event any of these
items are eliminated, an overpayment exists. The attached chart (see attach-
ment 17) outlines the relationship of the various individuals, the amount of
owner's compensation, relation organizations, and the cost of certain identifiable
transactions claimed and allegedly paid to the related organizations.

There may be other questionable items, such as purchased laundry and sup-
plies, etc., but they cannot be specifically identified from the cost report to any
organization directly related to the provider.

The Abbet Manor Convalescent Hospital (#5087), Bridgeport, Connecticut, is
a case involving several points. It was built by one of the corporate owners,
Abraham D. Gosman, who also owns several other facilities through the New
England area, such as, Wyndor Convalescent Hospital (#5190). Colchester Con-
valescent Hospital (#5075), a new facility under construction in Danbur-y, Con-
necticut, and about six others handled by Travelers. lie has, of course,
compensation in each of these facilities plus all undetermined number serviced
by other intermediaries. Abbet Manor has been sold to North American Nursing
Home, Inc., but Mr. Gosman received stock instead of cash: al(d, apparently
other similar transactions are in process or completed. All such transact itn.l
should be closely scrutinized to evaluate the bona fideness of the sale and the
basis for depreciation purposes.

Other reports have been received concerning Mr. A. Gosman and the cost
basis of the facilities. Because he is a building contractor, the facilities were built
at a cost far below fair market value in that (1) the normal profit factor was
eliminated, and (2) all actual costs were not necessarily recorded because they
were ultimately charged to other clients. Therefore, he has attempted to get ap-
praisals instead of his actual costs.

It was also noted that a possible conflict of Interest may exist between the
intermediary In that Mr. Gosman has directed that all insurance for facilities
under construction (Danbury) be placed with Travelers.

Wrap-Up Session, Friday, March 28
1. Areas of excessive billings were discussed with Travelers personnel and they

agreed that there was excessive payments made to the lollis Park Gardens
Nursing Home.

2. They also recognized that some type of audit was necessary to recover
payments made for excessive ancillary services and for noncovercd care.

3. A quick review of bills from the Woodcrcst Nursing Home revealed a similar
picture as Hollis, excessive ancillary services. The intermediary was advised that
whatever action they take with Hollis should be taken with Woodcrest and
they agreed.

4. Hollis and Wooderest have hired therapists who were previously employed
by the Orthopedic and Rehabilitation Institute. Since the addition of these
therapists has increased the cost of operating the nursing home, the ECF's sub-
mitted letters to Travels requesting an increase in their interim rate. The request
for staffing-up therapists was informally reviewed with Travelers and it was
agreed that the requests were excessive and further that it was the intermediary's
responsibility to determine what was reasonable in this area before approving
the request for an increase in the per diem rate. (See attachment 16).

Attachment

JosEPJ[ GODFREY, REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVE, BUREAU OF lIEALTi[ INSURANCE,
NFw YORK, ApiL 2, 1969

On March 24th I met with Leo Bell and Jim Nobles of GI-1 to obtain a
random selection of cases submitted by Dr. Goldberg. I was provided with print-
outs on 14 beneficiaries showing all Medicare claims ever processed for them by
Gill. I also obtained many of the SSA-1490's on most of these individuals. In
addition, I learned the following:

1. Dr. Goldberg was in partnership until recently with a Dr. Moskowitz and is
currently in partnership with a Dr. Cirillo. Neither of these doctors ever sent
in a bill under Medicare, instead Dr. Goldberg bills for them in his name. GtI
recently advised I)r. Goldberg that lie ('ani no longer do this and if Dr. Cirillo
performs services lie will bill for them himself. I)r. Moskowitz and Dr. Cirillo
are both orthopedic surgeons and are qualified specialists. Dr. Goldberg, of
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course, Is also an orthopedic surgeon. Up until recently Dr. Goldberg's fee for
a nursing home visit was $20, and this is what GHI allowed him per visit
Their allowance for Dr. Moskowitz and Dr. Girillo would have been $15. GUI
told Dr. Goldberg that he could no longer bill for physicians with whom he is
in partnership when they learned of this discrepancy. In addition, GHI has
lowered Dr. Goldberg's allowed charge from $20 to $15.

2. GHI reviewed the bills received from Dr. Goldberg for the months of
October, November, and December 1968. They found that the only bills for ECF
visits submitted during this period were for inpatients at Hollis Park. Total pay-
ments to Dr. Goldberg for professional services in October 1968 were $6,967.50,
in November they were $3,217.80, and In December $1,447.80. Payments to Dr.
Goldberg for therapy performed by the Orthopedic Rehabilitation Institute (ORI)
were $2,688 for October, $1,572 for November, and $1,119 for December. Some of
these treatments were rendered to outpatients of nursing homes. The homes
involved are St. Albans and Elizabeth Irwin where there are very few Medicare
patients. Some work was rendered to patients of Hollis Park at the Institute
but not in any great numbers. Patients are transported to Dr. Goldberg's office
directly from the nursing homes.

On Tuesday, I met with Lloyd Nichols of Travelers and the Central Office
team which is looking into Travelers' ECF's. The team was led by George
Gordon of DIO and included Jim Reilly of Reimbursement, and Gertrude Arm-
strong, a nurse. I spent most of my time reviewing the 1453's submitted on
behalf of the 14 people whose claims G1I had given me. We learned that Dr.
Goldberg had not submitted any bills to the Part B carrier for therapy and had
supplied therapy to Hollis Park under arrangement. The Nursing Home was
billed by ORI and then billed the program for PT, OT, Social Service, Speech
Therapy, and Psychotherapy. From the 1453's it became apparent that we were
paying an average bill of about $1,000 per patient. I compared the 1453's against
the printouts which GHI supplied to verify that we are not being billed twice for
therapy and to determine the extent of outpatient work Dr. Goldberg performed
for patients of Iollis Park.

On Wednesday. I visited the Hollis Park Nursing Home with the Central
Office team, and we met with Eli Lewis, the home's administrator, the home's ac-
countant, Mrs. Matson who is the bookkeeper, and Mrs. Lotthelmer, the head
nurse. Mr. Lewis took us on a tour of the ECF, aud everyone was quite im-
pressed with the physical plant as well as the treatment which beneficiaries were
receiving.

Mr. Lewis no longer has arrangements with ORI to provide therapy but has
hired several of Dr. Goldberg's former employees to provide therapy in the ECP.
Hollis Park does not have extensive therapy equipment, and we saw only one
individual receiving personal attention. We saw many people sitting and making
doilies, pot holders, and things of that sort. We also saw about 20 people lined up
in the corridor receiving PT from a RPT. There was only one therapist present
and the people were merely moving their arms from one side of their bodies to
the other. All of the individuals were In wheelchairs. We later learned that
medicare program would be paying $9 for each of these individuals for physio.

therapy even if they received no other form of PT during that day and even if
they never received Individualized attention.

We next began to examine medical records and billing records. I examined
the medical records of the 14 beneficiaries for whom I had claims material. I also
examined the therapy billings. In the medical files I examined the progress notes,
nursing notes, and doctors' orders to determine how many visits were actually
made. It turned out that Dr. Goldberg had been billing for himself, Dr. Moskowitz
and at times Dr. Samuel Grubin. Dr. Grubin Is a GP and GHi would allow only
$8 for his visits. On tho other hand. we could establish that all the services for
which Dr. Goldberg billed were performed by someone. In many Instances where
Dr. Grubin was rendering services, both he and Dr. Moskowitz or Dr. Goldberg
wolild vi-it the patient on the same day.

1)r. Gruhin would write a lr'gresN note or order treatment, and Dr. Moskowitz
or Dr. Goldberg would then come by and merely countersign the note or order.
We could not verify every single date of service but we were able to come very
close to it. Surprisingly, in some cases Dr. Goldberg was billing for less visits than
were actually rendered.

It should be noted the medical records at Hollis Park are extraordinary. They
are complete In almost all aspects and are quite detailed.
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It should also be noted that although some slight discrepancies exist between
the number of visits billed and the number of services rendered the Part B
carrier has been consistently disallowing a large number of )r. Goldberg's visits
and therefore even where there is a discrepancy, there is no overpayment
inlvolve(l.

I also examined the medical charts used by ORI which are kept in each l)tiont's
file. The therapists do not sign this record each time they see a patient, but we
were told they try to sign the chart about once a week. The charts themselves
reveal no pattern in relation to the frequency with which they are signed. Never-
theless. I recorded for each patient the number of PT, OT. and other therapy or
social service visits shown on these charts. I checked to ascertain whether therapy
had been ordered by a physician and In all cases it had been; most of the time
Dr. Moskowitz wrote the orders. In many instances the file also contained an
authorization by the patient's personal physician permitting ORI to make an
evaluation of the therapy that would be needed. In addition, we found that on
about a monthly basis there would be a team conference held on each beneficiary.
At these conferences the various therapists who are treating a patient review his
chart and make a progress report. Sometimes a physician is present at these
conferences as well.

Next I examined the bills which Iollis Park had received from ORI. These bills
are the home's basis for their Medicare billings. Each nionth they receive a billing
sheet from OR which lists the patient's name and the number of treatments
rendered; this is broken down by type of therapy and the charge for that spe-
cialty. The usual charge is $9 per visit. The full record:: for the visits themselves
are not kept at Hollis Park but are in the possession of Dr. Goldberg. Mr. Lewis
said they did not know exactly how Dr. Goldberg arrived at the number of visits
although they did know that each therapist would keep a record of each patient
seen on any given day. The only records the home keps of the therapist Is a
sign-in book. (Each person who comes in to work at the home each day must sign
in and ont.) The ECF enters the services from OR's monthly billing on to 1453's
and sends them to Travelers. Travelers, In turn, paid for all the therapy. There
apparently has never been any medical consideration of what the intermediary
was paying for.

The summary for all visits for 1963 showed the following: 41.387 visits by
therapists of all types at $9 per visit for a grand total of $372,483. This comes
out to approximately 113 visits per day. When you consider that all the visits
were to Medicare patients and that the facility has only 80 beds and that thera-
pists did not come regularly on Saturdays and Sundays, we were charged for
about 2 visits per day per beneficiary. In fact, we were charged 1.4 visits per bed
per day for the entire year. The breakout by types of services Is as follows: PT,
12,026 visits for $108,234; OT, 15,432 visits for $138,888: Speech Therapy, 3,415
visits for $30,735; Social Service, 6,129 visits for $55,161: Psychotherapy, 4,385
visits for $39,465.

For the individual beneficiaries. I found that the 1453's reflected the billing from
Hollis Park but that the medical charts maintained in the Home showed only
about Ma to 1/4 of the visits for which we had been billed. Mr. Lewis maintained
that he was sure Dr. Goldberg had the full records for these visits and that he
was of the Impression that Dr. Goldberg's records had been spot checked in the
past by someone on his staff. It should be noted that the amount of therapy for
which we were billed In 1967 was $311,000.

On Thursday, we visited Dr. Donald Goldberg at the OR . Dr. Goldberg spent
about one hour haranguing us and informing us of the venial nature of the
Social Seeurity Administration. lie then calned down and took us on a tour
of the Institute. Onee again everyone was quite impressed by the type of treat-
ment and the physical layout of the facility. To a layman it appeared obvloas
that there was a distinct difference between the type of therapy which could
be rendered at the Institute and the type of therapy which was being provided
at the ECF; that being performed at Hollis Park is certainly worth a whole
lot less.

Dr. Goldherg then took us Into his office and opened all his records. His records
are extraordinarily extensive and complete. Dr. Goldberg explained to me that
whenever lie or Dr. Moskowitz saw a patient at Hollis Park they would mark
this down on a piece of paper and then give this paper to their billing office. In
practlee. thee plyclans saw 10 or 15 people each time they went into Holls
Park and wer'e actually filling ot a roster of the people they saw on any given
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day. These records are placed in a book by the billing office and SSA-1-190's are
prepared directly from them. I examined Dr. Goldberg's copies of the SSA-1490's
to verify this.

From the records kept )y Dr. GoI(lberg of Nursing Home visits, it is impossible
to tell whether the visit was performed by Dr. Goldberg, Dr. Moskowitz, or Dr.
Cirillo.

However, several of the sheets were sigicd by Dr. Grubin, and it is possible
to (letermnine what visits lie actually made. I examined the Hollis Park visit
sheets to get an idea of the extent of Dr. Goldberg's activities in the home. These
records proved to be quite interesting. For example, on November 20, 22, and
24, 1967 a total of 48 visits are recorded. For November 27, 29 and December 1,
an additional 50 visits are shown. Daring the week of December 18, 1967, an
additional 55 visits are recorded. For the week of February 12, 1908, 50 visits
are shown. For the month of July 1908, 176 visits were billed. Either Dr. Mos-
kowitz or Dr. Goldberg visited the home almost every other day, and each time
they visited between 11 and 15 patients. Beginning with October 1968, the effect
that GIIS hs had on Dr. Goldberg's billing became apparent. For the entire
month of October, only 32 visits were billed. Dr. Goldberg and Dr. Moskowitz
visited Hollis Park no more than once a week and saw only 8 patients each
time. In November, the weekly visit pattern continued and the total number of
visits was 30. In December, the same pattern existed and the total number of
visits was 34. It would seem that any overutilization that once existed has been
efficiently eliminated.

I also examined the visit records for each of the 14 people for whom I had
clainas. These records matched quite closely with the Nursing Home records and,
at times. reflected fewer vi.its. Dr. Goldberg also pointed out that he had billed
for 1)r. (rubin on several occasions. Dr. Goldberg later learned that GHI's
allowan e for )r. Grubin was substantially lower than what he was allowed and
lie sent in amended claims substantially reducing the number of visits. In addi-
tion. he also withdrew bills for visits to patients under Dr. Grubin's care. These
were ideit iilble because the charts pertaining to these patients bore notes signed
by both l)r. Grubin and/either Dr. Goldberg or Dr. Moskowitz. Dr. Goldberg-
\-as quite upset with CMi's limiting of his payments and is of the opinion they are
trying to destroy his medical practice. From the other side of the fence, however,
it would appear that GHII Is doing an excellent job in limiting physicians' fees.

While at Dr. Goldberg's office, the team also examined the therapists' records.
I did not do too much of this myself, but I learned the following things:

1. For OT, PT, and Speech Therapy treatments, the program was billed for
no more thau one visit per day per specialty per patient. This was the case
regardless of the number of times the patient was seen by therapists and rearr,
less of the number of modalities involved.

This mans that if a person wa. seen 5 times by one physiotheraplist or by
5 different plhysiotherapists we would receive only one $9 charge for physio-
therapy. On the other hand, if the patient were part of a group of 30 people
receiving PT at the same time and this was the only treatment he got, we would
still be charged $9.

2. For psycotlherapy and social services, we are billed on a unit basis. At
the time, of discharge for examlde. the social worker who is, of course, an
employee of OR1. would interview the beneficiary, the beneficiary's family,
malke arrangement for beneticiary's discharge, and complete a report on the
beneficiary. Each of these activities would lie considered a uit, and we would
be billed $36. We discovered several instances in which we were billed for 7 or
8 units of social work for one' individual in a single day. We also saw that it
was quite comiimon for a social worker to do 20 to 25 units of work a day. My
recollection is that Dr. Goldberg used two, or perhal)s three, social workers at
Hollis Park.

We checked the number of visits shown on the records kept by the individlial
therapists and determined that they were in substantial agreement with
1)r. Goldberg's bills to time ECF. lii general. the number of visits recorded came
within one of the number of visits billed. For example, Dr. Goldberg may have
billed for 19 visits and we discovered 18 or perhaps 20.

Another extremely interesting procedure for which SSA has been paying is the
team conference. A teaiin conference is a meeting of the therapists who are treat-
ing an individual. This may Involve anywher, from 3 to 5 therapists, each repre-
senting a different specialty. At times, the theraipists are also accompanied by
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a physician. The team examines the beneficiary's chart and discusses his
progress. They also keep minutes of their meeting for each patient. At times,
these minutes can be as long as 3 pages while at other times each therapist's
report is no more than one line. The program Is billed $9 for each therapist at a
team conference and no direct visit is ever made to the beneficiary during these
conferences. In fact, If a beneficiary does receive treatment on the day of the
team conference, we would be billed another $9 for each specialty that treats
him. The team conferences average about one per month per beneficiary, although
we discovered that on December 6, 1967 there were 58 team coLferences in one
day. This means that the intermediary received a bill for $2,088 in team confer-
ences alone. This seems incredible since it does not at all involve direct contact
with the beneficiary. On the same date, we received an additional bill for $1,116
for actual visits to patients. This represents 124 actual treatments. Thus, the
grand total for one day of therapy was over $3,200.

The only problem I uncovered in relation to Dr. Goldberg was that GHI allowed
him $20 for an ECP visit whereas Dr. Moskowitz' allowance would have been
only $15. As Dr. Moskowitz and Dr. Goldberg are both orthopedic surgeons, we
cannot be sure that Dr. Goldberg was aware of this. When GHI actually became
aware of this situation, they informed Dr. Goldberg that he could not bill for
another physician in the future and they have now reduced his allowance from
$20 to $15 per visit.

It should be noted that GHI has been closely reviewing Dr. Goldberg's claim
for medical necessity for quite some time. This has always resulted in substan-
tial reduction of the number of visits for which Dr. Goldberg has received pay-
ment. In October of 1968, Dr. Goldberg apparently changed his billing procedure
In acknowledgment of expected action on the part of GHI.

I am enclosing summaries of each of the 14 patients whose medical history I
examined as well as the SSA-1490's and SSA-1453's which are currently in our
possession. We are requesting the remaining claim forms for all services rendered
our 14 beneficiaries during the time they were inpatients at Hollis Park and will
forward them in the near future.

Mr. BALL. Dr. Bell suggests that we should clarify the status of that
case. This is one of our reports, and I do not think that we could say
that it was finally settled.

Dr. BELL. No, Mr. Chairman. The intermediary is reviewing, a
sample of bills back to the beginning of the program from this facility,
from this provider.

There has been no final settlement of the first year of Medicare serv-
ices by this provider, and so the whole matter of the amount of the
overpayment is still open for an audit.

Mr. BALL. The figure should be more.
Senator WILLIAMS. Then the $150,000, where did that figure come

from that you gave? What did that relate to yesterday when we were
told that you had stopped future payments until you collected
$150,000?

Now, has it been settled, or has it not?
Mr. TIENEzy. Senator, if I might add a point there--
Senator WIlLIAms. I think you had better.
Mr. TIERNEY. It is $150,000 that has been indicated without the de-

tailed review that is now going on-there is $150,000 indicated as an
overpayment. That is being withheld at the rate of 10 percent of all
amounts that are being paid now, and all bills are now being reviewed
to assure that only appropriate covered services are being paid for.
Now, as a result of the overall audit it may be that the total overpay-
ment amounts to more than the $150,000. h~ut, on an interim basis, we
are now withholding until we have withheld $150,000.

Mr. BALL. In other words, that is just the minimum, Senator.
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Senator WIUAMS. You are going back beyond this period of the
audit report?

Dr. BELL. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLiAmS. Now, on this $372,000 in physical therapy, about

how much was paid in the 12 months preceding? I am delighted to
know that you have that information. I did not know you had it. I
did not ask for it yesterday.

How much was paid in this same nursing home for physical therapy
in the preceding period?

Dr. BELL. Sir; we will have to submit that for the record.
Senator WILLIAMS. Approximately how much?
Dr. BELL. I do not know, sir.
Senator WILUAMS. Do you not have any idea?
Dr. BEm. No, I do not have that information in front of me, sir.
Mr. BALL. We can get that, I think, relatively quickly, Senator Wil-

liams. It is just that you and I are both working from this report that
the staff made that had that 1 year in it. We are now examining into
the past years, too, and we just do not have the figure here.

Senator WHILLAM-S. You will have the report on all of the other
years? Well, do you have any objection to putting this in the record
for this one year.

Mr. BAuA. No, we have no objection.
Senator WILLIAM3S. I mean, this would not interfere with your col-

lection proceedings or anything if we put this 1-year report in?
Mr. BALL. 1 d( not, see why it would interfere, Senator, at all, as

long as we do not say that it is a final report.
Senator WILLIAMS. I accept that, that this is your preliminary state-

ment, and that is fine, and we will put the report in the record.
(The information requested had not been received at the time of

printing.)

31ASSACHUSEI'WS CASE

Now, I want to ask you a question about another case. I will not
identify it for the moment, but it is included in your April 8th report
in Massachusetts, and without identifying it further it is identified only
by the number, PM225124. It is on page 3 of that report, if that is any
good to you.

Mr. TiERNEY. Senator, would you mind telling me which report
you are reading from? Our report ?

Senator WILLIAMS. Yes; the April 8, 1969, audit report of survey.
Mr. TIERNEY. I am afraid that I do not J,%ve it here, Senator.
Mr. HEss. Is this the GAO report or the HEW?
Senator WILLIA3S. No, this is the HEW report.
Mr. TIERNEY. Validation visit report?
Senator WILLIA-MS. Yes; I will read it just briefly here. The account-

ant member of the firm did not, visit this provider. However, an auditor
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from the internliediarv contract andit firm visited the regional office of
tie interinediary ini Ploston while the accountant member of the team
was making his review.

'The auditor disclosed that lie had discovered several issues that had
significant medicare impact, and then continuing he states that he
discovered that the extended care facility was paving a cleaning cor-
poration, which was a related company to the nursing homne, $64,000
for so-called housekeeping services, and that the extended care facility
also entered into a purchase-lease agreement with another subsidiary
company of the same group, and it agreed to pay the related company
$8,900 per month for 60 months for the leasing of all of the equipment,
to a total of $234,000.

Tn addition, the extended care facility paid another related company
:$15,000 for management fees, and in addition, the auditor tentatively
projeted-the extended care facility to be overpaid in the amount of
$100,000 and he also believes that the same amount will be owed for
.the subsequent accounting period.

Now, what steps have been taken on that and how does that situation
stand? Can you recall that one or not ?

Mr. TIEIzNEY. I do not recall tie case offhand, Senator. I can tell
you this, that the regulations prohibit any kind of automatic recogni-
tion of payments between subsidiary comil)anies. They do require that
they be on the basis of reasonable cost. We will not allow a charge
arrangement with a subsidiary to simply be passed through the cost )f
the participating institution. '

Now, if in our audit we have discovered this we would, of course,
move to recover it. I cannot tell you about the individual case.

Senator WIr,LIArS. Now, this was April the Sth and you do not
know whether any steps have been takeni to recover this or what pro-
ce(lure was taken with this nursing home ?

Mr. TIRNmEY. Generally, we certainly would have this information,
Senator.

Senator WILLIAMS. What concerns me is that it is the same carrier
that had this other ope.

Mr. TIE NEY. I beg your pardon?
Senator WILLIArS. The same carrier was handling this as was han-

dling the other one.
Mi. TTEI:EY, Then I assume we have also directed recovery on this,

but I do not want to tell you that until I find out specifically if it is
trie. I am not familiar with that case.

Senator AVILLIM S. You will check that and give us a report as to
its status?

Mr. TmtiEY. I certainly will.
(Clerk's Note: The committee was informed by letter dated July 30,

1969, from I-oward A. Cohen, Deputy Assistant; Secretary for Legis-
lation, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, that the data
requested was not available at that time. The committee was further
advised that as the material became available it would be forwarded to
the committee. At the date lf printing. October 1, 1969, the informna-
t ioit to be furnished had not beenirceived.)
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST

Senator WLLIA3s. Are arrangements such as this permitted under
your regulations?

Mr. TiFRNEY. No, they are not, Senator. There are specific provisions
in the reimbursement manual that any kind of contractual relationship
between either a subsidiary or affiliated corporations cannot be ac-
cepted simply on a contract price basis, but rather that the reasonable
cost of the services rendered is all that is reimbursable.

Senator WILLIATs. How does it work in the cases of forming, not
exactly conglomerates, but putting together four or five or half a dozen
nursing homes and putting together a package of hospitals, and then
setting the organizers up on a rather liberal salary scale, and with
the ownership of this company being passed out to either firms who
would be in a position to deal with the facilities and have some of the
stock, or having several members of the medical profession who will
be working in these homes and hospitals as stockholders also?

Is there any conflict of interest involved in that? Is there any con-
flict of interest where the doctors, in effect, would be working for them-
selves under medicare or medicaid?

Mr. TIEIRNEY. I do not kniow that you can automatically conclude a
conflict of interest because a doctor has a stock interest in a facility,
Senator. It certainly raises some issues.

I think the American Medical Association itsel f ha.; said that where
there is doctor ownership of a drug store of another healthh facility that
the possibility of conflict of interest exists.

Senator WILLIAMS. I know that the American Medical Association
has taken that position, and in fact it has taken a stronger position-
as I understand it-than has the Department, and I am wA-ondering just
what your position is on that?

Mr. TIERNEY. Our position is in full accord, Senator. Reference
was made yesterday to a report on a doctor-owned extended care
facility where the doctor lives in the penthouse-we discovered that
case sometime ago and have stopped all payments to that doctor-we
think there was definite con flict of interest there.

There was a pattern of charge for his medical services that just was
unreasonable. We are not making any further payments to him. We
are initiating a full investigation and, of course, will recoup payments.
I do not think this is the appropriate action, Senator, in every instance.
I am not sure that there are not doctors who own small hospitals or
extended care facilities who are operating them fully legitimately, but
the inference is tlere and it is w orthy of our investigation.

Senator WILLIA-MS. Well, the case that you and I discussed about
a month ago involved a doctor setting up a. company with five nursing
%homes and then contracting with himself for $75,000 or $80,000 a year
in salary for 5 years, and adding his wife at another $15.000 a year.
These homes were then capitalized at about three times what it was
just before this changeover. I have as vet not been able to get your
department to tell us just how much of that stl"iry you are goilg to
recognize or whether you are recognizing it as what you would call
management services or whether you will reimburse hiim as a doctorr
with his captive patients, or just what steps you are going to take.

Mr. rInItNEY. Well, as we talked vester(lay, that institution hIas just
changed hands and, of course, it will noNw ))e setting u1) a whole new
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balance sheet and a whole new reimbursement mechanism. Let me
answer your question specifically. As far as the $75 000 and the $15,000,
we will allow only the portion that would be paid to such a manager
in the open market. We have specific regulations on the amount of
owners' compensation that can be reimbursed and it must be deter-
mined on the basis of what is being reasonably paid on an arm's-length
basis in that area to hire an administrator, a qualified person, and
that is the limit of our payment.

As far as the establishment of new assets for depreciation purposes,
that has not been done yet because no cost report has come in.

I think, Senator, you have put your finger on a very important
point, that we should inejude in our examination of the adequacy of a
facility to participate in the program a requirement of a full financial
statement. Our examination has focused largely on the health and
safety provisions of the statute and whether or not it is equipped to
render appropriate services.

We have not put into the conditions in the past a requirement for a
full disclosure of the facilities financial setup. Now, the law has some
limitations on how far we can go into looking into financial setups,
but it seems to me appropriate that that kind of a condition be included
in the future and we are now working on amendments to those
conditions.

Senator WILLIAtrs. But there is no limit as to how far you can. go
when they are being financed to a large extent with money coming
out of the public Treasury. I do not think you are handicapped as
to-

Mr. TiERNEY. Certainly not for denying pa ments. I am talking now
about getting a pre-look--prior to finding that a facility qualifies as
aprovider of services. What you are looking for, Senator-what kind
of financial arrangements are they going to have-I cannot tell you
now because they have not as yet furnished the information.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, but this particular case I am speaking
about is operating at 85 percent medicaid right now.

Mr. TFRNHY. Medicaid, yes, sir, But it is not participating in medi-
care now as an extended care facility, although it expects to be in the
future.

COORDINATION OF MEDICARE AND MEDICAID

Senator WILLIAMS. It is my understanding that medicaid is still a
part of the U.S. Government's program.

Mr. TIERNEY. There is no question about that.
Senator WILLIAMS. And maybe it is proper that I introduce you to

Dr. Land, and maybe Dr. Land can tell me how we are going to work
on these. I am not trying to separate one program from the other.

They all come out of the same department, and I suppose they clear
through Mr. Ball's office or they talk with them, and if they do not,
maybe we need some place where they could be cleared.

Sr. TIERNEY. Senatorsif I may, we have a provision that we will
make full disclosure to the State agency in this situation of the cost
reports which we have from that institution and the cost figures which
we have developed.

Now, as we talked yesterday, this institution is in Massachusetts. Am
I not correct? Dr. Land can talk to this, but medicaid pays on a flat
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negotiated fee basis. I do not recall but I think it is $15 a day inaxi-
mum, so that they do not have all of the same interests in ultimate
cost reimbursements that we have, but nevertheless, our cost figures
will be totally available to the State agency in determining the reason-
ableness of what they are paying.

NURSING HOME OWNERSHIP AND F]IA FINANCING OF NURSING 11O1%E
CONSTRUCTION

Senator WILLIAMS. By the way, we asked for a complete list of all
the nursing homeowners about two months ago. Has that been assem-
bled yet; do either you or Dr. Land--do you have that yet?

Dr. LAND. Yes, sir; I think the list of all of the nursing homes has
been delivered prior to today and we are delivering the first package
of ownerships, a listing of the ownerships of nursing homes this
afternoon.

Senator WILLIAMS. Does that include all of the nursing homes?
Dr. LAD. In the United States and those jurisdictions that have

nursing homes outsi n tdStes.
Senator Wi s. Well, I apprecia ur making those available,

and we can ok them over and discuss them tr, because when these
hearings 'e resumed, of coupe, the adminis tion officials will be
back fo urther discussion. (..
No when you jee urn hing aiI4 assemblin that list, did you

assenible inforat ion t e exnt to which these n sing homes are
finaticed by th FHA or ome o her government agenc "

Senator WILLIAMS. k-we 1 no be esuming ese hearings
for a couple of week so,ntil rid the tax 11, could you
got that additional i# martin for rom the FHA, so at we would

Wto stgth X ~te.e ing hesenursnghomes in
te e first ple, an .te 6 s ow t6valuations appear? The

I ton t is beca ow that one of thos in particular
to which w. refee e for around 600 000, and
th depreci 0ttUdown 3 0,000 a it was so in the trans-
fer f one of these operatig- or t and a arter ml ion. Certainly
som ody is planning. to get ing a turn capital ack on the two
and quarter, and if it does, it is in to be a s able operation. I
know of 50 specifih"operations e we nterested i examining and. we
discuseaI"Re of them yesterd ,.
I do not sy that we will discuss all of th 0,but they do needto

be examined, I hope you will exa it in the meantime and
maybe you can coe~iip with som gestions as to how to help us,
too.

(The material referred to appears as appendix D of this hearing,
p. .471.)

REEVALUATION oF FIXED ASSETS

Mr. HESS. Mr. Chairman, on that specific point we have requested
a ruling and we received a ruling some time ago from the General
Counsel's office on the reevaluation of fixed assets through corporate
reorganizations and if you wish' we would like to submit it for your
consideration, or for the record, whichever you choose.

32-108-69-18
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Senator WmmLI. ,s. If it is short, just read it. If it is very long, ,Nvhy,
you can submit it.

Mr. IEss. It is quite lengthy, sir.
Senator WILAMSrr . Vell, then, how about submitting it for the

record, and you can just give a brief summary.
(The ruling referred to follows:)

OFFICE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL, APRIL 29, 1969

REEVALUATION OF FIXED ASSETS THROUGH CORPORATE REORGANIZATION AND/OR
VALUATION BY AN APPRAISAL FlItH

Syllabi
In a case where a hospital, operated by a corporation, had rented most of the

plant assets used in its operation from a partnership whose members were also
the stockholders in the corporation, and a new corporation had been formed to
acquire control of the hospital through purchase of its corporate stock and had
also purchased the rented plant assets from the partnership and then transferred
them to the corporation owning the hospital; held, since there was no sale of
assets owned by the hospital corporation, there being only a change of ownership
of the stock of the corporation and, accordingly, the established depreciation
base of these assets remained in effect, and since the assets formerly owned by
the partnership also already had an established depreciation base for the reason
that the partnership had been treated as a "related organization" under section
405.427 of Regulations No. 5 and partnership expenses allowed as costs instead
of the rental paid for the use of the assets, in contemplation of the regulations
the partnership assets already belonged to the corporation; hence, the transfer
of these assets by the new corporation to the hospital corporation is not recog-
nizable as a sale for purposes of establishing a new depreciation base. Also,
interest on notes given to partnership in connection with purchase of plant
assets not reimbursable under principles established in sections 405.419 and
405.427 which are that individuals having a common interest may not be per-
mitted to deal with themselves in such way as to profit from the program
beyond costs of operation in furnishing services to beneficiaries. (MEMO GC :H1
(Settle) to BIl 4/29/69.)

1861 (v) (1). 1-9-2-2.
In a case where stock in three proprietary corporations owning a hospital and

its equipment had been sold to a newly formed non-proprietary corporation of
which the Board of Trustees is composed largely of stockholders of the former
corporations and other persons identified with them, and the administration
and staff of the hospital remains the same, and, allegedly, the three proprietary
corporations were dissolved and all assets were merged Into the new entity;
held, there was no recognizable sale of assets which would warrant the estab-
lishing of a new depreciation base for the hospital assets. Also, the Interest on
notes given to the former stockholders in the original corporations not allowable
as a cost item for the reason that the former stockholders are substantially the
same persons having interests in the new corporation. (MEMO GC :HI (Settle)
to B1 dated 4/29/69.)

1861(v) (1), IA-9-2-2.
This refers to your memorandum of February 7, 1969, on the above subject,

and to the documents which you enclosed for our review.
The questions presented involve a determination of the applicable reimburse-

ment principles as to two provider hospitals. They are considered concurrently
for the reason that the facts of the cases are similar in that in each there has
been a transfer of ownership of the capital stock in the corporation operating
the hospital.

The facts of the Rancocas Valley Hospital case are well summarir'd In your
memorandum as follows:

"Rancocas Valley Hos;pital was a corporation that had operated as a Medicare
provider, with Prudential as their fiscal intermediary. It rented property from
Medicorp. a partnership, whose members were nlso the stockholders of the
corporation. Prudential disallowed the rent, applyini" Section 405.427 of SSA
Regulation No. 5, allowing the partnership expenses instead.

"In 1968 American Medicorp, Inc. was formed for the purpose of acquiring
Rancocas Valley Hospital (and its affiliate, Medicorp) and two other hospitals,
one in Pennsylvania and the other in Florida.
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"M rom information secured from the intermediary, It doe,; ii,)t al'pear that
there was any substantial common ownership in Anirican \ dicurp, Inc., and
any of the hospitals, prior to their purchase.

"In order to finance the purchases, American Medicorp, low., issued and offered
to the public 345,000 shares of its stock at $20 per share. It also issued 52,500
shares as part of the purchase payment of the hospitals.

"The directors and officers of American Medicorp, Inc., as a group (5 persons)
prior to the public offering owned 340,500 shares (95.8% of the outstanding
shares before public offering) for which they paid $3,405 (1 per share). After
giving 3,000 shares to the corporation as part of the purchase of the hospitals,
and after the public offering, their holding ,stood at 337,500 shares (45%) which
at the offering price to the public of $20 per share would be valuated at $6,750,000,
which represents a value increase of nearly 200,000% in approximately a 2 month
period.

"Three of the directors are partners in the law firm that represented Parkview
(Pa.) Hospital in its sale to American Medicorp, Inc., for which a fee of $97,500
was received.

"The acquisition of the three hospitals was accomplished by a purchase of their
capital stock. The assets and liabilities of the leasing partnerships affiliated with
two of the hospitals were purchased and transferred to the hospitals which re-
tained their corporate form, becoming subsidiaries of American Medicorp, Inc.
The hospitals maintained their some provider status with Medicare without alter-
ation of contract or provider number.

"The officers and directors of American Medicorp have limited experience in
hospital management. Each hospital, consequently, has an opera, ! - committee,
the majority of whose members are the same physicians previoua.y engaged in
the management of each hospital.

"American Medicorp, Inc., paid more for the businesses than their book values
-and charged the excess to various accounts on their consolidated statement, as
-shown below.

Parkview
Hospital, Rancocas

Corporation-Hospital affiliated partnership- Equipment equipment Medicorp Golden Isles

Sales price:
Cash ........................................................ $1, 150, 000 $1,475, 000 $1,800,000
Notes ........................................................ 800, 000 2, 575, 000 0Stock-valued at $20!share, offer price .......................... 300,000 750,000 0

Total ...................................................... 2,250, 000 4,800, 000 1,800,000

Sook value:
S/H equity-corporations ....................................... 270,196 56,387 173, 409
Partners' equity-partnerships ................................. 49,376 220,237 0

Total ----------------------------------------- 319,572 277 174 173 409
Excess paid over book value ............................ 1,930,428 4, 522, 826 1,626:591
Excess charged to:

Property plant and equipment .................................. 384,313 320,296 119,978
Excess of cost of investment, over underlying book value ........... 1,557,912 4,176,122 1,506,613
Other miscellaneous accounts ................................... (11,797) 26,408 0

Total ...................................................... 1,930,428 4,522,826 1,626,591

"American Medlorp, Intends to have each subsidiary depreciate its portion of
the excess charged to 'Property, Plant and Equipment', and amortize its share
of the account entitled 'Excess of Cost of Investment Over Underlying Book
Value'; these accounts totaling $8,065,234. No appraisal has been made."

We would add to these facts the further comment that apparently the stock
in the Rancocas Valley Hospital corporation was acquired on a straight stock
exchange basis, 37,500 shares of the American Medicorp stock being exchanged
for all of the outstanding capital stock of the Rancocas Valley Hospital Corpora-
tion. Also, to clarify another point, virtually all of the plant assets used in the
operation of the hospital apparently were owned by the Medicorp partnership,
American Medicorp paid the partnership $1,475.000 cash for its equity in these
assets plus its note for $2,575,000 bearing interest at 4%. In addition, it assumed
Medicorp's mortgage note, and other obligations, totalling $1,186,600. As you
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stated, it is reported that the plant assets formerly owned by the Medicorp
partnership were sold by American Medicorp to Rancocas Valley Hospital "for
the same price that it paid."

It appears to be your view that no sale of assets has occurred which would
warrant a revaluation of assets and the establishing of a new depreciation base;
that there has been merely a sale of stock. You point out that the Rancocas Hospi-
tal has retained its corporate structure, and that the Medieorp partnership which
was previously treated as merged for Medicare purposes is now legally merged.
Accordingly, you would use the book value of the former stockholder's equity in
the Rancoeas Corporation, plus the book value of their equLty as partners in the
Medieorp partnership, as the depreciation base for all of the plant assets now
owned by the Rancocas IIos)ital Corporation. You also state that you are "of the
opinion that the interest paid on the notes is for the purchase of the stock and
would therefore not be an allowable cost of medical care."

In our opinion the conclusions you have reached on these points are correct.
We believe, also, that we are in agreement with you on the rationale, but perhaps
we would express it a bit differently.

As we understand it, you have been allowing the Rancocas Valley Hospital
Corporation depreciation on its holdings based on the book value of its equity
in them. You also have been allowing the costs of the Medicorp partnership, as
a related organization, and in that connection have allowed depreciation on the
partnership) holdings, based on the partnership equity In them. Prior to the acqui-
sition of the Rancocas Hospital stock and the partnership assets, then, there had
already been established a depreciation base for all of the assets for Medicare
purposes.

On your point that no sale of assets occurred, that there was only a sale of
stock, we believe that on the facts of record a sale of assets did occur, the ques-
tion -being whether there was a sale which must be recognized for purposes of
establishing a new depreciation base for the assets.

As to the plant assets which have belonged all along to the Rancocas Hospital
Corporation, there is, of course, no change. The corporation still owns them : the
sale of stock did not affect its ownership; hence, there is no question of there
being a change of depreciation base of those assets. The question is as to the
plant assets formerly owned by the Medieorp partnership. These assets were un-
deniably sold by the partners to the American Medicorp Corporation. As to Amer.
i(.an Medicorp, there was a sale. But when they were in turn transferred by
American Medicorp to the old corporation, Rancocas Hospital Corporation, did
a sale occur which must 'be recognized for purposes of establishing a new de-
predation base? We think not. The holdings of the group which originally
owned the stock in the Hospital Corporation, and were the same group that
com)oqed the partnership owning the main hospital plant assets, were, in accord-
ance with Department regulation, treated collectively for purposes of cost reim-
bursement. In contemplation of the regulations, the partnership assets already
belonged to the corporation. Therefore, in contemplation of the regulations, no
sale of the assets to the corporation could occur. Under the authority of section
1861(v) (1) of the Act, the Secretary has by regulation prescribed the rules to be
followed in determining provider costs. Those regulatory rules are exclusive and
final. The established depreciation base of the assets formerly owned by the part-
nership, accordingly, continues to be in effect.

As to the interest expense on the notes given by the Medicorp corporation to
the partners in connection with the acquisition of the partnership assets, we
agree with you that this is not a reimbursable cost item. Again there is clear
direction in the regulations establishing the principles of reimbursement for
provider costs. In section 405.419, the principle is established that interest, to be
allowable as "proper" interest, must be "paid to a lender not related through
control or ownership, or personal relationship to the borrowing organization."
This provision in the regulations goes hand in hand with the provisions of section
405.427 which establish the principles for reimbursing providers for services,
facilities, and supplies furnished by "related organizations". It is the clear pur-
pose of the regulations that individuals having a common interest not be per-
mitted to deal with themselves in such way as to profit from the program beyond
costs of operation in furnishing services to beneficiaries. Although the former
partners are no longer connected with the Rancocas Hospital Corporation,
they were connected with it, were even its stockholders, at the time the notes were
given. We believe, therefore, that the interest is not allowable as "proper interest."

You summarized the facts of the Cherry Hill Hospital case as follows:
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"Cherry Hill Realty Corporation, and its subsidiaries, Cherry 11111 Hospital
(the operating company) and Chapel Hill Equipment Corporation (the equip-
ment company) was a proprietary organization, with Blue Cross as its fiscal in-
termediary, whose ownership has vested in 14 physicians. In Cherry Hill Hos-
pital's cost report for 1960, Blue Cross disallowed the rent, applying Section
-105.427 of SSA Regulation No. 5, allowing the operating expenses of the two re-
lated corporations instead.

"In January of 1908, Cherry Hill Realty Corporation sold all its stock for
$2.400,000 payable in notes, to Cherry Hill Hospital, Inc., a newly formed non-
proprietary corporation, which had received tax-exempt status from the Internal
Revenue as of December 14, 1967. There was no written agreement between the
parties.

"Simultaneously, the three proprietary corporations dissolved and all assets
were merged into the new entity.

"The Board of Trustees of the successor corporation is composed of 12 mem-
hers, including three of the physicians who were stockholders of the former
corporation and four other persons previously having business relationships with
the former corporation. Only live members of the new board had no relationship
with the hospital prior to the change of status. The administration of the hos-
pital remains the same, and all 14 physicians who were owners of the former
corporation are still members of the hospital's staff.

"An appraisal performed without approval of Blue Cross, who in turn ques-
tioned the expertise of the appraiser, gave a value of $4,250,000 on assets having
a gross book value of $2,470,000 and a n(et book value of $2,170,000. The provider
intends to depreciate its assets as the $4,250,000 figure, and supports its revalu-
ation based on the following.

"(1) Approval by the Internal Revenue Service as to their tax-exempt status
after an investigation, they claim, implies approval of the sales price; because,
if the price would have been Inflated, approval would have been denied.

"(2) Acceptance by underwriter of $3,000,000 bond issue, where it is their
stated policy that value of the security (the hospital building and equipment)
equal 200% of the bond issue."

Although this case Is somewhat similar to the Rancocas Hospital case, it has
this difference-in Rancocas the original corporation continued in existence
and continued to operate the hospital; In the Cherry Hill case it is represented
that after the acquisition of the stock of the three original corporations by the
new corporation they were dissolved and were merged into the new entity.

First of all, we do not believe that the so-called dissolution mnd merger can be
viewed as a sale of the plant assets to the new corporation. There was a sale
of stock, that much is certain; but the transfer of the plant assets owned by
the original corporations to the new corporation, or rather, the assumption of
ownership by the new corporation, was in no sense a sale. And, even if such a
transaction under different circumstances could be viewed as a sale, it could not
be so regarded in this case because of the relationship of the parties. As we pointed
out in our discussion of the Rancocas case, the regulations show clearly that indi-
viduals related by a common interest may not by dealings between themselves
realize an advantage under the Medicare prograin. As you have stated, the new
corporation retains the interests of a substantial number of the individuals who
were identified with the old corporations. There would not be, under these cir-
cumstances, an arms-length transaction from which the program, under Depart-
ment regulations, could discern a foundation for establishing a new depreciation
base.

We may observe, also, that we believe that such a situation as is present In this
case, where there has been a transfer of assets by a corporation to another cor-
poration which is under the control of one or more of the stockholders of the cor-
poration making the transfer, would under the Internal Revenue laws be viewed
as a reorganization under which no gain or loss on the basis of a sale would be
recognized. See Mertens Law of Federal Income Taxation, Vol. 3, Section 20.81
et seq.

We hold a similar view with regard to the interest on the notes payable to the
former stockholders in the original corporations. Our comments on the Rancocas
case are applicable. The new corporation, because of the fact that the persons
identified with it are substantially the same persons who had interests in the
old corporations, may not be used as a means of allowing those persons, in effect,
to deal with themselves to gain an advantage under the program. We would, ac-
cordingly, consider the interest on the notes not to be a reimbursable cost item.
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MJr. IrtEss. I hesitate to summarize it, and if you want it summarized
I can ask Mr. Blumenthal to do so; but, when we went into it, it shows
that we went into the question of corporate reorganizations and the
issue you are raising, and we took the position that the transaction
has to be followed through and that we have to get to the actual fair
value of the asset. Thus it shows that the value cannot be artificially
inflated, and that we do not take the word of the successor corporation.

Senator WILLI.As. Sure. Well, you can just submit that for the
record and we will go into that later.

I think you recognize the problem that is giving us concern: the
potential that exists here for greatly inflating these costs.

Unless there is some control and some assurance that the original
cost basis will be used as the base for determining these reimbursement
rates and, of course, if that is going to be true it will make quite a
difference in the plans of some of these people.

There is nothing illegal in having those plans, but I question the
wisdom of the Government, and certainly this agency, financing medi-
care, being a part of a plan which would perpetuate making such
arrangements so profitable.

Mr. BALT1. We agree with you, Senator, and the ruling and the
operational instructions are directed right at your point. Senator, we
have the information, also, that you requested yesterday about the
administrative expenses of all of the carriers for the various years that
you asked for. I just want you to know that we brought that with us
today.

S litor VILIA.[s. That is fine, and I would like to ha ve a copy of
it if you have an extra copy, and you can just submit that for t lie record
at this point.

(The material referred to follows:)

Administrative costs of part A intermediariea-fiscal year 1966 1

Intermediary Fiscal year
Blue Cross: 1966

Birmingham, Ala --------------------------------------- $26, 192
Phoenix, Arlz ------------------------------------------ 19, 704
Little Rock, Ark --------------------------------------- 57, 627
Los Angeles, Calif --------------------------------------- 81, 998
Oakland, Calif ----------------------------------------- 37, 13
Denver, Col ------ ------------------------------------- 37, 718
New Haven, Conn --------------------------------------- 17, 700
Wilmington, Del ---------------------------------------- 1, 571
Washington, D.C --------------------------------------- 30. 281
Jacksonville, Fla --------------------------------------- 56, 290
Atlanta, Ga -------------------------------------------- 5, 982
Columbus, Ga ------------------------------------------ 52, 551
Rockford, Ill --------------------------------------------- 335
Boise, Idaho ------------------------------------------- 38, 326
Chicago, Ill ------------------------------------------- 129, 463
Indianapolis, Ind --------------------------------------------- 61,274
Des Moines, Iowa -------------------------------------------- 49, 767
Sioux City, Iowa ---------------------------------------- 20, 547
Topeka, Kans ------------------------------------------ 3(. 759
Louisville, Ky ------------------------------------------ 70, 822

See footnote at end of table, p. 277.
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Adihnistrativc costs of part A intCrincdiarics-Fical yar 1966 '-Continled

11111v Cross--(olitltinlted Fiscal year

In tcrincdiary 1966

Briton ll Rouge, la -------------------------------------------- $54, 65 1
New Orleans, La ........... 52, 225
Porland, Maine ..... 20, 41-5
B altim ore, M d ------------------------------------------------ 41,41)
Boston, M ass ......................... 15 1, 9
Detroit, Mlch ------------------------------------------------ 85, 8;.66
St. Paul, Minn ---------------------------------------------- 53, 696
Jackson, Miss ----------------------------------------------- 35, ii1
Kansas City, Mo ---------------------------------------------- 3.1, 600
St. Louis, Mo ------------------------------------------------ ( 7, 105
Great Falls, Mont -------------------------------------------- 19, 050
Omaha, Nebr -------------------------------------------------- 29, 31o
Concord, N.H ----------------------------------------------- 1, 777
Newark, N.J ------------------------------------------------ 58,05.8
Albuquerque, N. Mex ---------------------------------------- 7, 766
Albany, N.Y -------------------------------------------------- , .15
Buffalo, N.Y ------------------------------------------------ 28, 671
Jamestown, N.Y ---------------------------------------------- 3, 5( ,

New York City, N.Y ----------------------------------------- 307, 332
Rochester, N.Y ---------------------------------------------- 27, 933
Syracuse, N.Y ----------------------------------------------- 11, (iS5
Utica, N.Y -------------------------------------------------- 28, 677
Watertown, N.Y ---------------------------------------------- 1, 340
Chapel 11111, N.C ---------------------------------------------- 44, 494
Fargo, N. Dak ----------------------------------------------- 21,478
Canton, Ohio ------------------------------------------------- 16, 743
Cincinnati, Ohio ---------------------------------------------- 50, 172
Cleveland, Ohio ----------------------------------------------- 67, 335
Columbus, Ohio ..................... 2,S, 5S3
Lima, Ohio -------------------------------------------------- 10, 236
Toledo, Ohio ------------------------------------------------ 11, 813
Youngstown, Ohio -------------------------------------------- 5, 1(2
Tulsa, Okla -------------------------------------------------- 33, 688
Portland, Oreg ---------------------------------------------- 31,425
Allentown, Pa ------------------------------------------------ 7, 132
Harrisburg, Pa ----------------------------------------------- 29. 727
Philadelphia, Pa --------------------------------------------- 8, 305
Pittsburgh, Pa ----------------------------------------------- 62, 494
Wilkes-Barre, Pa --------------------------------------------- 31, 783
Providence, R.I ---------------------------------------------- 48, 080
Columbia, S.C ----------------------------------------------- 47,455
Chattanooga, Tenn ------------------------------------------- 57, 201
Memphis. Tenn ---------------------------------------------- 22,548
Dallas, Tex ------------------------------------------------ 278,000
Salt Lake City, Utah ----------------------------------------- 12, 011
,Richmond, Va ------------------------------------------------ 43,902
Roanoke, Va ------------------------------------------------ 10, 02
Seattle, Wash ------------------------------------------------- 67, 482
Charleston, W. Va ------------------------------------------- 15, 602
Parkersburg, W. Va ------------------------------------------ 9, 6,s,3
Wheeling, W. Va --------------------------------------------- 67, 328
Milwaukee, Wis ---------------------------------------------- 53, 781
Cheyenne, Wyo ----------------------------------------------- 17,385
San Juan, P.R ----------------------------------------------- 25, 150
Blue Cross Association -------------------------------------- 400, 467

Total, Blue Cross ---------------------------------------- 3, 664,611

See footnote at end of table, p. 277.
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Administra tire costs of part A tntcrindiarles-Fical 11car 1966 1 -- Continued

Intermediary Fiscal year
Commercials: 1966

Aetna Life ------------------------------------------ $52, 3-2
Community Health -------------------------------------- 3, 0'21
Cooperativa, P.R ---------------------------------------- 3, 222
Hawaii Medical ---------------------------------------- 19, 664
Intercounty ------------------------------------------- 40, 687
Kaiser ----------------------------------------------- 18, 871
Mutual of Omaha --------------------------------------- 55, 256
Nationwide -------------------------------------------- 14, 851
N.Y. Department of Health -------------------------------- 3, 977
Prudential ------------------------------------------- 100, 899
The Travelers ----------------------------------------- 137, 518

Total, commercials ----------------------------------- 450, 308

Total, Blue Cross and commercials -------------------------- 4,114, 919

Administrative cost of Part B carriers, fl.-cal year 19661
Carrier Fiscal year

Blue Shield: 1966
Birmingham, Ala -------------------------------------- $29, 398
Little Rock, Ark --------------------------------------------- 51,830
San Francisco, Calif ------------------------------------ 145, 325
Denver, Cole ------------------------------------------ 54, 716
Wilmington, Del ---------------------------------------- 19, 536
Vashington, D.C --------------------------------------- 0 270

Jacksonville, Fla --------------------------------------- 67, 187
Chicago, Il ------------------------------------------- 105, 466
II:lianapolls, Ind --------------------------------------- (18, 928
Des Moines, Iowa --------------------------------------- 49, 234
Topeka, Kans ------------------------------------------ 32, 514
Baltimore, Md ----------------------------------------- 27, 519
Boston, Mass ------------------------------------------ 123, 235
Detroit, Mich ------------------------------------------ 329,242
Minneapolis, Minn --------------------------------------- 29 751
Kansas City, Mo --------------------------------------- 28, 405
Helena, Mont ------------------------------------------ 25, 376
Concord, N.H ------------------------------------------ 17,071
Buffalo, N.Y . ------------------------------------------- 17, 884
New York City, N.Y ------------------------------------ 280,027
Rochester, N.Y ----------------------------------------- 25,483
Fargo, N. Dak ----------------------------------------- 25,663
Cleveland, Ohio ----------------------------------------------- 15, 283
Camp Hill, Pa ---------------------------------------- 162,296
Hate Rey, P.R ----------------------------------------- 15,068
Providence, R.I ---------------------------------------- 33,9068
Columbia, S.C ------------------------------------------ 44,502
Sioux, Falls, S. Dak ------------------------------------ 20, 716
Dallas, Tex ------------------------------------------- 171,500
Salt Lake City, Utah ------------------------------------ 12,787
Seattle, Wash ----------------------------------------- 148, 43.5
Madison, Wis ------------------------------------------ 78,956
Milwaukee, Wis ---------------------------------------- 44, 013

Total, Blue Shield ---------------------------------- 2,3618,g490

See footnote at end of table, p. 277.
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Administrative costs of Part B carrier, fiscal ycar 1966-Continued

Carrier Fiscal year
Commercials: 1966

Aetna Life ------------------------------------------- $342, 154
Connecticut General ------------------------------------ 129, 803
Continental Casualty ----------------------------------- 143, 210
Equitable Life ---------------------------------------- 163, 307
General American -------------------------------------- 126, 968
Group Health Insurance --------------------------------- 63, 238
John Hancock ----------------------------------------- 116, 227
Metropolitan Life -------------------------------------- 142, 212
Mutual of Omaha -------------------------------------- 102, 213
Nationwide Mutual ------------------------------------- 146, 609
Occidental Life ---------------------------------------- 271,986
Pan American Life -------------------------------------- 80, 573
Pilot Life --------------------------------------------- 61,902
Prudential -------------------------------------------- 233, 720
The Travelers ----------------------------------------- 312, 669.
Union Mutual ------------------------------------------ 58, 427
Oklahoma Department of Public Works ---------------------.--------
Nebraska State ------------------------------------------ 8, 909

Total, commercials ---------------------------------- 2, 504, 187
Travelers (RRB) -------------------------------------- 105, 874
Total, Blue Shield ----------------------------------- 2, 808, 490

Total, Blue Shield and commercials --------------------- 4, 978, 551
'These are costs incurred prior to the July 1, 1060, effective date of the program and

Include the cost of recruitment, training, systems work, programing, and other tooling-up
costs.

TEXAS ME)ICAID PROGiAM

Senator WILLIAM s. I would like to ask a couple of q uestions referring
back to the audit report you had on the State of TLexas in which the
auditor claims that there has been some overpayment as far as the
Federal shar, is concerned. You are familiar with this report, and I
will read just a paragraph from page 9:

The Texas State Department of Public Welfare claims for Federal participalion
in medical services was based upon premium payments to GHS rather than actual
expenditures for medical services provided. During the period September 1, 1967
to June 30, 1968, the Texas State Department of Public Welfare premium pay-
nents to the GHS for medical services totaled $32,947,605; however, during this
period GuIS has disbursed only $18,851,452 for vendors for medical services
rendered to Medicaid recipients. Since GHS is a fiscal agent of the Texas Wel-
fare-perhaps, I mean the health insurer-the latter amount should not have
been reported as medical service costs. Therefore, the Federal share of medical
service costs was overstated by $11,245,911.

Now, would you care to comment on that?
Mr. BALL. S6nator, although the Medicare and Medicaid programs

are in the same Department, they are completely separate within the
Department for administrative purposes between myself, with Medi-
care and the social security program, and Mary SN-itzer, who is the
Director of the part that deals both with the cash payments in assist-
ance under Medicaid. Dr. Land is her subordinate in the field of
medical assistance.

Senator WILLIASS. Well, that is all right. They can comment.
Dr. Land.
Dr. LAND. Yes, sir. We, as well as the regional office in the Social and

Rehabilitation Service, are aware of this audit report. The regional
office handles the preparation of the answers for all of the audit re-
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ports. Tilie responsibility is delegated to the regional office rather than
retained by the central office.

lIowever-to give you some )ackground on this de-elopment--we
tire helping the redlonal office work wvith the audit agency. As I men-
tioned yesterday in my testimony, Texas had approached'the regional
offices in the (le'elol)ment of their plan to try to develop a mechanism
by which they could develop the prepayment system, and ie contract,
and I believe it is mentioned in the alidit report, is not in agreement
with the regulations for the Jirini rv reason of attempting to have
an innovation in order to develop a basis for the study of l)repayment.

Tile State agency mnaude some changes after the regional offi('e had
aI)Proved the oriiIllli to then] in orde to mae
the, agreement moreo workable. a

Now, I (1o not, foresee any prol)leni with getting this particular item
straightened out. We hope'that it does not straighten out in a fashion
that abolishes any attempt to develop prepayment.

As you have mentioned, as you have heard the Under Secretary
mention, we are trying to developp some mechanisms of prepayment,
but also we do not,' want to give the insurer extra money.

Tn other words, a prel)ayment is valuable when the insurer takes the
risk, and we certainly do'not want the Government to take the risk.

Senator WTttTA-Ns: But the Government does take the risk and in
this instance this $11 million and a quarter in overpayment, excess
payment, as I understand it. It is the basis for a claim for a refund or
from prospectivee payments to the State of Texas; is that not true?

J). ,AN. Yes, sir.
Senator WTtT.xrs. So the insurer can give credit for it.
Now, the question is-what is the Federal-State formula in Texas,

70-30 ?
Dr. Lx D. I think it is 60-40.
Senator WMLt.\.Ms. 60-40?
)r. LAND. I think it is 60-40.

Senator WILLIAsfS. 'But to the extent of whatever this formula may
be, a portion or part of it belongs to the Federal Government; does
it not?

Dr. LAN.D. Yes, sir.
Senator WIL TAtS. And the other percentage belongs to the State

of rexas?
)r. LAND. Yes, sir.

Snator WirL,%rs. Now, the question is: Will we get it?
1)r. LND. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLTAtMs. Can that be emphatic that we will get it?
)r. LAND. Yes. I do not anticipate any problem with this situation.

Senator WLIAMS. The reason that I wanted to be sure of that was
because, as I saw it, this portion automatically belongs to us and we
had a somewhat similar case with the same State before. It was re-
ferred to in the Comptroller General's report of January 31, 1967,
where at that time the Comptroller General sent the report to the
Conress and to your agency, also, and said:

On the basis of our review we believe that the Department of IEW should
have obtained full recovery on behalf of the Federal Government of its equity
animounting to about $4 millon in a refund paid to the State of Texas from the
Group Hospital Serves, Incorporated.
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Now, that is the same company, the same insurer.
The question is-and the period involve(l was prior to 1967 because

this report was in January 1967-did we recover that $1 million?
I)r. LAND. I am not aware of that situation, Senator.
Senator WILIAMS. It would he a somewhat comparable situation'?
)r. LAND. I will find out.

Senator W'mVlTI,\%Nrs. I mean, the problem is somewhat comparable to
this problem; is it not?

)r. LAND. Yes, it sounds like it is comi)arable.
Senator WTVuLArs. According to the Comptroller General's report,

it has great similarity l)ecause lie refers to the Federal Government's
share of it under our State and Federal matching plat-I le fact
that a l)ereentage of that belonged to the Federal Government. )o you
see any reason whly that couldn't have been collected the saine as you
say in this present ase?

)r.L . Well, I am not aware of the circlistances of that partic-
ular situation, but I think they sound comparable and that it should
have been collected.

Senator W ,LLArs. Perhaps Mr. Ball can comment on that.
Mr. , Senator, I just (10 not have anything to do with the

administration of the assistance program or tle iediemaid program. I
would have to inquire from Miss Switzer's part of the Department.

Senator WILLIT.MS. Well, I am just struggling in the dark.
Now, What I want to know is, did we collect it, because I have been

advised that we did not. I will accept a correction if we are, in error
but T would like to know, and if you do not have. that answer now I
would like for you to furnish it for the record, the date and the cir-
c umstances ulder which this was 1)iaid and how it was paid. If this
Part of the $4 million wvas not collected, I am wondering wiy and
wlho is, responsible for not having got around to it and now when we
do collect, some of it, how much interest are we going to get. on it for
the time it has been delayed, because interest is_ quite a factor now.

Along with the regular report as to when we will get our I)art of
the $11 million I would like that other information because, as pointed
out in these audit reports, as long as this money, this $11 million is
allowed in the hands of the insurer, without being claimed by the
State of Texas or the U.S. Government, it is growing and they can
draw 7 or 8 percent on it and invest the Government funds, for that
matter, and get 7 percent and lend it back to us and I am just wonder-
ing who owes what.

Dr. LAND. I will submit a memorandum to you tomorrow, Senator,
after I look into these facts.

(Following is a letter subsequently received by the committee.)
I)EIARTMtNT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE.

SOCIAL AND REITABILITATION SERVICE,
Washington, D.C., Aigust 29, 1969.

C'O.MMITTE.E ON FINANCE,

New senatee Offce Building,
Waxhingqton, D.C.

DEAR SIRs: You asked what happened to the original $4 million discussed In
the GAO audit or Texas Medicaid. The Initial insurance contract between the
State and the contractor provided that, within 90 days after the period coveredd
by contract, the contractor was to render a final accounting and repay the State,
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upon demand, the excess of premiums received over total claims paid by coi-
troctor plus his allowable administrative expenses. Accordingly, the contractor
determinedd the total refund due tile State, inehlding earningsq on the excess
lremlium payments. With approval of the Department, he repaid the excess funds
to th State by offset against I)reniuins payable by the -State during the period
of it second contract.

As for the Federal medical assistance percentages for Texas, they are:
Pcrccnt

June 30, 1967 ----------------------------------------------------- 67.27
July 1, 1967 to June 30, 1969 ----------------------------------------- 67.10
July 1, 1969 -------------------------------------------------------- 66.66

You asked whether the contractual arrangements between the Texas a~el..y
and the Group Hospital Service represents health insurance or a fiscal agent reli-
tionship. The 'Administrator for Social and 1tella iilitiat oni Service ihiis ruled that
tile relationship between the Texas agency aln( tMe Group Hlospital Service Is that
of a fiscal agent. Therefore, tile anlounts for administratlve costs should ha 'e
been matched at the administrative rate rather than the Fe(leral inedical assist-
ance l)ercentage. We will be taking up with the State agency the matter of excess
payments Involved.

Your last question concerned interest that would have been earned o amounts
paid by the Texas agency to Group Hospital Service, as referred to in tile audit
agency's report. It does not appear that tihe Texas agency received any such
amounts or has a legal right thereto. In nny event, in view of section 203 of the
intergovernmental Cooperation Act of 1968 (I'.L. 90-577), it is doubtful that the
Federal agency could recover any share of the interest from tie State.

Sincerely yours,
JOSEPH MIEYERS,

Deputy Administrator.
Senator WILLIAMS. I certainly would appreciate it, and I will not

pursue it further, but we are in agreement, complete agreement, and
I respect you for your answers that the Coniptroller generall was
correct, that this )elonged to us and that this H.E.V. audit report,
$11 million, will come back.

Now, do you have other similar circumstances in any of these other
audit reports ?

OVERPAYMENTS IN OTHER STATES

I have not had a chance to examine them, but have you other situa-
tions where there have been similar overpayments or uncollected funds,
do you recall?

Dr. LAND. Yes, sir. I recall-and it is not. exactly a similar over-
payment because the overpayment is to the State and it is in Illinois,
and it has to do with whether or not the State mental health hospitals
and the State agency charged us too much.

Senator WILLIAMS. Yes, I am familiar with that. I had forgotten it.
Go ahead.

Dr. LAND. We also had a situation in California concerning whether
or not certain people were declared eligible for care in mental hos-
pitals, as to whether they were, in fact, eligible, which if they were
not would result in an overpayment on our part.

Senator WIrLrI,\ts. And it would be collected, yes. Well, I will not
ursie that further and I am glad to note that we are going to get that
ack.

IOOR PERFORMANCE BY CARRIER

Now, just on another point, and I know the hour is late here but
we htvo discussed the problem that we have had with one of the
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carriers, and I know tiat there are inny other examples which Could
he related concerning this samne carrier. I think Mr. Ball, and Mr.
lTierney, that you will agree that we are having a little more than
perhaps what h110111(1 he eXpected il problems and excessive leniency
on tfhle part of this carrier, as one of these reports indicates, in making
any clainA payment regardless of the merits.

Mr. LrL. As Mr. Tiernev suggested yest6rday, Senator, he had a
meeting on the basis of this rel)'rt that you have there with the top
cot )orate olicers of that ompany. It is a large company, and he met
witt the top staff, the president and so on, and as he suggested yester-
day, they have taken a great many steps to improve their performance,
ilnt we will be watching it very closely.

Senator WILLAS. W'ell, in your conversations perhaps it would be
helpful if you tell them that they are also being watched from other
quarters, too.

Mr. TNEY. I think they have that message, Senator.

MMil)ICAl PAY MENTS FOR EMPTY BEDS

Senator WILIA,\-.s. I am a little bit concerned, because here is a
comment in one of your other audit reports which I did not quite
understand. It is w4m of your reports dated April 1, and it refers to a
certain nursing home, which I will not identify.

I quote: "At the tune of our visit there were 60 medicare patients
and 34 beds were empty in the facility. The administrator related that
it, was cheaper to keel) tie beds empty than to fill them with welfare
patients because if they did they would lose $7 on welfare patients."

Now, would you explain just how, if you have 147 beds in your
operation it is better to keep them idle? Is that due to the arrange-
ments of these payments you make under Part A, assuming the unoc-
cupied bed costs?

Now, could that be true?
MIr. TiR EY. Well, Senator, I suppose it could be true if the things

that he apparently feels are going to work out in the cost settlement
actually do work out of a cost settlement.

We are committed under the law and under the regulations to pay
the reasonable cost of care in an institution. Now, if the institution is
fully staffed up to take care of 120 people and there are only 65 in it,
obviously, there are costs on a per diem basis at the end of the year
which will be very high. I do not think that it would be in his interest,
there would be no reason for him to maintain a full staff for that whole
institution.

All he is going to get back is the cost that he incurs, but the cost
might be very high to us. Now, the limitations that we would impose
on this, Senator, are the limitations of reasonableness, but I think some
people have had the feeling, well, that as long as medicare will pick
up the cost that they need not be too much concerned about the costs,
and this -goes through the whole mechanism of cost reimbursement
which we have discussed before.

Senator WII4 ,Ams. This is the point here, and as I understand this
particular case, that is the explanation. They have a 147-bed institu-
tion and they are putting in 60 medicare patients and they are getting
reimbursed for all of their staffing operation regardless, and they do
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not have. to do but hal f the wvork, a little less than half the work, and
they cannot lose. On the medicare reimbursement basis they are making
money for doing nothing, and they are carrying this to an extreme. Let
us carry this to a greater extreme, suppose they have only 30 patients,
and all are medicar-e patients.

Do we under Title A, if it is a certified and approved institution,.
pick up all of the costs ?

Mr. TiERN.Er y. I think the cost in such a situation, again assuming
that it is fully staffed for 147 and you only have 8 or 30 or whatever
you said, Senator, would be highly unreasonable.

Now, under the law we have this general provision that we will pay
the reasonable costs. We have been working, Senator, toward the de-
velopment of an assumption of occupancy in determining reasonable
cost and I think, frankly, our General Counsel feels that we have to.
have legislative authority to impose that kind of limitation. He does
not feel under the present law that we can just say we do not care
what your costs have been, we are going to assume what they would
have been had you been 90 percent occupied.

But, that kind of an approach would give us a lot more direct pres-
sure on the situation than going through this thing of what is reason-
able and what is not reasonable.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, perhaps you will get some legislation if
necessary. I am just wordering why we have not acted sooner, because
carrying this to an extreme, as I understand it, they can go along, and
in this instance, this particular carrier, as this report said, is very
lenient and does not seem to care-after all, it is not his money, and
so they just go on and pay it-and as long as this is certified as ac-
ceptable from medicare they can fill it to 10 percent and collect the
whole 100 percent of costs.

Now, I think that if they are turning down patients that in itself
should be evidence that there is something wrong, and yet, this par-
ticular home, as I understand it, is still drawing that money.

Now, I wish you would check this. When you are back here again,
and these hearings will be resumed, I more than likely will be raising
that same question as to just what has been done in the meantime and
where it stands.

Mr. TIERNEY. I will have an answer, Senator.

PAYMENTS FOR UNNECESSARY PHYSICAL THERAPY

Senator WILLIAMs. This is an entirely different area from the one we
discussed yesterday, but the same carrier is involved. It seems that this
physical therapy business has developed into somewhat of a racket,
and I am just wondering if the carrier and perhaps somebody in the
administration doesn't need a little therapeutic treatment. I noticed
here one particular case that they cite in one of these nursing homes
where the patient is 80 years old, and had congestive heart failure.

On March the 17th the physician stated that she be kept at minimum
activity and for the patient to be evaluated by the orthopedist. On
March the 22d the orthopedist stated that he did not feel that the.
patient was ready for ambulation.
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On the 28th the attending physician ordered full and complete bed
rest for a few days, yet physical therapy charges were there for every
one of the days right straight on through .

Now, you cannot say that physical therapy was ordered in that case
because it was specifically rejected.

Mr. TIERNEY. Senator, we agree entirely. This was our report-
the report of our team-and this is how we got the whole thing on the
table with this carrier and this intermediary.

POOR rERFORMANCD BY ANOTHER CARRIER DOCUMENTED

Senator WILIAMS. Well, I appreciate that and I will not pursue
it, but as I say, I think that the carriers should be on notice and advised
that we are checking and lest they think that we are picking on this
one carrier alone, I will refer to your report here of March 8, which
included another carrier and I wil just read a few of the notations re-
garding this other carrier here.

"The interim increases are not properly documented, No. 1. Two,
current financial computations are loaded in favor of the provider.

"Substantial payments have been made for physical and occupational
therapy not related to the patient's condition, and that there is still
therapy being scheduled for patients without regard to medical
necessity."

This referred to another geographical area and another series of
nursing homes in which this was being done.

Continuing with the report they referred to rate increases and in
one of these nursing homes, for example, and this is one in New York
City, the routine service rate was $32.50 a day effective April 1, 1968
and it was increased four times to the present rate of $52, effective
April 1, 1969. No examination was made by the intermediary as to why
the rate was raised; the home just decided they wanted more money
and asked for it. I wonder vhy they stopped at $52.

Now, is there not some way that we can check this? They point out
here that the private patients in there, the private patients were pay-
ing substantially less than this medicare rate at the time, and yet as I
understand it, this same nursing home is still on your approved list.

Mr. TIERNEY. I am not aware of that nursing home. I do know that
we have called this same type of situation to the attention of this.
intermediary.

I might say this, Senator. We are not allowing either of these inter
mediaries to take on any more business. It is really a question of set-
tling up their past business, but in every one of these situations we
totally agree with you, Senator, that they have not done an effective
job of following the regulations.

INTER lEDIARY COMPETITION FOR HANDLING NURSING I0M1E BUSINESS

Senator WMIAMS. In selecting the intermediary for this particular
nursing home, can they, did they have a choice in selecting who wag
going to be the intermediary ?

Mr. TIERNEY. Under the Part A portion of the legislation, Senator,
-in institutional provider who is reimbursed on a cost basis-either a
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hospital or ECF-has the right to either individually or through an
as-;ociation to nominate its fiscal intermediaries.

So, that is a part of the law, Senator, that they have that right. They
can elect, if they so choose, to deal directly with the Government.

Now, the Secretary, however, is not bound by that nomination. He
is bound to go along with them unless the finds that it would not be
in accordance with effective and efficient administration.

Senator WILLIAMs. I think you are correct that it is a part of the
law, but there is a question in my mind. If those who are going to be
Paid these rates have a right to shop around for an agent who is
going to handle it, does this not open itself up to a situation where
you or I as intermediaries would be shopping around, and I will be
a little more lenient if you will let me handle it, does this not open
up somewhat of an encouragement, a financial encouragement to the
carriers to be lenient in those payments so that the nursing homes or
the hospitals, whatever may be. involved will use lhem and select
them?

Mr. TIEIINEY. Senator, I think that is a possibility and we have had
allegations on both sides of this sort of thing. One company alleges
that another intermediary is telling the people dealing with our com-
pany, that if they go over to them that they will do better and the
other company is saying the same. There has been serious considera-
tion given, Senator, to eliminating this nominating procedure and hav-
ing a direct appointment.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, that bothers me. I have received the same
complaint to the effect that some institutions may clain ihey are going
to change intermediaries because they would get better treatment.
The intermediary claims that if they do not give the institution (ood
treatment they might lose that business and I wonder if mayoe a
correction in the law is needed. Perhaps you could be thinking about
that. Would this switching ability not be an incentive for ineffi-
ciency-it is just not quite cricket.

Mr. TIERNEY. I agree, Senator; we do not allow an institution to
just change intermediaries willynilly whenever they want to. They
must demonstrate that the existing intermediary is not doing an effec-
tive job.

But, I am not arguing, Senator. Underlying the whole issue there
may be some incentive for less stringent application of the regulations.

Senator WILLIAMS. On the other nursing homes, other than that
one audit report placed in the record which we discussed yesterday,
I am withholding names. We are not going to identify the carriers,
although I think that it should be made clear that as these hearings
proceed more than likely some of these names will be disclosed, at
which time they will be given a chance to explain their side. There
are two sides to every question, and in all fairness we want them to
have their chance. I think that those who are working with this pro-
gram who are tentatively under criticism at this time, whatever seg-
ment they may be, can be sure that they will get an opportunity to
present their case; but at the same time we do expect them to present it
and explain some of the things that have happened.
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PHYSICIAN FEE RAISING JUST PRIOR TO MEDICARE

The staff just handed me this. There has been a report that doctors
began increasing their fees just before medicare became effective in
order to fix a high base for medicare reimbursement, and that they
are submitting bs on which medicare pays 80 percent and then they
do not bother to try to collect the other 20 percent from the patient.

In other words, they are getting 100 percent of their payment from
medicare originally. Now, do you know anything about whether this
is true, or not?

Mr. BALL. On the first part, Senator, in my opening statement that
we put in the record I did go into the question of the effect of
medicare on the sharp increase in physicians' fees when medicare
came into effect.

It is my opinion that the fact that this program was going into
effect did cause large numbers of physicians to revise their schedule
of charges to patients generally in order to have a base for the opera-
tion of this program.

So, on the first part, it is my opinion that this did happen, to a con-
siderable degree.

I have heard reports that it is fairly common in dealing with
patients who have very low incomes for the physicians not to attempt
to collect that 20-percent coinsurance. We have not done a study on
that and I do not have any way that I can document it factually. I
would suspect that it would be true for many of the low-income
patients.

HEW FREEZE ON PHYSICIAN FEEM

Senator WLLIAmS. Now, the department, as I understand it, has
issued a statement tentatively freezing payments at the January 1
level. Is that correct?

Mr. BALL. In the medicare program we issued a general rule to
carriers that they could not recognize the increases in physicians'
fees for medicare purposes except in a very unusual, especially justi-
fied, specific instance, and that any change in the determination of
prevailing changes would have to be submitted to Social Security for
prior approval, and we have had no such change. I do not like to
characterize it as a complete freeze, Senator, but it is very close.

Senator WILLIAMS. It has been suggested to the committee that this,
in effect, freezes them at a very high level. Do you think that is valid?

The suggestion has also been made that the doctors who have been
taking advanta% of Medicare in raising their charges substantially
are frozen at a high level, whereas the ones who have not raised charges
and have been going along at a reasonable level are the ones who are
penalized.

Mr. BALL. Your latter point is the reason that we did not want to
issue an absolute freeze. We would accept and the carrier would accept
as justification for allowing increased charges in the case of a particu-
lar physician, a demonstration that he had, for example, not raised
his fees since before medicare, so we would try to make some equitable
adjustment there.

82-108 0-60--10
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On the matter of this freeze being at quite a high level, I think that
it is true. But I think it is only fair to point out that while in mly
judgment physicians' fees, are rising out of proportion to other fac-
tors, these increases reflect in some portion increases that can be justi-
fied on the bases of increases in wages and the cost to the physician
of doing business. I think if we hold this now where we are, largely
throughout this next fiscal year-1970-which is the year to which
the $4 rate applies, that will have had a very significant dampening
influence.

Senator W 1 TrAMs. We are going to adjourn the hearing at this time,
and as you have been notified, they will be resumed at a later date.
In the meantime we thank you for your cooperation. At the same
time we want to emphasize that we recognize that there is much good
in these programs.

We are not trying to discredit the programs themselves, but it is
most essential that we point out, expose, and eradicate whatever abuses
there may have been and make sure that whatever benefits are in the
program go to the patients for whom it was intended.

We thank you very much.
(Thereupon, at 4:15 p.m, the hearing was adjourned sine die.)
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2064

B- 164031(4)

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The General Accounting Office has made a review of Medicare
payments for services of supervisory and teaching physicians at
Cook County Hospital, Chicago, Illinois. The review was made in
accordance with your request of April 28, 1969.

Our review was limited to obtaining factual information pertain-
ing to the specific matters on which such information was requested.
In accordance with your request, we did not develop overall conclusions
with respect to legal or policy questions relating to matters covered
during our review.

Pursuant to agreements reached with members of the Com-
mittee staff, copies of this report are being sent today to the Sec-
retary of Health, Education, and Welfare and to other appropriate
officials of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare; the
Director of the Cook County Hospital; the president of Illinois Med-
ical Service; and the president of The Associated Physicians of the
Cook County Hospital.

We plan to make no further distribution of this report unless
copies are specifically requested, and then we shall make distribu-
tion only after your agreement has been obtained or public announce-
ment has been made by you concerning the contents of the report.

Sincerely yours,

Comptroller General
of the United States

The Honorable Russell B. Long
Chairman, Committee on Finance
United States Senate
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COMITROLLR GENERAL'S
REPORT 29 CHAIRMAN,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

MEDICARE PAYMENTS FOR SERVICES OF SUPERVISORY
AND TEACHING PHYSICIANS AT COOK COUNTY
HOSPITAL, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Social Security Administration
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
B-164031(4)

DIGEST

WHY THE REVIEW WAS MADE

In accordance with a request, dated April 28, 1969, from the Chairman,
Committee on Finance, United States Senate, the General Accounting Of-
fice (GAO) reviewed selected Medicare payments for physicians' services
made to the Associated Physicians of the Cook County Hospital (APCCH),
Chicago, Illinois. The Chairman advised GAO that the Committee did not
intend that GAO develop overall conclusions relating to any legal or
policy questions which might arise during the review. The Committee
has also requested GAO to limit the distribution of the report prior to
jts release by the Committee.

Medicare is administered by the Social Security Administration (SSA),
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW). Illinois Medical
Service (Blue Shield) has been operating under a contract with SSA to
make payments of Medicare claims for physicians' services in several
counties in Illinois, including Cook County.

In accordance with certain SSA regulations, issued in August 1967, pay-
ments under the supplementary medical insurance portion (part B) of the
Medicare program could be made for the professional services rendered
to Medicare patients by supervisory or teaching physicians in a hospi-
tal in cases where the physicians .are the patients' attending physi-
cians and provide personal and identifiable direction to interns and
residents who are participating in the care of their patients.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

From April 1968 to April 15, 1969, when,
Shield suspended making payments of APCC0
about $1.6 million in payments under pan1
the services of attending physicians.

at the direction of SSA, Blue
I claims, APCCH had received
: B of the Medicare program for

The GAO review of patient medical records of Cook County Hospital indi-
cated that the professional services billed by APCCH and paid by Blue
Shield had been furnished, in almost all cases, by residents and interns

Tear Sheet
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at the hospital and showed only limited involvement of the attending
physicians in whose names the services had been billed.

The GAO review of the hospital medical records applicable to selected
Medicare claims for attending physicians' services showed that:

--For 60 of the 72 initial visits for which billings had been made,
the medical records supporting the specific services billed dis-
closed no involvement of any attending physicians, although the SSA
regulations provided that the attending physicians should review
the patients' histories and physical examinations and personally
examine the patients within reasonable periods after admission.
(See p. 29.)

--For 129 of 747 follow-up visits billed, no notations had been made
by any physicians, including residents or interns, to indicate that
physicians had seen the patients. For the remaining 618 visits,
which were supported by physicians' notations, attending physicians
had been identified as involved in providing the services for only
35 visits and residents and interns had been identified as provid-
ing the services for nearly all the remaining visits. (See p. 31.)

--The medical records applicable to 38 consultations for which the
Medicare program had been billed disclosed no involvement of the
attending physicians in whose names the services had been billed.
(See p. 34.)

--Hospital records in nine of 18 cases involving charges for operat-
ing room surgery did not indicate that attending physicians had
been present during the'operations. (See p. 37.)

-- Hospital records in 31 of 39 cases involving charges for minor sur-
gical procedures did not indicate that attending physicians had
been specifically involved. (See p. 40.)

Officials of APCCH and Cook County Hospital advised GAO that generally
the services were provided to the patients under the direction of at-
tending physicians responsible for the patients care but that evidence
of such direction was not incorporated into the patients' medical rec-
ords.

RECOMENDATIONS OR SUGGESTIONS

Although in April 1969 SSA issued new and more comprehensive guidelines
which were intended to clarify and supplement the criteria for making
payments for the services of supervisory or teaching physicians, GAO
suggested that SSA inquire further into the propriety of the charges
being allowed when the circumstances outlined above existed at hospi-
tals.
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AGENCY ACTIONS AND UNRESOLVED ISSUES

HEW pointed out that SSA, by letter dated April 9, 1969, had directed
Blue Shield to suspend further payments to APCCH. HEW stated that it
would inquire further into the specific circumstances described by
GAO. (See p. 68.)

Tear Sheet
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COMfPTROLLER GENER I'S MEDICARE PAYMENTS FOR SERVICES OF SUPERVISORY
REPORT TO CHAIRMAN, AND TEACHING PHYSICIANS AT COOK COUNTY
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE HOSPITAL, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
UNITED STATES SENATE Social Security Administration

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
B-164031(4)

DIGEST

WHY THE REVIEW WAS MADE

In accordance with a request, dated April 28, 1969, from the Chairman,
Committee on Finance, United States Senate, the General Accounting Of-
fice (GAO) reviewed selected Medicare payments for physicians' services
made to the Associated Physicians of the Cook County Hospital (APCCH),
Chicago, Illinois. The Chairman advised GAO that the Committee did not
intend that GAO develop overall conclusions relating to any legal or
policy questions which might arise during the review. The Committee
has also requested GAO to limit the distribution of the report prior to
its release by the Committee.

Medicare is administered by the Social Security Administration (SSA),
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW). Illinois Medical
Service (Blue Shield) has been operating under a contract with SSA to
make payments of Medicare claims for physicians' services in several
counties in Illinois, including Cook County.

In accordance with certain SSA regulations, issued in August 1967, pay-
ments under the supplementary medical insurance portion (part B) of the
Medicare program could be made for the professional services rendered
to Medicare patients by supervisory or teaching physicians in a hospi-
tal in cases where the physicians are the patients' attending physi-
cians and provide personal and identifiable direction to interns and
residents who are participating in the care of their patients.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

From April 1968 to April 15, 1969, when, at the direction of SSA, Blue
Shield suspended making payments of APCCH claims, APCCH had received
about $1.6 million in payments under part B of the Medicare program for
the services of attending physicians.

The GAO review of patient medical records of Cook County Hospital indi-
cated that the professional services billed by APCCH and paid by Blue
Shield had been furnished, in almost all cases, by residents and interns
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at the hospital and showed only limited involvement of the attending
physicians in whose names the services had been billed.

The GAO review of the hospital medical records applicable to selected
Medicare claims for attending physicians' services showed that:

-- For 60 of the 72 initial visits for which billings had been made,
the medical records supporting the specific services billed dis-
closed no involvement of any attending physicians, although the SSA
regulations provided that the attending physicians should review
the patients' histories and physical examinations and personally
examine the patients within reasonable periods after admission.
(See p. 29.)

--For 129 of 747 follow-up visits billed, no notations had been made
by any physicians, including residents or interns, to indicate that
physicians had seen the patients. For the remaining 618 visits,
which were supported by physicians' notations, attending physicians
had been identified as involved in providing the services for only
35 visits and residents and interns had been identified as provid-
ing the services for nearly all the remaining visits. (See p. 31.)

--The medical records applicable to 38 consultations for which the
Medicare program had been billed disclosed no involvement of the
attending physicians in whose names the services had been billed.
(See p. 34.)

--Hospital records in nine of 18 cases involving charges for operat-
ing room surgery did not indicate that attending physicians had
been present during the operations. (See p. 37.)

--Hospital records in 31 of 39 cases involving charges for minor sur-
gical procedures did not indicate that attending physicians had
been specifically involved. (See p. 40.)

Officials of APCCH and Cook County Hospital advised GAO that generally
the services were provided to the patients under the direction of at-
tending physicians responsible for the patients care but that evidence
of such direction was not incorporated into the patients' medical rec-
ords.

R1COVE)NDATIONS OR SUGGESTTONS

Although in April 1969 SSA issued new and more comprehensive guidelines
which were intended to clarify and supplement the criteria for making
payments for the services of supervisory or teaching physicians, GAO
suggested that SSA inquire further into the propriety of the charges
being allowed when the circumstances outlined above existed at hospi-
tals.
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AGNCY ACTIONS AND UNIMSOLVED ISSUES

HEW pointed out that SSA, by letter dated April 9, 1969, had directed
Blue Shield to suspend further payments to APCCH. HEW stated that it
would inquire further into the specific circumstances described by
GAO. (See p. 68.)
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INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to a request, dated April 28, 1969, from the
Chairman, Committee on Finance, United States Senate, the
General Accounting Office has reviewed selectedMedicare
payments to APCCH.

The Chairman requested that we review:

1. The circumstances surrounding the admission of
Medicare patients to Cook County Hospital.

2. The extent to Vhich the services paid for with
Medicare funds had been performed by supervisory or
teaching physicians and the extent to which such
services had been performed by residents and in-
terns.

3. The extent to which the services for which payments
had been made had been performed by salaried and
nonsalaried physicians and whether the hospital or
the physicians had been otherwise compensated for
such services.

4. The relationship between APCCH and the physicians.

5. Information as to whether Medicare patients had
been billed for deductibles and coinsurance,
whether they had requested that Medicare payments
be made on their behalf, and whether they had re-
ceived notification of payments made on their be-
half.

6. The basis for arriving at the amounts of the reason-
able charges for the services.

7. Information as to whether other medical insurance
programs or other patients had made payments for
services performed by the salaried or nonsalaried
physicians at Cook County Hospital in amounts com-
parable to those paid from medicare funds under
comparable circumstances.
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We were advised by the Chairman that the Committee
did not intend that we should develop overall conclusions
relating to any legal And policy questions which might
arise during the review. The scope of our examination is
set forth on page 69.

32-108 0 - 69 - 20
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DESCRIPTION OF PERTINENT FEATURES

OF THE MEDICARE PROGRAM

Title XVIII of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.
1395), enacted on July 30, 1965, established the Medicare
program, effective July 1, 1966, to provide two basic
forms of protection against the costs of health care to
eligible persons over age 65. One form, designated as
Hospital Insurance Benefits for the Aged (part A), covers
inpatient hospital services, as well as posthospital care
in an extended-care facility or in the patient's home.
This form of protection is financed by a special social
security tax paid by employees and their employers and by
self-employed persons.

The second form of protection is a voluntary program,
designated as Supplementary Medical Insurance Benefits for
the Aged (part B), and covers physicians' medical and sur-
gical services, including consultations and home, office,
and institutional visits, as well as other services ordi-
narily provided as part of a physician's service, such as
diagnostic tests, medical supplies, and drugs which cannot
be self-administered. Medical services rendered by
hospital-based physicians and specialists, such as radi-
ologists and pathologists, are covered by the medical in-
surance program (part B).

Part B is financed, in part, from the proceeds of
premiums collected from each participating beneficiary
who has elected to be covered by the program. The pre-
miums are matched by equal amounts appropriated from the
general revenues of the Federal Government. Effective
April 1, 1968, the monthly premium rate was increased
from $3 to $4. The beneficiary is responsible for the
first $50 for covered services in each year. Eighty per-
cent of the reasonable charges for covered services in
excess of $50 in each year is paid under part B of the
Medicare program.
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PAYMENTS FOR SERVICES ON THE BASIS OF
REASONABLE COSTS AND REASONABLE CHARGES

Under the hospital insurance program (part A), ser-
vices furnished to beneficiaries by hospitals, extended-
care facilities, and home health agencies are paid for on
a "reasonable cost" basis, as required by section 1814 of
the Social Security Act. Payment is made directly to
these institutions, also known as providers, by fiscal
intermediaries operating under contracts with SSA to ad-
minister the hospital insurance program. Reimbursement
on the basis of reasonable cost provides for payment of
all direct and indirect costs related to the care fur-
nished to Medicare beneficiaries.

Under the medical insurance program (part B), pay-
ments for physicians' services are to be made on the ba-
sis of "reasonable charges," as required by section 1842
of the Social Security Act. The organizations designated
by contract with HEW to make such payments are referred
to as carriers. In determining the reasonable charges,
the carriers are required to take into consideration the
customary charges made by physicians for their services,
as well as the prevailing charges in the same locality
for similar services.

In regulations promulgated to implement the reason-
able charge criteria set forth in the Medicare law, SSA
defined "customary charge" as the uniform amount that a
physician charges, in the vast majority of cases, for a
specific medical procedure or service.

SSA regulations define "prevailing charges" as those
which fall within the range of charges most frequently
and most widely used by physicians in a locality for a
particular medical procedure or service. SSA regulations
state also that, except for unusual circumstances, the
upper limit of the range of prevailing charges represents
an overall limitation on the charges which a carrier
should accept as reasonable for a given medical procedure
or service.

In other words, under part B of the Medicareprogram,
the charge to be allowed should not exceed either
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(1) the individual physician's customary charge for the
service rendered or (2) the upper limit of the prevailing
charges in the area. Furthermore, the reasonable charge
cannot exceed the actual charge made by the physician in
a particular case.

PAYMENTS FOR SERVICES OF SUPERVISORY
OR TEACHING PHYSICIANS, RESIDENTS,
AND INTERNS

SSA regulations provide that the reasonable charges
for professional services rendered to Medicare patients
by supervisory or teaching physicians in a hospital, in
cases where the physicians provide personal and identi-
fiable direction to interns and residents who are partic-
ipating in the care of their patients, are covered under
part B of the Medicare program. The reasonable costs of
medical services provided in a hospital by residents and
interns under an approved training program are covered
under part A of the program.

The following SSA regulations, 1 issued on August 31,
1967, describe the circumstances under which payments
will be made for services furnished by supervisory or
teaching physicians, as follows:

"(b) Payment on the basis of reasonable charges
is applicable to the professional services ren-
dered to a beneficiary by his attending physi-
cian where the attending physician provides per-
sonal and identifiable direction to interns or
residents who are participating in the care of
his patient. In the case of major surgical
procedures and other complex and dangerous pro-
cedures or situations, such personal and iden-
tifiable direction must include supervision in
person by the attending physician. A charge
should be recognized under Part B for the services
of an attending physician who involves residents

IThe SSA regulations were published in February 1967 in
t',e Federal Register as a proposed rule.
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and interns in the care of his patient only if
his services to the patient are of the same
character, in terms of the responsibilities to
the patient that are assumed and fulfilled,
as the services he renders to his other paying
patients. The carrying out by the physician
of these responsibilities would be demonstrated
by such action as: Reviewing the patient's
history and physical examination and personally
examing the patient within a reasonable period
after admission; confirming or revising diagno-
sis; determining the course of treatment to be
followed; assuring that any supervision needed
by the interns and residents was furnished; and
by making frequent reviews of the patient's
progress.

"(c) Charges for such services of the attending
physician may be billed either directly by him
or by the hospital under arrangements between
the physician and the hospital. (note 1.3 In
either case, the amount payable under the pro-
gram for such service may be determined in ac-
cordance with the same criteria for the deter-
mination of reasonable charges as are applicable
to the services which the physician renders to
his other patients ***."

In April 1969, SSA issued new and more comprehensive
guidelines (see app. VII) which, according to SSA, were
intended to clarify and supplement the criteria for mak-
ing payments for services of supervisory or teaching phy-
sicians. SSA stated that the new guidelines were found
to be necessary because there appeared to be a serious
need for a better and more uniform understanding of the
conditions under which such payments could be made. Some
of the more important provisions of the new guidelines
are as follows:

SSA instructions issued in April 1967 permitted organiza-

tions of teaching physicians to bill for professional
services furnished to medicare patients, provided that the
individual physicians had authorized such organizations to
bill on their behalf.
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"A. Conditions Which Must be Met for a Teachina
Physician to be Eligible for Part B Reim-
bursement as an Attendina Physician

The physician* must be the patient's 'ttend-
ing physician.' This means he must, as dem-
onstrated by performance of the activities
listed below, render sufficient personal
and identifiable medical services to the
Medicare beneficiary to exercise full, per-
sonal control over the management of the
portion of the case for which a charge can
be recognized; his services to the patient
must be of the same character, in terms of
the responsibilities to the patient that are
assumed and fulfilled, as the services he
renders to his other paying patients.

"1. To be the 'attending physician' for an
entire period of hospital care, the
teaching physician must as a minimum:

a. review the patient's history, the
record of examinations and tests in
the institution, and make frequent
reviews of the patient's progress;
and

b. personally examine the patient; and

c. confirm or revise the diagnosis and
determine the course of treatment to
be followed; and

"* The term 'physician' does not include any
resident or intern of the hospital regardless
of any other title by which he is desig-
nated or his position on the medical staff.
For example, a senior resident who is re-
ferred to as an 'assistant attending sur-
geon' or an 'associate physician' would
still be considered a resident since the
senior year of the residency is essential
to completion of the program."

I0
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d. either perform the physician's services
required by the patient or supervise
the treatment so as to assure that ap-
propriate services are provided by in-
terns, residents, or others and that
the care meets a proper quality level;
and

e. be present and ready to perform any
service performed by an attending
physician in a nonteaching setting
when a major surgical procedure or a
complex or dangerous medical proce-
dure is performed; for the physician
to be an 'attending physician' his
presence as an attending physician
must be necessary (not superfluous as
where, for example, the resident per-
forming the procedure is fully quali-
fied to do so) from the medical stand-
point; and

f. be recognized by the patient as his
personal physician and be personally
responsible for the continuity of the
patient's care, at least throughout
the period of hospitalization."

"3. Performance of the activities referred
to above must be demonstrated, in part,
by notes and orders in the patient's
records that are either written by or
countersigned Iby the supervising physi-
cian.

"4. The services of a teaching physician
while visiting patients during grand
rounds is basically teaching and does
not contribute to an 'attending' rela-
tionship with any of the patients visited."
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METHODS OF PAYMENT FOR MEDICAL SERVICES

Under part B of the Medicare program, payments in
excess of the $50 deductible for covered services for a
beneficiary, may be made either to a physician (assignment
method) or to the beneficiary. The choice is a matter of
agreement between the physician and the beneficiary. If
the physician agrees to take an assignment, he agrees
also that the reasonable charge determined by the carrier
will be the full charge and that the beneficiary will be
billed for no more than 20 percent of the reasonable
charge.

If an assignment is not made and the beneficiary ap-
plies for payment, his claim must be supported by an
itemized bill from the physician and the carrier can pay
the beneficiary 80 percent of the reasonable charges.
Under this method, the payment of the physician's fee be-
comes a matter between the physician and the beneficiary.
All payments for services of supervisory or teaching phy-
sicians at Cook County Hospital were made to APCCH under
the assignment method.

CARRIERS' ROLE IN ADMINISTERING
PART B OF MEDICARE pROGRAM

To provide for the administration of benefits under
part B, the Congress authorized the Secretary of HEW to
enter into contracts with carriers which are (1) to make
determinations of the rates and amounts of payments on a
reasonable-charge basis and (1) to receive, disburse, and
account for funds expended in making such payments.

The reports of the House Ways and Means Committee
and the Senate Finance Committee on the bill (H.R. 6675)
that became the Medicare law expressed the view that med-
ical benefits under part B should beadministered by pri-
vate carriers because private insurers, group health
plans, and voluntary medical insurance plans had had ex-
perience in reimbursing physicians. Both Committee re-
ports also expressed the intent that the Secretary of HEW,
to the extent possible, enter into contracts with a suffi-
cient number of carriers, selected on a regional or other
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geographical basis, to permit comparative analysis of
their performance.

As of June 30, 1968, SSA, acting under delegation of
authority from the Secretary, had entered into contracts
with 33 Blue Shield organizations, 16 commercial insur-
ance companies, and one State agency to act as carriers
under the supplementary medical insurance program. Dur-
ing fiscal year 1968, benefit payments made by carriers
under part B of the Medicare program amounted to about
$1.3 billion, of which over 90 percent was for physicians'
services. Administrative costs of the carriers for mak-
ing such benefit payments amounted to about $100 million.

In July 1966, SSA entered into a contract with Illi-
nois Medical Service, a Blue Shield organization, to act
as carrier for part B of the Medicare program in Cook,
Du Page, Kane, Lake, and Will Counties in the State of
Illinois. The contract was for the period February 11,
1966, through June 30, 1967, and it was automatically
renewable for successive periods of 1 year, unless either
Blue Shield or the Secretary gave written notice of in-
tention not to renew.

During fiscal year 1968, Blue Shield made Medicare
part B benefit payments amounting to about $38 million
and incurred expenses of about $3 million in administer-
ing the program.

The Travelers Insurance Company, operating under a
contract with the Railroad Retirement Board (RRB), acts
as the nationwide part B carrier for RRB beneficiaries
and, accordingly, administers a small portion of the
part B Medicare program in the same geographical area
covered by Blue Shield. Because, on a nationwide basis,
the Medicare payments made on behalf of RRB beneficiaries
represent less than 5 percent of the total payments, we
did not include in our review any payments made by Trav-
elers to APCCH.

13
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MEDICAL CARE

IN COOK COUNTY HOSPITAL

Cook County Hospital provides general, short-term med-
ical care, primarily for residents of Cook County. It is a
large, old hospital with about 2,500 beds. The overall ad-
ministrative direction of the hospital is provided by a
hospital director who is responsible to the Cook County
Board of Commissioners. The cost of the hospital's opera-
tions is funded through appropriations by the Cook County
Government, and all revenues received by the hospital are
deposited in the county's general fund.

The hospital provides a full range of medical ser-
vices, including the usual services in medicine, surgery,
gynecology, obstetrics, and pediatrics. In addition, it
has a burn unit and a trauma unit which provide specialized
care beyond that normally furnished by a general hospital.
In 1968, the hospital reported about 699,000 patient-days,
of which about 97,000, or 14 percent, were attributable to
patients 65 years of age or over. The costs for the hos-
pital, including the related School of Nursing and the
Fantus Outpatient Clinic, during this period were about
$41 million.

According to a December 1967 report by-the Task Force
on Health and Hospital Services, which was appointed by the
Citizens Committee on Cook County Government, the Cook
County Hospital is open to all residents of the county, but
it is basically an institution for the medically indigent.
The report stated that probably less than 10 percent of the
hospital's patients had sufficient income or insurance to
cover their full hospital costs.

The hospital reported in November 1968 that all 2,500
hospital beds and the Fantus Outpatient Clinic were used
for teaching. The five Chicago area medical schools con-
duct teaching programs at Cook County Hospital. The hos-
pital director stated, however, that no formal agreements
existed between the hospital and the medical schools. Four
of the schools assigned junior-year students and senior-
year students to the wards and clinics of the hospital.
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The schools assign full-time faculty members to supervise
the students, and residents and interns also supervise the
students. The hospital also reported that its internship
and residency programs were fully accredited by the Coun-
cil on Medical Education of the American Medical Associa-
tion and by such specialty boards as the American Board of
Surgery and the American Board of Anesthesiology.

The hospital further reported in November 1968 that
all the full-time staff and virtually all the voluntary
attending staff held faculty positions in one of the
Chicago medical schools. The hospital's office of medical
education conducts an educational program for the Cook
County Hospital internship. Each division and department
of the hospital conducts its own educational program for
its residents.

Medical care in the hospital is largely dependent
upon the staff of residents and interns who are taught and
supervised by a staff of attending physicians. A vast ma-
jority of the attending physicians voluntarily donate
their services on a part-time basis, whereas other attend-
ing physicians are paid salaries by the hospital for var-
ious duties.

Most of the attending physicians at Cook County Hos-
pital are members of APCCH and have authorized that organi-
zation to bill and collect from the Medicare program fees
for services which they provide to patients in the hospital.
As of April 30, 1969, APCCH had billed the Medicare program
about $3.5 million for services provided subsequent to July
1966 by these supervisory and teaching attending physicians
to Medicare patients in Cook County Hospital and had been
paid about $1.6 million. All of these payments were made
by Blue Shield, except about $60,000 which was paid by The
Travelers Insurance Company for services furnished to RRB
beneficiaries.
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MEDICARE PAYMENTS FOR SERVICES OF

SUPERVISORY AND TEACHING PHYSICIANS

AT COOK COUNTY HOSPITAL

This report includes information responsive to the re-
quest made by the Chairman in his letter dated April 28,
1969. For ease in identifying the information furnished in
response to the specific items included in the request, we
have noted these items under the various sideheadings in
the report and have cross-referenced the Chairman's letter,
which is included as appendix I beginning on page 73, to
the appropriate pages of this report. In addition, the
comments of HEW, Blue Shield, Cook County Hospital, and
APCCH are included as appendixes III through VI, respec-
tively.

NATURE OF APCCH (Item 4)

APCCH was incorporated in Illinois on December 8,
1967, as a not-for-profit corporation. The stated purposes
for which the corporation was organized are:

"*** to carry on and promote medical and scien-
tific education and research; to educate and
train doctors, nurses, technicians and other
persons to the extent related or incident to
modern hospital and medical care and services;
to promote improved and expanded medical treat-
ment and hospital facilities; to receive and
promote the making of gifts, donations and be-
quests and devises of monies and properties of
every kind and nature to, and for the use and
benefit of, the corporation; to apply for, re-
ceive and acquire grants of assistance, property
and services, of any kind, from any governmental
or public agency; and to conduct all lawful ac-
tivities incident to or desirable in connection
with the foregoing purposes; provided, however,
that no part of the activities of the corpora-
tion shall be carrying on propaganda or other
wise attempting to influence legislation."
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The authority of APCCH to bill in the names of attend-
ing physicians is derived from the assignment each physi-
cian makes at the time he applies for membership. The as-
signment, which may be revoked by written notice, provides
as follows:

"The undersigned further hereby assigns,
transfers and sets over to the Associated Physi-
cians of the Cook County Hospital, for distribu-
tion for the benefit of medical and scientific
education and research, and other purposes de-
fined in the Articles of Incorporation, as de-
termined by the Board of Directors of the Asso-
ciated Physicians of the Cook County Hospital
pursuant to the By-Laws of the Association, all
of his right, title, and interest in and to pro-
fessional fees for professional services rendered
to patients at the Cook County Hospital in the
course of his responsibilities as a member of
the Attending Staff of the Hospital; these are
fees which may become payable to him (1) under
the provisions of Title XVIII Part B and Title
XIX of the Health Insurance for the Aged Act
(P.L. 89-97, 1965); (2) third party reimburse-
ments; and (3) direct payments. This assign-
ment is conditional upon the agreement of the
Associated Physicians of the Cook County Hospi-
tal to indemnify and save the undersigned harm-
less from any claim against the undersigned by or
on behalf of the Internal Revenue Service, or
other taxes on or with respect to professional
fees covered by this assignment."

We were informed by the hospital director that, as a
matter of policy, attending physicians were not permitted
to individually bill patients for professional services
provided at Cook County Hospital. The executive staff,
however, has authorized two physicians' organizations to
bill for such services. Such an authorization was granted
to APCCH about a month before its incorporation. A pre-
vious authorization was granted to the physicians' and
surgeons' fund (PSF) in May 1959. The PSF which bills pri-
vate insurance companies for physicians' services, is dis-
cussed in greater detail beginning on page 63.
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APCCH membership, as of May 1969, consisted of 512
of the 612 attending and consulting physicans on the hospi-
tal staff. APCCH presently has billed only for physicians'
services provided to hospital patients covered under part
B of the Medicare program; however, the APCCH administrator
informed us that APCCH intended, in the near future, to
bill all patients and/or their third-party insurers for such
services.

Our test review of selected Medicare billings (see p.
69) showed that in each case the attending physician, in
whose name the billing had been made, was a member of
APCCH. To test whether attending physicians who were not
members of APCCH were also billing for their services to
Medicare patients treated at the hospital, we submitted the
names of 12 such physicians to Blue Shield for screening
against its payment files. This test did not disclose any
payments to these physicians for services at Cook County
Hospital.

ExDenditures of APCCH

As cited above, the APCCH articles of incorporation
provide, in general, that expenditures be made for medical
and scientific education and research. The articles pro-
vide also that no part of APCCH's income be distributable
to its members, directors, or officers; provided, however,
that reasonable compensation for services rendered not be
deemed a distribution of income. Further, the articles
provide that no part of the net earnings of APCCH inure to
the benefit of any member or individual but that all net
profits and net gains arising from the operation and con-
duct of APCCH be devoted exclusively to furthering the pur-
poses of APCCH.

According to financial data provided to us by APCCH
for the period from incorporation to April 30, 1969, a
total of about $3.5 million had been billed under Medicare,
of which about $1.6 million had been received. Of the to-
tal amount received, $1,600,476 was for physicians' ser-
vices provided to Medicare patients and $7,865 was from
return on investments of those funds. The status of the
amounts received as of April 30, 1969, was reported by
APCCH, as follows:
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Total cash received
Cash in bank and on hand
Marketable securities,

at cost

$ 9,755

1.110.301

$1,608,341

1,120.056

Cash expenditures

Of the cash expenditures totaling $488,285, $392,694
was for APCCH's operating expenses and for fixed assets and
$95,591 was for various purposes authorized by five sepa-
rate appropriations.

The nature and status of the APCCH appropriations, all
of which, the APCCH Administrator stated, were in support
of patient care and/or education in health services at the
hospital and in the community, as of
as follows:

Net avroorlations to Total

April 30, 1969, were,

F.xrended UneKpea d

Scholarship and edu-
cation

House staff develop-
ment

Hospital director's
emergency fund

Scientific research
Department develop-
ment

Total

$ 128,977 $30,416 $ 98,561

200,878 22,944 177,934

203,952
200,000

18,958 184,994
- 200,000

300,000 23.273 276.727

$1.033.807$j.U ... $938.216

In addition, APCCH has reserved $126,576 to a building
fund for new physical plant facilities for the hospital,
but no funds have yet been expended for this purpose. The
reserve is controlled by the board of directors of the
APCCH, and expenditures will require membership authoriza-
tion on the basis of specific building plans which may be
developed in the near future.
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Operating expenses were incurred mainly for salaries,
including those paid to medical and dental students who ab-
stracted data from hospital patient medical records for the
purpose of making Medicare billings. The APCCH controller
told us that no payments had been made from its fund to
member physicians, and our test review of payrolls did not
disclose any such payments to member physicians. The APCCH
financial data showed that a portion of the funds appro-
priated to the hospital director's emergency fund had been
applied to salaries and salary supplements of hospital em-
ployees, excluding physicians.
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NATURE OF SERVICES FURNISHED (Items 1 and 2)

Our review of individual medical records at Cook County
Hospital indicated that the professional services for which
billings had been made by APCCH in the names of attending
physicians and for which payments had been made by Blue
Shield generally had been furnished by residents and' in-
terns. The billings and payments reviewed had been made
prior to SSA's issuance in April 1969, of clarifying guide-
lines and supplementary criteria. (See p. 9.)

Our findings with regard to the furnishing of services
by residents and interns have been confirmed by statements
obtained from hospital officials, by transcripts of recent
Cook County hearings into the operations of APCCH, and by
reports of others who had made reviews at the hospital.
This information indicated that direct and identifiable pa-
tient care at the hospital had been provided primarily by
residents and interns, whereas the role of an attending phy-
sician primarily had been to provide overall direction and
supervision. We were informed by hospital officials that,
under the foregoing circumstances, individual medical rec-
ords would not fully reflect the actual involvement of the
attending physicians in the care of individual patients.

Further, because the hospital did not maintain time
records showing when the attending physicians were on duty
at the hospital, it generally was not possible for us to de-
termine whether the physicians in whose names the services
had been billed had been physically present at the hospital
at the time the specific services were furnished.

General policies governing
patient care

According to the bylaws adopted by the medical staff of
the hospital on May 29, 1964, all patients are to be at-
tended by members of the attending staff and patients may
be treated only by physicians who have submitted proper cre-
dentials and have been duly appointed to membership on the
medical staff. The attending medical staff consists of vol-
untary physicians and the permanent staff, all of whom have
been appointed by the Cook County Board of Commissioners.

21
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Residents and interns are not members of the medical staff.
As of May 1969, there were 612 physicians on the medical
staff, of whom 87 were full-time permanent staff, 13 were
part-time permanent staff, and 512 were voluntary physi-
cians. At that time, there were 143 interns and 318 resi-
dents on the hospital house staff.

The hospital's patient-care program was described by
the hospital director in a statement to us, as follows:

"1. All patients are assigned an interne, (sic)
one or more residents and one or more at-
tending physicians on admission to the hos-
pital.

"2. The care of the patients is the ultimate re-
sponsibility of the attending physician(s)
to whom they are assigned.

"3. Where more than one attending physician is
responsible for the patient, they will of
necessity share with one another, both the
supervision of the house staff (residents
and interns] in patient care and their own
personal involvement in the diagnosis and
treatment of the patient."

The hospital director described the delivery of pa-
tient care by the attending staff, residents, and interns
and the patient's identification of his doctor in testimony
before the Cook County Board Ad Hoc Committee re: Associ-
ated Physicians, on May 15, 1969, as follows;

"Now, I'd be the first to say that the vast
majority of our voluntary staff members, those
who come in voluntarily and contribute their time,
that there would be difficulty in the patient
identifying just exactly which of those men were
their personal physician; it is unlikely that the
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vast majority of our patients could do that.
(Note 1.) Nevertheless by virtue of the orga-
nized programs which we have, it is possible
for three or four of these voluntary staff
physicians, backed up by full-time staff phy-
sicians, to come in and supervise the resi-
dents, one being present at the time to check
the initial examination of the patient and
the initial plan of treatment, and, perhaps,
another one being present at the time that that
patient undergoes a therapeutic procedure, such
as an operation or the like, and I believe this
is at the present time an acceptable physician-
patient relationship in the teaching setting
with interns and residents, but it is going to
be increasingly under scrutiny and it may be
more difficult to document to the satisfaction
of all the parties concerned."

Other authorities, which had previously indicated that
medical care depended largely upon the intern and resident
staff and that ward supervision and medical care depended
primarily upon a system of voluntary and/or permanent at-
tending physicians, were the Task Force on Health and Hospi-
tal Services of the Citizens Committee on Cook County Gov-
ernment in December 1967 and Albert W. Snoke, M.D., consul-
tant to the Cook County Board of Commissioners ,in September
1968. Also, the hospital's November 1968 brochure dealing
with its intern and residency programs described the large
measure of responsibility for patient care which had been
given to the hospital's house staff.

The hospital director advised us that the adequacy of
the supervision and direction provided by attending physi-
cians to the house staff was evidenced by the full approval

1The Director indicated in a separate statement to us that,
in the case of the permanent staff, more patients were
aware of the role of an attending physician in their care,
although they still identified the intern or resident as
their doctor.
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of the hospital internship and residency programs and by
certain favorable comments regarding medical care that were
included in the February 1968 report on the hospital, is-
sued by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals
(JCAH).

Regarding comments by JCAH, the director noted
that it had reported that the medical and surgical staffs
were excellent and were doing their best to provide high-
quality patient care. He noted also that JCAH had reported
that the teaching of internal medicine to medical students,
interns, and residents was well organized and supervised
and that the division of surgery staff was doing its best
to do excellent teaching and to carry on research. JCAH
also noted that the hospital medical program had been ham-
pered by poor physical facilities and an insufficient num-
ber of nurses.

A system of accounting for the time devoted by the at-
tending staff to patient care was not maintained by the hos-
pital, and the amount of time apparently differed for each
physician. For the permanent staff, the director of the di-
vision of medicine estimated that most members of the divi-
sion staff worked between 40 and 48 hours a week, of which
up to 15 hours were devoted directly to patient care or di-
rection of interns and residents and the remainder was de-
voted to administrative and teaching duties. The director
of the division of surgery estimated that most physicians
in his division maintained a 60-hour workweek, of which 20
hours were devoted to patient care and 40 hours to adminis-
trative and teaching duties.

The Cook County Civil Service Commission announcement
stated that the voluntary staff would have to spend 20 hours
a month at the hospital. Estimates of time donated by the
voluntary staff made by various physicians working at the
hospital or familiar with its operation were generally con-
sistent with, or higher than, the Cook County Civil Service
Commission requirement. The maximum estimate was about 60
hours a month.
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Basis for APCCH charges

The financial statements of APCCH show that, as of
April 15, 1969, when, at the direction of SSA, Blue Shield
suspended the processing of the APCCH Medicare claims,
APCCH had received about $1.6 million in payments under
part B of the Medicare program. We made a detailed review
of selected payments to APCCH for services which it
claimed had been provided to 75 Medicare beneficiaries.
Payments made in the cases selected totaled about $10,800,
and such payments were made by Blue Shield during the pe-
rnod from April 1968 to January 1969. As discussed on
page. 69, our selection was made from a listing furnished
by SSA, which it prepared from its 5-percent sample of
bills paid by Blue Shield to APCCH.

The APCCH billings were made only for medical and sur-
gical care provided to patients in the hospital. Billings
were not authorized by Blue Shield for outpatient care or
for various ancillary services, such as pathology and ra-
diology.

The payments which we reviewed were for services fur-
nished to the 75 Medicare beneficiaries from July 1966
through November 1968. The nature and number of services,
as well as the amounts billed by APCCH and allowed by Blue
Shield, are sumarized in the following table.

Amount Asount
Occasions billed by allowed by

TL. ofI $MIS f service APCCH blue Shield

Medical services:
Initial visits 72 $ 1,835 $ 1,793
Daily medical care 747 5,341 5,334
Consultations 38 1,008 938
Other 9 6 5

Total medical 8.247

Surgical services:
Requiring use of operating room 18 6,149. 5,544
Other _V 1

Total surgical 57 7.557 6.742

Toal - 93 $am 14,866

Less deductibles and coinsurance 4.058

Total payments reviewed $&
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According to the hospital's procedures, the attending
physicians in whose names the billings were made should
have been assigned to the patients at the time they were
admitted to one of the hospital wards. When patients re-
ceived additional specialized services, such as surgery,
from other attending physicians, the billings were made in
the names of the attending physicians responsible for
those services.

The APCCH bases for billing for physicians' services
provided to Medicare patients were the SSA regulations,
cited on page 8 of this report, and agreements negotiated
with the carrier, which, the APCCH administrator stated,
included the APCCH principles and procedures for billing
adopted in March 1968. The APCCH billings relate to ser-
vices dating back to July 1966, when the Medicare program
went into effect; and the data supporting the billings for
periods prior to March 1968, when the APCCH began process-
ing claims, was derived from patient-care data accumulated
by the hospital and PSF. The APCCH administrator advised
us that almost all the prior billings had been further
verified by a review of the patients' medical records by
the APCCH staff.

With respect to documentation procedures followed af-
ter March 1968 by APCCH in billing for the services of at-
tending physicians, our review showed that, as a matter of
practice, the staff of APCCH reviewed the hospital medical
records and extracted from those records the evidence of
the specific services provided to Medicare beneficiaries
by interns, residents, or attending physicians. On the
basis of that evidence, the APCCH staff prepared the Medi-
care billing forms (Form SSA-1490, Request for Medical Pay-
bments), in the name of the attending physicians and for-
warded the bills to Blue Shield for payment. In other
words, the individual attending physicians in whose names
the services were billed did not, themselves, develop or
submit the bills for their services.

The APCCH principles and procedures for billing the
part B carriers, which are referred to above, were ap-
proved by the executive staff of the hospital on April 9,
1968. These principles and procedures, which are set
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forth in appendix VI, were submitted to Blue Shield and
to the SSA Regional Office in March 1968. The principles
and procedures included the following guidelines as to how
the hospital's medical records should be maintained to
support the billings.

"I. As of the effective date of the ap-
proval of these Principles and Procedures by
the Executive Staff of Cook County Hospital all
patients' charts will include the following in-
formation essential for billing requests for
reimbursement for services rendered to Medicare
and Medicaid qualified patients:

a. A note signed by the attending physi-
cian or his designate within a reason-
able period after admission indicating
that the attending physician reviewed
the patient's history and physical ex-
amination, his personal examination of
the patient, confirmation or revision
of the diagnosis, and determination of
the course of treatment.

b. The operative note must include the
name of the attending physician per-
sonally supervising in the case of a
major procedure, or personally autho-
rizing or directing other procedures.

c. In cases involving extended treatment
in the Hospital, frequent progress
notes, by the attending personally, or
for him by interns and residents as-
sisting in the care of his patient,
should indicate when the patient's
progress has been reviewed personally
by the attending, and when he has given
directions changing the course of
treatment.

d. Requests for consultations should indi-
cate that they are at the direction or
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with the authorization of the attending
physician responsible for the care of
the patient.

e. Consultation notes should indicate the
name of the attending physician respon-
sible for the consultation.

f. Discharge note should be initialed by
the attending physician.

"2. With respect to the back-log of Medicare
cases which may lack written confirmation of
the explicit participation of the attending
physician in accordance with the above proce-
dure, and, subject to the concurrence of the Di-
rector of the Division concerned, it will be as-
sumed that the care of the patient has been un-
der the personal direction of the attending
physician (a) indicated in the patient's chart,
or (b) the attending physician assigned respon-
sibility for patient care in the area in which
services were rendered. With respect to surgi-
cal procedures, it will be assumed, with the
concurrence of the Director of the Division con-
cerned, that the attending physician indicated
on the Operating Room Log Book provided personal
supervision in the case of major procedures, and
gave his personal direction in other cases."

Of the total amount ($14,900) of allowed charges re-
viewed by us, about $4,600, or about 30 percent, was ap-
plicable to services rendered after the effective date of
the APCCH principles and procedures.

Inasmuch as the basic source for the billings pre-
pared by the staff of APCCH had been the hospital medical
records, we reviewed the same source data applicable to
the 75 Medicare beneficiaries included in our sample of
cases selected for review. We attempted to ascertain
(1) whether the services actually had been provided and
(2) the extent to which the attending physicians had been
involved in providing such services.
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Further, because of the technical nature of the data
being considered, we requested that SSA make Public Health
Service (PHS) physicians available during our review, to
provide us with professional assistance. These physicians
examined the medical records pertaining to 47 of the 75
beneficiaries, to determine whether the services for which
billings had been made were compatible with the services
shown on the records.

Our findings with respect to each type of medical and
surgical services included in our review are discussed in
the following sections of this report and are summarized
in appendix II.

Initial visits

When a Medicare beneficiary was admitted to the hos-
pital and was assigned an attending physician, the Medi-
care program was generally billed by APCCH for an initial
visit which consisted of the development of a patient his-
tory, a physical examination, and a diagnosis. For bill-
ing purposes, this service was usually classified "rou-
tine" and a charge of $21 was made; however, in 13 of 72
instances, the initial visits were classified "intensive"
and charges of $42 each were made.

Although the APCCH principles and procedures con-
tained some criteria for making these classifications, the
difference between a routine initial visit and an inten-
sive initial visit represented primarily a value judgment
by the APCCH staff reviewing the hospital's medical rec-
ords for the purpose of developing bills. The PHSphysi-
cians assigned to assist us in our review examined the
medical records for seven of the 13 initial visits that
were classified as intensive and took no exceptions to the
classifications.

We found evidence in six of the 72 cases that, in ad-
dition to the services provided by residents and/or in-
terns, the attending physicians in whose names the ser-
vices had been billed had been personally involved. In
six additional cases, attending-physicians other than
those identified on the bills had been specifically

29
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identified as having been involved in the services pro-
vided. In the remaining 60 cases, the medical records
supporting the specific services billed disclosed no per-
sonal involvement or identification of any attending phy-
sician. In these 60 cases, the medical records generally
showed that the services had been provided by residents,
interns, and/or medical students.

The number and type of medical personnel identified
as being involved in providing the specific services re-
lating to initial visits are summarized in the following
table. In most cases, more than one individual was iden-
tified as being involved in providing the same service.
Therefore the number of medical personnel identified with
the services exceeds the total occasions of service billed.

Medical
records Medical
reviewed records
by PHS reviewed

physicians by GAO
Ihk and 21

Occasions of service:
Billed 72 46 26
Not furnished __ -

Furnished 21

Medical pe;sonnel
identified with
record of service:
Attending physicians:

Same as identified on
bill 6 5 1

Other 6 4 2
Residents 54 39 15
Interns 65 43 22
Medical students 10 4 6
Records not signed or

signature not
identifiable 4 -1 -]1

Total lu 2 AL

The medical records supporting 29 initial visits made
after April 1, 1968, were reviewed by the PHS physicians.
In only three of these cases was the attending physician
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named on the billing specifically identified with the ser-
vice, although the APCKH principles and procedures provided
that, within a reasonable period after admission, the
patient's charts should include a note to the effect that
the attending physician had reviewed the patient's history
and physical examination and had confirmed or reviewed the
diagnosis. Further, in one of the 29 cases reviewed by the
PHS physicians, the medical record showed that the services
comprising an initial visit had not been provided. In this
particular instance, the patient had been discharged from
the hospital for transfer to an extended-care facility.
The transfer was not accomplished, however, and the patient
was readmitted to the hospital on the same day.

Daily medical care

After a Medicare beneficiary's first day in the hos-
pital (which is covered by the initial visit), APCCH, in
accordance with its principles and procedures for billing,
generally billed for follow-up visits for each day of hos-
pitalization, unless such services were covered under the
fees billed for surgery. APCC1I billed for daily follow-up
visits for 65 of the 75 Medicare beneficiaries included in
our review. Usually the follow-up visit was classified
"routine" and the daily charge was $7; however, 12 of the
747 follow-up visits applicable to the 65 beneficiaries
were classified "intensive" and the daily charge was $14.

Our review of hospital medical records prepared by
physicians (attending physicians, residents, or interns)
showed that, for 129 of the 747 daily follow-up visits
billed, no notations had been made by any physicians, in-
cluding residents or interns, to indicate that physicians
had seen the patients. We found that, for the remaining
618 daily follow-up visits, which were supported by physi-
cians' notations, the records for only eight visits showed
notations that the attending physicians in whose name the
bills had been rendered had teen involved. There were 27
visits where other attending physicians had been involved
in providing daily follow-up care. For the remaining 583
daily follow-up visits which were supported by physicians'
notes, such notations generally identified residents
and/or interns as having been involved in providing the
care.
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Our findings with respect to the review of medical
records supporting charges for daily follow-up visits are
summarized in the following table: For many daily
follow-up visits, the records showed that more than one
resident and/or intern had been involved. Therefore, the
number of medical personnel identified with the services
exceeds the total occasions of service billed.

Medical
records Medical
reviewed records
by PHS reviewed

physicians by GAO
Total and GAO only

Occasions of service:
Billed 747 408 339
Not supported by physi-

cians' notations 129 73 56

Supported by physicians'
notations 618 _5 283

Medical personnel
identified with
record of service:
Attending physicians:

Same as identified on
bill 8 5 3

Other 27 15 12
Residents 329 196 133
Interns 313 113 200
Medical students 58 22 36
Records not signed or
signature not
identifiable 24 16 8

Total 759 367 392

As indicated by the foregoing table, for those medical
records reviewed by the PHS physicians, there were 73
follow-up visits for which no physicians' notations were
found; however, we were advised by the PHS physicians that
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there had been only 12 daily visits billed in cases where
all the patients' medical records, including those not
customarily prepared by physicians--such as nurses' notes
and laboratory reports--revealed no medical services at
all. For four of these 12 visits, the patient was not
even in the hospital. We were advised by the hospital di-
rector, however, that a physician's entry on a patient's
chart was not required for each consecutive day of hospi-
talization and that therefore the absence of a physician's
notation would not necessarily mean that the patient had
not been seen by a physician.

Consultations

APCCH billed for consultations when the medical rec-
ords indicated that one division (e.g., medicine) had re-
ceived medical advice from another division (e.g., surgery)
or from a subspecialty within the same division. Consul-
tations were classified "limited," "complete," or "follow
up." In the cases reviewed by us, APCCH had billed for 38
consultations, of which 17 had been classified as limited
and billed at $21 each, 12 had been classified as complete
and billed at $49 each; and nine had been classified as
follow up and billed at $7 each.

Although the APCCH principles and procedures con-
tained some criteria for making these classifications, the
difference between a limited consultation and a complete
consultation represented primarily a value judgment by the
APCCH staff reviewing the hospital's medical records for
the purpose of developing bills. The PHS physicians as-
signed to assist us in our review examined the medical rec-
ords for nine of the 12 consultations that had been classi-
fied as complete and took exception to only one classifi-
cation which they considered to be limited.

Our review of hospital regulations and of the APCCH
principles and procedures provided some guidelines as to
the involvement of attending physicians in consultations.
For example, the bylaws and rules and regulations of the
medical staff of Cook County Hospital, adopted in May 1964,
provide, with respect to consultations, that:
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"A satisfactory consultation includes ex-
amination of the patient and the record. A writ-
ten opinion sijned by the consultant must be in-
cluded in the medical record ***." (Underscoring
supplied.)

As indicated on page 27, the APCCH principles and
procedures provide that (1) requests for consultations
should indicate that they are at the direction, or with
the authorization, of the attending physician responsible
for the care of the patient and (2) consultation notes
should indicate the name of the attending physician respon-
sible for the consultation.

Our review of the medical records applicable to the
38 consultations for which billings had been made did not
disclose any instance in which the attending physician in
whose name the service had been billed had been shown as
having been involved in providing the service. In three
cases, we found that four attending physicians, other than
those identified on the bills, had been specifically iden-
tified as having been involved in the services provided.
In the remaining 35 cases, the medical records indicated
that the services generally had been provided by residents.

The number and type of medical personnel identified
as having been involved in providing the specific services
relating to consultations are summarized in the following
table. In some cases, more than one individual was iden-
tified as having been involved with the services provided.
Therefore the number of medical personnel identified with
the services exceeded the total occasions of service
billed.
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Medical
records
reviewed
by PH3

physicians
Total and GAO

Occasions of service
billed and furnished

Medical personnel
identified with
record of service:
Attending physicians:

Same as identified on
bill

Other
Residents
Interns
Medical students
Records not signed or

signature not
identifiable

Total

38 28

5 3

43 33

Because the medical records did not include the re-
quired written consultation opinions signed by the attend-
ing physicians, we asked the APCCH staff members how they
had been able to identify an attending physician for bill-
ing purposes. We were advised that the identification had
been based on the organizational unit involved in the con-
sultation and that, on such basis, the name of an attend-
ing physician assigned to the specific unit had been se-
lected at random.

Other medical services

In nine instances, APCCH billed Medicare for minor
medical procedures, such as measuring the patients' blood
circulation times. Our review of the medical records dis-
closed no record of involvement of attending physicians
in any of these instances.

Medical
records
reviewed
by GAO
only
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The number and type of medical personnel identified ds
having been involved in providing these miscellaneous ser-
vices are summarized as follows:

Medical
records Medical
reviewed records
by PHS reviewed

physicians by GAO
Total and GAO only

Occasions of service
billed and furnished 9 4 5

Medical personnel
identified with
record of service:
Attending physicians:

Same as identified on
bill - - -

Other - - -
Residents 4 2 2
Interns 3 2 1
Medical students 2 - 2

Total 9 4 5

Operating room surgery

For 14 of the 75 Medicare beneficiaries included in
our review, APCCH had billed for 18 surgical procedures
which had required the use of the hospital's operating
rooms. Of these 18 operations, six were transurethral re-
sections of the prostate, four were amputations, two were
cystotomies, and the remainder were various other proce-
dures, including two which the hospital director consid-
ered major operations. The charges allowed by Blue Shield
for these 18 surgical procedures ranged from $44 to $660.

Our review of the hospital's operating room records
showed that, for 16 procedures, the surgery actually had
been performed by residents who, in some cases, had been
assisted by interns and that, for two procedures, the
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medical personnel performing the surgery could not be
identified from the available records.

The SSA regulations dealing with reimbursement for
services of attending physicians who supervise interns and
residents provide, in part, that:

"In the case of major surgical procedures and
other complex and dangerous procedures or situa-
tions, such personal and identifiable direction
must include supervision in person by the attend-
ing physician **."

The hospital records which would normally indicate
the presence of the attending physicians could not be lo-
cated for three of the 18 procedures. We found that, in
the 15 instances where the pertinent hospital records were
available, the attending physicians in whose behalf the
service had been billed were shown as having been present
in the operating room during the surgery in two instances.
In four additional instances, attending physicians, other
than those identified on the bills, were shown as having
been present in the operating room. In the remaining nine
instances, the records did not indicate that attending
physicians had been present.

Our findings relating to the services involving op-
erating room surgery are summarized in the following table.
In some instances, more than one individual was identified
with the surgery performed. Therefore the number of medi-
cal personnel. identified with the services exceeds the to-
tal occasions of service billed.

37

32-408 0 - 69 - 22
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Operating
records Operating
reviewed records
by PHS reviewed

physicians by GAO
Total and GAO only

Occasions of service
billed and furnished 18 11 7

Surgery performed or
assisted in by:
Attending physicians - - -
Residents 18 11 7
Interns 2 - 2
Not known _2 1 1

Total 22 12

Attending physicians
present at surgery:

Same as identified on
bill 2 1 1

Other 4 4 -
None present 9 4 5
Not known _3 2 1

Total 8 7

Because the SSA regulations appeared to stress the
personal supervision of attending physicians in cases in-
volving major surgical procedures, we requested the views
of the hospital director and of the director of surgery
regarding the need for the attending physicians to be
present during surgery.

With respect to the specific procedures included in
our review, the hospital director advised us that
(1) where the hospital records did not show the presence
of an attending physician during a prostate operation, the
records were incomplete because, under the hospital's pro-
cedures, an attending physician must be present on such
occasions, (2) the presence of an attending physician
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during an amputation was not necessary, because experience
had shown that the resident staff could perform the proce-
dure properly, and (3) for the two procedures which, in
his judgment involved major surgery, the attending physi-
cians named on the billings had been present.

By letter, dated June 6, 1969, to the hospital direc-
tor, the director of surgery stated that:

"*** Whether the attending physician responsible
for the care of the patient is present in the
operating room and actually assists in the per-
formance of surgery, or is 'scrubbed' and present
in the operating room in order to provide active
assistance if required, or if he is in the oper-
ating room but not 'scrubbed' in order to be im-
mediately available for consultation and guid-
ance, or whether, after having given his direc-
tion to the resident surgeon with respect to the
surgical procedure, he is available within the
hospital for consultation or assistance in the
case of development of an emergency . . . in
each of these varying situations the attending
physician responsible for the care of the pa-
tient, who has given his direction to the resi-
dent surgeon assisting the care of his patient,
is the individual who is both ethically and le-
gally responsible for the patient care being
rendered."

As indicated on page 21, because the hospital did not
maintain records showing when the attending physicians
were on duty at the hospital, it generally was not pos-
sible for us to determine whether the physicians in whose
names the services had been billed had been physically
present at the hospital at the time the surgery was per-
formed.

Other surgical services

In addition to billing for the surgical procedures
which required the use of the hospital's operating rooms,
APCCH billed for 39 other surgical services furnished to
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beneficiaries included in our review. These services gen-
erally involved spinal taps and two types of cystoscopies
which were usually billed at rates of $22 and of $44 or
$82.50, respectively. The PHS physicians assigned to as-
sist us in our review examined the hospital's medical rec-
ords applicable to 31 of these surgical procedures and
found that, in two instances, these records supported a
lower valued cystoscopy than that which had been billed by
APCCH.

Our review of the hospital's medical records appli-
cable to the 39 procedures showed one instance where the
attending physician in whose name the service had been
billed had been personally involved. In seven additional
cases, attending physicians other than those identified
on the bills had been specifically identified as having
been involved in the services provided. In the remaining
31 cases, the hospital records did not indicate that at-
tending physicians had been specifically involved.

The number and type of medical personnel identified
as having been involved in providing the specific services
relating to these surgical procedures are summarized in
the following table. In some cases, more than one indi-
vidual was identified as having been involved in providing
the same service. Therefore the number of medical person-
nel identified with the services exceeds the total occa-
sions of service billed.

Medical records Medical records
reviewed by M reviewed by

TotLalw igh~iansnd GA W-4

Occasions of service
billed and furnished AUL

Medical personnel
identified with
record of service:
Attending physicians:

Same as Identified on
bill

Other 7 5 2
Residents 18 13 5
Interns 13 11 2
Medical students 3 3 -
Records not signed or
signature not
identifiable -. -_

Total

40

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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We were advised by the hospital director that a cys-
toscopic examination was a minor diagnostic procedure per-
formed routinely by residents and that attending physicians
were called upon for advice and assistance only when neces-
sary.
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Hospital. APCCH. and
Blue Shield comments

The hospital director acknowledged that, in many in-
stances, the supervision and direction to interns and resi-
dents by attending physicians were poorly documented in the
medical records but stated that this did not mean that the
supervision and direction had not been provided. He stated
further that, in many private hospitals, the only notation
in a hospital chart to indicate that a physician had visited
a patient or had performed a procedure was that which ap-
peared in the nurses' notes. According to the director,
Cook County Hospital does not have enough nurses to provide
this documentation and it is not realistic to expect that
this be done by the physicians.

The APCCH administrator stated that 11,966 beneficiary
claims had been submitted to Blue Shield during the 8-month
period from which we selected 75 beneficiary claims for re-
view. He questioned, therefore, whether such a small sam-
pling of claims processed could produce statistics upon
which to base a valid judgment of the billing procedures of
APCCH.

The APCCH administrator stated also that, prior to
April 1969 when SSA issued new guidelines, there were no
SSA or Blue Shield requirements that billed services pro-
vided to beneficiaries be documented, in part, by notes and
orders in the patients' records that were either written by
or countersigned by the supervising physicians.

Regarding the standards for documenting patients' rec-
ords included in the APCCH principles and procedures for
billing, the APCCH administrator stated that, although the
implementation of those provisions was considered to be a
highly desirable goal, it was not considered by him to be a
precondition for requesting reimbursement under the Medi-
care program.

He stated further that, due to circumstances which
could not rapidly be remedied, there was a serious lack of
recording in the patients' medical records of the actual
participation by attending physicians in their direction
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and supervision, and even in their personal rendering, of
patient care. He added, however, that he did not consider
the absence in the patients' records of notes and orders
written or countersigned by the attending physicians to de-
tract from the validity of the right of APCCH to receive
reimbursement for the services of the attending physicians
responsible for the care of the patients.

Regarding the absence of notations by physicians, in-
cluding residents and interns, for each day of medical care
billed, the APCCH administrator stated that there was no
requirement in the Federal regulations, SSA guidelines, or
APCCH agreements with Blue Shield for a written record in
the patient's chart to substantiate daily follow-up visits.
He added that it was an established routine at the hospital
that every patient was seen daily by an attending physician
or by a resident or intern assisting in the care of the pa-
tient under the physician's direction. The failure to re-
cord the vipit, he stated, was not indicative that the ser-
vice had not been performed.

Regarding billings for surgery performed in operating
rooms, the APCCH administrator stated that the billings had
been in accordance with the APCCH principles and procedures
and with agreements with Blue Shield. That is, a surgical
procedure was billed in the name of the attending physician
who personally supervised the procedure in the operating
room or who gave his personal direction to the resident
performing the procedure; this would be the attending phy-
sician named in the operating note on the hospital chart,
or, in the absence of an indication on the chart, the at-
tending physician named in the operating room record of the
hospital. The latter record, he stated, showed the name of
the attending physician responsible for the supervision of
each surgical procedure, and this information was usually
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also contained in related records of the anesthesiology de-
partment.l1

Blue Shield did not comment directly on this section
of the draft report because, the vice president of the Gov-
ernment Contracts Division stated, the time allowed for com-
ment did not permit a detailed examination of the specific
Medicare claims included in our review. He noted, however,
that in January 1969 all APCCH claims had been assigned to
one claims examiner, a registered nurse with special quali-
fications, for screening and evaluating the claims.

He stated also that, in a further effort to ensure
proper adjudication, APCCH subsequently had been required
to submit additional supporting data from the medical rec-
ords, to assist the claims examiner in evaluating the rep-
resentations made in the claims filed by APCCH. He also
noted that Blue Shield had refused to make payment for the
professional services of the so-called hospital-based phy-
sicians, e.g., the pathologist, radiologist, anesthesiolo-
gist, and physiatrist.

IThe objective of our review of medical records documenting
surgical procedures was twofold: (1) to identify the phy-
sician(s) who had actually performed the operations and
(2) to identify any other attending physicians who actu-
ally had been present in the operating rooms at the time
of the operations. We reviewed the medical records cited
by the APCCH administrator; however, we were informed by
responsible hospital officials that the operating room
records would not provide the information cited in
(2) above. For this information, they referred us to rec-
ords of the anesthetists, which we reviewed, and the data
extracted therefrom was used in compiling the statistics
shown on page 38 of this report.
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CHARGES BY ATTENDING PHYSICIANS
EMPLOYED BY COOK COUNTY HOSPITAL
AND BY VOWNTEERS (Item 3)

The salaries of physicians on the hospital's permanent
staff have been claimed by the hospital for reimbursement
by the intermediary, the Blue Cross Association (Blue
Cross), under part A of the Medicare program, and some of
the same physicians have authorized APOCH to bill Blue
Shield for their professional services under part B of the
program. Subject to audit, Blue Cross has agreed to reim-
burse the hospital for the Medicare share of the physicians'
salaries under part A and has made interim payments to the
hospital on the basis of a provisional per diem rate appli-
cable to Medicare patients. Blue Shield has accepted the
part B claims and has made payment to APCCH on the basis of
a negotiated schedule of fees for specific services.

The hospital has claimed reimbursement for the salaries
of these physicians on the basis that they were paid sala-
ries for administrative and supervision duties and not for
patient care. APOCH has charged for the services of these
physicians on the basis that they also provided direct pa-
tient care or provided personal and identifiable direction
to residents and interns involved in the care of their pa-
tients.

In addition to the physicians on the hospital permanent
staff, there were about 512 voluntary physicians on the
medical staff in May 1969. These volunteers were not sal-
aried, and therefore no costs applicable to their services
were chargeable under part A. About 389 of the volunteers
were involved in practicing medical specialties applicable
to the aged and also were members of APCCH. Accordingly,
their services were potentially billable under part B. Our
sample inquiries with respect to these volunteers showed
that they had not been otherwise compensated for their ser-
vices at the hospital.

Salary ied ph sicians

The services of 49 of the 100 physicians on the sal-
aried, permanent iaff in May 1969 were potentially
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billable by APCCH under part B. From SSA's viewpoint, a
basic question regarding these physicians is whether Medi-
care funds may be used to pay for their services under the
methods of payment agreed upon by Blue Cross for part A
costs and by Blue Shield for part B charges.

The question arises because there is some conflicting
evidence as to whether these physicians' salaries are paid
for only administrative and supervisory duties or for pa-
tient care. If the intermediary had held that the salaries
were paid to physicians for their patient care, as well as
for their other duties, their compensation would have been
apportioned between parts A and B of the program. Conse-
quently, the basis for charges under part B would have been
different; the basis would have been that portion of their
salaries attributable to patient care rather than the
schedule of fees which had been used. We believe that
charges based on salaries would have been significantly less
than those based on the fee schedule.

In May 1969 there were 100 full- and part-time physi-
cians on the permanent staff. The annual salaries paid to
these physicians ranged from $6,000 for a part-time physi-
cian to $40,000 for the full-time hospital director; most
full-time physicians' salaries ranged from $20,000 to
$25,000 annually. Medicare billings could not be made
in the names of 51 of these physicians because (1) they,
e.g., pediatricians, did not care for the aged, (2) they
were not members of APCCH and, under the rules of the hos-
pital, were not permitted to bill individually, or (3) if
they were members, they practiced ancillary medical special-
ties, e.g., radiology or pathology, for which they had not
been reimbursed under part B because Blue Shield and APCCH
had not reached an agreement under which charges for these
services were allowable.

The remaining 49 physicians were members of the at-
tending medical staff and were engaged in practicing medical
or surgical specialties applicable to the aged. They were
also members of APCCH and, as a result, billings could be
made in their names under part B. The APCCH administrator,
in June 1969, estimated that about 28 percent of the APCCH
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billings was attributable to members assigned to the perma-
nent staff. The estimate was based on a survey of 3,500
cases, or between 20 and 25 percent of the total cases then
billed.

Our review of 75 Medicare patient cases showed that
billings had been made in the names of 57 different physi-
cians and that 14 of these 57 physicians, or about 25 per-
cent, were assigned to the permanent staff. Further,
$5,127, or about 34 percent of the total of $14,866 in
charges allowed by Blue Shield on those claims, was for the
services of the permanent staff.

Our analysis of data obtained in reviewing the 75 Med-
icare patient cases, covering the period from July 1966
through November 1968, showed that Blue Shield had allowed
an average $13.37 under part B for physicians' services for
each patient-day of hospitalization. At the time of our
field review, the reasonable costs for Cook County Hospital
under part A of the Medicare program had not been finally
determined by the fiscal intermediary for the fiscal years
ended on November 30, 1966, 1967, and 1968. We estimate
that, for these years, an average $1.40 a patient-day was
claimed by the hospital under part A for salaries paid to
all physicians on the permanent staff.

In addition, an average $2.11 a patient-day was claimed
by the hospital under part A for salaries paid to interns
and residents. In other words, the "reasonable cost" under
part A applicable to the hospital's medical personnel usu-
ally providing patient care, as previously described on
page 21, was $2.11 a patient-day, whereas the "reasonable
charge" made under part B, primarily for supervising those
persont, was $13.37 a patient-day.

In October 1968, the intermediary for part A, Blue
Cross, and its subcontractor, Hospital Service Corporation,
accepted, subject to audit, the hospital's claim for reim-
bursement under part A for salaries paid to physicians as-
signed to the permanent staff.

In making its acceptance, Blue Cross agreed with the
hospital that, technically, the salaries paid to these
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physicians were for administrative and supervision of per-
sonnel duties and therefore were allowable under part A.
This agreement was reached after rather extensive inquiries
had been made by Blue Cross, which included obtaining a
statement from the hospital administrator and certifications
from the directors of all but one of the hospital divisions
that the salaried staff in their divisions were paid for
such administrative and supervisory duties and not for pa-
tient care. The certification read as follows:

"This is to certify that each individual
understands that his Civil Service status and
requirements of the statutes of the State of
Illinois preclude his receiving any salary from
the County for the care of patients, and that
such salary as he does receive is exclusively
for the above enumerated administrative ser-
vices. This is true in all cases without ex-
ception."

This certification was apparently requested by Blue
Cross to assure itself, in view of other somewhat conflict-
ing evidence, that members of the permanent staff were not
paid for attending patients in the hospital. In particular,
the bylaws of the medical staff of the hospital, adopted
in May 1964, provided as follows:

"*** The Attending Medical Staff will consist
of voluntary physicians *** and the permanent
staff who have been appointed by the govern-
ing body to attend patients in the hospital."

One division director would not sign the certification.
The director of the division of laboratory sciences told us
that he would not do so because of the provision in the
bylaws cited above. The head of the hospital's governing
body, the president of the Cook County Board of Coemis-
sioners, told us that, in his opinion, the physicians who
were salaried by the hospital were compensated to attend
patients and to perform administrative and supervisory
duties.
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The apparent bases underlying the certification were
that (1) members of the permanent staff in whose names
billings were to be made had been appointed to the medical
staff as attending or associate attending physicians,
(2) the latest civil service announcements calling for
hospital attending physicians, issued in April and May 1966,
had specifically provided that the positions offered no
compensation, and (3) hospital attending physicians either
had been appointed as a result of those or prior announce-
ments or had been temporarily appointed consistent with an-
nouncements issued by the president of the Cook County
Board of Commissioners.

The Illinois statute referred to in the above certifi-
cation was "An Act Concerning the Classified Service of the
County of Cook," approved in 1905 and last amended in 1951
(section 1144 of chapter Y Illinois revised statutes).
The act provided for the appointment, employment, and re-
moval by the Board of Commissioners of Cook County of all
physicians and surgeons in conformity with rules prescribed
by the Cook County Civil Service Commission. The act fur-
ther specified that the board "may provide that all such
physicians and surgeons who serve without compensation" be
appointed for a term to be fixed by the board.

In replying to our inquiry on June 9, 1969, the chair-
man of the Cook County Civil Service Commission stated that
the term "attending physicians" used in the 1966 announce-
ments should be considered to be the same as the term "vol-
untary attending staff," as defined in the commission's
laws and rules of 1969. The rules provide that such physi-
cians or surgeons serve without compensation. The chairman
stated also that:

"*** the hospital staff is divided into dif-
ferent categories among which is the Voluntary
Physician who is also referred to as an Attend-
ing Physician. The Attending Staff also in-
cludes the full-time paid physicians. In some
instances, I believe, an individual may hold
status in both categories."
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In an attempt to further clarify whether members of
the permanent staff were paid to care for hospital patients,
we asked the Cook County Civil Service Comnission and the
Cook County Position Classification Agency to provide us
with position announcements and jcb. descriptions for the
salaried physicians' positions included in the annual appro-
priation bill of Cook County for fiscal year 1969.

These efforts did not produce conclusive results, be-
cause both agencies had relatively little data applicable
to the physicians in the divisions of medicine and surgery
and nearly all the APCCH bills were applicable to positions
assigned to these divisions. Available job descriptions,
some published in 1966 and others not dated, covering eight
of the 49 types of salaried positions included in the appro-
priation bill, tended to support the view that these physi-
cians were paid to care for patients and to perform certain
departmental administrative duties and/or to teach residents
and interns and supervise their care of patients.

For example, of eight job descriptions we reviewed,
four stated that the physicians would assist the division
director In administration and teaching and in the super-
vision of inpatient and outpatient care. One job descrip-
tion stated that the incumbent was to administer the depart-
ment, supervise the care of patients, and direct and conduct
teaching of residents and interns and supervise their care
of patients. One job description stated that the physician
was to supervise the diagnosis and treatment of certain
illnesses. The remaining two job descriptions stated that
the physicians holding these positions would assist the de-
partment chairman in patient care, education, and research.

Voluntary physicians

We were told by the hospital director that four medical
schools in the Chicago area assigned physicians to the hos-
pital for teaching purposes. These physicians, he said,
cared for patients in the course of their teaching duties
and, accordingly, were also members of the medical staff.
The hospital director said, however, that these physicians
were compensated by the medical schools only for teaching
and that, with respect to their duties as members of the
medical staff, they served without compensation.
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In reviewing the 75 Medicare patient cases, we iden-
tified 43 voluntary attending physicians in whose names
billings had been made by APCCH. We mailed questionnaires
to 42 of the 43 physicians, to ascertain whether they were
affiliated with medical schools tnd whether the schools,
private practice, or any other source was compensating them
for services at the hospital. We also asked them to state
how long they had been volunteering their services to the
hospital.

We received replies from 36 of the 42 physicians;
6 did not reply. Answers to our questions by the 36 physi-
cians were as follows:

Medical school affiliation 35
No affiliation 1
Compensated for hospital services 3
Not compensated 33
Years of service volunteered to

hospital:
Under 5 7
5 to 10 3
10 to 15 9
15 and over 16
Not reported 1

One of the three physicians who reported that he was
being compensated for his services had received his compen-
sation between January 1967 and January 1969 from a medical
school. The dean of faculty at that school told us that
the physician had been paid for teaching and not for patient
care. Another physician reported receiving compensation
from a medical research unit that worked closely with the
hospital. According to an official of that unit, the physi-
cian had been paid for his duties as director of surgical
research, which did not directly involve patient care at
the hospital. The third physician said he had not been
compensated after 1964. Since his compensation predated
Medicare, we did not follow through on his statement.

Hospital and Blue Shield comments

The hospital director stated that members of the perma-
nent staff had been hired for administrative and supervisory
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duties. This concept, he said, was predicated on the fact
that over 50 percent of the salaried staff carried an ex-
traordinary administrative and educational work load. He
stated further that an estimated 50 to 70 percent of those
salaried physicians were expected to supervise a large num-
ber of medical and nonmedical personnel in activities not
directly related to the care of the individual patient.

The director advised us that the current salary paid
to over 60 percent of the full-time salaried staff repre-
sented only 60 to 70 percent of their total professional
income and that their hospital salaries were about two
thirds of the amounts usually paid to physicians in com-
parable positions in the Chicago area.

The Director stated that, in his opinion, when the
majority of the salaried physicians go to the individual
patients' bedsides or to the operating rooms, they are pro-
viding professional services for which they are not compen-
sated by their hospital salary. This was, he said, consis-
tent with the civil service rating which they hold as at-
tending physicians--caring for patients without compensa-
tion.

The director of laboratory sciences, on the other
hand, reemphasized that the permanent staff had not been
hired solely for administration. He said that this matter
was only thought of when Medicare came into effect and that
the permanent staff knew that, to qualify for Medicare pay-
ments, it would have to make such a claim.

The vice president of the Blue Shield Government Con-
tracts Division pointed out that considerable time and ef-
fort had been exerted by Blue Cross and its subcontractor
to investigate and verify the representations made by the
administration of the hospital concerning the purpose for
which salaries were paid to attending physicians. He said
the administration of the hospital had insisted, in corre-
spondence and in discussions with Blue Cross and with Blue
Shield representatives, that salaries were paid exclusively
for administrative duties.
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The vice president said that these representations
could not be brushed aside, in the absence of data which
would clearly refute the contentions of the hospital admin-
istration. He also noted that Blue Shield had refused to
make payments for the services of hospital-based special-
ists, such as radiologists and pathologists, including those
in the division of laboratory sciences.
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BENICIARY INVOLVEMENT (Item 5)

Our review showed that Medicare beneficiaries had not
been billed for deductible and coinsurance amounts by
APCCH and had not signed the appropriate claim forms but
had been sent appropriate notification of the payments made
on their behalf.

Beneficiaries not billed for
deductibles and coinsurance

As pointed out on page 6, the beneficiary, under
part B of the Medicare program, is responsible for the first
$50 for covered medical services in each year and also for
20 percent of the reasonable charges for covered services
in excess of $50 in each year. These amounts, which are
payable by the beneficiary, are generally referred to as
the deductible and coinsurance amounts.

At the time of our field review, APCCH had not billed
the Medicare beneficiaries for the deductible and coinsur-
ance amounts. For the payments we reviewed, about $4,100,
or about 28 percent, of the $14,900 in charges allowed by
Blue Shield represented deductible and coinsurance amounts
which had not been paid by Blue Shield and which would usu-
ally be the responsibility of the beneficiaries; however,
none of the 75 beneficiaries included in our review had
been billed by APCCH.

Because of the absence of billings for the deductible
and coinsurance amounts, we raised the question as to
whether the patients actually owed anything to APCCH and we
requested the views of the APCCH administrator. We were
advised, in June 1969, that it was the contention of APCCH
that its member physicians were entitled to reimbursement
for the uninsured portion of the Medicare claims from pa-
tients who were financially able to pay and that it was the
intention of APCCH to proceed with billing for such amounts
in the near future.

Our review of the APCCH financial statements indicated
that the deductible and coinsurance amounts applicable to
the $1.6 million in Medicare payments received from the
carriers totaled more than $600,000 and that, as of
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April 30, 1969, the beneficiaries had made unsolicited pay-
ments of about $850, apparently on the basis of the infor-
mation shown on the Explanation of Benefits form which the
carriers had provided to the beneficiaries.

Beneficiaries did not
simn claims

With respect to the procedures to be followed for mak-
ing payments under part B of the Medicare program, the SSA

regulations dealing with Form SSA-1490, which is customar-

ily used to bill for physicians' services, generally re-

quire that the patient sign the form requesting the payment

of benefits to him or to others on his behalf. When a phy-

sician accepts an assignment from the beneficiary (i.e.,
for payment to be made directly to the physician), the pa-

tient's signature provides evidence that the patient has

made the assignment and that he recognizes the right of the

physician or organization to request payment. Although SSA
relaxed its requirements in this regard early in 1967, to
expedite claims processing, we noted that, in October 1967,
SSA advised Blue Shield that, effective January 1, 1968:

"*** Patient's Signature (Assigned Claim)

As a general rule the patient's (or his rep-
resentative's signature is needed on all assigned
claims. The carrier may, however, continue tO
process assigned claims where a blanket SSA-1490
has been submitted for the same illness. We have
found that patients have challenged assignment
payments to physicians, especially hospital-based
physicians, stating that they did not make any
assignment. Since the patient must make the as-
signment to the physician, it is questionable
whether the validity of such payments can be
maintained when challenged."

In addition to requiring beneficiaries' signatures on
assigned claims, SSA regulations require the carriers to
furnish beneficiaries with an Explanation of Benefits form
which identifies the individuals or organizations to which
the payments were made, the place and date of the services
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provided, and the charges that were allowed by the carrier.
The Explanation of Benefits form not only advises the bene-
ficiary of the amount of the $50 deductible that has been
applied and the amount of coinsurance payable but also pro-
vides the beneficiary with an opportunity to question any
payments made on his behalf for services that may not have
been provided.

The payments made to APCCH by Blue Shield were handled
as assignments. Our review showed that Blue Shield, al-
though it had been furnishing the beneficiaries with the
Explanation of Benefits form in connection with its payments
to APCCH, had made payments on the basis of claims forms
that had not been signed by the beneficiaries. None of the
75 beneficiaries included in our review had signed Form
SSA-1490. In lieu of the patient's signature, the form usu-
ally was stamped with the notation "signature of patient on
file."

Our inquiry into this matter revealed that, prior to
March 1968, the beneficiaries' signatures had been recorded
on Form SSA-1554. This billing form was to be used only
where a hospital or extended-care facility had a billing ar-
rangement to collect physicians' charges for individual pa-
tient care. These signed forms, which included information
concerning medical services rendered to Medicare benefi-
ciaries, were accumulated by officials of PSF under the as-
sumption that PSF would be the organization which would ad-
minister the part B program at the hospital.

In February 1968, the signed Form SSA-1554's were
turned over to APCCH for the purpose of transferring the in-
formation to Form SSA-1490's and of initiating the retroac-
tive billings for medical services furnished to Medicare pa-
tients subsequent to July 1966. The APCCH administrator ad-
vised us that the foregoing procedure had been proposed by
APCCH and agreed to by Blue Shield.

For services provided after March 1968, we noted that
the patient's signature had been recorded on a Cook County
Hospital admitting form which included a request that pay-
ments of authorized benefits tnder title XVIII of the So-
cial Security Act be made on his behalf.
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In other words, in none of the cases we reviewed did
we find that a beneficiary had specifically signed a docu-
ment making an assignment to APCCH or to the specific phy-
sician in whose name APCCH was billing.

Blue Shield and APCCH comments

Regarding the absence of beneficiaries' signatures on
Form SSA-1490's, the vice president of the Government Con-
tracts Division, Blue Shield, told us that there had been a
temporary period when SSA had not required the signatures
and that Blue Shield had simply overlooked this matter when
SSA, in January 1968, again required the signatures. He
noted that SSA had not questioned this practice even though
it had had an opportunity to do so when it received the
5-percent sample of claim forms which Blue Shield submitted
to SSA and during SSA's onsite inspection of Blue Shield's
claim-processing procedures.

The APCCH administrator advised us that Blue Shield
had not brought the above SSA requirement to the attention
of APCCH and that it had no reason, therefore, to believe
that the procedures it followed were not correct and ac-
ceptable in every respect. He advised us also that Blue
Shield had never questioned the procedure of stamping
claim forms to show that the beneficiaries' signatures were
on file or that the beneficiaries were unable to sign.
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DETERMINATION OF REASONABLE CHARGES
AND AMOUNTS ALLOWED (Item 6)

As discussed on page 7, payments for physicians' ser-
vices under part B of the Medicare program are to be made
on the basis of reasonable charges and, in determining the
reasonable charges, the carriers making such payments
should take into consideration the customary charges made
by the physicians for their services, as well as the pre-
vailing charges in the locality for similar services. With
respect to payments for the services of attending physicians
who provide personal and identifiable direction to interns
and residents who are participating in the care of their
patients, the SSA regulations state that:

"*** the amount payable under the program for
such service may be determined in accordance
with the same criteria for the determination of
reasonable charges as are applicable to the
services which the physician renders to his
other patients ***."

As pointed out previously in this report, there are
over 500 physicians at Cook County Hospital who are mem-
bers of APCCH and who have authorized APCCH to bill on
their behalf. For the 75 Medicare cases reviewed by us,
billings had been rendered in the names of 57 different
attending physicians, of whom 14 also had been salaried
employees of the hospital at the time the services had been
provided.

Negotiation of reasonable charges

Although there are a large number of individual phy-
sicians who have authorized APCCH to bill on their behalf,
APCCH has billed, and Blue Shield has made payment, on the
basis of a uniform schedule of fees. Our review indicated
that this fee schedule had resulted from extensive negoti-
ations in March, April, and May 1968 involving officials of
APCCH; Blue Shield; and SSA Bureau of Health Insurance,
Chicago Regional Office. In general, this schedule of
charges was based on the 1964 Relative Value Studies (CRVS)
adopted by the California Medical Association.
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CRVS consists of five separate sections or studies
(medicine, anesthesia, surgery, radiology, and laboratory),
of which only two (medicine and surgery) have been used by
APCCH for billing purposes. These studies have assigned
unit values to the various procedures within each section.
According to the CRVS, the relative values in one section
must not be related to or compared with those in any other
section. For example, under the section for medicine, the
CRVS assigns a unit value of three for a routine initial
hospital visit and a unit value of one to a routine follow-
up hospital visit. In other words, the value of the ini-
tial hospital visit--which includes a patient history, a
physical examination, the initiation of diagnostic and
treatment programs, and the preparation of hospital rec-
ords--is three times the value of a routine follow-up visit.

In the surgery section, the CRVS assigns a unit value
of 40 to an appendectomy and a unit value of 80 to a
transurethral resection of the prostate. This is another
way of saying that the prostate procedure is worth twice
as much as an appendectomy. Usually, the listed values for
surgical procedures that include both the surgery and a
maximum number of days for follow-up care that may be re-
quired. For example, there is a 45-day follow-up period
included in the assigned unit value for an appendectomy and
a 90-day period included in the assigned unit value for the
prostate procedure.

For the purpose of developing charges, a fixed dollar
conversion factor or rate is applied to the unit values in
each section. The rates negotiated by APCCH and Blue Shield
for the purposes of billing Medicare were $7 for medicine
and $5.50 for surgery.

Our review of the record of the negotiation showed
that APCCH had asked for a $7 rate for medical procedures
and a $6 rate for surgical procedures. We were advised by
Blue Shield officials that, when they found that the ap-
plication of the $6 conversion factor resulted in charges
for some surgical procedures that were higher than the up-
per limits of the prevailing charges in the Chicago area,
the conversion factor was reduced by Blue Shield to $5.50.
Blue Shield stated that the resulting charges were no
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higher than the prevailing charges. Also, there is some
evidence that Blue Shield considered the surgical fees to
include, in addition to the days of follow-up care listed in
the CRVS, routine preoperative care when a patient was ad-
mitted to the hospital for major surgery.

With respect to meeting the customary-charge criteria,
we noted that Blue Shield had made a comparison of the pro-
posed uniform schedule of fees (based on $7 for medicine
and $6 for surgery) with the charges to Blue Shield sub-
scribers (non-Medicare) by 95 member physicians (surgeons)
of APCCH. Blue Shield found that (1) for 38 APCCH physi-
cians, their usual or customary charges to Blue Shield sub-
scribers were less than the fees in the proposed schedule
and (2) for 57 APCCH physicians, their usual charges to
Blue Shield subscribers were equal to or greater than the
fees in the proposed schedule.

We noted also that the customary and prevailing charge
data considered by Blue Shield was applicable to physician
services performed by the physician in person. As dis-
cussed on pages2l through 44 of this report, the services
for which Medicare was billed at Cook County Hospital
generally had been performed by residents and interns at
the hospital with evidence of only limited personal involve-
ment of the attending physicians. Further, there may be
other differences between a physician's charges in a teach-
ing setting and his charges in private practice.

For example, at Cook County Hospital, we found that
an attending physician's involvement with a Medicare pa-
tient usually ended when the patient was discharged from
the hospital. Therefore, in the case of charges for sur-
gical procedures, the attending physician in whose name
the service was billed would not be likely to have pro-
vided all the days of follow-up care included in the charge
and, unless the patient was in a position to use the hospi-
tal's outpatient facilities, it would be possible that
another physician would have provided such care and also
would have charged the Medicare program.

To illustrate this point, we noted that a Medicare
beneficiary had been admitted to the hospital on May 2,

60
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1968, with a diagnosis of a malignant prostate gland. A
charge of $21 was made for a routine initial visit, which
was allowed by Blue Shield. For the period May 3 through
May 9, 1968, APCCH charged for 7 days of routine medical
care at $7 a day, which was also allowed by Blue Shield.

On May 13, 1968, this patient received an operation;
the procedure was a partial transurethral resection of the
prostate, and the related charge was $440 (a unit value of
80 x $5.50), which was allowed by Blue Shield. According
to the CRVS, this charge included 90 days of follow-up
care and, accordingly, no further daily charges for routine
medical care were billed by APCCH. On May 23, 1968, a
second transurethral resection of the prostate was per-
formed; however, the second $440 charge was not allowed by
Blue Shield.

On June 3, 1968, this beneficiary was discharged
from the hospital and transferred to a nursing home. On
that date, another physician, not connected with APCCH or
the hospital, began providing and charging for professional
services in connection with the beneficiary's prostate con-
dition. In other words, although the May 13, 1968, surgical
charge of $440 included a 90-day follow-up period, the Med-
icare program did not realize the full benefit of this pay-
ment because, within this period, the patient left the
hospital and received care for his prostate condition from
another physician who also was entitled to charge for this
service.

Amounts allowed

As shown on the table on page 25, for the claims
reviewed by-us, Blue Shield allowed about $14,900, or
about 94 percent, of the $15,800 billed by APCCH. About
$600 of the $938 in disallowances related to surgical pro-
cedures performed in the hospital operating rooms. Blue
Shield disallowed a claim for one prostate procedure,
which had been billed at $440, because it represented
the second such operation performed on the patient within
a short time. Also,Blue Shield reduced the billed fee
for a major vascular operation from $825 to $660. The
APCCH billings for other surgical procedures were reduced
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by Blue Shield by about $210. Those Blue Shield disallow-
ances generally related to reductions of the charges for
spinal taps from $22 to $16.50 and for cystoscopies from
$82.50 to $44 when the description of the services on the
bills indicated that the lower-valued procedures had been
performed.

The balance of the Blue Shield disallowances covered
various medical services and included a reduction in the
classification of medical care from intensive to routine
and the elimination of a charge for an initial visit because
the diagnosis on the bill indicated that the patient had
entered the hospital for an operation and because Blue
Shield considered that preoperative services should have
been included in the allowable surgical fee.

We reviewed the claims applicable to the 75 Medicare
beneficiaries with Blue Shield's senior claims examiners
and found that, in addition to $938 actually disallowed,
about $410 should also have been disallowed. About $200
of the $410 represented charges for 23 occasions of ser-
vice (initial visits and daily follow-up visits) which
Blue Shield personnel stated should have been considered as
preoperative care and included in the allowable surgical
fees.

The balance of the unallowable charges represented
(1) $28 in charges for four daily follow-up visits which,
we concluded, could not have been provided because the
patient was not in the hospital, (2) a $21 charge for an
initial visit where, the PHS physicians concluded, the
services had not been provided, (3) about $105 in charges
applicable to consultation and minor surgical procedures
where, the PHS physicians concluded, the hospital's medical
records did not support the classification of services
billed, and (4) $55 where the wrong CRVS unit value had
been assigned to the service described on the bill. In
general, Blue Shield claims examiners agreed with our find-
ings in the above instances.
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OTHER MEDICAL INSURANCE PROGRAMS
AND INDIVIDUALS PAYING FOR PHYSICIANS'
SERVICES (Item 7)

The hospital executive staff, since May 1959, has au-
thorized, in addition to APCCH, only PSF, administered by
the Hektoen Institute for Medical Research of the Cook
County Hospital, to request and receive reimbursement for
physicians' services furnished to patients at the hospital.
For the fiscal year ended August 31, 1968, PSF reported
having received payments totaling $353,976 from insurance
companies and other sources.

The hospital director told us that, as a matter of
policy, individual members of the medical staff were not
permitted to bill patients or third parties for their ser-
vices. This policy was reduced to writing on October 8,
1968, in the form of a resolution passed by the executive
staff. On the same day, the executive staff, in effect,
revoked the earlier authorization given PSF by giving the
staff's authorization exclusively to APCCH. These actions
were subject to the approval of the Cook County Board of
Commissioners, which had not been obtained as of June 20,
1969.

APCCH has billed only Medicare for services of its
members. The APCCH administrator informed us, however,
that, in July 1968, negotiations had been initiated with
Blue Shield and with the Illinois State Department of Pub-
lic Aid to arrange for reimbursement for medical services
rendered to Blue Shield-insured patients and to patients
eligible for medical assistance from the State Medicaid
plan. Billing by the APCCH for members' services to pa-
tients covered by other third-party insurance, now being
collected by PSF, has been deferred. The administrator
further informed us that it was the intention of APCCH
eventually to bill for all professional medical services
rendered by its members to all of their patients at Cook
County Hospital, pursuant to the APCCH members' assign-
ments to APCCH of the right to collect and disburse-such
funds.

PSF was established by the executive staff in May 1959
for the purpose of billing insured patients and those who
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could afford to pay for physicians' services rendered at
Cook County Hospital. PSF was started as a result of pri-
vate negotiations between the present director of the di-
vision of laboratory sciences at the hospital and 25 in-
surance companies and unions. The director informed us
that these private agreements covered services provided at
the hospital but did not specify whether the services were
to be performed by attending physicians or by residents.
The director informed us also that PSF had been established
with the oral approval of the president of the Cook County
Board of Commissioners and the State's attorney.

PSF is administered by the Hektoen Institute. The di-
rector of the institute is also the director of the divi-
sion of laboratory sciences at the hospital. The institute
bills and collects for services performed and makes expen-
ditures which, the director informed us, require the ap-
proval of a special committee of hospital physicians. We
were also told by the director that expenditures had been
made for purchasing equipment for laboratories at the
Hektoen Insditute, which provide services for hospital pa-
tients and for supplementing the salaries of certain hos-
pital employees, including physicians. Since 1964, these
latter expenditures have also required the approval of the
Cook County Board of Commissioners.

The director stated that, at the outset, PSF intended
to bill all patients who could afford to pay or, as appro-
priate, their insurers. In practice, however, it appears
that only those patients having private medical insurance
are identified for billing and, if the insurers do not pay
the bills, the individuals are then requested to pay. PSF
officials identified a total of 63 insurance companies, em-
ployers, and unions that honored PSF bills and a total of
12 insurance companies and unions that did not.

Billings submitted to third-party insurers are signed
by the director of the Hektoen Institute who informed us
that billings for medical and surgical care were based on
information recorded in the patients' medical records. In-
formation submitted with the billings show the names of at-
tending physicians who, we were told, were the attending
physician named on the medical records. The director
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stated, however, that the billings were for the performance
of professional services, regardless of whether they were
provided by attending physicians, residents, or interns.

Regarding assignment of insurance benefits to a physi-
cian by the patient, the patient is required, upon admis-
sion, to sign a statement authorizing the payment of medi-
cal and/or surgical benefits directly to PSF. The author-
ity of PSF to bill for physicians' services is apparently
derived solely from the executive staff, because members of
the medical staff have not individually assigned their
rights to fees to PSF.

In addition to the 63 insurance companies, employers,
or unions identified by the PSF officials as paying for
physicians' services provided to patients at Cook County
Hospital, an additional 30 similar sources that had paid
for these services were identified by us. This identifi-
cation was made by analyzing the PSF financial records for
1 month of the fiscal year ended August 31, 1968. Revenues
for that entire fiscal year totaled $356,065, of which
$326,396 was received from insurance companies; $22,905
from employers or unions; and $6,764 from other sources,
including individuals. Refunds for the fiscal year totaled
$2,089, and net revenues, therefore, amounted to $353,976.

Our analysis of revenues for I month in which $34,511
was received showed that payments, ranging from $7.50 to
$4,665, had been received from 53 organizations, most of
which were private insurance companies. A total of $357
was received from sundry sources, including individuals.
More than $1,000 was received during the month from each of
10 insurance companies.

Both PSF and APCCH were billing for physicians' ser-
vices provided to patients at Cook County Hospital, and the
basic setting in which these services were provided was the
same. To determine whether the fees charged by both PSF
and APCCH were also the same, we selected and compared
charges by PSF for services commonly billed by APCCH, which
we identified in the 75 cases we selected for review. The
comparison was based on charges, not amounts paid, because,
without having the individual medical insurance policies
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applicable to the PSF billings, we were unable to determine
why PSF had received amounts different from those paid
APCCH by Blue Shield for the same types of services.

The comparison showed that, for three types of medical
services, PSF had charged more than APCCH and that, for
seven types of surgical services, PSF had charged more for
three types and less for four types. Details of the compar-
ison follow.

Types of services

Medical services:
Daily hospital visit
Consultations:

Limited
Complete

Surgical services:
Spinal puncture
Cystoscopy
Cystoscopy with retrograde pyelogram
Proctoscopy
Transurethral resection of prostate
Suprapubic cystotomy
Amputation, lower extremity

Fees charged
PSF APCCH

$10 $ 7

25 21
50 49

35 22
50 44
75 82.50
16 16.50

350 440
300 275
250 330

The PSF officials identified 12 insurance companies
that would not honor PSF billings. One of these companies
was Blue Shield. Generally, the PSF officials stated, the
companies would not honor the billings because of a provi-
sion in their insurance policies which excluded from cover-
age any services rendered in an institution owned or oper-
ated by governmental agencies or subdivisions thereof. A
Blue Shield official advised us that Blue Shield policies
contained this exclusion. A PSF official also stated that
the insurance companies which had honored claims had usually
incorporated the same exclusion in their policies but never-
theless, in some instances, had honored the billings. This
official stated that, in other instances, agreements that
the billings would be honored had been reached as a result
of personal negotiation between himself and company repre-
sentatives.
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SUSPENSION OF MEDICARE PAYMENTS
FOR SERVICES OF SUPERVISORY PHYSICIANS
IN THE TEACHING SETTING

As a result of SSA's April 9, 1969, directive to
Blue Shield and the SSA guidelines issued in April 1969
(see p. 9), which Blue Shield reported it had received in
May 1969, Blue Shield suspended the processing of all
bills for services furnished by supervising physicians in
the teaching setting. The suspension was effective
April 15, 1969, for Cook County Hospital, and May 8, 1969,
for five other hospitals in Chicago serviced by Blue
Shield.

In making the suspensions, Blue Shield stated to
APCCH and the hospitals that it would be necessary to
verify with each provider that the guidelines had been
satisfied and that the required documentation was on file
for each case before the processing of pending and future
bills could be resumed. Blue Shield was sending out med-
ical review teams to determine whether the services fur-
nished by supervising physicians qualified for payment
under the provisions of these guidelines and whether the
necessary documentation was available and to reevaluate
the bases for reasonable-charge determinations.

We were informed by a Blue Shield official that, as
of June 16, 1969, Blue Shield was performing the review
and evaluation work necessary to make the foregoing de-
terminations and that the suspensions were still in ef-
fect.

MATTERS REQUIRING
FURTHER ATTENTION OF SSA

We believe that SSA should inquire further into the
propriety of charges being allowed for the services of
supervisory and teaching physicians when circumstances
such as those noted in our review and cited below exist
at hospitals.

--For 60 initial visits for which billings were made,
the medical records supporting the specific
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services billed disclosed no involvement or iden-
tification of any attending physicians, although
the SSA regulations provided that the attending
physicians should review the patients' histories
and physical examinations and personally examine
the patients within reasonable periods after ad-
mission. (See p. 29.)

--For 129 follow-up visits billed, no notations were
made by any physicians, including residents or in-
terns, to indicate that physicians had seen the
patients. (See p. 31.)

--The medical records applicable to 38 consultations
for which the Medicare program was billed dis-
closed no involvement of the attending physicians
in whose names the services were billed.
(See p. 34.)

--Hospital records in nine instances involving
charges for operating room surgery did not indi-
cate that attending physicians had been present.
(See p. 37.)

--Hospital records in 31 instances involving charges
for minor surgical procedures did not indicate
that attending physicians had been-specifically
involved. (See p. 40.)

Agency ccinments

HEW noted that SSA, on April 9,' 1969, had advised
Blue Shield that documentation in support of payments to
APCCH were inadequate to justify payments and that, as
a result, Blue Shield had suspended further payments to
APCCH. HEW also agreed to inquire further into the pro-
priety of charges being allowed by carriers when circum-
stances such as those cited above existed at hospitals.
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SCOPE OF REVIEW

Our review was directed primarily toward an examina-
tion into selected Medicare payments made to APCCH by Blue
Shield. Our review included an examination of the Cook
County Hospital records pertaining to the services for
which APCCH had made charges to the Medicare program. We
reviewed the SSA regulations, policies, and procedures re-
lating to payments for the services of supervisory or
teaching physicians and the procedures followed by Blue
Shield in making payments for such services to APCCH. In
addition, we obtained information concerning the practices
of other insurers with respect to paying for similar ser-
vices at Cook County Hospital.

During our review, we interviewed officials of a num-
ber of organizations involved in the matters discussed in
this report, including officials of the Cook County Hos-
pital; APCCH; Blue Shield; SSA Bureau of Health Insurance,
Chicago Regional Office; the Cook Counvy Board of Commis-
sioners; and the Cook County Civil Service Commission.

In the selection of specific Medicare payments for re-
view, we applied the following procedures.

1. SSA, as part of its oversight function, and for
statistical purposes, requests from each carrier
all part B bills applicable to all beneficiaries
whose social security numbers end in 05, 20, 45,
70, and 95. This project has been designated by
SSA as the 5-percent sample. We obtained from SSA
a list of all payments made by Blue Shield to APCCH
that had been processed by SSA through March 6,
1969, applicable to the beneficiaries included in
the 5-percent sample. This list contained 439 pay-
ment records applicable to 307 beneficiaries and
represented payments to APCCH that totaled about
$58,600.

2. From thi 3 list, we made a random selection of 103o
beneficiaries with 149 payment records representing
payments of $19,800.

69

32-108 0 - 69 - 24
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3. From the foregoing subsample, we selected for de-
tailed review 77 payment records representing pay-
ments of $10,800 applicable to 75 beneficiaries.
In this selection, we placed emphasis on payments
for services provided-after Aptil 1, 1968, after
which date, the APCCH principles and procedures in-
dicated, the hospital medical records should show
the personal involvement of the attending physi-
cians.

The PHS physicians who were assigned by SSA to pro-
videus with professional assistance reviewed the hospital
medical records applicable to 47 of tlie 75 beneficiaries.
In selecting the cases to be reviewed by the PHS physici-
ang, we placed emphasis also on payments for services pro-
vided after April 1, 1968.
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April 28, 1969

The Honorable
Elmer B. Staats
Comptroller General
of the United States
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Staats:

In connection with my letter of March 3, 1969, requesting the assis-
tance of the General Accounting Office in the development of a Committee
staff report relating to problem areas in the operation and administration
of the Medicare and Medicaid programs, I am talking this opportunity to re-
new the request of the Committee on Finance that your Office make a speci-
fic review of the Medicare payments made to supervisory or teaching
physicians at Cook County Hospital in Chicago, Illinois. The formal re-
quest was made by the Committee sitting in executive session on Friday,
April 25, 1969, with Mr. Smith Blair, Legislative Attorney, in attendance.

It is my understanding that, during 1968, an Association, consisting
of both salaried and nonsalaried physicians at the Hospital, has received
over $1 million in payments from the supplementary medical insurance
(Part B) portion of the Medicare program for various services furnished
since July 1966 to Medicare inpatients at the Hospital.

It is not the intent of this Committee to request your staff to develop
overall conclusions relating to the legal and policy questions which may
arise during this review but, rather, to develop a report summarizing the
information obtained during the review for the consideration of the Com-
mittee. It is anticipated, however, that the review will be based on an
examination of payments made on behalf of selected Medicare beneficiaries
and will deal with the following matters.

1. The circumstances surrounding the admission of the Medicare

(pp. 21, 22, patients to the Hospital. For example, was the physician who

26] charged for services the "attending" physician at the time of
the patient's admission to the Hospital.
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The Honorable
Elmer B. Staats April 28, 1969

r. 21 2. The extent that the services paid for were actually furnishedto 21 by the supervisory or teaching physician and the extent thatthe services were performed by residents and interns under
the supervision of the physician who charged for the services.

[Pp. 46 3. The extent that the services for which payment was made from
and 47] Medicare (Part B) funds represented charges by (a) salaried
(P. 47] physicians and (b) nonsalaried physicians. For the salaried
Lpp, 50 physicians, the extent that their compensation was being reim-

and 51] bursed to the Hospital under the hospital insurance (Part A)
portion of the Medicare program. For the nonsalaried physicians,
information as to their affiliations and whether they were other-
wise compensated for their services at the Hospital.

,.pp. 16 4. Information regarding the relationship between the Association
to 18] and the physicians at the Hospital including data on (a) the Asso-
zp. 18] ciation's authority to charge on behalf of the physicians and (b)

any physicians who do not belong to the Association but who may
be charging Medicare independently.

[PP- 54 5. Information as to whether (a) the Medicare patients were billed
and 55] for and subsequently paid the deductible and coinsurance portions
:PP. 55 of the charges paid by Medicare, (b) the patients signed the
tO 57] appropriate claim forms requesting that Medicare payments be
-pp. 55 made on their behalf, and (c) the patients received "explanations
and 56j of benefits" or other notification of the payments made on their

behalf.

.pp. 58 6. Information as to the basis for arriving at the amount "reasonable
to 62] charges" for the services paid.

LpP. 63 7. Information as to whether any other medical insurance programs
to 66] or other patients have made payments for services performed

by the salaried or nonsalaried physicians at Cook County Hos-
pital in amounts comparable to those paid from Medicare funds
under comparable circumstances.

8. Please obtain also any other pertinent information which you
find is merited by the facts gained in your investigation of
the items already listed.
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April 28, 1969

I would appreciate your Office making a preliminary draft of
the proposed report available to the Committee staff not later than
June 15, 1969. In this regard, the Committee has no objection if you
desire to make a copy of the preliminary report available to appro.
priate officials of the Social Security Administration for their con-
sideration and for any comments they may care to make, after you
have submitted it to the staff.

With every good wish, I am

Chairman

The Honorable
Elmer B. State
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COOK COUNTY HOSPITAL

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

SCHEDULE SHOWING CHARGES FOR SERVICES AND MEDICAL RECORD OF SERVICES

FOR 75 MEDICARE PATIENT CASES REVIEWED BY GAO

Total

OCCASIONS OF SERVICE BILLED, INCLUDED IN 75 CASES hEVIIED 923
CHARGES FOR CATEGORIES OF SERVICES:

Total amount billed $15.604I " allowed $14o866

Average amount billed, per occasion 17.12
" alloyed, per occasion 16.11

OVERALL CHARGES FOR SERVICES:
Total number of days hospitalized 11ll
Average charges allowed for service a day of hospitalization $ 13.37

MEDICAL RECORDS SHOW RECORD OF SERVICE:
For initial visit, medical care, and surgical procedure:

Number of days no entry made for medical careo I entry made for medical care
Medical personnel identified with record of service:

Attending physician, same as identified on bill:
Salaried by Cook County Hospital 4
Nonsalaried 11

Attending physician, other:
Salaried by Cook County Hospital 22
Nonsalaried 22

Resident 437
Intern 395
Medical student 74
Record not signed or signature not identifiable 36

For surgical--operating rooms:
Operation performed by:

Attending physician, same as identified on bill:
Salaried by Cook County Hospital
Nonsalaried

Attending physician, other:
Salaried by Cook County Hospital
Nonsalaried

Resident 16
Intern 2
Not known 2
Attending or associate physician present:

Same as identified on bill:
Salaried by Cook County Hospital 1
Nonsalaried I

Other:
Salaried by Cook County Hospital
Nonsalaried
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Nature of servicesNed!"ca,, care

initial 
P

vi it RDMIl Conyutation Other !E

72 747 36 9

$1,835 $5,341 $1,008 $63 $1
$1,793 $5,334 $ 938 $59 $1

$25.49 $7.15 $26.53 $7.00 $30
#24.90 $7.14 $24.71 $6.56 $3(

gural cal

39

,408
,190

6.10
0.72

Oporatina room
16

$ 6,149
$ 5,544

$341.61
$308.00

1 129
71 618

1
7

11
16

329
313
5
24
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2m01

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
JUL 1 1969

Dear Mr. Charam:

This is in response to your letter of June 24, 1969, requesting comments
on your draft report to the Senate Finance Committee entitled, "Review
of Medicare Payments for Services of Supervisory and Teaching Physicians
at Cook County Hospital, Chicago, Illinois."

The comprehensive information obtained by GAO substantiates the principal
findings made by the Social Security Administration review teams which
visited the Cook County Hospital and Illinois Medical Service earlier this
year. As indicated in your report, the previous SSA review resulted in a
letter to the Illinois Medical Service from the Bureau of Health Insurance
on April 9, 1969, pointing out that documentation in support of payments
to the Associated Physicians of the Cook County Hospital (APCCH) was
inadequate to Justify those payments. The carrier then suspended further
payments to the APCCH and has not made payments since then. While a
reference is made in the report to the April 9 letter we feel it would be
appropriate to include a copy of it in the Appendix to complete the record.

We have beeo in constant touch with Illinois Medical Service regarding
efforts to obtain adequate documentation from APCCB and we are awaiting
further information from them. As recommended, we will inquire further into
the carrier's practices in allowing charges under the specific circumstances
mentioned on page 63a of your draft report. The comments which Illinois
Medical Service, APCCH, and the Cook County Hospital submit in response to
your report will also have an important bearing on our decisions regarding
the direction further action should take. We would therefore appreciate
your forwarding copies of these comments to us as soon as you receive them.
We will keep you informed as further action is taken.

Sincerely yours,

/Assismtant "1647~r, Comptroller

Mr. Philip Charam
Associate Director, Civil Diviliqh
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548
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DEFA IMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION. AND WELFARE. SOCIAL SECUlITY ADMINISTRATION
DaLTIMOI. MARYLAND 1241

MM Tom:P1

APR 9 1969
Kr. Leonard J. Allegretti

Vice President
Government Contracts Division
Illinois Medical Service
222 North Dearborn Street
hicago, Illinois 60601

Dear Mr. Allegretti:

Last week a review team frcm the Bureau of Health Insurance met with
you and others for the purpose of gathering information concerning
the reimbursement of Part b phicians' services rendered to Medicare
patients in the Cook County Hospital in Chicago. The review team has
since met with my staff and submitted a report outlining its findings.
After reading the report and other information which has been provided
me, I find that the documentation on the part of Illinois Medical
Service in support of the Part B payments which have been made is
Inadequate to justify those payments.

As you know, our regulations permit Part B payment to a ph sician either.
when he renders services to the patient directly or when the attending
physician provides personal and identifiable direction to interns and
residents ifo are participating in the care of that physician's patient
and a znber of other conditions are met. In the absence of more specific
docunontation of the services than has been offered, I am unable to
determine that physicians in the teaching setting are carrying out the
kinds of duties and responsibilities called for in section 405.S21 of
the regulations.

Our regulations permit Part B reimbursement for physician services in
a teaching setting only if "the attending physician's services to the
patient are of the same character in terms of responsibilities to the
patient that are assured and fulfilled as the services he renders to
his own paying patients." It is unclear, in the case of a physician
ift has patients of his own, that the services rendered to Medicare
patients in the hospital meet this requirement and that charges made
to Medicare patients for the services in Cook Cotnty Hospital are
reasonable in relation to what the physician charges private patients.
Nor is it clear that charges by physicians who have no private patients
are'based (,. ;.ustcm ary charges for medical services rendered in this
particular setting or how the customary charges were developed.
Furthermore, it is not clear that the charges being used as the basis
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for reimbursement are those which patients generally have an obligation
to pay. I am told that information regarding the identification s to
the type of practice each physician has and the amount of time spent
by each physician at the hospital and in his own practice is unavailable.
Such information may be iportant In determining hether the reimburse-
ment made is reasonable.

There is. in my opinion, a lac% of documentation to allow a continuance
of Part B reimbursement to those physicians who are rendering and billing
attending physician services to Medicare patients in Cook County Hospital.
Accordingly, I am asking that no payments be made for Part. B physician
services except for services for which we can be assured that the
reimbursement is both legal and reasonable in amount. Of course, in
making further reimbursements you will want to take account of any
overpayments which need to be recovered.

It was requested during the meeting last week that we ask for certain
supporting documents in writing. Therefore, in coplying with that
request, we would appreciate your sending us the following documents
as soon as possible:

(1) A ccxplete identification of all physicians vho provide services
ts patients on a "no ccmpensation by the hospital" basis. The
identification should include: (a) the physician's name;
(b) any university or medical school affiliation; (c) the type
of affiliation, if any; (d) the extent of time spent by him in
the hospital subdivided between hospital and patient care services
and with patient care services further subdivided between Medicare
and non-Medicare patients; (e) the extent of time spent by him in
the university or medical school, if any and in his own practice
outside the teaching setting, if any; and (f) the amount of
compensation received by the physicians from each of these sources.

(2) A copy of the Hektoen Institute's Annual Report for 1966 and any
prior year plus data showing that that Institute is now billing
for non-Medicare patient services, the mount of fees involved
by nature of service and an analysis of any difference in services
and fee levels billed in the two ways (Hektoen vs. Associated

hysicians of Cook County Hospital) and Justification of
differences in fees considered reasonable in the two mechanism
for billing.

(3) A copy of the fee schedule being used at the Michuiel Reese Hospital
and which is being used as the basis for billing for services at
Cook County Hospital and an analysis of any difference, in patient
services by physicians in the two institutions.
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(4) A copy of the Illinois Statute containing paragraph 1144 relative
to the matter of canpensation by the hospital being for adminis-
trative duties only. It was reported that the statute involved
was not Intended to suggest that nonpatient services are the only
ones compensated for. The basis for determining that only non-
patient services are paid for by salary should be spelled out,
taking Into account the legislative history on this point.

() The basis for determining ihat amount of cost is reimbursed under
Part A for services of physicians, a list of physicians compensated
by the hospital amount of ccnpensation r time for which compensated
WM duties wuld be helpful in substantiating these payments. The
mount of uncompensated time and amount of billing for this time
would be further infonaation that might be helpful. If the payment
for nonpatient services is excessive, it should be understood that
reimbursement under Medicare's Part A is limited to reasonable costs.

(6) A copy of the complete Civil Service Announcement which asks for
attending physicians in the 17 specialties to become members of
the attending staff at Cook County Hospital at no ccmpensation.

(7) Tho basis for determining what services were rendered by an
attending physician rather than in administrative duties and for
fixing the amount reimbursable for services performed as acts of
an attending physician.

(8) The reason for failure to reimburse for these services under
Illinois Medical Service plans.

I am fully aware of the implications of my decision that payments for
physicians' services should be held up until the necessary docm-nentation
is secured to serve as a basis for continuing physician reimburserent.
Present circumstances demand that a complete review of the situation
be made. I would like you to keep us Inforred as to any progress that
you are mating to ansor the questions and the request for documents
asked above and for substantiating which services are properly
reimbursable under Part B and in what amounts.

Sincerely yours,

Thomas 1. Tierney, Director
Bureau of Health Insurance
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BLUE CROSS I PLA. Fox HoSPITAL CARs O HosirL sERiwC CORPORATION

BLUE SH I ELD MD rirwIr CA PL;AY Or LLPois vEDIcAL sEVics

GOIZRNMENT CONTRACT% DIVISION
MEDICARE - NORTH DAR O STR T. CHICAGO, ILUNOIS 0 661431

July 3, 1969

Regional Office
United States
General Accounting Office
610 South Canal Street Attn: Mr. David A. Hanna
Chicago, Illinois 60607

Gentlemen:

We have reviewed your draft of a proposed report to the
Committee on Finance, United States Senate, concerning certain
Medicare payments for services of supervisory and teaching phy-
sicians at Cook County Hospital. You have requested our comments.
We have specified below a number of instances in which the draft
report, in our opinion, is inaccurate or conveys a misleading im-
pression. The shortness of time since the draft was received on
June 25, 1969 has not permitted a detailed examination of the
specific Medicare claims which the draft report reviews on pages
27-38 and,-accordingly, we make no comment concerning your obser-
vations with'respect to particular claims.

Our comments are as follows:

1. On pages 6-8 the draft report quotes at length from the
new SSA "guidelines" (Intermediary Letter 372) issued in April,
1969 concerning payments to physicians in a teaching setting.
The report states that the guidelines were intended to "clarify
and supplement" the previous criteria. The report does not note,
however, that although the guidelines were issued in April, 1969,
in fact they were not delivered to Blue Shield until May, 1969,
after Blue Shield had already stopped Part B Medicare payments
to the Associated Physicians. Nor does the report point out that
these "clarifying guidelines" were not issued until the Modicare
program had been in effect for almost three years. More import-
antly, a comparison of those "guidelines" with the regulations
referred to on page 5 of the draft report discloses that the
guidelines, while purporting to "clarify and supplement" the regu-
lations in fact change them substantially and are far more stringent
than the criteria in effect when the paymentswere made.
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2. We suggest that the report should recognize early in
the text, for example at the bottom of page 15 or at the top
of page 16, the relationship between the Cook County Board of
Commissioners and the Associated Physicians of Cook County Hos-
pital. The County Board has been informed of the operations of
APCCH. In fact, in response to a request from the President of
the County Board the State's Attorney of Cook County has rendered
an opinion that charges, including charges under Medicare, can be
made for the services of attending physicians at Cook County Hospital.
The Ad Hoc Committee appointed by the President of the County
Board reported on June 20, 1969 that APCCH has neither been
approved nor disapproved by the County Board. The Coemmittee re-
commended that all monies collected by the APCCH be deposited in
a bank or trust account until negotiations between APCCH and the
County Board yield the County Board a voice in the expenditure of
those funds previously collected and any which may be collected in
the future.

[See GAO note.]
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[See GAO note]

5. On pages 27-38 the draft report summarizes the review of
certain specific cases. As noted above, in view of the shortness
of time, we have not been able to analyze the Hospital records
(which are not, of course, in our possession) with respect to those
cases. We direct your attention to paragraph 15 which discusses the
special procedures established for adjudication of claims submitted
by APCCH. The report fails to note that Blue Shield has not made
payment for out-patient service at the Fantus Clinic at Cook County
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Hospital and has not made payment for professional services of the
so-called Hospital based physician, e.g., the pathologist, radio-
logist, anesthesiologist, and physiatrist.

[See GAO note.)

S. The last paragraph on page 40 refers to the fact that the
Blue Cross Association (the Part A Intermediary) and Hospital Ser-
vice Corporation accepted, subject to audit, the Hospital's claim
for reimbursement of salaries paid to physicians assigned to the
permanent staff. Neither that paragraph nor the remaining discus-
sion directs attention to the fact that Hospital service Corpora-
tion exerted considerable time and effort to investigate and verify
the representations made by the administration of Cook County Hos-
pital concerning the purpose for which salaries were paid to attend-
ing physicians. The report, for example, does not disclose that Mr.
McCoy, the administrator of Cook County Hospital, in several letters
repeatedly represented and contended that the salary payments were
made for administrative duties only.

(See GAO note.]

9. The references at the bottom of page 42 and on page 43 to
job descriptions which-purportedly support the views of the Director
of the Division of Laboratory Sciences that the physicians are paid
to care for patients underscores the need for a statement in the re-
port that the Administration of Cook County Hospital insisted in
correspondence and in discussions with Illinois Blue Cross and Blue
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Shield representatives that salaries were ptid exclusively for
administrative duties. Obviously, Blue Cross and Blue Shield
could not brush aside the representations of the administration
of the Hospital in the absence of data which would clearly refute
the contentions of the Hospital administration. Blue Shield,
however, did refuse to make payments in the case of the hospital
based physicians, including those in the Division of Laboratory
Sciences.

10. The section beginning at the bottom of page 47 pertains
to the matter of whether signatures of beneficiaries should have
been on the claim forms submitted by APCCH. In the section of the
report captioned "Scope of Review" (pp. 64-65) you refer to the
fact that Blue Shield submits a 5% sample of all claims forms to the
Social Security Administration to assist in the latter's oversight
function. In addition, the Social Security Administration has re-
peatedly made on-site inspections of Blue Shield's claims procedures.
SSA has not questioned the absence of the beneficiary's signature
on claim forms from APCCH.

11. The last sentence on page 50 erroneously implies that
Blue Shield officials advised that Blue Shield had been making
payments to APCCH in error. Patient signatures were lacking on
various SSA form 1490's submitted by APCCH. As noted on page 48
of the draft report, SSA had relaxed the signature requirements
for other claims in the past, and in view of that background the
absence of the signatures on APCCH claims was overlooked.

[See GAO note.]

86

32-108 0 - 69 - 25
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[See GAO note.]

15. On page 57 the report cites instances in which claims
submitted by APCCH should have been disallowed on the face of the
claim form. The claims upon which the statements in the report
are predicated were submitted in the period April, 1968 through
January, 1969. At that time APCCH claims were processed by vari-
ous claims examiners along with the many thousands of other claims
received throughout the metropolitan Chicago area. Subsequently
Blue Shield assigned all APCCH claims to one claims examiner, a
registered nurse with special qualifications to screen and evalu-
ate the claims submitted by that group. This procedure-has been
in effect since January, 1969. In a further effort to assure
proper adjudication, APCCH subsequently was required to submit ad-
ditional supporting data from the medical records to assist the
claims examiner in evaluating the representations made in the SSA
1490 Request For Payment filed by APCCH. In the interest of ac-
curacy, we believe that these procedures established by Ble Shield
with respect to APCCH claims should be recognized in the report.

16. The statement is made on page 62 that Blue Shield does not
honor billings of PSF "essentially" because of an exclusion in the
Blue Shield certificates. The Blue Shield certificates do, in fact,
contain such an exclusion but Blue Shield officials also pointed out
to the Cook County Board Ad Hoc Committee, as the transcript discloses,
that even in the absence of such an exclusion there were serious ob-
stacles to payment for professional services at Cook County Hospital
because of language in the certificates and provisions of the Blue
Shield Enabling Act. Many of the services covered by Medicare would
not be covered by Blue Shield certificates whether rendered at Cook
County Hospital or at any other institution.

87
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[See GAO note below.]

In view of the many conferences we have had with you and other
representatives of the GAO during your investigation, we appreciate
having the additional opportunity to comment on the draft report.
Our comments are made in the same spirit of cooperation which we
extended to the GAO representatives during their visits to our of-
fice and we hope that they will contribute to the completeness and
accuracy of the report. We are willing to discuss these comments
with you, if you desire, and would appreciate receiving a copy of
the report when completed.

Very truly yours,4.'A
Leonard J. llegretti

Vice President
Government Contracts Division

LJA:rm

GAO note: The material deleted relates to suggestions for
language changes which have been incorporated into
the body of the final report.
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July 3, 1969

Mr. David Hanna
United States General Accounting Office
610 South Canal Street
Chicago, Illinois

Dear Kr. Hanna:

This will acknowledge my recent meeting with you and th
opportunity it provided to review the rough draft of a
proposed report by the Goneral .\countinC Offices. othvr
than the minor corrections which you aave agrood to n.akc,
I would also ask that you make two major additions.

One of the issues which the study raises is the extent to
which attending physicians are providing supervision and
direction to interned and residents. While I would auro
that in many instances this supervision and direction is
poorly documented in the medical record, this does not
mean that it was not given. In many private hospitals,
the only notation in a hospital chart to lndicpt that a
physician visited a patient or performed a procedure, is
that which appears in the nurses notes. We simply "o not
have enough nurses to provide this documentation and it
is not realistic to expect this to be done by the physicians.
I believe the vast majority of "undocumented services" were
so categorized because neither a doctor's or a nurse's
note records a visit.

I believe Recommendations $31 and 436 of the report of
the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals (February
1968) should be included in your report. These statements
and the fact that our intorneehip and residency training
programs are fully approved by the Council on Medical !.ducation
of the American edical Association, is ample evidence that
attending physicians are providing supervision and direction
to our house staff. There is no doubt in my mind that
patient care in a "Teaching Hospital" (one that conducts
approved residency and interned training programs) is under
greater scrutiny and better supervised than in hospitals
without these programs.
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Theme statements by the Joint Commission are pertinent
to a thorough understanding of conditions at the
hospital. In part, they constitute an explanation of
why documentation of services rendered is so difficult.

My second request would be to ask that you include in
your report my opinion as to the basis for compensation
for salaried physicians at Cook County Hospital. This
is in part a matter of semantics and has led to
considerable misunderstanding. The concept that
salaried physicians are not paid for patient care,
but for their administrative end supervisory duties is
predicated on the fact that over 50 percent of our
salaried staff carry an extraordinary administrative
and educational work load. An estimated 500-700 of
these salaried physicians are expected to supervise
a large number of medical and non-medical personnel in
activities not directly related to the care of the
individual patient. (e.g., there are only two salaried
positions for general surgery. These two men are
administratively responsible for the assignment and
education of 72 attending physicians, 62 general surgical
residents, and an average of 30 interned and 42 medical
students. This personnel changes regularly on the five
general surgical wards that have a total bed capacity
of over 300 patients. In addition, one of the two
full time surgeons is also the Director of the Blood
Bank, which has 23 technical persons in its employ.)

Furthermore, at the present time, the salary paid to
over 60 percent of our full time staff represents only
a portion (estimate 601-700) of their total professional
income. In addition, this salary is approximately two-
thirds that paid to physicians in comparable positions
in hospitals in this geographic area. Based on the
extraordinary administrative and formal educational
responsibilities and the concept of a partial salary
for a portion of their time, I am of the opinion that when
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the majority of our salaried physicians go to the
Individual patient's bedside or to the operating room,
they are providing professional services for which they
are not compensated by the salary they receive from
Cook County Hospital. This is consistent with the
Civil Service rating which they hold as attending
physicians, caring for patients without compensation.

I hope that you will see that this Information is
included in your report and I wish to thank you for
the considerate manner in which you have carried out
your activities.

Sincerely yours,

R~brt J. Froeark, M.D.

RJF/ubd

cc: George W. Dunne
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THE ASSOCIATED PHYSICIANS OF THE COOK COUNTY HOSPITAL
INCORPORATED NOT FOR PROFIT0 OIB N 5041 OTT SOBTB-CHICAO ILIooS 55611

ARE5.A C061 811

Pago MlAPI". 0, 73J,44

0oo46n-N. W a

NO0*1 ". 1now", No July 18. 1969

WILLIAM4 a BAI

Mr. Joseph P. Rather. Assistant Director
Civil Division, United States General Accounting Office
Social Security Administration
6401 Security Boulevard
Room 4-L-29B
Baltimore, Maryland 21235

Attention: Mr. David Heona

Dear Mr. Hannai

As agreed with Mr. Kintner during our extended review of our commute
on the Draft Report of GAO on July 16. 1 am sending herewith a revision of
my letter of July 16 to Mr. Vitasman, and request that this revised teat
be accepted in place of the letter brought to Baltimore by Mr. Kintner. In
addition to a number of deletione agred upon during our meeting. I have made
a fey additional substantive changes, in particular, deletion of discussion
of 5H Intermediary Letter No. 372 contained on page 2 of the original text.
In addition to sending this original copy of my revised letter addressed to
Kr. Hicasman to you at Boltimore, in care of Hr. Joseph Rather, I am *ending
a copy to Mr. Hitaeman in Chicago.

If you have any questions concerning the matters discussed In this
letter, I truet you will 'phone me for clarification.

Again I wish to thank you and your associates for your consideration
and your patience In working with us to produce a report which will take
into account matters of particular concern to us.

Best regards.

Sincerely,

William B. Sale
Administrator

Enclosures
cc; Mr. Kenneth W. Hitseman

"TO PROMOTE MEDICAL AND 0CIfNTIPIC EDUCATION AND RESEARCH"
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VINI ?T J. COLLINS. M O.

nowIN& H. s11WN. Mo July 16, 1969

Mr. Kenneth W. Hitzeman
Assistant Regional Manager
United States General Accounting Office
610 South Canal Street
Chicago, Illinois 60607

Dear Hr. Hitzeman:

In accordance with the request made of us by field personnel of
your office, to whom we previously have given oral moment, we provide you
in this letter with our comments with respect to Draft Report dated June 1969
to the Comittee on Finance, United States Senate, regarding Review of

Medicare Payments for Services of Supervisory and Teaching Physicians at
Cook County Hospital, Chicago, Illinois (Code 10550), Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare. The aforementioned Draft Report is sometimes referred
to herein as the "Draft Report" and the abbreviations used herein correspond
with those used in the Draft Report.

This letter is not intended as an exhaustive survey but solely as
a means of setting forth certain matters which we hope will provide a con-
structive basis for corrections and revision. In addition to incorporation
of acceptable recommendation for correction or amendment of the Draft Report,
we respectfully request that a copy of this letter be appended to the definitive
report when iaeuad by your office. Page references herein refer to pages of
the Draft Report unless otherwise set forth or unless clearly indicated by the
context.

Annexed hereto as Exhibit A is a copy of the press release issued
February 8, 1967 by HEW commenting on and explaining proposed regulations
published in the Federal Register February 8, 1967, a copy of these proposed
regulations being annexed hereto as Exhibit B. Annexed hereto as Exhibit C
is Bureau of Health Insurance (BRI) Intekmadiary Letter No. 221, dated April
21, 1967. Final regulations substantially similar to the proposed regulations
were published in the Federal Register on August 31, 1967, and a copy is
annexed hereto as Exhibit D. Since these documents constitute the legal basis
for the submission of Medicare claims by The Associated Physicians of The Cook
County Hospital, and were not appended to the Draft Report, we respectfully re-
quest that they be included with documentation annexed to the Report.

"TO PROMOTE MEDICAL AND SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION AND RESEARCH'"
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IHI Intermediary Letter No. 372, dated April, 1969 (Appendix III to
the Draft Report), departs materially from requirement@ for reimbursement for
services in the teaching setting as established in Exhibits A, B, C and D.
It deals only with reimbursement for services rendered after the month of
May 

1 9 6
9; it does not purport to have retroactive effect. We believe the

Committee should have the perspective of Exhibits A, 3, C and D, which control
all billings for services rendered prior to June 1. 1969, Including, of course,
all claim examined by GAO in connection with this Report.

Our coments with respect to specific items in the Draft Report are
made in the light of the practices of APCCH which conform to the criteria
established by the Exhibits A, D, C and D, and specific agreements negotiated
pursuant thereto with Blue Shield, the Part 8 carrier. We also submit a
number of recoemendations for factual correction in the interest of accuracy.

[See GAO note.)
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[See GAO note.]

8. Paze 23. Add the following text to the second paragraph from
the top: "It should be pointed out that during this same period Blue Shield
processed 11,966 claims submitted by APCCH, and that the 75 cases reviewed
represent only six-tenths of one percent of claims processed. The Administra-
tor of APCCH has questioned whether such a mall sampling of claims processed
can produce statistics upon which to base a valid judgment of the billing
procedures of APCCH."
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EXPLANATION: In Dr. Presark's letter to you dated June 11, 1969,
with particular reference to surpical services, he pointed out that a large
proportion of the surgical cases reviewed were from one of the smaller surgical
specialty departments, and that most of the "surgery" consisted of endoacopies,
diagnostic procedures which do not ordinarily require the personal supervision
of the attending physician responsible for the care of the patient. We cite
this as evidence that the sampling technique produced a misleading and
statistically unreliable result. However, we, ourselves, have undertaken a
thorough review of the 75 cases and will make any appropriate comments at a
later date.

[See GAO note.]

10. Pae 25. The document referred to in the first sentence is
furnished in full text s Exhibit F and should be considered as such. We
respectfully requext the deletion of the excerpt from the text and the sub-
stitution of the Exhibit as one appendix with appropriate reference thereto
in the text.

The following additional text should be added to explain the pro-
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ceduree followed in billing Medicare claims: "The APCCH Administrator has
stated that in accordance with these 'Principles and Procedures' claims have
been filed on the basis of identifiable evidence of medical service rendered
as recorded in the patient's medical record. As is indicated in written
communications from various administrative officers of the hospital, due to
circumstances which cannot rapidly be remedied there is a serious lack of

recording in the patients' medical records of participation by specific
attending physicians in the direction and supervision, and even their personal
rendering of patient care. The absence of notes and orders in the patients'
records written or countersigned by the attending physician is not considered

by the Administrator to detract from the validity of the right of APCCH to
receive reimbursement for identifiable services of the attending physician
responsible for the care of the patient.

"The Administrator of APCCH has further stated that the provisions
of the 'Principles end Procedures' contained in Paragraph II(B), providing
guidelines as to how the hospital's medical records should be documented to
support the charges were intended to encourage improved recording of services
of attending physicians in medical records and provide written evidence of

such services to further substantiate claims for reimbursement under the Med-
icare program. The specified provision of written evidence in the patient's
chart go beyond the requirements of the Federal Regulations and Letter No. 221
(Exhibit C). Since the adoption of the 'Principles and Procedures', there
has been marked improvement in the recording of attending physicians' participa-
tion in patient cars, and it is anticipated that, with the cooperation of all
members of the Medical Staff of the Hospital, the intent of the cited 'Princ-
$ple nnd Procedures' will be fully implemented within the near future. The
AFCCH Administrator has pointed out, however, that while the implementation of
these provisions is considered to be a highly desirable goal, it has no been
considered a precondition for requesting reimbursement under the progre.

"As one factor in support of this position, the AP:CH Administrator
refers to the fact that the revised 'Guidelines' of April 1969 in Paragraph A(3)
state that 'Performance of the activities referred to above must be demonstrated,
In part, by notes and orders in the patient's records that are either written
bZ or coutersigned bY the supervising physician.' He further points out that
nO such requirement Is contained in the original guidelines of April 21, 1967,
nor is there reference to such a requirement in Section 405.521(b) of the
Federal Regulations establishing this program."

EXPLANATION; With respect to paragraph II(1)(1) of the "Principles
and Procedures" adopted by the Executive Staff, quoted on pages 25 and 26,
in order to fully understand the basis on which claims for reimbursement have
been submitted by the Associated Physicians, the entire document should be
read rather than the paragraph quoted out of context.

11. Pae 31: Add the following Latence to the end of the paragraph
at the top of the page: "The APCCH Administrator pointed out that in accordance
with the agreement with the carrier, as provided in Paragraph I(B) of the
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'Principles and Procedures', 'There shell be a charge for one visit of every
day of hospitalization following the first day (covered by the 'Initial
visit')..."' He added that "There is no requirement in the Federal Regula-
tions or BHI guidelines, or in the APCCH agreement with the carrier requiring
a written record in the patieitt's chart to substantiate daily follow-up visits.
It is an established routine at the hospital that every patient is seen at
least daily by an attending physician or by a resident or intern assisting in
the care of the patient under his direction. The failure to record the visit
is not indicative that the service was not performed. Under this same provision
of the agreement with the carrier, no additional charge is made in cases where
a patient in critical condition is seen numerous times during one day."

12. Page 33. Insert the following new paragraph above the last para-
graph: "The APCCH Administrator advised that minor medical procedures are
generally under the supervision and direction of the same attending physician
responsible for the medical care of the patient. The Administrator has
indicated that billing has been done accordingly."

13. Pag_ 37. Insert the following above "Other Surgical Services":
"The APCCH Administrator advised that in connection with identification in the
patients' medical records of the supervising attending physician who provided
direction to the interns or residents either assisting his or personally
performing surgical procedures, billing has been done pursuant to Paragraph 11(1)
of 'Billing Procedures' appended to the 'Principles and Procedures', which
provides that 'Surgical procedures will be billed In the name of the attending
physician who personally supervised the procedure in the operating room or
gave his personal direction to the resident performing the procedure. This
will be the attending indicated in the operation note in the hospital chart.
or, in the absence of an indication in the chart, in the name of the attending
indicated in the operating room record of the hospital.' APCCH stated that
billing for surgical procedures has been in accordance with these cited pro-
cedures, in accordance with agreements with the carrier; that the official
operating room record of the hospital indicates the name of the attending
physician responsible for the supervision of each surgical procedure performed;
that this information is usually also contained in related records of the
Anesthesiology Department; and that in the absence of written indication in
the patient's chart of the attending physician responsible for the supervision
of the surgical procedure, billing has been done in the name of the attending
indicated in these hospital records."

EXPLANATION: In view of our agreement with Blue Shield to bill
on the above basis, it would appear that the emphasis in this section of the
GAO report on the presence or absence of written evidence in the patient's
medical record might incorrectly suggest that bills have been rendered by
APCCH without the above mentioned supplemental substantiation.

14. Page 38. At the end of the paragraph at the top of the page.
add: "The APCCH Administrator has stated that since such minor procedures
are generally performed under the supervision and direction of the patient's
attending physician on the ward, APCCH billing has been done accordingly."
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15. Page 4. (a) Insert after second sentence in the second paragraph
from the top, the following: "The APCCH Administrator has pointed out that the

Executive Staff is established by the By-lava of the Medical and Dental Staff
of the Hospital and has no By-laws of its own."

(b) After the second paragraph from the top, insert the following:
"The APCCH Administrator has pointed out that the By-laws of the Medical and
Dental Staff of the Hospital provides In Article IV, Section 4, Subsection 1,
respecting the 'attending medical staff' that, 'The Attending Medical Staff
will consist of voluntary physicians resident in the coemunlty and the per-
manent staff who have been appointed by the Governing Body to attend patients
in the hospital...' As indicated above, not all members of the permanent staff
are appointed to the attending staff, and only the attending staff is entitled
to care for patients. As also is indicated above, appointments to the attend-
ing staff are in accordance with Civil Service regulations which, as is
mentioned below, provide for 'no compensation' for such services."

16. Page 50. It is recommended that the following paragraph be
added at the end of the discussion of the signature of beneficiaries on claims:
"Respecting this matter, the APCCH Administrator has made the following observa-
tions: 'At the time of initiation of negotiations with the carrier, it was
explained that we had on hand some eight to ten thousand SSA 1554 forms, pre-
pared by the staff of the PSF, respecting cases involving the services rendered
to Medicare eligible patients back to July 1966, and that all such forms were
either signed by the beneficiary or, if the patient was unable to sign, signed
by a case worker as provided in the pertinent regulations. The SSA 1554
assignment reads as follows: 'Assignment: I assign payment for unpaid charges
of the physician(s) listed on this form. Authorization: I authorize release
of any information required to act on this claim and permit a photographic
reproduction of this authorization to be used in place of the original. The
above information is correct. I request payment on my behalf for the medical
insurance benefit, if any, payable for the reasonable charges for services
described. I understand I am responsible for any medical insurance deductible
and 202 of the remaining reasonable charges.' We proposed to transfer the
service information from the 1554 form to a 1490, and stamp the form either
'signature on file' or 'patient unable to sign.' This arrangement was agreed
to by Blue Shield and billing was submitted accordingly.

"Subsequent to about March 1968 the APCCH staff took over responsib-
ility for abstracting necessary information from patients' charts for billing
purposes, and 1554's were no longer executed by patients. However, the
hospital Financial Controls Division obtains the signature of every patient
presumed to be eligible for Medicare on an approved form containing the follow-
ing assignment: 'Patient Certification: I certify that the information given
by me in applying for payment under provision of Title XVIII of the Social
Security Act is correct. I authorize release of all records required to act
on this request. I request that payment of authorized benefits be made in
my behalf.' It is to be noted that the assignment refers to 'provisions of
Title XVIII of the Social Security Act', and is not limited to hospital bene-
fits under Part A. It has been assumed that this assignment was sufficient
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1

authorization forrequesting reimbursement for Part B services during the
hospital stay for which the assignment was executed. Consequently APCCH has
stamped 1490's to the effect that signature of the patient was on file, or
patient unable to sign on the basis of the assignment on file in the hospital.
The procedure of thus stamping SSA 1490 Medicare claims has never been ques-
tioned by Blue Shield and payments have been regularly made in accordance
with this procedure.

"The SSA directive t Blue Shield dated October 1967 referred to
on page 48 of the Draft Report stating that 'As a general rule the patient's
(or his representative's) signature is needed on all assigned claims,' was
never brought to the attention of the APCCH by the carrier and we have had no
reason to believe that procedures which we have been following were not
correct and acceptable in every respect."

With respect to the last paragraph on Page 50, it is the understand-

ing of the APCCH Administrator that Blue Shield officials have recommended
revision of this section of the report; APCCH comments thereon, therefore,
are omitted.

17. Page 53. With respect to the last sentence on the page, con-
tinuing on to page 54, concerning preoperative care, paragraph 11(2) of the

"Billing Procedures" of "Principles and Procedures" provides that "When the
patient is admitted to the hospital for the sole purpose of performance of
the operation, there will be no charge for up to three days of preoperation
in-hospital care, or for postoperation care up to the number of days of
'covered' postoperation care indicated in the 'Schedule of Allowances'. The
regular charge for in-hospital medical care will be made for preoperation
and postoperstion care beyond the above periods."

[See GAO note.
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(See GAO note below.)

19 ? 63gg. , The fourth line of the second paragraph should read
as follow!, -...beore the processing of bills for services prior to May 1469
could be reatmed."

Jf J.lqj: See April 1969 guidelines, paragraph C(l).

We sincerely appreciate thia opportunity to provide cometits
and suggest revisions of the Draft Report prior to publication of the dWfitn-
itive report of the General Accounting Office. Should additional information
be required, we shall be pleased to be of every possible assistance.

Sincerely,

William I. Sale
Administrator

Knclosures

GAO note. Th materiel deleted rolmt. to sUtggtionr s for
languages changes which htvre been incorporatpd
into the body of the finstl report.
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HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE Area Code 301 944-1925
Social Security Administration

For Release, Wednesday, February 8, 1967

Proposed regulations for determining the reasonable charges

for physicians' services to medicare beneficiaries have been

sent for publication in the Federal Re&Lster, Social Security

Commissioner Robert M. Ball, said today.

The regulations set forth the same basic criteria for

figuring reasonable charges as the guidelines issued at the

start of the program to the insurance carriers who act as

medicare reimbursement intermediaries.

The proposed regulations also contain the principles for

determining reimbursement for the charges of attending

physicians where the services of interns and residents are

involved in rendering care in connection with medical

education programs, Ball noted.

Commissioner Ball said the principles were developed after

extensive discussion and consultation with the Health

Insurance Benefits Advisory Council and representatives of

organized medicine and medical education. Interested parties

will have 30 days from the date of publication of the proposed

regulations to submit their views, data, comments, or suggestions,

before the regulations are issued in final form.

(M 0 R E)

EXHIBIT A

102

12-108 - 6 -
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According to the medicare law, two be3ic criteria for

determining reasonable charges for physicians' services

are: (1) the customary charges for similar services

generally made by the physician, and (2) the prevailing

charges in the locality for similar services. In addition,

the law specifies the reasonable charge cannot be higher

than the charge applicable for a comparable service under

comparable circumstances to the carriers' own policyholders

and subscribers.

The administering carriers exercise the necessary judgments

to make these determinations of the program's liability,

based on their own experiences with doctors' fees, Ball

pointed out. They are also expected to give consideration

to the facts in individual cases so that their determinations

of reasonable charges will be realistic and equitable. But

income or economic status of the beneficiary is not a factor

to be considered by the carriers in determining reasonable

charges.

A doctor's charge will be considered customary if it is the

amount he charges patients generally for the particular

service. The regulations point out that customary charges

may vary from physician to physician. Thus, Ball said,

medicare relies on the charge patterns worked out for all

patients in the normal course of medical practice; carriers

determining reasonable charges do not negotiate or set up

special fee schedules for medicare.

(M 0 R E)
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To be considered a "reasonable charge" for reimbursement

under the medicare program, however, a physician's

customary charge must also fall within the range of

prevailing charges in a locality for the particular medical

services or procedures. The range of prevailing charges

may be different for physicians engaged in specialty

practice than for others. The regulations provide criteria

for determining prevailing charges by locality.

The program will base payment on actual charges when

these are lower than the customary charge; but carriers

will not include in a physician's "profile" of customary

charges, token charges or those that are clearly below

his customary charge in recognition of the low-income

status of a patient.

Conversely, the charge recognized may be higher in an

individual instance if there are special circumstances,

such as medical complications or extensive travel, involving

much more than the ordinary amount of a doctor's time; but

such charges also do not become part of the physician's

"profile."

With respect to teaching programs, a fee charged to a

medicare beneficiary by a supervising physician, who functions

as the responsible attending physician, will be reimbursed as

a professional service on the basis of reasonable charges,

(M 0 R E)
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regardless of the involvement of interns and residents.

For such a charge to be reimbursable, the supervising

physician must provide personal and identifiable direction

to the interns and residents who are participating in the

care of his patient. When major surgical procedures or other

dangerous or complex procedures are performed by residents,

the supervising physician must be in attendance in order to

be reimbursed on a charge basis as the attending physician.

Ball noted that whether or not a physician's charge is

recognized under the medicare program for services to

teaching patients, the hospital can receive reimbursement

on a cost basis for an appropriate share of the compensation

it pays its residents and interns. If the teaching program

is an approved educational activity of the hospital, reimburse-

ment will also be available on a cost basis to the hospital

for an appropriate share of the compensation it pays to

physicians for teaching services that are not direct

professional service to a given patient.

The Commissioner pointed out that determinations of reasonable

charges are made by medicare carriers and are not reviewed

on a case-by-case basis by the Social Security Administration,

although the general procedures and performance of functions

by carriers are evaluated. The "reasonable charge" guidelines,

he said, are designed to assure overall consistency and

equity in the application of the provision of the law.
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COPY
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCAT ION, AND WELFARE

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
P.O. BOX 1005, BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21203

HI:PS:RSP

April 21, 1967

BUREAU OF HEALTH INSURANCE
INT RMEDIARY LETTER NO. 221

SUBJECT: Reimbursement for services of supervising physicians in the
teaching setting

This supplements Intermediary Letter No. 196, which transmitted the
proposed regulations governing the conditions under which Part B payments
may be made on a reasonable charge basis for the services that physicians
(other than interns and residents) perform in the teaching setting.

The proposed regulations explain, in section 405.521(b), that:

"Payment on the basis of reasonable charges is applicable to
the professional services rendered to a beneficiary by his
attending physician where the attending physician provides
personal and identifiable direction to interns or residents
who are participating in the care of his patient. In the
case of major surgical procedures and other complex and
dangerous procedures or situations, such personal and iden-
tifiable direction must include supervision in person by the
attending physician. A charge should be recognized under
Part B for the services of an attending physician who involves
residents and interns in the care of his patient only if his
services to the patient are of the same character, in terms of
the responsibilities to the patient that are assumed and
fulfilled, as the services he renders to his other paying
patients. The carrying out by the physician of these respon-
sibilities would be demonstrated by such actions as: reviewing
the patient's history and physical examination and personally
examining the patient within a reasonable period after
admission; confirming or revising diagnosis; determining the
course of treatment to be followed; assuring that any super-
vision needed by the interns and residents was furnished; and
by making frequent reviews of the patient's progress."

EXHIBIT C
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Determining the Reasonable Charge

Section 405.521(c) of the proposed regulations states that the amount
payable under the program for such services may be determined in accordance
with the same criteria for the determination of reasonable charges as are
applicable to the services the physician renders to his other patients.
Thus, the reasonable charges for the services in question may, subject to
the limitations imposed by the prevailing charges, be related to the
amounts the teaching physician customarily charges outside the teaching
setting.

In some cases, teaching physicians of a hospital may wish to adopt a
uniform schedule of charges for the purpose of billing under Part B for
the services they provide as attending physicians in the teaching setting.
Such schedule should be submitted to the area carrier for its approval
prior to the submission of claims. Approval can be granted by the carrier
on a service-by-service basis and should not be withheld pending approval
of the schedule in its entirety. The uniform schedule of charges would
be acceptable so long as the scheduled charges (1) are not in excess of
prevailing charges, and (2) are not expected to result in charges which
would, in the aggregate, exceed the amount that would have been charged
if the physicians in the group had billed individually. If as a result
of using such a uniform schedule of charges, or for any other reason, an
attending physician charges different amounts for his services to teaching
patients than for his services to other patients, such charges should not
be taken into account in determining his reasonable charge for patients
outside the teaching setting.

Where a physician has little or no practice outside the teaching setting,
his customary charges should be measured in terms of the hospitals
charge for his services or, where the hospital has no established charge
for the services, the carrier and intermediary must make the necessary
charge and cost determinationb based on the physician's compensation
pursuant to the regulations governing reimbursement for the services of
hospital-based physicians. It should be recognized, however, that a new
or revised pattern of charges may subsequently develop or be established.
Where on the basis of adequate evidence the carrier finds that new or
revised charges for the physician are being made generally, the new
charges may be recognized as customary charges in making determinations
of reasonable charges. If the new customary charge is not above the
prevailing level, it may be held to be reasonable by the carrier.

Billing Procedure

Where a physician performs services in the teaching setting as a medicare
patient's attending physician, Part B payments may be billed for (1) by
the physician or a corporation, partnership, or other organization of
physicians (including an association of teaching physicians organized for
the purpose of billing for and distributing insurance monies and other
payments received for professional services to patients), (2) by the '

hospital, or (3) if the services are performed by a physician who is a
faculty member of a medical, osteopathic, or dental school, by the school.
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(The individual physician's authorization is required to permit any of the
above organizations to bill on his behalf. The organization must furnish
to the carrier the names of the physicians who have authorized the
organization to bill on his behalf, and must agree to keep the carrier
informed of changes on a current basis.)

Where the hospital bills for the services, it should use the SSA-1554.
(The 1554 procedure may be utilized even though the physician is not paid
for his services by or through the hospital, i.e., even though he may not
be "hospital-based.") If the individual physician or an entity other
than the hospital bills, the SSA-1490 should be used. In any case where
a party other than the attending physician bills for his services, the
name of the attending physician must be entered on the billing form as
part of the description of the services rendered and the name of the
hospital must be shown in item 7C of Form SSA-1490. In addition, carriers
should make arrangements to assure that bills for services rendered in
the teaching setting can be identified as such. Whatever method of
billing is used, the Part B payments can be disposed of in whatever manner
is agreed upon by the physician and hospital.

The foregoing guidelines and instructions, although they are written in
terms of services performed in the hospital setting, will, to the extent
they are applicable, also govern reimbursement for services of attending
physicians supervising interns and residents in extended care facilities.

/s/ Thomas M. Tierney

Thomas M. Tierney, Director
Bureau of Health Insurance
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THE ASSOCIATED PHYSICIANS

OF THE COOK COUNTY HOSPITAL, INCORPORATED
627 SOUTH WOOD STREET-CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60612

TELEPHONE:
AREA CODE 312

March 1, 1968 738-2500 EXT. 834

Mr. Arthur C. King
Assistant Vice President, Medicare
Illinois Medical Service
300 North State Street
Chicago, Illinois 60601

Dear Mr. King:

Mr. Leon Silin, Assistant Regional Representative of the Bureau
of Health Insurance, has advised me of arrangements for us to
meet with you at your office at two o'clock, Wednesday, March 6th
to discuss establishment of a program for reimbursement to members
of the Associated Physicians of Cook County Hospital for their
services to Health Insurance Program beneficiaries at Cook County
Hospital. I have provided Mr. Silin with a number of background
documents which I think might be helpful in connection with our
discussions; he has asked that I also send a set of these papers to
you.

The following papers are enclosed:

1. By-Laws of the Associated Physicians of the
Cook County Hospital.

2. Application for membership and assignment form
to be executed by members of the Medical Staff
of Cook County Hospital.

3. Draft Guidelines for Appropriation of Funds.

The above papers will inform you with respect to the organization
and purposes of the Association.

4. Draft statement of Principles and Procedures proposed
as the basis for requests for reimbursement under the
program.

5. Draft statement of proposed billing procedures.

EXHIBIT F

"TO PROMOTE MEDICAL AND SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION AND RESEARCH"
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Mr. Arthur C. King -2- March 1, 1968

Items 4 and 5 are revisions of guidelines for the program
established for the Professional Service Fund of New York University
School of Medicine by arrangement with the New York office of the
Bureau of Health Insurance and the carrier, United Medical Service
of New York.

6. Copies of correspondence with U3S establishing the
fee schedules for the NYU program.

7. Copy of my letter of February 21, 1967, to Comissioner
Ball setting forth the basis for reimbursement under the
Medicare program in the teaching setting at Bellevue
Hospital.

I fully realize that the primary responsibility for approval of our
program here at Cook County rests with the Illinois Medical Service,
as carrier. I am sending you copies of correspondence relative to
the NYU-Bellevue program in the hope that the precedents established
with the New York program might be helpful in connection with our
negotiations here.

We look forward to seeing you and Mr. Silin next Wednesday.
Dr. Robert J. Baker, who is Associate Director of Surgery at
Cook County Hospital and a Director of the Associated Physicians,
will also attend the meeting.

Sincerely yours,

William B. Sale
Administrator

Enclosures
cc: Mr. Leon Silin

Bureau of Health Insurance
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COPY
As adopted by
Board of Directors
March 20, 1968

ASSOCIATED PHYSICIANS OF COOK COUNTY HOSPITAL

Reimbursement for services of Attending Physicians
Federal Health Insurance for the Aged Medicare)

PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES

I. Princ12le3

A. Physician-Patient Relationship: Basis for Request for
Reimbursement.

1. The professional care of patients of the Cook County
Hospital is the responsibility of the attending physicians, appointed
to the Medical Staff of Cook County Hospital by the Civil Service
Commission of Cook County and the State of Illinois upon the recommenda-
tion of the Executive Staff of the Hospital.

2. The medical care rendered to each patient admitted
to Cook County Hospital is the personal responsibility of the attending
physician whose care he has accepted. In his relation to his patient,
the attending physician demonstrates fulfillment of-his responsibilities
by such actions as:

a. Reviewing the patient's history and physical
examination and personally examining the patient
within a reasonable period after admission;

b. Confirming or revising diagnosis;

c. Determining the course of treatment to be followed;

d. Assuring that any supervision needed by the
interns and residents was furnished, including
supervision in person of major surgical procedures
and other complex and dangerous procedures or
situations;

e. Reviewing patient progress frequently; and

f. Authorizing discharge of patient.

3. In the actual rendering of care to his patient, the
attending physician is assisted by other members of the attending staff
who are available, at his request, as specialists for consultations and
for rendering or supervising surgical or other procedures within their
special areas of competence. Under his personal direction and supervision
the attending physician is also assisted in the care of his patient by
the interns and residents appointed to his Service.

Thus, the attending physician responsible for the care
of his patient acts as the captain of a team of highly qualified associates

EXHIBIT H
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PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES (cont.)

and assistants, ensuring that his patient will have the full advantage of
the highest professional knowledge and skills in every area of medical
science, as well as the attending physician's own personal responsibility
for the patient's care and welfare.

B. Assignment of Professional Service fees to the Associated
Physicians of Cook County Hosgital.

1. The professional care rendered to the patients by the
attending physicians at Cook County Hospital is a primary and essential
element of the physician's teaching responsibilities as a member of the
Medical Staff of the Hospital. Whereas the attending physicians may be
duly compensated by a school of medicine for their services as faculty
members, and by the Cook County Board of Commissioners for medical admin-
istrative services at the Hospital, such reimbursement as may be available
for their professional service to their patients, and for their directions
to the interns and residents assisting in the care of their patients,
shall accrue to the-Professional Service Fund of the Associated Physicians
of Cook County Hospital. Funds received shall be used solely for the furth-
erance of the purposes of the Associated Physicians of Cook County Hospital,
in accordance with the authorization of the Board of Directors of The
Associated Physicians of Cook County Hospital.

2. Pursuant to the above principles and considerations, the
members have agreed to assign to the Associated Physicians of Cook County
Hospital Professional Service Fund such payments as may be due for their
professional services to patients at Cook County Hospital.

II. Procedures

A. Elinibilitv for Reimbursement

1. In order to qualify for reimbursement, the attending
physician must have established his responsibility for the care of the
patient in accordance with paragraph I. (A), (2) above, except as provided
in paragraph II (B) (2) below.

2. All requests for reimbursement will be submitted in the
name of the attending physician responsible for the care of the patient at
the time of admission, unless the patient is permanently transferred to
another Service. In the case of such transfers, reimbursement will be
requested after the date of transfer in the name of the attending physician
receiving the transferred patient.

3. When a patient is transferred temporarily to a second
Service (such as to Ophthalmology, for special surgery, or for a consult*-
tion, such as to Medicine for a pre-operation examination) services ren-
dered by the second Service will be billed in the name of the attending
physician responsible for the special procedure or the consultation.

B. Billing Procedures

1. As of the effective date of the approval of these Principles
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PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES

and Procedures by the Executive Staff of Cook County Hospital all patients'
charts will include the following information essential for billing re-
quests for reimbursement for services rendered to Medicare and Medicaid
qualified patients:

a. A note signed by the attending physician or his
designate within a reasonable period after admis-
sion indicating that the attending physician re-
viewed the patient's history and physical examination,
his personal examination of the patient, confirmation
or revision of the diagnosis, and determination of the
course of treatment.

b. The operative note must include the name of the
attending physician personally supervising in the
case of a major procedure, or personally authorizing
or directing other procedures.

c. In cases involving extended treatment in the Hospital,
frequent progress notes, by the attending personally,
or for him by interns and residents assisting in the
care of his patient, should indicate when the patient's
progress has been reviewed personally by the attending,
and when he has given directions changin? the course
of treatment.

d. Request for consultations should indicate that they
are at the direction or with the authorization of the
attending physician responsible for the care of the
patient.

e. Consultation notes should indicate the name of the
attending physician responsible for the consultaion.

f. Discharge note should be initialed by the attending
physician.

2. With respect to the back-log of Medicare cases which may
lack written confirmation of the explicit participation of the attending
physician in accordance with the above procedure, and, subject to the
concurrence of the Director of the Division concerned, it will be assumed
that the care of the patient has been under the personal direction of the
attending physician (a) indicated in the patient's chart, or (b) the
attending physician assigned responsibility for patient care in the area
in which services were rendered. With respect to surgical procedures, it
will be assumed, with the concurrence of theDirector of the Division
concerned, that the attending physician indicated on the Operating Room Log
Book provided personal supervision in the case of major procedures, and
gave his personal direction in other cases.
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BILLING PROCEDURES

I. Billing for Hospital Visits and Consultations

A. Initial visits. Every patient admitted to the hospital is
given a complete examination and seen by the attending physician
responsible for his care within the first twenty-four hours of
his hospital stay. Every patient will be billed for the
initial visit, as a separate item, either "Initial visit,
Routine," or "Initial visit. Intensive."

1. Initial visit, Routine: When the patient is = suffering
from a major illness (as defined on page 19 of UHS Hand-
book), and when the patient is not admitted directly to the
Intensive Care Unit. The charge for Initial visit, Routine
is $21.00.

2. Initial visit. Intensive: When the patient is admitted
directly to the Intensive Care Unit M is suffering from a
major illness. The charge for Initial visit, Intensive
is $42.00

B. Follow-uD visits. There shall be a charge for one visit for
every day of hospitalization following the first day (covered by
the "initial visit"), excepting that there shell be no charge
for medical care while'patient is awaiting disposition after
treatment has been completed. Visits shall be charged either
as "routine" or 'intensive' care.

1. Unless "intensive care" is involved, all visits shall be
billed as "routine," for which the charge shall be $7.00
per day.

2. If the patient is suffering from a major illness, daily
visits shall be billed at the "intensive care" rate during
the period, or periods, when intensive care is given.
Ordinarily, periods of intensive care will coincide with
periods of the patient's stay in the Intensive Care Unit.
Daily visits during periods of intensive care shall be
charged at the rate of $14.00

Consultations. Consultations are indicated as such in the
Progress Reports of the patient's chart. Consultations may be
requested of another Service or of a "sub-specialty" of the
Service in which the patient is being cared for (e.g., a
patient in Medicine could have a consultation by "Cardiology"
even though Cardiology is a part of the Medical Service).
Consultations are either Limited, Complete, or Follow-up.

1. A consultation is limited when the examination or evelvation
is of a given system only (e.g., an Ophthalmology consultation,
or a Surgical consultation having to do with a specific "
problem, would be limited consultations). The charge for a
limited consultation is $21.00.
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BILLING PROCEDURES (cont.)

2. A Complete consultation is one requiring a complete

diagnostic history and examination and/or evaluation.
(e.g., A Medical or Neurology consultation would usually
be complete; a sub-specialty consultation would not.)
The charge for a complete consultation is $49.00.

3. A Follow-up consultation is one which follows either a
partial or complete consultation of the same kind not

.requiring a re-examination or re-evaluation of the patient.
Such consultations are considered concurrent care and
will be billed at the same rate as a daily visit: $7.00.

IIl. Billing for Surgical Procedures.

1. Surgical procedures will be billed in the name of the at-
tending physician who personally supervised the procedure
in the operating room or gave his personal direct ion to the
resident performing the procedure. This will be the
attending indicated in the operation note in the hospital
chart, or, in the absence of an indication in t'he chart,
in the name of the attending indicated in the operating
room record of the hospital.

2. When the patient is admitted to the hospital for the sole
purpose of performance of the operation. there will be no
charge for up to three days of preoperation in-hospital
care, or for postoperation care up to the number of days
of "covered" postoperation care indicated in the "Schedule

of Allowances." The regular charge for in-hospital medi-
cal care will be made for preoperation and posroperation
care beyond the above periods.

3. When an operational procedure is incidental to other care,
there will be a regular charge for all preoperation care,
for care beyond the above-mentioned "covered" period, as
well as for non-operation related concurrent care and
services during the covered period.

4. Diagnostic surgical procedures (i.e., endoscopies and
biopsies) will be billed in the name of the attending
physician responsible for consultations or consultation
supervision during the period concerned.

Note: Fees for surgical procedures shall be established

through negotiation with the carrier (Blue Shield) in accord-
ance with Social Security Administration Regulations.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
BALTIMORE. MARYLAND 2123S

HI:PS:H

April 1969

BUREAU OF HEALTH INSURANCE
INTERMEDIARY LETTER NO. 372

SUBJECT: Part B payments for services of supervising physicians in a
teaching setting

From questions which have been raised and from our onsite reviews, there
appears to be a serious need to obtain a better and more uniform under-
standing among carriers, providers, and physicians of the conditions
under which payment may be made under Part B for services rendered to
patients by supervising physicians in the teaching setting and the method
for determining the reasonable charge which may be recognized for such
services. The enclosed guidelines are intended to clarify and supplement
the criteria that govern reimbursement in this area as reflected in
886102.7, 6335, and 6720 ff. of the Part B Intermediary Manual.

Carriers are urged to review their present reimbursement practices in
light of these guidelines and to take appropriate action as soon as
possible to bring practices into conformity with the guidelines. The
Part B Intermediary Manual will be revised to incorporate these clarifica-
tions and additions.

quTi 
e irecr

ega~uofi Het3,ne

closuree
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Part B Payments for Services of
Suvervisin. Physicians in a Teaching Setting

A. Conditions Which Must be Met for a Teaching Physician to be
Eligible for Part B Reimbursement as an Attending Physician

The physician* must be the patient's "attending physician." This
beans he must, as demonstrated by performance of the activities
listed below, render sufficient personal and identifiable medical
services to the Medicare beneficiary to exercise full, personal
control over the management of the portion of the case for which
a charge can be recognized; his services to the patient must be
of the same character, in terms of the responsibilities to the
patient that are assumed and fulfilled, as the services he renders
to his other paying patients.

1. To be the "attending physician" for an entire period of
hospital care, the teaching physician must as a minimum:

a. review the patient's history, the record of examinations
and tests in the institution, and make frequent reviews
of the patient's progress; and

b. personally examine the patient; and

c. confirm or revise the diagnosis and determine the
course of treatment to be followed; and

d. either perform the physician's services required by the
patient or supervise the treatment so as to assure that
appropriate services are provided by interns, residents,
or others and that the care meets a proper quality level;
and

e. be present and ready to perform any service performed by
an attending physician in a nonteaching setting when a
major surgical procedure or a complex or dangerous medical
procedure is performed; for the physician to be an "attending
physician" his presence as an attending physician must be
necessary (not superfluous as where, for example, the resident
performing the procedure is fully qualified to do so) from the
medical standpoint; and

*The term "physician" does not include any resident or intern of the
hospital regardless of any other title by which he is designated or
his position on the medical staff. For example, a senior resident
who is referred to as an "assistant attending surgeon" or an "associate
physician" would still be considered a resident since the senior year
of the residency is essential to completion of the program.
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f. be recognized by the patient as his personal physician
and be personally responsible for the continue y of the
patient's care, at least throughout the period of
hospitalization.

EXAMPLE: A supervising physician carried out all of the
activities listed above for a surgical patient
but (e). le was not present in the OR when the
major surgery was performed because supervision
of the 5th-year resident performing the operation
was not required. A physician's charge .,ould not
be recognized for the surgical procedure because
criterion (e) was not met. Therefore, the physician
would not be an attending physician for the period
of hospital care although he might meet the criteria
listed in A.2. below and be held as the attending
physician for a portion of the care provided.

Even if the supervising physician chose to be
present in the OR, payment could not be made to
him for the surgical procedure since his presence
was not medically necessary and he could not,
therefore, function as the attending physician in
connection with the surgery. However, if he was
scrubbed and acted as an assistant, payment could
be made to him as a surgical assistant if such an
assistant was needed and another resident or
physician did not fill the role (see item A.2. A
below).

If the supervising physician was present at surgery,
and the surgery was performed by a resident acting
under his close supervision and instruction, he
would not be the attending surgeon unless it were
customary in the community for such services to be
performed in a similar fashion to private patients
who pay for services rendered by a private physician.

EAMPLE: A group of physicians share the teaching and
supervision of the house staff on a rotating basis.
Each physician sees patients every third day as he
makes rounds. No physician can be held to be one
of these patient's attending physician for any
portion of the hospital care although consultations
and other services they personally perform for the
patient might be covered.

2. A teaching physician may be held to be the attending physician
for a portion of a patient's hospital stay: if the portion is
a distinct segment of the patient's course of treatment (e.g.,
the pre-operative or post-operative period) and of sufficient

118

32 -108 () - 69 - 27
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duration to impose on the physician a substantial responsibility
for the continuity of the patient's care; if the physician, as a
minimum, performs all of the activities described above with
respect to that portion of the stay; and if the physician is
recognized as the patient's physician fully responsible for
that part of the stay. If a teaching physician is not found
to be the attending physician with respect to a portion of a
patient's stay; he may not be reimbursed for any service provided
to the patient for that portion of the stay unless it is an
identifiable service that he personally rendered to the patient.

EXAMPLE: A physician carried out all of the activities listed
above for a surgical patient until midway in the
post-operative period, when the physician's teaching
tour of duty ended. Since he was not responsible
for the continuing care of the patient throughout
the post-operative period, he cannot be reimbursed
as the attending physician for that period.

3. Performance of the activities referred to above must be
demonstrated, in part, by notes and orders in the patient's
records that are either written by or countersigned by the
supervising physician.

4. The services of a teaching physician while visiting patients
during grand rounds is basically teaching and does not contribute
to an "attending" relationship with any of the patients visited.

5. An emergency-room supervising physician may not customarily be
considered to be the attending physician of patients cared for
by the house staff. It is only through his direct personal
involvement with a patient that a charge may be recognized
under Part B. Such an involvement would necessarily include
personal examination of the patient as well as direction of
and responsibility for the treatment provided.

0. Determining the Amount Payable Under Part B

1. The amount paid for direct medical services rendered by the
teaching physician should be related to only that discrete
portion of the patient's care for which the physician exercised
the pertinent responsibilities of an attending physician outlined
in A.l. For example, if the patient's personal physician
furnishes services before the hospital admission and after the
discharge and the teaching physician becomes the attending
physician only with respect to the inpatient care, the lesser
extent of the teaching physician's service should be taken
into account in recognizing a charge; otherwise the out-of-
hospital service would be billed for and paid twice. Sinilarly,
if surgery was performed and the teaching physician rendered
identifiable personal service to the patient in the operating
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room, it is necessary to determine whether that physician
performed services more nearly analogous to a consultant,
an assistant at surgery (see first "Exanple" in part A),
or as the "attending" surgeon in order to identify the
appropriate reasonable charge. If the physician acted as
the attending surgeon but did not render the pre- or post-
surgical services generally performed by a private surgeon
to a private patient, the difference in service should be
reflected in the amount of reimbursement.

2 The following conditions should be taken into account in
determining the "customary" charges of teaching physicians
for services which they provide as attending physicians to
Medicare beneficiaries.

a. If the teaching physician has a substantial practice
outside the teaching setting (i.e., more than half of
the time spent in the practice of medicine is spent
caring for people who were his patients before they
were hospitalized or who were referred to him by
physicians responsible for their care outside the
hospital setting), his "customary" charges for services
in the teaching setting will be related to the amounts
he charges for similar services in his outside practice.
Where the services performed in the teaching setting
"differ from those in the outside practice, reductions
should be made for the lesser scopo of services provided,
time spent, visits or responsibility as an attending
physician (not counting supervisory acts as time or
visits).

b. If the teaching physician does not have a substantial
practice outside the teaching setting and the provider
has established one or more schedules of charges which
are collected for medical and surgical services furnished
to a majority of non-edicare teaching patients, his
charges should be related to the provider's schedule of
charges which are most frequently collected.

EXAMPLE: A hospital with an approved teaching program
receives payment for physicians' services
rendered to 80 percent of its non-Medicare
patients. Fifty percent are paid for by public
assistance under a relatively low payment schedule;
20 percent are covered under a Blue Shield Plan
with a somewhat higher fee schedule and the balances
are covered under commercial plans. Since collections
are made for a majority of patients and the most
frequently used schedule of payment is the welfare
schedule, the welfare schedule of charges should
serve as the basis for determining the teaching
physicians' customary charges for Medicare.
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0. Where neither the physician nor the provider has established
charges for the physician's services which are in effect for
non-Medicare patients, the carrier and intermediary must
make the necessary charge and cost determination based on
that portion of the physician's compensation which is for
services to patients, determined pursuant to the regulations
governing reimbursement for the services of provider-based
physicians.

3. Whero teaching physicians of a hospital, billing through a
hospital or other organization, adopt a uniform schedule of
charges for the purpose of billing under Part B for the services
they provide as attending physicians in the teaching setting,
carrier acceptance of the schedule for reimbursement purposes
should be based on a finding that the schedule does not exceed
the average of reasonable charges which would be determined if
each physician were individually reimbursed his reasonable
charge for the services involved.

4. In determining the number of visits which may be considered
reasonable, e.g., in a course of treatment for which a global
fee is not ordinarily charged, the total number of visits which
would have been made to the patient in a nonteaching setting
should be used as a guide; visits in excess of this number are
presumed to be primarily for teaching purposes. Similarly,
total reasonable charges for a course of treatment in the
teaching setting should be compared with and should not exceed
the charges that would be expected in nonteaching settings for
similar services. Also, the charges billed for an hour of a
teaching physician's services should not exceed the amount of
fees the physician generally receives for an hour's work in
caring for nonteaching patients.

Where payment is made under Part B on a reasonable charge basis,
payment may not also be made on a cost basis to the hospital for
the same service as a teaching service. Part A payments to the
hospital should therefore not be based on the total compensation
of the physician if that compensation is in part for patient care.
The total compensation should be reduced by the portion paid for
patient care in accordance with the applicable provisions of the
principles of reimbursement for services of hospital-based
physicians to arrive at the hospital cost portion. Allocation
of compensation received between both parts of the program
should be in accordance with how the physician's time is actually
spent. If a physician's only compensation for services in a
teaching setting are paid by the hospital and the agreement
states that only the supervisory, and not patient care, services
are compensated, it is necessary to look behind the words of the
agreement by reviewing the physician's actual obligations and
activities and determining whether the compensation level is
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reasonable for the supervisory and teaching services alone
and insufficient to cover patient care services as well. The
carrier and intermediary should make this finding Jointly.

EXAMPIE: An employment agreement between a physician and the
hospital states that he will be paid $50,000 a year
for administration, supervision and teaching.
However, he spends one-half of his time in providing
patient care. The carrier and intermediary determined
that if his compensation were allocated solely to the
time the physician spent in the performance of his
hospital duties, it would yield an hourly rate of
compensation about double the rate paid for similar
work elsewhere in the area. Therefore, the carrier
and intermediary concluded that only a portion of the
compensation was for hospital activities and reimbursa-
ble under Part A. Since charges were not customarily
billed for the medical services the physician provided,
the remainder would serve as a basis for computing the
physician's reasonable charges for patient care in
accordance with B.2.b. above.

C. Carrier Responsibilities for Claims Review and Verification

1. The carrier is responsible for assuring that the bills being
submitted were prepared with an understanding of the conditions
governing payment for physicians' services in the teaching
setting.

To help carry out this responsibility, carriers will not pay
bills (SSA-1490 or SSA-1554) for services rendered in the
teaching setting in any month after May 1969, unless:

a. the chief of the department or service involved certifies
on a form furnished by the carrier that each of the billed
services for that month meets the pertinent requirements
of A.I.; or

b. the bill has been signed by the attending physician and
he understands that he is certifying that he met the
requirements for those services for which the claim is
made.

2. The provision of personal and identifiable services must be
substantiated by appropriate and adequate recordings entered
personally by the physician in the hospital or, in the case
of outpatient services, outpatient clinic chart. The carrier
is expected as part of its responsibilities to make appropriate
checks of patient records, examining admission, progress, and
discharge notes to verify that services for which charges are
billed met the appropriate coverage criteria. If the carrier
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review shows that a significant portion of the services in the
sample do not meet the criteria, appropriate steps should be
taken to adjust the reimbursement.

3. Bills must indicate when services are furnished in the teaching
setting, the name of the provider and tending physician
involved, and the extent of the services provided as an attending
physician. The services must be defined and quantified to avoid
errors in applying the reasonable charge limitation--e.g., to
avoid applying the reasonable charge for a global service where
only the surgical procedure or another component service was
provided as an atten ting physician.

4. The carrier will need to carry out the steps necessary to assure
itself that these conditions set out in B.1. are met--for example,
to assure itself that any schedule of charges proposed for the
teaching setting is actually applied and collected.

D. Who May Bill

Where the supervising physician is a member of a group which provides
teaching services in a hospital, the Part B payment for services
rendered as attending physicians by the group may be billed for:

1. by the physician or a corporation, partnership, or other
organization of physicians (including an association of
teaching physicians organized for the purpose of billing
for and distributing insurance monies and other payments
received for professional services to patients) on form 1490;

2. by the hospital on form 1554 provided that the carrier has
determined that the certification described in C.l.a. has
been executed and complied with; and

3. if the services are performed by a physician who is a faculty
member of a medical, osteopathic, or dental school, by the
school on form 1490.

The individual physician's authorization is required to be on file
in writing with the hospital or other organization to permit any
of the above organizations to bill on his behalf. The organization
must furnish to the Part B carrier the names of the physicians who
have authorized the organization.to bill on their behalf, and must
agree to keep the carrier informed on a current basis of changes in
membership in the group.
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Soiial and Rehabilitation Service and Social Security Adminis-
tration Comments on Committee on Finance committee print
entitled "Staff Data Relating to Medicaid-Medicare Study"
The Social Security Administration and the Social & Rehabilitation Service

hope that the following comments on the preliminary findings of the Committee
staff as presented at the hearing in a series of charts will be helpful in amplifying
and clarifying the record being compiled by the Committee. The comments are
presented under an underlined reference to a legend on a chart or to the portion
of the text accompanying the chart presentation.

Many of these comments--particularly those on the early charts-are clarifica-
tions with respect to the financial and actuarial information presented by the
Committee staff. The comments with respect to the later charts-those focused
on administi Uon-present additional information to place in perspective the
preliminary findings of the which in many instances are based
on a relatively small n er of cases of abuse, erally identified by the Social
Security Administr on and reported to the Sena Finance Committee for its
information.

As indicat y these comments, an understanding of -ie cost of administra-tion for a n equire conside tion of raw dollar
amounts, b t rather of the tionsip of e nses to the s e of the operation
and of a omparison of s c st ra lo with t se of other p grams. For this
reason, formation offeredn thecost of ministering Meicare as a per-
centage of benefit ugko and tpe favo able ationship of this tio to similar
ratios or private surance o ilarly, ppralsal o the actuarial*
estimates for a snstide ti Of he elatlonship of income to
outgo rather than merely d an the d te r uired for s h considera-
tion as been supplied.

A further I ated by c ents, d inistrat ve vigor s ould not be
judg d wanting sole bec u sev al insta c of abu or areas or improve-
men of admini traction un e dm ng organize ion. Indeed,
the istence of systems d pc es uncovering such insta ces and, on-
goin corrective action se to be t alimark of vigorous-a inistration.
As fa as is kno , no ea insu ce s s been able to void all pos-
sibilit of abus , n has a p a r ached action in I administra-
tion. I these nts inform o ed on the orrective actions taken
with re pect to the instances gram buse andarrier a Intermediary
deficient es (most of which .were un vered y pro m monito ng systems).

In som cases the prmiina n icat a difference of opinion with
the Social security Ad Nitration a to th ent of the medicare law. For
example, an pinion expressed 1n-tlue Committee's report that the intent of
the law was'toImit payment under the program to the ounts paidt by private
regional carrier or their own subscribers. The repo does not exclude from
the limitation carr rograms that were designe pay only a small part of
the physician's actual e to the beneficia e Social Security Administra-
tion quotes the appropriate rt language and other evidence to
show why the Social Security Administration is of the opinion that the July 1
Committee presentation is only partially correct. In other cases the preliminary
findings indicate a difference of opinion with the Social Security Administration
as to the advisability of an administrative action taken at the outset of the
program. For example, the report states that Social Security account numbers
should have been used to identify physicians from the start of the program. The
Administration has presented the reasons for its original action not to use the
Social Security number as well as the fact that a change is now supported by
the Social Security Administration.

(42i)
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CHART 1.-Medical assistance: Vendor payments for medical care

Current estimates of medical vendor payments (Federal, State and local)
total $4,980,188 not $5.5 billion. The total for fiscal year 1970 should be $5.0
rather than $5.5; this is the total of the Federal share which compares to the
$2,680,305 in the revised President's budget for medical assistance. This excludes
amounts paid for intermediate care which is funded under the other public
assistance titles.

CHART 2.-Revision in estimates of fiscal year 1969 medicaid costs

The $1.58 billion was the estimate that had been used by the congressional
committees earlier in 1967 when the Congress was considering amendments
to the Social Security Act. It is, therefore, true that the quoted figure is the
figure the Congress has and used in December 1967. Final figures for the Presi-
dent's budget had not been developed at the time the conferees met.

In January 1968, President Johnson's budget -indicated an estimated expendi-
ture of $2.118 billion in Federal funds for medical assistance for fiscal year
1969.

CHART 3.-Increased medicaid costs outstrip increases in numbers of people
served

rThe total should be $5.0 billion not $5.5 billion for 1970. The percentage In.
crease in expenditures is therefore 43% and 57%.

CHART 4.-These are the trends that occurred

CHART 5.-Actuarial estimates of 1970 and 1990 hospital insurance benefits

The chart correctly reflects the changes In the estimates of cash disburse-
ments that have been made since 1965. However, concentrating solely on the
dollar figures obscures the fact that to a considerable extent the same inflationary
situation that Is responsible for a significant part of the increase in the estimate
of dollar disbursements also creates a significant increase in the income to the
program since, as earnings go up, program income-which is based on a per-
centage of payroll-also goes up. The financial soundness of the program, there-
fore, does not depend so much on dollar disbursement as it does on the
relationship between disbursements and contribution income.

A more accurate perspective on previous versus current cost estimates-
both as to the financial soundness of the program and the impact on taxpayers-
is provided by a comparison of the 1965 and 1969 estimates expressed as a
percent of taxable payroll. The contribution rates established in 1965 were
based on an estimated level cost of 1.23 percent of payroll; the 1969 estimate
is 1.79 percent. The increase in estimated cost, therefore, has been about 45
percent, not double. The 1969 rate is figured on a higher earnings base, $7800,
and on more recent earnings levels than the 1965 estimate, which is figured
on a $6600 base and on earlier, lower earnings levels. Thus the total taxable
l)ayroll on which the present estimate is figured reflects increases in general
wage levels, which Increases produce additional income offsetting the effect
of inflation on benefit costs. (Average earnings have increased approximately
27 percent during the period 1965-1969, rather than by 13 percent as estimated
in 1965. Thus, the increase which has occurred in taxable payroll very nearly
corresponds to the inflationary effect that appears when the 1965 and 1969
estimates of the cost of the program are compared in dollar terms.)

The 45 percent underestimate is primarily due to (a) an underestimate of
hospital utilization by the aged, (b) an underestimate of the differential between
the increase In hospital costs and the increase in average earnings, and (c)
underestimate of utilization of extended care facilities.

The 1965 assumptions on utilization were based primarily on data obtained
on a sample basis in a 1957 survey of beneficiaries conducted by the Social
Security Administration. The use of 'such data was validated by a comparison
with data obtained in a 1963 survey of the aged carried out by the Bureau of
the Census for the Social Security Administration. As it developed, the data
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used in 1965 resulted in a considerable understatement of hospital utilization
under the program. Data based on experience under the program did not become
available until 1968 in a form that could be used for estimating purposes.

The estimates made in 1967 reflected the sharp increase in hospital per diem
rates that was taking place-not, of course, just under Medicare but generally.
In the absence of anything more current in the way of utilization data than
those which were used in the original cost estimates, utilization was assumed
to be as originally estimated. Utilization estimates were modified for the first
time in 1968, when actual data on an accrual basis for the first year became
available. Evidence to date indicates that there has not been an upward trend
in utilization since the program went into effect.

CHART 6.-Hospital insurance trust fund due to be exhausted in 1976

We believe that the income to the hospital insurance trust fund should be in-
creased, and we are developing recommendations for this purpose. However, the
Committee will want to keep in mind that the prediction that the hospital insur-
ance trust fund will be exhausted in 1976 results from a cost estimate which
assumes, on the one hand, that taxable earnings under the program will increase
from year to year and that nevertheless the maximum earnings base will remain
at $7800 during the entire 25 year period over which the estimates are made.

Congress has increased the earnings base from time to time in the past
as the general earnings level rose, because such increases are necessary if
the cash benefits program is to be kept reasonably up to date. In all probability
it will do so in the future.

To -the extent that the maximum earnings base is increased during the next
25 years, costs measured as a percentage of payroll will drop. Since it seems
most unlikely that, if earnings levels rise in the future, the earnings base will
be kept at the same level, it can be seen that these cost estimates are based
upon very conservative assumptions and that it is unlikely that, given -the pres-
ently scheduled contribution Tates, the fund would actually be exhausted in 1976.

CHART 7.-Restoring actuarial soundness of hospital insurance program

On the basis of cost estimates which assume a continuation of the $7,800
maximum earnings base and, nevertheless, rising earnings, the long-range balance
of the program is a -0.29 percent of payroll.

The chart suggests that one way to restore the actuarial soundness of the
program would be to "control costs." We believe there are some cost savings
possible by continually improved hospital administration and by continually
improved administration of the Medicare law. However, we do not believe that
a deficit in long-range financing of the size indicated by this estimate could be
offset by the imposition of additional cost controls unless one were willing to
abandon the principle of paying for the full reasonable cost of institutional care
for Medicare beneficiaries. In other words, we know of no way in which cost sav-
ings under the program could be made that would be anywhere near sufficient to
meet this imbalance unless some of the cost of Medicare patients were to be
shifted to non-Medicare hospital patients.

The alternative of increasing the inpatient hospital deductible from $44 to
$175, also mentioned in the chart, is an opinion. Those who would be affected how-
ever, are, for the most part, a low-income group, and a deductible of this size
would be a barrier totheir getting needed hospital care.

One way to restore approximate actuarial balance to the hospital insurance
program under these assumptions would be to make tho ultimate contribution
rate of 0.9 percent, now scheduled to take effect in 1987, effective in 1975.

CHART 10.-Extended care benefits in 1967

The text accompanying this chart indicates that "actual experience in 1967
showed that the cost per beneficiary per year was $18-10 times the earlier
estimate." This is factually correct for 1967 but misleading in Its implication
of runaway costs.
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The actuarial estimates prepared iln 1O5 for the final bill were for total hospl-
till and extentided care facility utilization together. This was assumed to be ap-
propriate because extended ctalre facilities services were phi ited as a substitute
for mid a lower-cost alternatih' to hospital services. Thus, to a considerahe
extent, an Illerease i extended care facilities itillizatioii was exlpeted to mean
it decrease ll hospital utilization.
The estilulte referred to iin thlart 10. thllen. was of the n'oportimo of total utiliza-

tion that would he IIn extended care facilities in the early years of the program.
This estilnate assuillei that. utilization would be restricted durhlig tilt early years
of the program by a severe shortage of extended aitre facilities pairticipathig Ili the
program. However, tile actual number of beds that qualitled under the program
was close to what bld heell aiticilpated iii tile long rim. mPilt' underestilnate of tile
iproPortloil of ultillzat ion that. would lie in extended ciilre facIlitIes in 19(7 Ills
had very little effect oil the ilg-ratige cost estimites. the cost of exte(ied ca('ie
facility benefits its estinlated originally as well as currently Is about 15% of
til hospital insurance program costs. In the short ri, the greater utilizatioi of
extended care facilities miay have lietn offsettting Iit terms of what otherwise
night litave vicet it greater utilization of hospitals.

CItART 11.-Sul)pllenlentary nelicall hisurnce deficit oilan iaccrial bsis

Tile text accompanIyig tile chart idieatets thatt "tite $4 monthly premium for
flscal year 1970 Is expected to be about 10 ierceit too low." It Is very difficult
to slt'y lit tills polit what tile exlsrleice will lit' during fiscal year 1970. It Is true
tllat the actuaries lave estimated thilat iceruiel disbursements for f1%scal 1970
will be about 1) lierceilt higher tlalil the fluids provided by tile $4 premium that
Is ill effe('t. Those estlllilltes were liaised om the assuli)tiomi that the M1 program
will reogillze ia 5 lite'r'llt ticrease il pilysielan fees durhiig fiscl 1970. Although
It niow appears, likely thlt fees will go It) by even more thuim tills 1rceiltage. it. Is
quite possible- liecause of tlhe directives that we have giveil the ctarriers -to hold
tile title oil tilt' retogiition of fee increases -tlat tile cost of tie program may iot
il('rease is Illlh lit wsIS estiallteti.

CIaART 12.-Restorlng aCtiial solinilless of slpllilelleilil ry iledacil i iurantle
prog ni Ill

As lilleated ill tile cllillelts Oil Chart 1i, it. Is iot clear whether it would be
ievessury to ralse the iremiull rate to $4.40 to meet the cost of tile present
irogramil durbig this fIscal year. Iln ally eVelit, ralsilig tilt' dedliuctible to $80 would
redlluce tilt% illololilt of Iillsuraice coverage provided by part 14 of tile lrograllI.
The( tarrlers Ire alireldy llder Ilstructloils to recognize lultrealses In fees in only
very except uiil circuuil melst es,. id there do lot seemt to lie llljor 'ost control
iictiolls iit'yolldi those ill ffet 4 thlIt woulh be comisisteut with progralill objectives
ill also] have aljijor cost efTet'ts. To reduce reiliillrsilleieit for ]lhysiclhlns below
tilt current level t'oild well result lii shiftlig cost to tilt' lelleliaries. At present.
tile idtll ll iistrnltonlli)'al lrolh is 0 to colit ile prestnt efforts to colutrol costs mind( to
closely wltel the experlenco Ulilder Oho prograillt. A iivW rlte for the. iiext 1i4cal
year must, of course. ile prolluigllttel )ecelllber 1O.

CItART I3.-Iincrelises l1 )hysit'in fees

Wile the text correctly states that the Ilicrease in plhysili fees was more
thill twice as ralld between Jile 19 3131(1 .Ti ne 1067 tia had been estillilted,
the way itn which the iereases lire charted llilght suggest thilat actual fees (amti
therefore the cost of the supplenentary mlledlcal lusuralt' progralll) imiore thalln
doubled duringg the period. An exalllple will help to put till' effect of the ull(er-
estlillilte I!i ivrsi'ctive: If a prelliul of $3 wsl5 required, assiuilig i giveil level
of plhysicln fees, ln ilnerease of 6.5 percet in fees istead of an lilerease of 3
percent (as was estimated ill 1905) would tan till1 interease ill the prelllum
of 19 etits, rather than of 9 ceits.

Moreover, tile gross increase in physicians' fees does not automatically deter-
lllie how lueh tilt- cost of the supllemlentary medical lnlsuraice program will
rise. The iiierease i program cost results from reeognltlul by the program of
fee icreases iln tilt' "reasonable charges" oil which benefit payments are based.



Current estimates of prograin cost tre expected to be subject to less thli the 8%
error occurring for the July 1966-Jlune 1969 period and to be within 5% of the
acetuial experience.

Incidentally, It Is misleading to carry the 1905 estimates to 1970, because
1inder the law estimates of physicians' fees and other components of the cost
of the stil)lleinentary inedical insurance i)rogran have never been made on a
5-year basis, The 1965 istimates covrefl only a period of about 21/ years.

Mensorada front Social Security Adminilstration actuaries follow:

AfEMORANIUM

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION,
J11ll1 13, 1969,

To : Mr. Robert M. Ball, Commissioner of Social Security.
From: Cordon R. Trapnell, Actuary.
Subject : Colmarlson of original and current est inates of Supplementary medical

Instirance accruted cost.

Original estimates
Tie "original" sthinate of accrued supplement ta ry medical insurance benefits

and administrative costs for any period Is taken to be the estimhnate on the basis
of which the premium rate was set for that period.
Cunrcnt c1stitnatcs

The current estates of sul)lementary medical insurance accrued disburse-
ments are based on Incomplete data for 1960 and 1967, and only fragmentary
data concerning 19. However, the estimates are belleved to be within 5% of
the actual exl)erience.

En rollncn t
Since the supplementary medical Insurancet prograin Is financed by premiums

and miatching governmentt contributions, a change In enrollnent results in
proportional changes In Incone and disbursements, Consequently, any coin-
Itrison of estitnated and actual disbursenents should be based on tht sane
number of enrollees. The original estimates have been restated using the actual

supplementary medical Insurance enrollment in each year.

Period

July 1966 to January 1968 to April 1968 to July 1966 to
December 1967 March 1968 July 1969 June 1969

I. Original estimates of accrued disbursements
per capital per month:

Benefits ............................. 1$5.23 2$6.56 3$7.23 ................
Administration ....................... 60 .63 .65 ................

Total ............................. 5.83 7.19 7. " ................
2. Average enrollment (millions) ......... ..... 17.8 18.1 187 ..........

3. Original estimates of total accrued disburse-
ments (millions):

Benefits ............................. $1,676 $356 $2,028 $4,060
Administration-...................... 192 34 182 420

Total ..................

4. Current estimates of total accrued disburse-
ments (millions):Benefits ................ T.............

Administration ......................

Total ..............................

5. Ratio of original projection to current
estimate (percent):

Benefits .............................
Administration .......................

Total .......... ..................

1,868 390 2,210 4,480

$1,824 $360 $2.184 $4,368
242 42 231 515

2,066 402 2,415 4,883

92 99 93 93

79 81 79 79

90 97 92 92

I Memorandum to R. J. Myers of July 29, 1965, "Income and Disbursements from SMI Trust Fund in 1966-67."
11967 Trustees report (Mar. 27, 1968; p IV. table A.
31967 Trustees report (Mar. 27, 1968).
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The total error was $415 million over the 3-year period, or approximately $140
million a year.

GORDON R. TRAPNELL.

JULY 29, 1965.
RoBLERT J. MYEts, Chicf Actuary.
GO0RDON It. TRAPNELL, .4et wary.

Income and Disbursements front SMI Trust Fund in 196(1-67, (ash ltasis, Under
196,5 Aneudments to the Social Security Act:
1. Number eligible to participate:

(1) On July 1, 1966: 19.08 million (after omitting 20,000 aliens and
subversives).

(i1) Average eligible, July-l)ecember, 1966: 19.18 million.
(11) Average ellglbl, 1967 - 19.35 million.

2. Original contingency fund (appropriation requtested) : 19.08 x $18=$343.44
million.
3. Contributions (.$ 3 per month front each of linsured aud Goverimienti).

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM INSUREO

Participation (percent)
Population

Year (millions) 100 95 80

1966 ............................................... 19.18 $345 $328 $276
1967 ............................................... 19.35 697 662 558

4. Benefit payments:
A. Low-cost estirnate:

Cost of benefits in 1907, as passed by House ------------- $ $4. 60
Additional cost of conference, version------------------- .21
Cost of (conference version, 1967 ----------------------- 4. 81 1 4.70
Cost in 1966 (2 percent less) --------------------------- 4. 72

Participation (in millions)
Population Number of Benefit cost

(in millions) months (per month) 100 percent 95 percent 80 percent

Cost In 1966 ....................... 19.18 3 $4.72 $272 $258 $218
Cost In 1967 ........................ 19.35 12 4.81 1,117 1,061 894

Assumes that claims incurred but unrel )rt(xl inrc 25 iper.nt of oet' year's
in(urred clainis (an average lag in lmiymetit of 3 motlths).

B. High-,ost estimate:
Cost of benefits in 1967, as passed by House---------------- 5. 50
Cost of conference version. 1967 ---------------------------- 5.71 5.67
Cost of conference version, 1966 (2 pebreent less) -------------- . 60 .

Participation (In millions)
Population Number of Benefit cost

(in millions) months (per month) 100 percent 95 percent 80 percent

Cost In 1966 ............ 19.18 4 $5.60 $430 $409 $344
Cost in 1967 ............ 19.35 12 5.71 1,326 1,260 1,061

Assumes that claims incurrel but unreported are 16.7% of onie year's Incurred
claims (an average lag in beefit payment of 2 itoniths).
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5. Administrative costs:

Population Number of Benefit cost Participation (in millions)
Year (in millions) months (per month) 100 percent 95 percent 80 percent

A. Low cost ($.40 per
month per capita):
1966 ............
1967 ............

U. High cost ($.50 per
month per capita):

1966 ............
1967 ............

19.18
19.35

19.18
19.35

12 $0.40
12 .40

$92 $87 $74
93 as 74

12 .50 115 109 92
12 .50 116 11o 93

(A full year's administrative expenses were assuitted for 1966.)
GOitDON It. TIIAPNELI.

SMI TRUST FUND-SUMMARY OF INCOME AND DISBURSEMENTS, 196647

[Conference bll

Type program and calendar year

Low-cost, 80 percent participation:
1966 ...... .......
1967... ..............

Low-cost, 95 percent participation:
1966 .................
1967 ..........

High-cost, 80 percent participation:
1966................-----
1967 ........................

High.cost, 95 percent participation:
1966 ......................
1967 ...........................

Contributions

Partici- Benefit
pants Treasury payments

Admin-
Istrative

expenses
Interest
on fund

Balance
In fund
at end
of year

$275 $275 $220 $65 t5 $270
560 560 895 75 5 435
325 325 260
665 665 1,060

275 275 345
560 560 1,065

80 5 315
90 15 510

85 5 125
95 5 90

325 325 410 100 5 145
665 665 1,260 110 5 110

Note: Figures for contributions and administrative expenses are the same as those In the report of the House Ways and
Means Committee on H.R. 6675 as passed by the House.

Ci AWL 14.-Interiedliary anc carrier costs

When measured In dollars, its is done on this chart, tile datjt obscure the fact
tfit a considerable portion of the Increase in intermiediary and carrier costs is
attributable to larger workloads than were originally antiilpattci and to the gen-
eral Inflationary situation fi which wages and other costs of doing business have
risen more than was anticipated. Administrative costs ineasured as a percentage
ofI) benefits paid are not excessive. The entire (st of administering tile hospital
insurance program In the fiscal year Just completed, including not only Inter-
itediary and carrier costs, but Social Security and Internal Revenue costs, was
2.4 percent, of the benefit Iayients siade. Intersuediary (sts alone were 1.7
is'rcent of total benefit payinents.

lit Iprt B it has alwitys been anticipated that administrative expenses in rela-
l ion to payments would be much larger than for part A because of the great
volume of small bills (33 million bills were paid under iIrt B during the last
fIscal year). The entire cost of administering part B as it percent of part B bene-
fits paid for the last fiscal year wits 11.4 percent. The percentage for carrier costs
alone was 7.7 ld'rceit.

It both parts A and 11, the administrative costs of the Government program
wien measured as a percentage of benefits Imtld atre generally in line with what it
costs private organizations to lwrforin siltilar functions. It should also be kept
In sinid that it careful Job of overall cost control requires greater expenditures of
administrative nioney ; in other words, a dollar spent for administration may
,;ave several dollars of expenditures for benefits.
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CHART 15.-Preliminp.ry findinga: Medicaid

Section 237 of the 1967 amendments to the Social Security Act requires States
to establish methods and procedures designed to safeguard against unnecessary
utilization of health care and services, as well as to assure that payments (includ-
ing payments for drugs) do not exceed reasonable charges and that they are
made on a basis consistent with efficiency, economy, and quality of care.

Departmental policy to implement the regulatory authority provided by section
1902(a) (30) was published it the- Federal Register on January 25, 1909, and
March 4, 1969. Copies of these regulations are enclosed.'

Capability of utilization review varies with each State. This was established
this last winter when the States' responses to a Social and Rehabilitation
Service telegram requesting a status report on utilization review it each title
XIX State were evaluated. Last May this was followed up by a letter to the Direc-
tor of each State Medicaid plan in all States where it appeared that utilization
review was inadequate. The letter asked what each State was doing or intended to
do to safeguard against unnecessary utilization. Responses at this date are still
being received and reviewed by the Medical Services Administration which is
responsible for the title XIX program. Further actions will be taken as necessary.

Within the Medical Services Administration, "Guidelines" on utilization review
are being written with the advice and counsel of appropriate consultants and
professional organizations. These guidelines, now in draft form, are being cleared
for publication. They will offer to the States not only an explanation of the gen-
eral concept of utilization review but specific suggestions a State may employ in
its utilization review program, for example, the use of audit tolerance levels (all
claims above a specified dollar amount for a Specified time period are automati-
cally selected for additional scrutiny). The first two services to be covered by these
guidelines will be Inpatient hospital care and skilled nursing home care which
together account for approximately 70 percent of Medicaid expenditures.

In the area of controlling costs of practitioner services, the Department estab-
lished an Ad Hoc Medicaid Task Force under the chairmanship of Mr. James
G. Haughton, First Deputy Administrator of the New York City Health Services
Administration, to help assess the methods the States are using to reimburse
physicians and other Medicaid practitioners. The Task Force included representa-
tives front health professions, providers of Medicaid services, third-party payers.
and consumer groups. The recommendations generated by this group were in-
corporated in regulations published In the FEDERAL REGISTER on July 1, 1969,
with an invitation to interested parties to respond In writing within 30 days. En-
closed is a copy of the July 1, 1969, policy regulation.

The Medical Services Administration has provided consultation to a number
of States on the matter of utilization review. There follows a copy of an example
of our consultative efforts:

STATE OF NEBRASKA,
Lincoln, May 2, 1969.

Mr. ROBERT H. FINCH,
Secretary, Department of Health, Education, anl Wclfare,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: Cooperative effort between the Federal and State levels
of government can result In lower costs and better utilization of the tax dollar.
A dramatic illustration of this point is the recently completed Drug Utilization
and Control Program undertaken by the Nebraska Department of Public Wel-
fare with the assistance and advice of Dr. Bradley Neer of your staff.

Dr. Neer coordinated the development of methodology which has resulted in
a considerable degree of control In our Nebraska Title XIX Medicaid Program.
The savings because of this assistance Is projected to be approximately $500,000
over the next biennium.

We express our appreciation to you, your staff, and particularly to Dr. Neer
for this worthwhile effort.

Sincerely,
NORBERT T. TIEMANN, Governor.

I Regulations referred to were made a part of the official files of the committee.
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The Committee might be interested in some comments on the statement that the
impact of Medicare is one of the reasons for the high cost of Medicaid. It is
true that following the Medicare formula for reimbursement to hospitals
did significantly increase the costs of the assistance programs beyond what
they would have been if the States had been allowed to continue the frequent
I)ractiee of paying for the hospital care of welfare recipients and the medically
indigent at rates that were significantly below cost. The 19W5 amendments, how-
ever, required that reimbursement under title XIX for hospital services be on
the basis of reasonable cost in order to prevent a possible adverse effect on
hospitals or a shifting of such costs to other programs such as Blue Cross,
private commercial companies, or to paying patients. A major departure from
the Medicare reimbursement formula to pay less under Medicaid would have had
the effect of having part of the reimbursement for Medicaid recipients actually
paid for by others.

The provision of law requiring that reimbursement be on the basis of reason-
able cost is the major reason for higher costs than would have been produced by
the earlier State practice of negotiating bargain rates for assistance recipients.

By and large, reimbursement for care in skilled nursing homes under Medic-
aid Is still on a negotiated rate basis, as It was tinder the public assistance legis-
lation that preceded the 1965 amendments. There is no Federal requirement that
such care be pail for on the basis of reasonable cost and most States have conm-
tinued to pay negotiated rates rather than follow the Medicare reimbursement
formula.

COMMENTS ON CHARTS 10, 17, AND 19

There are a few legends on these three charts with which we specifically dis-
agree; more frequently, however, we have reservations about the specific word-
ing which often implies that a situation is more widespread than we believe
it to be. As indicated in the comments below, there are specific instances of abuse
or inadequate performance which are related to most of the generalizations made
on the chart, but we do not believe that the summary statements fairly char-
acterize the operation of the program as a whole.

In working on this investigation with the staff of the Senate Finance Committee,
we have transmitted many examples of various kinds of abuses that our staff
has discovered, and other examples have come to light in the course of the
investigation. On the whole and in general, however, we believe-given the
unprecedented nature of this program, the newness of many of its requirements,
the large number of organizations and people involved, and the inherent diffi-
culty of its administration-that it can Iw fairly said that the great majority of
physicians, hospitals, extended care facilities, carriers and intermediaries,
State agencies and others involved in the administration of the program have
performed as well as they have performed for programs in the private sector.
Thus, as a matter of emphasis, we think that many of the statements on these
three charts do not correctly reflect what has been happening in the Medicare
program. More importantly, perhaps, the charts do not reflect the fact that the
abuses and problems have, in large measure, been brought to light by the moni-
toring efforts of the Social Security Administration and that in Instance after
instance, strong action has been taken to remedy the defects.

CHART 10.-Preliminary findings: Physician reimbursement

The first preliminary finding on this chart is summarized as Congressional
Intent Not Followed. The text accompanying the chart indicates that the "intent"
referred to is that carriers should pay no more under Medicare than for their
private subscribers. Actually, the law limits the application of this principle to
the situation where the carrier makes a payment for its own subscribers "for a
comparable service and under comparable circumstances." Otherwise, the carriers
are required to determine whether the charge Is reasonable, and the main guide-

32-108 o-49--4--
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lines In the law for making this determination are the customary charge made by
the particular physician to his patients generally and the prevailing charge of all
physicians in a given locality.

The congressional intent as indicated in the report of the Senate Finance
Committee seems quite clear. On page 44 of the report accompanying the 1965
amendments, the Committee stated:

"Where payment by the program is on the basis of charges (for physicians'
services and medical and other health services not furnished by providers of
services), the carriers would take action to assure that the charge on which
the reimbursement is based is reasonable and is not higher than the charge
used for reimbursement on behalf of the carriers' own policyholders or sub-
scribers for comparable services and under comparable circumstances. In addi-
tion, where payment is on the basis of an assignment, the reasonable charge would
have to be accepted as the full payment. The Committee has inserted into the bill
the House report language that, in determining reasonable charges, the carriers
would consider the customary charges for similar services generally made by the
physician or other person or organization furnishing the covered services, and
also the prevailing charges in the locality for similar services.

"The committee believes that the use by carriers of certain existing mecha-
nisms and procedures will help in the determination of whether a charge is
reasonable. For example, procedures established by State or local medical soci-
eties for resolving fee disputes are regularly utilized by carriers. Such
arrangements could be used not only to settle questions between carriers and
physicians but also between patients and physicians when the patient believes
that an incorrect charge has been made. Also, the use of relative value scales,
where they have been agreed upon, is helpful in establishing a reasonable rela-
tionship between payments for various medical procedures. And, where service
benefit plans, for payment for physicians' services, serve as carriers under the
program, the use of the same agreed-upon fee schedules that are employed in
their own programs may be helpful In avoiding the possibility of disputes
regarding fees."

We believe it Is clear from the law and from the legislative history that
reasonable charges under Medicare were not to be limited to amounts paid by
private insurers under their own plans when such payments were unrelated to
the total liability of the patient and, on the contrary, were only In partial indem-
nity for what the patient would have to pay. Such plans are not comparable
to the Medicare program, which was, generally speaking, designed, except for

deductibles and coinsurance, to relieve patients of what they would otherwise
have had to pay the physician.

If the most widely held Blue Shield schedule were interpreted as being com-
parable and as limiting payments wherever Blue Shield plans are carriers under

part B, the result in a large number of States would be to shift a significant part
of the liability for paying physician bills from Medicare to the patient. This is

true because in many instances the Blue Shield fee schedule Is not Intended as
full payment and it is expected that the patient pay the difference between the
schedule and what the physician charges. To have interpreted the law that

Medicare payments should be limited to the indemnity schedule provided In some

Blue Shield plans and to the schedules which provide for full payment only for

low-income people would have shifted the liability for a significant part of phy-

sician payments to the benefciary and would have done so in a way that differed

from State to State. Moreover, it would have made the specific statutory guides
of customary and prevailing meaningless in the States affected.

There are 33 Blue Shield plans which act as Medicare carriers and the bene-

fits of their most widely held plans in 1967 are as follows. Six of these Blue

Shield plans pay benefits on an Indemnity basis in their most widely held pro-

gram. Under an Indemnity Blue Shield program its benefits for all subscribers

are based on a schedule of fees and there is no expectation that the physician

accept the payment as his fqll charge. The physician is entirely free to charge

as he wishes and significant extra charges are to be expected when the maximum

paid under the schedule is significantly below customary charges. For example,

in Alabama the indemnity fee schedule (now replaced by a usual and customary
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program) under Blue Shield for a cataract operation was $75 as compared with
a customary and prevailing charge of around $300 in many parts of the State.
It is expected that the physician will collect the difference from the patient.

In other areas doctors participating in Blue Shield plans agree not to charge
the patient more than the Blue Shield fee schedule only if the patient's income
is below a specified level. In 13 Blue Shield plans that serve as carriers for
Medicare, the individual income limit above which the physician is free to charge
as he wishes is $5,000 or less in thet most widely held plan. In these plans, too,
many subscribers are expected to pay more to the physician than the fee schedule
allows. There are eight carrier plans with individual income limits in the most
widely held programs above $5,000.

In five Blue Shield plans that serve as carriers, the same general approach is
taken as in the Medicare law of basing reimbursement on customary and prevail-
ing charges and here the Blue Shield plan is certainly "comparable." Usually the
Blue Shield allowed charges in these plans are the same or higher than have
been allowed under Medicare.

Indemnity plans In which the pMtient is expected to pay part of the physician's
bill are, of course, not the service benefit plans which the 1965 Committee report
says may be helpful. And when a Blue Shield plan requires that the fee schedule
be accepted by the physician as full payment for his services for only a minority
of the subscribers of the plan, as is the case when income limits are set low, there
would seem to be major doubt whether it is appropriate to consider the plan as a
service benefit plan. In any event it is quite clear from the 1965 report that the
absolute limitation was to be applied only where the prFl!' te carrier's reimburse-
ment in its own plan met the requirement of being applied "under comparable
circumstances."

Since there has been some attention given to a comparison of reimbursement
under Medicare with fee schedules under Blue Shield, tho Committee might
be interested in the information set out below. These data relait not only to Blue
Shield plans that are carriers under Medicare but to all Blue Shieid plans where
the data are available as of 1967. Since, as already explained, in many cases
Blue Shield benefits and Medicare benefits represent different types of insurance
coverage, differences in benefits paid are not surprising, and do not necessarily
reflect different determinations as to the reasonableness of charges. For example,
in 14 Blue Shield plans (including the 6 plans that are carriers under Medicare)
the most widely held plan is an indemnity plan as described above and the sched-
ule would not be expected to bear a close -relationship to current physician
charges.

In 25 other most widely held Blue Shield plans, the Blue Shield rate is lower
than the customary charge because it provides benefits on a full-payment basis
only for people of incomes below $5,000 a year. Many who subscribe to these
plans are above the $5,000 income ceiling and are expected to pay whatever is
charged above the fee schedule. Such plans are not comparable to part B, of
course, and in these States reasonable charges under part B, given the present
statute, can be expected to exceed the Blue Shield fee schedules. There are
nine plans (including 5 plans that are carriers under Medicare) which are com-
parable to part B. These plans base payment on customary and prevailing
charges and reports by carriers on their policies for payments under their own
programs indicate that the Blue Shield payments and part B payments are
quite close together; in fact, the reports suggest that in quite a few cases the
Blue Shield payments are higher. The plans which are also Medicare carriers
use identical screening devices for Medicare claims and for claims submitted
under their own programs. Thus, if a Medicare charge is determined to be
reasonable, the charge would also be determined reasonable in the carrier's
private program.

In 11 other States the most widely held plan is a service plan and has a schedule
which is not based on income or is based on income of $5,000 or more. In those
States Medicare payments are sometimes somewhat less than the schedule but
frequently about the same as the schedule figure and sometimes more.

Below are tabular data for selected procedures comparing the payments by
Medicare and Blue Shield with the Blue Shield plan differentiated by type.
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RATIOS OF MEDICARE AVERAGE ALLOWED CHARGES I FOR SELECTED OPERATIONS TO MOST WIDELY HELD BLUE
SHIELD SCHEDULED ALLOWANCES, GROUPED BY TYPE OF BLUE SHIELD MOST WIDELY HELD PROGRAM

AREAS WHERE PLANS NOT COMPARABLE TO MEDICARE (39 AREAS)

Prostatectomy Hernia
Cataract (TUR) (inguinal)

A. Blue Shield indemnity areas (14 plans):
Alabama .................................................. 4.48 4.76 2.33
Kentucky ........ ....-------------------------------------- 3.08 2.27 2.28
Illinois, Chicago area ---------------------------------- 2.53 2.25 2.23
Ohio, outside Cleveland ------------------------------------ 2.23 1.48 1.82
Illinois, Rockford area ------------------------------------- 2.05 1.84 2.04
Georgia, Atlanta area -------------------------------------- 1.92 1.57 1.67
New Hampshire-Vermont ----------------------------------- 1.72 1.86 1.70
Tennessee ------------------------------------------------ 1.58 1.59 1.68
Arkansas .................................................. 1.47 1.67 1.91
Oklahoma ................................................. 1.33 1.39 1.26
Texas ---------------------------------------------------- 1.32 1.64 1.88
Delaware ------------------------------------------------- 1.25 1.68 1.09
M is s is s i p ................................................
Missouri, outside Kansas City ....................... 81

B. Blue Shield most widely held fee schedule programs offering service
benefits to Individuals with Income limits of $2,500 to $5,000 where
In all probability most people covered by the plans have higher
incomes so that benefits for most are not on a service basis (25 areas):

New York, Queens area ------------------------------------ 2.82 1.03 1.71
New York City area ........................................ 2.65 1.33 1.55
North Carolina -------------------------------------------- 2.14 2.37 2.45
Arizona -------------------------------------------------- 1.98 1.45 1.74
Iowa ----------------------------------------------------- 1.98 1.79 1.76
Georgia, Columbus area ..................................... 1.98 1.57 1.89
Maryland ------------------------------------------------ 1.92 1.32 1.37
Florida ...............................--------------------- 1.89 1.82 2.02
Connecticut ---------------------------------------------- 1.77 1.45 1.41
Maine .................................................... 1.69 1.68 1.74
Massachusetts ............................................. 1.58 1.63 1.37
South Carolina -------------------------------------------- 1.46 1.57 1.33
New Jersey ----------------------------------------------- 1.40 1.25 1.39
Rhode Island --------------------------------------------- 1.37 1.55 1.45
Colorado ------------------------------------------------- 1.33 1.26 1.31
District of Columbia ........................................ 1.33 1.25 1.30
West Virinia ----------------------------------- 1.32 1.44 1.27
New York, Buffalo area ..................................... 1.31 1.15 1.34
Pennsylvania --------------------------------------------- 1.17 1.18 1.29
Nebraska ................................................. 1.08 1.09 1.13
Minnesota-Twin Cities area --------------------------------- .98 .94 1.12
Minnesota, outside Twin Cities area (------------2) (2)
Wyoming ------------------------------------------------ ()
South Dakota .............................................. (
Puerto Rico ................... ............................. '23 2 )

AREAS WHERE PLAN SOMEWHAT COMPARABLE TO MEDICARE

Blue Shield most widely held fee schedule programs offering service
benefits to Individuals with income limits of over $5,000 (11 areas):

California, Los Angeles area .................................... 1.28 1.24 1.60
Missouri, Kansas City area ------------------------------------ 1.15 1.17 1.29
California, outsIde Los Angeles ---------.--------------------- 1.14 1.24 1.37
New York, outside New York City, Buffalo, and Rochester .......... 1.10 1. 18 1.38
Ohio, Cleveland area ------------------------------------------ 1.08 1. 00 1.16
Utah --------------------------------------------------------- 1.07 1.20 1.02
Washington -------------------------------------------------- 1.06 1.24 1.24
Montana ----------------------------------------------------- 1.03 1.08 1.10
Michigan -------------------------------------------.......... 98 1.06 1.24
Idaho -------------------------------------------------------- .84 1.14 1.03
New York, Rochester area ....................................... 78 .89 1.05

AREAS WHERE PLAN COMPARABLE TO MEDICARE-USUAL AND CUSTOMARY (9 PLANS)

Hawaii.
Indiana.
Kansas.
New Mexico.
North Dakota.
Oregon.
South Dakota.
Virginia.
Wisconsin.

AREAS WHERE THERE IS NO PLAN (3 AREAS)

Louisiana.
Nevada.

I Based on a 5% sample of bills processed to Social Security Administration flea as of December 1967.
1 Not available.
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CHART 16.-Chart legend: Lax carrier performance

There are some instances of lax performance in the case of most carriers and
in a few cases the entire performance of a carrier has left much to be desired.
It needs to be kept in mind, however, that the Medicare program was unprece-
dented in many ways and also that the volume of claims work turned out to be
much greater than was expected. We do not believe that the statement "lax
carrier performance" is a fair characterization on the whole of the job performed
by most carriers. Moreover, the characterization does not take into account
the Improvements that have been made since the program began.

Most carriers had about 4 months of preparation between the time of their
selection and the beginning of actual operation. It was necessary that by and
large they be allowed to handle the Medicare operation in much the same way
they had been handling their own business with the minimum of modification
necessary to meet the legal requirements of Medicare. For a considerable period
of time the carriers were struggling with a very high volume of bills and had to
put major effort into dealing with backlog situations and getting their payments
current. Only gradually was it realistic to insist upon modifications of their tradi-
tional systems in the direction of higher levels of performance and more sophisti-
cated claims processing. Many steps have been taken in the last year or so to
improve carrier performance. These steps are listed in one of the items supplied
by the Social Security Administration for the record.

Given the newness and complexity of the job, and the ways in which private
insurers have customarily handled their operations, most carriers have per-
formed in a satisfactory way. Carrier activities have not yet reached optimum
levels of quality performance, but in overall performance has Improved. Measures
of performance include prompt and adequate service to the public, cost accuracy
of claims determination, and care in auditing the costs.

The degree to which overuse and overcharging has been uncovered in Medicare,
either by techniques administered by carriers and intermediaries or by the social
security central office, is, according to our analysis, superior to that of virtually
any other program in the United States. One indicator of past performance is
that through May 1969 carriers denied a total of 4.5 million claims for part B
benefits because they determined that the services were not covered or not
medically necessary.

Those denials have accounted for 5.3 percent of all claims that carriers proc-
essed to final disposition during the same period. Since the beginning of the
program, the denial rate has shown a gradual but fairly steady rise. During
fiscal 1967, the 664,000 claims reported as denied accounted for 3.9 percent of
all claims processed. In fiscal 1968, some 1.8 million claims, 5.5 percent of those
processed, were denied. Denials through May of fiscal 1969 reached 1.7 million
and accounted for 6 percent of all final dispositions.

The 4.5 million claims filed and denied through May 1969 would have gener-
ated benefit payments of about $183 million. As a result of carrier review
of the medical necessity and legal coverage of claims an estimated $120 million
will be saved this year.

Also, carriers are increasingly reducing physician fee billings before reim-
bursement. In May 1969, some reduction occurred in at least one item in 23.6
percent of all billings. Translated into dollars saved, this means that program
costs are being reduced at a rate of about 5.2 percent, or an estimated reduction
of another $90 million this year.

As a result of extensive Social Security Administration onsite visits during the
last 2 years, negotiations with various carriers in connection with 'contract re-
newals, and explicit conditions of renewal--and as well in some instances limita-
tions on the period or circumstances of renewal--carriers have been required to
conform to prescribed specifications. All are required to have a system for de-
tecting and handling cases of abuse and overutilization.

Carriers are, of course, in various stages of improving their performance.
Having given the carriers the lead time necessary to get on top of the workloads
and the administrative problems of the Medicare program, the Social Security
Administration has developed a wide array of objective and subjective measures
to evaluate carrier performance. In the next series of contract renewals, the oc-
casion will present itself to reduce the number of carriers, if necessary, by trans-
ferring some of the business of the more ineffective carriers to those which are
more effective.

CHART 16.-Chart legend: Costly and complex administration
As indicated earlier, the law requires that one of the main guides to deter-

mining reasonable charges should be the customary charges that the individual
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physician makes to his patients generally. It has been necessary, therefore, to
develop a screen of such charges for cost-control purposes. It is true that the
development of such screens has resulted in somewhat more costly and complex
administration than would have been the case if bills were reduced only when
they went above an upper maximum represented by prevailing charges for the
physicians in the locality. On the other hand, the development of physician
profiles on customary charges has saved in benefit costs many time the extra cost
of administration. Without the development of this type profile on individual
physicians, it would have been impossible for the Medicare carriers to enforce
the present directives concerning the nonrecognition of fee increases.

The Social Security Administration requires carriers to conduct an adminis-
trative review that is substantially more precise than was generally conducted
by health insurers prior to Medicare. These stricter standards necessarily result
in more complex procedures than most carriers performed in their private busi-
ness. We believe, however, that these strict administrative standards are neces-
sary to protect funds under conditions that are substantially different from those
under which the private insurers were operating. The strict administrative
standards seem to have been justified by the experience under the program, in-
cluding the evidence accumulated by our staff and the Committee staff that
some unscrupulous Individuals have attempted to take advantage of the pro-
grams for their personal gain.

We have also required the collection of substantially more statistical in-
formation than generally collected and maintained by insurance carriers. These
statistics are necessary to furnish Congress and the public adequate information
on, and a basis for evaluation of, the conduct of the Medicare program.
For example, most carriers are able to provide information concerning total pay-
ments to individual physicians only as a result of the statistical program. In
spite of the more complex and detailed processing procedures and the detailed
statistical information provided, administrative costs compare favorably to those
of similar programs operated by private carriers.

The statement in the text accompanying the chart that collecting data on
charges has led to payment delays and high costs is not based on any evidence
of which the Social Security Administration is aware. The carriers that have
applied the reasonable charge rules fastest generally have handled the claims
workload well.

CHiaT 16.-Chart legend: Unprecedented payments to supervisory physicians

The Social Security Administration does not believe these payments are cor-
rectly characterized as "unprecedented." Fifteen major health insurance orga-
nizations handle about 80 percent of the part B claims workload under Medicare.
Before Medicare became law, 10 of these 15 carriers had paid for services spe-
cifically described in SSA regulations as those of supervisory teaching physicians.
Two did not make such payments before Medicare but now do and three did not
make such payments before Medicare and still do not. The 10 that did so before
Medicare are as follows:

1. Illinois Blue Shield.
2. Pennsylvania Blue Shield.
3. Texas Blue Shield.
4. Florida Blue Shield.
5. Aetna Insurance Company.
6. Occidental Life Insurance Company.
7. Prudential Insurance Company.
8. Travelers Insurance Company.
9. Continental Casualty Company.

10. Mutual of Omaha.
In the text accompanying this chart there is the statement "These services,

In fact, are not provided by those physicians but by residents and Interns."
. Department regulations specifically preclude payments under part B to a
supervisory physician in a teaching setting for services which 'are provided by
residents and interns. Regulations also preclude duplication of payment for the
same services. Instructions to carriers reinforce and amplify these provisions
of the regulations. To the extent that duplication has occurred, 'as in Cook
County Hospital, it was in direct violation of regulations.

During the past year we have conducted numerous onsite reviews of selected
intermediaries and carriers for the primary purpose of assuring that reimburse-
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ment being made for services of teaching physicians, residents, and interns was
proper. Where erroneous payments were found to have been made, corrective
action has been undertaken.

The text accompanying this chart says "There is a question whether Medicare
beneficiaries have a legal obligation to pay for such services. (Medicare pay-
ments are expressly prohibited by law in the absence of a legal obligation to
pay) ."

The Act, in sections 1862(a) (2) and (3), establishes two separate exclusions
from coverage. Section 1862(a) (2) bars payments for services for which the
individual furnished services has no legal obligation to pay; section 1862(a) (3)
precludes payment for services which are paid for directly or indirectly by a
governmental agency, except in such cases as the Secretary may specify.

The distinction, in effect, between these two provisions was drawn most clearly
in the report of the Senate Finance Committee accompanying the original bill,
on page 48:

"The proposed insurance programs would not pay for any item or service
furnished an individual if neither the individual nor any other person (such
as a prepayment plan) has a legal obligation to pay for or provide the serv-
ices. (Under the provision, the third-party liability statute 42 U.S.C. 2651-
2653 would not apply.) Free chest X-rays provided by health organizations,
for example, would not be covered. Where health expenses are charged
the patient by a member of the patient's household or by an immediate
relative, no payment would be made. However, a person of little means would
not be barred from payment under the insurance programs because he met the
best of medical Indigency and was otherwise eligible to receive medical
'assistance under a public assistance program."

The two provisions of the Act have 'been applied in accordance with the inten-
tion of Congress as expressed in the Committee's report. Under section 1862 (a) (2)
no payment is made for services otherwise covered if the services are furnished
gratuitously in a nongovernmental setting without the expectation of payment
from any source. Pursuant to section 1862 (a) (3), payment is not made for services
furnished (a) by a nonparticipating Federal provider, such as a VA hospital,
except for emergency hospital services, (b) at public expense under the terms
of United States law or a contract with the United States, or (c) by a State or
local government-operated hospital which does not serve the community gen-
erally, e.g., a prison hospital. Services fall within this exclusion, also, if they
are paid for by the VA, the Civilian Health and Medical Program of the Uni-
formned Services, or a State or local agency except ; or Social Security Act and
government employee programs and services furrished because the person is
medically indigent or to control infectious diseases.

To give effect to the directive of the Committee, as stated in its report, payment
is made for services furnished in governmental hospitals serving communities
to persons who are not considered eligible to receive treatment and care paid for
by or provided at the expense of a governmental entity.

Nothing in either of these provisions which seems to bar payment to teaching
physicians to the extent provided by regulation for identifiable personal services
to patients for whom these physicians have accepted the doctor-patient respon-
sibility.

CHART 16.-Chart legend: Abuses: "Gang visits"; visits not necessary; frag-
mentation In billing; conflit of interest situations; unnecessary services

The text accompanying the chart indicates that there is "substantial evidence"
that many physicians are engaged in a practice characterized as gang visits (i.e.,
cursory visits to many patients in the same locality on the same day). We have
furnished the Committee evidence of this practice and other types of situations
in which physicians are billing for services in inappropriate ways; or are
charging for visits that are not needed or have actually not been provided; or
rendered services when there is a conflict of interest that would suggest the
possibility that the services were provided to maximize Medicare billings. As
indicated in the introductory comments on Charts 16, 17, and 18, however,
these abuses are apparently confined to a small percentage of physicians. An active
program designed to discover such situations and generally to prevent these
types of activities is in operation. This involves a wide variety of carrier con-
trols and reviews at the level of Initial claims payment, as well as social
security statistical and quality controls at the national records center level.
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The Social Security Administration has established standards of performance
for carriers on matters involving "program integrity" in general and specifically
on matters involving practices which are undesirable, costly, or of questionable
ethics. Social security instructions to carriers have called attention to practices
such as fragmentation in billing and have instructed carriers to consult with
professional committees and to have their own professional review staffs make
known to physicians the unacceptable nature of such charges.

CHART 17.-Chart legend: Carrier and intermediary performance

The first legend on the chart under this heading is "Widespread Lax Adminis-
tration." The situation as far as carrier performance is concerned was dis-
cussed in connection with Chart 16. Intermediary performance in the field of
hospital insurance involves principally the processing of inpatient hospital
claims and reimbursement for hospital costs, both of which are matters with which
the intermediaries had previously had substantial experience. Better than 9 out
of 10 Medicare hospital claims throughout the country are handled by Blue Cross
intermediaries and these intermediaries are performing at least as well as they
had in their private business.

On the other hand, that part of the Medicare hospital insurance program which
involves determining the reasonable cost of and payment of claims for extended
care services is a new and difficult area for the intermediaries. The requirement
in the law that these medical care institutions be reimbursed on the basis of
reasonable costs for services (which are essentially skilled nursing and related
care) was largely unprecedented. There have been situations in this area where
intermediary performance has been clearly inadequate in the past, but the prob-
lems are being overcome, and present performance is improving.

CHART 17.-Chart legend: "Conflict of interest situations" and "Intermediary
solicitation of business"

We recognize the potential dangers in the statutory nomination procedure
under which an intermediary might seek additional providers by implying more
favorable treatment than competitors.

The Social Security Administration has taken strong steps to prevent at-
tempts to switch intermediaries for any but valid program reasons. As of June 30,
1969, there were approximately 14,000 providers of service participating in the
Medicare program. Switching of intermediaries has been almost negligible. For
example, during the period January 1, 1969, through June 30, 1969, a total of
26 requests for change of intermediary were received by the Administration, of
which 14 were denied.

In the case of the conflict of interest cited by the report, in which the Medi-
care administrator of an insurance company became a director of a nursing
home chain, the Social Security Administration intervened promptly when the
connection became known. The administrator resigned as director, a position
which he had held only during a period when the chain did not participate in
Medicare.

CHART 17.-Chart Legend: Poor claims control )rocedures

Medicare has been engaged for 3 years in the process of improvement of
claims controls. Emphasis has been placed on the institution and appraisal of
duplicate claims screening procedures and the use of systems-testing procedures.
A model part B carrier system has also been developed which will, even If
not used in total by carrier, identify the factors which must be included in an
efficient claims processing system. It is true that the various carriers have not
all reached the same stage in this process, but they have all attained a level of
performance substantially higher than was the case before Medicare.

CHART 17.-Chart legend and comment: "Utilization review in hospitals is
largely ineffective. Evidence of this may be seen in the tremendous Jump in
hospital utilization by Medicare beneficiaries

The Medicare requirement for utilization review involves a relatively new con-
cept for most institutions. That the review in many places is not yet an optimally
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functioning mechanism was to be expected because of the major adjustments in
professional attitudes and professional practices which will need to be achieved
to make it function most effectively. Furthermore, experimentation with dif-
ferent patterns has been needed to determine under which types of utilization
review are likely to be most effective under various circumstances.

There are two aspects to the utilization review required under the law. The
one which has had the most attention and the most success to date is the review
of long-stay cases both to cut short unnecessary stays and to curtail the program's
liability for payment for continuing inpatient hospital stays that may take place
for reasons other than medical necessity. There is good evidence that this aspect
of utilization review is fully operative. Although its effectiveness varies, it clearly
has value. The problem is to continue efforts through public and private auspices
to make these reviews still more effective.

The other aspect of utilization review is the review on a sample or other basis
of admissions and services. Here, a great deal more can and needs to be done
with the art of review. The Social Security Administration and the intermediaries
are working with provider associations and individual providers to help in this
matter by producing more effective statistical analyses as well as by expanding
the stream of data back to provider institutions and their medical staffs that
will shed light on institutional practices and provide an information base that
can lead to more effective admissions practices and more effective and selective
control over volume and amount of services.

Before Medicare, financial considerations kept some aged people from obtain-
ing needed medical care, and an increase in hospital utilization by the aged was,
therefore, anticipated. While the utilization under Medicare was larger than
estimated, data were lacking-prior to the receipt of the first Medicare claims--
to indicate the true extent to which the aged availed themselves of inpatient
hospital services. It is very probable that the larger-than-anticipated increase
in utilization under medicare was more largely attributable to underestimates of
the number of aged people who had previously been receiving care than to an
underestimate of the Increase in hospital use. The level of present use does not
provide supporting evidence for an argument that a great deal of utilization is
improper or that utilization review in hospitals is largely Ineffective.

Even with all of its present imperfections, utilization review-in which hospital
ztaff members examine the work of their peers or medical society or other pro-
fessional review bodies pass judgment on the use of services--has had a beneficial
effect. A study completed at Yale University In May of this year included the
following conclusions:

"There are some features of utilization review that do exhibit a high degree of
similarity among Connecticut's hospitals. One such feature is the emphasis,
during the review process, on the committee's responsibility to justify patients'
necessity of admission and/or extended length of stay. This entails the deter-
mination, by the reviewing physician, that each patient is receiving active therapy
which can only be offered in the hospital sefting. When such a finding is made,
approval is given for continued hospitalization. The preceding data have indi-
cated that this responsibility is being adequately executed." 1

As part of the effort to Improve utilization review during the past year, de-
tailed questionnaires on the functioning of utilization review committees were
sent to approximately 1,500 hospitals.

The responses indicated that all but a small number are reviewing long stay
cases (and administrative action has been taken to bring the few exceptions into
line). Also, the responses disclosed that more than 80 percent of the hospitals are
reviewing on a sample basis claims, including those involving short-stay cases,
with respect to one or more of the following elements: necessity of admissions,
durations of stay, and professional services furnished, including drugs and
biologicals. Further administrative action has been taken in these cases and
State agencies have been asked to step up their reviews of all provider utilization
review processes.

'Berman, Dvorshock. and Smith, Utilization Review in Connecticut Hospitals: Three
Years After Medicare, Hospital Administration Program, Yale University School of Medi-
cine, May 29, 1969, p. 58.
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COART 17.-Chart legend: Hoo1tals, only 22 % of first period accounts
(190-67) settled

Even if one considers an account to be settled only after a hospital agrees to
all changes made in audit-the very last possible point in the process after all
appeals have been heard-44 percent, not 22 percent, have been settled. If the
essentially final determination of cost by Medicare auditors is taken as the end
poit-even though the hospital may not have signed-then 75 ipemcent are
complete.

For the first year of operation 94 percent of all hospital cost reports due have
been filed, and over 5M) reports have been field-audited. Since outlays for the
hospital insurance system have, from the start, been kept very closely current
to accruing liabilities by use of an interim rate and interlimityment method, the
lag in final accounting does not create such substantial difficulties in estimating
and program accounting as is miggested.

Among tile actions we have initiated to Speed up cost reports are instructions
to intermediaries to withhold funds until cost reports are filed.

CHART 17.-Chart Legend: Extended Care Facilites--Utilization Review
Virtually Nonexistent

In the area of utilization review, as in other areas of intermediary-provider
administration, the situation differs greatly between hospitals and extended care
facilities. The problem of utilization review in extended care facilities is coni-
pounded by the nature of the coverage, the lack of any prior precexdents, the
fact that these institutions are, on the whole, generally much smaller and do
not have organized medical staffs, and the predominance of proprietary motives.
Special efforts responsive to the Irticular problems of utilization review iln
extended care facilities are being carried out by State agencies, intermedi-
aries, and the Social Security Administration.

It is true that utilization review is less effective in extended care facilities
than in hospitals, but the chart seems to overstate tile case. All State agencies
have recently begun surveying utilization in extended care facilities as a part
of their continuing recertification of all extended care facilities iii their States,
and they are providing consultation and assistance when they discover deficien-
cies or detect areas requiring improvement. AS surveys are completed, detailed
reports are being submitted to the Social Security Administration. Thus far
only 139 reports have been received. These Indicate that of 3,820 long-stay
cases reviewed, 720 (10 percent) were questioned by the extended care facility
utilization review connittee. Of the 720 cases questioned, 90 percent had bene-
fits terminated-48 percent of those resulted in discharge and 42 percent resulted
in termination of benefits without discharge. All 139 of the ECF's surveyed have
UR committees which, in addition to reviewing extended duration cases, are re-
viewing admissions, durations of staW or professional services rendered.

CHART 17.-Preliminary Staff Comment: Extended Care Facilities, Chain
Questions Growing

.Tie fact that chain operation of nursing homes is increasing is not. iti Itself nt-
essarily to be regretted. TLrger size of operation may be acomllpaied by greatel.
efficiency and lower cost, as is often the case in other industries. On the other
hand, if the growth results from a search for profits achieved by abuse of the
program, the abuse has to and will be corrected wherever it does occur. Regula-
tions provide that relmbursable cost to the provider is the cost to the supplier or-
ganization, not a fictitious price that may be set. As experience is gnineI through
audits and policy definition, abuses will be uncovered and corrected. We have
commented elsewhere on the program policy in relation to the new basis for de-
preciation in the acquisition of homes by sale.

CHART 17.-Chart legend : Extended care faclities-very few first Iprlod accounts
(1907) settled

It is trite that of -the extended care facility cost reports due for tile 1907
accounting period, relatively few have been finally settled. Three-fourths of tle
total have been filed, however, and half are either in field audit or it has been
determined that, due to limited aniount of declared relmbursabl, cost, audit is
not required.
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The audit progrin for extended care facilities has encountered unique prob-
lenis which delayed settlement. ltecordkeeping and accounltig methods of ex-
tended care facilities are generally inferior to those of hospitals. Extended care
facilities have been handicappied by a lack of trained accounting staff to maintain
records and mubnit cost reports. Many are new Ili the health fleld some are
quite small (38 percent have fewer than 5Ol belds). Many have had little Mellictare
business ; for these, relatively small aIounts of Ioney are involved.

CITAiT 17.--Chart legend ,xtendel care, facilitics-unnecessary services

As evidence that unnecessary services are widespread, the text accompanying
the chart describes the findings in one of the cases the Social Security Adinils-
traition submitted to the Commnittee. Abuses do exist and do call for strong action.
In tills collection, we have identified front our records cases where tei, posoi-
bility of overuse was suggested, and have initiated a broad investigative lrograin
to correct this situation and to aid Intermediaries hi improving their procedures
to prevent other such occurrences.

CHART 17.-Chart legend: Extended care facilities, particilption of unqualified
facilities

The regulations (Conditions of Partiilation for Extended (Aire Facilities) ler-
init the certification of an extended care facility for participation Ii the program
if it neets fully the standards set, in the law ; or is found to have deficiencies only
with respect to one or more subordinate conditions of participation its determined
by regulation but Is making efforts to correct such deficiencies and despite the
deficiencies is rendering adequate care without hazard to the health and safety of
patients. This approach is intended to encourage upgrading of facilities andservices.

The certification of facilities that have some deficiencies which are not consid.
ered so serious as to bar Iarticilation Is entirely consistent with the approach
taken by the Joint Connission on Accreditation of hospitals In accrediting hos-
pitals and extended care facilities and by State licensure agencies in tile discharge
of their responsibility for hospital and other licensing. The approach permits pro-
grani participation of a facility that. renders an adequate quality of care and
enables the certifying agency to continue to work with that facility to assist it
to produce better-quality service.

As of March 31, 19M9, there were approximately 1,30 extended care facilities
certified as in compliance with all requirements of tile statute and regulations,
and 3,4(A certified its li coniflance with statutory requirements and substantially
aleeting requirements Ii tie regulations but with sonic correctible deficiencies.
Certification of fewer qualified extended care facilities would have led to a
scarcity of these services, possibly resulting in more unnecessary hospitalization
and higher progra m costs.
CHArT 1.-Preliminary findings: reimbursement of Institutions, Federal

adininistration

Chart Lc.ycnd: Formtlna Protidces 2% Bonus
The 2 liercent and 11% loorcent allowances iii addition to accounted-for costs

were not provided as a bonus, but represented a finding that some costs were
present that were not otherwise expected to bie specifically provided for in the
costs accounted for and apportioned to Medicare. At the lieginning of the pro-
grant it appeared that Institutions' inexperlence, the Inexactness of available
cost-finding methods, and uncertainties of apportionment as well as the lack of
available data would, under relmliursenent principles being proposed, result In
failure to reimburse for the full reasonable costs that Institutions incur In
furnishing services to Medicare beneficiaries. It appeared, for example, that
Iatlents over 05 require nore nursing service than younger patients, even though

the established daily charges for routine nursing services, being uniform for
all patients, did not reflect such it differential. The percentage factors were
finally arrived at as a method of recognizing costs not otherwise specifically
recogiedgl by regulaion ior preclsely ineasurable by cost-finding teehniuem ap-
ilied to available data.

The decision to delete these allowances was made during the course of con-
sideration of the budget for fiscal year 1970, and became effective on July 1,
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1909. A complete review of the reimbursement formula is being undertaken
to assure recognition of all valid costs.

"In most cases It (the Medicare reimbursement formula) pays a dlisprolpOrtlol-
ate share of unoccupied bed costs in it facility...."

The Social Security Administration does not think the facts support the asser-
tion that in most cases Medicare Is paying a disproportionate share of unoccupied
bed costs.

This is a problem which exists primarily in extended care facilities which are
distinct parts of larger institutions or in new institutions during a start-up
period. It does not exist to any significant degree in hospitals, and it does not exist
in many extended care facilities. Where it does exist, the Social Security Ad-
ministration has been working to resolve it.

"The Medicare reimbursement formula permits Inflated depreciation allowances
on inflated costs bases."

The regulations and instructions include several safeguards to protect the
trust fund in this area.

The regulations provide that asset depreciation is to be based upon the his-
torical cost of the assets as incurred by the provider in acquiring assets. Where
an established facility is purchased after July 1, 1966, the regulations provide
that the Medicare program will accept the price pail by the purchaser as the
historical cost, provided that:

1. A bona fide sale can be demonstrated, and
2. the price did not exceed the actual fair market value of the facility at

the time of sale.
Where the sale Is not demonstrated to be bona fide, the purchaser's historical

cost will be the same as the seller's. Similarly, where the purchase price exceeds
the fair market value of the depreciable assets, the excess amount paid Is not
recognized for Medicare depreciation purposes.

For example, If the cost after allowable depreciation of an extended care facil-
ity that participated tn the Medicare program from its inception is $700,000
($900,000 cost less $200,000 depreciation), with it fair market value for its de-
preciable assets of $800,000, and the business Is sold tit a bona fide transaction
for $1 million, the program would recognize $800,000 as the cost basis of depre.
cable assets for the new owner. The excess of the cost over the fair market value
of the depreciable assets would not be recognized in the basis for depreciation
even though it might legitimately be the fair value of the going business when
based on past earnings, good will, increases In land values, etc.

CHART 18.-Chart legend: Supplier kickback arrangements

The principles of reimbursement provide that discounts, allowances, and rebates
to providers by suppliers of goods and services are reductions from allowable
costs. Kickbacks, being essentially rebates, would be covered by those principles.

There have been allegations that nursing home operators in some areas have
arranged for rebates from suppliers while charging the full price to Medicare.
We have had only a few situations to date documenting the existence of such
arrangements. Nonetheless, the Social Security Administration has cautioned
all intermediaries and auditors to be alert to this problem and spot investigations
are being made in several areas of the country.

CHART 18.-Chart legend: Federal administration, inadequate and ineffective
controls

From the beginning many carrier organizations attempted to assert extensive
autonomy deriving from their responsibility under the statute and their contracts
for the payment of claims. The Social Security Administration, nonetheless,
Insisted in all negotiations that primary responsibility for the proper administra-
tion of the program rests with it. The basic decision that was the key to the
relationship the Social Security Administration has with carriers and inter-
mnediaries was that these fiscal agents would not have exclusive control over
individual claim records and would not be given free rein regarding Medicare
as they had in their previous private business and in the Federal programs for
Armed Forces dependents and for civil service employees. Instead,' the Medicare
agents were required to follow a national policy set forth by the Social Security
Administration and to seek -to raise their quality of performance to levels eatub-
lished as national standards for Medicare. To Implement this decision a system
of central direction and oversight of their performance was required.
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The overall administrative design of the Medicare program was established
during the l1-niolnth IXiiod between the ctitiient of the Social Security Amend-
ments of 1905 and the start of Medicare operations on July 1, 1906. During that
lime, measures were taken to provide the systems that would be essential for
the identification of areas where excesses of utilization of covered services or
cost Issues miight be present.

Actions Taken at OInset of Progran
1. Statistical Syste-nA major step Ini achieving tie capacity to detect instances

of program abuse was tite( developnent of a nation-wide system for obtaining
uniform tutn reliale prograin information from organizations and Individuals-
providers, physhvians, suppliers, Intermediaries and carriers.

a. The statistical system was designed to collect data on payments to physicians
so that information concerning individual physicians, Including their specialty,
place where services was provided, type of services performed and the amount of
total Medicare payments could be tabulated. It was intended that the tabulations
wotild serve, among other purposes, to identify cases where possible abuse of
the program occurred so that such cases could be investigated. It was this system
which intide( it px)ssible to provide the Senate Finance Committee with the list of
physicians who received it specilled amount of reimbursement front the program.

b. The statistical system also provided for the collection of similar data with
respect to providers of services so that Information on the type of services
rendered and lengths of stay could be tabulated and institutions with unusual
patterns of utilization identified and investigated.

2. ltels)rting of Cases of possible Fraud-
All instances of lstssible fraud were required to Ie reported to the Social

Security Administration and fraud investigations were controlled centrally.
3. Notificattion to teneflciary of Clalmus Paid Ini ills Belialf-
A system was developed so that beneficiaries would be informed of claims paid

ii: his behlf no natter who received the lnayment. One of the results expected
from this process was that benielclarles would inform the program where they
thought an improper payment had been made, thus providing a source of evidence
of possible fraud and also consequently it deterrent to claims for services not
rendered or for higher charges than were actually made.

4. Cost Determination Process-
The law requires that institutional providers of services be paid on a cost basis,

and an administrative proe s was developed in which the cost system was
defined and arrangements were made for audit of the cost rel)rts submitted.
These audits have the direct effect of reducing liayments and the indirect effect
of reilucing tit, tendency to lalin for payment costs which would lie rejected
by audit. Audited reports were required to le submitted to the central office for
analysis to permit both quality checks on the audit process as well as the
development of improvements in cost review matters.

5. Centralized Policy and Procedure Development.
While it wits not possible to develop before the program became operational

ill the details of Ipl)icy and procedure that would ultimately be desirable, the
decision wits made that central policy control wits to be Included in the method
of operation and policy wits nade available In manual and letter form from the
program's outset. These statements have been made more detailed and been
Improved as time has passed.

6. System of Surveillance and Improvement of Carriers and Intermediaries.
To help achieve tile national goals of uniform application of policyand quality

of performance, a system was established that would permit surveillance of
fiscal agent activities based on statistical reporting by the agents and a program
of visits by Social Security central office and regional office personnel as well as
personnel of the DIIEW Audit Agency. Actions taken at the outset of the pro-
grant to Implement this system were:

a. Nstablishinment of a system of periodic contract performance review of all
carriers and intermediaries by central office personnel.

b. Continuing regular visits to fiscal agents by regional office staff.
c. HEW annual audits of carriers and intermediaries.
d. Retuirement for regular statistical reporting by fiscal agents on adminis-

trative processes-workload, processing time, administrative costs, etc.
e. Requirement that cost reports of provider of services be submitted for

central office analysis tius permitting a number of types of quality checking.
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7. Establishment of Framework of Utilization Review and Surveillance of
Review process.

Each hospital and extended care facility was required initially to have a utiliza-
tion review plan and subsequently the performance of the plan was checked
through on-site inspections as well as by examining the results of claims review
and analyzing the data to be tabulated on allowed claims.

8. Physician Certification of Medical Necessity.
As one of the safeguards against excessive use, physicians were periodically

required to certify to the necessity of services provided.
9. Claims Review Process.
A systematic review of claims was required to be carried out by each inter-

mediary and carrier and claims were required to be submitted to central office.
The central office claims data were to become a source of identification of
various patterns of care which might require special attention by the agents if
they had not done so already because of their own assessment of utilization
patterns.

Each carrier's performance during the contract year is thoroughly reviewed
by SSA to determine what action should be taken on renewal of the contracts.
At the conclusion of the most recent surveys, several carriers' performance was
found to be less than satisfactory in certain areas, but their overall performance
and prospects for early improvement seemed to warrant renewal of their con-
tracts. Each of those carriers was notified in writing that, while SSA would agree
to renew its contract, this renewal was on condition that specific areas of its
performance be improved.

Some of the deficiencies noted for some carriers were inadequate productivity,
high administrative costs, inadequate "reasonable charge" and utilization screens,
a large percentage of old cases on hand, and failure to give timely replies to
inquiries from beneficiaries. A few carriers were notified that SSA would agree
to renew their contracts for only a 6-month period and that further renewals
were contingent upon marked improvement in their Medicare operations.

Further details on recent actions to expand Medicare cost and utilization con-
trols and a summary list of recent steps taken to improve intermediary per-
formance were included in materials supplied for the record by the Social
Security Administration.

"There is a lack of current program information with respect to costs and
utilization which hampers both effective administration and estimating."

The Social Security Administration has requested and obtains a large amount
of statistical information with respect to costs and utilization. However, there
are, of course, practical limits to the amount of statistical information that
can be gathered within a reasonable overall cost for such activities. In the first
years of the program, there have been delays in getting desirable statistics due
to the newness of the system and to bill-processing lags. Monthly statistics are
available on amounts reimbursed under both the hospital insurance and the
supplementary medical insurance programs. While there is an unavoidable time
lag between the time of reimbursement and the time when detailed data are
available, the data give quite currently the key information necessary for
direction of the program.

For the hospital insurance program, data are provided on the numbers and
types of claims approved, by month of approval, and the amounts of reimburse-
ment by type of benefit. Along with these data are information on the average
covered days of inhospital care and data on hospital charges in total, on charges
per claim per day, and on the relationship of charges to amounts reimbursed
on an interim basis.

There is information from audited cost reports on the relationship of interim
to final reimbursement.

For the medical insurance program, monthly information is provided on total
i119 on which reimbursement Is made, the total amount of reasonable charges,-

the amount reimbursed, and the average charges per bill. This information is
broken down by surgical and medical bills for physicians' services.

Current information on utilization of services is obtained first through the
Current Medicare Survey. This continuing sampling of a statistically selected
group of beneficiaries produces through personal contact and interview, infor-
niation on services these people have obtained under the program. Data are also
being extracted from statistical samples of hospital claims to provide informa-
tion on an individual provider such as length of stay for selected diagnoses. These
data will become available later this year.
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Illustrative of special reports are those received monthly on extended care
facility admissions wholly or partially denied because beneficiaries did not require
skilled nursing care.

'IAwr IX.---Chart Legend: Cost of Program Apparently of Secondary Concern

The text accompanying the chart indicates "secondary concern seems to have
been 'given to the quality of the care and the control of costs." The Social Se-
clrity Administration disagrees with this conclusion. The conditions of par-
ticipation established to identify those health care institutions which could qual-
ify as providers of service under the Medicare program were designed to assure
that only institutions having the facilities to furnish quality care were certified.
This was an attribute of Medicare. In designating health care instiutitions as
providers of service, special recognition was given to those situations, however,
where the participation of the institution was essential if insured individuals
were to have the necessary health care under program coverage. While the
providers participating in the program represent the bulk of the health care
Institutions in the Inited States, there has been a good deal of evidence that the
requirements for participation have had an effect in improving quality in many
health facilities.

Concern for the quality of care is implicit in the evaluations carried on through
the State agencies it the process of recertification of providers. Instances of
r(ix)rte(d por-quality care are investigated by the State agency or SSA. Further-
more, the efforts of Medicare to improve carrier and intermediary performance
in identifying and denying claims where services are inappropriate or otherwise
not covered demonstrates both a concern for cost and the view of the Social
Security Administration that a large quantity of service is not always
idlvantageous.

(IART 19.-Chart legend: lack of coordination with other government agencies-
Medicare-Medicaid

Coordination between Medicare and Medicaid began with the inception of these
programs in 1,966. Initially, emphasis was placed on establishing an integrated
part B buy-in systems for welfare recipients. This complex process has been com-
pleted in 44 States which have bought in for some or all of their eligibles. Of
equal concern was effective coordination of claims activities under the two pro-
grams to the extent possible, in keeping with State welfare agency patterns of
operation and State law requirements. The use of the same intermediaries and
carriers for both programs has been emphasized with the result that of the 44
States with Medicaid programs 20 are using the Medicare part A intermediary
for some functions while in 16 the same part B carrier services both programs.
Greater efficiency and reduced administrative cost are realized through deter-
mining appropriate payment under both programs in the same claims process;
steps are now underway to apply the same standards to the activities of these
agents for both programs.

To meet those situations where the State public welfare agency receives and
processes Medicaid claims special arrangements have been made to simplify
referral of Medicare payment data including the use in some States of copies of
completed Medicare claims forms or the use of a specially-designed common form.

Thus, while a substantial number of individuals receiving health care services
-ire covered under both programs, effective procedures have been developed to
first identify Medicare liability and then that of Medicaid-whether in inte-
grated or separate processes-witm adequate safeguards against duplication of
151 ynient.

Other examples of coordination activity are in the fiscal area. Interim provider
rates under Medicare, title XVIII, are available to States administering Medicaid
programs and developmental work has been going on for some time on a common
audit process for both programs. There has also been close and continuing coor-
dination between SSA, the Social and Rehabilitation Service and the Public
Health Service in developing policies governing standards for nursing homes and
intermediate care facilities, the appraisal of utilization review, and conduct of
medical audits. Again, the same State agency responsible for working in these
areas under Medicare is in many instances delegated the same responsibility
uider Medicaid.
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There has been a sharing of information gained from validation visit reports
to providers with inordinate billings or treatment patterns. Similarly, reports of
fraud investigations completed by State agencies administering title XIX are
reviewed by title XVIII investigators to determine if Medieare payments are
involved and vice versa.

CHART 19: Chart legend.--Federal tax collctor-$2 billion unreported; "Swiss
bank account" numbers

The Social Security Administration has now taken steps to assure that appro-
priate systems modilcation promptly will be made by carriers to maintain Medl-
(are records by social security account numbers of l)hysicians. The Treasury
department has indicated that it intends to require reporthig of all amounts puld
by carriers to physicians although it may be necessary to seek some legislation
In connection with such a requirement.

Social security account numbers were not required for identification of physi-
clan bills at the beginning of the program because there was no Treasury require-
ment for income tax reporting and only a short time in which to have the pro-
gram fully functioning. Under these circumstances it seemed best in Initiating
the program to use carrier methods of identifying physicians that predated the
beginning of the Medicare program an(d thus minimize disruption of existing bill-
Ing arrangements.



Separate Comments of Robert J. Myers, Chief Actuary, Social
Security Administration AUGUST 4, 1909.

Memorandum
From: Robert J. Myers, Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration.
Subject: Comments on Actuarial and Related Aspects of "Staff Data Relating to

Medicaid-Medicare Study."
This memorandum, which is prepared at the request of the Senate Committee

on Finance, will give my views on the actuarial and related aspects of the Con-
mittee Print, "Staff Data Relating to Medicaid-Medicare Study," dated July 1.

MEDICAID

I should point out at the beginning that I have had only a limited respon-
sibIlity in the Medicaid area, dating only from when the program was enacted
in 1965. Specifically, in 1966 and later, I made certain overall estimates of the
cost of this program and indicated the likelihood of sharply increasing costs
unless "tightening up" legislation were enacted (which was done in part).
Nonetheless, the actual experience has far outstripped the estimates that I made
of rising costs. In part, this has been due to medical costs increasing more
rapidly than I had assumed, and in part, it has been due to much more rapid
expansion and utilization of these programs than I had thought possible. Also,
the liberal eligibility requirements adopted by some States were beyond any
reasonable expectations.

Still another problem with comparing various cost estimates for the Federal
Government portion of the Medicaid program with the actual experience develop-
ing is that bAdgetary authorities and officials quite often reduce the cost esti-
mates made by the professional staff involved in this field. The aim, of course,
is to show a viore favorable general budget position when the Budget is first
presented to Congress, but then later, supplemental appropriations are required.
As a specific example, for fiscal year 1967, the original estimate for all public
assistance grantE was $3,940 million (it is not possible to separate this out as
between cash payments and Medicaid, although the latter was a significant ele-
ment in the experience). The Bureau of the Budget reduced this by $200 million,
and Congress took off another $46 million, so the original appropriation was
$3,700 million. The actual expenditures, financed in part by a supplement appro-
priation, were $4,250 million.

The experience haE generally been that such supplementals have been needed
both to offset the reduction in the estimates made by the professional staff and
also because the actual experience has been well above such estimates.

As a sidelight, I might mention that, when I was a member of the State-
Federal Task Force on Costs of Medical Assistance and Public Assistance, estab-
lished by the DepartmeLit of Health, Education, and Welfare in !W8, I wished
to make a minority statement to the effect that increasing the accuracy of the
Medicaid cost estimates would be of no avail if the budgetary officials then
arbitrarily reduced the estimates to produce an artificially low budget. Since the
Chairman did not want this statement included in the final report, I withdrew
from the task force rather than being associated with a report that did not
include this statement.

MEDICARE

Principal responsibility for the cost estimates for thp Medicare program (except
for certain "economic" assumptions) has always befn assigned to me. On the
whole, I believe that the report presents the data accurately and draws valid
conclusions therefrom. In certain instances, I disagree with the analysis. In
addition, I would like to give more detailed explanations of the reasons for
some of the differences between the actual experience and the estimates.
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Chart 5
This chart compares estimates of Hospital Insurance benefit payments for

1970 and for 1990 according to estimates made (or first published) in three
years, 1965, 1967, and 1969.

The figures presented for the estimates made in 1965 and 1967 are incorrect,
because they relate only to benefits for insured persons, whereas the figures for
the estimate made in 1969 relate to both insured and noninsured persons com-
bined. This, of course, affects only the figures for benefits in 1970, since by 1990
the noninsured group is relatively negligible in size. The correct figures for the
benefits in 1970 are $3.1 billion for the estimate made in 1965 (instead of $2.9
billion) and $4.4 billion for the estimate made in 1967 (instead of $4.0 billion).
The result of using the correct figures is, of course, to show less of an increase
from the earlier estimates to the estimate made in 1969. Specifically, for the
estimates of benefits in 1970, the ratio of the estimate made in 1969 to that made
in 1965 is 1.61 (instead of 1.72).

Even more important with regard to Chart 5, it is not proper to compare
dollar disbursements alone, since the underlying financing is based on the rela-
tionship of benefit outgo to taxable payroll.

If higher earnings assumptions are used in one estimate than in another one,
the former will automatically show higher benefit costs in terms of dollars, since
over the long run, hospital costs are assumed to rise proportionately with total
earnings. On the other hand, if the maximum taxable earnings base is changed
between the two estimates, as was actually the case (and the benefit provisions
remained essentially the same insofar as cost aspects are concerned, as again
was actually the case), it would not be proper to measure changes in the cost
estimates by considering the higher taxable payroll due to the increased earn-
ings base; but there still should be considered any changes in the assumptions
as to total earnings.

The earnings assumptions for 1970 which were made in the 1969 estimates
were 8.1% higher than those for 1970 which were made in the 1965 estimates;
accordingly, the proper ratio to compare the estimate of 1970 benefits which was
made in 1969 with that which was made in 1965 is 1.49 (1.61 divided by 1.081),
not 1.61. Similarly, the earnings assumptions for 1990 whieh were made in the
1969 estimates were 20.5% higher than those for 1990 which were made in the
1965 estimates; accordingly, the proper ratio to compare the estimate of 1990
benefits which was made in 1969 with that which was made in 1965 is 1.59 (1.91
divided by 1,205), not 1.91.

The text states that the 1969 estimates for both 1970 and 1990 were "almost
twice the original estimates made in 1965". Based on the foregoing analysis, the
ratios are 1.49 times for 1970 and 1.59 times for 1990, so that the "almost twice"
comparison does not properly apply.

It should be mentioned that the cost of the HI program on an accrual basis are
not yet known precisely for even the first 6 months of operation, July through
December 1966. The principal reasons for this are: (1) incomplete financial con-
trol and reporting (e.g., no reconciliation is required between cash spent by
intermediaries and claim vouchers submitted to SSA), and (2) data are not
available in any complete and accurate form as to the adjustments that have
been made as between the interim payments and the final payments, which in-
volve the initial payments plus the final settlements made after cost audit.

Considering hospital, final settlements have been made by the fiscal intermedi-
aries in only about 45% of the cases involved for the first fiscal years of opera-
tion of the various hospitals that ended after July 1, 1966. However, only about
60% of these final settlements made by the fiscal Intermediaries have been sub-

itted to the Social Security Administration. I have not yet obtained any basic
tabulations of this material, so as to be able to determine the effect of the addi-
tional financial transactions on the interim payments. From certain fragmentary
data, I believe that the upward adjustment to allow for the subsequent settle-
ments is about 5% or 6%, but it is difficult to be certain about the overall effect
when such a small proportion of the universe has been reported. An even lower
proportion of final audited cost reports for ECF's have been submitted to SSA.

Chairt 6
I concur with the conclusion that, unless taxes are raised (either through an

increase In the rates or in the taxable earnings base), the HI Trust Fund will be
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exhausted by 1976. In fact, if anything, I believe that this is an optimistic pic-
ture of the situation under the assmuption that no additional financing is pro-
vided, because of two factors that were made in the cost assumptions-- (1) uti-
lization rates are assumed to be level in the future (by age and sex), which has
seemed to be the case for the early experience that I have examined. However,
I now see a possibility that there is an increasing trend in hospital utilization
over the long range, which if continued and compounded could have a signifi-
cant effect and (2) the yearly increases in hospital costs have been assumed
to diminish over the next few years (i.e., the rates of annual increase will be-
come smaller), which did occur for 1968 as against 1967, but the continued pace
of inflation and the continuing trend to more complex and expensive hospital
procedures makes it more likely that the annual increases will be above those
assumed than below.

Chart 7
I would agree that the actuarial balance of the HI program could be restored

by increasing taxes by 20% (in any number of ways, including a straight 20%
increase in the entire schedule of contribution rates, or by accelerating the
schedule so as to have the ultimate combined employer-employee rate of 1.8%
be effective within a few years, or by increasing the taxable earnings base to a
sufficiently high level, or by a combination of these procedures). I also agree that
this result could be achieved by increasing the initial deductible from $44 to $175
(provided, of course, that in either case the automatic provision for increasing
the deductible in the future in line with rising hospital costs would be opera-
tive). I must say, however, that I cannot understand how the actuarial balance
of the HI program can be restored by cost controls, since it would seem to me
that, if the same services are to be provided, any cost controls could not by them-
selves provide sufficient savings to offset the sizeable lack of actuarial balance.

Chart 8
This chart deals with 1970 hospital costs per beneficiary. The text might have

made It clear that what is being discussed here is not the average cost to the
HI program per beneficiary, but rather such average cost plu8 the average cost
effect of the deductible and coinsurance payments per beneficiary. Also, perhaps it
might have been better to use the phrase "eligible person" or "potential bene-
ficiary" rather than merely "beneficiary", since the latter might be interpreted
as including only persons who were actually hospitalized in the year.

With regard to Chart 8, it is quite correct that the estimated average cost per
beneficiary in 1970 was almost 50% higher for the estimate made in 1969 than
for the estimate made in 1965. There are two primary reasons for this difference,
each of which is of about equal importance.

First, the average daily hospital cost rose much more sharply after 1965 than
was assumed in mid-1965, when the original estimates were made (and in fact,
at that time no experts were predicting that either this trend, or the sharp
increases in wages and general prices that took place, would occur).

Second, the actual experience as to hospital utilization was significantly higher
than had been assumed (and was in fact, higher than the assumptions made by
the insurance industry and by the Blue Cross in their cost estimates, even though
they were above my assumptions). My assumptions were based on the results
of several OASDI beneficiary surveys, and even though I adjusted the survey
results upward significantly to allow for the presence of insurance for all per-
sons involved and an additional safety margin as well, the survey base used with
regard to the level of hospitalization was evidently far too low.

This has convinced me that beneficiary surveys, even though conducted highly
scientifically from a statistical standpoint, may have gross Inherent errors of
understatement when It comes to inquiring about such elements as hospital
usage, income, assets, etc. It is a possibility that some of the discrepancy between
the hospital utilization shown by the surveys and the actual experience has re-
sulted from the time differential between when the survey was made and the
present time. In other words, there may actually be present a gradual long-term
upward trend in hospital utilization among persons aged 65 and over. The
measurement of any increasing secular trend in hospital utilization rates Is very
difficult, both because of the small annual changes that might occur and because
of the absence, in the past, of continuous accurate experience data. If this small
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upward trend is the case, the survey data would be closer to a suitable base. It
should be noted that if the assumption of an increasing hospital utilization rate
is built into the cost estimates, the cost of the program would be significantly
increased.

Chart 10
The extended care facility benefit was designed to furnish a lower cost

alternative to long-term hospital care. This objective can most economically be
achieved through limitation of facilities to those which maintain a standard of
care provided similar to that available to convalescing patients in hospitals and
through strict review of utilization.

In the early 1960's, the cost estimates for the extended care facility benefits
were based on the assumption that there would be relatively tight controls in-
volved, so as to prevent use of these benefits for custodial or domiciliary care.
At the same time, arguments were presented to me that not only was this
approach feasible through strict standards and utilization review, but also that
a reduction in hospital costs could be achieved through the transfer of patients
from the more expensive hospital care to ECF care. This seemed quite reason-
able, particularly for some of the early legislation that included only ECF's which
were owned and operated by hospitals as an integral part thereof. Later, when
the definition of ECF's was expanded to the basis in present law, I became more
concerned about giving separate estimates for the hospital benefit cost and the
ECF benefit costs, because I could foresee, in the long run, a great expansion of
ECF's. Since if strictly administered (as possible within the administrative lati..
tude permitted by the statute), there was the possibility of a reduction in the
need for hospital facilities as high quality extended care facilities were expanded,
I combined all estimates for hospital and extended care utilization and cost.

I did, however, make the estimate that ECF benefits would have a first-year
cost of $25 to $50 million for insured persons, whereas the actual experience was
about $250 million (or from 5 to 10 times as much). The principal reason for
this relatively large difference between the actual experience and the initial esti-
mate (for what was believed cost-wise to be a small portion of the total HI pro-
gram) was that far more ECF beds were certified and thus used than I expected,
since the requirements for certification were not as strict as I had anticipated.

It has been argued that the actual high ECF benefit costs have resulted in a
decrease in hospital costs and that this will be increasingly so in the future as
more and more ECF's become available. To what extent this has been the case
cannot be established from any evidence now available, although the fact that
the average duration of hospital stays remained unchanged as between July-
December 1966 (when ECF benefits were not available) and later periods (when
ECF benefits were available) argues that the effect, at least in the early period
of operation, has not been substantial.

Chart 11
This chart shows the financial situation of the Supplementary Medical In-

surance Trust Fund on an accrual basis. I agree entirely with the general pres-
entation, but I do object to designating the balance in the trust fund as a "sur-
plus". Quite naturally, the significantly worsening situation in fiscal year 1970
results from the actuarially-unwarranted freezing of the standard premium
rate at $4 for this period. In fact, on the basis of the "actual cash operations"
during the 1% years ending June 30, 1969, for which the $4 standard premium
rate was initially established, I now believe that on an accrual basis this $4 rate
was slightly inadequate-and thus will certainly be inadequate for the next
premium period, fiscal year 1970. This small inadequacy in the past period can
probably be attributed to the serious influenza epidemic in late 1968. Accord-
tngly, I believe that, if there is a variation from the estimated financial status of
the SMI Trust Fund in the future period shown in Chart 11, it will be some-
what on the unfavorable side.

Chart 12
This chart gives several alternative ways of restoring the actuarial sound-

ness of the SMI program. As to the alternative of having a $4.40 standard
premium rate for fiscal year 1970, this is what I originally recommended. Based
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on more recent data, I now believe that this rate should be at least $4.50, and
probably more likely $4.60.

As to the alternative of restoring actuarial soundness of the SMI program by
putting into effect cost controls, I cannot believe that this is possible solely by
any administrative action that can be taken. It is likely that such a procedure-
Just as any other types of economic controls that have been tried in the past-
will be readily and frequently evaded, so that the end result might even be worse
than if there had been no controls. One area of "overrun" is the administrative
expenses, which element is discussed in detail subsequently.

Chart 13
This chart shows actual increases in physician fees as compared with the

assumptions made in the cost estimates, I believe that there is a small error
in plotting the data-so that the actual increase from 1968 to 1969 seems much
larger than what was assumed. Specifically, as stated in the text accompanying
Chart 13, the 1967 assumptions were for an increase of 5% from mid 1968 to
mid-1909, whereas the actual increase was only slightly more--5.5% (based on
the figures of 145 and 153 in Chart 13) -whereas the spread in the curves seems
to indicate much more of a difference.

Chart 14
This chart analyses intermediary and carrier costs. With regard to the HI

program, it should be pointed out that the 1965 cost estimates assumed that the
total administrative expenses would be 3% of benefit payments; the actual ratio
currently on an accrual basis is only about 2 %, so that it can readily be said
that the administrative expenses for this program have been in line with, and
actually somewhat below, what had been assumed in the actuarial cost estimates
made in 1965 (earlier cost estimates had assumed a 5% administrative-expense
ratio).

Considering the SMI program, the original assumption was that, based on the
experience of efficient insurance companies administering large group health
insurance cases (after eliminating certain costs not present for SMI, such as
taxes and selling costs), increased by about 50% to allow for the additional
administration to be performed by the Social Security Administration (includ-
ing enrollment and premium-collection costs), total administrative expenses
would be about 8 % of benefit payments; however, the actual experience cur-
rently shows a ratio of about 12%, or about 40% higher relatively. The reasons
for this difference are, in my opinion, primarily the result of extremely intensive
and detailed administrative procedures of the program and the fact that SMI
covers a much larger proportion of small bills than the typical private medical
insurance program. Moreover, if the original estimate had been made on the
basis of the Blue Shield experience, the estimate of administrative expenses as
a ratio to benefit payments would have been significantly higher-and nearer to
the actual 12% experienced. In my opinion, another factor is the collection of
elaborate and detailed statistical information. The collection of this Information,
along with the detailed administrative procedures, resulted from very detailed
regulations promulgated by the Social Security Administration (which prevented
the carriers from using their normal methods).

Although it can be argued that this intensive administration will reduce
charges sufficiently to more than offset the additional administrative expenses
Involved, I do not believe that this has been the case. The largest portion of the
savings due to reducing physician charges comes from the larger bills'and front
a limited number of physicians with questionable practices. These categories,
rather than all bills, could be examined by EDP or otherwise at much less cost
and with virtually as large savings to the program (and probably also with re-
sulting prompter claims payments). It should be pointed out that EDP reduc-
tions of charges do not always produce real savings in the end, because frequent-
ly the physician Is then required to explain the higher charge-and can do so--
so that in the end in such cases as much benefits may be paid, but there has
been much more administrative work in doing so.

Chart 18
The Explanation points out certain problems caused by a lack of current pro-

gram data. In my opinion, this is true.
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Although I have been able to obtain a considerable amount of valuable and
necessary actuarial data that is required for the financial analysis of the pro.
gram-the recommendations in the House and Senate committee reports on the
1965 Act that a special 0.1% Actuarial Sample should be established have been
very effective in making these data available to me-much information that I
requested in specific and definite form long before the program went into opera-
tion has never been furnished to me. Further. the data that I have received
have been shown to have considerable error, and so I do not believe them suffi-
ciently accurate as I would like to have them to serve as a basis for cost esti-
mates. This is in part because the specifications that I furnished long before the
beginning of the program for the manner in which actuarial data should be col-
lected were not followed in some respects, and conflicting specifications pro-
mulgated by research and statistics personnel were followed.

An additional difficulty that I have had is the long delay in obtaining data and
tabulations-in part because of the very slow submission of bills by prQviders
of services and then by the intervening carriers, and in part because of delays
in obtaining the required tabulations because so much manpower and machine
time was utilized in collecting statistics that are really not needed for the opera-
tion of the program, but rather are gathered for subsidiary reasons.
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Criteria for Determination of Charges, Reimbursement for Serv-
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PREFACE

This document sets, forth Subpart E of the Social Security Administration's Regulations No. 5 (Federal

Health Insurance for the Aged - 20 C.F.R. 405). Sections 405.501 to 405.508 describe the criteria to

be used for the determination of reasonable charges. Sections 405.520 to 405.525 describe the proce-

dures for reimbursement for services of hospital interns, residents, and supervising physicians.

This document was prepared for use by those individuals and organizations which have a need for a

convenient reference source concerning the criteria for determination of reasonable charges, and reim-

bursement for services of hospital interns, residents, and supervising physicians.
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REGULATIONS NO. S

SUBPART E

CRITERIA FOR DETERMINATION OF REASONABLE CHARGES;
REIMBURSEMENT FOR SERVICES OF HOSPITAL INTERNS,

RESIDENTS, AND SUPERVISING PHYSICIANS

s$ctios
Determination of Reasonable Charges ... ................................ 405.501
Criteria for Determining Reasonable Charges .. ........... ................ 405.502
Determining Customary Charges ....... . ...... ...... 405.503
Determining Prevailing Charges . . ........................................ . . 405.504
Determination of "Locality" . ........................ . ....... ................. 40 5.50S
Charges Higher Than Customary or Prevailing Charges ................ 1-............ 405.506
Illustration of the Application of the Criteria for Determining Reasonable Charges .......... 405.507
Determination of Comparable Circumstances; Limitation ....................... 405.508
Reimbursement for Services of Interns, Residents and Supervising Physicians; General 405.520
Services of Attending Physicians Supervising Irnterns and Residents ........... . ....... .. 405.521
Interns' and Residents' Services in Approved Teaching Programs ..................... 405.522
Interns' and Residents' Services Not in Approved Teaching Programs ........... ............ 405.523
Interns' and Residents' Services Outside the Hospital ........ . ............................ ............. 405.524
Basis of Reimbursement Under the Health Insurance Program for Services of Interns

and Residents .. .. . ........ 1........... . 405.525

(This Subpart E was published in the Federal Register on August 31, 1967)
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405.503(b)

SUBPART E

Criteria for Determination of Reasonable
Charges; Reimbursement for Services of Hos.
pital Interns, Residents, and Supervising
Physicians

Note: If 405.501 to 405.525 Issued under sections
1102, 1814(b), 1833(a), 1842(b), and 1871, 49
Stat. 647, as amended, 79 Stat. 296, 79 Stat. 302,
79 Stat. 310, 79 Stat. 331; 42 U.S.C. 1302, 1395
et seq.

405.501 Determination of Reasonable
Charges.-Payment for medical and other health
services (see § 405.251) furnished by physicians
or other persons (except for services furnished
by group practice prepayment plans electing cost
reimbursement and certain services furnished by,
or under arrangements made by, a provider of
services) is made on the basis of the "reasonable
charge" for such service which is determined by
the carriers selected by the Secretary to assist in
the administration of the supplementary medical
insurance program.

405.502 Criteria for Determining Reason.
able Charges.-(a) Criteria.-The law does not
contemplate the establishment of a general fee
schedule applicable to all physicians or other
persons furnishing medical and other services but
calls for individual determinations which take into
account the facts as to existing practice with re-
spect to charges of the particular physician or other
person as well as others in the locality. The two
criteria set out in the law which are considered in
determining reasonable charges are:

(1) The customary charges for similar services
generally made by the physician or other person
furnishing such services; and

(2) The prevailing charges in the locality for
similar services.

(b) Comparable Services Limitation.-The law
also specifies that the reasonable charge cant
be higher than the charge applicable for a compar.
able service under comparable circumstances to the
carriers' own policyholders and subscribers.

(c) Application of Criteria.-ln applying these
criteria, tie carriers are to exercise judgment
based on factual data on the charges made by physi-
cians to patients generally and by other persons
to the public in general and on special factors that
may exist in individual cases so that determinations
of reasonable charge are realistic and equitable.

(d) Responsibility ol Administration and Car.
riers.- Determinations by carriers of reasonable
charge are not reviewed on a case-by-case basis by
the Social Security Administration, although the
general procedures and performance of functions
by carriers are evaluated. In making determina.
tions, carriers apply the provisions of the law under
broad principles issued by the Social Security Ad.
ministration. These principles are intended to as.
sure overall consistency among carriers in their
determinations of reasonable charge. The principles
in §§ 405.503-405.507 establish the criteria for
making such determinations in accordance with the
statutory provisions.

405.503 Determining Customary Charges.
-(a) Customary Charge Defined.-The term "cus.
tomary charges" will refer to the uniform amount
which the individual physician or other person
charges in the majority of cases for a specific medi-
cal procedure or service. In determining such uni.
form amount, token charges for charity patients
and substandard charges for welfare and other low
income patients are to be excluded. The reason.
able charge cannot, except as provided in § 405.506,
be higher than the individual physician's or other
person's customary charge. The customary charge
for different physicians or other persons may, of
course, vary. Payment for covered services would
be based on the actual charge for the service when,
in a given instance, that charge is less than the
amount which the carrier would otherwise have
found to be within the limits of acceptable charges
for the particular service. Moreover, the income
of the individual beneficiary is not to be taken into
account by the carrier in determining the amount
which is considered to be a reasonable charge for
a service rendered to him. There is no provision
in the law for a carrier to evaluate the reasonable.
ness of charges in light of an individual benefici.
ary's economic status.
(b) Variation of Charges.-If the individual

physician or other person varies his charges for a
specific medical procedure or service, so that no
one amount is charged in the majority of cases,
it will be necessary for the carrier to exercise judg-
ment in the establishment of a "customary charge"
for such physician or other person. In making this
judgment, an important guide, to be utilized when
a sufficient volume of data on the physician's or
other person's charges is available, would be the
median or midpoint of his charges, excluding token
ard substandard charges as well as exceptional
charges on the high side. A significant clustering
of charges in the vicinity of the median amount
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405.503(e)

might indicate that a point of such clustering should
be taken as the physician's or other person's "cus-
tomary" charge. Use of relative value scales will
help in arriving at a decision in such instances.

(c) Use of Relative Value Scales.-If, for a parti.
ticular medical procedure or service, the carrier
is unable to determine the customary charge on
the basis of reliable statistical data (for example,
because the carrier does not yet have sufficient data
or because the performance of the particular medi.
cal procedure or service by the physician or other
person is infrequent), the carrier may use appro-
priate relative value scales to determine the cus-
tomary charge for such procedure or service in
relation to customary charges of the same physician
or person for other medical procedures and services.

(d) Revision of Customary Charge.-A physi-
cian's or other person's customary charge is not
necessarily a static amount. Where a physician or
other person alters his charges, a revised pattern
of charge for his services may develop. Where on
the basis of adequate evidence, the carrier finds
that the physician or other person furnishing serv-
ices has changed his charge for a service to the
public in general, the customary charge resulting
from the revised charge for the service should be
recognized as the customary charge in making de-
terminations of reasonable charges for such serv-
ice when rendered thereafter to supplementary in-
surance beneficiaries. If the new customary charge
is not above the top of the range of prevailing
charges (see §405.504(a)), it should be deemed
to be reasonable by the carrier, subject to the pro-
visions of § 405.508.

405.504 Determining Prevailing Charges.-
(a) Range of Charges.-The term "prevailing
charges" refers to those charges which fall within
the range of charges most frequently and most
widely used in a locality for particular medical pro-
cedures or services. The top of this range estab-
lishes, except as provided in § 405.506, an overall
limitation on the charges which a carrier will ac-
cept as reasonable for a given medical procedure
or service. Prevailing charges are derived from the
overall pattern existing within a locality. For ex.
ample, in a given locality the carrier may find that
the charges most frequently and widely used by
physicians for a particular medical procedure range
from $150 to $175. If in another locality the car.
rier finds that the prevailing charges are different
for tihe same procedure, then a different range of
charges would be applied in making reasonable
charge determinations for that locality. An accep.

table method for the carrier to objectively deter-
mine tie point at which such limitation is estab.
lished would be the use of the mean (arithmetic
average) of the customary charges of physicians or
other persons in the locality for a given medical
procedure or service, plus one standard deviation
above the mean, rounded to the nearest dollar.
However, the carrier will adopt an appropriate limit
for each procedure or service with judgment being
exercised to assure that with respect to each part.
cular array of data the result reached is reasonable.
If, for example, there is a point just above the
standard deviation which represents the amount
charged by a substantial number of physicians in
the locality, the limitation might, in such a situa.
tion, be established so as to include this point. On
the other hand, the "trailing off" of an appreciable
number of charges above the mean plus one standard
deviation might not justify an upward adjustment.
The "standard deviation" is a basic statistical mea.
sure widely used in dealing with variations from a
central tendency or norm. Its advantage over the
approach that the "prevailing charge" is to include
a fixed percentage of all charges lies in the fact
that the standard deviation is flexible rather than
rigid. It takes into account and is responsive to
differences in the spread that exists in the under-
lying data.

(b) Variation in Range of Prevailing Charges.
-The range of prevailing charges in a locality
may be different for physicians or other persons
who engage in a specialty practice or service than
for others. Existing differentials in the level of
charges between different kinds of practice or serv-
ice could, in some localities, lead to the develop.
ment of more than one range of prevailing charges
for application by the carrier in its determinations
of reasonable charges. Carrier decisions in this
respect should be responsive to the existing pat.
terns of charges by physicians and other persons
who render covered services, and should establish
differentials in the levels of charges between dif-
ferent kinds of practice or service only where in
accord vith such patterns.

(c) Revaluation and Adjustment of Prevailing
Charges.-Determinations of prevailing charges by
the carrier are to be reevaluated and adjusted from
time to time on the basis of factual information
about the charges made by physicians and other
persons to the public in general. This information
should be obtained from all possible sources in.
cluding a carrier's experience with its own pro-
grams as well as with the supplementary medical
insurance program.
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405.505 Determination of "Locallity."--"Lo.
cality" is the geographical area for which the car.
ier is to derive the prevailing charges for services.

Usually, a locality will be a political or economic
subdivision of a State. It should include a cross
section of the population with respect to economic
and other characteristics. Where people tend to
gravitate toward certain population centers to ob.
tain medical care or service, localities may be rec-
oganized on a basis constituting medical service
areas (interstate or otherwise), comparable in con-
cept to "trade areas." Localities may differ in popu-
lation density, economic level, and other major
factors affcting charges for services. Carriers
therefore shall delineate "localities" on the basis
of their knowledge of local conditions. However,
distinctions between localities are not to be so fine.
ly made that a "locality" includes only a very
limited geographic area whose population has dis-
tinctly similar income characteristics (e.g., a very
rich or very poor neighborhood within a city).

405.506 Charges Higher Than Customary
or Prevailing Charges.-A charge which exceeds
either the customary charge of the physician or
other person who rendered the medical or other
health service, or the prevailing charge in the lo-
cality, or both, may be found to be reasonable, but
only where there are unusual circumstances, or
medical complications requiring additional time, ef.
fort or expense which support an additional charge,
and only if it is acceptable medical or medical serv..
ice practice in the locality to make an extra charge
in such cases. On the other hand, the mere fact that
the physician's or other person's customary charge
is higher than prevailing would not justify a deter.
mination of reasonable charge higher than the pre-
vailing charge.

405.507 Illustrations of the Application of
the Crlterla for Determining Reasonable
Charges.-The following examples illustrate how
the general criteria on customary charges and pre.
vailing charges might be applied in determining
reasonable charges under the supplementary medi-
cal insurance program. Basically, these examples
demonstrate that, except where the actual charge is
less, reasonable charges will reflect current custo-
mary charges of the particular physician or other
person within the ranges of the current prevailing
charges in the locality for that type and level of
service:

The prevailing charge for a specific medical pro.
cedure ranges from $80 to $100 in a certain locality.

405.SOS(b)

Doctor A's bill is for $75 although he custom.
arily charges $80 for the procedure.

Doctor 13's bill is his customary charge of $85.
Doctor C's bill is his customary charge of $125.
Doctor D's bill is for $100, although he custom.

arily charges $80, and there are no special circum-
stances in the case.

The reasonable charge for Doctor A would be
limited to $75 since under the law the reasonable
charge cannot exceed the actual charge, even if it
is lower than his customary charge and below the
prevailing charges for the locality.

The reasonable charge for Doctor B would be
$85, because it is his customary charge and it falls
within the range of prevailing charges for that
locality.

The reasonable charge for Doctor C could not
be more than $100, the top of the range of pre.
vailing charges.

The reasonable charge for Doctor D would be
$80, because that is his customary charge. Even
though his actual charge of $100 falls within the
range of prevailing charges, the reasonable charge
cannot exceed his customary charge in the absence
of special circumstances.

405.508 Determination of Comparable Cir.
cumstances; Limitation.-(a) Application of
Limitation.-The carrier may not in any case make
a determination of reasonable charge which would
be higher than the charge upon which it would
base payment to its own policyholders for a com-
parable service in comparable circumstances. The
charge upon which it would base payment, how.
ever, does not necessarily mean the amount the car.
rier would be obligated to pay. Under certain cir-
cumstances, some carriers pay amounts on behalf
of individuals who are their policyholders, which
are below the customary charges of physicians or
other persons to other individuals. Payment under
the supplementary medical insurance program
would not be limited to these lower amounts.

(b) When Comparability Exists.-"Comparable
circumstances," as used in the Act and this subpart,
refers to the circumstances under which services
arn rendered to individuals and the nature of the
carrier's health insurance programs and the method
it uses to determine the amounts of payments under
these programs. Generally, comparability would
exist where:

(1) The carrier bases payment under its pro-
gram on the customary charges, as presently con-
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405.508(c)

stituted, of physicians or other persons and on cur-
rent prevailing charges in a locality, and

(2) The determination does not preclude recog.
nition of factors such as specialty status and
unusual circumstances which affect the amount
charged for a service.

(c) Responsibility for Determining Comparabi.
liy.-Responsibility for determining whether or
not a carrier's program has comparability will in
the first instance fall upon the carrier in reporting
pertinent information about its programs to the
Social Security Administration. When the perti.
nent information has been reported, the Social
Security Administration will advise the carrier
whether any of its programs have comparability.

405.520 Reimbursement for Services of In-
terns, Residents and Supervising Physicians;
General.--(a) Under the health insurance pro-
grain, almost all the aged have protection against
hospital expenses, and the great majority also have
protection against medical expenses. This health
insurance coverage is intended to provide a sub.
stantial measure of freedom to beneficiaries in
selecting hospitals and physicians of their choice.
Whatever the choice, beneficiaries, as insured
patients, are to be accorded the same status as
other insured and paying patients in regard to the
hospital and medical care they are provided.

(b) Many beneficiaries will choose to receive the
care they need from hospitals with approved grad.
uate medical education programs and from other
institutions where services of interns and residents
are provided. Many will receive care in these hos.
pitals as patients of physicians who, in turn, will
involve interns and residents in the care of their
patients. The basis for reimbursement for such
services by interns and residents is different from
that applicable to such physicians' services.

405.521 Services of Attending Physicians
Supervising Interns and Residents.-(a) At-
tending physicians' services rendered to beneficia-
ries in a teaching setting are covered under the sup.
plementary medical insurance program and the pay.
ment for such services is on the basis of reasonable
charges (see paragraphs (b) and (c) of this sec-
tion). The costs to a hospital for teaching services
furnished by a physician in connection with an ap-
proved graduate medical education program are al-
lowable in accordance with the principles of reim-
bursement for provider costs (see paragraph (d)
of this section).

(b) Payment on the basis of reasonable charges

is applicable to the professional services rendered
to a beneficiary by his attending physician where
the attending physician provides personal and
identifiable direction to interns or residents who
are participating in the care of his patient. In the
case of major surgical procedures and other com-
plex and dangerous procedures or situations, such
personal and identifiable direction must include
supervision in person by the attending physician.
A charge should be recognized under Part B for
the services of an attending physician who involves
residents and interns in the care of his patient
only if his services to the patient are of the same
character, in terms of the responsibilities to the
patient that are assumed and fulfilled, a.&i the serve.
ices he renders to his other paying patients. The
carrying out by the physician of these responsibili-
ties would be demonstrated by such action as: Re-
viewing the patient's history and physical exam.
ination and personally examining the patient with.
in a reasonable period after admission; confirming
or revising diagnosis; determining the course
of treatment to be followed; assuring that an? sup-
ervision needed by the interns and resident; was
furnished; and by making frequent reviews of the
patient's progress.

(c) Charges for such services of the attending
physician may be billed either directly by him or
by the hospital under arrangements between the
physician and the hospital. In either case, the
amount payable under the program for such serve.
ices may be determined in accordance with the same
criteria for the determination of reasonable charges
as are applicable to the services which the physici in
renders to his other patients (see §§ 405.501-40;..
508 of this Subpart E).

(d) It is recognized that there will necessarily
be situations where a patient will receive medical
services in the teaching setting for which payment on
the basis of reasonable charges will not be applica.
ble. For example, there will be instances where it
will neither be necessary from the standpoint of the
medical needs of the patient nor appropriate from
the standpoint of the continuing development of
the residents' competence for there to be an attend-
ing physician who carries out the responsibilities
referred to in paragraph (b) of this'section. Wheth-
er or not a physician makes a charge recognized un-
der the supplementary medical insurance program
for services to patients which involve the participa.
tion of residents or interns, the hospital can receive
reimbursement on a cost basis for an appropriate
share of the compensation it pays its residents and
interns. If the teaching program is an approved ed-
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ucational activity of the hospital, reimbursement
will also be available on a cost basis to the hospital
for an appropriate share of the compensation it
pays to physicians for teaching services (as oppos-
ed to professional services which contribute to the
diagnosis or treatment of the patient) and for oth.
er costs of educational programs conducted by the
hospital. These costs are allowable in accordance
with the principles of reimbursement for provider
costs (see § 405.421 of Subpart D).

(e) Nothing in the foregoing restricts the dispo.
sition of payments for services received either
from the health insurance program or from bene.
ficiaries, in accordance with agreements between
hospital and physicians.

405.522 Interns' and Residents' Serviees
in Approved Teaching Programs.-(a) Title
XVIII of the Act gives recognition to hospital teach.
ing programs which are duly approved in their re-
spective fields by the Council on Medical Education
of the American Medical Association, the Commit.
tee on Hospitals of the Bureau of Professional Ed.
ucation of the American Osteopathic Association,
or the Council on Dental Education of the Ameri-
can Dental Association.

(b) Services of interns and residents in such ap-
proved programs are explicitly excluded from the
definition of "physicians' services" (see Subpart
R) and are covered as hospital services. This exclu.
sion applies whether or not the intern or resident
may be authorized to practice as a physician under
the laws of the State in which he performs his serv.
ices. In accordance with the basis for payment under
the health insurance program for services provided
by participating hospitals, the cost of the services of
interns and residents is reimbursable to the hos-
pital, specifically as a component of allowable costs
defined by the principles of reimbursement for pro-
vider costs set forth in Subpart D of Part 405. Un-
der the principles discussed in Subpart D of this
Part 405, an appropriate share of the provider's
total allowable costs is reimbursable under the
health insurance program. (For purposes of includ-
ing services of interns and residents as an element
of allowable cost in accordance with these princi-
ples, recording and reporting by the hospital of the
specific services rendered to individual beneficiaries
is not necessary.)

(c) Conversely, services of interns and residents
are not reimbursable under the health insurance
program on the basis whirh applies to physician's
services, i.e., reasonable charges (see §§ 405.501-
405.508 of this Subpart E). This distinction with
respect to the basis for the health insurance pro-

gram reimbursement applies to services of interns
and residents whether covered by the hospital insur.
ance program or the supplementary medical insur-
ance program. The cost of outpatient diagnostic
services (see § 405.145) covered under the hospi.
tal insurance program (see Subpart A of Part 405)
and other outpatient services (see § 405.231)
covered under the supplementary medical insur-
ance program (see Subpait B of Part 405) which
are provided by a hospital, including intern and
resident services where involved, is reimbursed to
the hospital under the health insurance program to
the extent of 80 percent of the cost of services ren.
dered to the beneficiaries after recognition of the
deductible amount (see § 405.142 and § 405.240
(d)). The beneficiary will incur the expense of the
deductible and coinsurance amounts as determined
on the basis of the hospital's charges to the bene.
ficiary. Hospital charges may include a charge for
the services of interns or residents as a specific
item, or these services may be included in the gener.
al charges to the beneficiary made by the hospital
for the covered services it provides.

405.523 Intern.' and Residents' Services
Not in Approved Teaching Programs.-(a)
The services of a hospital resident or intern who is
not under an approved teaching program in the
hospital are reimbursable to the hospital on a cost
basis under the supplementary medical insurance
program. For purposes of this section, such serve.
ices shall be deemed to include services of a physi-
cian employed by the hospital who is authorized to
practice only in a hospital setting. Even where such
services are rendered to inpatients, the cost of the
services is not an allowable coat under the hospital
insurance program but is allowable under the sup-
plementary medical insurance program.

(b) In this connection reimbursement under
the health insurance program for services discussed
in paragraph (a) of this section, will be to the hos-
pital in an amount of 80 percent of the cost of serv.
ices rendered to the beneficiaries after recognition
of the deductible. The beneficiary will incur the
expense of the deductible and insurance amounts
as determined on the basis of the hospital's charges
to the beneficiary for its services that are covered un-
der the supplementary medical insurance program.

405.524 Interns' and residents' Services
Outside the Hospltal.-(a) Under the hospital
insurance program, the allowable costs on which
reimbursement to a participating extended care
facility for covered services is based may include
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405.524(b)

the cost of services of an intern or resident who is
under an approved teaching program in a hospital
with which the facility has a transfer agreement
(see § 405.1133) which provides, in part, for the
transfer of patients and the interchange of medical
records. Likewise, a participating home health
agency may be reimbursed under the hospital in-
surance program for the cost of the services of an
intern or resident who is under an approved teach.
ing program of a hospital with which the home
health agency is affiliated or under common control,
where these services are furnished as part of the

posthospital home health visits for a medicare bene-
ficiary.

(b) Medical services of a resident or intern of
a hospital which are furnished by a provider of
services are reimbursed under the supplementary
medical insurance program on an 80 percent of al-
lowable cost basis if reimbursement is not provided
under the hospital insurance program.

405.525 Basis of Reimbursement Under
the Health Insurance Program for Services
of Interns and Residents.-

Status of Patient

Hospital inpatient ------

Receiving outpatient hos-
pital diagnostic services

Receiving therapeutic out-
patient hospital services

Extended care facility
inpatient.

Home health plan patient -

Status of Intern or Resident'

Under
Other

approved program-----------

Under approved program -----------
Other ----------------------------
Under approved program ...........
O ther ----------- I ----------------
Under approved program of a hospital

with which facility has a transfer
agreement.

Other ----------------------------

Posthospital services furnished under
approved programs of hospital with
which the Home Health Agency is af-
filiated or under common control.

Other---------------------------

Reimbursement Basis of
Provided Underi Payment

s

Part A --- Cost.
Part B 80 percent of

cost.
Part A ----- Do.
Part B Do.
---- do ----- Do.
---- do ----- Do.
Part A --- Cost.

Part B-

Part A ----

Part B-

80 percent
cost.

Cost.

80 percent
cost.

I An "approved program" means approval by the Councilon Medical Education of the AMA, by the Committee on
Hospitals of the Bureau of Professional Education of the AOA, or by the Council of Dental iEducation of the ADA. "Oth.
er" interns and residents include, in addition to interns and residents.in-training, a physician employed by the hospital
who is authorized to practice only in the hospital setting.

2 'Part A" refers to the hospital insurance program and "Part B" refers to the supplementary medical Insurance pro.
gram.

8 The term "cost" refers to reimbursement on a cost basis in accordance with the principles in Subpart D of Part 405.

32-108 0 - 69 - 30
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

*ALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21235

HI:PS:H

April 1969

BUREAU OF HEALTH INSURANCE
INTERMEDIARY LETTER NO. 372

SUBJECT: Part B payments for services of supervising physicians in a

teaching setting

From questions which have been raised and from our onsite reviews, 
there

appears to be a serious need to obtain a better and more uniform 
under-

standing among carriers, providers, and physicians of the conditions

under which payment may be made under Part B for services rendered to

patients by supervising physicians in the teaching setting and 
the method

for determining the reasonable charge which may be recognized 
for such

services. The enclosed guidelines are intended to clarify and supplement

the criteria that govern reimbursement in this area as reflected 
in

886102.7, 6335, and 6720 ff. of the Part B Intermediary Manual.

Carriers are urged to review their present reimbursement practices 
in

light of these guidelines and to take appropriate action 
as soon as

possible to bring practices into conformity with the guidelines. 
The

Part B Intermediary Manual will be revised to incorporate these 
clarifica-

tions and additions.

~ITiu of e ct e

Enclosure
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Part B Payments for Services of
Supervising Physicians in a Teaching Setting

A. Conditions Which Must be Met for a Teaching Physician to be
Eligible for Part B Reimbursement as an Attending Physician

The physician* must be the patient's "attending physician." This
means he must, as demonstrated by performance of the activities
listed below, render sufficient personal and identifiable medical
services to the Medicare beneficiary to exercise full, personal
control over the management of the portion of the case for which
a charge can be recognized; his services to the patient must be
of the same character, in terms of the responsibilities to the
patient that are assumed and fulfilled, as the services he renders
to his other paying patients.

1. To be the "attending physician" for an entire period of
hospital care, the teaching physician must as a minimum:

a. review the patient's history, the record of examinations
and tests in the institution, and make frequent reviews
of the patient's progress; and

b. personally examine the patient; and

c. confirm or revise the diagnosis and determine the
course of treatment to be followed; and

d. either perform the physician's services required by the
patient or supervise the treatment so as to assure that
appropriate services are provided by interns, residents,
or others and that the care meets a proper quality level;
and

e. be present and ready to perform any service performed by
an attending physician in a nonteaching setting when a
major surgical procedure or a complex or dangerous medical
procedure is performed; for the physician to be an "attending
physician" his presence as an attending physician must be
necessary (not superfluous as where, for example, the resident
performing the procedure is fully qualified to do so) from the
medical standpoint; and

*The term "physician" does not include any resident or intern of the

hospital regardless of any other title by which he is designated or
his position on the medical staff. For example, a senior resident
who is referred to as an "assistant attending surgeon" or an "associate
physician" would still be considered a resident since the senior year
of the residency is essential to completion of the program.
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f. be recognized by the patient as his personal physician
and be personally responsible for the continuity of the""
patient's care, at least throughout the period of
hospitalization.

EXAMPLE: A supervising physician carried out all of the
activities listed above for a surgical patient
but (e). He was not present in the OR when the
major surgery was performed because supervision
of the 5th-year resident performing the operation
was not required. A physician's charge would not
be recognized for the surgical procedure because
criterion (e) was not met. Therefore, the physician
would not be an attending physician for the period
of hospital care although he might meet the criteria
listed in A.2. below and be held as the attending
physician for a portion of the care provided.

Even if the supervising physician chose to be
present in the OR, payment could not be made to
him for the surgical procedure since his presence
was not medically necessary and he could not,
therefore, function as the attending physician in
connection with the surgery. However, if he was
scrubbed and acted as an assistant, payment could
be made to him as a surgical assistant if such an
assistant was needed and another resident or
physician did not fill the role (see item A.2.
below).

If the supervising physician was present at surgery,
and the surgery was performed by a resident acting
under his close supervision and instruction, he
would not be the attending surgeon unless it were
customary in the community for such services to be
performed in a similar fashion to private patients
who pay for services rendered by a private physician.

EXAMPLE: A group of physicians share the teaching and
supervision of the house staff on a rotating basis.
Each physician sees patients every third day as he
makes rounds. No physician can be held to be one
of these patient's attending physician for any
portion of the hospital care although consultations
and other services they personally perform for the
patient might be covered.

2. A teaching physician may be held to be the attending physician
for a portion of a patient's hospital stay: if the portion is
a distinct segment of the patient's course of treatment (e.g.,
the pre-operative or post-operative period) and of sufficient
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duration to impose on the physician a substantial responsibiJity
for the continuity of the patient's care; if the physician, as a
minimum, performs all of the activities described above with
respect to that portion of the stay; and if the physician is
recognized as the patient's physician fully responsible for
that part of the stay. If a teaching physician is not found
to be the attending physician with respect to a portion of a
patient's stay, he may not be reimbursed for any service provided
to the patient for that portion of the stay unless it is an
identifiable service that he personally rendered to the patient.

EXAMPLE: A physician carried out all of the activities listed
above for a surgical patient until midway in the
post-operative period, when the physician's teaching

.tour of duty ended. Since he was not responsible
for the continuing care of the patient throughout
the post-operative period, he cannot be reimbursed
as the attending physician for that period.

3. Performance of the activities referred to above must be
demonstrated, in part, by notes and orders in the patient's
records that are either written by or countersigned by the
supervising physician.

4. The services of a teaching physician while visiting patients
during grand rounds is basically teaching and does not contribute
to an "attending" relationship with any of the patients visited.

5. An emergency-room supervising physician may not customarily be
considered to be the attending physician of patients cared for
by the house staff. It is only through his direct personal
involvement with a patient that a charge may be recognized
under Part B. Such an involvement would necessarily include
personal examination of the patient as well as direction of
and responsibility for the treatment provided.

B. Determining the Amount Payable Under Part B

1. The amount paid for direct medical services rendered by the
teaching physician should be related to only that discrete
portion of the patient's care for which the physician exercised
the pertinent responsibilities of an attending physician outlined
in A.l. For example, if the patient's personal physician
furnishes services before the hospital admission and after the
discharge and the teaching physician becomes the attending
physician only with respect to the inpatient care, the lesser
extent of the teaching physician's service should be taken
into account in recognizing a charge; otherwise the out-of-
hospital service would be billed for and paid twice. Sinilarly,
if surgery was performed and the teaching physician rendered
identifiable personal service to the patient in the operating
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room, it is necessary to determine whether that physician
performed services more nearly analogous to a consultant,
an assistant at surgery (see first "Example" in part A),
or as the "attending" surgeon in order to identify the
appropriate reasonable charge. It the physIcian acted as
the attending surgeon but did not render the pre- or post-
surgical services generally performed by a private surgeon
to a private patient, the difference in service should be
reflected in the amount of reimbursement.

2. The following conditions should be taken into account in
determining the "customary" charges of teaching physicians
for services which they provide as attending physicians. to
Medicare beneficiaries.

a. If the teaching physician has a substantial practice
outside the teaching setting (i.e., more than half of
the time spent in the practice of medicine is spent
caring for people who were his patients before they
were hospitalized or who were referred to him by
physicians responsible for their care outside the
hospital setting), his "customary" charges for services
in the teaching setting will be related to the amounts
he charges for similar services in his outside practice.
Where the services performed in the teaching setting
differ from those in the outside practice, reductions
should be made for the lesser scope of services provided,
time spent, visits or responsibility as an attending
physician (not counting supervisory acts as time or
visits).

b. If the teaching physician does not have a substantial
practice outside the teaching setting and the provider

has established one or more schedules of charges which
are collected for medical-and surgical services furnished
to a majority of non-Medicare teaching patients, his
charges should be related to the provider's schedule of
charges which are most frequently collected.

EXAMPIE: A hospital with an approved teaching program
receives payment for physicians' services
rendered to 80 percent of its non-Medicare
patients. Fifty percent are paid for by public
assistance under a relatively low payment schedule;
20 percent are covered under a Blue Shield Plan
with a somewhat higher fee schedule and the balances
are covered under commercial plans. Since collections
are made for a majority of patients and the most
frequently used schedule of payment is the welfare
schedule, the welfare schedule of charges should
serve as the basis for determining the teaching
physicians' customary charges for Medicare.
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c. Where neither the physician nor the provider has established
charges for the physician's services which are in effect'for
non-Medicare patients, the carrier and intermediary must
make the necessary charge and cost determination based on
that portion of the physician's compensation which is for
services to patients, determined pursuant to. the regulations
governing reimbursement for the services of provider-based
physicians.

3. Where teaching physicians of a hospital, billing through a
hospital or other organization, adopt a uniform schedule of
charges for the purpose of billing under Part B for the services
they provide as attending physicians in the teaching setting,
carrier acceptance of the schedule for reimbursement purposes
should be based on a finding that the schedule does not exceed
the average of reasonable charges which would be determined if
each physician were individually reimbursed his reasonable
charm for the services involved.

4. In determining t F-orr 9ts which may be considered
reasonable .g., in a course of tment for which a global
fee is ordinarily charged, the tot number of visits which
wouldve been made to the patient in a teaching setting
should be used as a guid its in excess f this number are
p sumed to be Rrimfrilyfor tLwing purpose . Similarly,
total reasonable ch rges \for a course of treat nt in the
teaching peting sh uld b compa d with and sh 1,d not exceed
the charges that wold be 'tx'eed in nteachin settings for
similar s "erVioaa. 7 o, charges i led for hour of a
teaching physicia "i~ ce shoul not exceed th amount of
fees the physici generally ec ves f r an hour a work in
carinir nont a in tient

. Where ayment-i madUfr = B easonable harge basis,
paymen may no also be niaddO a cost basis to th hospital for
the sa e serve\as a t. sen vice. Part A 'pa cents to the
hospit~2 should th~refpr no e on the tot compensation
of the h hyician if-tha mp sation in part or patient care
The total compensation-hould e reduce by the rtion paid for
atient care ii,0cordance wit the a icable visions of the
inciples o( reimbursed nt fo se ces of ho pital-based

ph sicians to-arrivq at he ho 1 cost po ion. Allocation
of' mpensation recei6debetween both part of the program
shoul, e in accordance with how the phy cian's time is actually
spent. .a physician's only compens on for services in a
teaching set*A are paid by the pital and the'agreement
states that only-the-" I y, and not patient care, services
are compensated, it is necessary to look behind the words of the
agreement by reviewing the physician's actual obligations and
activities and determining whether the compensation level is
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reasonable for the supervisory and teaching services alone
and insufficient to cover patient care services as well. The*
carrier and intermediary should make this finding jointly.

EXAMPLE: An employment agreement between a physician and the
hospital states that he will be paid $50,000 a year
for administration, supervision and teaching.
However, he spends one-half of his time in providing
patient care. The carrier and intermediary determined
that if his compensation were allocated solely to the
time the physician spent in the performance of his
hospital duties, it would yield an hourly rate of
compensation about double the rate paid for similar
work elsewhere in the area. Therefore, the carrier
and intermediary concluded that only a portion of the
compensation was for hospital activities and reimbursa-
ble under Part A. Since charges were not customarily
billed for the medical services the physician provided,
the remainder would serve as a basis for computing the
physician's reasonable charges for patient care in
accordance with B.2.b. above.

C. Carrier Responsibilities for Claims Review and Verification

1. The carrier is responsible for assuring that the bills being
submitted were prepared with an understanding of the conditions
governing payment for physicians' services in the teaching
setting.

To help carry out this responsibility, carriers will not pay
bills (SSA-1490 or SSA-1554) for services rendered in the
teaching setting in any month after May 1969, unless:

a. the chief of the department or service involved certifies
on a form furnished by the carrier that each of the billed
services for that month meets the pertinent requirements
of A.l.; or

b. the bill has been signed by the attending physician and
he understands that he is certifying that he met the
requirements for those services for which the claim is
made.

2. The provision of personal and identifiable services must be
substantiated by appropriate and adequate recordings entered
personally by the physician in the hospital or, in the case
of outpatient services, outpatient clinic chart. The carrier
is expected as part of its responsibilities to make appropriate
checks of patient records, examining admission, progress, and
discharge notes to verify that services for which charges are
billed met the appropriate coverage criteria. If the carrier
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review shows that a significant portion of the services in th.
sample do not meet the criteria, appropriate steps should be
taken to adjust the reimbursement.

3. Bills must indicate when services are furnished in the teaching
setting, the name of the provider and attending physician
involved, and the extent of the services provided as an attending
physician. The services must be defined and quantified to avoid
errors in applying the reasonable charge limitation--e.g., to
avoid applying the reasonable charge for a global service where
only the surgical procedure or another component service was
provided as an attending physician.

4. The carrier will need to carry out the steps necessary to assure
itself that these conditions set out in B.I. are met--for example,
to assure itself that any schedule of charges proposed for the
teaching setting is actually applied and collected.

D. Who May Bill

Where the supervising physician is a member of a group which provides
teaching services in a hospital, the Part B payment for services
rendered as attending physicians by the group may be billed for:

1. by the physician or a corporation, partnership, or other
organization of physicians (including an association of
teaching physicians organized for the purpose of billing
for and distributing insurance monies and other payments
received for professional services to patients) on form 1490;

2. by the hospital on form 1554 provided that the carrier has
determined that the certification described in C.l.a. has
been executed and complied with; and

3. if the services are performed by a physician who is a faculty
member of a medical, osteopathic, or dental school, by the
school on form 1490.

The individual physician's authorization is required to be on file
in writing with the hospital or other organization to permit any
of the above organizations to bill on his behalf. The organization
must furnish to the Part B carrier the names of the physicians who
have authorized the organization to bill on their behalf, and must
agree to keep the carrier informed on a current basis of changes in
membership in the group.
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Detail, by Several Classifications, of the Status of Federal Hous-
ing Administration Loan Activity With Respect to Nursing
Homes

(Material requested for the record at p. 269 of this hearing)





Detail, by Several Classifications, of the Status of Federal Hous-
ing Administration Loan Activity With Respect to Nursing

Homes

PROJ PROJ FOOT CORD
RuMBFR SUFFIX NOTE ST. CTY. DIST. CITY

TITLE II SFTION 212
NURSING HOMr PROGUAM
By NAME AND LOCATION Of SPECIFIC PROJECT
CUMULATIVF AS OF WUCAM 31, 196

UNA
NMiBER PROJ NAME

MORTGAGE NO OF CONT PRO(
AMOUNT 11 STATUS ST.

TE!RMINATIONS, OF MORTGAGE INSURANCE

PREPAYMENTS IN FULL

AL ABAMA
0624100) PM C 01 0I
0A0-43001 PM C C 0

CALIFORNIA
12 2-N00 PM 0 05 0T
136-N00 PR C 05 as

CONNECTICUT
CI1-4=0Ot PM C D

? 

IT
CIT-NCE2 PM 1C 0T 00
017-o400 PR EC I OT 60
017-.001 PM t I OT 00

ILLINOIS
0? -410O PB 0 14 UT

Ti 4100TE PM 0 1N 01

KENTUCKY
081-N100? PR O Is 05

MICHIGAN
O .N-BlOE0 PM C 21 O
ON4-4Ie EM C 21 04
047-40|? PM 0 is OT
04-A a16 PM 0 21 T
ONI-N1T0 PR 0 2 IT
O44-AIO0 I PM 0 2$ 0
0NT-43008 PM 0 21 T0

NFB1ASKA
1E-AIOI PM 0 AM Cl

mrw JERSEY
0SS-AIOOI PM 0 1 00
O31-41011 PM C )1 00

NF YORK
011-N001 PH EC 1 $3 00
ETA-'1001 PM C II 01

OHIO

o6-NED EM P 0 36 IT2

OKLAHOMA
IIs-IE01 PM EC 1 T7 E7

OREGON
126-43002 PB C 36 TA

TERXAS
111-4009 PM 0 44 22

VFRMINT
026-4002 PM 0 46 0E

RISCONSIN
015-NI001 PM 0 O 09

POEPAYMFNTS WITH %IIPERSFSSION

GEORGIA
063-100? PM 0 1I EN

MICHIGAN
0O-N10% PM 0 23 0M
0A-NI001 PM C 2' CR
0N-410 9 PM C 23 EN
ENT-NI01N PM V AS E)

NEW MEXICO
0l1-41E01 PM C 11 CC

YERNESSFF
EMI-AICCI PH C AN El

WISCONSIN
O S-N0CE PM C so 01

4I OR HUNTSVILLE
9 CI MOBILE

I TM RIVERSIDE
4. 03 SACRAMENTO

O 06 BRISTOL
I FAIRFIELD
Il FAIRFIELD
1I 06 TORRINuTON

.T 17 BLOOMINDTON
O CHICAGO

& Cl LOUISVILLE

I2 DETROIT
1 0 GRANDVILLE
9I ID LAKEVIER
1 09 MUSKEGON
4 0M PORT HURON
.1 ROYAl OAK
C TA SOUTH HAVEN

51 01 LINCOLN

1 02 LINROOD
S07 MAHWAH

1 29 ALBANV
N CHEERTOWAGA

9 CT XENIA

1 02 GROVE

0 04 SPRINGFIELD

0 ARLINGTON

4 BURLINGOtR

2 01 REST SALEM
29 5TAL

4 04 DECATUR

3 09 CADILLAC
2 DETROIT
I 05 GRAND RAPID
A CS IONIA

WESTWOOD

9 MEMPHIS

3 02 VERONA
a 20M

CRESTAOOO NURSING HM
MT PLEASANT

ALTA VISTA CORY
COTTAGE WAY VENTURES

BRISTOL CONV HM
CAROLTON HOSPITAL
VAN EOREN HOSPITAL
MIGON MANOR INC

HERITAGE MANOR N H

MARINE MANOR

MT HOLLY N H INC

1AM DEN NURSING HM
AROOKCREST N H
KELSEY MEMORIAL NE
MUSKELON NURSING HM
MARWUD MANOR INC
SHLRWUOU HALL HOME
RESTR.OU INN INC

HOMESTEAD N H

LINWOOG N H
MT CREST NURSING HM

ALBANY DNS NURSING
KING MANOR

ARANTHAVEN INC

BETEY ANN N H

PACIFIC CONV FDN INC

ARLINATOR CONE CT

BIRCHWOOD NURSING HM

MULDER NURSING HM

MARY A MOODY NUMS HM

LAKEVIER MANOR INC
MOMOUN NURSING TM
GRAND VALLEY NUMS HN
IONIA MANOR INC

VALLEY NURSING TM

BRIGHT ULADE NUNS MM

FOUR RINDS MANOR INC

ftraE fus hawwaetOt
BoftIuo atwmmb 3/N1ts)IsBNMNURNURRe RRANU 3(11/69

(473)

T?1.29
460.400

M.5,00

360.000

44N.300
310*1500
299,460
141.91

SSl Ia

47004100

1N9.100
1TO.)00
143.000
INN,000
I HO. 

T

O0
AAS0 000MSOGOO
274.600

R10.169

415.400
194,886

110.000

2.000

306.400

162,000

291.M00

10.267.555

619.600

346.500
391.200
419.400

119,0200

M9.100

2609NCD

3#0A9#360

1,9,16
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PROJ PROJ FOOT CONG
NUMBER SUFFIX NOTE ST. CTV. DIST. CITY

UNA
NUMBER PROJ NAME

MORTGAGE NO OF CONST PROC
AMOUNT B STATUS ST.

WoRTGAGOS ASYIGNFD TO FHA HI

CALIFORNIA
136-41002 PM 0

COLORADO
303-41004 PM 0

FLORIDA
066-43002 PM 0
066-41004 PM IC I

ILLINOIS
073-41010 PM N EC I

KENTUCKY
083-43010 PM 0

MONTANA
091-41W0 PH 0

OKLAHOMA
17-41002 PM 0

TEXAS
115-43001 PM 0
112-4016 PR 0
114-41002 PM 0
112-43015 PM 0
082-43000 PM 0
112-41014 PM 0

MORTGAGES ASIONFO TO FHA 0

NEW JERSFY
013-43002 PH A

PROJECTS ACoUIRED BY FHA HEI

MONTANA
093-41002 PR 0

OREGON
126-43007 PM 0

TEXAS
112-41002 PM EC I

PROJECTS ACnUIRED BY FHA SOL

INDIANA
073-41002 PM 0

TEXAS
114-41003 PM 0
131-43002 PM 0

VOLUNTARY TERMINATIONS

NEW YORK
01-43001 PM 0

PENNSYLVANIA
034-41001 PM 0

03 014 01 SACRAMENTO

06 003 02 DENVER

10 013 NORTH MIAMI
10 00 09 W PALM BEACH

14 016 CHICAGO

IM Ol 01 AUBURN

7 007 02 GREAT FALLS

37 033 03 OKLAHOMA CIT

44 Ila 14 CORP CHRISTI
44 ITS 06 CORSICANA
A l0 HOUSTON
44 092 04 LONGVIEW
44 039 01 TEXARKANA
44 212 04 TYLER

14 O0A.

ISPORFD OF WITHOUT REINSURANCE

31 001 00 PLEASANTVILL

.0-

27 016

3I 026

44 017

D WITH

i1 014

44 301
44 132

0? BILLINGS

PORTLAND

DOALLAS
3 WAL

MORTGAGE HELD BY FHA

01 HOWARD

HOUSTON
19 LUBBOCK

3 foul,

3s 02R ROCHESTER

)9 031 PHILADELPHIA
3 TOM

PK SUTTER HOSPITAL

MAGDALENE GONS N H

ARCH CREEK NURSE HM
PALM CREST NURS HM

LAKE VISTA HMS

AUBURN COMN NURS HM

PK PLACE NURS HM

GERIATRIC N H

CORPUS CHRISTI N A
MEL HAVEN CONV HR
TONEY ROOK CONV HM
000 SAMARI TAN N H
TANGLEWOOD CONv CT
MEL RUSE CONV HM

GLENDALE NURS HR

NEW WLbIERN MAJOR

W HILLS CONS CT

CLIFF TOWERS NURS HR

KOKOMO CONY CT INC

SHARPVIEW NURS HM
COLONIAL MANOR NURS

PAVILION NURS HM

ASHTON HALL NUNS HM

60 tOTAL ALL ,ENal ONS

1.033.000 132

633,000 380

60,%700 9W
357.600 31

2,031,300 453

362,000 30

317t00 60

936000 14R

478,800 100

34W,RO0 0400,400

291,600 so
460.900 100

s 9.S3.00 1OB

769679 102 4 E

1.212200

349.00

1,911.600
S 3.81.600

367200 60

940000 I3
A 09.600 131 1.816.600 323

1,241.190 176

300.000 62
S 1.743,390 250

* 10.674.694 367W

INSURANCE IN FORCE

ALABAMA
062-41001 PH
062-43006 PM

060-41003 PR
060-41002 PR
062-4050? PM
062-49008 PH

ARIZONA
121-41009 PM
12-41004 PM
1231-41010 NP
32s-41033 PR
139-4002 PR

ARKANSAS
082"43001 PM

0AT BIRMINGHAM
017 BIRMINGHAM

100 02 FOmKY
049 01 MOBILE
051 02 MONTGOMERY
033 02 MONTGOMERY

001 01 FLAGSTAFF
007 PHOENIX
007 01 PHOENIX
007 PHOENIX
010 02 TUCSON

026 01 HOT SPRINGS
03 0 NRBam

ROSE MANOR
BURGESS NURS m
BAN"U NOW
FOLEY NUMS CT
COOBURN NURS HM
TYSON MANOR
S HAVEN NURS HN

FLAGSTAFF RUMS HN
THE BELLS RUMS HM
TANNER CHAPEL MANOR
DESERT YEM NUNS HN
SANTA ROSA NUNS HM

ROSEwOOD INC
Eim. m I I me

693,000 150
191,700 S3
361,O00 00
43,000 82
12,000 SR
64,300 1253
400,000 02

252.700 40
367.900 96
246,300 so
277,700 64
498.700 300

730,300 100
an# to 50
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PROJ PROJ FOOT CONG
NUMBER SUFFIX NOTE ST. CTY. DIST. CITY

URA
NUMBER PROJ NAME

MORTGAGE NOF CONST PROC
AMOUNT lid STATUS ST.

CALIFORNIA
122-41010
121-43001
122-43004
136-43007
136-43010
122-43013
121-43021
122-43014
121-43006
129-41003
136-43006
136-43016
121-4100O
121-43019
122-43001
122-43017
121-43024
122-43009
121-43010
121-43011
121-43011
1Z1-43009
122-43016
121-43009
121-43007
136-43001
136-43004
138-43005
136-43009
136-43011
129-43001
121-43004
121-43015
121-4017
122-43007
122-4002
11-43010
122-43006
136-43014

09 001 01 WASHINGTON

10 030 09 BOCA RATON
10 00 09 BOYNTON BCH
10 0461 0 BRADENTON
10 041 07 BRADENTON
10 032 0 CLEARWATER
10 006 10 DANIA
10 064 04 DAYTONA BEAC
10 001 02 GAINESVILLE
10 013 12 HORESTEAD
10 016 03 JACKSONVILLE
10 016 03 JACKSONVILLE
10 005 00 MELBOURNE
10 013 MIAMI
10 013 MIAMI
10 013 MIAMI
10 013 12 MIAMI
10 013 12 MIAMI BEACH
I0 013 12 SOUTH MIAMI
10 oi 12 MIAMI
10 042 04 OCALA
16 042 04 OCALA
10 04M 03 ORLANDO
10 003 01 PANAMA CITY
10 01 01 PENSACOLA

PR
PM
PM
PM
ON

PM
PM
PR EC

ON
PM
PR
PM c

PM

PN
PM
PR
PM
PM

PR

ON

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PR
PH
PM
PH
PH
PH EC
PH
ON
PH
PH
PH
PH EC
PH
PH EC

0 05 030 ANAHEIM
0 03 041 I BELMONT
0 05 056 13 BUENA VENTURE
0 05 o34 03 CARMICHAEL
0 00 004 02 CHICO
0 00 019 23 COIWTON
1 0 007 14 CONCORV
0 00 030 COSTA MESA
0 05 041 11 DALY CITY
0 09 037 EL CAJON
0 0 034 03 ELK GROVE
1 05 034 03 ELK GROVE

05 010 16 FRESNO
0 00 010 16 FRESNO
0 00 019 GLENDALE
0 0 019 31 INGLEWOOD
0 00 044 10 LOS ALTOS
0 OS 019 LOS ANGELES
0 00 043 10 LOS GATOS
0 OS 043 10 LOS GATOS
0 00 049 09 MORGAN HILL
0 OS 026 01 NAPA
0 0% 019 19 NORWALK

00 001 OAKLAND
0 O 010 16 REEDLEY
O 0 034 03 SACRAMENTO
O OS 036 03 SACRAMENTO
0 00 03N 03 SACRAMENTO
0 00 034 03 SACRAMENTO
0 OS 034 03 SACRAMENTO
0 0 031 SAN DIEGO
0 OS 03W SAN FRAN
0 00 036 03 SAN FRAN
0 00 030 09 SAN FRAN
0 00 019 20 SANTA MONICA
0 0 019 VAN NUYS
I 0S 094 I VISALIA
0 03 019 WHITTIER
I OS 0ST 04 WOODLAND

0 06 007 02 BOULDER
6 016 01 DENVER
06 016 01 ENVER

0 06 0 0 FT COLLINS
06 016 01 DENVER

0 06 031 03 PUEBLO

1 0? 001 04 BRIDGEPORT
1 07 001 03 DANBURY
0 07 002 06 ENFIELD
0 0? 001 04 GREENWICH
0 07 000 00 MERIDEN
O 0T 003 00 MERIDEN

07 003 03 MILFORD
0 0? 007 02 ROCKVILLE
0 07 001 04 SOUTHPORT
0 07 00S 03 WEST HAVEN

0 OR 001 El DOVER
0 OR 002 01 WILMINGTON
0 08 002 01 WILMINGTON

GOLDEN HIS MANOR INC 92M.600 124
GLEN HILL CONE CT 460,000 60
INFIELD NUNS NM INC 444OO 90
LAURELTN NURS MM 3490000 67
MESTFIELD MANOR NERO 642.600 120
MERIDEN MEMORIAL HM 710,000 120
POND POINT CONE 9OSP S74,283 123
ROCKVILLE NUNS HR 129.700 120
SOUTHPORT CONv HM 1.600.00 1
SOUND VIEW MANOR MN 63.06

COURTLAND MANOR NUNS 9U0,OO
EXETER HALL INC MURS 1001$400
BRANDYWINE SPRING$ 691t00

MAR SALLE

100 1 S
116 4 5
1OO 4 S

1.40.000 199 4 s

BOCA RATON CON CT 907.200 IO
BOULEVARD MANOR N H 630,900 100
GROVEMONT NURS 66 242.100 so
SUNCOAST MANOR NURS 6S600 100
HIGHLAND PINE Nus 390.000 is
DANIA NUNS M 340.000 84
CLYATT MEN GERIATRIC 723*600 101
GAINESVILLE CONV CI 049.000 100
HOMESTEAD MANOR N H 339,000 0
ST JUDE MANOR NERO 324,000 4W
JACKSONVILLE COMv CT 61.900 1o
BINZ NURS HM 146100 101
MANORIAL MED COMPLEX 1.049,114 10
SliAPPER CREEK N HM 730.600 100
LIVE OAKS N H 1,249,124. 192
MIAMI CON HMN INC 690.300 147
JEWISH CONE HR $20,000 96
S MIAMI CON 66 1.020.600 126
GREENBRIAR NUNS HM 1.400000 200
MEW HORIZON CORE MM 300,000 so
MEW HORIZONS CORE 41,400 02
SARRINGTOR TERRACE 394,400 so
PANAMA CITY NERO CT 324,900 50
M HILLS NUNS HM 614,500 1SO

LEISURE CARE CONy 96
CARLMUNT VILLAGE CON
BRIERWOOD TERRA INC
BEVERLY MANOR SACRA
CRESTWOOD OF CHICO
ALONDRA 6 CONE
VALL MANOR GERIATRIC
LEISURE CARE NUMS HM
SKYLINE TERRACE
T L C CO NOS HM
ELK GROVE NUNS HM
ELK GROVE CONE HOSP
HOPE MANOR S4NITAR
OUAD NRUS HR
CASA VERDUGO INC
MANCHESTER CONV Hm
LOS ALTUS CONY HOSP
L A CUNV CENTER
BLOSSOM HILL NUMS HM
TERRENO DE FLORES
NONTA VILLA
REDWOOD CONV HOSP
AUTUMN LEAVES CONY
GLASMAN NURS HM
VALLEY NUNS HM
CAMELLIA GDNS INC
CENTRAL VALL CONA
CAMELLIA TERRACE
CAMELIA CENTER
CAMELLIA MANOR
CASA BLANCA COV HR
CENTRAL CONV HMS INC
SAN FRAN TERRA NUNS
FT PIERCE NUMS INC
SANTA MONICA CON HM
W J MLKNIGHT NURS HM
VISALIA CONE CT
SORENSON NUNS HM CO
WOODLAND CT CONE NOS

BOULDER MANOR N H
DAVIS N H INC
BELLE VITA TOWERS
GOLDEN IEST N H
CITY PK MANOR NORS
HAVEN O

F
REST N H

401.700 aI
493.000 76
$72,803 79
0B7.TOO HO

603.800 92
036.900 100
$40.400 10
419.102 79
396.'f) s0
$19, ;,O sO
303. 00 so
75.,100 102
21?4.400 S9
604.600 99
374,400 46

1.611.000 200
1.094.700 IS4
1.431.000 to

5513.00 72
462.600 64
402.200 01
327.600 44
576.00 99
710.000 93
363.900 40
3140411 50
361.00 38
323,00 s0
814,0500 99
66.000 93
400,020 02
476900 Bs

1,099.300 120
1.930.100 102
300100 64
431,000 90
600.600 99
332,400 60
177,000 too

546.800 100
707.600 117
783.900 130
30.OO S0
673.200 120
164.400 11

COLORADO
101-43007 PM
101-43003 EM
101-43000 ON
101-43006 PM
101-43009 NP
101-41902 PN

CONNECTICUT
017-43015 IC PM
0S7-4004 PM
017-43008 PM
017-43007 PM
017-43011 PM
01-43020 PM
017-49003 PM IC
01-43017 PR
017-43016 PM
017-4300S PM

IftLAWAME
032-4 00S EM
032-43001 PM
032-43002 PM

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
000-43001 PH IC I

FLORIDA
066-43026
0664A3007
067-43001
067-43003
07-6304
066-A1020
067-43004
063-4300
066-43011
063-43003
063-43003
067-4302?
066-43006
066-43008
066-43010
066-43022
066-430S
066-43027?
066-430 4
063-A1006
03-49019
067-4300
063-43011
063-43002

PM
PM
PM
PN
PM
PM
PM
PMON

PM
PM
PM

NP
PR

PI
PH E
NO

PH

PH
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PROJ PROJ FOOT CONG URA MORTGAGE NO'OF CONST PROC
NUMBER SUFFIX NOTE ST- CTY. DIST. CITY NUMBER PROJ NAME AMOUNT 1 STATUS ST.

067-43010 PM EC 1 10 052 OR PETERSBURG HUBER BESTORIUM ST000 96 4 
066-43014 PN 0 10 006 10 POMPANO REAC POMPANO COLONIAL HM 914.600 7? 4 
067-43004 PN 0 10 029 06 TAMPA PADGETT NURS HMS INC 86.500 100 1 S
067-43011 PM 0 10 031 09 VERO BEACH ROYAL PALM CONV C7 402,000 so 4 S
066-430)S PM 0 10 090 09 W PALM BEACH CONV CT PALM OEACHS 503011 91 4 
067-43006 PM 0 10 ORG 07 WINTER HAVEN GROVEMONT NURS HM 2650400 SO 4 S

GEORGIA
061-43002 PM 0 11 044 04 ATLANTA FOUNTAIN VIEW INC 602.200 100 4 S
061-43016 PM 0 IS 060 05 ATLANTA SPRINGOALE NURS HM 721,200 100 4 s
061-41020 NP 0 i 060 05 ATLANTA HAPPY HAVEN NUR$ HM 621.100 IS& 4 S
061-41010 IP 0 1) 121 10 AUGUSTA 4.EISURE HMS AUGUSTA 17S.000 64 A S
061-43017 PM 0 5' I0A 03 COLUMBUS PINE MANOR NURS HR S40.200 41 4 S
061-4N11 TM 0 I1 08 09 COMMERCE MINISH HR INC 226.500 so 4
061-4009 PM S ii 1S 07 DALTON GERIATRICS INC 440,000 1 0 4 S
061-43022 PR 0 i IS O DALTON GREATER DALTON NURS 69S200 100 2 s
061-43018 PH 1 iI 044 04 DECATUR MOODY NURS H INC 1.361,100 209 4 S
061-43021 PR 0 11 034 OR DOUGLAS SHADY ACRES INC 174.400 62 1 5
061-4300M PM 0 It 033 0? MARIETTA THE SHOREHAM INC 768,00 100 4 •
0RT-43008 pm 0 11 146 0 ROSSVILLE ROSSVILLE NURS HR 671.000 100 1 S
061-1009 PM 0 ii 090 08 VALDOSTA CRESTWOOD NURS HM 461.900 74 4 S

HAWAII
140-61001 PM 0 12 002 01 HONOLULU KIOA NURS HR 522,OO 76 6 S
140-1001 PM 0 12 002 01 HONOLULU THE CONV CT PONOLULU 1.252.200 ISO 6 s
I". 30M m 0 13 003 06 Mum. NIU7oM o* va in 549, o6o 4 B
12-A1002 PM 0 13 001 01 BOISE TREASURE VALL MANOR 378.000 66 4 $
124-41001 PM 0 13 010 02 IDAHO FALLS GOOD BJ AIIlAUlmoxT1 40,100 93 4
171-41001 PM 0 13 035 01 LEWISTON LEWISTON MANOR RURS 198.943 so 4
171-4010 PM 0 13 005 01 ST MATES VALL VISTA CONV CT )S9IDO0 60 3 $
171-43002 PN EC 1 11 009 01 SANDPOINT SAND POINT MANOR 2M9,600 69 4 S

ILLINOIS
072-43009 PR 0 I4 029 I9 AVON AVON MRUS HM 322,700 NR 4 S
071-61022 PM 0 16 016 0 BRIDGEVIEW ARIDGEVIEW VILLA 953.700 147 1 S
072-63006 PM 0 14 019 21 CARBONDALE STYREST NUNS H" 66.400 100 4 S
011-61002 PM 0 16 016 CHICAGO SHERIDAN PAVILION 836,600 144 4
071-43020 PH 0 14 016 09 CHICAGO BEACON VIEW NUNS HM 836,900 141 9 5
071-43006 Pm 0 14 016 02 DOLTON SANDRA REM NURS HM 359S00 61 A S
0?1-A100R PM 0 14 089 16 FREEPORT ORTIZ COMH HOUSE 170,000 42 N S
072-41019 Pm 0 14 01 22 GREENUP CUMBERLAND NUSS HM 307,300 so 1 S
01-63017 ON EC 1 14 049 12 HIGHMOOD PAVILION HIGHLAND PK 970,000 R9 3 s
072-63017 PM 0 14 06W 23 HILLSBORO HILLSbORO NUNS HA 377200 7 4 S
01-4013 PM EC 1 14 016 04 LA GRANGE LA GRANGE NURS HM 1,027,600 10 4
071-43001 PR 0 14 016 06 LANSING TRISTAIL MANOR NUMS 2S6.700 32 4 S
071-43019 PR 0 14 101 16 LOVES PARK FNT TERRACE NURS HM 316.400 so 4
072-43007 PN 0 14 041 21 MT VERNON HICKORY GROVE MANOR 637,697 100 4
072-43018 PR 0 14 041 21 MT VERNON HICKORY GROVE MANOR 466,900 so I S
071-N3XoN DR 0 14 016 RILES GROSS POINT SANOR 601,700 100 4 S
071-61009 PM 0 14 016 NILES PLEASANTVIEW NURSE HN 6SSINO 93 4 $
072-61009 PH 0 14 060 21 OLNEY BURGIN NuRS HM 3SO,000 76 4 S
071-63018 PM EC 1 14 016 13 PALATINE PLUM GROVE NURS HR 966*000 67 1 5
01-1001 PM 0 14 101 16 ROCKFORD ALMA NELSON MANOR 1.039,60 162 4 S
072-43010 PM 0 14 064 20 SPRINGFIELD LINDSAY HOUSE CO 1,390.200 ISO 4
071-41024 PN 0 14 098 19 STERLING WINDSOR ESTATES NO 7 $96400 60 1

INDIANA
071-61009 PM 0 15 045 01 GARY VILLA VISTA INC $97,600 1o0 4
073-61022 Pm R 0 15 049 01 GARY R 3 SIMMONS MILLER NURS 33S000 46 1
073-4009 Om 0 IS 049 INDIANAPOLIS GREENVIEW MANOR 1010,000 ISO 4 S
073-63003 PM 0 iS 046 03 LA PORTE ANDERSON SANITARIUM 197200 so 4
0713-41011 PM 0 IS 019 09 LARRENCERuRG ELSIE DREYER NURS HR 600,000 100 4 S
071-63011 PM 0 15 071 03 SOUTH BEND FARRIS NURS HR NO 3 306,500 50 1 S
013141004 ON 0 IS 084 07 TERRE HAUTE MEADOWS MANON 600,400 100 4 S
073-61007 PM 0 IS 064 02 VALPARAISO EVERGREEN PK CONV HM 912,900 100 2 5

IOWA

034-4102 PH 0 16 015 03 HAMPTON HAMPTON NUNS HM INC i20,100 46 4 S
074-41013 PR 0 16 064 04 MARSHALLTOWN WARSHALLTOWN SR HR 63.300 s0 1
074-43007 PM 0 16 013 02 OLWIEIN GRANOVIEW NURS HR 432,600 SI 4 S
076-41006 PR 0 16 0?7 05 URBANDALE KATER CARE AND KEEP ISO9000 30 4 S
074-43012 PM 0 16 094 04 SIGOIIRNEY MANOR HOUSE INC 184900 46 4
074-4019 PS EC 1 16 007 01 WATERLOO PARKVIEW NURS HM 900.000 160 2 S

KANSAS
102-41002 PR 0 17 028 01 GARDEN CITY BRIAR HILL MANOR INC 190.000 40 4 S
102-4100S PR CC 1 17 105 03 KANSAS CITY UNIVERSITY N H INC 700,000 116 6 S
102-41001 PR 0 17 064 01 RUSSELL GAGE N H 111,229 26 4 S
192-43007 PH 0 17 os 01 SALINA KENWOOD VIEW N H $06,900 92 4 s
102-41009 Pm 0 17 066 02 SENECA CRESTVIEW MANOR 2,9200 So 4
102-13006 PM 0 11 069 02 TOPEKA TOPEKA CONV Ct 723,100 100 4 s

KENTUCKY
083-43001 PR 0 18 011 06 DANVILLE FRIENDSHIP HOUSE INC 229,O60 s0 6 S
03-1X56 PM 0 IS 0)6 06 LEXINGTON MERRICK MANOR INC 600,000 00 1 1
083-41006 PN 0 S8 03 02 OWENSBORO HILLCREST N H 48.949 100 4 %
083-4001 PP 0 18 073 Ol PADUCAH PARKVIEB N H 669.100 96 4
0|S$-3008 PM 0 i6 073 01 PADUCAH RIVERSIDE N H INC 61,400 I00 4 S
08-43012 PM 0 is 025 06 WINCHESTER GLENWAY LODGE INC 261.000 so 6 S

LOUISIANA
064-41002 PM 0 IN 057 06 BATON ROtIGE THE GUEST HOUSE S90,400 100 6 S
066-o100 PR 0 19 nil 06 BATON ROU1GE HOME CARE INC 647,900 100 6
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NUMBER SUFFIX NOTE ST. CTY. DIST. CITY

URA
NUMBER PROJ NAME

MORTGAGE NO OF CONST PROC
AMOUNT 3MB STATUS ST.

064-43009 Pm 0
064-43008 PM 0
039-43001 PM 0
099-1100, PM 0

19 003 06 DONALDSONVIL
19 026 02 HARVEY
19 009 04 SHREVEPORT
19 009 04 SHREVEPORT

OVILLE HSE FALCON 23.000 so 4
MANHATTAN MANON $80.000 100 4.
LOUISIANA NUNS HN 0.9.200 96 1
SUMMER GROVE OUEST 620.OO 100 4

MAINE
022-43003 PM
022-43005 PR
022-41002 PM
022-43001 PM

MARYLA ND
052-43002 PH
032-43001 Pm
000-43002 PR
052-3004 PM
000-4010 PM
032-43001 PM
000-43009 PM
000-43001 PM
000-43003 P
000-43012 PR

MASSACHUSETIS
023-43003 PM
023-43001 PM
023-43013 PR

023-43002 PR
023-43007 PM
023-43011 PM
023-43031 PM
021-43019 PH
023-43016 PM
023-41008 PM
023-43003 PM EC
023-43014 NP

CHANDLER NUS HM
ROCKLAND NUS Hm
HILLCREST MANOR MURS
LOVEJOY MANOR HR

223.000 44 4 s
330,000 60 S S
414.000 14 s
413.000 74 4 $

3313 REALTY CORP 600.000 98
REALTY CORP $9.3414 134

UNPIVERSITY MumS HR 1.00$0200 SO
SUMMIT URS Hm INC 1.117.300 139
PIKE VIEW D NUNS 2.384,560 232
HOUSE IN THE PINES 462.200 84
GREENBELT CON CT 712.000 94
THE L AND B MURS HM 759.300 99
POTOMAC VALLEY NUS 1.132.100 160
SLIGO GUNS Mus "M 940.200 10O

CENTERVILLE OURS MR 313.700 34
E LONI IEADOM RURS HM 394.963 TS
FALMOUTH MURS HM 804.800 74

MEADOW BROOK MANOR 2 292,000 44
HOLYOKE MURS HM INC 843000 100
WHITEHALL MAR0 MUS 33.400 76
ELMHURST MURS HM 62sSO0 44
WOOOLAND MUMS HM 830.000 100
N SHORE COMA CT INC 921.400 100
LOUISE CAROLINE MUS 529.600 so
CLARK MANOR 1URS HM 423.400 100
PEOPLES CHURCH NURS 72S.500 8o

0 20 Ol 02 BANGOR
0 20 000 01 ROCKLAND
0 20 016 O SANFORD
0 20 006 O WATERVILLE

0 21 003 07 BALTIMORE
0 21 004 BALTIMORE
0 21 016 08 BETHESDA
0 21 003 CATONSVILLE
0 21 017 05 CLINTON
0 21 021 01 EASTON
0 21 010 03 GREENBELT
0 2 017 03 LANHAM
0 21 016 08 ROCKVILLE
0 21 016 08 TAEONA PK

0 22 001 12 BARNSTABLE
0 22 007 02 F LOMGMEADOW
0 22 001 12 FALMOUTH
0 22 009 04 FRA0IN(.HAM
0 22 O00 01 HOLYOKE
0 22 001 12 HYANNIS
0 22 009 09 MELROSE
0 22 003 0? NETHUEN
0 22 003 0? SANGUS
0 22 003 07 SAUGUS
1 22 014 04 MORCESTER
0 22 014 04 WORCESTER

0 23 013 03 BATTLE CREEK
1 23 083 09 CADILLAC
0 23 081 02 CHELSEA
0 23 082 DETROIT
1 23 082 DETROIT
0 23 082 13 DETROIT
0 23 008 00 DURAND
O 23 063 19 FARMINGTON
0 23 020 0? FLINT
0 23 025 07 FLINT
0 23 041 0 GRAND RAPIDS
0 23 041 03 GRAND RAPIDS
I 23 041 05 GRAND RAPIDS
0 23 009 10 HAMPTON
0 23 070 09 HOLLAND
0 23 033 06 HOLT
I 23 034 09 IONIA
0 23 01R 06 JACKSON
0 23 039 03 KALAMAZOO
0 20 013 03 MARSHALL
0 23 037 10 MT PLEASANT
0 03 Oil 04 MILES
0 23 024 1i PETOSKEY
0 21 073 DR SAGINAW
0 23 073 08 SAGINAW
0 23 0?3 08 SAGINAW
0 23 oil 04 ST JOSEPH
0 21 063 18 SOUTHFIELO
0 23 063 18 SOUTHFIELD
0 23 023 07 TRENTON

0 24 000 02 MANKATO
0 24 025 01 RED RING
0 24 062 04 ST PAUL
0 24 031 02 SLAYTON
1 24 033 02 WORTHINGTON

0 25 039 02 BOONEVILLE
0 23 043 03 BROOKHAVEN
0 23 076 01 GREENVILLE
0 23 023 03 JACKSON
0 23 024 03 P CH4ISTIAN
0 25 049 01 WRNISNA

0 26 OAR 08 CALIFORNIA
0 26 000 10 CHARLESTON
0 26 DID 0W COLUMBIA
0 26 048 04 INDEPENDENCE
0 26 04 KANSAS CITY
I 26 04M KANSAS CITY
0 26 093 MANCHESTER
0 Z6 088 09 MOBERLY
0 21 092 09 ST CHARLES

430.900 64
696.100 112
960.100 110
460.000 94

1.130#000 164
1.019.700 120
337.300 30

1.304 00 170
738900 112
853.200 92
469.100 63
409.3112 60

1.31?.700 162
346.000 s0
306.000 0
$72.900 64
607,700 120

618.300 100
3140100 60
371.300 64
240,300 60
112.4,00 90
340,000 66
420000 65
0030600 aM
430.000 60
730400 100
00000 100
319.300 9
6700000 02

39t9.00 96
409.900 88
090,000 92
333.000 60
63,00 61

129.100 37
300.000 30
123,000 41
23,000 30
744.600 100
400,000 60

030.000 60
498.900 100
810.900 341
000.00 M1
014,900 100
9100200 199
092,900 104
296,100 60
70,300 112

32-108 0 - 69 - 31

SPRINIHILL 6 H
LAKEVIEW MANOR
CHELSEA MED CT
EOGEWATLR NURSE HM
ROROUR NURS HR
GEORGIA COURT MURS
DURAND CON CT
GROSSE POINTE NURS
C BARTON TERRACE INC
EXTENDED CARE INC
SPRINOBROOK RESU INC
GREENVIEM NuRS HN
GRAND VALL MURS CT
HAMPTON NURS HN
BIRCHWOOD MANOR N H
HOLT HM INC
IONIA MANOR INC
MARLIN CONY CR
KALAMAZOO N H INC
MARSHALL MANOR INC
PLEASANT MANOR INC
DOR A LIN OF RILES
PETOSKEY GERIATRIC
HOYT N H INC
MACCABEES GONS
HERITAGE MUS HR
SHOREMAN MARO8 INC
SOUTHFIELD OMS HM
BEDFORD VILLA OURS
CRESTRONT NUS MH

MANKATO HOUSE
RED RING N H
HIGHLAND CHATEAU INC
SLAYTON MANOR
LAKE HAVEN MUS HM

ALETHA LODGE INC
8ROK MANOR N H
ARNOLD AVE NURS HR
WHISPERING PINES N H
MIRAMAR VILLAGE INC
RIDELL NURS HR

WINDSOR ESTATES INC
HOST HOUSES INC
THF HERITAGE OURS HM
MINOSOR ESTATES
HOLMESOALE MANOR
KANSAS CITY MTGE CO
MARIA DE VILLA BETIR
VILLA OE SILVA N H
ST CHARLES xtSTORIUM

MICHIGAN
047-43015
047-413020
044-43013
044-N3004
044-43010
044-43011
048-*1001
044-4N011
048-43002
048-43000
047-43001
04?-3003
047-1030
048-43003
047-413010
040-43003
04-41022
047-43009
040413012
040-43028
040-43011
047-43006
04-43004
048-43001
048-11004
048-413006
040-43021
044-41003
044-43009
048-4T00

MINNESOTA
092-413002
092-13001
092-43001
092-43009
092-4300

MISSISSIPPI

081-13004
06S-41009
069-.3003
063-3000
06S-43001
065-4100p

MISSOURI
084-41013
063-43001
083 -1.C0
084-43016
064-43002
084-43009
083-413003
063-43001
0M3-43002

PM
PH E
PM
PR

PR EC
PM
PM
PM EC
PR
PM
PM
PM
PM tC
PRM
PM
FM
rM EC

PM
PR
RM
PM
PM
PM
PH
PR
PM
PH
PM
PR
PM

PM
PM
PH
PH

P" E

PH
Pm
PM
PH

PH
PM

PM
ON

PM
PM

PM
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NUMBER SUFFIX NOTE ST. CTY. DIST. CITY

OOS-41004 PR 0
084-A300A PM 0
08-43006 PM 0
084-A100 PM 0
084-4300S PM EC I

NONTANA
093-430 N R

NFRRASNA
103-43004 PM
103-41011 PM
103-43106 PM
103-43007 PM
103-A3018 PR
103-43021 PM
1I-AI00 PM
103-43002 FM
103-43012 PM
103-43008 PM
101-41006 PH
103-43003 PM

NFVADA
125-43001 PR
125-49002 PM
125-43001 PM

NEW HAMPSHIRE
026-43001 PM 0
024-41n0o PM 0
02A-41002 PM V

PM
PM
PM
PH
PM
PM
PH
PM
PM
Pm
PM
PM
PM
PM
Pm
pM
PM
PH
PM
PM
PH
PM
PH
Pm
PM
PM
PH
PM
PM
Pm
PM
PM
PHPM EC
PM a

26 095 ST LOUIS CO
26 011 06 ST JOSEPH
Z6 096 ST LOUIS
26 00 04 SEDALIA
26 051 04 WARRENSBURG

O 27 047 01 BUTTE
O 27 032 01 WON(IDA

o 28 011 03 FRAMKLIN
0 2R 014 01 HARTINGTON
0 28 093 03 KIMBALL
0 2e O59 01 LINCOLN
0 28 028 02 OMAHA
0 2A 056 03 N PLATTE
0 28 045 03 ONEILL
0 28 033 O OXFORD
0 28 091 03 RED CLOUD
0 28 019 0I SCHUYLER
0 28 OIl 01 TEKAAH
o 28 OS4 OI WAUSA

0 29 002 01 LAS VEGAS
0 29 002 01 LAS VEGAS
0 29 016 01 RENO

30 010 O CLAREMONT
30 O0 01 LACONIA
30 006 02 MANCHESTER

31 002 07 ALLENDALE
31 019 04 ANDOVFR
31 007 IV CEDAR GROVE
31 020 12 CRANFOR
31 002 07 CRESSKILL
31 012 EDISON
31 020 13 ELIZABETH
31 007 II E ORANGE
31 002 07 ENGLEWOOD
31 oIl 04 HAMILTON TWRP
31 013 03 HOLNDEL
31 n4 05 LINCOLN PK
31 007 12 LIVINGSTON
31 012 MADISON
31 013 03 MIDDLETOWN
31 007 10 MONTCLAIR
31 007 10 MONTCLAIR
31 013 03 NEPTUNE
31 014 09 PARSIPPANY
31 O17 0? PITTSGROVE
31 020 12 PLAINFIELD
31 011 04 PRINCETON
31 020 12 PROVIDENCE
31 002 07 RIDGEWOOD
31 002 07 RIVER VALE
31 014 09 ROXBURY
31 012 03 SAYREVILLE
31 006 01 STRATFORD
31 002 09 TEANECK
31 019 09 WALL TWP
31 016 08 WAYNE
31 007 11 W ORANGE
31 001 11 w ORANGE
31 002 07 WESTWOOD
31 014 OS WHIPPANY

URA
NUMBER PROJ NAME

CLAYTON HOULC N H
ST JOSEPH CORy CT
REGENCY NURS INN
SEOALIA NuRS HM
WARRENSdURG NUNS CT

CREST NUNS NM
RU WASIR BARITARM

FRANK HM SR CITIZEN
HARTINGTON MANOR HS
KIMBALL MANOR N H
MILLER MANOR'
THE OMAHA NUNS HM
VALL VIEW OF N PLATT
ONEILL HM SR CITIZEN
OXFORD S C H INC
RED CLOUD N H
SCHUYLER SR CITIZENS
TAKAMAH HM INC
VALLEY VIEW HONES

SFSERT RETREAT NUNS
LAS VEGAS CONV CT
RENO CONU CT

CLAREMONT NUNS HM
LAKES RLG CONV CT
HANOVER HILL NURS HR

ALLENOALE NURS MM
ANDOVER NUNS HM
HART WCK W NURS MM
CRANFOR HOUSE INC
CRESSKILL MANOR
EDISON TOWER NURSE HM
ELIZAbETH NUNS HM
PK AVE NUNS MM
INGEL MOOR NUNS HR
MERCER CARE CENTER
ARNOLU WALTER NURS
LINCOLN PK NUNS HM
LIVINGSTON NURS HM
EMERY MANOR NUNS H
MIDDLETOWN NUNS HM
CHERRY NUNS HM
VAN DYKE NURSE CONV
MEDICENTER
TROY HILLS HAVEN NUR
RAINBOW CONY CT
PLAINFIELD NUNS HM
PRINCETON HOUSE
GLENSIDE NURS HM
VAN DYKS NuRS HMN
RIVER VALE NURS HM
MERRY HEART NURS HMS
OAK VIEW NURS HM
STRATFORD NURS HM
TEANECK NUNS HM
TONER LODGE NURS MN
GERIATRIC NURS HM
REDWOOD MANOR NURS
NORTHPILLO MANOR NUR
VALLEY NURS HM
CRESTWOOD NUNS MM

MORTGAGE NO OF CONST PROC
AMOUNT I1 STATUS ST.

1.642.500 150 4 S
06,700 65 4 5

5,199.300 380 S
315.900 so 4 S
919.100 83 4 S

297.500 6 A S
3.6,3O0 he Is 3

340,500 60 N S
330.300 60 4 S
279.ooU SO 4 S
531.000 B4 4 5
489.000 Al 4 S
53.500 83 I s
352.500 60 N s
321.B00 60 4 S
225.WO0 sO 4 s
351.000 60 4 5
358.300 60 4 S
2B7-162 42 4 5

1.016.100 100 A s
429.200 53 A S
526.600 61 4 s

304.700 50 4 S
S00000 sD 1 S
75.000 100 4 s

990.000 100 4 S
1.345.200 146 4 S
1.262.900 113 4 5
1.336400 12M 3 5
1.149.100 O0 3 S
2.225*300 228 4 s
911.600 116 6 s

2.o16.200 210 4 S
716.700 62 A S
971.500 100 1 S

1.212,200 124 1 s
I.AI8.0OO 146 4 S
1.260.0OO 120 4 S
986.300 100 A S

1.225.200 125 4 S
6OS.500 NB 3 5
695,000 62 3 s

1.035.200 100 1 5
1.233,700 128 4 S
573.400 B4 4 S

1.099,200 100 1 s
I.476.000 128 1 S
826.900 96 A S
818.093 92 4 s
569.500 50 1 N
299,700 32 4 S
989.000 100 4 S
SSR.600 100 4 S
615.NO0 107 A S
526.400 60 3 5
982.300 100 1 S

1.233,874 141 4 S
1.072.600 129 A S
I142.900 120 4 S
181.500 71 4 S

0 32 024 0T FARMINUTON
V 32 003 01 ROSWFLL

0 33 019 39 AMHERST
0 33 061 09 ASTORIA
0 33 033 32 BOONVILLE
0 3 003 BRONX
O 33 003 BRONX
0 33 024 12 BROOKYN
O 33 019 BUFFALO
0 33 015 BUFFALO
0 33 015 BUFFALO
0 33 041 10 FAR ROCKAWAY
O 31 030 04 FLORAL PK
0 39 041 0M FLUSHING
0 33 097 30 GLEN FALLS
0 33 030 HEMPSTEAD
0 3 041 HOLLIS L I
0 33 052 02 HUNTINGTON
0 33 032 40 LEWISTON
1 31 030 05 LONG BEACH
a 39 060 27 MAPARONECK

SAN JUAN MANOR 324.900 so 4 S
ROSWELL NUNS HM 353.600 90 4 S

AMHERST NURS HM 619.300 80 4 
ASTORIA GEN CONV MM 1.210.500 116 1 s
SUNSET NUNS HR 283.300 3R 4 S
FAIRFIELD NUNS HOME 1.692.900 INN A S
EASTCHESTER PK NURSE 1.637.600 200 A S
EATON PK NURS HM 1.199.700 114 6 S
CARLTON HS NUNS HM 1.919.700 2A6 4 S
ABBOTT NURS HM 621.000 M4 S
DELAWARE PAVILION MM 1.473.0oO 151 3 5
CRESTWAVE NUNS HM 1,179.900 116 6
GLEN OAKS GERIATRIC 59A.000 60 4
LONG ISLAND NUNS HM 2.000.000 200 1 S
EDEN PK NURS HM 922,00 80 S
FAIRVIEW MURS MM 1.733.100 200 2 S
HOLLIS PK DON MURS 638.100 Mo 4 S
CARILLON NUNS HR 1.200.000 120 1 5
FAIRCHILD NURS HM 217.700 34 A S
LONG ISLAND TIDES HM 1.993.000 180 4 S
s R NEWMAN COURT CARE 1.995.300 IW0 O S

9EW JERSEY
031-41nAo
031 -6318i
031-41014
031-63050
031-41029
031-43009
031-43009
031-4027
091-46007
031-41046
031-43052
031-69017
031-41020
n3l-69012
011-641019
031-43029
031-43039
031-A3053
031-43020
03S-43004
031-43091
031-43059
031-43011
031-43002
031-43046

31-43004
031-A3006
035-4009
031-43003
031-43021
031-43036
031-A300R
031-43010
031-43016
CO31-3026

NEW MEXICO
116-43002 PRM
116-A001 PM

NEW voQK
014-43007
012-43028
012-43011
012-4301
012-A3036
012-69030
012-41007
012-4008
012-43012
012-43001
012-41020
012-41051
012-63061
012-413029
012-N3006
012-A301A
012-43027
012-4038
0l?-&1n4

Pm
PM
PM
PM

PH
PM
PH

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

PH
PM
P"
Pm

PH CC
PM
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URA
NUMBER PROJ NAME

MORTGAGE NO OF CONST PROC
AMOUNT I1I STATUS ST.

012-43002 PM
012-43021 PM
012-43018 PM
012-41017 PM
012-4032 PM
012-43041 PM
012-43019 Pm
014-41001 PM
012-41005 PM

NORTH CAROLINA
053-61001 PM
053-43005 PM

NORTH DAKOTA
094-41002 PM

04410

043-41005 PM
046-41004 PM
046-41008 PM
046-43010 PM
042-43007 PM
041-43001 PM
043-43007 PM
042-41001 PM
041-41017 PM
043-41011 PM
041-41000 PH
041-43012 PM
043-43021 PM
042-41008 PM
042-43003 PM
042-43006 PM
043-41015 PR
043-43001 PM EC
043-43011 PR
041-43004 PM
041-43014 PM
046-43006 PM EC

OKLAHOMA
118-4l004 PH
118-43006 PM
118-43003 PM

* 117-43001 PM
117-43004 PM
117-43003 PM

nRFGoN

126-41011 PH
126-410O0 PM
126-41001 PM
126-41001 PM
126-43004 PM
126-43006 PM
126-43008 PM
126-43009 PM
126-43010 PM
126-41012 PM
126-61016 PH
126-43018 NP
126-41010 PM FC

PFMNSYLVANtA

013-41001 PM
034-4100S PM
034-43006 PH
031-4300S PH
034-43108 PM
033-43006 PM
014-43001 PM
.J3-43002 PM
034-41002 PM

034-43014 NP EC
033-43001 PM
031-41004 PH
033-43007 PM
034-43019 PM EC
034-41011 PM

RHODE ISLAND
016-41001 PM

SOUTH CAROLINA
054-41010 PM
004-41002 PM
054-43001 PM
054-43016 PM
004-43014 PN
054-4100 PM
014-43001 PM
004-4300S PM
054-43007 PM

31 060
33 031
33 060
10 060
33 030
33 044
33 034
33 010
33 060

34 011
34 060

30 028

36 005
36 031
36 01
36 031
36 010
36 020
36 025
36 010
16 049
36 004
36 001
36 080
36 045
36 018
36 040
36 040
36 011
36 020
36 025
36 025
36 020
36 029

31 0?2
X7 045
37 058
37 069
37 055
37 044

30 020
3M 010
38 O4
30 003
3 003
31 026
30 026
38 026
3M 026
3M 026
38 026
38 026
38 010

39 063
39 021
39 046
39 011
39 041
39 002
39 001
39 002
39 OSS
39 001
39 002
39 002
39 002
39 09s
39 051

40 004

41 001
41 002
41 0D
41 .016
41 011
41 022
41 023
41 002
41 030

6 NEW ROCHELLE
8 NEW YORK
6 OSSINING
H PEEKSKILL
0 ROCKVILLE CN
7 SPRING VALL
4 SYRACUSE
0 TONAWANDA
6 WHITE PLAINS

I ASHEVILLE

I CHARLOTTE

2 GARRISON

3 ATHENS
I CINCINNATI

CINCINNATI
I CINCINNATI
T CLEVELAND HT

COLUMBUS
5 GROVE CITY
I LAKEWOOD
f LONDON
) MARIETTA
I MARION
F MARYSVILLE

NEWARK
PARMA

I SYLVANIA
I TOLEDO
URBANA
WESTERVILLE
WESTERVILLE
WORTHINGTON
WORTHINGTON
XENIA

BROKEN ARROW
BROKER ARROW
COMMERCE
DUNCAN CITY
OKLAHOMA
PURCELL

EUGENE
KLAMATH FALL
MEDFORD
MILWAUKEE
OREGON CITY
PORTLAND
PORTLAND
PORTLAND
PORTLAND
PORTLAND
PORTLAhO
PORTLAND
ROSEBURG

CARROLL
E PENNSBORO
HAvERFORD
JOHNSTOWN
LOYALSOCK
MCCANDLESS
MT AIRY
MUNHALL 0000
PENN TwP
PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
PITTSBURGHI
PITTSBURGH
SELINSGROVE
SONERTON

N PROVIDENCE

ABBEVILLE
AIKEN
CHARLESTON
DARLINGTON
GAFFNEY
GEORGETOWN
GREENVILLE
N AUGUSTA
ORANGEBURG

WOODLAND NURS HM
F NIGHTINGALE RUMS
CEDAR MANOR NWAS HM
WESTLEOGE RUMS HM
LAKESIDE RUMS HM
HILLCREST NURS HM
JAMES SQUARE NURS HR
SHERIDAN MANOR RUMS
WHITE PLAINS RUMS HM

BRENTWOOD HANOR
MODERN CARE INC

GARRISON NUNS M

HILLCREST VIEW NURS
OAK PAVILION INC
ZION NUMS HM
UEECH KNOLL NURSE HM
WHITE CLIFF NUMS HM
CONO HM FOR SUN RIOG
MONTERERY RUNS INN
WRIGHTS SANITARIUM
MADISON RUMS CARE
CHRISTIAN ANCHORAGE
MARION MANOR
MILLCREbt NURS H
NEWARK RURS CONy INN
SNOW JEW NURS HM
MARIGARUE MMS INC
CHERRY MILL NURS HM
IRDEPENUENCE HOUSE
ELMHURST CONV CT
WESTERVILLE CONy CT
WORTHINGTON RURS HM
NORWORTH COMV CT
HOSPITALITY HM

TIDINGS OF PEACE
MORGAN N H INC
OGDEN MANOR RUNS CT
PLATO CONV MM INC
COLONIAL MANOR INC
BROADLAWN MANOR INC

PK MANOR MEDICAL
PONDEROSA INC
O CONV FOR INC
MILWAUKEE CON HOSP
STRICKLAND NUNS HM
CRESTVIEW CONE CT
REEDWOOU CONY M
COLUMBIA MANOR
PARKVIEW RURS HM
ALLISON GEN RURS HN
VILLAGE SANITARIUM
COLONIAL MANOR
GRAND VIEW HOME

HAVEN CREST INC
PENNSBORO HEARTH
HAVERFORD MANOR INC
NEIL CLIFF RUNS HMR
SYCAMORE NURS MM

a"r 300L - m
PONCE DE LEON INC
ELDER CREST. INC
SUSOULtHANNA RUMS HM
SARAH ALLEN MRS
NEGLEY HOUSE INC
FORBES PAVILION RUNS
IVY RUNS HM INC
SUSO)EHAMNA RUNS HM
MAYO RURS AND CONV

PEZZELLI MURS HM

ABBEVILLE NUNS HM
AIKEN NURS MM
RIVERSIDE GERIATRICT
OAKHAVEN
SROOKVIEW HOUSE INC
WINYAH RUNS HN
PIEDMONT NURS M INC
ANNE MARIE NED HM
ST EUREKA SUNSHINE

19272.600
4.068000
1.066.00
1.2241.500
1.71.400
1.654,200
2.529.000

670.000
700OO00

500.000
010.O00

653.500

422.200
1.008.100
340,000
773,100
600.400
095.900
720.000
330,000
950700
4447600
567.000
320.000

1.494,000
075,000
203.100
55.300
731.700
234,963
999,600
534.300

1.105,200
566*200

207.000
170.000
237.600
192,600
646.200
300.000

432.000
307.300
470,500
37300
125.000
632.000
351.000
436.400
A92.600
747.600
430.200
047.900
410.00

307,300
770,300
606M743

1.060.0000
556.100

1.010.00
739.900
360,900
207.300

1.011.000
941,900

1.622.200
1.233.900
240.000
043,200

1.104.700

304.600
200.000
765,000
3538.000
299.900
416*300
S12.400
277,900
292, 00
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PROJ PROJ FOOT CONG URA MORTGAGE NO OF CONST PROC

NUMBER SUFFIX NOTE ST. CTY. DIST. CITY NUMBER PROJ NAME AMOUNT JM STATUS ST.

036-43006 PM 0 41 042 04 SPARTANBURG SPARTANOURG NURS HM 006.900 100 4

004-41004 PM 0 41 016 01 SUMNERVILLE SUMMERVILLE NURS HR $20.000 So 4 S

SOUTH DAKOTA
091-40001 Po 0 42 012 01 CLARK CLARK NUR% RM 194.000 40 4

091-41002 PM 0 42 OSO 01 FLANDREAU RIVERVIEW HAWK0 400,400 70 4

TENNESSEE
06?-41009 PR 0 41 082 01 BRISTOL BRISTOL NUF1S HM INC 66.000 100 4

067-41002 PR 0 43 011 03 CHATTANOOGA CHATTANOOG, CONV 518.900 96 6 S

087-43003 P9 0 41 033 03 CHATTANOOGA ST BARNABA; N H 691.900 R4 4 6

001-41003 PR 0 43 060 06 COLUMBIA HILLVIEW 14AVEN INC 400,400 70 4 S

061-41007 PM 0 43 022 06 DICKSON GREEN VALLEY HAVEN 234.900 42 4 5

067-49001 PM 0 43 047 02 KNOXVILLE KNOXVILLE CONV N H 6 1000 106 4

066-43006 PR 0 41 039 05 MADISON IMPERIAL MANOR N H 765.000 114 4 S

061-41002 PR 0 41 079 MEMPHIS ROSEWOOD INC 926,100 ISO 4 S

061-41009 PR EC 1 43 079 MEMPHIS BRIGHT (.LADE NURS HR $96$600 00 4 S

061-41031 NP 0 45 079 MEMPHIS HOWARD MANOR CHRIST 26,100 30 4

06?-41006 PM 0 43 012 01 MORRISTOWN OOWNTONN NURS CONY 30NS00 30 1

066-43009 PR 0 43 07S 04 MURFREESBORO BOULEVARD TERRACE 370.000 60 1

066-43002 PR 0 43 019 05 NASHVILLE UELCOURT TERRA N H 269.100 61 4 5

086-43004 PR 0 41 019 03 NASHVILLE OUCHANNAN NUR HR 361.600 100 4 S

TEXAS
111-41001 PR 0 44 221 17 ABILENE ABILENE GERIATRIC HM 249,400 100 4
133-44001 PM 0 44 960 18 AMARILLO THURNONS CONY HR 320.000 100 4

116-41010 NP 0 44 123 09 BEAUMONT SCHLESINGERS HR CARE 3.611.200 204 1

110-43002 PM 0 44 ITS 14 CORP CHRISTI HORIZON CONV HS INC 1.114.200 144 4 5

114-41007 PM 0 44 113 02 CROCKETT CROCKETT NURS HM 032S00 s0 4 S

117-41007 PM 0 44 057 OALLAS GASTON LTD 2.2210200 250 4

133-41001 PM X 44 07! 16 EL PASO SUNTOWERS CONV NURS 20102.000 232 N

13O-41001 PM 0 44 220 FT WORTH FIRESIDE LODGE INC 421.200 96 4 S

113-41002 P6 0 44 220 FT ORTH HOWARD SANITARIUM 162.000 39 4

113-41006 PM 0 44 220 FT NORTH ST AM RURS H 401.000 96 4 S

113-43010 PR 0 44 220 FT NORTH NED CT CONY NUMBER 1 027.0 0 28 4 S

112-43021 PR 0 44 049 11 GAINESVILLE GOLDEN ACRES INC 538.300 100 4

114-41006 PM 0 44 1O HOUSTON TWELVE OAKS NURS MM 994,000 3SO 4

112-41009 PR 0 44 057 03 IRVING OR CONY CT INC 619,500 100 4

113-43004 PM 0 44 141 21 LAMPASAS LAMPASAS NURS HM 207.300 so S

131-43001 PH 0 44 352 13 LUBBOCK NURS HR SPA CORP 013,600 l0X N s

112-41001 PH 0 44 073 11 MARLIN GOLDEN YEARS REST HM 130600 34 4

112-41006 PM 0 44 O3 OS MESQUITE BIG TOWN NURS HM 766,OO 346 0

111-41004 PR 0 44 163 19 MIDLAND PK VIEW MANOR NURS 409.300 100 4

113-41008 PM 0 44 160 17 MINERAL WELL RESORT LODGE INC 37,000 30 4

131-4100S PM 0 44 224 17 THROCKNORTON THROCKNORTON HORE 337000 s0 4

13-11TOI PR 0 44 212 04 TYLER TYLER NURS H INC SR.000 100 4

UTAH
10-43o06 PM 0 43 029 Ol OGDEN DUNN COny AND REST 392.400 69 4

300-43009 PM 0 43 029 03 OGDEN OGDEN CONV CT 436.500 6 4

305-41002 PN 0 45 020 01 OREM CENTRAL UTAH CONY CT 142,900 7S 4 5

105-41003 PM 0 45 06 02 SALT LAKE C HIGHLAND MANOR N H 279.900 00 N

103-41007 PM 0 A3 036 02 SALT LAKE C WASATCH VILLA CONV 660,600 112 4

1o-41010 PM 0 4S 018 0? SALT LAKE C BONNEVILLE CORV N H 727,200 66 4 S

IOS-41011 PO 0 43 010 02 SALT LAKE C TEMPLE GARDENS 476.300 100 4 S

VFRMONT

026-430 PR 0 46 002 01 BENNINGTON CRESTWOOD NURS HM 243.900 30 4 S

VIRGINIA

000-A008 PH 0 47 303 10 ALEXANDRIA WOOORINE NURS CT 1.133.B00 100 4

000-41004 PM 0 4? 023 10 FAIRFAX FAIRFAX NURS HM 1,174,100 193 4

000-43006 PR 0 47 029 30 FAIRFAX OAK MEADOW INC 420.200 60 4 5

031-43003 PM 0 4? 137 03 NEWPORT NEWS NEWPORT NURS HM 341*300 o 4 S

031-43003 PM 0 47 118 02 NORFOLK LAFAYETTE VILLA INC 024,700 R2 4

033-43002 PM 0 47 123 01 RICHMOND LAKELAND MANOR NURS 676,800 sR 4 S

WASHINGTON
27-61001 PR 0 AN 037 BELLEVUE INTERLAKE MANOR INC 403.401 100 N S

127-4007 PM 0 48 017 BELLEVUE BELLEVUE CONV CT 007.700 6S 4

129-43002 PM 0 AM 011 18 EL CENTRO VALLEY CONV HOSP 363.200 62 4 5

127-43004 PR 0 48 03l 02 EVERETT MERRICREST NURS Hm 646400 ISO 4 S

127-43003 PM 0 48 017 MERCER ISL MERCER VIEW CONY CT 849000 107 4

127-43002 PR 0 48 037 SEATTLE MERRIVISTA NURS HM 072.300 136 4 5

127-41003 PM 0 48 017 SEATTLE N GATE RURS CONV CT 770.000 106 4 0

127-61008 PM 0 48 Ol SEATTLE PK ROYAL CONV CT 071000 100 4 s

12?-43009 PM 0 46 Ol7 07 SEATTLE MENRI ACRE NURS HM 510.B53 40 N S

127-41010 PR 0 46 017 07 SEATTLE W CREST CONV CT 684,900 100 1 5

127-41011 PM 0 48 017 01 SEATTLE PK ROYAL CONV CIR 1.1R3.300 200 1

173-41003 PM 0 4R 012 00 SPOKANE UNIVERSITY MANOR 444,300 100 4 S

171-61004 PR 0 46 032 05 SPOKANE LILAC CITY MANOR 206.000 3o N S

171-41006 NP 0 46 032 05 SPOKANE RIVERVIEW LUTHERAN 066,600 NO N S

127-41006 PR 0 46 027 06 TACOMA W GATE CO.V CT 467.300 6? 4 S

WEST VIRGINIA
045-43001 PM 0 49 041 05 BECKLEY PINE LODGE NUNS HM 200.000 70 4

045-43011 NP 0 49 011 02 FAIRLEA GREENdRIER COUNTY HM O0000 100 1 s

043-41002 PR 0 49 006 04 HUNTINGTON MODERN HEALTH CARE 324,00 70 4 S

WISCONSIN
07?-43021 PH 0 so 041 09 BAYSIDE 9AVS30E NUMS HM 0220O 100 3
073-41010 PM 0 30 030 Ol KEOSHA SHERIDAN NURS MI SSS766 100 4

070-43014 PM 0 So 013 02 MADISON MANOR HOUSE INC 10012.S00 176 4 S

073-41012 PH 0 00 041 MILWAUKEE PAVILION NURS HM INC 979,600 I0 4 S
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PROJ PROJ FOOT CON
NUMBER SuFFIx NOTE ST. CTY. DIST. CITY

075-43024 PN KC
075-41018 PH EC
075-41025 NP
075-41008 PH Cc

PUERTO RICO
056-AOOP PM

COMMITMENTS OUTSTANDSING

ARKANSAS
082-41007 PH 0

CALIFORNIA
136-43018 PH 0
121-43026 PR 0
12Z-43019 PH 0

(OLORADO
101-43008 PH CC 1

CONNECTICUT
017-41019 PR 0
017-43011 PH 0

DELAWARF
032-41001 PR 0
011-41004 PR 0

FLORIDA
06S-41017 PH 0
061-41019 PH 0
03-43018 PR EC I
066-43011 PR 0
061-41020 PR 0
063-41014 NP 0

6FORGIA
061-430:1 PH 0
061-43024 PH 0

!nAmo
171-41017 PR 0

ILLINOIS
071-43019 PR 0
071-41023 PH 0
072-43026 PH 0
071-41021 PH 0

INDIANA
013-4021 PH 0

073-43028 PH 0

IOWA
074-41020 PR CC I

KENTUCKY
063-43026 PM 0
083-41029 PM 0
083-41031 PH 0
083-H90 PM 0
083-41020 PM 0
081-4101, PR 0
083-43019 PH 0
083-41022 PH 0

LOtISfANA
064-43018 PH 0

MASSACHUSETTS
023-43019 PM 0
023-43021 PH 0

MICHIGAN

044-43012 PR 0

MISSISSIPPI
061-43019 EC PM 1
063-41011 PH 0
063-41010 PM 0
OSN-41011 PH 0
083-43022 PR 0
061-43021 PR 0
065-41019 PR 0

MI SOUR
044-4901S PH 0
05-6S16 PM 0

MILWAUKEE
VERONA
WEST ALLIS
WILLIAMS SAY

RIo IORAS

N LITTLE ROC

CARMICHAEL
FRESNO
LOS ANSELES

DENVER

BRISTOL
WEST HAVEN

WILMINGTON
WILMINGTON

CRESTVIEw
FERNANDINA 0
JACKSONVILLE
MIAMI BEACH
PETERSSURGH
TALLAHASSEE

SAVANNAH
VALDOSTA

OROFINO

CHICAGO
DIXON
LEWISTOWN
POSEN

ALEXANDRIA
WINCHESTER

SIGOURNEY

GLASGOW
LOUISVILLE
LOUISVILLE
MARION
PIKEVILLE
PRESTONSURG
SOMERSET
TOMPKINSVILL

NEW ORLEANS

S DARTMOUTH
WORCHESTER

DETROIT

BOONEVILLE
COLUMBUS
GULEPORT
HAZLIHNIRST

JACKSON
MERIDIAN
OWlG4NS

CAMDE14TON
HANNIBAL

UNA
NUMBER PROJ NAME

MILWAY RUNS HN
FOUR WINDS MANOR INC
MEIN HANRN HLTA CT
SHERWOOD REST H

VALLE ALTO MUNS HR

OAK HILL MANON

MT OLIVETTI CONV
NORTHSIDE HOSPITAL
1000 SHEPHERD NURS

DAVIS NUNS HM INC

EDEN PK CONV H
TERRACE DELL N H

HILLSIDE HOUSE INC
MERCY VILLA MUNS M

CRESTVILW MURS HM
NASSAU HALL INC
ST JuUE MANOR INC
FOUR FREEDOMS NURS
RAINBOW RESIDENCE
MIRACLE HILL NUNS

SAVANNAH EXTENDED
THE LAKEOOD CONV CT

OROFINO NUNS HA

HYDE PK NURS HR
WINDSOR ESTATES NO I
CLARYTONA MANOR INC
POSEN NUNS HR

THE WILLOWS NUSS HM
RANDOLPH NUNS AR INC

MANOR HOUSE

HOMEWOOO URS m
GEORGE TOWN MANOR HM
THE CRRISIOPHER E
BEST CARE NUNS HR
MOUNTAIN MANOR PIKE
MOUNTAIN MANOR N H
SUNRISE MANOR
MONROE MUSS HR

VILLA ST CHARLES INC

HILLCREST 4US HR
CLARK MANOR MURS AR

LAW DN NURS HR

ALETHA LOW0 INC
MEDIA CT OF COLUMBUS

RIFTWOOD N H
PINECREST GUEST HR
LAKELAND NURS CT
MERIDIAN NUNS CT
TWIN OAKS MUSS HA

WINDSOR ESTATES
WINDSOR ESTATES

MORTGAGE 59.IF CONS1 PROC
AMOUNT STATUS ST.

199.100 89
4050100 70

1.200*000 165
166.467 30

1.726.400 160
s m. A. 3, 46%L

060,300

603.000
864.800
141.900

1.696.100

009*700

9949400

299.100
310.400

729.200
1.74S.100

537.300
369.900

$869500

70T.700

413.800

939,700
311.000
990.000
447,800

3 10000

430*000

00,00

980.600
220000
769,600
300000
319,100
324,100

1,714.300

1.112.000
1,364,700

432.700

243.100
3 30000
542.100
344.700
671,300

790400
412.00

330.000
$11.400
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PROJ PROJ FOOT CONG
NUMBER SUFFIX NOTE ST. CTY. DIST. CITY

URA
NUMBER PROJ NAME

MORTGAGE NO OF CONST PROC
AMOUNT 3 STATUS St.

084-43014 PM
085-43012 PH

NEBRASKA
101-43022 PM

NEW JERSEY
035-4100S PM
031-43032 PM
031-41042 PM
035-41007 PM
031-43062 PM
031-43034 PM
031-41060 PM
031-41038 PM
031-43064 PM

NEW YORK
012-41046 PM

OHIO
046-41009 PM
042-43011 NP

OKLAHOMA
117-43009 PR
117-43006 PM

OREGON
126-41014 PM

SOUTH CAROLINA
014-43020 PM
054-43021 PM

SOUTH DAKOTA
091-4300S NP

TENNESSEE
086-43010 PH

TEXAS
115-43010 PM
13-4101% PN
113-43012 PM
114-41009 PM
133-43013 PM EC
112-41024 PM

UTAH
105-43018 PMw

VERMONT
026-43001 PH

VIRGINIA
0S1-43009 PM
051-43006 PM

WEST VIRGINIA
045-43001 PM
045-43013 PH
045-41007 PH

WISCONSIN
075-43029 PM

PUERTO RICO
056-41005 PM

APPLICATIONS IN PROCESS

ALASKA
176-41002 PM 0

CALIFORNIA
122-41023 PM 0
122-43026 PM 0
136-43015 PM 0
122-41010 PM 0
122-43025 PM 0
122-4102? PM 0

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
000-43014 NP 0

FLORIDA
066-4302W PM 0
066-43031 PM 0

010 01 ANCHORAGE

019 CANOPA PK
019 30 LOS ANGELES
004 02 OROVILLE
019 26 PALOS VERDES
019 49 SAN DIMAS
040 12 SAN LUIS

001 01 WASHINGTON

006 10 PLANTATION
010 09 W PALM BEACH

GLENMORE NUMS AM 1.121.000 100

HOLIDAY MANOR 600.000 92
J A00AMS CONV HM 689293 94
OROVILLE CONV HOSP 773.000 100
PALOS VERDES RURS HM 755.100 120
SAN DINAS COV CT 5110000 106
SAN LUIS CONV HOSP 900.000 140

NAT NED ASSOC FOUND 2.195.000 204

AMERICAN CONV CENTER 564.300 100
PINNACLE CONV CT 614.300 120

HARRISONVILL
MALDEN

OMAHA

ATLANTIC CTY
EMERSON
LAWRENCE
NT HOLLY
UNION
WAYNE
WESTFIELD
O MILFORD
WOODCLIFF LK

HITESTONE

DAYTON
FINDLAY

BLANCHARD
LAWTON

GEARHART

BEAUFORT

COLUMBIA

SIOUX FALLS

FRANKLIN

BOERNE
EL PASO
GOLDTHWAITE
HOUSTON
MONAHANS
WACO

MURRAY

RUTLAND

RICHMOND
WISE

CLARKSBURG
S CHARLESTON
WEIRTON

MILWAUKEE

RIO PIEDRAS
83 ?am

BANNER CLARK NUMS HM 377100
SUNSHINE NURS HA 260.000

NINE LUSA GONS 1.030.000

BOARDWALK SEASHORE 1.300R00
EMERSON NRUS HM 1.319.400
BLOSON HILL NUBS HM 916500
MT HOLLY N H 631t00
UNION NURS HM 1.012.700
MURRAY MANOR NURS H 992.000
WESTFIELD CONV CT I.A41.900
MILFORD RURS CONV HM 937.200
WOODCLIFF LAKE MANOR 1.104.300

WHITESTONE NURSE HM 2.142.000

FORESTVIEW INC 101O8.000
WINEBRENNER EXTENDED 98.000

SENIOR VILLAGE 276.800
THE ORLANDO 432.100

EDGEWATER NUBS HR 249.300

BAYVIKW NURS CT INC 615.900
CAPITAL CONV CT 941.800

LUTHER MANOR 910.200

HARPETH TERRA NUR HM 420,000

TAN COUNTRY MANOR 302.100
LOGAN HTS NURS HM 331.300
HICKMAN NURS HM 2259000
WINTER HAVEN 8S9100
MONAHANS CONV CT 125.000
FIRESIDE MANOR NURS 777.200

MIDGLEY MANOR 673.200

EDEN PARK NURS HM 1#094.AO

FOREST HILLS NURS HM 1.200.200
WISE CTY STRYREST 402.900

OAK HOUND NUNS HM 787.500
RIVERSIDE NURS HR 982.500
WEIRTON CONV NURS HM 931.00

COMM HR FOR AGED 1.465.000

CLAIBORNE GDNS NUMS 1,354.00
B 61.709.100
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PROJ PROJ FOOT CONG URA MORTGAGE NW COST PROC
NUMBER SUFFIx NOTE ST. CTY. DIST. CITY NUMBER PROJ NAME AMOUNT STATUS ST.

GEORGIA
061-43029 PM 0 11 008 01 CARTERSVILLE CARTERSVILLE NUNS "M 746SO0 100 0 U

HAWAII
140-43004 PM 0 12 001 01 HILO HILO CONY OSP 800.000 66 0 U

ILLINOIS
071-43026 NP 0 14 016 01 CHICAGO DELIVERANCE MURS MM 1.375.000 199 0 U
071-A3027 PH 0 14 016 11 CHICAGO BRIAROOO FERN NUSS 2,31s100 299 0 U
0T2-43023 PM 0 14 O11 23 PANA PANA NURS MM 039.000 8A 0 U

KANSAS
102-43010 NP 0 17 100 03 KANSAS CITY DOUGLAS HOSP NURS HR 791.313 100 0 U

LOUISIANA
064-41020 PM 0 19 026 02 GRETNA OAKWOOD MANOR INC 1,00.800 1O 0 U
064-4021 PM 0 19 027 02 METAIRIE PHYSICIANS JEFFERSON 1.A86,427 1SO 0 U

MASSACHUS3TS
023-43051 PM 0 22 012 11 BROCKTON BRAEMOOA NURS NM INC 1.296.000 120 0 U
023-4032 PM 0 22 011 08 BROOKLINE BEACON HALL NURSE HM 800.000 86 0 U
023-41017 PM 0 22 009 08 CAMBRIDGE FRESH POND NUSS HR 936.000 120 0 U
023-63029 PM 0 22 007 02 CHICOPEE WILLIANSETT N H 437.9$3 A0 0 U
023-61052 PM 0 22 013 09 DORCHESTER BEATRICE MARIE NURS 1.3B6.000 110 0 U
023-4028 PM 0 22 009 04 FRANINGHAM WINTER GABLES 00.000 s0 0 U
023-41021 PM 0 22 00 06 LYNN BIRLH KNOLL MURS MM 1.020.000 120 0 U
023-43022. PM 0 22 003 06 LYNN CHATHAM ST NUSS HM 915.000 lOB 0 1)
023-43051 PS 0 22 003 12 NEW BEDFORD BROOKLAWN NUMS HN 1.080.000 120 0 U
023-43018 PM 0 22 014 04 NORTHBORO NORTHBORO NUSS HR 225.000 30 0 U
023-43042 PM 0 22 016 04 NORTHBORO GREEN ACRES MURS HM 1.200000 120 0 U
023-63061 PM 0 22 008 0I NORTHAMPTON NORTHAMPTON NURS MM 1.660.000 160 0 J
023-41024 PM 0 22 011 11 NORWOOD ELLIS CONy HN 1.366.100 100 0 U
023-43016 PM 0 22 004 12 TISBURY VINYARD HAVEN NURS 717,000 78 0 U
023-41024 PM 0 22 009 0 WOBURN HOLIDAY N H 1.170.000 120 0 U

MICHIGAN
040-43010 PR 0 23 025 07 GRAND BLANC THE CHATEAU 1,160,000 260 0 .1

MINNESOTA
092-43010 NP 0 24 041 06 HENORICKS HENDRICKS NURS HM 324,600 40 0 U

MISSOURI
064-43010 PM 0 26 068 KANSAS CITY MYERS MURS CORY CT 082,280 86 0 U
084-4011 NP 0 26 068 05 KANSAS CITY THE MONTABAUR CLUB 2.117.24 136 0 U
OBO-33019 PM 0 26 072 10 PORTAGEVILLE DELTA STRYREST CONY 348.600 so 0 U
084-41017 PM 0 26 021 06 SALISBURY SALISBURY MURS HM 321,500 02 0 U

MONTANA
091-43000 PM 27 027 01 LIBBY LIBBY NURS MM 312.000 60 0 U

NFBRASKA
103-63020 PM 0 28 028 02 OMAHA TOWN VIEW MANOWR 1.030.000 200 0 U

NEW JERSEY
031-43079 PM 0 31 018 00 BRIDGEWATER RELDS NUSS HM 1,663,000 162 0 U
031-4305? PM 0 31 018 OS GREEN8ROOK GREEN OAKS NUSS HM 990.000 100 0 U
031-63091 PM 0 31 014 05 MENOHAM BORO HOLLY MANOR NURS HR 1.125000, 114 0 U
031-A30S3 PM 0 31 016 03 MILLINTON NILLTONIA MUAS HN 995.000 98 0 U
031-43058 PR 0 31 019 04 NEWTON BARN HILL MURS HM 850.000 100 0 U
031-43093 PM 0 31 002 07 PARAMUS DELLRIDGE NURSING HM 7S0t700 78 0 U
031-43061 PM 0 31 010 06 RARITAN COUNTRY LANE MURS 1.00,000 100 0 U
031-41071 PM 0 31 011 04 TRENTON CARE CTS OF AM 1.100.000 100 0 U
031-63069 0 31 009 14 UNION HUDSON PALISADES 3.30,000 200 0 U
031-43036 PM 0 It OIl 03 WALL ALLAIRE NuRS MM 996,000 163 0 U
011-43079 PM 0 31 016 OR WAYNE PLEASANT VIEW URS 1.140600 100 0 U

NEW YORK
012-43052 PM 0 33 001 29 GUILDERLAND GUILDERLAND CT NUSS 993.600 120 0 U 
012-43047 PM 0 33 041 LITTLE NECK LITTLE NECK NURS HN 1.033,000 120 0 U
012-43030 PH 0 111 03 16 STATEN ISL VANDERBILT NUSS HR 3.633,397 320 0 0
013-43006 PM 0 33 093 32 UTICA EDEN PARK RURS HM 9ST,000 s0 0 U

OHIO
043-43022 PM 0 36 023 13 ARLINGTON ARLINGTON COURT NUAS 1.302.300 120 0 U
046-41012 PM U 36 031 01 CINCINNATI VERNON CONV CT 1,448.600 IS0 0 U
042-63017 NP 0 36 018 21 CLEVELAND BELNORE MANOR 937,800 100 0 If
041-41016 NP 0 36 025 COLUMBUS WESLEY GLEN MONS MM 620.000 62 0 U

PENNSYLVANIA
036-63016 PM 0 39 068 13 EASTON NORTHAMPTON NURS MH 1.122.000 120 0 U

SHOEO ISLAND
016-41001 PM 0 40 004 02 CRANSTON MEDICO NURS Mm INC 9N8000 90 0 U

TENNESSEE
081-63014 PM 0 4 079 01 ELLENDALE TRANCUILAIRE MURS HN 937S.00 68 0 U

TEXAS
112-41034 PH 0 4 074 04 BONHAM SEVEN OAKS HMUS HN 31,300 60 0 U
112-69011 PM EC 1 66 073 11 MARLIN GOLDEN YEARS REST HM 330.000 73 0 U

VERMONT
026-A3006 PM 0 66 006 01 S BURLINGTON DORSET MANOR NURS HM 1.125000 120 0 U
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PROJ PROJ FOOT CONG
NUMBER SUFFIX NOTE ST. CTY. DIST. CITY

ORA
NUMBER PROJ NAME

MORTGAGE MO OF COST PROC
AMOUNT BO STATUS ST.

032 05 SPOKANE
032 0 SPOKANE

038 02 MARLINTON
011 02 MORGANTOWN

7 TOM

FFASIBIL1TY LFTTFRS OUTSTANDING

COLORADO
101-41010 PM 0 06

CORRECT ICUT
017-41021 PM 0 07

FLORIDA
063-41021 PM 0 10
067-A3O PH 0 t0

GEORGIA
061-43026 PM 0 11
061-41027 PH EC 1 11

INDIANA
073-41031 PM 0 1

MARYLAND
02-41017 PM 0 21

NASSACHUSFTT%
02-4304S PM 0 22
023-41014 NP 0 22
021-41019 NP 0 22
021-41017 NP 0 22

MICHIGAN
040-41011 P 0 21

MINNFSOTA
02-41011 NP 0 24

MISSISSIPPI
06S-41027 PR 0 2s
06S-41026 PH 0 2S
06S-41028 PM 0 29
065-41029 PR 0 2S

RISSOURI
084-41012 PM 0 26

NFW JERSEY
001-83096 PM 0 31

NEW YORK
011-41001 0 11
013-41207 0 31
013-4A008 0 31
012-4106 0 31

OHIO

042-41018 PR 0 36
YOA - OBPM1

TEXAS

112-43019 PM 0 44

VERMONT
026-49007 0 46

PUERTO RICO
096-41n09 PM 0 99

REQUESTS IN PROCESS

ARKANSAS
02-4009 PM

CALIFORNIA
121-41019 PM
121-41014 PM
121-4108 PR
122-41046 PM
121-49010 PM
121-41040 PM

GUNNISON

CANAAN

JACKSONVILLE
TAMPA

AUGUSTA

BRUNSWICK

BEDFORD

BALTIMORE

BILLERCIA
HAVERHILL
OUINCY
SOUTHBORO

Fl Ny

TRUMAN

GREENWOOD
MEADVILLE
MERIDIAN
NORTON

LIBERTY

RED BANK

POUGHKEEPSIE
POUGHKEEPSIE
SCHENECTADY
STATEN ISL

BELLEVUE
CLEVELAND

TYLER

SPRINGFIELD

BAYAMON
29 WO

FORREST

ARCATA
CONCORD
CONCORU
COSTA MESA
FRENO
PACIFIC GROVE

COLONIAL MANOR NURS

GREER MEN CONY HM

ARLINGTON MAJOR INC
MANHATTAN CONV CYR

R A ROBINSON NURS
BRUNSWICK NURS CT

CONVALESCENT CARE

GREATER BALTIMORE

COUNTHYVIEW NURSE HM
NURSING HOME
QUINCY NURS H
HIGH OAKS CONV HM

LAFAYETTE NURS HM

LUTHERAN RETIRE HP

PEMBERTON PL NURS hM
FRANKLIN COUNTY NURS
QUEEN CITY NURS HM
SCOTT COUNTY NURS HM

GOLDEN AGE LODGE

RED BANK MEOI CT

EDEN PK MORS HM
EDEN PK NURS HR
KNOLLS NURS HM
RALPH AVE DANUBE AV

BELLEVUE NURS YM
ARISTOCRAT SOUTH INC

THE VILLAGE EAST

SPRINGFIELD NURS HM

SAN MARTIN NORS HM

KINGWOOU NURS HM

VALL W CONV HOSPITAL
ADOBE CONV HOSPITAL
VIRGINIA LANE CONV
MEMORIAL CONV CTR
PACIFIC RED FAC CORP
ASILIRAN CENTER

171-43011 P
171-4014 PM

WEST VIRGINIA
040-41006 PM
045-43012 NP

RIVERSIDE CONv HOSP
S CREST CONV CTR

TWILIGHT DAWNS
SUNDALE REST HM

600,000
1.4261000

310.000
1.926,1500

S 71.824.121
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PRO J PROJ FOOT CONG URA MORTGAGE NQw CONST PROC
NUMBER SUFFIX NOTE ST. CTY. DIST. CITY NUMBER PROJ NAME AMOUNT STATUS ST.

122-41012 PM 0 05 033 3M PALM SPRINGS PALM SPRS CON CT 99 0 F
121-41037 PM 0 05 049 O PETALUMA PETALUMA RANCHO NuRS 93 0 F
122- 3%1 PM 0 05 019 24 POMONA POMONA CONV GERIATRIC 99 0 F
116-4102- PM 0 05 045 02 READING CRESTWOOD CONY HOSP 92 0 F
122-41041 PM 0 05 o0l 38 RIVERSIDE RIVERSIDE NURS HM 153 0 F
122-43n47 PM 0 05 042 11 SANTA BARBAR SANTA BARBARA CONV 200 0 F
121-4103 PM 0 05 044 12 SANTA CRUZ SPRORUP SANITARIUM 27 0 F
136-41022 PM 0 05 039 1 STOCKTON MONACO CON CENTER 95 0 F
122-43044 PM 0 05 0313 38 SUN CITY SUN CTY CON HOSP 99 0 F

LOLORADO
101-41011 PH 0 06 039 04 0 JUNCTION COLONIAL MANOR WEST 120 0 F

FLORIDA
061-41016 4P 0 IT 066 01 OF FUNIAK SP 60 0 F
066-41019 PM 0 50 006 10 FT LAUDERDAL SAEETING NURS HM 120 0 F
066-43041 RP 0 10 036 07 LEHIGH ACRES LEHIGH ACRES NRS H so 0 F
066-43024 NP 0 10 013 32 MIAMI LUTHERAN MEMORIAL 200 0 F
067-4104n PM 0 IA 064 04 ORMOND BEACH OAKRIOGE MANOR 120 0 F
061-410?2 PM 0 10 062 01 PERRY PERRY NURS CONy COR 59 0 F
066-41017 NP 0 IT 008 09 PT CHARLOTTE ST JOSEPH NuRS CT 100 0 F
067-43019 PM EC 1 10 052 08 ST PETERBURG COLONIAL MANOR NURS 259 0 F

GEORGIA
061-41031 PM 0 11 064 07 CALHOUN ACREE NURS HM 50 0
061-43031 PM 0 11 106 03 COLUMBUS COLUMOUS MED NURS HR 100 0 F
061-4302M EC 1 II 044 04 DECATUR DECATUR CONV CT 100 0 F
061-430130 PM 0 11 033 07 SMYRNA HEALTH SERVICES 100 0 F
061-41012 PM 0 II 031 07 SMYRNA HALLMARK NURS HM 60 0 F

ILLINOIS
071-41029 PM 0 14 004 16 BELVIDERE BELVIDERE MANOR NURS lOB 0 F
071-41n2 PH 0 14 036 12 CHICAGO MONTROSE CONY HM 244 0
071-41012 PM 0 34 016 0 CHICAGO NORMANDY CON HM 300 0 F
071-43031 PM 0 14 016 11 CHICAGO A SHERIUAN 6 SENDER 290 0 F
071-43030 PM 0 14 089 16 FREEPORT CRESTVIEA MANOR INC 101 0 F
071-4101i PM 0 14 022 I4 INFIELD ZACE NuRS AM 100 U F

INDIANA
071-41032 PM 0 is OI 10 MUNCIE FAULKNER REST AM s0 0 F

IOWA
014-43022 PM EC I 16 032 01 IOWA CITY GREENWOOD ACRES NURS 50 0 F

MARYLAND
0$2-41019 PM 0 21 024 01 BERLIN BERLIN NuRS Hm 33 0 F
052-43014 PM 0 21 011 06 BRADDOCK BRADDOCK CONA CT MT 0 F
052-41016 PM EC 1 21 002 01 MILLERSVILLE KNOLLBOOO MANOR 95 0 F

MASSACHUSETTS
021-4104R PM 0 22 009 05 LOWELL FAIRVIEM NURS HR 120 0 F
023-4o1 PM 0 22 014 01 NORTHBRIDGE REAUMINT HOUSE Ro 0 F
021-41040 PM 0 22 ON 06 PEABODY PILGRIM HOUSE 120 0 F
021-41026 PM 0 22 012 32 PLYMOUTH MAYFLUwER N H 120 0 F
023-43038 PM 0 22 005 06 SALEM NORTHSAURE NURS HM 160 0 F
023-43046 0 22 005 07 SAUGUS BROOK SIDE NURS HM 120 0 F
023-43047 PM 0 22 007 02 SPRINGFIELD MAPLE SHADE NURS HM 120 0 F

MICHIGAN
044-43016 NP 0 23 082 13 DETROIT 11amwi69Uw 168 0 F

MISSISSIPPI
065-41010 PM 0 2S D1M 05 HATTIESBURG HATTILSAURG MEDICAL 120 0 F
06S-43011 PM 0 25 047 04 HOLLY SPRING HOLLY HAVEN NURS CTR 60 0 F
065-43012 PM 0 25 091 04 NEWTON NEWTON COUNTY RURS 60 0 F

MISSOURI

0M4-4101R PM 0 26 004 06 HOPEINS HOPKINS NURS HR s0 0 F
ORS-43020 NP 0 26 OB 10 STEELE STEELE NURS H 60 0 F

NEW JERSEY
031-41096 PM 0 31 014 05 CHATHAM TWP KING JAMES NURS Hm 108 0 F
031-41094 PH 0 31 018 0 FRANKLIN TRP KING JAMES NURS HM IRD 0 F
011-41098 PM 0 $1 018 03 GREENBROOK GREENBROOK MANOR HR 17 0 F
031-4309 PM 0 31 OIB 05 RARITAN RARITAN HOUSE 128 0 F

NEW YORK
012-41066 PM 0 31 003 24 BRONX SPLIT ROCK NURS HM 240 0 F
012-4lOSR 0 31 028 17 GREECE CREST MANOR MURS Bm so 0 F
013-43000 0 13 034 32 UTICA MINOA NURS HR Wo 0 F

OHIO
046-41014 PM 0 36 008 06 RIPLEY OHIO VALLEY MANOR 35 0 F

PENNSYLVANIA
034-43022 PM 0 39 096 06 FRACKVILLE BROAD MNT MANOR 126 0 F
053A-011 PM 0 19 063 26 N STRABANE MCCLELLAND NURS HM 104 0 F
033-49014 0 39 n02 14 PITTSBURGH HIGHLAND HALL NUS 130 0 F

SOUTH DAKOTA
091400 PM 0 42 095 02 ARTESIAN PIONEER MEMORIAL Mm 30 0 F

TEXAS
115-41011 NP 0 44 227 10 AUSTIN AUSTIN GERIATRIC COR 126 0 F
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PROJ PRO.) FOOT CO14
NUMBER SUFFIX NOTE ST- CTY. DIST. CITY

URA
NUMBER PROJ NAME

MORTGAGE NO OF COST PROC
AMOUNT 111 STATUS ST.

171 06 CORSICANA
243 10 WICHITA FALL

002 oI BENNINGTON
012 01 BERLIN
013 01 BRATTLEBORO

123 01 RICHMOND

021 03 CENTRALIA
017 07 ZENITH

03 01 WHEELING
?6 TAL

ENNA MANOR INC
WOODS CONV RUMS HM

EDEN PK NUMS HR
BERLIN NURS HR
EDEN PK NURS MM

VA STATE BAPT DEACON

GREEN ALRES ESTATE
JUDSON PK HLTH CT

CHEELIN NURSING HM

EXPIRATION AND REJECTIONS DURING REPORTING PERIOD-

FXPIREO COMMITMENTS

MICHIGAN
047-4029 PM CC I 23 070 09 HOLLAND

MISSISSIPPI
065-41012 PM 0 25 025 03 JACKSON

TEXAS
115-A006 PM 0 44 011 21 SAN ANTONI

WASHINGTON
171-41009 PM 0 48 032 OS SPOKANE

WEST VIRGINIA
04-43001 PM 0 49 020 03 S CHARLESTq

REOPENED PRFLIMINARY REJECTED APPLICATIONS

CALIFORNIA
116-41015 PM 0 05 004 02 OROVILLE

REOPENED FINAL REJECTED APPLICATIONS

IOWA
074-63020 PM EC 1 16 054 04 SIGOURNEY

FINAL REJECTED APPLICATIONS

IOWA
07R-1020 PM EC I 16 054 04 SIGOURNEy

KENTUCKY

083-43021 FIP O IX 050 02 HORSE CAVE

MICHIGAN
047-63025 PM EC 1 23 041 05 GRAND RAPIl
047-4023 PM EC 1 23 039 03 KALAMAZOO
047-A3024 PM EC 1 23 061 09 MUSKEGON

NEBRASKA
103-4S024 PM 0 28 OSS 01 LINCOLN

NEW JERSEY
031-43047 PM 0 31 014 01 PEOUANNOCK

NEW MEXICO
116-43003 PM EC 1 32 003 01 ROSWELL

SOUTH DAKOTA
091-3007 PH 0 42 003 02 MARTIN

TEXAS
II-63007 F 0 44 031 IS HARLINGEN

10

EXPIRED FEASIBILITY LETTERS

ALASKA

176-43001 0 02 01 ANCHORAGE

CALIFORNIA
121-43032 PM 0 05 021 01 SAN RAFAEL

2

101AL

DS

IDEAL

BIRCHWOOD MANOR

FOUNTAIN BLEU NRS CT

AM NuRs CONV CT INC

SPOKANE CONV CT

RIVERSIDE CONV NURSE

OROVILLE CONV HOSP

MANOR HOUSE

MANOR MOUSE

CAvERNA CON AM

SPRIN4BROOK RESIDENC
RIOGEVIEW MANOR NURS
KNOLLVIEW MANOR NURS

VILLA MANOR NURS M

SUNSET RD NURS M

SUNSET VILLA CARE

MCKEE N AS HN

RETAMA MANOR

PARK TERRACE NURS M

CASA UONITA CONY CT

592.000 lOT 0 V

350.000 50 0 V

1.076.000 120 0 V

393.400 53 0 V

960.000 9A 0 V
S 3.372,200 42W

773.000 100 0 U

522.800 34 0 0

522.B00

433.000

1.077,800
?23.800

635,000

277.721

99t100

794.500

260.900

612,000
S 6.372#621

100 0

2? 0

112-43036 PM
113-43016 PM

VERMONT

026-41005
026-A3008
026-411009

VIRGINIA
01-61010 NP

WASHINGTON
127-43017
127-41014 NP

WEST VIRGINIA
045-43009
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PROJ PROJ FOOT CONG
NUMBER SuFFIX NOTE ST. CTY. DIST. CITY

URA
NU04SER PROJ NAME

MORTGAGE NO OF CONST PROC
AMOUNT I= STATUS ST.

023-43031 PR 0

NEW HANPSHIRF
024-43005 PM EC I

OHIO

042-3021 PR 0

OREGON
126-41020 0

WASHINGTON
171-43016 NP EC I

REOPFNEO RFJFCTEO RPFOUFSTS

CALIFORNIA
121-61034 PR 0
121-63030 PH 0
122-4303 PH 0
122-43041 PR 0

LOLORADO

101-43011 PR 0

FLORIDA
066-61033 PR
066-46n30 PM 0

ILLINOIS
072-6302T NP 0

LOUISIANA
064-4020 PR 0

MASSACHUSFTTS
023-43037 NP 0

NEW JERSEY
031-43096 PR 0
031-63094 PR 0
031-43086 PR U

NFW YORK

012-43058 0

PENNSYLVANIA
033-61013 PR 0
033-43014 0

SOUTH DAKOTA
O91-4300R PM 0

REJECTED REtUESTS

ARKANSAS
082-400R PR 0

CALIFORNIA
136-43024 PM 0
122-43046 PH 0
121-41034 PH 0
121-63036 PR 0
121-"3021 PM EC 1
121-43020 NP 0
122-63033 PM 0
122-43034 PR 0
122-43063 PR 0
136-63021 PM 0
122-43043 PM 0
121-43022 PM 0
121-4301 PR 0

FL OM 10A
066-63033 PM 0
066-43038 PM 0
066-43040 PR 0

ILLINOIS
001-63034 PM 0
072-43027 NP 0

INDIANA
07S-63030 PR 0

IOWA
074-63021 Pm 0

LOUISIANA
064-4102? PM 0

WORCESTER

HAMPTON

CLEVELAND

CORVALLIS

FAIRFIELD

CONCORD
FRESNO

POMONA
RIVERSIDE

GO JUNCTION

FT LAUDERDAL
MIAMI

GRETNA

SOUTHBROM

CHATHAM TWP
FRANKLIN TWP
RED BANK

GREECE

N STRABANE
PITTSBURGH

ARTESIAN
17 MIAL

ALMA

AUBURN
CARSON
CONCORD
CRESCENT CTV
DALY CITY
FRESNO
HUNTINGTON 8
HUNTINGTON b
RIVERSIDE
ROSEVILLE
SANTA ANA
SANTA CLARA
WALNUT CREEK

FT LAuOERDAL
MIAMI
POMPANO BCH

CHICAGO
LINCOLN

SO MEND

DES MOINES

LAFAYETTE

REX RtGINA NR HM

PLIMPTON MANOR MNO

SCIDEM INC

OLSON COO CT

GO SAMARITAN CT

ADOBE COMv HOSPITAL
PACIFIC MED FAE LORP
PO ONA LONV GERIATRI
RIVERSIDE NURS HM

COLONIAL MANOR WEST

SWEITINU NURS HM
ITH AVE DEV (ORP

ST CLARAS MANOR

OAKWOOD MANOR INC

HIGH OAKS CONV HM

KING JAMES NURS HM
KING JAMES NURS HM
RED BANK MEDI CT

CREST MANOR NOR$ HM

MCCLLLLAND NURS HA
HI GHLANU HALL NuRS

PIONEER MEMORIAL HM

COLONY MANOR OF ALMA

AUBURN MANOR
CARSON CONV HM
ADOBE CONV HOSPITAL
CRESCENT CTY CARE
SKYLINE TERRA ADD
TWILIGHT HAVEN
RANCHO VIA CONC CT
HUNTINGTON BEACH CON
RIVERSIUE NURS HM
GOLDEN YEARS CON HM
EUCLID MRS FOR CONY
SANTA CLARA SANITAR
WALNUT CREEK NURS HM

SHEETING NOR$ HM
17TH AVt DEV CORP
N DISTRICT CONY CT

STERLING NURS HR

ST CLARAS MAN4OR

ESSEX NURSING HM

MEDICENTER OF AM

NED COMPLEX Of
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PROJ PROJ FOOT CORG URA MORTGAGE 05.90 CONST PROC
NUM ER SUFFIX NOTE ST. CTY. DIST. CITY NUMBER PROJ NAME AMOUNT STATUS ST.

023-4305A PM 0 22 003 10 FALL RIVER FALL RIVER NURSE "M 160 0 L
023-4306 PM 0 22 014 03 WEBSTER FENTREAS NURS H s0 0 L

NEW HAMPSHIKE
024-41006 NP 0 30 007 01 CONCORD HAvENOO0 NURS HM sA 0 L

NEW JERSEY
O31-43096 PM 0 111 01 05 CIATHAM TAP KING JAMES NURS HN 108 0 F
031-43094 PM 0 31 016 05 FRANKLIN TAP KING JAMES NURS HM 180 0 F
031-43095 PH 0 31 012 15 MONROE TAP MONROE MuRS HM 120 0 L
035-43013 0 31 015 06 PT PLEASANT CLAREMONT CONy CTR 100 0

OHIO
063-41023 PM 0 36 025 12 COLUMBUS NORTHLAND CONY CT 240 0 L
042-43022 0 36 076 16 PERRY TAP FOUNTAIN VIEM CENTER 96 0 L

PENNSYLVANIA
0353-3013 PM 0 39 061 26 N STRABANE MCCLELLAND NURS HM uN 0 F
034-43023 NP 0 39 051 05 PHILADELPHIA ZION UAPTIST CHURCH 100 0
033-63016 0 39 002 14 PITTSBURGH HIGHLAND HALL NURS ISO 0 F

SOUTH DAKOTA
091-4300M PM 0 62 055 02 ARTESIAN PIONEER MEMORIAL HM 40 0 F
091-43009 PM 0 42 049 01 DELL RAPIDS DELL RAPIDS NURS HM 52 0 L

TERN ESSEF
086-63011 PM 0 4 0R3 06 HENDERSONVIL LAKEROOK CONY CTR 4 0 L

VERMONT
026-43010 0 46 002 01 MANCHESTER EQUINOX NURS mm 54 0 L

WEST VIRGINIA
045-6301" PM 0 49 066 02 GRAFTON MEADOW HILLS NURS s0 0 L
045-43004 NP 0 49 010 05 OAK HILL FAYETTE COMM MED 66 0 L
045-A3008 PM 0 49 054 06 PARKERSBURG CHATEAU PK NURS HM R6 0 L

41 IV= "it9
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PROCESSIE STA'TJS
CWOES DMIITZOCIS

A Prelpenmts in full

B Prepayment*tvith supersession

C Mortgages assigned to FKA (held)

D Mortgags assigned to FRA (sold vith reinsurance)

E Mortgages assigned to FRA (disposed of without reinsurance)

F Requests in process (includes reopened rejected requests)

0 Projects acquired by FKA (held)

H Projects acquired by FKA (sold with reinsurence)

I Expired letters of feasibility

J Projects acquired by FKA (sold with mortgage held by FIA)

K Projects acquired by IRA (disposed of by other methods)

L Rejected requests

4 Wthravals (termination of insurance vherein mortgagee retains title to property)

N Voluntary terminatis

P Matured loans

Q Transfer with reinsunrne

R Other terminations

S Insurance in force (Initial and Final endorsents)

T Csmitmente outstanding (Includes reopened expired coimaments)

U Applications in process (includes reopened rejected applications)

V Expired omitments

W Final rejected applications

X Preliminary rejected applications

Y Letters of feasibility outstanding (includes reopened expired letters of feasibility)
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